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Abstract:
In recent years a large number of new low cost digital consumer cameras have appeared in the market. The
aim of this paper is to describe a research undertaken to examine and evaluate the geometric stability of
these cameras and their potential for photogrammetric use. For this purpose, three gadgets with cameras
were chosen: two mobile phones and a personal digital assistant (PDA), all of them with built-in camera.
Their geometric stability is examined using a test field, and the calibration parameters are determined. The
calibration parameters’ results, such as the principal distance, principal point, radial and tangential distortion and their accuracies are given. The next step of the research was focused in the exterior orientation and
the accuracies which can be achieved using stereopairs of the test field. The results were not discouraging at
all and some important conclusions, for these three different types of cameras, are mentioned in the paper.
Experimental research has been carried out using two study sites. The first is the fountain “Krini Priouli” at
Heraklion of Crete and the second is the marble iconostasis of Saint Apostles in the Ancient Market of Athens. In both cases close-range photographs taken from the PDA were used.
Results indicate that such cameras may be used in simple close – range photogrammetric applications, with
relatively low accuracy requirements.

1. Introduction
During the last years, the manufacturers of mobile
phones, decided to exploit the possibilities of digital
technology, and to offer the opportunity of image recording using digital cameras via mobile phones. The
collaboration of information technology and telecommunication companies constitutes the next step of mobile
telephony development. In the near future rapid developments are expected. Already, mobile phone’s companies produced mobile phones, with embedded cameras,
with resolutions over 3.5 and 5 megapixels (Mp). Also,
since mobile phones tend to incorporate the characteristics of PDAs and vice verca, these gadgets are expected
to replace all the others.
Using them in this way is promising, due to the fact
that they are within reach of everyday’s user and also
they are widely available. As a consequence a large
number of images exists, taken with these handheld
gadgets, not for photogrammetric purpose including and
of course, monuments and archaeological sites. How© The Eurographics Association 2006.

ever, only few investigations of their metric ability exist
(e.g. AB04).
In order to examine the potential of such handheld
gadgets with build-in cameras, a performance evaluation
of two different types of mobile phones and one PDA
was carried out by the authors.
An important aspect of the usability of these cameras
for photogrammetric purposes is their geometric stability
and accuracy. Therefore the interior orientation parameters where determined using an accurately measured test
field. Consequently, for evaluating the gadget’s accuracy
and applicability, their cameras are put to test in everyday close-range photogrammetric applications.
2. Methodology
2.1 The handheld gadgets used
Three types of handheld gadgets were used for this
study. The first was a Nokia 5140 mobile phone and the
second was a Sony Ericsson K700i mobile phone both
with built-in cameras. These mobile phone cameras
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work at a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The third
gadget was an HP iPaq 3700 PDA, with effective number of pixels 1.2, i.e. a resolution of 1280 x 960 pixels.

xo,yo: are for principal point
c: is for principal distance
ǻxr, ǻyr: are for radial distortion
ǻxd, ǻyd: are for decentering distortion
ǻxĮf, ǻyĮf: are for affine distortion
The extended collinearity equations, which are used in
the bundle adjustment with self-calibration, may be
formed as [R00]:
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Figure 1: The handheld gadgets used
2.2 Description of the calibration process
From geometric point of view, a photograph is considered to be a central projection and more specifically a
perspective one. This is actually the mathematical model
that is used in Photogrammetry to represent the inverse
process of the photography [P00].
The procedure of the determination of this mathematical model’s parameters, or generally what is called in the
photogrammetric literature as interior orientation of a
photograph, is called calibration of the camera [G98].
Generally, the accuracy of a camera’s performance
depends on many and different factors, the most significant of which are: the resolution of the camera, the number of the photographs which are taken and use in the
photogrammetric procedure, the geometry of the camera
and the object and, last but not least, the geometry of the
object itself.
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K1, K2: are the radial lens distortion parameters,
P1, P2: are the tangential lens distortion parameters,
S: is the scale parameter
A: is the affine distortion parameter
For calibrating the handheld gadgets the software
“Calibration CCD” was employed, which was developed
by the Lab. of Photogrammetry. Also, a test field consisting from 36 points with varying heights and a flat
board containing 276 points, all of which were accurately measured a priori was used.

Calibration parameters can be evaluated using many
methods. Usually, when no-metric cameras are used, the
calibration procedure is carried out with a test field
[MFC*04]. For digital cameras the self-calibration
method (using e.g. bundle adjustment) can be easily
programmed to include any other errors from the CCD
array sensor of the camera [S04].
The collinearity equations, including distortions and
sensor errors, can be formed as [D95]:
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Errors of the observed image coordinates can be analyzed further to:
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Figure 2: The test field used for calibration
The cameras settings such as zoom factor, focus,
white balance etc. were kept constant during the calibration procedure. The calibration of each camera was performed up to 3 times. Also, in order to accomplish the
maximum accuracy and to have favourable intersection
angles, handheld gadgets were set so that the Base-toHeight ratio was equal approximately to 0.25 (where H
is the taking distance and B is the base distance between
© The Eurographics Association 2006
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the two gadget stations). Figure 3 shows the handheld
gadgets configuration for the camera calibration procedure.

Figure 4: Normalized range of changes in principal
distance

Figure 3: Handheld gadgets configuration

The changes of the principal point (referring to the
image width) are shown in figure 5. Again Nokia 5140
mobile phone had the best results. Sony Ericsson’s camera shows random variation and instability.

2.3 Results of the calibration process
RMSEs of all performances carried out at the calibration
process, were less than 0.5 pixels. Therefore image coordinates of calibration points were measure precisely.
Mobile phone’s (resolution 640 x 480 pixels) and PDA’s
(resolution 1280 x 960 pixels) photographs seem to have
common characteristics at the calibration procedure.
No systematic variation of the calibration parameters
were observed but only random variation has been recorded.
Evaluating the results, regarding to the principal distance, it was found out that Nokia 5140 mobile phone
had the best performance and stability. Also PDA HP
iPaq 3700 shows a good stability. Table 1 shows the
results for the principal distance as calculated from the
calibration procedure, and figure 4 the normalized range
(with the image width) of changes of principal distance
for each case.

Handheld Gadget
Nokia 5140

Av. Principal
Distance (pixels)
750.37

Sony Ericsson K700i

734.25

HP iPaq 3700

1590.79

Table 1: Average principal distance

Figure 5: Changes of principal point (normalized to
the image width)
Principal point at xxǯ direction has larger distributed
offsets from the center of the image, contrary to yyǯ
direction. This is recorded for all the photographs taken
by handheld gadgets. Furthermore, standard deviations
ıyǯ are smaller than ıxǯ as shown in table 2.

Handheld Gadget
Nokia 5140
Sony Ericsson K700i
HP iPaq 3700

Standard deviations
(pixels)
ıȤ
ıy
4.49
1.91
21.58
3.03
19.55
6.14

Table 2: Standard deviations of principal point

© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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The results of radial distortion for the two mobile
phones used and the distortion curve of the PDA are
shown in figure 6 and 7 respectively.

errors of the y-parallax. One should also consider the
resolution of the images, the size of the measuring mark
and the final accuracy desired [G98]. Table 3 shows
relative orientation’s results for each stereopair.
Handheld
Gadget
Nokia
5140
Sony
Ericsson
K700i
HP iPaq
3700

Figure 6: Balanced radial distortion curves form
Nokia 5140 and Sony Ericsson K700i mobile phones

1st

Py
(ȝm)
1.15

Max Py
(ȝm)
1.3

2nd

1.09

1.2

1st

1.22

1.9

2nd

0.31

0.6

1st

4.20

6.3

2nd

5.33

7.8

Stereopair

Table 3: Results of the relative orientation
Absolute orientation is achieved within 4cm accuracy.
This accuracy is not discouraging for simple close-range
photogrammetric applications, with relatively low accuracy requirements. Table 4 shows the absolute orientation accuracy achieved for each stereopair.

Figure 7: Balance radial distortion curve from PDA
HP iPaq 3700
Tangential and affine distortions were evaluated from
the calibration procedure, but they did not seem to have
any important influence. So these, were consider not to
be significant.
2.4 Accuracy with check measurements
The accuracy of the cameras may be evaluated comparing the photogrammetric results from the cameras with
results which are more accurate [AB04]. Two stereopairs
from each gadget were used in order to evaluate their
accuracy.
Each photograph was imported at the Z/I SSK Image
Station software. The relative orientation of each stereopair was determined. Several repetitions were carried
out, in order to achieve the optimum accuracy.
With the removal of the y-parallax a stereo matching
can be performed. For each stereopair more than 5 points
were used and measured. The acceptance or not, of the
results of relative orientation, depends on the remaining

RMS (in m)
y
z
0.019 0.038

Handheld
Gadget

Stereopair

Nokia
5140

1st

x
0.030

2nd

0.018

0.012

0.027

1st

0.016

0.008

0.029

2nd

0.051

0.012

0.086

1st

0.021

0.017

0.028

2nd

0.015

0.016

0.016

Sony
Ericsson
K700i
HP iPaq
3700

Table 4: Absolute orientation results
PDA HP iPaq 3700 presents the best results. This may
be due to the highest resolution of the PDA. A similar
accuracy was achieved from Nokia 5140 mobile phone,
despite its low resolution. Large differences of the accuracy were recorded only from Sony Ericsson K700i mobile phone.
Moreover, 3D space coordinates of check points of the
test field, were measured from stereoscopic observation
for each stereopairs. These results were tabulated, and
RMS of the difference in the measured coordinates, from
stereoscopic observation and geodetic coordinates were
calculated. Table 5 shows these results.
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RMS (in m)

Handheld
Gadget

Stereopair

x

y

z

Nokia
5140

1st

0.025

0.013

0.041

2nd

0.026

0.010

0.035

1st

0.016

0.007

0.051

2nd

0.051

0.075

0.149

1st

0.030

0.021

0.048

2nd

0.019

0.052

0.128

Sony
Ericsson
K700i
HP iPaq
3700

Table 5: RMS for the 3D coordinates
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Two photos taken from the PDA HP iPaq 3700 were
used. Again both interior and exterior orientation of the
stereopair was prepared from SSK software. The results
obtained, were similar to those from the test field for the
specific camera. The exterior orientation’s RMS calculated was 0.033, 0.022 and 0.060 m for X,Y and Z respectively.
The 2D facade plan derived from the above stereopair, after digital stereoplotting, is shown at figure 9.
Some problems occurred during stereoplotting at the
detailed sections of the fountain such as the chapiters
(drawn with dark lilac) due to the low resolution of the
photographs.

As it is shown, a relative accuracy of 1/400 in planimetry and 1/250 in heights may be easily achieved from
Nokia 5140 mobile phone. However, Sony Ericsson
K700i has the lowest relative accuracy, i.e. 1/150 in
planimetry and 1/70 in heights. Higher resolution photographs taken from the PDA had a relative accuracy of
1/100 in planimetry and 1/50 in heights. Table 5, also
indicates that it is possible to have a higher relative accuracy from the PDA’s camera.
The loss of accuracy, especially at distant objects from
the camera is acceptable because of the low resolution of
the cameras. This is also the main reason why good
stereoscopic observation can be performed only in close
range applications.
3. Experimental Results
After defining the calibration parameters and the accuracy of the handheld gadgets, experimental research had
been carried out using two study sites. The first is the
fountain “Krini Priouli” at Heraklion of Crete and the
second is the marble iconostasis of Saint Apostles in the
Ancient Market of Athens.
3.1 Fountain “Krini Priouli”
The fountain “Krini Priouli” was built in 1666 when
general intendant of the area was Antonio Priouli. It is
also known as “Krini Delimarkou”.

Figure 8: A photo of the fountain“Krini Priouli”
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 9: The 2D façade of “Krini Priouli”
3.2 Marble iconostasis of Saint Apostles in the Ancient Market of Athens
The second study site chosen was the marble iconostasis of the Byzantine church of Saint Apostles in the Ancient Market of Athens. The iconostasis, which separates
the holy altar and the main church, is decorated with
marble reliefs [B94].

Figure 10: The church of Saint Apostles (left) and the
marble iconostasis (right)
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A stereopair of photos from the PDA were used. The
same procedure, as “Krini Priouli” was applied for the
marble iconostasis. A slightly better accuracy was
achieved for the exterior orientation. The RMS calculated for X,Y and Z was 0.019, 0.022 and 0.021 m respectively. This may be due to the almost planar surface
of the marble object. However stereoplotting problems
occurred at the two parapets of the iconostasis, due to
low resolution.

The low resolution of the cameras is the main reason
of the low accuracy. Better results are expected in the
near future from the next handheld gadgets generations,
using higher resolution. Of course, a more conclusive
evaluation requires further investigations, especially at
the calibration process.

In figure 11 the 2D facade plan from the above stereoplotting (drawn with black) is shown and also a more
accurate plan of the marble iconostasis, which was carried out combining both photogrammetric and surveying
measurements (drawn with blue).

[AB04] ABDEL-BARY M.E., Using Mobile Phone
Digital Cameras in Digital Close Range Photogrammetry, The Fotogrammetric Journal of Finland, Vol.
19, No. 1, 2004.
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Figure 11: The 2D facade plan of the iconostasis.
4. Conclusions
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The practical results for close range photogrammetric
applications from three different models of handheld
gadgets have been presented. Their geometric stability
was examined using a test field, and the calibration parameters were determined. The determination of the
interior orientation parameters, such as the principal
distance, principal point and radial distortion showed
that calibration must precede any photogrammetric procedure for these types of cameras. Also calibration, for
these no metric cameras, must be regularly performed in
order to minimize any possible errors.
Although a rather limited accuracy was achieved, at
the test field, these cameras may be used in simple close
range photogrammetric applications, with relatively low
accuracy requirements. Such results from stereoplotting
using PDA’s photographs at “Krini Priouli” and at the
marble iconostasis of Saint Apostles are given in the
paper.
© The Eurographics Association 2006
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Abstract
This paper deals with an important topic: the automatic co-registration of terrestrial laser scanner data and highresolution digital images. Our approach harnesses the power of a single image-based modeling method developed
focusing on obtaining a spatial dimensional analysis from a single image. Particularly, the problem of image registration
is solved automatically through a camera calibration method which takes 2d and 3d points correspondences as input data
based on a search of spatial invariants: two distances and one angle.

1. Introduction
1.1 Context
The technological development in the last years has made
possible the improvement of systems for geometry and colour
object’s measurements. From a sensorial point of view, active
and passive techniques based on terrestrial laser scanners and
high-resolution cameras have monopolized this leadership
respectively. Thus, the demand of 3D models for objects
documentation and visualization has drastically increased. 3D
modeling of close-range objects is required in manifold
applications, like cultural heritage, industry, cartography,
architecture, archaeology, civil engineering, medicine, and last
but not least, tourism and can be accomplished with traditional
image-based modeling approaches or with scanning
instruments.
Particularly, the image-based modeling pipeline constitutes a
very portable and low-cost technique which consists on the 3D
reconstruction of objects from one or more images. In this
sense, several assumptions have to be solved: from camera selfcalibration and image point measurements, to 3D points cloud
generation, surface extraction and texturing. In this way, imagebased modeling is a technique that has undergone a big growth
in the last years. This promising evolution could be portrayed
by the following issues:
• New technological neighbors and new relations among these:
Photogrammetry, Image Processing, Computer Graphics,
Computer Vision, etc.
• New algorithms and methods have emerged in order to
achieve automatization and provide new products.
On the other hand, terrestrial laser scanning methods allow to
recover directly 3D measurements of the scanned scene in a few
seconds, providing a high level of geometric details together
with a good metric accuracy. However, up to now the 3D
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

reconstruction of precise and reliable large objects and scenes
from unorganized points clouds derived from laser scanner is a
very hard problem, not completely solved and problematic in
case of incomplete, noisy and sparse data. As a result,
nowadays none scanner can fulfill all demands in 3D
modelization projects. Although the measuring process is very
fast and simple, users should be well aware that, in addition to
an appropriate software, time and patience are needed to get a
final result in the form of a CAD drawing or a surface
representation based on a topological triangulated mesh. The
high complexity of 3D modelization requires a flexible multiinput and multi-output approach able to support the information
arising from different sensors/techniques and to provide
different levels of information to users with different
requirements [FIM*05]. In this way, the key pass through
taking advance of the opportunities open by the new
communication and information technologies, as well as exploit
the synergies with other disciplines in order to establish specific
tools.
To reinforce this need, next table (Table 1) illustrates a
comparison based on the most important features with relation
to laser scanning and image-based modeling methods.
Laser Scanning
p Inaccurate lines and joints
p Poor colour information
n Prompt and accurate metric
information
n Excellent technique for the
description of complex and
irregular surfaces
p High-cost technique
p The 3D model is an entity
disorganized and without topology
n Light is not required to work

Image-based modeling
n Accurate lines and joints
nGood colour information
p Hard-working and slow
metric information
p Time-consuming technique
for the description of complex
and irregular surfaces
n Low-cost technique
nThe 3D model is an entity
organized and with topology
p Light is required to work

Table 1: Comparison of features: Laser scanning vs. Imagebased modeling.
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The question, which technique is ‘better’ than the other, cannot
be answered across the board. As we can see (Table 1), each
technique owns its advantages at different working fields. In
many cases, a combination of both techniques might be a useful
solution.
1.2 Related work
In this integration of techniques, where a 3D scanner is used to
acquire precise geometry and a digital camera captures
appearance information, the 3D model and images must be
registered together in order to connect geometry and texture
information.
This problem of image to model registration is closely related to
the problem of camera calibration, which finds a mapping
between the 3D world (object space) and a 2D image. This
mapping is characterized by a rigid transformation and a
camera model, also referred to as the camera’s extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters. This rigid body transformation takes 3D
points from object space to 2D points in the camera’s reference
frame, and the camera model describes how these are projected
onto the image plane.
The camera calibration problem is solved by matching features
in the 3D model with features in the image. These features are
usually points, lines or special designed objects that are placed
in the scene. The matching process can be automatic or user
driven, and the number of feature pairs required will depend on
whether we are solving for the intrinsic, extrinsic or both
parameters sets.

Great Buddha work, use reflectance edges obtained form the 3D
points and match them against edges in the image to obtain the
camera position. Finally, [ATS*03] present a novel method for
2D to 3D texture mapping using shadows as cues. They pose
registration of 2D images with the 3D model as an optimization
problem that uses knowledge of the Sun’s position to estimate
shadows in a scene, and use the shadows produced as a cue to
refine the registration parameters.
In a similar context, our approach harnesses the power of a
single image-based modeling method developed in [Agu05]
focusing on obtaining a spatial dimensional analysis from a
single image. Particularly, the problem of image registration is
solved automatically through Tsai calibration algorithm [Tsa89]
which takes 2D and 3D points correspondences as input data
based on a search of spatial invariants: two distances and one
angle.
2. Multi-sensor description
The Trimble GS200 laser scanner (Figure 1) was employed for
the scanning process. This scanning system is provided with a
rotating head and two inner high speed rotating mirrors that
allow to acquire a scene with a large enough field of view, i.e.
360º H x 60º V, reducing the need of using lots of scan stations.
The sensor accuracy is below 1.5mm at 50m of distance with a
beam diameter of 3mm. Furthermore, the laser allows to acquire
reflected beam intensity and RGB colours.

In the context of image registration for 3D modeling using
dense laser scanner data, several approaches have been
developed up to now.
A pre-calibration of camera which allows to integrate geometry
and texture avoiding any user post-processing used for the
Digital Michelangelo project [LPC*00], or the approach
described by [RCM*99] where the image to model registration
is done manually by a user who selects corresponding pairs of
points. Both approaches are applied in a context of small object
modeling.
In search of an automatic method, [LHS01] develop an image
registration approach based on silhouette matching, where the
contour of a rendered version of the object is matched against
the silhouette of the object in the image. No user intervention is
required, but their method is limited to cases where a single
image completely captures the object.
In other scale of methods applied to large distances, dealing
with outdoor scenes and based on locating invariant image
features, [MNP*99] suggest correlating edges common to the
color image and the range map’s intensity component. [Els98]
aligns images by matching up the corners of planar surfaces.
More recently, [SA01] present an automatic method for image
to model registration of urban scenes, where 3D lines are
extracted from the point clouds of buildings and matched
against edges extracted from the images. [INN*03] in their
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 1: Terrestrial Laser scanner: Trimble GS200.
A high-resolution camera, Nikon D70 (Figure 2), was used to
overcome the poor colour information obtained from terrestrial
laser scanner.

Figure 2: Digital camera: Nikon D70 (www.nikon.com).
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3. Multi-sensor registration through single image-based
modeling
A hierarchical process supported by single image-based
modeling has been developed in order to register highresolution images with laser scanner models. Nevertheless,
before a 3D model can be texture mapped with a colour image,
the transformation that aligns the two datasets must be
estimated, which is not an easy task. The registration process is
difficult to automate because image and laser points cloud are
dataset which arise from sensors with different features: from
its own intrinsic characteristics to features like its resolution
and field of view.
The main contribution of this paper is the adaptation of a single
image-based modeling approach in order to obtain geometrical
constraints and a spatial dimensional analysis, which allow
performing image to laser model registration automatically.
Our approach exploits vanishing points geometry inherent in
oblique images as well as some geometrical constraints typical
in architectural scenes. Particularly, four main steps are
resolved sequentially: the first step involves an image analysis
procedure based on recognition, extraction and labeling of
features (special targets and vanishing lines); the second step
involves the estimation of camera calibration exploiting
vanishing points geometry; the third step carries out a
dimensional analysis derived from a single image. This step
uses the estimation of camera calibration, as well as some
geometrical constraints used in single image-based modeling.
Finally, the fourth step involves a search of correspondences
between both dataset (3D points cloud and 2D image points)
based on analyzing spatial invariants between special targets.
This last step provides image to model registration together
with a camera calibration tuning.
Nevertheless, this approach is only successful in a given
domain where the following assumptions have to be considered:
a) The method is applicable in scenes with strong geometric
contents such as architectural scenes.
b) The images acquired by digital camera have to be oblique
with at least two vanishing points.
c) Special planar targets (Figure 4) are used as landmarks and
have to be fixed to the building facades.
d) In order to have a primary camera pose estimation from a
single view, user must know some priori information about the
object (i.e. a distance) which performs as the reference frame.
The following scheme (Figure 3) aims to illustrate the
methodology that we have developed in order to obtain multisensor registration through single image-based modeling
automatically.

© The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 3: Multi-sensor registration through single image-based
modeling.
3.1 Image processing: Features extraction
A hybrid image processing step which integrates lines
(vanishing lines) and interest points (special planar targets)
extraction is accomplished.
With relation to vanishing lines extraction, a hierarchical
method divided into two levels is applied. In the first level,
linear segments are detected applying Canny filter [Can68] and
a linear regression based on least square which combines
RANSAC estimator [FB81]; in the second level, segments are
clustered through an iterative process based on their colinearity,
taking an orthogonal distance as input parameter or threshold.
Nevertheless, the presence of mini-segments could carry some
problems in the clustering process, i.e. leaving unclassified
vanishing lines. In this sense, a weight factor for the line
coverage has been considered, which depends on the number of
collinear segments as well as their length.
Regarding to the extraction of special planar targets, a seed of
the planar target will be required in order to perform a crosscorrelation template matching method [Kra93]. The probable
target candidates are searched all over the high resolution image
using a cross-correlation template matching method. A subsampled version of the high resolution image is used to
decrease the computational expense. The window size is
selected as 10x10 pixels. Only those pixels that have crosscorrelation values greater than a predefined threshold value are
defined as the target candidates.
The algorithm starts searching the most probable target
candidates all over the image using cross-correlation values.
The seed used in the cross-correlation procedure is generated
artificially according to the real target shape (Figure 4).
Obviously, the presence of outliers will carry that more targets
than the real number will be detected. In this sense, the own
radiometric and geometric characteristics of the targets such as
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green background and circular shape allow filtering some of
these anomalies. Finally, with the filtered candidates circular
shapes will be extracted through the Generalized Hough
Transform (GHT) [Bal81]. This method is a generalization of
the traditional Hough transform [Hou62] and allows detecting
basic shapes independently of the rotation and scale of the
image, event pretty common when we work with oblique
images.

Figure 4: Special planar targets.
3.2 Vanishing points computation
The motivation and usefulness of precise and reliable
determination of vanishing points, among other structural
elements belonging to oblique images, has been demonstrated
based on their correspondence with the three main orthogonal
directions. Particularly, in architectural environments vanishing
points provide three independent geometrical constraints which
can be exploited in several ways: from the camera selfcalibration and a dimensional analysis of the object to its partial
3D reconstruction.
Our vanishing points method takes a scientific approach which
combines several proven methods supported by robust and
statistical techniques. In this sense, the key differences of this
method in relation with others approaches [Bri86], [BV99],
[Shu99], [LML98], [TVP*98], [Rot00], [Heu98] and [ADV03]
are reflected in the following steps:
x
x

x

A Clustering step, which cluster the mini-segments in
vanishing lines.

In the first step, the intrinsic parameters, that is, the focal
length, the location of the intersection between the optical axis
and the image plane and the radial lens distortion, are recovered
automatically based on vanishing points geometry and image
processing. In the second step, the extrinsic parameters, that is,
the rotation matrix and the translation vector which describe the
rigid motion of the coordinate system fixed in the camera are
estimated in a double process. Firstly, the rotation matrix, that
is, camera orientation is obtained directly based on the
correspondence between the vanishing points and the three
main object directions. This relationship allows to extract the
cosine vectors of optical axis, obtaining directly the three angles
(axis, tilt, swing). Then, the translation vector, that is, the
relative camera pose is estimated based on some priori object
information, i.e. a distance, together with a geometric constraint
defined by the user. Thus, the reference frame for the camera
pose estimation is defined with relation to the object geometry
arbitrarily.
The robustness of the method depends on the reliability and
accuracy of vanishing points computation, so the incorporation
of robust M-estimators in the step before is crucial.
3.4 Dimensional analysis
With the estimation of camera model and with the geometrical
constraints defined by the user, an automatic dimensional
spatial analysis based on distances and angles is performed
between all possible targets combinations. Thus, for each target
extracted in image processing step we compute the distances
and angles with the remainder targets.
This approach is supported by constrained colinearity condition
(3.1) (3.2) and trigonometric functions (3.3), which allow to
obtain spatial distances and angles between whatever detected
target:
w(1)

An Estimation step, which applies a modification of
the Gaussian sphere method [Bar83], in order to
obtain an estimation of vanishing points and reject
possible erroneous vanishing lines.
A Computation step, which applies a re-weighted
least square adjustment support by M-estimators
[Dom00].

More details about this new vanishing points method are
described in [AGF05].

S

3.3 Calibration estimation: vanishing points
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where, w(1)..w(6) are auxiliary functions derived from
colinearity condition, r11…r33 is the rotation matrix coefficients,
x,y are image coordinates, xpp,ypp are principal point coordinates
and f is the focal length.
X

Our approach is similar to another approach [CT90] who
exploiting vanishing points geometry recovers the projection
matrices directly. However, in our case the method developed,
uses simple properties of vanishing points adding some
geometrical constraints derived from image processing step.
The camera model can be recovered following two steps, in
which internal and external parameters are estimated separately.
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where, XS, YS, ZS are the viewpoint coordinates, X, Y, Z are the
ground point coordinates and DT is the spatial distance that we
want to compute.
With relation to trigonometric functions, for a triangle in the
Euclidean plane with edges a, b, c and opposite angles D, E, J,
the following holds:
a2

b 2  c 2  2bc cos D ; b 2

c2

a 2  b 2  2ab cos J

a 2  c 2  2ac cos E

(3.3)

The accuracy of the method taking into account the inherent
conditions in a single image-based modeling approach is around
±10 cm. Nevertheless, this is not especially crucial since we
consider that special targets are enough separate each others.
So, in most of the cases, a global approximation is usually
enough for a search of correspondences.
3.5 Image registration: matching correspondences
This step presents a technique to perform an automatic
matching between 3D and 2D points (special targets) belonging
to laser model and high-resolution images respectively.
The solution that we propose is based on the invariants
properties of two distances and one angle, which are
translational and rotational invariant parameters independently
of the sensor viewpoint. Furthermore, three of the
angle/distance elements, in which at least one of them must be
distance, can exactly define a triangle. Therefore, the presented
search scheme is the same as to find the equal 3D triangles in
both point sets. This search will serve also for rejecting possible
outliers. Those points whose correspondence of invariants or
triangles is not found of will not be considered. In the end, a
final list with the correspondences of target points will be
obtained which will constitute the input data in the calibration
tuning process.
The method developed for establishing correspondences
between both datasets relies on the approach developed by
[Akc03], who in order to materialize the correspondence
between two laser scanner datasets develops a search of
invariants supported by two distances and one angle.
Nevertheless, Acka works directly with two homogeneous
datasets, which proceed to the same sensor, and with a previous
measurement of the invariants obtained through surveying
techniques. In the approach presented here, a correspondence
between two heterogeneous datasets (2D image points and 3D
laser points) is established.

Figure 5: Search scheme.
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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In order to search homologous points, all possible space angles
and distances are calculated in both datasets, one through the
single image-based modelling approach proposed before and
the other directly through 3D coordinates extracted from laser
points cloud. The total computational cost for the distances and
angles is given below (3.4):

§ Ni ·
§ Nc ·
§ Ni  1·
§ Nc  1·
¸¸  Nc  C ¨¨
¸¸
C ¨¨ ¸¸  C ¨¨ ¸¸  Ni  C ¨¨
2
2
2
© ¹
© ¹
©
¹
© 2 ¹

(3.4)

where, Ni is the number of points in the candidate image target
list and Nc is the number of points in the laser target list, and C
stands for the combination operator.
Every space angle and two distance combinations for each point
in the image target candidate list is searched in the target laser
list with a predefined angle/distance threshold values (i.e. angle
<0.5º, distance <15cm). Three of the angle/distance elements, in
which at least one of them must be distance, can exactly define
a triangle. Therefore, the presented search scheme is the same
as to find the equal 3D triangles in the both point sets. If a point
does not have a compatible 3D triangle in the invariants list,
this point does not have a label, namely this point as a wrong
target candidate, and must be discarded from the candidate
target image list.
3.6 Calibration tuning: image re-projection
A Tsai camera calibration technique [Tsa89] is used to obtain a
calibration tuning, especially the image registration with
relation to laser scanner. Its implementation needs
correspondences between both datasets: 3D laser points and 2D
image points. Tsai’s technique uses a two-stage approach to
compute: first, the position and orientation and, second, the
internal parameters of the camera. Thus, Tsai’s approach offers
the possibility to calibrate internal and external parameters
separately. This option is particularly useful in our case, since
the single image-based modeling method developed allows us
to known these parameters with a similar strategy.
Depending on internal parameters accuracy, we carry out one or
two stage approach of Tsai’s camera calibration. So, if good
accuracy has been achieved through single image-based
modeling method, a minimal number of 5 points will be used to
compute the camera pose. Furthermore, the three known
rotations angles perform as initial approximations in the
algorithm.
Due to the different nature of the sensors, as well as the own
characteristics of the single image-based modeling approach, a
single run of the algorithm can lead to a camera registration that
is not fully satisfactory. To improve the accuracy and reliability
of the calibration process, an iterative procedure has been
introduced. In this sense, each 3D point detected as special
target in the points cloud will be re-projected over the image
based on colinearity condition principles and the computed
camera parameters. Small discrepancies remain between the
projected 3D points and the original extracted image points.
The 3D coordinates of the laser scanner and the re-projected
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corresponding image points constitute the input to compute a
new calibration. This iterative process follow until the
Euclidean distance between the re-projected points and the
original image targets points will be minimized (threshold
distance). The general idea is that at each iteration the distance
between the two datasets is reduced, allowing a better
computation of camera parameters.
To ensure the convergence of the algorithm and the
improvement of the initial camera model estimation, the
calibration error of each correspondence is computed and
recorded. In each new iteration, only matching pairs for which
the calibration error decreases are updated, and the other are
kept unchanged. In this stage, no robust estimation is used since
the step before ensures that no outliers are present within the
correspondences.
After the calibration tuning procedure based on this technique, a
full model for the camera with relation to laser scanner is
available and ready to map textures.
4. Experimental results
We have validated our approach on several different datasets,
but we only present the experimental results tested over an
emblematic romanic church situated in Avila (Spain), San
Pedro’s church (Figure 6).

Figure 7: Image features extraction: vanishing lines and
targets.
With relation to the features statistics (Table 2):
Vanishing
Lines
Special
Targets
Accuracy (V)

231 segments were clustered in X direction
274 segments were clustered in Y direction
35 segments were clustered in Z direction
91 segments were clustered as outliers
20 targets were detected
2 targets were not detected
7 targets were detected as outliers
0.5 pixels

Table 2: Statistics in features extraction.
Next, a robust method for vanishing points computation which
combines Danish M-estimator together with Gaussian Sphere
was applied iteratively (Table 3).
Vanishing points computation (4th iteration)
M. Gauss Sphere +
Danish estimator
(Unit: pixels)
x
y
Vxx
Vyy

Figure 6: Original image with special targets (3008x2000
pixels)
After applying the image processing step, we obtain the
different features extracted with sub-pixel accuracy
(Figure 7).

VPX

VPY

VPZ

3761.981
1432.395
0.13
0.18

-1483.73
1255.766
0.35
0.40

1054.882
-2378.66
0.38
0.57

Table 3: Vanishing points computation.
With the structural support provided by vanishing points an
estimation of camera calibration parameters was obtained
(Table 4):
Camera calibration estimation: vanishing points
Internal Parameters
(Unit: millimetres)
11.83
PP [x] (mm)
7.76
PP [y] (mm)
18.10
Focal (mm)
0.003245
K1
-0.000012
K2

© The Eurographics Association 2006.

External Parameters
(Unit: degrees, metres)
Axis: 38.0025
X: -14.956
Tilt: 95.8034
Y: -12.037
Swing: 181.4477
Z: 1.7
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Internal Parameters
(Unit: millimetres)
0.032
VPP [x]
0.036
VPP [y]
0.044
VF
0.000134
VK1
0.00000123
VK2

External Parameters
(Unit: radian, metres)
VAxis: 0.00175
VX: -0.034
VTilt: 0.00213
VY: 0.039
VSwing: 0.00127
VZ: -0.048
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A re-projection strategy (section 3.6) based on five iterations
was necessary to minimize the Euclidean distance between
matched points, obtaining good results in mapping textures.

Table 4: Camera calibration estimation.
Dimensional analysis: single image-based modeling
Taking into account the threshold fixed to distances and angles:
15cm and 0.5º respectively, every space angle and two
distances combinations for each point in the image target
candidate list was searched in the target laser list, obtaining the
following:
x
x

7 correspondences were located between both datasets and
added to the target image list.
6 especial targets were detected as outliers or wrong
targets being discarded from the candidate target image
list.

In the laser scanning context, all special targets were correctly
extracted by laser scanner software, so eleven 3D points were
added to the laser points list (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Laser model and the special targets extracted.
Finally, once both datasets were matched each other in image
and laser list, a camera calibration tuning with seven
correspondences was performed in order to provide an image to
laser model registration (Table 5).
Camera calibration tuning: image to laser model registration
Image to laser model registration (5th iteration)
(Units: degrees, radian and metres)
Axis: 38.6257; VA: 0.00065
Tilt: 95.667; VT: 0.00023
Swing: 181.9487; VS:
0.00077

X: 8.138; VX: -0.009
Y: -3.307; VY: 0.012
Z: 1.094; VZ: -0.021

Table 5: Calibration tuning: image registration.
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 9: Multi-sensor registration: mapping textures.
5. Conclusions and future perspectives
We have developed a method for registering high-resolution
images to laser models. Our technique uses a single imagebased modeling approach which provides relevant data: from
camera calibration and geometrical constraints to a metric
dimensional analysis. Particularly, in the automatic coregistration of terrestrial laser scanner data and single digital
images, our approach performs a dimensional analysis from a
single image based on a search of spatial invariants: two
distances and one angle. This approach works very well for
outdoors scenes in which the geometry of the building is easy to
modeling. Nevertheless, some ill aspects have been assessed:
x

In the search of correspondences step, maybe applying an
adaptative threshold supported by a RANSAC estimator
could be a good idea to reject fewer points.

x

Obviously, a large sensor’s baseline does not contribute in
a good way to map textures, obtaining some anomalies in
upper parts of the building.

With relation to future perspectives, the research could be
extend to exploit the single image-based modeling towards
applications related with the improvement and refinement of the
laser model, adding metric and semantic information in missing
areas (non reflective material, occlusions, shadows, etc).
Furthermore, in the context of texture mapping, develop
algorithms that allow to handle the resulting problem of
occlusions, illumination properties and transition between
junctions, would let to achieve a realistic and integral
representation of the object.
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Abstract
The Alcazar of Seville is one of the monuments included in the World Heritage List for the city of Seville
(Spain). It is an especially relevant complex both from an artistic and an historical point of view. Its
buildings reflect over ten centuries of History of Spain and the city itself, as it has always functioned as a
royal residence. This complex includes some of the most important Islamic and Mudejar buildings in Spain,
and its long History has allowed the succession of numerous transformations, which can cause the original
shape of buildings in each phase to be difficult to perceive. Based on a complete and detailed
photogrammetric survey of the whole complex and on throughout historical and architectonical research, the
School of Arabic Studies (CSIC) has carried out a number of studies on the most outstanding phases of
creation for the Alcazar, and especially in the 14th Century, when it reached its brightest moment. Not only as
a way to further research, but also in order to disseminate scientific knowledge reached, a digital model has
been made, showing how it should have looked like in the 14th Century. This model has been used to develop
an audiovisual piece in which the most important parts of the complex are shown, and their main
characteristics are explained.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications

1. Introduction
The Alcazar of Seville is a monument with such historical
and artistic value that it was included in the World Heritage
List in 1987. The Alcazar dates back to the 10th Century,
and is the oldest still in use royal palace in Europe. Its most
interesting structures stretch from those corresponding to
de Almohad period (12th Century) to the Baroque of the
18th Century, and including its Mudejar ones, built in the
14th Century with clear Islamic influences. This palace
complex also suffered from important transformations
during Renaissance and Baroque periods, which turned it
into a wonderful example of cultural hybridization.
Defended by a number of military enclosures, the
inside of the complex was occupied in the Islamic period
by a number of palaces and residential houses which, from
the moment the city was conquered by the Christians in
1248, were gradually adapted to the needs of the Castillian
kings who established their residence there. In the 14th
Century the complex reached a moment of splendour to
which other residences of the time cannot be compared.
After the works carried out by Peter I, by the middle of the
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

14th Century, the Alcazar became for that age the most
sumptuous mansion that could be conceived by a Christian
king, and was a worthy rival to the very famous Alhambra,
which could not be surpassed for its privileged natural
setting, although it could be compared as regards its beauty
and splendour.
The basis of the new arrangement was the opening of
a visual axis which began in the Gate of the Lion, which
was opened up for this purpose, and reached as far as the
impressive façade of the new royal residence, passing
through another doorway which gave on to the central
courtyard of the palace, known as the Patio de la Montería.
This new complex complemented the older residences
situated inside the Old Alcazar, in which the Patio del Yeso
and another courtyard, known as the Patio del Crucero
were set. The latter was an original Almohad building
which had a garden at more than four metres below the
level of the rooms. In the 13th Century the halls along the
South side were reconstructed in Gothic style and arranged
some raised paths over the garden in the shape of a cross to
communicate with both ends of the courtyard. This palace
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Figure 1: Actual section of the palace of Peter I.

was much altered in Baroque time, when its present
appearance was achieved, and it had been in its time one of
the most singular complexes in Spanish Islamic
architecture.
Outside the Old Alcazar, with Peter I’s new project, a
large porticoed courtyard was planned outside the Old
Alcazar. The original plan of this complex, known as the
Cuarto de la Montería, included the construction of a
qubba intended as the throne room that was started, but
was left unfinished due to the king’s death. On the South
side, a new royal residence was built following the model
of Islamic palaces. The building has an impressive façade,
with a double turn entrance designed to preserve the
owner’s privacy, and is organized around a courtyard with
a sunken garden surrounded by richly decorated porticoes.
It had a reception hall on one of its sides.
Next to the Cuarto de la Montería there was another
Almohad palace set around a courtyard with gardens, with
sunken planted areas and with walkways in the shape of a
cross. In the 14th Century, this building was subjected to
considerable modifications, maybe as to adapt it to become
a residence for important guests: the halls were enlarged,
and the courtyard and the garden were re-laid. It was in this
palace where the Catholic Kings, at the beginning of the
16th Century, established the Casa de Contratación, to
regulate and control trade with the newly discovered
America.

2. The survey
From 1997 to 1999 a complete survey of the Royal Alcazar
was carried out, made possible by a number of agreements
for scientific collaboration between the Patronage of the
Alcazar and the School of Arabic Studies. The School of
Arabic Studies had already been developing some
documentation works, more specifically roof surveys
including the whole area between the Cathedral and the
Alcazar, using aerial photogrammetry. For three
campaigns, elevations, sections and detail surveys of the
different parts of the Alcazar were accomplished, most of
them made using photogrammetric systems. They were
considered the most suitable ones for this kind of task, as
they can be carried out with barely any auxiliary means
(scaffolding, cranes, and so on), take very short field-work
time and provide great homogeneity in both accuracy and
quantity of information to be included in the drawings.
This is especially important in cases such as this, in which
decoration shows very special characteristics and
importance.
Complexes such as the Patio de las Doncellas, with
its extensive lozenge decorated plaster surfaces, or the
Ambassadors’ Hall, with its semicircular woodwork cover
can difficultly be measured and drawn without the use of
photogrammetric techniques and computer aided design
systems. These systems even allow the creation of threedimensional models that can be visualized from different
points of view and at different scales.
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 2: Hypothetical cross section of the original palace of Peter I.
The plans already made did not include every section
and elevation of the Alcazar, but it was restricted to the
most outstanding areas and elements, both architectonical
and artistically. It allows better knowledge and accurate
information of the most important structures, and it can be
used as a basis for a possible future development of
complementary documentation works that should be linked
to ordinary conservation and maintenance works on the
monumental complex.
These works have been carried out using the semimetric Rollei 6006 Metric camera and a Hasselblad SWC
that had been converted into a semi-metric one in the
School of Arabic Studies. To measure control points Wild
T1000 and TCR303 theodolites have been used, the later
one with a laser distance-metre. Plotting has been done
with Leica SD2000 and Adam MPS2 stereo-plotter. For
some detailed works a Kodak DC200 calibrated digital
camera and VSD digital stereo plotter system from the
AGH Cracow University have been used. All drawings
have been digitally drawn using AutoCAD. The survey has
been published in a special edition of a portfolio with 40
plates, 40x60 cm in size.
3. Historical and archaeological research
It has already been noted that the Alcazar suffered from a
great number of transformations in the course of its history.
Such changes have caused older phases to be masked or to
disappear. The knowledge on the appearance of this
monument in each of its phases is among the main aims of
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

our research, as it shows History, not only on a local scale
or referred only to the monument, but also at a national
level, as the detailed analysis of the building works of each
time can be used in many cases to infer from them the
underlying political objectives these constructive
enterprises usually have. This research labour has a number
of phases, among which photogrammetric survey is
doubtlessly one of the most important ones.
After that, a extensive research on documents is
needed. Fortunately, the Alcazar owns an historical archive
that is well preserved, and also a number of monographs
devoted to documentation related to different times, that
allow us to follow quite in detail the works and
interventions carried out along its History. Data provided
by research in the archives is to be confronted to the
physical reality of the building, with the objective of
identifying each work and intervention included in the
written sources. This task is mainly an archaeological one,
and must be supported by other techniques such as the
archaeology of architecture and the stratigraphic analysis of
build-works or even dating using dendrochronology or any
other suitable techniques. Furthermore, it must be
completed with archaeological digs under ground level that
ought to provide information on structures or disappeared
elements, and on previous uses of the site.
These last few years, this kind of research has been
carried out in the Alcazar, and the School of Arabic Studies
has been participating through agreements with the
Patronage of the Royal Alcazar and through a research
Project of the Spanish National Research and Development
Plan. The objective of our research is centred on Peter I
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elevations) generated using photogrammetric surveys.
After removing unnecessary information in these drawings,
the next step is to standardize the design of plans and
elevations, trying, whenever it is possible, to use
symmetries and the repetition of geometrically similar
elements. All these drawings are then referenced to a new
coordinate system origin, which is set at the intersection of
the general symmetry axes of the complex, and to an UCS
that is orthogonal to this axes.

Figure 3: Aerial vew of the Alcazar in the
14th Century
time, as the project’s aim is the study of the palaces built
by this king, of which the Alcazar is the most important
one. Research works have been related to the recuperation
of covered or disappeared structures which, because of
their relevance have been considered worth of being made
visible again. In other cases, tasks have consisted on simple
conservation and maintenance works that, because of the
dismantlement of fixed elements or the clearance of
previously inaccessible areas have provided new data on
the life and evolution of the monument. In some cases,
archaeological surveys have been made in the walls, by
partially removing plasters in order to see the inside
structure of the walls.
The union of all these tasks have allowed us to know
with some certainty the appearance the palace had in the
time of its construction, and even parts of the project that
were never finished. All of this information, logically has
been represented through the necessary plans and
drawings, and has been published in academic and
dissemination spheres. However, many of these documents
are difficult to comprehend by people who are not used to
working with plans, and we thought that the results of our
research were of interest to the public that visit the
monument and to scientists and experts that develop their
research in this field. Thus, we have been developing a
number of dissemination activities using digital models that
doubtlessly allow the public to have a better understanding
on the past.

The so obtained .dwg archive is the interchange base
with 3DStudio, that is to say, every element sited in the
space of this drawing will be present in this threedimensional model. The generation of 3D entities in
AutoCAD is made thought the extrusion command of a
solid object created from a flat polyline drawn over each
element, to which a certain height or an extrusion axe is
assigned. Other operations with solid objects are also used,
according to the spatial complexity of the object to be
modelled and the suitability of the different AutoCAD
commands: revolution solids, solids’ union, solids’
subtraction, solids’ intersection…
4.2. Creation of textures using ASRix and Adobe
Photoshop
One of the initial plans in our work was the achievement of
a model as realist as possible, and, in order to do so, real
and high quality textures and materials were used on the
model, taking advantage from the possibilities offered by
digital photography.
Using images taken in situ and photographic
manipulation software such as Photoshop, we generated
tileable textures (textures in which no transition is
perceived when repeated continuously) that where applied
to elements with big surfaces and a continuous finish, such
as covers, walls or the mortar of walls.

4. Modelling Methodology
4.1. Modelling in AutoCad
The starting point for the modelling is always graphic
information from .dwg archives (plans, sections and

Figure 4: The Patio de la Montería
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 5: Facade of the Palace of Peter I in the 14th Century
.
In certain elements, of relatively small size and that
cannot support continuous textures, such as socles,
decoration stripes, plasterworks and pavements, in the
process a rectification in the original image is added, in
order to prevent possible distortions when applying the
texture. To do so, we use ASRix rectification software,
which is easy to use and barely requires any training. It is
enough to have a digital image of the flat element that is to
be rectified and to know the coordinates of at least four of
its points that can be obtained directly form the AutoCAD
drawing itself.
4.3. Creation of images using 3DStudio
Three-dimensional elements that have been previously
created in AutoCAD are now imported into 3DStudio.
Each AutoCAD layer imported into 3DStudio will be
interpreted in 3DStudio as a stand-alone object, and, thus,
it is necessary to decide, already in the modelling phase,
which objects are to be used in the model, as well as their
properties and final appearance. Later, a library will be
created with the materials from the model, using the maps
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

and textures previously created, and they will be applied to
each three-dimensional object, once their geometrical
characteristics have been defined.
The introduction of light effects may be the most
important part of the process carried out in 3DStudio. In a
computer graphic reconstruction light should imitate the
real solar circumstances for which the structure was built.
3DStudio can create solar light, and orientate and measure
it according to the geographical position of the building
and the chosen time of the day. There are also lighting
systems (ray tracing and radiosity) that generate a lighting
model that takes into account the reflection and refraction
of light on the surface of each object in the scene, as well
as their interaction, just as it happens in reality. However,
the use of this type of ideal light has huge hardware
requirements and, thus, an option is taken in favour of
other types of lighting that have fewer requirements, and
that provide an acceptable lighting final quality in its
perception.
There are no limits in the possible position and
orientation of the cameras, although it is advisable to
choose a point of view similar to that of a real spectator,
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While the spectator moves through the scene
following the designated route, any entity in the model can
be animated: a geometrical element, an effect, a certain
light… and, thus, the perceptive possibilities given by
animation can be greatly increased.
The final stage of this process is the rendering of
sequences, which can be generated following two different
systems:
-In video format, directly, so that the animation
can be immediately visualized in any video player that
supports this type of files.
- One frame at a time, which implies the later use
of some kind of software for video editing.

Figure 6: The Almohade portico of the
Patio del Crucero.
and a camera lens that distorts the visualization of the
complex as little as possible, so that it imitates the human
perception of reality as much as possible.
In order to achieve more realism in the final images
and animations, a number of effects can be used: fog, light
volumes, water reflections, and the use of real images in
the surrounds… On the other hand, the use of RPC’s (a
system used to work with three-dimensional images)
permits the introduction in the scene of vegetation, objects
and people, either static or animated ones, without having
to model them, but simply cutting and pasting them in the
scene.
5. The use of the model: images and animations
The creation of computer-generated images from the
rendering of the scenes is, in some cases, the final aim of
the process. These images permit a perception of the space
similar to that given by a photographic image, although in
this case what is represented is not real, but virtual.
Apart from these images, factors like time and
movement can also be incorporated to the virtual model,
through the generation of animations that help
understanding the space of the architectonic environment in
a more complete way. The experience of movement and
the changing image of the object that it produces, can,
without any doubt, provide the best three-dimensional
perception possible. In order to do so, it is fundamental to
choose an adequate route according to the type of
architecture and the sensations that want to be transmitted.
The speed given to the movement (which depends on the
number of frames that create the timeline in 3DStudio) and
the control of the camera lens to visualize the animation (to
where and how it is looking) are also of main importance.
As a reference, it can be said that, for the average speed for
a walk at 2.5 km/h the time variable to be introduced is of
35 frames per metre in the route. The lenses of the camera
used in our animations were of 28 mm and 35 mm.

The first option is recommended for simple models,
with continuous routes and short animations. It is faster
than the second process, but it has de disadvantage of
having to redo the whole animation if any kind of
modification in the scene wants to be introduced, or if there
is a failure in the IT system. Therefore, it can imply the
loss of much time if problems arise or there are many
changes in the routes or in the model itself.
5.1. Video editing with Adobe Premier
Once the animating and rendering phase is finished, it will
be necessary to edit the graphic material to obtain the
desired results. This is the so-called postproduction phase.
In it, apart from giving shape to the production through the
structuring of the different sequences according to a
predefined outline, the introduction of titles, sound, special
effects, fades and pauses, video and audio transitions, and
so on, are also done. This group of elements permits the
creation of a narrative outline for the animation using
mostly a sensorial language.
The use of this software is really simple and very
intuitive. Basically, it consists on the manufacture of a
collage with the image files created in 3DStudio and the

Figure 7: The Gothic portico of the Patio del Crucero
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 8: The Patio de las Doncellas in the 14th Century.
audio files (music and voice) that are exported into video
format with the chosen definition.
6. The audiovisual project “The Alcazar of Seville in the
14th Century”
Our interest in disseminating and showing the results of our
research to non-specialist public has lead us to increase the
use of computer-generated images. These resources allow
us not only to fulfil this social demand, but also to enrich
our own experience and that of our colleagues and
specialists. Thus, this project is in the main line of our
research, in which we gather together previous works,
historical and archaeological updated researches and social
needs linked to cultural events.
One of the main characteristics of this project is that
all of it has been developed by the same working group,
functioning at the same place and with similar criteria and
training. The experience that has been gained in the School
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

of Arabic Studies for the last few years in this type of
activity has provided us with the technical ability and
knowledge to develop every phase of the process, from
planimetric survey to the final cut of the audiovisual
product. We can say that only the voice in the audiovisual
has been done on a different place and by people who are
outside the group.
Our extensive experience in documentation and
planimetric survey has allowed us to work taking whole
benefit of the possibilities offered by three-dimensional
restitution and the creation of 3D models directly from the
photogrammetric plotting. We have been the principal
authors of the historical research, either by developing it
directly or by using data provided by some colleagues who
work in the Alcazar, and reviewing it, synthesizing it, and
transforming it into sufficiently based proposals of
hypotheses.
The models are generated by personnel who have a
long experience in the field of Islamic architecture, and
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who know its shapes and the characteristics of its
decoration. We have an extensive database of plans and
details from the different architectonic types corresponding
to each phase, decorations, textures, and so on. On the
other hand, these tasks have been carried out in its entirety
by architects or architecture students in their last course of
University, with good spatial vision and a solid knowledge
on architectural principles. This has allowed us to always
work on solid and well-built hypotheses.
The advantages of this way of working are clear. As
we are one single working group there are no language or
understanding problems concerning objects and their
representation or on the definition of objectives. Each
member of the workgroup shares the same interest on the
problems raised throughout the whole process, and the
solutions that are taken.
On the other hand, low-sophisticated and standard
solutions have always been chosen, always aiming more
for de diffusion of the system itself than for it to be
spectacular. Results are more indebted to previous
documentation and research labour than to IT work, in
which advances made both in hardware and in software
allow us to achieve more spectacular effects and results
every day, and with less effort.
Using this baggage, we have approached this
important project, which was requested by the Patronage of
the Royal Alcazar and the Foundation of The Legacy of alAndalus. The original motive was the celebration of an
exhibition on “Ibn Khaldun, Rise and Fall of the
Imperious”. This important person, who has been
considered to be the father of historiography, first knew the
Alcazar of Seville when he went to visit the court of Peter I
as an ambassador of the Sultan of Granada. Our intention
was to show the visitor of the exhibition the appearance of

the palace at that time or, to be more precise, what the
project that was being carried out was, as in the year when
he was in Seville the palace was still under construction.
The complete model of the core of the Alcazar permits
a detailed visit to its different parts, led by a text read by an
off-screen voice explaining what is being shown, that is to
say, the palace such as it was in the mid 14th Century and,
in some cases, the modifications made to previous phases.
This virtual visit helps to understand part of the complex
reality this important monument contains.
This kind of work is to be developed in the future for
other cases and monuments.
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Figure 9: The reception hall of the Palace of Peter I.
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Abstract
This project paper describes a workshop conducted at the Harvard Design School, where students were asked to
use digital media technologies to explore subjects in architectural heritage preservation. First, a brief background is presented dealing with geometric representation, sensuous systems, preservation theories and state-ofthe-art digital media technologies. Once a background has been established, the paper explains the methods and
tools used in the workshop; afterward, it illustrates student work and discusses the results vis-à-vis customary
preservation practices. The paper addresses two main issues: first, it deals with the authorative nature of customary preservation practices; and, second, it explores the possibilities of motion graphics and hyper-media constructs as a complementary way of preserving architectural heritage.
J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and Humanities

1. Introduction
The development of digital media technologies has ushered
rapid and sweeping changes in methods of representation.
It has profound implications in architectural heritage studies; the possibilities of digital technologies “affect much
more than one’s scholarly output; they end up shaping
one’s life and, thus, probably, modify the very nature of
one’s actual or potential knowledge” [GRA94]. The implications are wide-ranging; digital media tools are more
efficient and accurate in comparison to conventional drawing tools, and, at the same time, they introduce a new spectrum of inquiry. New types of questions arise, which, in
turn, infer unprecedented information, “…even minor
discrepancies can be shown to have significant and farreaching implications…” [AEK96]. In “Experiencing the
Ancient Assyrian Palace: Methods for a Reconstruction,”
the authors argue that, by modeling digitally, researchers
have learned more efficiently about the subject than
through flat plans, cross sections, or drawn perspectives.
“We are learning to ‘inhabit’ specific interior and exterior
spaces in ways not possible before” [SP01].
Motion graphics and hyper-media applications have
opened new avenues for the way in which people experience, research, and learn about their built environment.
These applications facilitate the human engagement with
the built environment by taking into account issues of

sensual experiences, e.g. perception, cognition, kinesthetics.
1.1. Goals of the Workshop
The preservation of architectural heritage is based on restoration and conservation practices, which were primarily
formulated by Italian architect and historian Camillo Boito
in the 19th century. Boito’s principles, however, pose two
main problems: first, the choice of a singular reconstruction
of a cultural artifact is misleading and authorative; and,
second, the procedures of physical restoration are interventionistic and ambiguous. Restoration practices depend on
the executer’s particular time-specific interpretation. The
processes are interventionistic; despite clearly prescribed
methods, the extensions and changes on old architectural
structures often alter the nature of the building and its
context.
Digital media technologies can help in overcoming these
drawbacks. The goal of the workshop, thus, was to investigate the possibilities of emerging digital technologies and
explore new ways of architectural heritage preservation.
What modes of representation can capture the history of an
architectural artifact? How can alternative interpretations,
visions, and ideas be visualized? How can the level of
evidence and ambiguity be represented?, were some of the
questions the students had to cope with.
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The workshop did not intend to suggest replacing customary processes of architectural heritage preservation; neither
did it offer new hardware products or software programs.
Rather, it sought for new ways to augment and extend
conventional processes by employing and synchronizing
digital media tools and making use of their optimal capacity in this particular field.
2. Background
In The Production of Space, philosopher Henri Lefebvre
stresses the importance of the interaction of human beings
with their built environment and claims that orthographic
representations have reduced the richness of reality to the
domain of blueprints. Levebre writes that “a spatial work
attains a complexity fundamentally different from the
complexity of a text, whether prose or poetry… what we
are concerned … is not texts but texture” [LEV97]. The
comprehension of a “spatial work” involves “sensory
experience that is both the recording of stimuli and, at the
same time, an intentional act of projecting images, formal
exigencies, bodily scale, and spatial cognition” [ARN98].
In a nutshell, our cognizance of architecture lies in our
corporeal existence and bodily movement in space. In
orthographic drawings, however, the perception of sensory
phenomena within a particular context and time is not only
neglected but also difficult to represent and, thus, difficult
to consider and evaluate.
This shortcoming of geometric conventions is best described by art historian Erwin Panofsky in his seminal
work Perspective as Symbolic Form, in which he argues
that the perspective is a “systematic abstraction” that transforms the psycho-physiological space into a mathematical
space. By abstraction, Panofsky means that perspective
drawings negate between front and back, right and left,
between bodies and intervening space, so that “the sum of
all parts of space and all its content is absorbed into a
single quantum continuum” [PAN91]. He criticizes, first,
that the mechanical reproduction is just a reflection of one
fixed eye, whereas humans have constantly-moving two
eyes that create a spheroid field of vision. Second, he
claims that it falls short in reflecting the “psychologicallyconditioned visual image” that actually creates our consciousness of the visible world. This visual image requires
more than a perspective—it requires the cooperation of
vision with other tactile senses. Finally, he claims that,
even on the very basic representational level, the perspective construct cannot mimic the concave retinal image.
Therefore, “marginal distortions” occur. For example, if a
line were divided into three sections with subtending equal
angles, the sections of the line would be represented on the
retina (or on a concave surface) as equal lengths; whereas,
on a flat picture plane they would appear unequal. Therefore, straight lines appear curved on our retina and curved
lines straight.
This very basic fact—the distortion of objective reality—
was recognized by ancient Greeks. The curvatures in the
Doric temple reflect this in an exaggerated manner. In the
Doric temple, columns were subjected to “entasis” so that

they would not appear bent, and the epistyle and stylobate
were built curved so that they would not look sinking.
Optical considerations were also made with regard to spatial organizations in Greek cities. Konstantinos Doxiadis in
his controversial work Architectural Space in Ancient
Greece shows that Greek builders employed a uniform
system in the disposition of buildings, based on principles
of human cognition. Doxiadis’s arguments reveal the basic
difference between the application of geometry in antiquity
and Renaissance. According to Doxiadis, ancient Greeks
did not use the abstract coordinate system to design cities;
each layout was developed onsite in an existing landscape.
This is significant because it shows that the design was
directly determined in relation to the designer on the site
[DOX72]. In Doxiadis’s view, the main reference point in
ancient Greek architecture is the corporeal human being;
and, therefore, there is no intermediate stage of orthographic representations between imagination and production.
Panofsky and Doxiadis illustrate very well that sensual
qualities, experiences and architectural phenomena were
the main driving forces of ancient architecture. In antiquity, geometry produced aggregate space according to the
psychological and physiological realities of human vision
and was used as a means for designing sensuous space.
From the Renaissance onwards, however, geometry produced systematic space reflecting the mathematical theory
of representation [VEL80]. Advanced computer graphics
liberate us from constraints of orthographic projections and
allow us to explore the possibilities of sensuous space once
again.
2.1. Preservation of Architectural Heritage
According to B.M. Feilden, conservation is the act of preventing decay, i.e. the consolidation of crumbling artifacts,
and restoration is the effort to make the original concept of
an object legible. His definition for preservation, though,
remains rather ambiguous [FEI94]. Paul Philippot, on the
other hand, points to the fact that preservation is considered
equivalent to conservation and restoration in certain cultures and argues that it is often confused with reconstruction, which, according to him, is a revival of past styles of
art and architecture. He views preservation as “the modern
way of maintaining living contact with cultural works of
the past” [PHI76]. The preservation of architectural heritage encompasses a wide variety of cultural artefacts: from
monuments, to vernacular architecture, to entire districts,
towns, and even intangible cultural traditions, e.g. certain
religious rituals, oral and musical legacies.
In the 19th century, two opposite doctrines of preservation emerged and struggled over how to reconstitute historic heritage for future generations. These were the “interventionist” and the “anti-interventionist” doctrines,
epitomized, respectively, by John Ruskin and Violet le-Duc
[CHO01]. Ruskin’s understanding of preservation was
based on the idea that the labour of past generations imprints a sacred character on buildings. Therefore, he defined the act of restoration as “the most total destruction
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which a building can suffer… It is impossible,” he went on,
“as impossible to raise the dead, to restore anything that
has ever been great or beautiful in architecture” [RUS81].
According to Ruskin, we cannot “obliterate” the rights of
the dead who labored for and expressed themselves in their
building endeavor. Violet le-Duc, conversely, favored the
restoration of the edifice to a particular point in time and
based his conviction on scientific archaeology. In the late
19th century, Italian architect Camillo Boito made a synthesis of these two opposite approaches. He defined the
notion of “authenticity” along the lines of Ruskin’s “ethical” approach of conserving monuments, but “maintained
the priority of the present over the past and affirmed the
legitimacy of restoration” [CHO01]. Boito suggested
restoration as a last resort, though, which can only be conducted if “all other methods of protection [i.e. maintenance,
consolidation, repairs] have failed” [CHO01]. Added parts
had to be clearly marked and legible. They should not
blend into the original structure and not confuse with the
original structure. These general rules remain more or less
valid today and were constitutionalized into actual guidelines in 1931 at the First International Conference on Historic Monuments in Athens.
Digital technologies can help us to overcome the limitations of a single viewpoint, and allow for diverse reconstructions to be represented. We no longer need to restore
any building according to a particular viewpoint, as Le-Duc
suggested, or to differentiate literally an addition along
Boito’s guidelines. We can virtually reconstruct many
layers of thoughts and represent a multitude of attitudes.
2.2. Early applications of digital media
An example of one of the earlier utilizations of digital
technologies is a joint work by art historian Oleg Grabar
and architect Muhammed Al-Asad in The shape of the
holy: early Islamic Jerusalem. This work included computer-generated reconstructions of the Haram al-Sharif,
street views and ideas of past buildings. In 1995, architectural historian Nezar Alsayyad used animation technology
in a linear film format to investigate transformations of
urban form in medieval Cairo. The end product in this case
was a 30-minute-long VHS tape. In this more advanced use
of digital media technologies, computer-generated 3D
views were successfully integrated with traditional photographs, revealing novel and valuable information on the
various chronological phases of ancient Cairo—its streets,
landmarks, and people.
Takehiko Nagakura used digital technologies to reconstruct “Unbuilt Monuments,” visualizing buildings and
projects that were never realized. Nagakura produced
hyper-real motion graphic. Gravity, wind, weather,
sunlight, aging of material, dust, dirt, etc., just about every
detail of reality, was considered and represented through
motion graphics. The end product is finite and very convincing. It leaves no doubt about accuracy and no room for
different interpretations of the artifact. Therefore, it bears
the danger of convincingly mimicking possibly false assumptions.
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Another early example is Karen Kensek’s and Lynn
Swartz-Dodd’s research project “Study of entry: Sanctuary
of the Great Aten Temple in Amarna.” In this project, the
authors visualized certain types of evidence levels and
ambiguity, i.e. which part of the digital reconstruction is
actually based on textual sources and which parts are interpolations of the authors. This certainly mimics Boito’s
guidelines regarding the differentiation of materiality in
restoration projects.
Conventional architectural visualizations pose substantial
shortcomings when it comes to the incorporation of experiential or sensual qualities. One could argue that the essence of architectural experiences lies in the more subjective interactions of humans with their architectural environments. Orthographic drawings were not able to incorporate aspects of cognizance and, therefore, in Lefebvre’s
words, design was imprisoned to a geometric box of blueprints and devoid of a structure which could embrace and
reflect upon the more personal encounters of human beings
with architecture. Russian filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein
demonstrated in Motion and Movement in Architecture that
mobility and juxtaposition of mental images enables us to
be sentient to architectural phenomena. In experiencing
architecture, our entire perceptual systems are actively
engaging with built environments. Therefore, the challenge lies in finding a methodology that can represent the
intangible qualities of architectural experience.
3. Methods and Tools
Architecture has exceptional qualities that can be only
captured through the moving body. Atmospheric and lighting effects, sound effects, textures and materiality of space
can only be experienced in context, and all sensual qualities holistically together make our experience of architecture complete.
The workshop consisted both of practice and theorybased sessions. In the former sessions, we introduced
methods for the creative production of digital media works;
in the latter sessions, we discussed ways of analyzing and
evaluating existing digital media works. The tools were
advanced software and hardware applications; and methods
to frame and compose a narrative structure for the projects.

Figure 1: J.K. and F.G. scanning the capital
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The practical exercises were coupled with a more theoretical seminar. These sessions were about methods of
description, analysis, interpretation, and evaluation of
linear/or non-linear dynamic representations. We explored
the making of aesthetic judgements for digital media work.
Issues of representation, montage, motion, perception,
memory and authenticity in digital media works aimed to
augment the students’ capacity to make quality judgements
in matters of emerging technologies for cultural heritage.
4. Results

Figure 2: C.L. and D.M. working on a blue-screen scene
The digital media applications we used covered a wide
range of products: we introduced audio-video editing tools
for synchronizing and composing digital film sequences;
we used 3D scanning equipment to digitize architectural
artefacts; and we introduced applications for animations,
key framing, camera movements, light simulations, and
texture mapping. We also explored more advanced techniques of blue-screening to record human scale and movements, and also worked with hyper-media applications for
non-linear representations.
In order to give students a vehicle to compose their work
we introduced the procedures of storyboarding. Storyboarding is a creative technique to sketch, frame-by-frame,
outlines of digital media works. It helps critical thinking,
planning, and communicating. It is a relatively old method
credited to Walt Disney Studios, as such it began in the
film industry, but nowadays is widely used in advertising,
video game production, TV series, multimedia and Web
design. Essentially, it is in any field where sequentially and
montage is in question. Storyboarding assists firstly in
organizing the sequences of a narrative: What comes first,
next, last? (If it is a non-linear flow, what is the structure?)
Secondly, it helps in montaging components: How do
audio, video, or still images interact with each other? How
do transitions and effects help tie audio, video, and images
together? In other words it allows us to think about and
document the timing of a sequence of work, experiment
with camera angles, camera movements, and explore continuity among elements.

Figure 3: Storyboard of P.J.

We distributed three projects. The first assignment was a
one-week immersion exercise where students were asked to
montage still images and audio to make a one-minute
audio-video sequence. The second assignment spanned five
weeks and was a trailer about a narrative around an architectural artefact. The final project, allowed each student to
embark on a particular subject in architectural heritage
preservation. (All animation and VR work of students can
be
viewed
at:
http://icommons.harvard.edu/~gsd2413/REVISIONS_Student_Work.html)
4.1. Architecture at Harvard Yard: Montage and Synchronization exercise
The objective of this one-week exercise was to immerse
students into techniques used in making simple montages
of still images and audio. Each student was asked to prepare a brief montage sequence that communicated a point,
observation or message about the built heritage at Harvard
Yard. F.G. presented a short clip on figurative art and
statues scattered around Harvard Yard and expressed his
own emotional experiences. C.L. recorded numerous pathways in Harvard Yard, and N.P. simulated the light and
shadow projections on historic buildings in the Yard, by
means of the Solar Eclipse phenomenon.

Figure 4: Project of F.G., sculptural elements at Harvard
Yard
4.2. Narrative Development: Working with light and
materiality
The second project was about narrative development.
Through a given architectural history theme, students were
expected to develop a short movie trailer. With this exercise we wanted to explore the relevance of digital media
tools in understanding and effectively conveying an aspect
of an architectural artefact. The assignment provided a
vehicle for a series of discussions that focused on technical
issues related to materiality, texture, light and shadow, etc.
It also addressed issues that are conceptually much
broader—the role of context, definition, memory and ambiguity, and others—topics that were raised in the readings
and which were mentioned by several guest speakers. The
assignment stretched over five weeks and spanned the time
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of the main lab sessions. In this way, students were able to
reflect directly on the 3D scanning, animation, light simulation, texture mapping, and blue-screen tutorials and apply
these in their works. F.G. presented a one-minute movie
clip showing the historic origins of the Corinthian columns
at the GSD, their initial location in Harvard’s Robinson
Hall. J.K. presented the geological material origins of the
same columns, and Y.K. a comparative analysis with contemporary uses of columns.

Figure 5: Snapshots of project from F.G., illustrating the
life-cycles of the Corinthian columns at the Harvard Design School
4.3. Final Project: Revisioning Architectural Heritage
In the final projects students had the opportunity to re-visit
and re-vision architectural themes of their choice through
lenses of new digital technologies. The end-products were
3–5-minute-long linear or non-linear hyper-medial motiongraphic projects. With the final projects students ultimately
were expected to converge theoretical and practical components of the course. Each project should present new
vignettes into age-old architectural problems. Some of the
questions we asked were: How can we describe transition/evolution/inversion/change in a lifecycle of a building
through digital means? How can we visualize transformations that occur in many ways all over our built environment? What makes digital and dynamic representations
more useful compared to conventional representational
techniques? The final projects would provide different
types of (if not more) information regarding the subject of
inquiry. Some topics which students addressed were as
follows:
i.

The life cycle of a site/building; its distinct
phases from its design, to later alterations to its
death, basically the representation of timebased phases.

ii.

An analytical work, to describe a
site’s/building’s design, structure, and its relationship to its context. If it is non-existent, how
is it comprised and what would it look like if it
were “there” today?

iii.

The symbolism/meaning of the site/building
within a transformation of educational practices
and values.

iv.

The socio-cultural exploration of the
site/building within its lifetime; the representation of important events, inventions etc.,
in/around the building (to understand and preserve events/memoirs of a building.)

v.

Comparative study on aesthetic/stylistic questions.
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F.G. reconstructed a significant edifice in China - a summer palace of the emperor - which was demolished by the
Russian invasion. B.H. worked on “The Old Man on the
Mountain” which was a series of 5 granite ledges on Franconio Notch in the White Mountains of New Hampshire
and constituted its state symbol. When the ledges were
viewed in profile, they formed the shape of an old man’s
face. This natural cultural heritage crumbled into the valley
below in the spring of 2003. The premise of B.H.’s final
project was to place the phenomenon of the “Old Man” and
its demise into a broader socio-historical context. His work
conveyed the processes of natural forces and proposed a
proper tribute to this important cultural heritage. N.P.
presented an analysis of the engineering techniques and a
probable ritual path used at the Great Altar at the Acropolis
in Baalbek, Lebanon. The engineering marvel of the construction of this excellently preserved Roman temple complex remains a mystery; especially the technology of stone
cutting, transporting, as well as lifting each stone into its
place. N.P. showed also how the Great Altar impacted the
movement of people who visited the place in ancient times.
D.M. worked on an interactive hyper-media application for
Le Corbusier’s Carpenter Centre building at Harvard University. While moving through the building, users could
view and listen to special features, which were located at
strategic points in virtual 3D space.

Figure 6: Snapshots of project from F.G., reconstructing
the destroyed summer palace of the Chinese emperor

Figure 7: Snapshots of project from B.H., recording the
cultural heritage of the Old Man on the Mountain in New
Hampshire

Figure 8: Project of N.P., assembling the Great Altar
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Figure 10: Snapshot of project from D.M., interactive
Carpenter center
5. Conclusions
Digital media technologies within the proposed method can
lead to new insights and new approaches through which
architectural historians could inquire and research both the
history of an architectural artifact and the way to convey it.
The application of newer technologies in architectural
preservation greatly expands the role and impact of digital
media in this field. Digital technologies are not only helpful in new visualization techniques but also in accommodating human sentiency within built environments. This
change of approach—the re-conceptualization of methods
and representations with and within digital media technologies—addresses a significant paradigm shift in architectural heritage preservation.
The webpage for this workshop can be visited at:
http://icommons.harvard.edu/~gsd-2413/
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Close-Range Photogrammetric Measurement and 3D Modelling
for Irish Medieval Architectural Studies
Avril Behan

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract
In Ireland, as in much of Europe, church architecture of the late medieval era is considered by architectural
historians to have been designed according to specific geometric principles and methods. Research into such
structures and their design methods has traditionally involved visually-based stylistic comparison of features,
primarily by visual techniques. In recent years, however, more analytical approaches to these studies have
developed and these procedures require accurate documentation of buildings and features.
3D models generated by a number of close range measurement techniques (terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and
photogrammetry) are appropriate for use in such studies. However, since historical research frequently requires
the comparison for large numbers of objects and/or buildings, it is essential that the methods used are easily
available and are of low or medium cost, while still being appropriate in terms of accuracy, speed and usability.
For the typical multi-site architectural historical study TLS is too expensive and too complex in terms of data
collection, software processing and data management.
This project evaluated the suitability of a close-range measurement method for 3D modelling of medieval
architecture comprising a non-metric digital camera (Nikon D70), a reflectorless total station (Leica TPS 1205)
and software for stereo modelling. Stereo models suitable for the extraction of 3D details of medieval window
tracery (an important stylistic and dating feature) were generated and each stage of production analysed. This
paper presents preliminary results of investigations into the suitability of this method for use in Irish medieval
architectural historical studies and finds that low-cost methods are capable of achieving sufficient levels of
accuracy without being onerous in terms of time spent or user inputs.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Stereo
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Introduction
The development and commercialisation of Terrestrial
Laser Scanning (TLS) technology in recent years is often
seen as the solution to all cultural heritage measurement
problems mainly because of the speed and accuracy of the
method. TLS has been shown to be extremely effective in
the recording of complex and inaccessible objects; both as
an individual technique [PR01] and in combination with
other measurement methods [EBG*05]. The method has
also been successfully used in the protection and
reconstruction of damaged sites, including some at
UNESCO World Heritage Sites level such as the Bam
Citadel, Iran [BS04].
Many of these projects have been completed as proof-oftechnology and method by instrument or software
developers, or by interested academics. Others have been
funded through grants from national or international
cultural heritage sponsors.
Based on the positive results reported in the literature a
significant number of regional and national bodies
(including one in Ireland) have purchased TLS systems for
use in cultural heritage applications. However, for many

individuals and organisations involved in the care and
study of cultural objects, measurement using TLS systems
is not currently realistic for two main reasons – cost and
knowledge.
[Ker06] has shown that the costs involved in the
production of fully rendered 3D models of heritage objects,
even when accounting only for the operators’ time, would
be prohibitive for all but the best-funded projects. The
knowledge required by the collectors and, more
importantly, users of the data is also of a different type to
that required for previous measured surveys. In particular,
the learning-curve involved in becoming competent in the
utilisation of TLS processing software and the output of
usable products from point clouds of data is excessive for
many applications.
However, this project was not concerned with the
production for fully rendered 3D models of complex sites
but of simple objects – traceried windows. In this instance
TLS could provide high quality data in a short period of
time. However, for the project concerned over 100
individual sites, distributed over the island of Ireland, need
to be measured and the investigators do not have access to
TLS equipment for the necessary duration. Also, although
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the products of the measurement will be 3D models, they
are models of weathered and damaged medieval
stonework, and TLS-generated data would be of higher
accuracy than is required.
The investigators, therefore, have evaluated the use of
other less-expensive remote sensing technologies and their
ability to meet the needs of cultural heritage documentation
for architectural historical investigation. In the research
presented here, the contribution of relatively low cost
image-based measurement methods to the field of history
of architecture in Ireland is evaluated.
2. Irish Medieval Architectural Historical Studies
The study of medieval architecture in Ireland, as in many
places, has typically used visually-based stylistic
comparison to evaluate the methods used by medieval
architects and masons in the design and erection of
buildings. This method also enables the historian to trace
the development of architectural styles and methods over
time and from place to place.
In particular a number of building elements are often used
by historians as indicators for the development of
techniques and fashions. These features include window
tracery and moulding profiles of windows, doors and piers.
In England Morris [Mor92] has used moulding profile
analysis to assist in the dating of medieval buildings where
documentary evidence is absent or scant. Similar work is
ongoing in Ireland [ODo06] where evidence from buildings
is often the only available information source due to the
severe lack of contemporary documentation relating to the
foundation and usage of medieval buildings.
Window tracery has also been used as evidence for dating
buildings as well as for analysis of the movement of
stylistic ideas. Fawcett [Faw84] produced a catalogue of
Scottish window tracery that he used to suggest the origin
of design ideas as well as proposing building dates for
undocumented objects.
While by the mid-16th century English and Continental
European master masons (architects) were building
cathedrals with vaults 50m above ground and towers up to
153m above ground [Hey95] their Irish counterparts
seemed to have trouble executing window structures less
than half that height. The reasons for this limitation on Irish
structures are often levelled at a lack of funding from
patrons and knowledge by masons. Accurate measurement
of remaining structures may provide information about the
methods used by masons and the failings, in design or
structure, which may have contributed to the reduced
size/ambition of the buildings.
For this area of study, and a number of other specific
architectural historical topics, research is beginning to
focus on the abilities of modern measuring instrumentation
to supplement the visually-based stylistic analysis
previously preferred. Comparison of 3D measurements of
objects (mouldings and window tracery) from various sites
is much easier and accurate in today’s digital
environments. To this end, this project is an evaluation of
the ability of low-cost remote sensing methods to produce
the types of data that can be analysed between numerous
medieval sites to add to the body of knowledge about their
foundation history and building and design methods.
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In particular, the notion that geometric techniques were
used in the design and setting out of built objects during the
middle ages is suited to evaluation by accurate
measurement. The geometric principles date as far back, at
least, as the Roman Vitruvius of the first century BC, who
wrote that architects were taught to strive for harmony in
the design of their buildings through the use of proportion,
symmetry and numeric systems to ensure that the parts
related pleasingly to the whole [Mor60]. Many historians
have shown that similar principles were used in the design
of churches and cathedrals, both in their plans and in their
details, in the middle ages in Europe [Zen02] and England
[Fer76] and [His02]. Thus far studies of Irish buildings
have only shown a little adherence to these principles
[Sta90] but further measured studies could reveal either
more examples of use or possible reasons for the lack of
use.
3. Test Site
The site chosen for testing the image-based remote sensing
methodology was St. Mary’s Collegiate Church, Howth,
Co. Dublin, Ireland.
The building is in ruins having no roof and with much
natural and human damage having been inflicted on the
walls and windows (Figure 1). This is typical of many Irish
buildings of the period which were allowed to fall into
disrepair due to religious changes and a lack of funds from
the 16th century dissolution to the present day.

Figure 1: Roofless and incomplete state of the interior of
St. Mary’s Church, Howth.
The building, as it stands, extends to less than 30m in
length and 12m in width and contains elements from the
14th, 15th and 16th centuries. The walls are mainly of rough
masonry but the windows are constructed of cut stone.
Most windows have segmental arches but one east and one
west window have pointed arches, each containing tracery.
The tracery in the west window is badly damaged and
only the cusps remain (although drawings from 1960 show
the window in its intact state [LEA60]), thus the study
focused on the east window (Figure 2). (In future work it is
hoped that accurate measurement of tracery remains,
combined with measurements taken from similar
windows/sites, will be used to assist in reconstruction of
objects using fallen stone retained at a number of Irish
sites.)
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effects would be present. Secondly, the accuracy required
for the final measurements, particularly because of the
weather-damage mentioned in section 2, was deemed to be
below the threshold that would require full calibration.
The Nikon D70 has a 23.7mm by 15.6mm sensor with
3008x2000 pixels resulting in a pixel size of approximately
8µm.
4.3 Photogrammetric Software
In line with the goal of low-cost analysis of data for
architectural historical applications the software tested for
this project was LISA FOTO developed by Wilfried Linder
of the University of Duesseldorf [Lin03]. For research
purposes the latest version of the software costs ~€800
which is significantly less than the costs associated with
commercial photogrammetric packages.
Although mainly developed for use by nonphotogrammetrists in aerial applications the software has
been used for close-range applications using non-metric
digital cameras [Lin03] and [Map04].
5. Measurement
5.1 Photography
Figure 2: East window tracery, St. Mary’s Church, Howth.
The building material is yellow sandstone which was
often used by medieval Irish masons since it is easy to
work. However, it degrades over time and much of the
remaining tracery is soft and not sharply defined because of
this. This factor also makes sub-centimetre measurement
unnecessary as often only an estimation of the intended
shape can be obtained from the remains.
4. Equipment
Since the aim of the research is to evaluate a low-cost
method of measuring medieval architectural features, the
equipment and software used were either inexpensive or
easy availability to facilitate rental without high overheads.

Multi-photo techniques (such as used by Photomodeler
[Eos06], Shapecapture [Sha06] or iWitness [FH04]) were
ruled out because they typically require the acquisition of
photographs from an array of angles, including from above
the object of interest [WO94]. At most of the Irish sites of
interest for architectural historical studies such photographs
would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain due to issues
of accessibility, safety, cost and time.
Therefore stereo close-range photogrammetric methods
were used. Images were taken from either end of a stereo
baseline of 1m length at a distance of ~10m to ensure a
base to distance ratio of between the recommended 1:5 and
1:15 values (Figure 3).

4.1 Reflectorless Total Station
Photo control was collected using a Leica TPS 1205
reflectorless total station with an angular accuracy of 5’
and a maximum reflectorless range of 300m (accurate to
3mm + 2ppm). Weekly hire of this instrument cost in the
region of €120 thus making it accessible to most research
projects. For this project an instrument owned by the
Dublin Institute of Technology was used.
4.2 Digital Camera
The camera used for photography was a Nikon D70 6
Megapixel camera with a Nikkor 18-70mm lens. For all
photographs used in measurement the focal length was
fixed at 24mm and the focus at infinity. (Both of these
parameters were easily checked using the EXIF
information displayed at the time of image capture.)
Camera calibration was not carried out for two reasons.
Firstly the object of interest was photographed at the centre
of the image to ensure that a minimum of lens distortion
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Figure 3: Left and right stereo images
5.2 Photo Control
Using the reflectorless total station Leica 1205 the threedimensional co-ordinates of 42 natural control points were
measured. While it is acknowledged that targeted control
points would add to the overall accuracy of the restitution it
was not possible to use them for this study. Typically,
buildings of interest to architectural historians are protected
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structures and any interference, even sticking on removable
targets, is discouraged. Also, as mentioned in section 5.1,
building accessibility is typically very poor (even if a hoist
or other platform was available) and adhesion of targets is
not possible.
The 42 control points were well-distributed around the
tracery of the east window and its setting in the wall. The
most defined natural points were chosen, such as points on
the railings.
6. Software Processing
LISA FOTO software performs Exterior Orientation (EO)
in mono mode with the operator performing all
measurements of control points on each image separately
and the software calculating a space resection. The use of
more than 3 control points invokes a least squares
adjustment, as was the case in this project where 22 control
points were measured per photo. The remaining control
was used for validity checking.
In LISA FOTO the photos are later combined into a
stereo model using the Define Model function. In this
module the focal length, the co-ordinates of the photo
projection centres, the ω φ κ rotations and the image and
real co-ordinates of the control points are transformed via
an affine or polynomial transformation.

phase. The closer the correlation coefficient is to unity the
better the result. The failing of this set of measurements
may lie in the distribution of control points towards the top
of the model (also the top of the window tracery). Unlike in
the lower parts, at the top of the model the control points
were concentrated on the central mullions and the peak of
the arch. This resulted in an uneven distribution of control
points throughout the model
Although the model boundaries were set with the project
(the x and y extents are illustrated by the heavy lines on
Figure 4) it is possible that the limited extent of the control,
relative to the full photographs, may have contributed to
some inaccuracies in correlation.

6.1 Stereo Processing Results & Analysis
For the Exterior Orientation 22 of the available 45 control
points were measured in each image. Table 1 shows the
results of the orientations.
Image
Average Std
Maximum Std
Deviation
Deviation
(mm)
(mm)
Left
0.010
0.031
Right
0.009
0.020
Table 1: Exterior Orientation results
Although the results display low relative standard
deviations it is the outcome of the model definition, as
given in Table 2, that is more indicative of the quality of
the processing.
Approximate Pixel Size

0.0038m

4.9121
Height to Base Ratio
Approximate Maximum
0.0186m
Attainable Accuracy in Z
1: 471
Approximate Photo Scale
Mean y-parallax before
0.73 pixel
correlation
Mean y-parallax after
0.01 pixel
correlation
0.8809
Mean Correlation Coefficient
Table 2: Model definition results
The mean correlation coefficient of 0.8809 taken in
combination with the value of mean y-parallax after
correlation (0.01) indicates that using the 22 measured
control points the software was able to reliably match the
two image positions and orientations calculated by the EO
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Figure 4: Control point distribution and model area
Unlike in most other stereo photogrammetric systems in
LISA-FOTO there is no facility for the operator to either
interactively add tie-points between the images to
strengthen the match or to use a pre-defined tie-point
pattern which matches images using digital image
matching techniques. Thus there is more necessity for the
collection of exactly the right number and distribution of
control points in the field.
Another element different in this software to some
commercial packages is the ability to control points in
stereo for the EO phase. Without 3D visualisation, natural
points that in the field are clearly distinguishable from their
surroundings become difficult to identify. This again
makes point selection at control measurement stage very
critical.
The photo scale of 1:471 agrees well with the expected
value since the photos were taken with a focal length of
24mm from a distance of 10m from the building. Using
standard photogrammetric formulae (1/scale = focal
length/object distance) the scale could be approximated at
1:416.
In this particular project, due mainly to issues of
accessibility on site, the object of interest represents, at
most, one quarter of the image. With a pixel size of only
8µm and an enforced object distance of 10m the maximum
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attainable z accuracy thus calculated by LISA-FOTO is just
below 2cm. This figure is at the limits of what is acceptable
for analysis of the envisaged products, i.e. 2D profiles of
mouldings and 3D models of tracery.
It is clear, however, that in most circumstances this
accuracy can be improved upon, particularly by more
careful photography. For future work a number of other
digital focal lengths will be available, including both 18mm
and 35mm, which will expand the range of photographs
that can be taken on any site. The pixel size on the object
can thus be improved from 3.8mm to enable both better
control point measurement for model setup and better
point/profile/object extraction from the model.
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As would be expected the quality of the model in
planimetry (elevation) was better than in depth. The
magnitude of the difference in quality is too high but it is
envisaged that in future work the quality of Z co-ordinates
will be improved using the improvements in fieldwork and
processing listed in section 6.1.
Another factor in this variation between field and stereo
model co-ordinates is the human element. In line with the
low-cost concept of LISA-FOTO stereo viewing is
facilitated using Cyan-Red Anaglyph glasses. Seeing in 3D
through these glasses requires more acclimatisation than is
typically needed with polarisation or flicker technology.
8. Project Completion Aspects

7. Outputs
Traditionally the products used in architectural historical
studies were 2D in nature comprising either profiles (plan
views) of particular pieces of stonework (piers, mullions,
window tracery) or elevation drawings of objects. In some
cases perspective drawings are used but these were visually
based rather than measured.
Using the type of photogrammetry presented above once
the stereo model has been created via orientation
procedures 2D products such as profiles and elevations can
be easily produced.
However, unlike traditional methods, these products are
created in a fully digital environment and can be output in
ASCII format from which they can be imported into a
CAD system. Once in any CAD package profiles from
different objects, which are adjudged to be similar on the
basis of visual comparison, can be overlaid and compared
for both size and stylistic similarity.
Research in England [Mor92] has also pointed to the
repeated usage of particular feature sizes, based on typical
medieval units, by individual masons or schools of
masonry. With all features extracted digitally such
repetition will be easily recognisable. This type of
information is useful to architectural historians when
tracing the movement of the “free” masons of the middle
ages.
Likewise, elevations of window tracery could be
compared via overlays in CAD. However in line with
taking full advantage of the capabilities of photogrammetry
and the CAD environment these 2 elements (profiles and
elevations) will be combined into a 3D model which can be
compared via 3D CAD overlay, or using another modelling
language.

Fieldwork for this method is rapid. Once there are no
accessibility restrictions directly in front of the object of
interest stereo photography can quickly be acquired. In the
simplest cases where it can be judged that the object of
interest is symmetrical between interior and exterior all
control point measurements can be acquired from a single
total station setup; thus very quickly even when acquiring a
large number of redundant points as checks or even to field
measure particularly important features. Thus fieldwork per
object would typically take between 1 and 2 hours.
In more complex situations where two sides of an object
occur on either sides of the wall of a building and the
object is deemed not to be symmetrical it is necessary to
first measure a geodetic network. Depending on
accessibility aspects for the object – typically medieval
churches had only one entrance – the network may require
a significant number of setups to connect interior and
exterior. It is not envisaged that many relevant sites will
require this level of processing but those that do will
probably increase fieldwork time by a factor of 4 or 5.
Orientation of the stereo model, once the operator is
familiar with the software, is also rapid, requiring again
only 1 to 2 hours.
Extraction of features typically comprises the bulk of the
processing time. For the window tracery show in Figure 3
the extraction of points and lines sufficient to produce a 3D
CAD model required approximately 4 hours.
Thus the ratio of field to orientation to feature extraction
time could be given as 2:2:4. This particular object would
not be considered very complex in comparison with some
to the other objects that will be measured in the future.
Thus the feature extraction aspects of projects could
increase from representing half of the time to three-quarters
or more.

7.1 Evaluation of Outputs
9. Conclusions & Future Work
Using the remainder of the control points measured in the
field by the total station but unused in the orientation
procedure it was possible to carry out an evaluation of the
quality of the model (Table 3).
Coordinate
X,Y
Z

Average
Maximum
Difference (mm)
Difference (mm)
0.003
0.021
0.023
0.035
Table 3: Stereo Model Evaluation
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In conclusion, the photogrammetric method using low-cost
software is usable for this type of architectural historical
study particularly since the accuracy requirements are not
very high. However, a degree of care is needed in the
acquisition of control information and photography. At
some sites it may be possible to use targets to increase
accuracy and reduce the total numbers of control points
measured.
The usage of digital image matching methods for feature
extraction, rather than using an observer, may reduce
processing time but these, again, must be used with care.
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Further work will involve the acquisition of 3D models of
tracery from a large number of sites and the creation of a
digital database. Using CAD, VRML and/or GML options
models can be compared in a digital environment to look
for patterns of building and design. If found these patterns
could assist in the dating of objects, in analysis of building
methods, and in the reconstruction of objects from in-situ
remains and fallen stone; all aspects of interest to
architectural historians.
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Abstract
In September 2004 the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities (MiBAC) commissioned the Scuola Normale
Superiore di Pisa (SNS) to create the scientific and technical project for the Italian Portal of Culture. The project was
delivered in 2005, along with a prototype realised by SNS. The Portal will be fulfilled by the beginning of 2007: at the
moment SNS is working as a consultant for MiBAC in order to flank the company which is carrying out the Portal.
The Italian Portal of Culture will provide unique and integrated access to digital contents created by MiBAC and its central
and local departments, by public or private institutions such as research institutes, museums, libraries and by several other
providers, such as regional and local portals. Metadata pertaining to different cultural resources will be harvested from
various repositories, using OAI-PMH for data transfer and XML for data coding. This contents will be mapped into one
metadata scheme, the PICO AP, which is a Dublin Core Application Profile designed ad hoc for the Portal domain.
In May 2005 SNS started the Project for the development of the Pompeii Information System. It is promoted and financed by
ARCUS S.p.A., and developed together with the Archaeological Superintendence of Pompeii (SAP). This Project will be
delivered in May 2008: at the moment the domain analysis and the design of the Information System have been completed.
The main objective of the Pompeii Project is centred on the transferring of various existing resources and contents on a
structured platform which will be designed for the implementation, storage, organisation, management and publishing of
different kinds of contents (texts, 2D and 3D images, audio, video, geographic information, etc.).
The System will constitute the central archive of the SIAV (Archaeological Information System of Pompeii’s Superintendence
for the Geographic Area of Mount Vesuvius) and will be used both for internal purposes (cataloguing, documentation,
preservation, management of Pompeii’s archaeological heritage) and for external communication through a web interface
(directed to expert users such as archaeologists and researchers in various fields, and to general users such as tourists and
students).
Moreover, the Pompeii Information System and its web application will be predisposed in order to provide contents to the
Portal of Italian Culture, thus it will constitute a prototype of Institutional Sub-Portal that could be used as a model by other
Archaeological Superintendences and local departments of MiBAC.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): C.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: general – E.1 [Data]:
Data Structures – E.4 [Data]: Coding and Information Theory – H.2 [Information Systems]: Database Management – H.3:
Information Storage and Retrieval – H.4: Information Systems Applications – H.5: Information Interfaces and Presentation,
J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and Humanities – K.3 [Computing Milieux]: Computers and Education – K.4: Computers
and Society.
1. Introduction
The Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa (SNS – website:
http://www.sns.it/) is developing the Project for the
designing and fulfilment of the Pompeii Information
System, in collaboration with the Archaeological
Superintendence of Pompeii (SAP – website:
http://www.pompeiisites.org/) and funded by ARCUS
(website: http://www.arcusonline.org/), which is a
company that promotes and develops Arts, Culture and
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

Performances whose capital is entirely subscribed by the
Italian Ministry of Economy and whose actions are planned
by the Ministries of Cultural Heritage and of Transport and
Infrastructures. The Project is regulated by an agreement
amongst the three above mentioned Bodies; it started in
May 2005 and will continue for a duration of three years.
The name of the Project, “The Fortuna visiva of
Pompeii”, is derived from the homonymous research
project which was started in 2002 and is presently ongoing
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with the partnership of Consorzio FORMA, SNS and SAP.
This is a mainly scientific project, aimed at reconstructing
the present cultural identity of Pompeii and the evolution of
the taste for its monuments through the analysis of digitised
edited and unedited documents (texts and images) dated in
the XVIII and XIX Centuries. The contents of this
research, which has already been provided as a
demonstrator to the EU Project BRICKS (Building
Resources for Integrated Cultural Knowledge Services –
website: http://www.brickscommunity.org/), will be
integrated in the Pompeii Information System together with
other contents owned by the SAP and by various
Institutions which developed research on Pompeii’s
heritage.
The Information System of Pompeii that will be carried
out with the ARCUS – SAP – SNS Project will manage the
existing scientific contents on the archaeological site, on its
monuments and on the objects found in Pompeii and in the
territory administrated by the SAP, which includes
Herulaneum, Stabiae, Oplontis and Boscoreale. Thus, it
will recover and import different kinds of contents which
presently are managed by various software and are stored
in different repositories.
The contents will serve both for administrative and
scientific usage within the SAP, and for a better external
exploitation through a renewed website addressed to expert
users and to more general users, such as tourists and
students.
During recent years, many changes have taken place in
this field, developing a new way for communicating the
cultural resources, indications and best practices for the
accessibility and the interoperability.
The technical-scientific evolution and development for
the digital publishing, the interoperability and the
integration and retrieval of cultural resources, offer the
possibility to import, export and share documents and
interactive resources from and with other repositories.
They consequently give to the communication experts
more material and a broader range of choice through the
available contents, in order to design impressive and
efficient interfaces that will be able to respond to the
expectations of different kinds of users.
In this panorama numerous research, projects and
discussions have recently been carried out regarding the
Institutional Websites, conceived as central nodes for
collecting and distributing information and data pertaining
to public and private entities subordinated to the Institution.
This data came especially from databases, digital libraries
and other resources that have been produced in the context
of research projects for the cataloguing and the
organisation of different kinds of documents and
information. Thus, the main objective of an Institutional
Website is more and more centred on the porting and the
publication of various resources and contents on one
structured platform.
The main requisite of the Pompeii Information System is
therefore to import various kinds of contents and to make
them available to different users through specific
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

interfaces. Moreover, the System will permit
exportation of its contents to other repositories.

the

In particular, it will be configured to allow the metadata
harvesting from the Portal of Italian Culture, after the
mapping of the metadata schemes adopted for the
description of Pompeii’s contents into the Application
Profile which have been specifically designed for the Portal
of Italian Culture.
The Portal of Italian Culture is presently under
development: it was designed by SNS under the request of
the Ministry of Italian Culture (MiBAC) during 2005. SNS
is following up its development as the consultant of
MiBAC. The fulfilment of the Portal is foreseen for the
beginning of 2007.
In this scenario, the Pompeii Information System and the
connected renewed website of the Superintendence, which
will import its contents from different repositories, will
provide metadata and contents to the Italian Portal of
Culture and will constitute a case-study for the
configuration of an institutional Sub-Portal, representing a
model for Information Systems and Sub-Portals to be
carried out by other Superintendences and Institutions
subjected to MiBAC administration.
The Project offers a new case study to design a model of
Institutional Website to the SNS team who will apply their
acquired expertise with the Portal of the Culture Project
and with other research projects.
2. Previous experience: a) The “Fortuna Visiva of
Pompeii” and its Application in the BRICKS EU
Project
The “Fortuna visiva of Pompeii” is an ongoing project
conceived and carried out since 2002 by a scientific team
from the SNS and the Consorzio FORMA, directed by
Professor Paola Barocchi, supervised by Dr. Benedetto
Benedetti and coordinated by Dr. M. Emilia Masci
The SAP and the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut in
Rom (http://www.dainst.org/) joined the scientific staff as
partners in the project. The Information System and the
website have been designed by Liberologico
(http://www.liberologico.com) in strict cooperation with
the research group.
The research project intends to analyse the perception of
the monumental and archaeological ensemble and the
landscape of Pompeii, through the graphic sources and
texts produced starting from the years immediately
following its discovery, in 1748, until the end of the
Nineteenth century. It proposes an enriched perspective
through the reconstruction of different representations of
Pompeii in the past, defining a wider critical approach to its
present cultural identity. The main objective of the research
is therefore the examination of the different perceptions
and representations of Pompeii, in its several shapes and
variations in space and time, in order to obtain an overall
view, based on a historical and critical synthesis.
The project produced a Digital Archive containing an
interrelated database of the Iconographic, Bibliographic
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and Unedited Sources, on which the research is based. This
Archive is related to a Digital Library, that permits the final
user to consult the complete collection of digitised books
and manuscripts, and to a GIS (Geographic Information
System), which allows the final user to perform research in
the Archive starting from the houses and monuments of
Pompeii that are visualised on a map.
The results of this ongoing research and its contents,
which are progressively growing, are published in the
website http://pompei.sns.it.
Since 2005, the contents of the “Fortuna Visiva” Project
have been provided in the Digital Library created by the
European Project BRICKS, into the work-package
‘Archaeology’, in order to contribute to the definition of
the user requirements and scenarios and to build up a
specific application as a demonstrator, using BRICKS’
Technical Platform and testing it on data pertaining both to
the database and to the GIS.
BRICKS is an Integrated Project of the 6th Framework
Program of the European Commission, involving 24
partners selected amongst Institutions devoted to the
Cultural Heritage preservation, universities and research
Organisations, Information Technologies Enterprises. The
core of the project is the building of a distributed platform
for cultural resources, in a peer-to-peer network, within
which each database, legacy system or repository could be
physically stored by the single promoting institution and, at
the same time, could support queries as in a whole. The
retrieval of the resources is based on the descriptive
metadata harvesting, using the codification in XML of
documents and the metadata porting with OAI-PMH;
besides the adoption of metadata codified by Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative, the BRICKS retrieval System can
identify other metadata sets and the related ontology.
Moreover, the BRICKS System provides some web
services, distributed on single nodes of the net and
available for each partner, such as the automatic indexing,
the protection with Digital Rights Management System,
and tools for the editing of new collections and of
annotations on the existing resources.
For the demonstrator shown in the occasion of the first
review of the project (March 2005), the metadata related to
the contents of the “Fortuna visiva of Pompeii” have been
transposed in XML, mapped in Dublin Core standard and
harvested through OAI-PMH into BRICKS System, in
order to allow inter-operability with other contents
provided by other organisations to the BRICKS
Community. For the second review (March 2006), the
functionalities of BRICKS System have been demonstrated
through the installation of a B-Node (BRICKS Node of the
P2P System) in real time, showing Pompeii’s contents and
other resources directly drawn from their own OAI Servers.
During the second year of the project, an XML schema of
the “Fortuna Visiva of Pompeii” metadata schema has been
provided for BRICKS. On the basis of this schema, it will
be possible to make Pompeii’s contents in its own schema
available on BRICKS platform and also to support
schemas other than Simple Dublin Core Element Set. From
this perspective, Pompeii’s schema has been mapped into
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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different metadata standard schemas: Categories for the
Description of Works of Art (CDWA); VRA Core
Categories and the possibility of providing a mapping into
the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model is under
evaluation.
The archaeological domain and the specific case study of
Pompeii, brought forth the need to also manage
geographical data into the BRICKS Community.
Therefore, the “Fortuna visiva” application is being used as
a grounds for experimentation, in order to find the way to
integrate a GIS into BRICKS.
Pompeii’s GIS original application, which is based on a
proprietary system, has been transposed into Web Services
and connected with the contents pertaining to the database
using BRICKS services at the level of the interface: the
System Architecture has been integrated joining a Map
Server, which is compatible with OGC (Open Geospatial
Consortium) standard. The integration of contents from BNode and Map Server has been implemented at the
Application level.

Figure 6: the “Fortuna visiva of Pompeii” BRICKS
Application. Architecture.
Future activity will consider the development of the
interface for Pompeii Application in BRICKS, which will
be targeted for different kinds of users and will allow
various solutions for the data retrieval on texts, images and
geographic data.
3. Previous experience: b) The scientific and technical
Project for the Portal of Italian Culture
The scientific and technical project for the Italian Portal of
Culture was promoted by the Italian Ministry of Cultural
Heritage and Activities (MiBAC) and delivered by SNS
during 2005, together with a prototype which had the
function of testing the project itself and will serve as a
sample and reference for the implementation of the Portal,
due to be published for the beginning of 2007. At the
moment SNS is working as a consultant for MiBAC in
order to flank the company which is carrying out the Portal.
The main mission of the Italian Portal of Culture is to
communicate to different kinds of users the whole
ensemble of Italian culture, comprehensive of tangible and
intangible patrimony, such as media conceived for the
diffusion of knowledge, promotion and enhancement of
Cultural Heritage. Thus, the Portal will offer access to the
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existing resources on cultural contents, and at the same
time will give more exposure to the vast amount of
websites pertaining to museums, libraries, archives,
universities and other research institutions: through the
Portal, users will access resources stored in various
repositories browsing by subjects, places, people and time.
It will be possible to visualise information and contents
from the resources and to further deepen the knowledge
directly connecting to the websites of each single
Institution.
Resources originating from various data-sources will
remain under the control of Institutions responsible for
their creation, approval, management and maintenance:
data will not be duplicated into the Portal’s repository and
will be retrievable through a unified and interoperable
system, which will manage contents by harvesting
metadata pertaining to those data.
After being harvested, metadata coming from various
data-sources will be imported in a specifically designed
metadata scheme, which will permit the index, browse and
query functions on the whole ensemble of harvested
contents. Metadata will be harvested using OAI-PMH: this
protocol allows the metadata migration from content
providers to one or more harvesters, adding services such
as indexing system or automatic classification.
As the Portal will join different kinds of contents
pertaining to the complex domain of Italian culture, it
seemed unsuitable to use a data model with predefined
entity types. This solution would have been not aligned
with the requisite of system’s scalability.

Therefore, a flexible solution has been preferred, which
consists in the designing of a unique metadata scheme: in
order to respect world-wide standards, the Italian Portal
will adopt a metadata set based on Dublin Core standard.
A DC Application Profile (PICO AP) has been designed
for the Portal on the basis of recommendations, documents
and samples recently published by Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative (DCMI), in order to define further extensions to
the Qualified DC elements and encoding schemes,
specially conceived to retrieve information pertaining to
Italian culture. This application profile could be further
expanded, if necessary for the harvesting of eventually
unexpected contents in the future.
The PICO AP was designed by Irene Buonazia, M. Emilia
Masci and Davide Merlitti (SNS working group on
metadata supervised by Umberto Parrini and Benedetto
Benedetti). It is exposed in the table below. An official
publication inclusive of an updated version of the PICO AP
and the related schemas is under development.
Extensions to Qualified DC are written in bold. Some
Element Refinements and Encoding Schemes have been
added in order to describe roles of persons and institutions
involved in the creation, execution, publishing of a
resource and to better specify relations trough resources,
coverage parameters and format.
In addition, resource types have been further extended
with the PICO Type Vocabulary, which joins the types
‘Institution’, ‘Physical Person’ and ‘Project’ to the types
foreseen in the DCMI Type Vocabulary.

METADATA SCHEME OF THE PORTAL OF ITALIAN CULTURE - DC APPLICATION PROFILE

DCMES ELEMENTS

ELEMENT REFINEMENTS

Title <dc:title>

Alternative <dcterms:alternative>

Creator <dc:creator>

Author <pico:author>
Cataloguer <pico:cataloguer>
Inventor <pico:inventor>
Commissioner <pico:commisioner>

Subject <dc:subject>
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ENCODING SCHEMES

ULAN <pico:ULAN>
MIAN <pico:MIAN>
ICCD – Archivio Controllato
dell’Autore <pico:iccdACA>
SBN – Archivio Autori
<pico:sbnAA>
DDC <dcterms:DDC>
LCC <dcterms:LCC>
LCSH <dcterms:LCSH>
MESH <dcterms:MESH>
UDC <dcterms:UDC>
PICO Thesaurus <pico:PICO>
UNESCO Thesaurus
<pico:UNESCO>
AAT <pico:AAT>
MIT <pico:MIT>
ICCD - Ambito culturale ATBD
<pico:iccdATBD>
ICCD - Descrizione Iconografica
DESS <pico:iccdDESS>
ICONCLASS IN ITALIAN
<pico:iconclass>
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METADATA SCHEME OF THE PORTAL OF ITALIAN CULTURE - DC APPLICATION PROFILE

DCMES ELEMENTS
Description <dc:description>

Publisher <dc:publisher>
Contributor <dc:contributor>

Date <dc:date>

Type <dc:type>

ELEMENT REFINEMENTS
Abstract <dcterms:abstract>
Table of contents <dcterms:tableOfContents>
Contact <pico:Contact>
Related Service <pico:relatedService>
Preview <pico:preview>
Publisher <pico:publisher>
Distributor <pico:distributor>
Printer <pico:printer>
Collaborator <pico:collaborator>
Editor <pico:editor>
Performer <pico:performer>
Producer <pico:producer>
Responsible<pico:responsible>
Translator <pico:translator>
Avalilable <dcterms:available>
Created <dcterms:created>
Date accepted <dcterms:dateAccepted>
Date copyrighted <dcterms:dateCopyrighted>
Date submitted <dcterms:dateSubmitted>
Issued <dcterms:issued>
Modified <dcterms:modified>
Valid <dcterms:valid>
Standard <pico:standard>

Format <dc:format>

Extent <dcterms:extent>
Medium <dcterms:medium>
Material and Technique
<pico:materialAndTechnique>

Identifier <dc:identifier>

Bibliographic citation
<dcterms:bibliographicCitation>

Source <dc:source>
Language <dc:language>
Relation <dc:relation>
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Conforms to <dcterms:coftormsTo>
Has Format <dcterms:hasFormat>
Has Part <dcterms:hasPart>
Has Version <dcterms:hasVersion>
Is Format of <dcterms:isFormatOf>
Is Part of <dcterms:isPartOf>
Is referenced by <dcterms:isReferencedBy>
Is replaced by <dcterms:isReplacedBy>
Is Required by <dcterms:isRequiredBy>
Is version of <dcterms:isVersionOf>
References <dcterms:references>
Replaces <dcterms:replaces
Requires <dcterms:requires>

ENCODING SCHEMES
URI <dcterms:URI>

ULAN <pico:ULAN>
MIAN <pico:MIAN>
ICCD – Archivio Controllato
dell’Autore <pico:iccdACA>
SBN – Archivio Autori
<pico:sbnAA>
Periodo (Period) <dcterms:period>
W3CDTF <dcterms:W3CDTF>

DCMI Type Vocabulary
<dcmitype:DCMItype>
PICO Type Vocabulary
<pico:PICOtype>
CLDT <pico:CLDT>
PRISM Resource Type
Vocabulary <pico:prismRT>
PRISM Resource Category
Vocabulary <pico:prismCT>
ICCD - Oggetto Definizione –
Artistic Objects – OA
<pico:iccdODoa>
ICCD - Oggetto Tipologia –
Artistic Object – OA
<pico:iccdOToa>
ICCD - Tipologia dell'Oggetto –
Architectonical Objects
<pico:iccdTOao>
IMT <dcterms:IMT>
ICCD - Materia e tecnica - Artistic
Object – MTC <pico:iccdMTCoa>
ICCD - Materia e tecnica Archaeological Objects – MTC
<pico:iccdMTCra>
URI <dcterms:URI>
ISBN <pico:ISBN>
URI <dcterms:URI>
ISO 639-2 <dcterms:ISO639-2>
RFC1766 <dcterms:RFC1766>
RFC3066 <dcterms:RFC3066>
URI <dcterms:URI>
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METADATA SCHEME OF THE PORTAL OF ITALIAN CULTURE - DC APPLICATION PROFILE

DCMES ELEMENTS

Coverage <dc:coverage>

Rights <dc:rights>
Audience <dc:audience>

ELEMENT REFINEMENTS
Promotes <pico:promotes>
Is Promoted by <pico:isPromotedBy>
Manages <pico:manages>
Is Managed by <pico:isManagedBy>
Is owner of <pico:isOwnerOf>
Is owned by <pico:isOwnedBy>
Produces <pico:produces>
Is Produced by <pico:isProducedBy>
Performs <pico:performs>
Is Performed by <pico:isPerformedBy>
Is Responsible for <pico:isResponsibleFor>
Has as responsible
<pico:hasAsResponsible>
Contributes to <pico:contributesTo>
Has as Contributor <pico:hasAsContributor>
Spatial <dcterms:spatial>
Temporal <dcterms:temporal>
Place of birth <pico:placeOfBirth>
Place of death <pico:placeOfDeath>
Date of birth <pico:dateOfBirth>
Date of death <pico:dateOfBirth>
Access Rights <dcterms:accessRights>
License <dcterms:license>
Education level <dcterms:educationLevel>
Mediator <dcterms:mediator>

ENCODING SCHEMES

Box <dcterms:box>
ISO3166 <dcterms:ISO3166>
Point <dcterms:point>
TGN <dcterms:TGN>
Period <dcterms:period>
W3CDTF <dcterms:W3CDTF>
ISTAT <pico:ISTAT>

PICO User Level
<pico:PICOuserlevel>

Provenance <dc:provenance>
Rights Holder <dc:rightsHolder>

The Portal will not only publish resources stored in the
catalogue, which will be imported from external
repositories, but will also produce new contents: a
publishing office will prepare and manage new contents
specifically created for the Portal in order to provide
interesting relations between resources, to fidelize the user
and make him discover them through the links created
among different kinds of resources, suggesting more
specialised queries.
The interface of the Portal will allow data retrieval on the
contents through different possibilities for searching and
browsing, using facettes for progressively deepen the
retrieval of contents.
4. The ARCUS – SAP – SNS Project for the Pompeii
Information System
The expertise acquired with the development of the
“Fortuna visiva” Application for BRICKS Project and with
the Project of the Portal of Italian Culture will constitute
the basis for designing and carrying out the Pompeii
Information System. The three projects are also
hierarchically linked because Pompeii’s System will
include, amongst other data, the contents pertaining to the
“Fortuna visiva” and because its metadata will be harvested
by the Portal of Italian Culture.
The Pompeii Information System will be conceived to
import data from various content providers, in order to
make their contents interoperable and to publish them in
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

different forms, depending on the various kinds of users,
that will have different rights.
The contents to be imported in the System consists of data
pertaining to Geographic Information Systems, of the
Digitised
Cataloguing
Archive
of
the
SIAV
(Archaeological Information System of the Pompeii’s
Superintendence for the geographic area around Mount
Vesuvius) and of other digital resources produced by the
SAP, by its internal departments and by other research
projects carried out by different Institutions and research
groups in connection with the SAP:


The already concluded analysis of existing contents to
be managed by the System revealed that the SAP
owns three different GIS that manage different types
of information: 1) The “Neapolis” GIS manages
different themes, levels related to the date of the
excavated structures, indexes of different kinds of
architectonical structures and links to the databases; it
comprehends the cartography of the whole Vesuvian
area and a detailed cartography of the Pompeii
archaeological site; 2) The GIS “Un piano per
Pompei” utilizes the vector digitalization of the Rica
Map as a cartographical basis; it manages data about
findings situated at, or originating from, the various
buildings, and data related to the conservation
conditions of specific monuments, to the various
degrees of risk , to the restoration work carried out, to
the necessary maintenance, taking into consideration
priority and cost; 3) The GIS of the “Vesuvian Area”
contains data for the monitoring of the volcanic risk
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and is based on an aero-photographic campaign of the
territory pertaining to 18 Administrations comprised
in the Vesuvian area. Its usage is mainly directed to
the territorial action-planning.




The Cataloguing Archive of the SIAV consists of
various kinds of digitised resources that have been
ordered and catalogued by the SAP: it’s built up of
various databases that are presently managed by
different proprietary softwares. It contains mainly
cataloguing charts on the Archaeological Objects
(mostly paintings and mosaics from Pompeii) and
Monuments (private houses and public buildings from
all over the Vesuvian area), conceived on the standard
metadata scheme of the ICCD (Italian Central Institute
for
the
Unified
Catalogue
–
website:
It
moreover
http://www.iccd.beniculturali.it/).
contains graphic and photographic documents,
digitised texts pertaining to the excavation diaries and
reports and inventorial charts on the books stored in
the SAP library.
Other digital resources will be integrated in the SAP
Information System, on the basis of a census that will
be concluded next year for their selection: they will
pertain to different kinds of resources (databases,
digital libraries, hypertexts, 2D and 3D digital images,
audio-video, etc.) and will contain various contents,

targeted for different kinds of users (experts and
researchers, amateurs and tourists with a high level of
preparation, general users and simple tourists, young
people and students). This class of contents
comprehends for instance, amongst others, data
pertaining to the previously exposed “Fortuna visiva”
Project.
The System will manage information of different types,
formats and structures. Moreover, the Pompeii Information
System will be needed to manage complex events together
with the concerning documentation, as projects for
restoration or excavation, exhibitions, etc., through a
workflow platform.
At the moment, the scientific and technical project of the
Information System has been delivered and the second
phase of the project, which foresees the creation of the
System, has just started. In the meanwhile, the cataloguing
digitised contents owned by the SAP and stored in different
formats with various software has been transposed into
XML.
The architecture of the System has been designed in
order to respect the pre-requisites of scalability, joining
different modules specialised for the managing of specific
areas.

Fig. 2: Architecture of the Pompeii Information System. Overall view.
© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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The System joins a specific module for the data
managing; a module for the management of the query
functionalities; a module for the security management;
another module for the import and export of data; a module
for the repository management and another one for the
presentation and communication of information.

In order to obtain a highly scalable System, the functional
dependences amongst the different modules have been
reduced as much as possible: the Business Level Modules
are linked only with the interface of the Data Level
Modules; the Presentation Manager is connected to the
interface for the implementation of the Business level; the
Security Manager is related to the interface of the
Presentation Level Module.

The System will expose an interface based on Web
Services and Web Components, that will permit the access
to the System from external systems, as websites and
various technological media (GSM, GPRS, Palmtops) for
the communication of the contents stored in the System.

The Web Interface Component is external to the Core of
the System, as visualised in the diagram. This module joins
the user interfaces directed both to the broad public
(website) and to the internal staff of the SAP (limited
access interface for authorised users, with different rights).

The Repository Module plays a central role in the whole
System: in fact, every other module interacts with it for
viewing, modifying or entering data. In addition, the
Security Manager is used by all the other modules for
controlling the authorisations pertaining to specific
operations.

The detail of each Module is illustrated in the following
diagram.

System Core

Security level

Security Manager

Presentation
level

Presentation Manager
Query Manager
Data Retrival

Data Manager
Index Manager

Business
level
Ontology
Manager

Data Browsing

Card
Manager

Project
Work-Flow
Manager

Document
Manager

Map
Manager

Model
Manager

Import / Export
Manager

Repository Manager
Repository
level

GIS Repository

XML Repository

File Repository

DataBase Repository

Data Server

Data level

File
Server

XML
Server

Data Base
Server

GIS
Server

Fig. 3: Architecture of the Pompeii Information System: detail of the integrated Modules.
The fulfilment of the Pompeii Information System will be
carried out simultaneously with the development of some
tasks concerning the contents management and treatment,
as the mapping of different metadata schema into one or
more standardised schemas, the uniforming of existing
vocabularies and thesauri, the creation of specific
ontologies, etc.
The second phase of the Project will concentrate its
research on the design of the web interface and on the
experimentation of various technological applications and
communication devices, such as palmtops, GSM, GPRS,
etc. The “communication plan”, which has been gradually
© The Eurographics Association 2006.

evolving from the beginning of the Project, will also be the
core of the research in order to conceive and test prototypes
for new strategies for the exploitation of cultural heritage
resources through interactive users’ experience.
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Abstract
The Cultural Heritage Act of 2002 identified the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage as the statutory body
responsible for the development and management of a national inventory of cultural heritage in Malta. To this
end, the Superintendence launched the CHIMS (Cultural Heritage Inventory Management System) Project.
The main objective of CHIMS is to create a new knowledge-based context for understanding, managing and
disseminating data concerning cultural heritage. CHIMS aims at enabling access to cultural heritage as a
requirement for protection as well as a fundamental human right. Increasingly, it is becoming clear that speed
and accuracy in data capture and retrieval are critical to heritage management and protection. Public access
to data-storage is similarly becoming an increasingly important issue. It is acknowledged that these objectives
should be addressed and are to be achieved through the use of advanced IT technologies. For the first time in
Malta, an internet-based core for heritage data management is being created, providing an effective platform
for improved public heritage management as well as improved contact between government and society at
large. Following a thorough systems analysis, needs assessment and design exercise – which took a holistic
and integrated approach to cultural heritage data management, addressing such diverse resources as museum
collections, archives, archaeological and geological deposits, architectural resources, rural and urban
landscapes and marine resources – a specific, custom-built internet and GIS based system was designed to
cater for all the requirements identified by the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage as necessary for the
management of Malta’s vast and varied cultural heritage data. CHIMS is not merely an electronic inventory
of cultural assets, but is principally a heritage data management tool, also including the automation of some
of the Superintendence’s functions. The System is currently being developed and will be launched by the end
of 2006. It is envisaged that the experience gained through the development of the CHIMS Project can also be
beneficial to an international audience in that it can serve as a focal point for training and for promoting
standards and best practice.
Novel Internet-based Cultural Heritage Applications: H.2 Database Management
____________________________________________________________________________________________
1.0 Background
The cultural heritage sector in the Maltese Islands
underwent a radical reform through the enactment of the
Cultural Heritage Act in 2002. This Act set up a number of
entities working in cultural heritage and also established
their respective functions. The Superintendence of Cultural
Heritage was established as the regulatory body in the
heritage sector, having as its main mission the fulfilment of
the duties of the State in ensuring the protection and
accessibility of Malta’s cultural heritage. The Cultural
Heritage Act also identified the Superintendence as the
statutory body responsible for the development and
management of a national inventory of cultural property.
The Cultural Heritage Act has also provided a very broad
definition of “cultural heritage”, incorporating movable,
immovable, as well as intangible cultural assets. As such,
the national inventory required by law is aimed at storing
and managing data pertaining to all sectors of cultural
heritage, including archaeological, palaeontological,

geological sites and deposits, landscapes, historical
buildings and monuments, scientific collections, collections
of art objects, manuscripts, books, published material,
archives, audio-visual material and reproductions, as well
as intangible cultural assets which have a historical, artistic
and ethnographic value. As defined by the Cultural
Heritage Act, the national inventory will include data
pertaining to cultural property belonging to the State, to the
Catholic Church and to other religious denominations, and
data relating to privately owned cultural assets which are
made accessible to the public.
2.0 The Maltese Context
For the first time in Malta, a national inventory of
cultural property has become a legal requirement. Prior to
the enactment of the Cultural Heritage Act 2002, only a
few selected sectors of cultural heritage were inventoried
according to legal obligations. For example, an inventory
of the national fine arts collection has been regulated
through Government Circulars issued in 1977 and 1999
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respectively. The Development Planning Act of 1992
established a Planning Authority which is legally bound to
prepare and periodically review a list of areas, buildings,
structures and remains of geological, palaeonotological,
cultural,
archaeological,
architectural,
historical,
antiquarian, or artistic or landscape importance, which the
Authority would schedule for conservation purposes. The
Authority is also legally responsible to keep an electronic
index of notices of conservation orders given in order to
regulate scheduled properties.
Inventories of a number of cultural heritage collections
have been kept in some cases, very often depending on
personal initiatives in maintaining a list of items within a
collection. As such, existing inventories are often sporadic,
inconsistent, incomplete, limited, and of different formats.
Only very few inventories exist in simple electronic
version. Most other sectors of cultural heritage have often
been neglected with regard to inventories, and therefore,
inventories of several important collections, as well as of
most major categories of cultural heritage property, are
unfortunately non-existent.
This situation has been appropriately addressed by the
Cultural Heritage Act. The comprehensive inventory
required by the same Act does not only include all
categories of cultural heritage as broadly defined by the Act
itself, but is also aimed at covering the cultural heritage
property of the whole Maltese archipelago on a national
level, including Malta’s territorial waters. This has led into
a very specific and unique scenario, in which data
pertaining to a rich, vast and varied amount of cultural
property belonging to an entire country is being managed in
a single inventory. Although the amount and variety of data
is remarkably extensive, the limited size of the Maltese
Islands allows for the implementation of such a challenging
initiative as the creation of an all-inclusive national
inventory.
3.0 The Project
3.1 Aims and Objectives
Upon its establishment, the Superintendence of Cultural
Heritage launched the CHIMS (Cultural Heritage Inventory
Management System) Project. The Superintendence views
CHIMS as an opportunity to create for the first time in
Malta a national core for heritage data management.
The main objective of CHIMS is to create a new
knowledge-based context for understanding, managing and
disseminating data concerning Malta’s cultural heritage
through the creation and maintenance of an electronic
database. CHIMS aims at enabling access to cultural
heritage as a requirement for protection as well as a
fundamental human right. CHIMS will therefore aim to
have a social vision that can bridge the gap between
academic and technical necessities and public concerns.
This development will also provide an effective platform
for improved public heritage management as well as
improved contact between government and society at large.

Cultural heritage is steadily gaining importance as one of
Malta's most important assets. Because of its bearing on
cultural identity, cultural heritage is fast becoming an
element that gives strength to Maltese cultural identity in
the context of globalisation. In addition, cultural heritage is
of intrinsic value to tourism in Malta, and is therefore
defining the country's position in international economic
markets.
Experience, locally and internationally, is showing that it
is no longer sufficient to simply create lists of cultural
heritage assets. It is simply not enough to develop ever
more lengthy and fragmented lists, schedules or catalogues
of heritage resources without concurrently addressing
public needs and expectations.
Increasingly it is becoming clear that speed and accuracy
in data capture and retrieval are critical to heritage
management and protection. Public accessibility to data
storage is similarly becoming an increasingly important
requirement, both for the local public and for extra-national
audiences. It is also generally acknowledged that these
objectives should be achieved in a unified format, through
the use of advanced IT technologies.
CHIMS is aiming at developing these values with a view
to making heritage data management a pro-active tool for
the use of contemporary society in Malta. This is one
tangible way in which cultural heritage management can
extend its contribution to the improvement of the quality of
life enjoyed by today’s society.
On a technical level, CHIMS aims at recording details of
immovable and movable heritage as defined by the Cultural
Heritage Act, as well as recording details of historical
events, sources of information, and heritage consultation
and management histories. CHIMS will provide real-time
capture, validation, processing and recording of cultural
property data. All the data will be stored in a relational
database, which is also GIS and internet-based. The
indexing of the records will be done according to
international standards. The System will provide flexible,
end-user oriented querying and reporting facilities. Up-todate cultural heritage information will be available for
online query and reporting based on defined user security
levels. Cultural heritage information will be maintained as
close to the source as possible, and data integrity will be
enhanced by the elimination of data entry redundancy and
extensive data reconciliation. Accuracy of data input is
acknowledged as of paramount importance and CHIMS
will therefore incorporate a mechanism of data validation
and edits throughout the software to ensure such accuracy.
The Superintendence envisions a dynamic system that
will grow, change, and remain current with available
technology, changing philosophy of data management,
changing regulations, and reporting requirements. All
information will be accessible to all authorised users and
the information shall be as current as possible. CHIMS
should also enable the Superintendence to be more
customer focused and to provide employees with the
required tools to make informed, competent decisions and
appropriate responses to customer requirements. CHIMS
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will not simply be an electronic inventory, but a number of
functions of the Superintendence are also being automated
through the use of the System. The System shall also
provide increased flexibility for all users to have their
needs met, especially since CHIMS will be internet-based.
3.2 Implementation
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Phase 1, which included the creation of a new data
model and all the relevant tables and data fields, as well as
analysis of the Superintendence business processes, was
completed in May 2006. Work on Phase 2 commenced in
April 2006, with the migration of data pertaining to the fine
arts inventory and with the GIS mapping of the items
within the same inventory.

The Superintendence of Cultural Heritage has conducted
a Systems Analysis and Needs Assessment of the current
situation in Malta with respect to heritage data
management. This analysis took a holistic and integrated
approach to cultural heritage data management, addressing
such diverse resources as museum collections, archives,
archaeological and geological deposits, architectural
resources, rural and urban landscapes and marine resources.
During this process, the Superintendence identified a large
number of stakeholders, who will have a direct role in the
establishment and updating of CHIMS. Stakeholders
include both regulators and operators within the heritage
sector. The latter include public entities, ecclesiastical
entities, NGO’s, bodies within the public sector, as well
universities and organisations related to heritage, which are
operating in Malta.
Partners include e-Government,
Government agencies and departments, schools,
international and regional partners, as well as international
organisations, institutions and universities. The CHIMS
Project is intended to dovetail with broader nation-wide eGovernment initiatives. Such a link will allow the data
management system to be easily accessed by all interested
audiences, locally and internationally.

The completion of the CHIMS Project is expected by
December 2006, including the full development and
implementation of the System, as well as the training of the
Superintendence staff to administer and use the System.

Following the Systems Analysis phase, work continued
on the drafting and publication of a Request for Proposal
for the development or purchase of the CHIMS software.
This process entailed the analysis of the eventual System’s
content in terms of metadata, images, descriptive metadata,
etc. Analysis was also carried out in respect to the means
for the management of the System content, such as
databases, user interface, GIS, and other technical
specifications. The means of long-term data storage and
conservation, both in electronic and in archival formats,
were also investigated.

4.0 The Technical Solution

Following the publication of a Request for Proposals by
the Superintendence, through the Department of Contracts,
for the purchase or the development of a software system
for the operation of CHIMS in 2003, and subsequent to the
adjudication of submissions made to the RFP, Datatrak
Solutions International Ltd was identified as the company
providing the best solution, and was subsequently awarded
a contract for the development, maintenance and support of
CHIMS in September 2005.
According to this contract, the Project was divided into
three phases, namely an initial phase for conducting an
analysis of the CHIMS requirements and to design the
System, a second phase for data migration of already
existing heritage data in electronic format, and a third
phase during which the System will be developed,
implemented, and tested.

The national inventory Project will inevitably be an
ongoing process. Following the development and
installation of CHIMS, the Superintendence will be
conducting various exercises of data capture and data input.
Since existing inventories are of a highly sporadic nature,
and since data capture for most categories of cultural
heritage assets still has to be initiated, the next phase of the
inventory Project following the implementation of the
System, will certainly be an extensive undertaking.
However, in order for the System to start functioning, the
Superintendence has identified and prioritised sets of core
data which require capturing, digitising, and/or inputting
into the System. These include the national collections
(pertaining to archaeology, fine arts, history, natural
history, and ethnography), known archaeological sites and
threatened archaeological sites, built heritage, cultural
assets which are in transit, and threatened intangible
cultural heritage.

CHIMS development is based on web mapping
technology providing a powerful information technology
tool whereby spatial data can be accessed and analysed
from anywhere in the world providing a common access for
all users. On implementing CHIMS, up-to-date cultural
heritage information will be accessible for online querying
and viewing to all. CHIMS is aiming to provide significant
benefits to Maltese cultural heritage by providing a tangible
way in which cultural heritage management can extend its
contribution to the improvement of the quality of life
enjoyed by today’s society.
CHIMS is developed using the latest Microsoft
technology .NET framework. Its back-end map server is
ArcIMS – a solution for distributing mapping and GIS data
and services over the Web. ArcIMS works seamlessly with
ArcGIS, ESRI's comprehensive, integrated GIS solution.
ArcGIS Desktop software, which includes ArcView,
ArcEditor and ArcInfo, can connect to the map and feature
services provided by ArcIMS and uses ArcIMS as a data
source to publish data over the internet. This technical etool solution will be based on the current technologies and
all development will be .NET oriented to generate XML
web services and web application pages based on
ASP.NET and VB.NET.
CHIMS deployment will make use of a spatial database
engine to store spatial objects within the database. This
combines spatial and aspatial information with data being
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stored in a relational database management system. This
results is an efficient way to manipulate, store and analyse
large amounts of complex data while inherently enforcing
data security and data integrity. In fact, all spatial data
changes can be saved in the database to keep an audit trail
and history of the manipulations of the spatial object’s
extent. In addition, the use of a spatial database engine
implicitly includes an efficient spatial indexing system thus
eliminating the need to chop the data into discrete tiles or
chunks as usually required in a file based system for large
coverages.

In summary, genGIS.NET embraces .NET, ASP,
VB.NET, IIS, arcSDE, SQL Server and arcIMS
technologies to provide a configurable web GIS toolkit
affording advanced web GIS functionalities out-of-the-box.
The deployment of the genGIS.NET toolkit will be
particularly effective to achieve shorter solution
development periods, and to break down system
requirements into manageable building blocks, thus
rendering the development less complex and easier to
support and maintain.
4.03 CHIMS Functionality

4.01 CHIMS Datasets
As part of a hosting agreement between Datatrak
Solutions International Ltd and the Superintendence of
Cultural Heritage, CHIMS will be making use of Datatrak’s
national mapping datasets including the raster and vector
basemap, street centrelines and the altimetry data. The
coordinate system of these datasets is LatLong WGS 84. A
detailed description of these datasets is given below:
x Ortho Imagery – Orthophotos are an excellent
cartographic base on which to overlay and add-on any
number of layers for displaying, generating, and
modifying planimetric data or associated data files.
The maps are available at a scale of 1:2500 with a
ground resolution of 25 cm and a RMSE (root mean
square error) of r 50 cm. Each orthophoto represents 1
km by 1 km of terrain and can be delivered in a
number of formats, including TIFF, Grid and MapInfo
TAB formats.
x Street Gazetteer – A comprehensive street gazetteer
referencing streets throughout Malta and Gozo will be
used for CHIMS as street finder. This dataset is an
intelligent street network where all the street segments
are identified, captured and displayed as an object
over the orthophotos or basemap of Malta and Gozo.
The gazetteer provides a complete list of all streets by
their names and classification and is provided with a
unique reference number of the Maltese Islands.
x Vector Datasets – The Vector dataset is a coordinatebased data structure commonly used to represent map
features. This divides space into discrete features,
usually points, lines or polygons. Each linear feature is
represented as a list of ordered x, y coordinates.
Datatrak Solutions International Ltd provides two
vector-based spatial datasets, describing building
outlines and field delimitations for the Maltese
Islands.
4.02 genGIS.NET Toolbox
The CHIMS solution development is being jump-started
through the deployment of the genGIS.NET toolkit which
is developed and licensed by Datatrak Solutions
International Ltd and which is today a core component of
most of the web GIS solutions that Datatrak deploys both
locally and overseas.

Apart from using genGIS.NET toolbox and developing
the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage’s normal business
processes, CHIMS deployment will include the following
functionality:
x Provide an easy to use interface to allow users to
query simple or complex spatial data making use of
the standard query language;
x Provide a generic Report Generator where adhoc
reports can be generated, edited and printed;
x Provide a Layer component where a spatial object’s
style such as colour, style and fill can be directly
edited online. CHIMS Datasets will be stacked on top
of each other, and all aspects of the map can be seen at
the same time as it makes use of different
superimposed layers;
x Provide a highly specialised image and document
management tool having version control mechanism
together with uploading facility of documents and
images;
x Provide a Data Importer tool to facilitate data import
and export from standard formats;
x Provide a mechanism to digitise, select and edit spatial
and aspatial data (that will include tangible and
intangible cultural heritage data) directly on the
image.
The mechanism to manipulate spatial objects in a web
environment is normally classified as advanced
functionality in web GIS terms. Spatial object editing and
creation in a web environment requires more than just the
generation of a raster map image and dictates an exact
coordinate geometry data capture mechanism where
reference to existing spatial object geometry is usually
essential
Such requirements will be handled by the IFS (Internet
Feature Server) Module within the genGIS.NET toolkit.
The IFS, which runs as a server-side NT service, supports
and allows the extraction of feature object geometry from
the spatial database to be downloaded to the client. This
client side intelligence is required to edit spatial features
and enables functionalities such as coordinate snapping to
existing nodes. The IFS module also handles feature object
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editing and creation and is also responsible for handling
attribute, spatial and also combined queries.
All edits to a spatial database table or layer can be
executed interactively by the user in an online manner.
However, for security purposes, versioned table mode is
used for editing capability which essentially confines all
the edits to a different version of the published table with
the facility to update the main table with the edits as an offline back-end administrative process.
4.04 Technology Benefits
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x Audit trails on spatial data – All spatial data changes
can be saved in the database to keep an audit trail and
history of the manipulations of the spatial object’s
geometry and extents;
x Enhanced management of large GIS datasets – The
use of a spatial database engine implicitly includes an
efficient spatial indexing system thus eliminating
complex processes usually required in a file based
system for large coverages.
5.0 Conclusion

x Unparalleled data security which allows specific
access rights to be easily assigned to individual users
and user groups for each data layer. In contrast, a filebased system would be prone to uncontrolled access
and would thus require keeping both local and
published copies of the ArcInfo coverages or
shapefiles while also entailing a publishing approval
process;
x Greatly enhanced data integrity where the spatial and
attribute data are always in-sync with each other since
they are stored in a single database and are updated
through a single database transaction. In addition,
multi-user edits on the data are also possible through
the enforcement of the check-out/check-in data access
mechanisms available in SDE;

It is hoped that any lessons learnt in Malta – both on a
conceptual and on a practical/managerial level – will be of
interest and utility to a broad international audience. It is
envisaged that the experience gained through the
development of the CHIMS Project can be beneficial to
neighbouring countries in that it can serve as a focal point
for training and promoting standards and best practice. The
aims of the CHIMS Project are on a scale that can attract
interest among neighbouring micro-regions. In these areas
one finds countless small-scale territories (national,
regional or communal) that share identical concerns in
cultural heritage management. The application of a system
incorporating a vast and varied cultural heritage as that of
the Maltese Islands on a national level can be readily
adopted and adapted for the inventorisation and
management of cultural heritage within regional spheres.

Figure 1: Web GIS Architecture Model
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Abstract
This project was conceived within COLORE, a Swiss Virtual Campus project, and aimed to develop set of online
instructional objects regarding the basic scientiﬁc methodologies normally used in the ﬁeld of pigment analysis.
The ﬁrst step was the analysis of the instructional context and a research of possible quarries that could serve
the purpose. This was followed by the visit at ancient quarries and mines in order to collect samples of natural
earths; the district of Verona (Italy) was particularly suitable because of the presence of several types of pigments
as yellow and red ochre, green, white and black earths. The visits were digitally reconstructed in order to allow
student to see on line how a cave looks like and learn to perceive some geological details. These pigments were
then analyzed at the laboratory using basic techniques as well as microchemical tests, microscopic examination
of stratigraphies in which these pigment were applied, spectroscopic analysis. The results of further physical and
chemical techniques were showed in order to provide a whole description of the diagnostic works. The analysis
was videotaped and also made available to students. Finally, the online materials were complemented by a real
example of the use of these pigments was showed; the wall painting of Cruciﬁxion scene (A. De Passeri, 1514) at
St. Alessandro Church near Como (Italy) was a nice example because of the author used only natural earths, with
the exception of sky and roofs (azurite). The paper will present the outline of the project, the design of e-learning
materials and how the results can be integrated with traditional teaching. It will also provide insight and lessons
learned about how technologies can enhance and support teaching pigment analysis.

1. Introduction
COLORE [COL06] is an e-learning project led by the University of Applied Sciences of Southern Switzerland (Scuola
Universitaria Professionale della Svizzera Italiana - SUPSI)
in collaboration with the Fachhochschule für Gestalt und
Kunst Luzern and the Fachhochschule Bern. It is funded by
the Swiss Virtual Campus initiative for e-learning [SVC06]
for a two-years period, ending in December 2006, and aims
to the development of a set of online resources for teaching
the various aspects of colour - colour physics, perception,
psychology, production, etc. - to art and design students. In
this context, a focus on pigments and analytical techniques
for conservation and restoration could not be missing, and its
development was the goal of this project, which was labelled
module 16 (or COLORE M16).
The production of e-learning materials is not a novelty,
both from the point of view of design and that techniques.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


Nevertheless, the development of a course about the analytical techniques for the recognition of pigments in movable
and immovable works of arts for conservators, is a challenging task for at least three reasons: (a) the breadth of the ﬁeld;
(b) the required level of expertise; (c) the scarcity of good
pratices in the ﬁeld.
1. The main problem concerns the subject matter itself,
namely, the wide spectrum of existing techniques, the
approach chosen (not-invasive, micro-invasive, both), the
nature of the works of art, and the large amount of pigments.
2. The level of skill on analytical techniques required for a
conservator is another important issue.
A conservator should master a glossary that allows
her/him to interact with scientists, architects, art historians, etc., in order to be able to discuss both with people belonging to the humanities and with people moving
among electron beams.
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3. Although several teaching resources - or learning object about basic Chemistry or Physics can be found in the literature or in online repository [Mer06], only very few of
them are targeted to professional workers in conservation.
In particular, online materials usually focus on learning
facts (e.g., elements or formulas) or concepts, and not on
supporting hands - on activities - which is the main goal
for higher educational professional training.

2. Concept
COLORE M16 is indeed an experimental effort in this ﬁeld.
In order to provide it with a clear focus, we decided to take
natural earths as core element, and to develop a learning
path, composed by a set of learning activities, around it.
E-learning technologies were used to help students to understand the main steps leading from the ancient quarries of
natural earths, the excavation techniques through the words
of a miner, the manufacturing procedures through the experience of a colour laboratory, the basic techniques used for
the characterization and, ﬁnally, their use on wall paintings.
In one word, to let them see and experience what lies behind the yellow powder box of natural earth they can ﬁnd in
pigments’ shops.

Figure 1: Map of the district of Verona, with indication of
the quarries.

More formally, we could express this as a set of learning
goals [DCC01]:
1. Be aware of the kinds of location in which natural earths
are found.
2. Be aware of the extraction processes required to get natural earth.
3. Identify the main steps in the production of usable pigments form natural earth.
4. Recall the main analytic techniques for the recognition of
pigments.
5. Apply the procedures for the main analytic techniques.
The use scenario of COLORE - and consequently of M16
- is blended learning: courses in which class sessions are enhanced by technologies, and integrated with group or self
learning activities online.
The idea was then developed as the report of a ﬁeld experience consisting of (a) identiﬁcation of locations; (b) visit,
extraction of samples of natural earth, shooting and collection of material for multimedia materials development; (c)
shooting of lab analysis of samples; and (d) example of a
real application. In this part we will follow these steps.

3. Quarries
The pigments (natural earths or so called colouring earths)
were collected from quarries located in the district of Verona
(Italy; see Figure 1). This quarries were used from Roman
age to the middle of 20th century and gave a good quality of
pigments.

Figure 2: Via Tirapelle mine (Valdonega, Verona): entrance.
Incoherent deposit of yellow ochre.

The natural earths available are green, yellow, red and
black [Zor05].
In this project the choose was oriented to quarries of yellow ochre collected at the Mine in via Tirapelle, loc. Valdonega (Verona see Figure 2 and Figure 3) and near the natural bridge of Veja (Verona, see Figure 4), brown ochre collected at the Mine in via Tirapelle, loc. Valdonega (Verona
Figure 3) and red earth collected at Loc. Viali, S. Giovanni
Ilarione (Verona), Ca’ del Diavolo (see Figure 5) and at Valdonega (Verona).
The mine in Via Tirapelle is a paleokarst cave opening in
Eocene Sup. marly limestones ﬁlled with limes and insoluble
clays coming from carbonatic rocks dissolution.
The caves near the natural bridge of Veja, containing a
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 3: Via Tirapelle mine (Valdonega, Verona): Deposits
of colouring earths.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the virtual tour of the quarry of Via
Tirapelle.

Figure 4: Yellow ochre in a cave near the natural bridge of
Veja (Verona).

Figure 7: Screenshot of the virtual tour of the quarry of Via
Tirapelle (a detail-zoom).

very coherent yellow ochre, were exploited from 1944 up
to 1957. The main gallery is 300 m in length; the material
was carried on the back to the vault of the bridge where a
cableway provided to transport it throughout the valley.
An important deposit of red earth is located near the village of San Giovanni Ilarione (loc. Viali, also calle Ca’ del
Diavolo). The deposit has a thickness ranging from a few
decimetres up to two metres.

Figure 5: San Giovanni Ilarione, (location Viali, Val d’Illasi,
Verona). Outcrop of read ochre.

c The Eurographics Association 2006.


After the identiﬁcation, we organized a visit to the location, aimed at (a) collecting samples of natural earths; (b)
shooting the location in order to produce materials for a multimedia reconstruction of the quarries; and (c) interviewing
people who worked or studies the quarries. The result of the
production phase is an animation for each quarry that allows
the students to take a virtual tour and focus on speciﬁc details (Figures 6 and 7), responding to learning goals 1 and 2.
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4. Pigments
The yellow ochre (called terra bolare or yellow ochre
of Verona) exploited in the quarries of Via Tirapelle has
the following mineralogical composition [Fed48]: Limonite
2Fe2 O3 · 3H2 O (principal constituent) and quartz.
The red ochre collected at San Giovanni Ilarione is very
rich in ematite Fe2 O3 [Zor05].
After exploitation the earths were dried naturally and then
grinded up to obtain the right size. This is a very important
parameter because the optical properties depend on the size
of the particles; a size ranging from 30 to 40 micron allows
to have a transparent effect while greater sizes give an overlapping effect [Dol06]. A text with pictures explains these
procedures to the students in the online materials, addressing goal 3.
5. Analytical techniques

Figure 8: Cross-section (optical microscopy in reﬂected
light) showing a yellow layer obtained applying yellow
ochre on the support.

Basic techniques were employed to characterize the pigment
collected: microchemical tests and optical microscopy in reﬂected light of cross-sections in which yellow and red ochre
were employed [Ple56], Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy [Gra01].
The microchemical analysis were arranged in a set of didactically structured experiences: ﬁrst focusing on the procedures with simple cases, then comparing pigments of different colours (yellow, red, green) but with the same main elements, and then comparing similarly green pigments of different nature. The lab activity was videotaped in a 3-hour’s
session, with audio comments, and then edited into a set of
short clips, then made available to students. These materials
addressed goals 4 and 5.
The online materials were integrated with information
about the other analytical procedures (optical microscopy as
in Figure 8 and FTIR analysis as in Figure 9).

Figure 9: FTIR of yellow ochre collected at the cave near
the natural bridge of Veja.

6. A real example from Lasnigo
Finally, we wanted the students to have a glimpse of the application possibilities of these analytical techniques in their
profession. We took the analysis of the scene of the Cruciﬁxion at St. Alessandro Church in Lasnigo (Como, Italy, see
Figure 10). The red, yellow and green pigments employed
are natural earths. A few microchemical tests were sufﬁcient
understanding the nature of the pigment used because iron
was easily detected; yellow is yellow ochre, red is red earth
and green is green earth [HGHB03].
7. Conclusion: lessons learnt and open issues
The ﬁnal application includes a presentation of the topic, the
virtual visit to the quarries, the commented videos of lab
analisys, and the case study of Lasinigo. It was developed using standard web technologies (HTML and Flash 8.0), with

special care for quality of pictures and videos. It is currently
hosted on a web server and is freely available under the address www.coloreonline.ch (italian section).
This application will be used and thorougly tested with
real student in Winter Semester 2006/2007. It will be used
to support a self-learning activity aimed at making the lab
session about natural earths more effective.
The development process of this highly innovative project
produced several insights about the exploitation of elearning technologies for the enhancement of teaching in this
speciﬁc domain.
First, technologies provided a chance to let students become aware, through seeing and interacting, of elements related to the quarries that would be otherwise invisible to
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 10: The wall painting of Cruciﬁxion scene at St.
Alessandro Church in Lasnigo (Como, Italy) painted by Andrea De Passeri (1513).

them. Secondly, the lab videos allow students to become
more and more familiar with the techniques they present.
Finally, the online materials offer a chance to make teaching
more ﬂexible, integrating technology-enhanced sessions and
self-learning activities.
Also, the project required a sort of adaptation of technologies to the speciﬁc subject matter, e.g., in organizing
the footage and the interviews. This was achieved mainly
through the tight collaboration of the development team,
which fostered the development of a shared view of the
project ﬁnal goals.
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Abstract
The present work describes the first results of a Pilot Project financed from Italian Foreign Policies Ministry and
Department of Sciences and Techniques for Settlement Processes aiming at the built up of an archaeological-thermal park
in the zone of Ilidza-Sarajevo. Thanks to the cooperation of Parma General Company for Aerial Surveys (forward CGR), it
has been possible both gathering and analyzing data from digital aero-photogrammetric cameras, finally gaining:
x
image rectifies with GPS/IMU data;
x
aerial triangulation;
x
automatic generation of Digital Elevation Models;
x
generation of medium-large scale orthophotos;
x
generation of large scale numeric maps.
On the 30th of April 2005 CGR realized a photogrammetric flight in the Balcan zone regarding Ilidza (archaeological site)
and Sarajevo. The goal of this work is to test the digital camera Leica ADS40 in the aim of creating a large scale
orthophoto and a numeric cartography (1:1000). Another target is investigating the problems and the data processing tools
to obtain these products. In particular, the present work examines data only concerning the archaeological site of Ilidza
(Ground Sampling Distance 30 cm) and all the experiments in the test zone was realized with GPro (raw data and
orthophoto production), ORIMA (triangulation) and Leica Photogrammetric Suite (automatic DEM, editing DEM and
orthophoto production).

1. Introduction
The centre of "Aquae S..." in Ilidza (figure 1) by origin was
a thermal colony: the archaeological research concluded
that life near sulphureous water sources was developed
since the end of the I century and the meaningful
expansion took place during the II, III and IV centuries
d.C..
The Roman evidences of Ilidza indicate the existence of the
most important thermal centre in the area of the Balkans.
The first diggings in Ilidza have been undertaken in 1892
from the Austro-Ungaric administration, in occasion of the
building up of hotels and thermal structures.
In 1989-1990 the archaeological research restart, but the
civil war of 1992-1994 stop the works again. In 2004 the
searches start again, thanks to a financing campaign of
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in collaboration with the
Polytechnic of Turin 2a Faculty of Architecture and the
Municipality of Ilidza.
The aim of the Pilot Project is realizing an archaeologicalthermal park to be included in the tourist circuits of IlidzaSarajevo and Bosnia Herzegovina.
The research organizes in to three phases:
1. topographical survey, cartographic modernization and
creation with satellite high resolution images and digital
photogrammetric data;
2. georadar surveys, conservation and diagnostic plan;
3. project of the archaeological-thermal park
Within the Pilot Project the present work describes at first
the architectural project (at the moment the project team is
engaged with the design of a principle plan of an

archaeological park); therefore it will be showed some
results of the georadar surveys.

Figure 1: Ilidza-Sarajevo (BiH)
At last, the main achievement of this work is the realization
of numerical and orthophoto large scale maps with a digital
photogrammetric camera, by elaborating, in particular, step
by step Leica ADS 40 data in order to generate
cartography.
2. Phase III
First of all, the plan previews the location of two parking
areas for motor vehicles and buses hidden by trees: one is
located near the municipal palace and the other one in the
place of an existing asphalted large square, close to the
entrance of the street to Vrelo Bosne. From these two
areas it will be possible to enter the archaeological area
following an equipped trail. Such trail is made of a wood
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pillar structure supporting a wood floor, so that it is
possible to walk lifted from earth (figure 2).
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3. Phase II
During the second stage of the project the restore team has
been cooperating directly with the Bosnian archaeologists
in the aim of finding other remains in the immediate
surroundings of the existing digging areas (figure 4).

Figure 2: The equipped trail
In the main stages of the trail, which is normally
characterized by a section of equal width approximately
measuring 200 cm, shall be enlarged to form small squares
where the visitors will be able to admire both diggings and
restoration yards from a closer point of view(figure 3: The
project master-plan).

Figure 4: Area scanned with georadar
The research group has been investigating the test grounds
with a georadar set at the diverse soil levels in order to
localize with high accuracy and precision any underground
structures still covered (figure 5).
The alignment of the different stripes was did with a GPS
instrument.

Figure 3: The project master-plan
At the ends of the gangway the project provides for two
multifunctional pavilions: one of them shall guest coffeerestaurant dehors and a small museum-laboratory, beside of
a bookshop, a ticket office and some offices deputed to
both guides and park management society; the other,
smaller pavilion, just nearby the town hall parking shall
include a ticket office and hygienic services.
From a communicative point of view, illustrated panels
located in any key places show the history of the Roman
site, works, and various other information are provided to
visitors along the trail.
The project is expected to be finished by the end of 2006,
so some details described in the present work could still
change.

Figure 5: Georadar stripe (the anomaly of underground
has been evidenced with the red colour)
3. Phase I
The first phase of the present research has been divided
into diverse operative stages:
x
topographic surveys;
x
orthophoto realization from remote sensing data
(Quickbird and IKONOS);
x
orthophoto and numeric cartography generation
with data deriving from digital photogrammetric
camera.
The topographical surveys have been operated by two GPS
instruments, by measuring about fifty points (twenty points
with static observation and thirty with RTK survey) within
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three topographic nets intentionally projected for giving a
correct geocoding to the territory of Ilidza.
In all static measure operations the GPS permanent station
of Sarajevo is involved as a fix point in the computation.
All those points have been used as GCP (Ground Control
Point) or CP (Control Point) for the adjustment of both
remote sensing and photogrammetric data.
As for Quickbird and Ikonos data it has been tested how
the parametric and non parametric models implemented
within commercial softwares like PCI Geomatica and
ENVI work for the test zone.
The results of both models are very similar since the Ilidza
territory does not present many different levels, being in
fact prevailingly flat.
In short the third phase of the present work has been
focusing on digital photogrammetric data, generated by
Leica ADS 40 .

measurements it has been used the GPS permanent station
of Sarajevo (situated on Sarajevo Polytechnic roof).
At the end of the process just described the Level 0 is
generated by GPro. The second step is the Level 1: in this
case the software rectifies images for a correction of
perspective errors during the acquisition (figure 7).
At the end of this two steps is possible using the images in
other softwares and starting photogrammetric processing
[CB04].

3.1. Photogrammetric flights
As regards the archaeological site it has been planned a low
quote flight (figure 6). In order to increase data and
observation redundancy the team of Parma CGR carried
out three stripes at different stages: the first one at 6.000 m
upon the sea level (pixel size 55 cm); the second one at
5.000 m (pixel size 47 cm); the last one at 3.500 m (pixel
size 30 cm).
In a small portion of the investigated area (the only part
where the project team is working at present) it has been
tested both orthophoto and numeric cartography
generation.

Figure 7: GPro displayed L0 and L1 images
From GPro it is also possible to create the APM (automatic
point matching) and generate the orthophoto (Level 2) at
the end [F01].
The APM is important for the next step (adjustment with
ORIMA), and from Leica is recommend to create these
points only in GPro and you must have the software for
using this point outside (only with ORIMA you can’t read
the *.ipa file, that contains the APM generated during the
GPro process).
Some tests have been doing in this period for estimating if
there is any difference between the two approaches
(recommended and not recommended).
3.3. Triangulation with ORIMA

Figure 6: Low quote flight
3.2 Data processing
The ADS 40 data processing is very closed and just Leica
software can be used for carrying out the first three steps
(and it is recommended to continue using the Leica
software for the other steps too).
The present research has employed:
x
GPro (raw data, Level 0, Level 1, Level 2)
x
ORIMA (bundle adjustment)
x
Leica Photogrammetric Suite (DEM extraction,
orthophoto production, with PRO 600 for the
photogrammetric restitution).
ADS 40 is a digital SLR camera with GPS/IMU inside the
body; the configuration of the CGR camera is PAN 14
(forward 14°), PAN 28 (backward 28°) and nadir RGB
CCD sensors [CCG04].
The first process, after downloading raw data, consists of
associating the GPS/IMU data; in the case here examined
both for reference station and the topographic

As we know ADS 40 have three CCD sensor [SB00],
Forward Backward and Nadir, the scan of each line is
called a scene, the scene of sensor line is similar to digital
image of a frame sensor.
All scenes are scanned synchronously .
The GPS and IMU data give a continuous position and the
attitude of the ADS 40.
During the triangulation the software updates this
continuous stream of data with the principles of least
square bundle adjustment.
The program simulates a frame camera flight using some
orientation fixes at regular intervals along the flight path of
the push-broom scanner.
Orientation fixes are characterised by:
x
the position of the sensor at a certain time;
x
the time interval between two fixes depends on
IMU quality;
x
the six orientation parameters for each fix are
updated by the triangulation process;
x
each fix is identified by a certain time;
x
each image has got multiple orientation fixes.
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Figure 8: In blue are showed the orientation fixes and in black the Automatic Point Matching
The mathematical model [HMTUW04] describes the
transformation of a point from a ground control system to
the orientation fixes.
This model is very flexible: in some areas lacking of
sufficient control or tie points the orientation parameters are
computed just with GPS/IMU data; on the other hand if
GPS/IMU data cannot be used the orientation can be merely
determined by tie point measurements.
xij

Fij ( X i , Yi , Z i , X k , Yk , Z k , Z k , M k , N k , X k 1 , Yk 1 , Z k 1 , Z k 1 , M k 1 , N k 1 )

yij

Gij ( X i , Yi , Z i , X k , Yk , Z k , Z k , M k , N k , X k 1 , Yk 1 , Z k 1 , Z k 1 , M k 1 , N k 1 )
Xj

With the digital terrain model it is possible to build up the
orthophoto (figure 9). There are two ways with the Leica
softwares for generating this product: using GPro (Level 2)
or using LPS.

c j X k  (1  c j ) X k 1  GX j

The mathematic model of ADS 40
Typically the GPS/IMU sensor will have a systematic offset
to the actual sensor head. This systematic offset between
the true orientation and the GPS/IMU observations is
compensated and computed by additional parameters within
the self-calibration process of triangulation.
After the adjustment, the orientation of GPS/IMU is
updated by picewise interpolation from the orientation
fixes, which were computed in the bundle adjustment.
In our case for the test area we used 15 GCP combined with
the GPS/IMU data and about 1.500 tie points generated in
GPro; at the end of the process the results of the adjustment
on the control points are:

Vx 0.075 m; Vy 0.069 m; Vz 0.105 m
3.4. DEM and Orthophoto generation
The orthorectification process requires the generation of an
highly precise DTM for the realization of an accurate mapimage.
The use of digital image correlation is common in remote
sensing and digital photogrammetry applications in order to
find areas of similarity between two or more images
overlapping or sharing a common geographic area.
Leica Photogrammetrich Suite – or better OrthoBASE in
LPS – makes use of correlation and image matching to
automatically extract DTM.
As regards the project this process has been done for
generating in the test area an accurate (5 meters) Digital
Terrain Model with different strategies (for example it is
recommended using one strategy where there are a lot of
trees and another strategy in urban areas).
After that, it is necessary to edit the DTM: in this case in
LPS there are some algorithms for the automatic editing
and some manually tools for a correct interpretation of the
terrain. At the end of the editing a correct DTM with some
automatic and some manual adjustment has been finally
generated.

Figure 9: orthophoto original scale 1:1000
Ilidza (test zone)
There are no problems to generate orthophoto from LPS or
GPro; the real problem is the DTM; the algorithms that are
improved in LPS sometimes works not so well, because
they are specifically planned for a typical kind of terrain, so
if they must work with a not homogeneous area is better to
split the terrain and use different algorithms for each area.
In this case, a good solution is to use the algorithms of
another software (Socet Set): this algorithms automatically
turn to another strategy every time something is changing in
the terrain [WM01].
But with other softwares problems certainly arise with the
ADS 40 data: so the better way of working is to do a very
accurate editing.
3.5. Numeric cartography generation
The last step of the project has been the generation of a
numerical cartography of the area where the project team is
working for planning the archaeological park.
There are no doubts that the orthophoto is more expressive
than a classical vectorial map but, on the other hand, when
it is necessary to produce an architectonical project a
cassical map is preferred; so one of the achievements of the
research project has been the generation of this map.
The numeric map can have different requirements:
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x
x

x

only planimetric: in this type of representation are
recorded in the numeric file only points defined
by planimetrical coordinates;
numerical cartography with planimetry and
altimetry, where a planimetry (only planimetric
coordinates) and an altimetry, constituted from
quoted points and contours, are recorded in the
file;
three-dimension numerical cartography: every
point is determined by both planimetric and
altimetric coordinates.

In the investigated case of Ilidza a three-dimensional map
has been generated (figure 10).

team is going to Ilidza-Sarajevo for the presentation of the
first results, and for doing some new surveys and analysis
in that zone.
As for the archaeological remains, another objective is to
generate a very high scale representation (1:200) with an
integration of archaeological drawings (tested and
measured) with the vector map scale 1:1000 or 1:1000.
4. Some conclusions and future works
A general valuation of the digital camera is possible after
this part of the work; one of the most important topics is
that you can generate very quickly a good orthophoto (with
GPS/IMU is possible to have a good precision without
topographical measurements). So if the objective is to have
a medium scale map: this product can be obtained after the
flight in one or three days (naturally depends by the
extension of the zone).
On the other hand, much more difficult is the
photogrammetric restitution: the stereoscopic view is not so
nice (only one RGB image and the other in panchromatic)
and the process is very slow.
These cameras are expected to represent the future and it’s
sure the research should work in this direction to produce
orthophoto numeric maps and 3D city models.
The future work perspectives are divided into two field:
first of all the improvement of the generated map with new
measures and new surveys; then a continuous testing and
data processing not just with Leica softwares, but also with
other software in order to verify how they work and how
they can manage the ADS data.
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Abstract
As time goes by, a constantly increasing part of the information produced worldwide today is born digital and
comes in a wide variety of formats. Cultural organizations face new preservation challenges, in order to ensure
that the digital cultural heritage being constantly produced will remain accessible to the public. Multimedia in
various formats is the most frequently met digital objects of the 21st century. Their cultural inﬂuence and informational content is immense and rapidly increasing. If multimedia is to be accessed in its original form, policy and
technical issues inevitably arise. The proposed work focuses on a speciﬁc kind of multimedia, namely 3D digital
objects.
This paper aims to present the preservation policy adopted by the 3D Graphics and Animation Sector of the Foundation of Hellenic World, Athens/Greece, as a means of ensuring long-term access to digital cultural information.
Speciﬁcally, the adopted preservation policy for 3D digital objects includes: a) Aim & Objectives of the Project,
b) General preservation planning, c) Technical & practical perspectives, d) Copyrights’ Management, e) Workﬂow and f) Preservation Metadata extraction. The Policy proposed is novel and innovative among Greek cultural
organizations.
It is evident that in order to preserve and manage multimedia e-content, cooperation at national and international level is more than necessary. In this context, the proposed work aims at providing a reference point to the
development of a common preservation policy framework for 3D-computer graphics content within Europe.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3 [Computer Graphics]: Digital Preservation, Migration, Emulation, Preservation Metadata

1. Introduction
The preservation of the world’s cultural heritage is a challenging task, especially within the digital era. UNESCO and
other cultural organizations have been examining these issues in order to ﬁnd viable solutions. All the member states
of the European Community have agreed on the need for
rapid action to safeguard the digital heritage [UNE03]. Traditional preservation methods have to be reevaluated and accordingly remain or be replaced by others that will better
respond to the requirements and characteristics of the new
kind of cultural content, the digital one. Additionally, during
† Head of the 3D Computer Graphics and Animation Sector
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


the last few years, the national governments of the European
Community’s member states have taken serious measures,
in an attempt to provide preservation policies and guidelines
for different kinds of digital content [COM05].
In this context, a number of issues need to be discussed.
Firstly, there are technical problems in ensuring that the existing digital material will remain accessible in its original
form, taking into consideration the fact that software and
hardware are constantly evolving and giving their place to
more powerful new generations, which ultimately become
incompatible with their predecessors, thus leading to the
technological obsolescence problem. For example, in just
a few years from their digital birth, resources consisting of
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sound and moving graphics or image may become inaccessible due to the lack of backwards compatibility of newer
versions of their surrounding software and/or hardware environment.
However, the aforementioned issue is not only a challenge
with technical aspects in nature. Organizational and societal
issues arise, as it is more a struggle with the responsibility
of keeping the access borders open over time.
3D computer graphics content inevitably emerges as a different kind of digital material, needed to be preserved at any
cost, since it carries invaluable cultural information. The materialŠs special features necessitate the use of the appropriate
preservation methods and techniques, in order to ensure its
lifelong sustainability and accessibility. It is worth mentioning that so far, no de facto preservation policy exists for 3D
computer graphics content. That can be easily explained, if
we consider that it is a new kind of technology, not widely
spread and constantly under development. The ﬁles that are
ultimately produced need to be carefully managed, taking
under consideration their speciﬁc requirements in size computational power.
The proposed methodological approach relies on observation techniques and data collection for a 3D computer graphics content preservation project held in the foundation of
Hellenic World, Athens/Greece. The project aims to develop
a preservation program for the aforementioned specialized
digital material, produced by the 3D graphics department.
The research is still in progress.
2. Deﬁnitions
To illustrate how speciﬁc terms are used in this project, such
terms and concepts are explained below. The list only aims
to provide a standard reference point for this project and it is
far from being a complete glossary.
With the term 3D Computer Graphics is meant the creation of images with the use of computer systems. The content of those images includes information about the third
dimension (i.e. depth), similarly to the case of simple photos and "living content". The successive demonstration of
these images in speciﬁc time gives the spectator the feeling
of movement.
3D computer graphics content is born digital and traditional preservation methods and techniques are not in the
position to reassure its lifelong sustainability and accessibility. Digital Preservation "is the generic term for all activities concerning the maintenance and care for curation
of digital or electronic objects, in relation to both storage
and access" [VER06]. Such activities include "any set of
coherent arrangements aiming at preserving digital materials" [COM05]. Consequently, a Digital Preservation Program exists, in order to "address all the aspects of preservation responsibility, including policy and strategy, as well

as implementation" [UNE03]. A Preservation Program requires the adoption of the necessary preservation strategies,
which are "methods for keeping material permanently accessible. It refers to all techniques that provide more that would
be obtained by merely storing the digital objects and never
looking at them again" [VER06].
Regardless which particular preservation program is developed and which strategy is ﬁnally adopted, the extraction of the appropriate information from the digital content is
needed. The extracted information is called metadata, meaning the structured information that describes and/or allows
the discovery, management, control, understanding or preserving other information over time [CUN00]. The development of a special metadata section is needed, in the course
of preserving digital material. Preservation metadata "are
to be employed for the management of digital preservation
programs, focusing on preservation requirements, describing
the means of providing access, along with those elements of
resource management metadata required to manage preservation processes" [NLA99].
3. Organizational Proﬁle: The 3D Graphics Department
Foundation of the Hellenic World is a privately funded, nonproﬁt cultural institution, located in Athens, Greece. The
foundation’s mission is to preserve and disseminate historical memory and traditions, as well as the realization of the
universal extent of Hellenism and the projection of its contribution in the evolution of civilization.
In order to accomplish the aforementioned goals, the
Foundation established in 1995 the 3D graphics department.
The department’s main task is to produce digital 3D representations of archeological monuments and sites. Through
these, the opportunity is given to the audience to visit spaces
that are either difﬁcult to visit in person or no longer exist,
and examine objects from diverse and unique points of view.
The 3D graphics department develops three types of digital
models: a) Photorealistic 3D models, b) VRML 3D models
and c) Virtual Reality models.
4. Need for Action
The department numbers a wide range of 3D computer
graphics productions. Two main classes of digital objects
exist: 1) the ﬁnal product, an image or images sequence,
created after the 3D digital content rendering procedure and
2) the 3D scene/database content, digital information which
consists of a digital scene; such as digital cameras, models,
textures, lights, animations etc. This kind of data is automatically saved into ﬁles of 3D computer graphics software,
according to the information’s kind and special features (i.e.
at Softimage/ XSI 5.0 we have samples like actions, models,
pictures, scenes, scripts etc.).
Until 2005 no main preservation program existed. The 3D
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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computer graphics material was stored into different kind of
physical carriers, such as: 1) Analog carriers: beta and SVHS
videotapes and 2) Digital carriers: a) cartridges, b) CDs, c)
DVDs, d) tape libraries and internal or external hard disks.
The lack of a speciﬁc preservation policy gradually drove
the Department to serious problems related to the information’s authenticity and integrity. We need to note that authenticity is extremely important for 3D computer graphics
content, as the integrity of the creators’ work has to be protected. We should also mention that new information and
ﬁnds about cultural content make inevitable the storage and
retrieval of old data in order to correct and complete it.
The rapid evolution of the used hardware and software
technology is the source of the problems. Data stored in old
fashioned storage equipment can not be retrieved from new
ones; initial physical carriers that were used to conserve digital information are no longer compatible with modern hardware. New versions of the used software can not open 3D
databases which were saved in older versions of the same
software. In other words, the software needed to interpret
the digital information and the necessary hardware became
obsolete.
We should mention that the above problems are mainly
referred to the retrieval of the 3D scene/database content and
not the ﬁnal product which is usually stored in very common
ﬁles.
All the aforementioned issues led to the development
of the preservation program, as a way of confronting the
longevity of digital content. The department’s personnel realized that without preservation, access becomes very difﬁcult and in some cases impossible, over time and the produced material decays and disintegrates.
However, it is also evident that the preservation problem
has not only technical aspects that need to be taken care of.
Administrative, procedural, organizational and policy issues
surrounding the management of 3D computer graphics content arises. The material’s special nature poses signiﬁcant
implications in respect of the way it is generated, captured,
transmitted, stored, maintained, accessed and managed. The
project presented below began in mid 2005 as a solution to
the problem of preserving 3D computer graphics content.
The survey is still in progress and the results appearing in
this paper are primitive, but indicative for the case.
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knowing the content’s nature and attitude, along with the
content’s preservation needs and requirements. He had the
role of the program manager.
2. A computer science engineer, responsible for the technical requirements of the project and the extensive study of
preservation methods. He is the one to ﬁnally propose the
proper preservation method and the adopted one, according
to the material’s needs and special characteristics.
3. An information scientist (archives and library science),
responsible for the material’s description, the choice of the
adequate metadata standard and the preservation metadata
extraction.
6. General Preservation Planning
According to international guidelines and preservation policies adopted by libraries and Cultural organizations worldwide, there are speciﬁc steps that should be taken under consideration in a ﬁrst place [UNE03]:
1. Determine the kind of the material the organization is
responsible to preserve: It is clear that the project aimed to
preserve the 3D computer graphics content produced by the
3D graphics department. It was given priority to the material
most at risk, followed by the material that was possible to
take immediate action, then to the most important material
for the Department and ﬁnally to the rest of the content. All
produced content was to be preserved.
2. Secure the materials Rights: we usually need to be
aware of different material Rights, like those which have legal implications, including intellectual property Rights, as
well as privacy Rights. A preservation policy needs to include active Rights management approaches. However, the
Project’s team was free from such concerns. That can be
easily explained, if we take into account the fact that the
foundation of the Hellenic World is the exclusive producer
of the 3D graphics content used for all cultural productions.
That is why the Foundation holds the copyrights of all the
digital content created in the 3D graphics Department, in a
way that the rights’ management was an easy task during the
preservation program development. The difference between
the public right to preserve the national memory and the private right to control commercial exploitation, needs to be
explicit. At the core of these changes is the tension between
two sets of rights: private control and democratic access to
the public memory.

5. People Related to the Project
Despite the limited number, the project’s team managed to
fulﬁll the proper proﬁle within a range of existing skills
area, because of the scientiﬁc and professional concerns of
its members.
The working group included:
1. A 3D computer graphics artist, the 3D Graphics Department head, responsible for the project, as he is the one
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


6.1. Characteristics of reliable Preservation Programs
Preservation Programs offering long term reliability are expected to have the following characteristics:
7. The Preservation Strategy
There is always a dependent relationship between data and
software: all data require some kind of software in order to
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PRESERVATION
CRITERIA
Responsibility
Organizational viability

Financial sustainability

Technological and
procedural suitability

System security of a very
high order

Procedural accountability

3D GRAPHICS
DEPARTMENT
Full responsibility of the
produced content
Foundation of the Hellenic
World is a viable- well
established Organization
Declared Organizational
Statement for Financial
Support
Technological equipment
will be acquired.
Procedures under
development
Security controls exist to
ensure that data are
exposed to controlled,
authorized processes.
Standard security measures
for vital information assets
will be taken
Mechanisms & Workﬂow
under discussion

Table 1: The characteristics of a reliable preservation program

be presented in a user understandable manner. At the time
being, there is no universally acceptable and practical solution to the problem of technological obsolescence not only
for 3D graphics content, but also for the digital content in
general. Several approaches have been proposed, but it is unlikely that there will be a single solution that offers a costeffective means o access for all kind of digital materials, for
all kind of purposes and for all time.
Under those circumstances it was difﬁcult for the people
related to the project to choose a method for preserving the
department’s content. All preservation strategies in existence
today were taken under consideration. However, only two of
them seamed to be more efﬁcient for the preservation of our
content: a) migration and b) emulation.
Migration "involves transferring digital materials from
one hardware or software generation to another... Migration
entails transforming the logical form of a digital object, so
that the conceptual object can be rendered or presented by
new hardware or software" [VER06]. Emulation "involves
using software that makes one technology behave as another... this would entail making future technologies behave
like the original environment of a preserved digital object,
so that the original object could be presented in its original
form from the original data stream" [VER06].
Both techniques demand considerable actions in ﬁnancial
and technical terms. Migration is aimed at the digital object

itself. It changes or modernizes its format in order to be incorporated into a new environment. Emulation focuses on
the environment in which the digital object is rendered in
a way that through the environment’s recreation the digital
object will be rendered in its authentic form. As a general
rule, it could be stated that migration is preferred when the
number of digital assets is limited, since the migration costs
directly depend from the total number of preservation items.
On the other hand, emulation is preferred when the number
of digital assets is too big, thus excusing the large initial investment that emulation requires.
According to a ﬁrst estimation, the department will adopt
the migration technique. At the time being actions are taking
place in order to migrate the information to other formats.
We have to state that the reasons for rejecting the emulation method were basically the technique’s complexity, the
requirements for high degree of effort and speciﬁc expertise
so it is likely to be very costly. Furthermore, the technique
is still in the research stage and as our content is in nature
special, the requirements for emulation which may need to
include multiple components. In all cases, the working team
estimated that the emulation of all aspects of a system and
the 3D content database, or application may not be possible.
8. Preservation Metadata
Every stored digital object needs to be described in a structured way using metadata. As mentioned in the previous sections, metadata can contain information on structural, administrative or technical aspects of an object. Preservation
metadata usually include a combination of existing metadata sets that provide necessary information for long- term
preservation of and permanent access to digital material
[OCLC/RLG01].
As being creators of the digital content, the project’s team
was in the best position to document its technical nature and
context. The decision to extract preservation metadata was
based on the need: a) to store technical information supporting preservation decisions and actions, b) to document
preservation actions, c) to record the effects of preservation
strategies and d) to ensure the lifelong authenticity of digital resources. Preservation metadata in our project included
technical details on the digital object’s format, structure and
use of the 3D content; the history of the actions performed
on the resource including changes and decisions; authenticity information such as technical features or custody history
etc.
We also decided to extract descriptive metadata, in order,
in a later phase, to easily ﬁnd, assess, understand and retrieve
the e-content.
The team decided to adopt METS (Metadata Encoding
Transmission Schema) which is a scheme designed to be
used as a transmission standard. Its main advantage is that
it has a highly ﬂexible design which incorporates the use of
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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other "extension" schemes for certain forms of metadata. For
the extraction of preservation metadata, the team decided to
choose between the element sets introduced by CEDARS
project [CED02], the National Library of Australia and
NEDLIB project (Networked European Deposit Library),
since they are all compatible to OAIS (Open Archival Information System), a standard that seems to dominate the digital preservation landscape. At the end, we decided to take
elements from the Cedars metadata speciﬁcation, such us resource description, custody history, copyright statement etc.
Generally, metadata production is a crucial task, as long
as metadata need preservation too. That is why we had to
pay attention to issues like: a) the structure: organizing metadata in a standardized document structure, such as an XML
schema, would make the preservation easier, b) the linking between metadata records and the digital objects. We
decided to keep metadata separately. Separate storage allows metadata to be accessed and updated without interfering with the original digital object. Also, the quality control ensures that the trustworthiness of metadata records is
of a high priority and ﬁnally, we had to pay attention at the
protection, in the way that the integrity of metadata records
would be preserved.
Another important issue our team had to deal with was
how such metadata would be generated and where it would
be kept. Metadata could be stored either in a centralised or
distributed fashion and linked to the original resource. Alternatively, metadata could also be embedded in or otherwise
directly associated with the original resource. Different solutions might be possible for different types of metadata. In
our case, we decided to keep metadata separately, as we are
still in the metadata extraction phase. In a later phase, it is
very possible that we will link metadata with the original
source, meaning the 3D product itself.
Other related issues concerns resource discovery and
rights management metadata, which could form part of a
searchable database, while metadata specifying the technical
formats used, the migration strategies operated and a document’s use history could be stored with the document itself.
Over a long period of time, this metadata will grow in size
and will have to be subject to migration and authentication
strategies. However, this matter is not to be discussed in this
paper.
9. Conclusion
There is a number of similar projects taken place worldwide,
aiming at the development of preservation policies for digital
material, but none yet for the preservation of 3D computer
graphics material. This paper outlines the main preservation
issues or challenges by describing the effort of developing
a preservation program for 3D computer graphics cultural
content.
As long as the project is still on progress, only general
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


conclusions could be given. Preserving digital content requires responsible decisions and actions that only time can
tell whether are right or wrong.
However, it is evident that in order to set a common
preservation policy for 3D computer graphics material, cooperation in national and international level is needed. Sustained efforts on the part of governments, creators, publishers, cultural industries and heritage institutions are also
of essence. Beneﬁts coming from team efforts include: a)
access to tested policies, b) shared development costs, c)
shared research and standards/ guidelines development d)
shared human resources etc.
There is no doubt that it is necessary to promote and share
knowledge and technical expertise, but also, to communicate research results and best practices via cultural organizations infrastructure, as a way to democratize access to digital
preservation methods and techniques.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract
The 3D digital model of an object provides a means of making the object more accessible, of placing it in a historical context,
and of replicating the object without any risk whatsoever to the original piece. The combination of laser scanning and rapid
manufacturing techniques, which have both advanced significantly in terms of accuracy and resolution over the past 10 years,
allows museums to create authentic replica objects for exhibitions and also to create restored versions of an object without
interfering with the original piece in its present day state. The 3D digital model of an object provides a valuable resource that
can unlock a whole range of possibilities within a museum exhibition. This paper presents a series of case studies which
illustrate the wide range of applications for 3D digital data within an exhibition. The case studies include examples of
replicating sculpture,( using a range of rapid manufacturing techniques) to allow visitors to interact both visually and
through touch, to improve accessibility to an object and to enhance the learning experience of visitors to an exhibition. The
case studies also include an example of 3D visualisation for demonstrating how an important sculpture has been assembled.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): A.0 [General]: Conference Proceedings; J.2 [Physical Sciences
and Engineering]: Archaeology; J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Fine arts; J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-aided
Manufacturing
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
The combination of laser scanning and rapid manufacturing
techniques, which have both advanced significantly in
1. Introduction
terms of accuracy and resolution over the past 10 years,
allows museums to create authentic replica objects for
The use of laser scanning within the museum and heritage
exhibitions [BCFF*04]. The non-contact nature of this
field has grown steadily during the past 10 years. Laser
replication process means the risk to the original artefact is
scanning has been employed in many important projects in
minimised. Replicas can be handled by visitors in a way
that time, including the ‘Digital Michelangelo project’
that the original usually cannot, thereby allowing the visitor
[LPC*00], the ‘Digital reunification of the Parthenon and
to investigate the surface form and materials in a way not
its sculptures’ [STH*03], and ‘Digital rock art recording’
usually possible. Replicas can travel when a priceless or
[TDH05]. It is now widely known that laser scanning
fragile artefact cannot and replicas can be used to show
provides a means to accurately document sculpture and
earlier appearances of an artefact without interfering with
artefacts in 3 dimensions (3D); valuable information that
the original piece in its present day state.
together with 2D photography, conservation and historical
records forms a detailed and important record for an object.
The 3D digitisation process also enhances accessibility to
Issues of cost, data management and procedure have meant
artefacts. Many museums have far more objects than they
that laser scanning has not yet become a routine part of the
are able to display and significant parts of collections are
documentation process for all objects in a museum’s
held in store and not easily accessible to either specialists
collection; in fact it is currently far more likely to be used
wanting to study them or to the general public. Relatively
on an individual project basis. The 3D digital model of an
low resolution 3D computer models can be made available
artefact, however, offers much more than simply a ‘record’
via the worldwide web and high resolution models can be
of the object, it provides a means of making the object more
accessible, of placing it in a historical context, of unlocking
easily sent to all corners of the globe on a variety of storage
the hidden story behind the artefact. The 3D digital model
media. In this way, collections that have become
of an artefact is an extremely valuable resource. Digital
fragmented can be brought together and displayed in
models derived from a single raw 3D data set can be used
‘virtual museums’ without any artefacts having to be
to enhance the museum visitor’s experience in a number of
moved.
ways: through visualisation of earlier appearances of an
This paper presents a series of case studies that have been
artefact using reconstruction of colour and missing or
undertaken over the course of two years at a national
damaged parts; by setting an artefact in its historic context;
museum in the UK, which illustrates the benefits that laser
by allowing a visitor to ‘touch’ and interact with the surface
scanning and rapid manufacturing techniques can bring to a
of a digital artefact through the use of haptic technology
museum exhibition. The case studies focus on the areas of
[LTCF*04].
visualisation, replication and learning.
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2. Method
Laser scanning was undertaken using a 3D Scanners
Modelmaker X close-range laser scanning system (working
distance approximately 10-20 cm). The system operates
using the principle of triangulation and consists of a sensor
head mounted onto a 7-axis articulated arm. The arm itself
is mounted on a tripod fixed to the floor. The sensor is
moved by hand during scanning so that the laser stripe
passes over the surface of the artefact (figure 1). Position
sensors within the joints of the arm mean that successive
scans are automatically registered to the same co-ordinate
frame and separate registration is not required. The
principle of this scanning system is described in more detail
elsewhere [EF03]. This type of handheld system is ideal for
recording sculpture and other 3D artefacts as the flexibility
offered by the arm allows data to be collected from even the
most complex surfaces. The point accuracy for this system
is specified as 0.1 mm under ideal conditions.

sintering (SLS) and the z-corp 3D printing process. Once a
physical model had been created, hand-finishing was
undertaken by conservators to remove signs of the
manufacturing process (layer lines in some places for
SLA/SLS; tooling lines in some places for CNC machining)
and to ‘patinate’ the surface to create the feeling of ‘age’.
All RM suppliers had previously signed data agreements
controlling use of the 3D digital data.
3. Case studies
3.1 Replication of the Vedica tombstone
In 2005, an exhibition was held at National Museums
Liverpool (NML) entitled ‘Living with the Romans’, which
explored the life of ancient Britons living in the Merseyside
region of England (on the fringes of the Roman Empire)
during Roman times. The tombstone of Vedica (figure 2),
carved in sandstone (1.7 m tall), is that of a woman
belonging to the Cornovii tribe of Cheshire. The inscription
states that she died, aged 30, at the end of the 1st-century
AD. The tombstone was found in Ilkley, West Yorkshire in
1884 and is now on display in the town’s Manor House
Museum. It is believed that Vedica married a Roman
soldier and left Cheshire to settle in West Yorkshire.

Figure 1: Laser scanning using an arm-mounted sensor.
The raw point cloud data, once collected, was converted
into a polygon mesh using InnovMetric Polyworks
software. Post-processing of the mesh mainly involved hole
filling (for areas where scan data could not be collected:
usually deep recesses such as deep folds in drapery) to
produce a watertight mesh (required for rapid
manufacturing) and decimation of the model to reduce the
number of polygons to an appropriate size for the
application (without losing detail in the model). These
processes were carried out using Polyworks and Rapidform
(Inus Technology) software.
For replication, physical models were created from the
digital models using a range of rapid manufacturing (RM)
techniques including: computer numerical controlled
(CNC) machining, stereolithography (SLA), selective laser

Figure 2: Vedica tombstone (Manor House Museum)
The original tombstone was considered too heavy and
difficult to move to a temporary exhibition in Liverpool.
Instead, a full-scale replica was created in a high density
resin modelboard and coloured to look like aged sandstone.
The tombstone was laser scanned on site in 9 hours. A
further 45 hours were spent processing the scan data to
produce a watertight polygon mesh. The replica tombstone
was then created from the digital model using CNC
machining. The final stage of replication involved sealing
the modelboard with diluted polyvinyl alcohol, spraying
with an acrylic base colour, and applying (by hand)
patination in the form of acrylic paints.
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modelboard. The possibility of moulding the graffiti and
casting replica pieces was quickly ruled out due to the
fragile nature of the stone surface. Figure 4 shows the
‘Dudley’ graffito, a highly detailed piece carved either by
or for John Dudley, one of the brothers of Lord Guildford
Dudley (husband of Lady Jane Grey). This piece was
scanned on site in 1.5 hours. Post-processing of the raw
data took 30 hours, most of this time being taken up
cleaning the polygon mesh of features resulting from
interaction of the laser stripe with dirt that had built up
within the recesses of the surface. This dirt was considered
integral to the carving from a historic point of view and
could not be removed. A high density polyurethane
modelboard was selected as the material for the replica
pieces as it is durable and light enough to be mounted on
the ‘cage-like’ structure that had been designed for the
exhibition.
Figure 3: Replica Vedica tombstone installed in exhibition.
The result was a very accurate replica tombstone (figure 3)
of an object that could not be loaned out, in an appropriate
material for the exhibition. The non-contact nature of the
replication process meant that there was no contact with the
original tombstone, thereby minimising the risk to a unique
artefact.

Once CNC machining had been completed, the replica
graffito was ‘hand-finished’ to recreate the soiled and aged
appearance of the carving mainly by the application of
alkyd paints using brushes, cloths and sponges. A matt
varnish was applied to protect the surface.

3.2 Replication of medieval carved graffiti
The Beauchamp Tower of the Tower of London contains
many pieces of graffiti carved into the stone walls by
prisoners during medieval times. Many pieces are now in a
very fragile state and are displayed behind sheets of glass
for protection (figure 4). Access to the room containing the
graffiti is via a narrow spiral staircase and is difficult for
some visitors. In December 2004, a new permanent
interactive exhibition describing the life of the prisoners
was opened on the more accessible ground floor. Within
this new exhibition, three pieces of replica graffiti were
installed.
Figure 5: Replica ‘Dudley’ graffito installed on open
display at the Tower of London.
Figure 5 shows the replica Dudley graffito installed in the
exhibition at the Tower of London. The non-contact
processes employed in this instance have enabled the
replication of three very important historical pieces of
graffiti, without any risk to the original pieces. Installation
of the replica pieces on the ground floor of the tower has
improved accessibility and has allowed visitors to interact
with the carved surfaces in a way not previously possible,
through touch.
3.3 Reconstruction of the skull of Leasowe Man

Figure 4: Carved medieval graffiti in the Tower of London
(Historic Royal Palaces).
The replica pieces of graffiti were produced by laser
scanning and CNC machining into a high density resin

The skeleton of ‘Leasowe Man’, the only known RomanoBritish skeleton from the Merseyside region of England,
was discovered by workmen near Leasowe Castle in Wirral
(UK), in 1864. A study of his remains has revealed that he
was a well-built man, in his thirties who was used to hard
physical work. In 2005 the skeleton was loaned by the
Natural History Museum for the exhibition ‘Living with the
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Romans’. As part of the exhibition, a full facial
reconstruction of Leasowe Man was created from a replica
skull.

skull of an extremely fragile unique object. The result of
this work (both the digital model of the reconstructed skull
and the replica skull) has been used to aid visualisation for
visitors both to the exhibition and to the website.
3.4 Replication of an 18th-century marble bust of
Captain Cook
Figure 8 shows an 18th-century marble bust of Captain
Cook by the sculptor Lucien Le Vieux, belonging to the
National Portrait Gallery (London). This bust was selected
to go into an exhibition at Beningbrough Hall near York
(National Trust) entitled ‘Making Faces: 18th-Century
Style’. The exhibition brings 18th-century portraiture to life
by engaging visitors through a series of interactive exhibits
that explore the hidden stories behind a portrait, the
commissioning process and the materials and techniques
used to create a portrait.

Figure 6: Laser scanning the mandible of ‘Leasowe Man’.
The Leasowe Man skull is very fragile and in three parts:
cranium, mandible and upper jaw. Each part was laser
scanned (figure 6) and the data processed to produce an
accurate polygon mesh. Scanning took 4 hours, while 30
hours was spent producing a clean watertight mesh suitable
for rapid manufacturing. The separate digital models were
then combined into a single model of the reconstructed
skull that was used to produce an AVI animation for the
exhibition website (figure 7). A replica nylon model of the
skull was produced from the digital data using selective
laser sintering (SLS). The model was built in 0.1 mm
layers, with a laser spot diameter of 0.45 mm used to fuse
the nylon powder. The mandible was built as a separate part
that could be hinged to the rest of the skull.

Figure 7: Textured 3D computer model of digitally
reconstructed ‘Leasowe Man’ skull.
The replica skull was then used by a forensic anthropologist
at the University of Manchester as the basis for a full facial
reconstruction of Leasowe Man, which was exhibited in the
exhibition alongside his skeleton, giving visitors an idea of
how this ancient Briton may once have looked. In this
instance laser scanning and rapid manufacturing techniques
have been combined to produce a highly accurate replica

Figure 8: 18th-century marble bust of Captain Cook by Le
Vieux (National Portrait Gallery).
Laser scanning and CNC machining was used to create an
actual size replica of the bust of Captain Cook in marble.
The replica bust was installed in the exhibition close to the
original bust and can be explored by visitors through touch;
revealing hidden details in the sculpture and enhancing
appreciation of the fine materials used in its creation. The
original bust was laser scanned in 8 hours. Post-processing
of the data took 18 hours. The watertight polygon mesh was
then used in the machining of a fine block of white statuary
grade Carrara marble. A 5-axis CNC machine was used to
cut the replica bust, which was then hand-finished using a
selection of traditional carving tools and fine grades of sand
paper to remove machining lines and sharpen and deepen
some carved detail, particularly in the curls of the hair,
around the eyes and the lettering of the inscription on the
base. A coating of a microcrystalline wax was applied and
the bust buffed before being installed, the wax coating
providing a sacrificial buffer layer between the marble
surface and dirt that would build up over time from
handling in the exhibition. Figure 9 shows the replica bust
on display close to the original.
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the visitor to interact through touch as well as sight and to
learn something about modelling through ‘having a go’.
3.5 Digitisation of a life-sized statue of Artemis

Figure 9: Replica bust (foreground) and original bust
(background) on display at Beningbrough Hall.
In addition to the marble replica, an interactive ‘face-mask’
exhibit was also derived from the polygon mesh. This
exhibit was designed so that visitors could attempt to
reconstruct an imaginary broken part of the bust. Haptic
technology in the form of the Phantom arm and Freeform
software developed by Sensable Technologies was
employed to remove a section of Cook’s nose and create a
textured break surface on the polygon mesh, as if the nose
on the original bust had been accidentally broken. The
computer model was cut so that the back of the head was
removed, leaving a 45 degree angle to the face for display
purposes. Once changes to the computer model had been
completed, a prototype of the face mask was produced by
the z-corp 3D printing process. A mould was created from
this prototype and two models cast in a durable resin, the
colour of which was close to that of the marble bust (figure
10). The face masks have been installed close to the marble
busts of Captain Cook and visitors are able to practise
modelling a new nose in plasticine.

Figure 11 shows a screenshot of a 3D digital model of a
marble statue of Artemis (approximately life-sized), the
Greek goddess of the wilderness, the hunt and wild animals.
The sculpture is part of the Ince-Blundell collection of
Classical sculpture (comprising some 500 pieces, one of the
largest and most important such collections in the UK) put
together by Henry Blundell in the late 18th and early 19thcenturies. This sculpture was actually made in the 18thcentury from Classical pieces of the original sculpture, from
pieces of other Classical sculptures that were reworked to
fit and from pieces that were ‘newly’ carved. Artemis is
actually a highly complex 3D puzzle comprising 123
pieces. The sculpture was in fact used as a ‘showcase’ for
the restoration studio that created her, to demonstrate that
they could indeed ‘make anything’.

Figure 11: Screenshot of 3D digital model of Artemis statue
(National Museums Liverpool)
The Artemis statue has recently been conserved and was
included in a museum exhibition entitled ‘Reveal’ about
conservation and scientific investigation of museum
artefacts. It was decided to create a reduced-scale physical
model (49 cm tall) of Artemis comprised of eight separate
parts as a simplified 3D puzzle of the real Artemis. Such a
model is a fun way for visitors to learn about the
construction of statues such as Artemis.

Figure 10: Resin face masks produced for interactive nosemodelling activity.
Here, the combination of laser scanning, haptic technology,
CNC machining and 3D printing processes has enabled the
accurate replication of an 18th-century marble portrait in
marble and the creation of new realistic exhibits that allow

The statue of Artemis was laser scanned in 17 hours and a
complete high quality polygon mesh created after a further
78 hours (figure 11). The digital model was then cut into
eight parts and the internal faces of each part created using
haptic technology and Freeform software. The cut lines and
internal faces were designed so as to ensure that the 8
pieces of the final Artemis model would fit together and to
ensure sufficient stability in the model when assembled.
Stereolithography was then used to create a prototype part
for each of the sections. Silicone rubber moulds were made
and the final sections vacuum cast in a highly durable resin
able to withstand regular use by visitors to the exhibition
(figures 12, 13).
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replicas can be created and used in imaginative ways to
enhance the learning experience of visitors. Replicas can be
handled in a way that the original artefact often cannot and
replicas can be transported without the high risk attached to
an original unique artefact. Museums often have many
artefacts in store, out of site and difficult to access. The
advances in laser scanning over the last 5-10 years, the
significant increase in the amount of memory available in
standard personal computers and the availability of
downloadable 3D viewers have meant that high quality 3D
computer models can now be widely accessed. Although
there are still issues for access to large data sets via the
worldwide web, good quality 3D models of artefacts can
now be accessed through the internet.
Figure 12: Artemis 3D puzzle in pieces.

In addition to the benefits that these case studies have
demonstrated, laser scanning has created a highly accurate
3D surface model of each artefact that will form an
important part of its archive. Presently, many projects
involving 3D digitisation in museums are undertaken for
one reason only; it may be to create a replica or to produce
a 3D animation for example. However, in many cases the
full potential of the 3D dataset is seldom realised. The 3D
digital model of an artefact is a valuable resource and with
good planning, imagination and joined-up thinking between
different museum departments can be used not just in a
single exhibition, but in a range of other areas including:
research, condition monitoring and income generation.
4. Acknowledgements

Figure 13: Artemis 3D puzzle assembled.
In addition to the 3D puzzle, a 3D animation has been
created in 3D Studio Max software using the digital model
of Artemis to highlight some of the parts of the statue and
identify them as either ‘original Artemis’, ‘reworked
Classical’ or ‘18th-century new’. The basic animation shows
a slowly rotating textured Artemis model, using different
colours fading in and out to highlight the relevant pieces.
The 3D digitisation of Artemis has provided visitors with
access to hands-on interactive exhibits that effectively
enhance their learning experience gained from the audiovisual displays that sit alongside the original statue.
4. Conclusions
The case studies presented here clearly demonstrate the
benefits that laser scanning and rapid manufacturing
techniques can bring to an exhibition through aiding
visualisation, enhancing accessibility, digital reconstruction
and replication in both synthetic and natural materials. Both
technologies have reached a point now where realistic
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Abstract
The Herculaneum Conservation Project (HCP) is a project of the Packard Humanities Institute in collaboration
with the Soprintendenza Archeologica di Pompei and the British School at Rome. The ancient Roman city of
Herculaneum (Italy), which was destroyed and buried along with Pompeii by the volcanic eruption of Vesuvius in
AD 79, has a history of excavation dating back to the early eighteenth century. The project arose from a
recognition of the risks to the survival of the unique and irreplaceable heritage to be found in Herculaneum. Its aim
is both to support the Italian heritage agency in the protection and preservation of the site, and to extend scientific
understanding and public interest and awareness. The most immediate task is to halt the widespread decay
afflicting the entire site. The longer-term aim is to develop a conservation strategy which will ensure its survival,
understanding and enhancement. The project aspires to learn lessons that will not only feed into the management
of the site of Herculaneum, but that can enrich conservation working practices in Pompeii and elsewhere.
In 2006 trials were launched to see how three-dimensional laser scanning could help the project, not only in terms
of documentation, but also as a tool for monitoring decay and informing conservation decisions, and as a source of
rich but accurate visual material to illustrate areas of the site currently closed for conservation works and thereby
enhance the visitor experience. In collaboration with the University of North Carolina, the Suburban Baths were
chosen for trial survey work with a 3rdTech Inc. DeltaSphere-3000 laser scanner. This Roman bathing complex is
remarkably well-preserved with intact wood, metal and decorative features, but the delicate nature of these
architectural features together with a variety of grave conservation problems throughout the structure mean the
area is currently closed to visitors. The 3D survey work was carried out as an analytical basis for the
technical/scientific studies that are underway in this building in order to conserve it and reopen it to the public.
This paper describes the experience of the HCP team using the 3D laser scanner, and discusses the success and
challenges of the work and the potential applications the results have both for the mix of heritage professionals
working within the HCP team and for the wider public.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Digitization and Image Capture; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction to Herculaneum and the Herculaneum
Conservation Project
The archaeological site of Herculaneum is located just south
of Naples in Italy, and contains a large part of the Roman city
that was buried by volcanic material during the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius in AD 79. The nature of the city’s destruction
has led to a remarkable state of preservation, and the site is of
particular note for the survival of buildings up to a height of
several storeys, often with decorative features, fixtures and
fittings intact, including a wealth of organic remains (wood,
food stuffs, cloth, rope, etc).
When the most ambitious campaign of open-air excavations
were carried out at Herculaneum in the early twentieth century,
a programme of conservation and maintenance was launched
and, for an initial period this ensured that although the
archaeological remains were exposed to the elements they were
offered some level of protection. However, within the later half

of the twentieth century these programmes began to suffer a
reduction in resources and eventually failed, leaving the site in
an ever more serious state of decay with every year that passed.
In 2000 Dr David W. Packard of the Packard Humanities
Institute visited Herculaneum and was so concerned about the
conditions on site that he decided to launch a project to tackle
the conservation issues. In 2001 an agreement was reached
between the Packard Humanities Institute and the local
heritage agency, the Soprintendenza Archeologica di Pompei,
which resulted in the Herculaneum Conservation Project
(www.herculaneum.org) [GCR05; CMRW06]. The project was
further strengthened by the entry of the British School at Rome
in 2004. These three partners continue to work together to
identify and tackle the causes of decay on site and to develop a
long-term conservation strategy that will ensure Herculaneum’s
survival, understanding and enhancement. The project aspires
to learn lessons that will not only feed into the management of
the site of Herculaneum, but that can enrich conservation
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working practices in Pompeii and elsewhere (for another
example of a multidisciplinary conservation project tackling
issues of data management see [Won05]).
The Herculaneum Conservation Project is made up of
various specialists representing many different heritage
professions, and this allows the site’s conservation issues to be
tackled by a multidisciplinary team. One of the areas that is
being explored by a team from the archaeological company
Akhet is survey, documentation and information management;
and it was within this area that a collaboration was formed with
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for test surveys
with a three-dimensional laser scanner. The first trials with this
equipment were carried out in Herculaneum’s Suburban Baths,
a building chosen because of its archaeological importance, its
closed spaces and the serious nature of its decay.
2. The Suburban Baths
The Suburban Baths were built in the Flavian period, next to
the block of houses known as the Insula Orientalis I, on the
side that faces onto the ancient shoreline (fig. 1). This building
is the second large public bath complex known in
Herculaneum, where so far only a single house has been found
to have private bathing facilities.

Fig. 2: Plan of the Suburban Baths and their location within
the archaeological site.
complete preservation of the building’s structure and a large
part of its wall and floor decorations, as well as its furnishings
and the bath’s hydraulic infrastructure and some of the wooden
fittings. In fact the mass of the volcanic material did not
destroy the roof vaults, but entered inside the building and
filled the rooms through doors and windows with such pressure
that enabled it to fill the cavities between the walls and the
typical linings found in Roman bath heating systems.
This extraordinary building is without equal in surviving
ancient architecture, but its very uniqueness does however
present extremely complex conservation problems, due to the
range of materials it contains and the multiple causes of decay.
Among the decay agents, it has been recognised that the main
problem that the baths face is humidity, which is a
consequence of the morphological and geological
characteristics of the area (for an introduction to the research

Fig. 1: View of the Suburban Baths in context at Herculaneum.
Herculaneum’s Suburban Baths are the best conserved bath
complex that survives from antiquity (fig. 2); they are entered
from an open area (probably used as a palaestra), through a
door and down a flight of stairs (H1) to a vestibule (H/A),
which is laid out around four central columns that support a
double series of arches. From the vestibule the usual succession
of differently heated rooms can be reached: the frigidarium (F)
with a first pool of cold water, then a room with stucco
decorations (E) from where, on one side, lies the tepidarium
(T) with its large pool heated by a “samovar” system, and, on
the other side, the caldarium (C) that still contains the large
marble basin which was swept over by the volcanic mud flow
and into which fell fragments of the smashed window glass.
The baths were also equipped with a laconicum (L), or sauna
room, accessible from the tepidarium, and a room with large
panoramic windows overlooking the sea (D), which was also
connected to the vestibule.
The topographical location of the baths with respect to the
main urban area of the ancient city, and the dynamics that led
to its burial in the AD 79 eruption, helped to ensure the

Fig. 3: The laser scanning equipment and some of the survey
team at work.
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being carried out on water in Herculaneum, both its ancient
supply and drainage systems, and the problems it currently
causes, see [CMTW06]). The baths are in fact saturated both
by surface water that drains off the domus above, and by
ground water as it flows down to the sea. This problem, which
surely existed in ancient times as well, has led to the
deterioration of some of the vault linings of the tepidarium and
has caused the Superintendency to close the building to the
public.
Over the last year or so the Herculaneum Conservation
Project, and its specialised team led by water engineer Ippolito
Massari, has been monitoring the humidity levels in the
building and proposals are being developed to solve the various
problems brought about by the water infiltration and rising
damp that are putting the building’s conservation at risk.
3. Equipment
Three dimensional modelling of cultural heritage sites and
objects using a laser scanner is a fairly recent technique. There
is, of course, a long history of survey using theodolites and
photogrammetry. A great deal of the earlier laser scanning
work concentrated on statues and other objects [e.g. LPC*00].
More recently there have been projects to create dense 3D
models of exteriors and interiors of cultural-heritage buildings
and sites [AST*03; EBP*04; GLSA05].
The equipment used for the survey of the Suburban Baths
was a 3rdTech Inc. DeltaSphere-3000 laser scanner, which was
kindly made available by Prof. Anselmo Lastra of the
Department of Computer Science at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; and the survey data were then
managed with the associated software SceneVision-3D.
The DeltaSphere was designed for surveying small to
medium spaces, and is primarily used by scientific police
departments for crime scene surveys. It contains an infrared
laser range-finder that uses a time-of-flight technique to
compute the distance to the nearest points. A spinning mirror is
used to capture the range to points in a vertical slice, and a
motor rotates the complete unit to capture a total of 360°
horizontally by 270° vertically. The measurements are accurate
to ±0.3cm over a range of 0.3-15m.
Since the number of samples captured per degree can be set
over a range from 5-20, the amount of data generated is quite
large. The DeltaSphere is connected to a PC, usually a laptop
for convenience in the field, in order to store the data on disk.
This also enables monitoring as the scan is being collected. A
colour option includes a digital camera that can be mounted on
the unit. Technical details of the prototype from which the
commercial produce was developed are available in
[NLM*01].
With this scanner it is possible to register various scans
without using georeferenced points, but instead by using those
areas of scanned points that they have in common. This is done
by using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [BM92].
The operator chooses a small number of points to obtain an
initial registration, and the algorithm refines the solution by
minimizing the distance between the sets of points. The scans
to be registered must contain enough overlap to ensure that ICP
can reach a unique solution.
Another property of the instrument and its associated
software is the possibility of mapping the surveyed surfaces
both with photographs taken contextually with the scan, as well
as with images taken from different positions. Currently points
of correspondence between the colour and range images are
chosen manually, but we expect that in the future it will be
possible to map colour automatically [WLH*04; HL04].

Both the automated registration and the ability to map
arbitrary colour images to range samples make work in the
field much quicker. The SceneVision package includes a
polygonal simplification [LRC*02] module that reduces the
size of the captures geometric model in order to enable
interactive display on a PC:
4. Fieldwork
After training for the survey team and a brief trial period,
work was divided into two phases with the creation of a 3D
model as the end result. Time issues related to the restricted
availability of the equipment and limited access to the bath
building led to a first fieldwork phase where all the numeric
and photographic data were acquired; only later in a second
phase was the data processing carried out and the model
created.
The fieldwork phase lasted about four weeks, during which
the measurements and photographs necessary for generating
the model were acquired (fig. 3). In this phase various
problems arose. For example, it was necessary to set up a
number of survey stations, due to the quantity and
characteristics of the spaces which make up the bath complex.
There are a series of quite small rooms, with high vaults, that in
some cases are two floors high (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: An example of the complexity of the building’s spaces.
Another problem that is common to any type of survey
carried out with a laser scanner, is the scanner’s (and the
camera’s) viewpoint. The increased number of survey stations
necessary to cover the rooms’ surfaces was caused by the
presence of protruding parts of the walls (stucco or plasterwork
features), rather than corners or objects within the rooms (for
example, scaffolding used for conservation work in progress).
It also often proved to be difficult to move the equipment in the
restricted spaces (fig. 5).
Alongside the scanning in the field, photographs were taken
to create the 3D model. In this case the biggest difficulties were
those related to the different light levels. The bath complex is
partly on an underground level made up of closed spaces with
marked variations in the amount of light, due to the various
light sources (small windows in the walls or ceilings). This
made it particularly difficult to obtain uniform images in terms
of luminosity and contrast within each of the different rooms.
The high humidity levels in the rooms (see above) and the
subsequent presence of dark-coloured mould and lichens also
created problems for the scanner: the reflection of the laser ray,
by which the triple coordinates of every single surveyed point
are registered, either did not register or was extremely weak.
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Where there were black surfaces, holes appeared in the mesh of
points (although it should be noted that often surfaces that
seemed black, were not so for the infrared frequencies and
resulted in optimal surveys). A similar problem was found in
those areas of the building where there was a significant
amount of water on the walls, which equally limited the rays’
ability to reflect.
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alignment of the scans to the texturization, proved to be long
and complex; it was necessary to change format and use
various 3D modelling software packages and adequate
hardware. In fact it has been calculated that for every day of
data gathering in the field a week of processing is needed in the
office.

5. Data processing and model creation
The model of the Suburban Baths is currently being
finalized using the software SceneVision-3D, which is also by
3rdTech Inc.
The aligning of single scans, so that the entire volume of the
rooms is covered, is done by using common surveyed points, as
mentioned above.
The next step is to also align the individual digital images
that were recorded contextually with the scan in the field. At
this stage it is necessary to ensure that the model’s surface
points are identified and made to correspond with the same
ones on the images. In this way a point cloud is created, where
every pixel of the image is associated with a numeric value and
colour (fig. 6).
The final 3D model is produced by creating a triangulated
irregular network (or TIN) by interpolating the measurements,
which are then draped with digital images. It is saved as a
VRML file, which is a 3D file format that can be exported, and
that is readable with various visualizers freely available on the
internet (the software used can also create a high resolution 3D
model in the same way, but one with a regular mesh that
respects the totality of the surveyed points, instead of an
irregular TIN). The VRML standard makes it possible to
import the 3D model into more common 3D graphic software
programs (fig. 7).
In order to guarantee realistic perception of the model,
particular care was taken to reprocess all the digital images,
correcting their luminosity, contrast and colour uniformity.
In general terms the data processing phase, from the

Fig. 5: Some examples of the difficulties met during the survey
work.

Fig. 6: Above: a complete 360° scan; below: the alignment of a digital image and the application of colour onto the scan.
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Fig. 7: Above: views of the 3D model under construction;
below centre: prospective view of a room, below left and right:
two orthographic views.

Fig. 8: Prospective view of the model with various of rooms
joined together.

6. Results
The immediate result of creating a texturized digital model
is an extremely realistic 3D virtual environment that can then
be utilized as the basis for other uses (fig. 8).
The processing software contains tools that can take
measurements (linear distances and angles) directly within the
3D model as soon as it is generated (fig. 9). The data are
recorded as text notes that can be recalled and modified
according to need. Other graphic editing tools allow linear and
polygonal elements to be drawn on the model, and these can be
labelled either with alphanumeric and hyperlink labels that
connect to external data (files or database records). These
created elements themselves can be exported in VRML format
and managed separately within the graphic processing
software.
Considering the normal requirements of an architectural
survey, the numeric model has the capacity to totally describe a
surveyed object and offer a result that is very similar to reality.
Unlike traditional surveys, where only a small number of an
object’s points are measured (meaning that the missing and
interpreted areas are greater than the data objectively
surveyed), with the 3D scanner the object’s surfaces enormous
numbers of points are measured and represented by a mesh
obtained from their interpolation. This theoretically allows an
infinite number of two-dimensional projective models (plans,
sections and elevations) and three-dimensional models to be
created, which are not dependent on the viewpoints established
a priori. The possibility of having available the total coverage
of a building, in terms of data acquisition, changes the very
idea of a survey and its scale of reference. Unlike a traditional
plan where the choice of section cannot be changed, 3D laser
scanner technology allows sections to be created through the
digital model at any point according to what is required. This is
as true for the horizontal planes (plans) as for the vertical ones
(sections and elevations; fig. 10).
However, faced with these undeniable advantages the real
needs of the survey archaeologist should not be forgotten,
whereby the main aim of any survey is to gain critical
information, whatever the nominal scale that it is done at. It is
only by direct observation that an object can be defined,
divided into its component parts, characterised and interpreted.

Fig. 9: Examples of measurements and analysis of parts of the
model within the management software.
Therefore, only if the two methodologies – old and new –
are thoughtfully integrated can the best results be obtained in
terms of representation, comprehension and transmission of
data – all by definition fundamental elements of a good
archaeological survey.
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Fig. 11: Example of the model using a photograph taken
during the scan (right), compared to an archive photo (left).

Fig. 10: Examples of sections or plans drawn from the model.
Another application of the model relates to data
management in a 3D GIS environment for an interdisciplinary
analysis of a structure. Within the Herculaneum Conservation
Project, a geodatabase was created for Herculaneum’s Insula
Orientalis I [BDS*05]. It was structured so as to archive the
graphic documentation and recording forms used in
archaeological analyses and conservation interventions. In this
case the 3D model was created from plans and elevations
obtained with traditional methods (direct instrument survey and
rectified digital photographs). The aim was to create a 3D
model to which the spatial and alphanumeric information could
be linked, and then managed with GIS software.
In the case of the Suburban Baths, should a similar research
project be launched there, it would be possible to use the model
obtained with the laser scanner for the 3D spatial basis, greatly
facilitating the documentation of every single element of the
building.
The use of the laser scanner offers another possible
application, as by using processing software it is possible to
drape the 3D model with images that were not taken at the
same time as the scan.
The model can be used as a very detailed base onto which
archive images can be aligned, for a comparison between the
state of the structure at the time of its discovery and the current
situation (fig. 11). Obviously this method can also be applied to
images that were taken from various photographic campaigns,
without the need of taking new scans. It is clear that this would
allow an almost continual monitoring of the decorative
features’ and the structure’s state of decay (for another
example of the application of 3D laser scanning to the
recording and monitoring of archaeological sites see
[BCD*05]). In this context, the possibility of carrying out
scans only of those areas that are subject to specific forms of
decay or that need particular attention could be considered, and
these scans could then go to integrate or update an already
existing scan.
In fact, a modest campaign of emergency laser scanning was
recently carried out by Akhet on spaces across Herculaneum
that are both spatially and decoratively elaborate, and that are
particularly vulnerable to immediate loss of archaeological
features (due to the speed of deterioration and the difficulties of
intervening promptly). This allowed the project to exploit the
potential for rapid data collection with data processing at a later
stage.

In the case of the Suburban Baths, the building’s state of
decay caused the closure of the complex to the public.
However, the use of this technology has allowed us to create
complete graphic documentation (3D and photographic
surveys). It will be possible to create a virtual tour within the
model, which would immediately allow the architectural spaces
to be experienced and also shows the decorative complexity of
the building. This is undoubtedly a huge advantage offered by
this survey technique. The texturized digital model is, in fact,
an extremely realistic environment that can constitute the base
for any type of multimedia processing of the product (video,
virtual reality, etc) in such a way as to allow a building to be
enjoyed both in cases when it becomes inaccessible, as well as
in the case where the archaeological site is at a distance (virtual
tours via the internet, for example). The Herculaneum
Conservation Project will be exploring the best ways to offer
this potential tool to visitors to the site, and to a distant but
interested public online, as part of a research and outreach
programme (for example, the use of IT applications for
distance learning of heritage subjects has been explored more
thoroughly in the case of the ancient history syllabus in New
South Wales, Australia where Herculaneum is studied by
around 10,000 students a year, the majority of whom cannot
visit the site in person, see [Cou06]).
7. Conclusions
The opportunity offered by the collaboration with the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to experiment with
laser scan surveying was not only advantageous to the
Herculaneum Conservation Project in terms of data acquisition
and technological advances, but also because it offered a
chance to employ a reflexive methodology.
The latest technology does not necessarily present the best
choice in conservation, as it can be time-consuming without
offering concrete benefits beyond the aesthetic. Technology
can also create a certain distance between the archaeological
remains and the surveyor, which does not contribute to
thoughtful analysis and consideration of a structure’s complex
history and conservation needs. However, where technology is
thoughtfully employed the benefits can be great. In this case,
the Herculaneum Conservation Project benefited from the fact
that the 3rdTech Inc. DeltaSphere-3000 laser scanner, and
related software, is a tried and tested instrument used widely by
law enforcement agencies in the USA, as this offered us
advanced technology that had already undergone extensive
“road testing” and ensured optimum application. 3D laser
scanning is being tested for its use in long-term monitoring of
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decay situations (even from periods prior to the project that are
only documented in archive photographs), and for its ability to
offer almost infinite views of the building, which will prove
incredibly helpful in future conservation efforts.
From this strictly technical point of view the 3D laser
scanner technology is an increasingly important tool for
archaeological survey and restoration work. However, this
work should also be seen in the light of the Herculaneum
Conservation Project’s efforts not only to be multidisciplinary
in its planning stages but also in the more delicate site-works
phase. Work on site notoriously requires flexibility, speed and
the immediate use of analytical data in order to develop linear
operations, and in these cases a 3D laser scan of an entire
building complex (such as the Suburban Baths) can provide
rapid data acquisition and complete data coverage. These two
basic elements then become “common ground” for discussion
among all the consultants, present and future.
From our point of view a 3D model offers: an extremely
flexible tool that can instantly create plans or sections for the
planning phase of works (for architects); an objective basis
from which to monitor and evaluate static and environmental
risks (for architects, structural engineers, conservatorrestorers); a method for comparing past graphic and
photographic documentation (for conservator-restorers,
archaeologists); a three-dimensional basis for managing GIS
data (for archaeologists, conservator-restorers, technical
experts); a starting point for creating hypothetical virtual
reconstructions (for archaeologists); an opportunity for
academics and members of the wider public to “visit” a
building that is inaccessible during conservation works or at a
long distance (for the public).
The spirit of this initiative was to provide a practical tool
while experimenting and comparing different approaches to
surveying in an archaeological and conservation context. If this
perhaps appears to be simply the latest 3D laser scanning
project, it should also be noted that a specific effort was made
to ensure that a thorough and high-quality project was carried
out in order to define the limits and advantages of this tool
within a multidisciplinary and symbiotic project – perhaps
establishing a further point of departure for the evaluation of
new technologies in this particular applied field.
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ABSTRACT
Within the Prize New EPOCs (reNEWing Economic prosperity for POrt Cities) the urban modelling of the area between
Porta Napoli and the Molo Polisettoriale is realized with the purpose to preserve both patrimony and cultural identity of the
port area in Taranto. Today this area includes some architectural complexes of extraordinary importance, ancient shops
useful in the past for the storage of big amounts of agricultural products and the church of S. Maria in Costantinopoli
completely rebuilt after its moving in 1928.
A 3D model of the urban area actual state is realized using integrated survey methodologies (traditional topographical
survey, GPS, photogrammetric survey, laser scanners and remote sensing). On the base of historical - opportunely
georefered - cartographies the urban evolution of the area is chronologically reconstructed by 3D modelling in environment
GIS, and a recovery plan is suggested in order to improve the port area.
1.

The ionic inlet of Taranto gulf

Taranto city (figure 1) rises on a strip of land between
two seas; outside Mar Grande connected to that inside
Mar Piccolo through two channels, the natural one on the
west of the island where the historical city rises and the
artificial one on to east. The first one is crossed by Porta
Napoli Bridge (St. Egidio), the second one by the
Revolving Bridge.
The historical nucleus rises on a portion of land currently
set a part from the firm land, the modern city on the two
portions of firm land. The first one developed in
disproportionate manner and with the principal city
institutions, the second one, instead, for a long time
neglected by the town planning becoming place of the
principal industrial and productive activities.

Figure 1: Map of Taranto city.
1.1 Area of study
The area of study is the urban portion expanded over the
Porta Napoli Bridge (figure 2); it has a triangular form
and is limited on the north by the railway line, on the east
by Mar Grande and on the south by Mar Piccolo. Today it
is strongly congested and degraded and shows evident
contradictions because of stores connected with the port
activity and the principal systems of communication and
access to the city.
Notwithstanding the original centrality, this area becomes
marginal and peripheral for the presence of the terminal
buses, of the port and the railway station [CDPR78].

Figure 2: Aerial view of Porta Napoli area.
1.2 Object of the research
The centrality of the area and the function of entrance
pole to the city makes necessary an urban intervention
that gives back new dignity to the area and is occasion for
adding a series of new functions to the already existing
ones [PS89].
This intervention, of course, cannot leave out of
considerations the analysis of the events that make
peculiar the conformation and the definition of the area;
our analysis of the urban transformations goes from the
beginning of 800 to our days with attention above all to
meaningful moments of development.
1.3 Historical reconstruction
The reconstruction starts from the actual configuration of
this urban portion, on the base of the
aereophotogrammetric surveying and a new acquired
data, and comes back to the beginning of XIXth century.
The research, in fact, underlines a progressive decrease of
the documentation in time, therefore we choose to limit
the investigation to this date.
We also choose a methodology of metric approach that
allows a clear reading of the elements we have. Therefore
we bring all the cartographic sources in the same
planimetric projection system (georeferentation) and use
survey methodologies able to reconstruct elements of
architectural meaning and historical value [CB87].
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Metric restitution

The increase of raster informative sources (figure 3) - as
for instance ortophotos - high resolution images and
historical cartographies allow today to prepare a lot of
useful files within urban improvement planning and in
general in territorial planning.
Just to avoid data become unusable, it is of the main
importance that their analysis happens in short times with
the cognitive support of cartography and places.

complexity of the polynomial is expressed as the order of
the polynomial; Finite Element, model used for
correcting images that have not conformed distortions, as
those produced by an airborne analyser [CCT03].
2.2 Methodology of survey
Two sessions of measures GPS are performed of 32
GCPs, employing contemporarily more receivers in the
three days of surveying.
In the observations four double frequency receivers
operate contemporarily, three of them work in fast-static
formality, and the fourth one is the permanent station
installed on the DIASS - Politecnico di Bari.
The average duration of the sessions, related to the
acquisition of the mobile points, is of 15 minutes and 45
baselines are measured altogether with distances that
don’t overcome 9 kms.
The calculation of the baselines is performed by dividing
the session of measure in 3 subsessions, each of them
with reference to one day of observation.
2.3 The process of georeferentation

Figure 3: Iconographic documentation.
In the metric analysis the historical cartographies present
a strong dishomogeneity due to the different modality of
cartographic
representation
and
due
to
the
geomorphology and urban changes in the area.
It is necessary in fact, also for the georeferentation of the
maps, to follow an approach inverse to chronological
evolution.
The metric restitution is realized performing a first survey
planning and a planning of the operational formalities,
pointing out common and easily recognizable points
between the aerophotogrammetric survey (1999) at our
disposal and the ground.
Subsequently, we have georeferentated the historical
documents on the base of the Ground Control Points
(GCPs) that are surveyed (image to map method) and
present on the maps and on the base of new points
recognizable on the different maps (image to image
method).

Below some results of the georeferentation adopted for an
IKONOS image are shown and different historical
cartographies in fully grown raster [CCC*01].
The goodness of the operations is appraised: both
differences between coordinates that are read on the
georeferentated images and the cartographic coordinates
and both the difference between coordinates of the image
and by surveying obtained coordinates GPS, as
comparing the distances between points measured on the
image or on the georeferentation cartography and the
same distances measured with land surveying or on the
cartography. Finally, we proceed to georeferentation of
each image and almost-automatic vectorialization of the
same ones (figures 4-5-6-7).

2.1 Georeferentation of the images
For georeferentation of the images in a established
system of reference, it is required to point out of land
control points (GCP) to remove the accidental distortions
and the residual unknown systematic distortions, inherent
to the raw data.
To point out the parameters of the transformation
(translations, rotation and scale factor) is necessary have
a certain number of points of known coordinates, easily
recognizable on the image.
To avoid intrinsic distortions in some images, it is
necessary to perform transformations based on precision
algorithms among which: projective, that associates a
notparallel grate to a parallel grate (transformation to
eight parameters); similar, based on a linear model that
corrects rotation, translation, affinity and staircases in X
and Y (bidimensional transformation to six parameters);
Helmert, built on a linear model that corrects rotation,
translation and a constant scale factor in X and Y
(conformed transformation and bidimensional to four
parameters); Polynomial Equations, constituted by
complex mathematical models, the degree of the

Figure 4: Georeferentation and vectorialization map by
Saint Bon 1865-66.
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Figure 7:
IKONOS.
3.

Figure 5: Georeferentation and vectorialization map of
Mar Grande e Mar Piccolo (1890).

Figure 6: Georeferentation and vectorialization map
(1926).

Georeferentation

and
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vectorialization

3D modelling

A 3D model contains a quantity of informations that can
be analyzed and increased and that can be used for the
understanding of a site.
That is important for all sites of artistic and historical
interest whose documentation becomes fundamental in
case of loss or damages (figure 8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15).
A 3D model of the present state allows a possible
intervention of restauration or improvements faithful to
the original form. It is desirable that such models result
practical and efficient to be managed with commercial
and easily modifiable tools, also preserving elevated
geometric resolution and accuracy.
Today the above said results can be reached thanks to the
new surveying technologies in particular through laser
scanning, which allows, in rapid times and with suitable
precision, to get realistic and each other integrating with
already consolidated techniques models 3D of the
investigated object.
The obtain results allow the constitution of a 3D metric
file in continuous updating and that is also necessary to
appraise possible phenomena of degrade and damage.

Figure 8: Construction of urban transformation 1800.
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Figure 9: Urban transformation 1800.

Figure 12: Urban transformation 1900.

Figure10:– Urban transformation 1860.

Figure 13: Urban transformation 1930/40.

Figure 11: Urban transformation 1885.

Figure 14: Urban transformation 1960.
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The laser survey activity is planned on the base of a
project thought (figure 19) following a series of
examinations where different strategies of intervention
are singled out, necessary either for the creation of a
topographical support net or for the individualization of
the points of the taking laser scanners [CCR*05].
The surveying project is checked and simulated on the
field, by singling out the net and the single stations; the
net and the relative detail points are simulated in the
laboratory through specific software with the purpose to
quantify the obtainable precisions previously with the
instruments used for the phases of surveying.

Figure 15: Today.
4.

Laser Scanner survey

The object that is selected to apply the methodology of
laser scanner surveying is the Porta Napoli Bridge,
because of its architectural and historical value. In fact it
is a strategic link between the historical area and the
expansion on the firm land. The actual configuration is
only the last one of series of structures (figure 16-17)
followed each other from the beginning of ‘800 to today
(figure 18).

Figure 16: Porta Napoli bridge (1890).

Figure 19: Survey project.
The laser acquisitions are realized using a Laser HDS
3000 Leica. To integrate the data acquired with laser
scanner and topographical surveying, special monographs
of the natural points and a detailed diary of all points are
compiled.
The clouds points, as result of single acquisitions, are, in
a first moment, assembled to obtained front west, front
east and above unities (figure 20).
Subsequently the clouds points are assembled on the base
of topographical survey using the targets and the natural
points recognizable in the scannings in order to constitute
a single cloud coherent with an only system of reference
(figure 21).

Figure 17: Porta Napoli bridge (1930).
Figure 20: Assemblage of point clouds.

Figure 18: Porta Napoli bridge today.
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Figure 21: Representation 3D of point clouds.
Meaningful elements of the constructive and decorative
apparatus are chosen for later elaborations (figure 22-2324).

Figure 22: Representation 3D for complex mesh.

The activity intends to move the centre of the city toward
the western suburb by creating a new equipped area with
positive relapses on the process of improving the
bordering historical centre [R03].
The recovery of the historical area can become occasion
to endow the city of a series of equipments and services
of public utility.
The investigation on the urban transformations underlines
pregnant priority of historical value that can be guidelines
for the intervention planning.
Besides the proposal includes strategies to evoke the
cultural character of the area and underlines the
relationship between city and sea by increasing
pedestrian areas, with additional services for tourism and
for the activities of leisure time, by improving the open
public spaces and by helping the question of new
occupational figures.
It is foreseen also preservation politics regarding
historical buildings, founds of industrial archaeology,
with the objective to find in them new spaces for the
museum of fishing, of the tradition of mitilicoltura, of the
handicraft, etc..
This proposal is a light transformation respectful of the
historical values of the area that foresees superficial
interventions of lifting and radical interventions of
demolition and reconstruction according to the guidelines
for the creation of a “Parco Urbano Portuale” (figure 2526-27-28-29-30).

Figure 25: Parco Urbano Portuale.
Figure 23: A particolar of model.

Figure 24: A particular of model.

5.

Guidelines for a “Parco Urbano Portuale”

The here advanced proposal foresees the realization of a
“Parco Urbano Portuale” for Taranto and individualizes
some guidelines for a future planning.

Figure 26: Parco Urbano Portuale - 3D Simulation.
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Abstract
The VENUS project aims at providing scientific methodologies and technological tools for the virtual exploration
of deep underwater archaeology sites. Underwater archaeological sites, for example shipwrecks, offer extraordinary opportunities for archaeologists due to factors such as darkness, low temperatures and a low oxygen rate
which are favourable to preservation. On the other hand, these sites cannot be experienced first hand and today are
continuously jeopardised by activities such as deep trawling that destroy their surface layer. The VENUS project
will improve the accessibility of underwater sites by generating thorough and exhaustive 3D records for virtual
exploration. The project team plans to survey shipwrecks at various depths and to explore advanced methods and
techniques of data acquisition through autonomous or remotely operated unmanned vehicles with innovative sonar
and photogrammetry equipment. Research will also cover aspects such as data processing and storage, plotting
of archaeological artefacts and information system management. This work will result in a series of best practices
and procedures for collecting and storing data. Further, VENUS will develop virtual reality and augmented reality tools for the visualisation of and immersive interaction with a digital model of an underwater site. The model
will be made accessible online, both as an example of digital preservation and for demonstrating new facilities of
exploration in a safe, cost-effective and pedagogical environment. The virtual underwater site will provide archaeologists with an improved insight into the data and the general public with simulated dives to the site. The VENUS
consortium, composed of eleven partners, is pooling expertise in various disciplines: archaeology and underwater
exploration, marine robotics and instrumentation, knowledge representation and photogrammetry, virtual reality
and digital data preservation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality

1. Project Summary
The VENUS project aims to provide a virtual exploration of
deep underwater archaeological sites. Virtual exploration of
our underwater environment will permit both experts and the
general public to study interesting archaeological sites in a
safe, cost-effective and pedagogical environment.
Precious underwater archaeological sites, for example shipc The Eurographics Association 2006.


wrecks, are continuously jeopardized by activities such as
trawling that destroys the crucial surface layer of the site.
The generation of a thorough and exhaustive 3D record of
these wrecks consequently gains importance daily. These
sites can never be experienced first hand by the majority of
archaeologists or the general public: our project will provide a faithful accurate 3D immersive reconstruction of the
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site providing virtual access to all. Our project is composed
of five objectives: Initially we will define a series of best
practices and procedures for collecting and storing data in
an efficient, economic and safe way from the underwater archaeological site.
Our second objective will be to survey wrecks, (at various
depths), using AUVs / ROVs (Autonomous Underwater /
Remotely Operated Vehicles) and various techniques of data
acquisition (sonar + photogrammetry). We will then provide
archaeologists with software tools for signal, data and information processing and management. The generation of these
tools is our third objective and will allow the extraction of
digital models and management of confidence levels of the
data collected from objective two.
Our fourth objective is to generate virtual reality and augmented reality tools for the immersive interaction and visualization of the models created in objective three. These tools
will provide archaeologists with an improved insight into the
data and the general public with simulated dives to the site.
Finally we will disseminate our results via a dedicated website and publications within the field of archaeology, sea exploration, photogrammetry and virtual reality.

paved the way for the presentation (in a realistic manner)
of reconstruction assumptions of archaeological sites, either
for freely exploring these assumptions in a Virtual Reality framework, or by exploring the site itself mixed with
a reconstruction assumption within an Augmented Reality
framework. [CWSB01] Underwater archaeology is a challenging issue for Mixed Reality since the environment may
not be accessible to man and is often considered hostile. As
a matter of fact, deep wrecks are out of reach for divers,
(beyond 60m, traditional air diving is prohibited and diving
beyond that limit requires gas mixtures and significant surface facilities). [Bas70].
Wreck preservation in the open sea is facilitated due to several factors such as darkness, low temperature and low oxygen rate. However, deep wrecks are now jeopardized by
emerging deep trawling that destroys the surface layer of the
sites and thus scrambles legibility. Indeed, the twenty year
old assumption that deep wrecks would be protected from
trawling is not true anymore as trawls can nowadays be deployed down to depths of 1000m. Therefore, many of theses wrecks are likely to be destroyed even before they can
be studied. More generally, this project is oriented toward

2. Project Objective
The VENUS project aims at providing scientific methodologies and technological tools for the virtual exploration of
deep underwater archaeology sites. This exploration relies
on the accurate construction of a virtual submarine environment representing the site. The VENUS project is a pipeline
of five steps:
•
•
•
•

Data acquisition on the site;
Data processing and storage;
Construction of a virtual model of the site;
Plotting archaeological artefacts and information system
management;
• Dissemination of the procedures adopted for data acquisition and processing, as well as software tools and endresults of the project via traditional and internet publication.
This pipeline process will provide a fully functional virtual
environment for archaeologists and the general public. Each
step raises interesting research problems and technical challenges.
2.1. Motivations
The studies on ground archaeological sites, as well as shipwrecks sites, have always aimed at obtaining very accurate
graphical representations of reality. As soon as appropriate tools became available, there was also a trend towards
obtaining 3D representations on graphic displays. Over recent years, the field of archaeology has witnessed increasing interest in Virtual and Augmented Realities, or more
generally Mixed Reality. The technologies available have

Figure 1: VENUS project architecture diagram.
both kind of sites, those reachable by divers and those reachable only with submersible vehicles; in both cases the project
will develop methodologies and techniques for data acquisition by means of unmanned vehicles, i.e., Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROVs). The use of AUVs and ROVs will be a great improvement in terms of efficiency, economy and safety and
will permit high quality automatic data capture. Regardless
of diver accessibility, an underwater site is out of physical
and practical reach for the majority of archaeologists and for
the general public: our project aims at drastically changing
this situation, by making the site virtually accessible to everybody. Due to the complexity of this ambitious project we
will have always two points of view: the first one is to offer to
archaeologists best practice, efficient, safe and cost effective
tools to collect and manage archaeological data from shipwrecks; the second point, is to show what can be achieved
without the constraint of a tight budget (which is generally
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 2: ROV and Diver, ISME.

the case in archaeology). The budget has a particularly high
influence on the technological aspect of this project: especially for underwater data acquisition and virtual reality immersion. In this project it is also planned to survey a deep
shipwreck in order to apply the entire VENUS platform to a
shipwreck in an excellent state of conservation and to show
some possible immersive VR applications. We now present
the five general objectives of this project and in addition,
Objective Six, "Missions in open sea" which represents the
three missions necessary to collect data and test and improve
the methodologies adopted.
2.2. Objective one: Underwater exploration best
practices and procedures
The first aim is to define a series of procedures and best practices for collecting data in an efficient, economic and safe
way on underwater archaeological sites:
• Efficiency is related to the automatic collection of enough
data, of sufficient good quality to allow for a satisfactory
virtual reconstruction;
• Economy relates to the possibility of using, with suitable adaptations, "off-the-shelf" equipment, that archaeologists can easily get and employ;
• Safety has to do with the reduction of risks and inconvenience for human beings when operating at great depths
and/or in a hostile environment.
The key technology we propose to exploit in pursuing this
objective is based on the extensive use of Uninhabited Underwater Vehicles (UUVs), both remotely and autonomous
vehicles (ROVs/AUVs). UUVs, equipped with acoustic,
magnetic and optical sensors of various kinds, are becoming
the tools "par excellence" in underwater archaeology as the
technology offers ever increasing user-friendly and economical solutions, in particular because they allow the exploration and preservation of sites located at prohibitive depth
for divers (see Proceedings of The International Congress
c The Eurographics Association 2006.


on The Application of Recent Advances in Underwater Detection and Survey Techniques to Underwater Archaeology,
Bodrum, Turkey, 2004; Proceedings of Workshop on Innovative Technologies for Underwater Archaeology, Prato,
Italy, 2004 and the references therein). [ABB04] [SP04]
However, the potential of an approach that combines underwater robotics technology and virtual and augmented reality in gathering data and then simulating underwater archaeological sites have not yet been completely explored
nor exploited. In particular, data gathering procedures have
not been optimized with respect to post processing. Also,
best practices about the combined use of different kinds of
UUVs and sensory systems and devices have not yet been
defined. Measure of success: A thorough and clear defini-

Figure 3: Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) of IST.
tion of the platforms, sensors, and methodologies that will be
used to acquire, process, and display underwater archaeological data. Namely: i) definition of the platform (AUV, ROV)
configurations and equipment that will be used to gather vision and acoustic data and of the interfaces required to ensure inter-partner systems compatibility, ii) full assessment
of the compatibility of the DTM (digital terrain map) + photogrammetric data with 3D Virtual/Augmented reality systems, and iii) development of software for image processing
to compensate for refraction errors that arise in the process
of acquiring vision data underwater. [PSO05], [SDV∗ 04].
2.3. Objective Two: Underwater 3D survey merging
optic and acoustic sensors
The second objective aims at defining practical procedures
for merging optical and acoustic data, acquired during the
surveying of underwater sites, into a coherent representation. [CWSB02].
The project will witness the application of advanced techniques for underwater data acquisition and processing to the
mapping of selected archaeological sites. An Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV), equipped with acoustic and vision sensors (for
sonar mapping + photogrammetry), will be used to acquire
relevant data in an efficient, systematic, and safe manner
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at the sites, including one that is out of reach for divers.
[DL05].
The need of geo-referencing the gathered data will be considered. Steps will be taken to endow the vehicles with navigation systems capable of providing information on their
position with the accuracy that is required for the applications envisioned. [BT00], [GZ03].
Simplified underwater photogrammetric techniques will be
developed to allow the use, after appropriate image processing, of software originally conceived for terrestrial photogrammetry. A semi-automatic surface densification technique will be developed in order to automatically generate
a large amount of 3D point data based on multiple image
correlation and to facilitate the time consuming photogrammetric process during the plotting phase (in the laboratory).
A convenient tool for digitalization will be developed, offering to the archaeology community a convenient way to make
accurate 3D measurements based on the product of the merging operation: a 3D mesh and a set of oriented photographies
in the same reference system. [DDPL05], [DSL03].
We plan to make at least three experimental surveys, two in
shallow water (on wrecks already studied) with archaeologists and divers and the final one in deep water to enhance
the innovative aspect of this project. These surveys will be
performed by conforming to the data collection guidelines
specified in objective one.
Measure of success: Data gathering by means of robotic
tools and the integration of acoustic and photogrammetric
data at a sufficiently small scale will make virtual access, exploration and study of underwater archaeological sites possible. Access to these sites are currently beyond reach for the
large majority of archaeologists and, in many cases, for the
general public. The demonstration that i) archaeological surveys can be automated by using underwater robots that are
easy to program seamlessly, and ii) sufficient navigational
accuracy can be achieved so as to meet the precision requirements compatible with the scale dimensions envisioned, will
provide quantitative indicators of the results obtained and a
measure of success.
2.4. Objective Three: managing and revising
archaeological knowledge
Objective three aims to provide underwater archaeologists
with software tools for signal, data and information processing and management. These tools will allow for the extraction of digital models and management of confidence levels of the data collected from objective two. [Ace03] In the
last decade, the tools developed for managing archaeological data have only focused on the geometric aspects; however, in order to integrate the archaeologist’s knowledge and
designing tools managing both data and knowledge, an appropriate representation of the archaeological knowledge is
required. [BHLW03].
Another important factor is the management of this knowledge. We deal with pieces of information of different nature
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that also originate from different sources characterized by
various degrees of confidence. The methods of acquisition
differ and provide data of unequal quality. Moreover, most
of the time, the pieces of information are incomplete, uncertain, or inaccurate and have the potential to conflict with
each other and hence may need the definition of fusion operations. Different cases arise according to the nature of the
data used for fusion.
[JP00] The proposed work for this particular objective starts
with a case study of archaeologist knowledge and procedures
in order to define data management systems and a virtual
universe.
We plan to investigate how artificial intelligence methods
and tools could be used to represent the archaeological information and to perform revision and fusion according to
the following points:
• to design and build specific ontology: by analyzing the relevance of the objects which can be handled in a particular
archaeological application, independently of the expected
data; to carefully examine their definition and the kind of
implicit knowledge it carries; to compare how the data,
with their quality depending on the observation process,
and the recording process, can fit with the object definition; [SDP03]
• To design which knowledge representation formalisms
are suitable to represent semi-structured information, paying attention to the specificity of the archaeological data:
3D spatial reference, topological relationships and spatial
correlations, specific expert knowledge and specific ontology;
• To select which fusion strategy is best suited to the representation formalism chosen according to the nature of the
situation, and the availability of relevant data, and their
degree of quality and reliability. For instance, revision is
relevant if one data set is strongly reliable;
• To assess the tractability of the fusion: How can the nature
of the data help in defining tractable classes of problems
for merging? How should existing general algorithms be
adapted for merging? How can heuristics be defined that
stem from the specificity of the nature of data to speed up
algorithms?
• To define reversible fusion operations. This stems from
the fact that, in general, the existing fusion operations developed in the field of artificial intelligence are not reversible; this is in contrast with the fact that reversibility
is mandatory when facing real scale applications. [NS97],
[BBJ∗ 05].
Measure of success: The first draft of the "archaeological
ontology" description, in Task 3.2, must be able to encompass most of the various features, properties, processes or
behaviours collected during the first months of discussion
between the computer scientists and the archaeologists of
the consortium. A "typical" archaeological campaign will be
summarized and described at the beginning of the project, as
a baseline test bed for the further representation formalisms.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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A confrontation of this baseline to external expert will permit to measure its relevance, and therefore, to measure the
relevance of the representation formalisms against it.
2.5. Objective four: Mixed reality modelling
Archaeologists need to explore and make an inventory of
deep wreck sites unreachable by divers as these sites may
be jeopardized by deep trawling in the next few years. The
digital preservation aspect should also be addressed by this
objective. [CVM04].
The main goal of objective four is therefore to immerse
archaeologists inside a virtual universe depicting a reconstructed archaeological site, for example a shipwreck, and
allow them to work on this site as naturally as possible. The
digital model generated in the previous section will then be
used, with the help of virtual reality and mixed reality, for
constructing immersive, virtual environments that enable archaeologists and general public to experience an accurate
and fully immersive visualization of the site.
Archaeology is a challenging issue for Virtual and Augmented Reality (and more generally Mixed Reality) as these
techniques can offer a realistic rendering of reconstruction
assumptions either within the framework of Virtual Reality
for exploring theses assumptions or within the site itself by
using Augmented Reality. [AVLJ01], [ATP∗ 04].
Up to now, virtual reality has been used in archaeology only
in the context of assumptions visualization which is already
suitable for general public, the goal here is therefore to produce an immersive interface which could enable archaeologists to study a site reconstruction using the surveys, but also
to generate reconstruction assumptions directly in virtual immersion. This project tackles the concept of augmented reality. More specifically, within the framework of underwater
archaeology, the main difficulty of this type of exploration
lies in the expensive deployment of heavy equipment to enable a team of archaeologists to explore, make an inventory
and chart an underwater site before expressing the slightest
assumption about the nature of a wreck or its cargo. Virtual
Reality would also provide an overall view of a site and allow data exploration in a contextual way. Novel interaction
and visualization techniques will be developed in order to
meet the requirements of this objective. [LSB∗ 04] Completing this objective should offer the opportunity for archaeologists to explore a digital mock-up of a wreck site built
upon the digital models mentioned in the previous objective. This exploration should be immersive in order to maintain the same framework as real dives (without any risk or
constraints), but should also offer new opportunities to archaeologists. Ultimately this virtual environment should offer the same tools as during real dives (such as navigation,
measures, annotations, etc.). This environment should also
provide new tools for creating reconstructions assumptions
of various artefacts discovered on the wreck site in order to
enrich the database created from the site.
Such a virtual exploration should also be performed by sevc The Eurographics Association 2006.


eral researchers at the same time, by offering Collaborative
Work facilities. [PCVH04]. In addition, Collaborative work
raises the problem related to hardware requirement for each
of the researchers. Some of them might have access to high
level hardware such as immersive platforms, whereas others
may only have access to a simple desktop computer. The key
idea would therefore be to build several demonstrators using
the same engine:
• An immersive demonstrator using purely immersive devices such a VR helmet and data gloves for interacting
with the site;
• A semi-immersive demonstrator using stereo large scale
screen and 3D joystick (or data gloves) to interact with
the site;
• And finally a low end platform using only the standard
devices of a desktop computer. Each of these various platforms may require specific interaction models, but the
goal is to keep the same functionalities on the different
platforms.

Figure 4: Synoptic schema of integrated Virtual Reality in
VENUS.
Measure of success: All the functionalities developed in
these various demonstrators are based on a case study of archaeologists working modalities in order to define interaction modalities and available tasks within the virtual universe
connected to the underlying archaeological database. This is
why the last task of this objective is devoted to the demonstrator evaluation on the basis of the previous case study by
archaeologists.
2.6. Objective five: dissemination
The ultimate objective of the project is scientific dissemination in the fields of archaeology, marine exploration, photogrammetry and virtual reality through the publication of
best practice recommendations, a set of open source software tools, and online preservation of an exemplar archive.
Dissemination will be organized in four stages:
1. to refine digital preservation techniques so that they can
be readily applied to the unusual range of data formats
captured during underwater archaeological investigation;
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2. to ensure that partners within the consortium learn about
digital preservation;
3. to promote best practice in digital preservation through
publication of a short practical guide based on this shared
experience;
4. to adopt and trial these best practice techniques within the
project.
• The first objective will be achieved through completion of a desk-based study, supported by a number of
data audits carried out at the start of the project. The
principal investigator for this work package will be
a digital preservation specialist who will spend time
with active fieldworkers, surveying the techniques
that they use and establishing the most appropriate
methods for digital preservation associated with these
file formats. This preservation path, based on an implementation of the OAIS reference model for digital
preservation and the PREMIS metadata model, will
provide a preservation manual for long term curation
of digital data;
• The second objective will be met in part through the
data audit process described above whereby the principal investigator will discuss issues of digital preservation informally with project partners, and report
back to them the results of that research. The objective
will be mainly met through the organization of a twoday project workshop on digital preservation to which
senior members of each partner organization will be
invited. This workshop will be managed by the Archaeology Data Service and will draw from existing
curricula that the UoY-ADS offer on digital preservation;
• Participants at this workshop will be invited to form
an editorial committee and nominate a peer review
group who will assist the principal investigator in the
writing of a short guide to good practice for underwater archaeology. This guide will join the existing
guides in the much praised "Guide to Good Practice"
Series
(http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/goodguides/
g2gp.html). It will be distributed in print to all
partners and key stakeholders, as well as being made
available for free online for all readers;
• By the end of the project, partners will not only have
adapted their tools to ensure digital preservation, but
they will be in a position to apply that best practice
in real life situations. An exemplar archive will be
lodged with the UoY-ADS and preserved into perpetuity. This scholarly archive will also be disseminated
online alongside other research archives maintained
by the UoY-ADS. It will therefore be available for reuse and interrogation by all visitors to the UoY-ADS
site and will stand as a worked example of good practice to demonstrate the project outcomes to the wider
profession.
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To avoid duplication of efforts in a rapidly changing field
a "technology watch" will be maintained, in close collaboration with the EPOCH 6th Framework Network of Excellence. The project team will present reports on its activities
at appropriate technology and humanities conferences. Finally, the 3D and virtual reality aspects of the project make
it appropriate for wider public dissemination, which will be
most effectively achieved via the Internet.
Measure of success. The success of the workshop and subsequent Guide to Good Practice will be measurable by the
extent to which the standards are endorsed and taken up by
the sub-discipline of underwater archaeology. The number
of Guides sold, and the number of visits to the on-line publication provides one measure of the visibility of the Guide.
Previous Guides in the series, such as that for GIS, have sold
out and have had to be re-printed. They have been widely and
positively reviewed, and have been adopted by national and
international standards bodies, and cited in undergraduate
and postgraduate reading lists. The successful dissemination
of the exemplar archive is also measurable, to same extent,
by the number of visits to the site. This will be monitored
by UoY-ADS standardized benchmarks for site visits, and
can be compared against other online resources. The web
site can be promoted through the UoY-ADS outreach programme and related publications, and qualitative feedback
can also be collected.
2.7. The case study: The Mediterranean archaeological
context
If the "first civilizations" were born in the Eastern Mediterranean from the Near East, this sea has been empty for millennia before becoming the main stage of shocks, conflicts
and discovery of civilizations. From Marathon to Lépante,
from Punic Wars to crusades, the Mediterranean space/area
is full of historical reappearances and lights coming from
the dead world. Beyond its current political divisions, it is divided into three cultural communities: Christian, Islamic and
the Greek orthodox universe, that is an affiliation more or
less linked to Rome, Carthage and Constantinople. One particular period interests us here. In ancient times, by imposing
its will and political unification on the Mediterranean world,
Rome did not erase the cultural differences but built its internal sea as a gigantic trading crossroad where oils and brines
from Spain would cross with corn from Egypt, wines from
Algeria and Rhodes, slaves from Nubia, ceramics from Gallia, marbles from Greece and bronzes from Italy. [ANS04],
During the Roman Empire, among all these various products coming from the Mediterranean, a great quantity of Portuguese amphorae were sailing from Hercules Pillars to the
Rhine frontiers and carried the famous Lusitanian fish sauce.
Today underwater archaeology opens, from the deep past of
the sea, a direct route to these shipwrecks, complex works
that testify the wealth and the diversity of exchanges and of
men. In this project, the methods of excavation, the systems
of data capture and of the data’s visualization and the coopc The Eurographics Association 2006.
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eration of archaeologists and multinational specialists, will
enable historical restoration of these trades and to continue
these faraway sailing journeys, brutally interrupted.
We plan to make three experimentations in different archaeological contexts and under different sea conditions. The first
one, leaded by MIBAC-SBAT in Tuscany will focuss on a
very interesting archaeological site near the Pianosa island,
and will be considered as a shallow water (-36m) mission.
The wreck site consists of a large area of mixed amphorae
probably due to more than one wreck superposition. The sec-

by COMEX.
The wreck site (which seems to be still intact) presents a
very large tumulus of Roman wine amphorae, Dressel 1A.
Visible on 22 m length and ten meters broad, it is located at
a depth of 120m.

Figure 7: The submarine REMORA 2000 of COMEX during rhe Grand Ribaud F excavation, 2000. Photo Frederic
Bassemayousse.
Figure 5: A view of the site close to Pianosa, Photo Alessandro Parotti, 2000
ond experimentation, in Portugal, concerns two sites: a probable Roman period wreck on the southern coast of Portugal
(Algarve) where amphorae (Beltan IIb) were recovered by
fishermen at a depth of 50m in the ocean; the other one lies
on the Portuguese east coast, near Troia (a roman industrial
complex for processing fish, and wine from the surrounding area, which used locally produced amphorae). This shipwreck probably contains amphorae and may be the result of
a geomorphologic process that has buried structures and amphorae.
The third one is an extremely well preserved shipwreck near
Marseille. Discovered in 1999 by COMEX the "Calanque de
Port Miou" is probably the most beautiful wreck in the Marseilles area nowadays. The site was explored by MCC in the

3. Conclusion and future work
This paper has described a new project that focuses on
the virtual exploration of underwater sites. Our international research group has expertise in a wide range of areas including archaeology and underwater exploration, marine robotics and instrumentation, knowledge representation
and photogrammetry, virtual reality and digital data preservation. Research conducted throughout this project will contribute to all these disciplines. This European Community
funded project began on the 1st July 2006 and will last for
36 months. A dedicated project website is available here:
http://www.VENUS-project.eu/
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How Does Hi-tech Touch the Past?
Does It Meet Conservation Needs?
Results from a Literature Review of Documentation for Cultural Heritage
R. Eppich¹, A. Chabbi¹
¹The Getty Conservation Institute, J. Paul Getty Trust, Los Angeles, California, USA

Abstract
•
Only 1/6th of the reviewed literature is strongly relevant to conservation
•
Simple and easy-to-use tools are not published or widely disseminated
•
Often, hi-technology tools do not meet the current needs of conservation
•
Documentation literature is not extensively published outside of Europe
•
Literature frequently targets already informed and highly specialized professionals, thus limiting the audience
and reducing the influence of significant ideas, techniques and methods.
These are some of the conclusions drawn from a recent literature review on recording built heritage. As part of a larger
project to identify examples of good documentation practice, the Getty Conservation Institute conducted this review,
reading over 700 articles, books, conference proceedings and white papers. Although our research was not a scientific
random sampling, our selection set is nevertheless a good indication of trends in the field. The material was drawn from
library catalogues, databases, and interviews with international professionals, and then debated by a team of four people
over the course of a year. A rating system was created to quantify the results and centers around the following questions:
What is the conservation issue? Is there a correlation between the documentation phase and the conservation process?
Are the tools appropriate and effective enough to address the issue?
In other words: Does documentation serve conservation? Does it truly inform the conservation process?
Through a detailed analysis of this review, we identify significant risks and propose solutions. Documentation
practitioners need to be aware of and overcome prevailing challenges to ensure that documentation truly serves the
preservation of our cultural heritage.
A.1 [GENERAL]: Introductory and survey. A.2: Reference.

1. Introduction
Conservation is the protection and preservation of the
integrity of our cultural heritage through examination,
preventive care, carefully planned interventions, and
vigilant monitoring. It is a process that relies on informed
decisions drawn heavily from research, survey and on-site
investigations. The findings recorded from these methods
of examination are loosely known as documentation,
which is a cornerstone to conservation and a priority when
dealing with cultural heritage – something that should not
be overlooked.
Technology has significantly touched the past as it
assists in this documentation with measured surveys,
digitally recorded condition and images; and by improving
communication and quickly retrieving research. Recently,
cutting-edge technologies such as virtual reality,
augmented reality, laser scanning, 3D GIS, or rapid
prototyping, among others, have been used in the
documentation of cultural heritage. These cutting-edge
technologies represent the far-end of the hi-tech spectrum
and have been, only recently, introduced into the field of

conservation. Because practitioners come from a wide
variety of disciplines such as architecture, archaeology,
painting and object conservation, exposure to technology
varies. Exposure is also affected by geography and access
to resources, thus knowledge varies throughout the world.
Therefore, in this paper, hi-tech will refer to cutting-edge
tools.
Do hi-tech tools effectively assist documentation? Or
have they become an end unto themselves? Are the tools
appropriate and effective enough to address the issue?
In other words: does documentation serve conservation?
Does it truly serve to inform the conservation process?
The answers are surprising.
In the past decade, hi-tech tools have continued to evolve
and improve exponentially while their application in the
conservation of our cultural heritage has not proceeded at
the same pace. The most significant way for us to “touch”
the past is through conservation; therefore, this trend is
alarming. While it is completely understandable that
research and development in hi-tech tools is carried out, it
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is perplexing that within the context of cultural heritage,
conservation is not a primary concern.
Recently, as part of a larger project to identify good
conservation documentation practice, an extensive
literature review was completed. Over 600 articles,
conference proceedings, and books were read, rated and
debated by a team of four conservation professionals of
different backgrounds over the period of one year. This
material is largely drawn from the last 20 years and,
although not a scientific random sampling,1 it still provides
insight into documentation for cultural heritage
conservation. It also offers some answers to the previously
asked questions.
The results obtained through this literature are analyzed
in the following paper. Significant risks are identified and
solutions are presented as challenges.
2. Method
The goal throughout this process was to identify good
examples of documentation practice that assisted and
informed conservation. Material was collected from a
wide variety of online databases, catalogues, and indices
such as AATA Online, OCLC, Online Union Catalogue,
ICCROM Library catalogue, Scopus, the Documentation
Center of UNESCO-ICOMOS Online Database, the ISPRS
online archives, etc. Sources were also found from
browsing and cross-referencing citations in books, journals
and
conference
proceedings.
Discussions
with
conservation and survey professionals and attendance at
various conferences brought additional examples. Based
on this research, an extensive bibliography of useful
reference material was compiled.2
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• Are the documentation tools appropriate to address the
conservation issue in terms of costs, details, precision,
time, and availability?
• Are the tools effective in informing the conservation
process?
• Is the writing style clear?
• Does the author have good expertise on the topic?
• Are references provided?
Other important details were the affiliations and
provenance of the authors, the location and sponsors of the
project and the country of publication.
As this material was researched, it was divided into six
disciplines (architectural conservation, decorative finishes,
structural
conservation,
conservation
planning,
archaeological conservation and landscape preservation),
which helped in distributing the readings among the team
members with different specialties. All team members read
the articles and debated their various merits and issues
based on the scores obtained.

The material collected covers three thematic areas:
• Publications with a conservation focus that featured

survey or documentation;

• Survey and documentation publications and conference

proceedings with a cultural heritage component (CIPA
proceedings, survey periodicals, etc.); and,

• Periodicals relating to cultural resources.

A balance was sought between these thematic areas as
well as disciplines, documentation techniques and
geographical distribution of the selected readings.
Identification of important conservation issues as they
recurred throughout the readings was also crucial.
Although most publications are in English, articles in other
languages, including French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Korean, Chinese and Japanese were also included.
2.1. Evaluation
A rigorous evaluation system was established to guide
the reading process. All sources were thoroughly reviewed,
organized into a matrix, and rated on a scale of 1 to 3
against the following questions:
• Is a conservation issue clearly stated?
• If so, is the scope of the issue addressed by
documentation?
• Is there a correlation between the documentation
objectives and the conservation process?

Figure 1: Example of the rating matrix.
3. Results and Risks
The results of this review guided the selection of case
studies illustrating good applications of documentation for
conservation. Yet this survey yielded a wealth of
qualitative and quantitative information to formulate trends
in documentation within the field of cultural heritage.
Most articles were informative reports of academic
research on technology development and innovative tool
applications where the subject was cultural heritage, while
others presented a conservation project with a
documentation component. The results of this literature
review can be summarized into five major results.
3.1. Only 1/6th of the reviewed literature is strongly
relevant to conservation
Within the context of cultural heritage, the fact that so
many articles and proceedings do not address a
conservation issue is troubling. There are various reasons
for documentation including education, academic research,
advocacy, and as a record for posterity; however, direct
conservation of the physical fabric and design integrity is
the most significant way to preserve our cultural heritage.
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3.3. Often, hi-technology tools do not meet the current
needs of conservation

400
300

The efficiency of documentation in the field of
conservation was measured against three different criteria:

200

• How well the documentation objectives correlate to the
conservation issue and the scope of the conservation
project;

100
0
None

Weak

Strong

Figure 2: Conservation relevance.

This result was surprising and led to the formulation the
following risk:
Risk: Conservation professionals may dismiss important
documentation projects and useful new tools if the
applications toward conservation are not readily apparent.
Information that could assist them in their collection of
data in order to make informed decisions may go
overlooked.

A very good article was reviewed during this process and
featured the mapping of an archaeological site in the
Middle East. The article mentions the appropriate use of
tools such as historic research, satellite imagery, and GPS.
The site is thoroughly mapped topographically and
archaeological details recorded, producing an excellent
record of the site. However, primary conservation issues
such as drainage and soil erosion, undercut foundations,
looters trenches and mortar loss are barely, if at all,
mentioned. There is a statement made about protection
toward the end of the article but important conservation
issues are not addressed. If this article had mentioned
some of these site issues, it could have been a valuable
resource for conservation.
3.2. Simple and easy-to-use tools are not published or
widely disseminated.

Although too difficult to quantify, the results reflected an
increasing bias toward hi-tech tools and complicated
procedures. This result is understandable as researchers
continue to develop new tools and technology progresses;
however, it is not acceptable given that the majority of
professionals tasked with conservation are practitioners
who need assistance and training in the principles and
methods of documentation. While the use of these simple
documentation tools may not be considered worthy of
publication within the research field, they are nonetheless
valuable and necessary for conservation. This led to the
following risk:
Risk: Low-tech but very useful and effective tools that
can assist in the conservation of cultural heritage will go
unnoticed if not published.

For example, one very useful tool for conservators is the
Leica Disto - a simple (EDM) device that measures
distances. A good article describing the proper use of this
tool and how simple drawings can be made was nearly
impossible to find. This tool was recently shown to a
group of conservators and they asked “this is a very useful
device – when was it invented?” There were other difficult
to find articles on rectified photography and the use of a
plumb bob.

• How suitable the tools are, based on the requirements
for accuracy and level of detail needed for the entire
project, as well as in terms of cost, time (for data
gathering and data processing) and local availability3;
and,
• How effective the tools are in providing an answer to
the conservation issue.

The following graphs show the ratings for each of the
criteria the entire review.
400
300
200
100
0
None

M edium

Strong

Figure 3: Correlation between conservation and
documentation. The lighter area represents the articles
featuring hi-tech tools.
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300
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100
0
None

M edium

Strong

Figure 4: Appropriate tool selection. The lighter area
represents the articles featuring hi-tech tools.

400
300
200
100
0
None

M edium
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of documentation results in
planning intervention implementation. The lighter area
represents the articles featuring hi-tech tools.

The tool applications rarely serve the purpose or the
needs of the project. There is a clear gap in correlating the
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objectives of the project with the type of information
needed to address the conservation issues. In most cases,
the failure to identify what kinds of records should be
made and how they should meet the constraints and
requirements of the project influence how effectively the
results are used in planning and implementing
conservation.
The processed data and the results do not help solve the
conservation issue because the tools were not appropriate
in providing the specific information required for
conservation planning. Hi-tech tools in general seem to
provide a superfluous amount of information that falls
short of the important target of diagnosing, examining, or
monitoring for conservation purposes. The following risk
sums up this finding:

and data are published in another.
formulation of the following risk:

This led to the

Risk: Conservation professionals (outside Europe and
North America) may not have access to all the information
available about a site within their own country. This
information would also be helpful for conservation. They
may also not be exposed to useful new documentation
tools and techniques.

Recently, a large endangered site in South America was
documented using the latest satellite remote sensing and
aerial photography. The data was collected and returned to
a European university where the results were then
published. At the time of publication the data had not yet
been copied for return to the country of origin.

Risk: The majority of professionals concerned with
cultural heritage conservation may dismiss these hi-tech
tools as irrelevant, and this may stymie research in the
field.

3.5. Literature frequently targets already informed
and highly specialized professionals, thus limiting the
audience and reducing the influence of significant
ideas, techniques and methods.

3.4. Documentation literature is not published
extensively outside of Europe

Several factors limit the dissemination of the tool
applications and of its potentials to positively contribute to
conservation. In conducting the survey, the reviewers paid
particular attention to the occupation of the author(s), their
writing style and the source of publication.

North
America
26%

Oceania
0%
South
America
1%
Asia
12%

Europe
59%

Africa
2%

Figure 6: Geographic distribution of country of
publication.

Of all the material reviewed over half was published in
Europe. This is not surprising given that most universities,
conferences, and publishers concerned with cultural
heritage are concentrated in Europe (including World
Heritage Sites4).

Figure 7: A map of sites on the World Heritage List
correlates with this result.5

It is nonetheless an interesting finding, which led to an
additional question:
How many projects are published in the same location as
the cultural heritage? The answer is that nearly half are
NOT published in the same country6. In other words,
documentation is carried out in one place and the results
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Figure 8: Writing style (The hatched area represents
articles featuring hi-tech tools).

Two-thirds of the articles were published in journals,
conference proceedings or other specialized types of
publications dedicated to photogrammetry, virtual reality,
3D modeling or remote sensing. Nearly four-fifths of the
surveyed case studies used specialized terminology that
required detailed technical knowledge to understand the
content.
For documentation to be helpful to the
conservation specialist in making an informed decisions
these tools must be easily understandable and disseminated
in non-technical channels.
Risk: Cultural heritage professionals may not be aware
of all the possibilities available. They are not well
informed of the ways in which useful technology can be
put to the service of saving cultural heritage.

A good example of a useful tool is the "3X3 Rules for
Simple Photogrammetric Documentation of Architecture"
[WO94]. All conservation practitioners can utilize the
methodology of this practical information. However,
because articles on this method have only been published
in venues specialized in photogrammetry such as the CIPA
conference and ISPRS symposium, this valuable
information has not reached conservation practitioners.
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4. Conclusions and Challenges

In this literature review there were many very good
articles and project descriptions that contained information
and methods that could be useful to the conservation
profession. However, the risks outlined above clearly
show that, until now, conservation is seldom a primary
preoccupation in the documentation of cultural heritage.
There are several challenges that documentation providers
should overcome to actively contribute to conserving
cultural heritage.
4.1. Cultural heritage related articles, regardless of tool,
technique or technology should, in some way, address
conservation.

Even if the main focus is on a new device or method, a
conservation statement should be included. This statement
could comprise several different elements such as threats
to the site, condition and how conservators could use the
results for intervention. "[Conservation-based Research
Analysis] should be properly managed to ensure that any
work is of benefit to the conservation process" [Cla01].7
Authors should always keep in mind that one of the most
important aspects of cultural heritage is conservation.
4.2. Articles featuring simple low-tech tools and
methods must be published.

Principles for good documentation are the same
regardless of the level of technology and, although not
groundbreaking, these topics will be very helpful to
conservation specialists. Conservators are often slow
adopters of technology and, if introduced to these
principles and low-tech tools, they will gain an
appreciation for the advantages of hi-tech research.
4.3. Objectives of documentation should match the
needs of the project.

This requires more communication between the
conservators and the documentation specialist. It is
important to align the objectives of the documentation
phase with those of the project as a whole by analyzing
what is needed. "Conservators perform documentation
based on the belief that by recording the tangible aspects of
material culture, one can preserve its inherent information
and aesthetic value or at least its potential value that may
be lost [...] or altered" [Mat03]. Therefore, before
beginning documentation, central questions relating to
scale, accuracy, output and storage should be posed as well
as defining what is being documented and who will be
using this information [Cat00]. This will also direct the
selection of suitable tools that will provide answers and
inform conservation decisions.

diffusion of information in the public domain,
particularly... in heritage, cultural, architectural [...]
services under the responsibility of local communities”
[Exe03].
4.5. Outlets for documentation research and work need
to be broadened.

Because conservation is multidisciplinary, it is important
to publish outside the current documentation venues. "The
users have to have enough information to be able to choose
the method that best matches their needs and to be able to
communicate with information technology specialists in a
more productive way" [Sch05]. There are a large number
of conservation journals, conferences, as well as
periodicals focusing on architectural conservation,
archaeology, structural engineering, historic landscapes
and urban planning. These should be considered to
disseminate to a wider audience of preservation experts.
Additionally, it is important to keep in mind who the
audience is, so that when rewriting papers with
conservation themes in mind, one should use a less
technical terminology.
In summary: Does hi-tech documentation assist
conservation documentation and meet the needs of planned
interventions? Does it truly serve to inform conservation?
The answer is no: hi-tech tools frequently do not meet
the needs of conservation, and have become increasingly a
means unto themselves. From this literature review, it is
clear that many recent documentation tools do not serve to
inform conservation decisions and cultural heritage is not
effectively being preserved.
We were able to recognize important risks to the field of
documentation of cultural heritage that should be remedied
by correlating the needs of conservation with what
documentation has to offer, by publishing results on lowtech tools, seeking active partnership in publishing, and by
disseminating to a diverse and wider audience - both
geographically and in discipline.
By addressing these challenges, documentation will
effectively "touch the past" by engaging in the
conservation process and securing its long-lasting
preservation.
Endnotes
1)
2)
3)

4.4. Results of work where cultural heritage has been
documented ought to be published locally.

4)

Ideally, the results should be published in the local
language and data shared with the partner or community
institution. This will disseminate the results where they
will have the most impact and permit the data to be used
for conservation in the future by regional conservators.
Those collecting and managing the documentation data
should commit themselves to “facilitating access to and the

5)

6)
7)

Cluster sampling was used rather than random
sampling.
A partial bibliography is available on the World Wide
Web at http://gcibibs.getty.edu/asp.
Each attribute for this criterion was rated individually
and then averaged to give the score for this criterion.
Of the 658 cultural and mixed sites (820 total, 162
natural), 363 (that is, about 55%) are in Europe and
295 outside Europe.
Map taken from World Heritage Center: World
Heritage list. Available at
http://whc.unesco.org/en/map/
47% of all work reviewed was published outside the
country where the cultural heritage is located.
Conservation-based Research Analysis is "defined as
the research, analysis, survey and investigation
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necessary to understand the significance of a building
and its landscape and thus inform decision about
repair, alteration, use and management" [Cla01]. This
refers to documentation and recording used to inform
conservation.
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Abstract
Data management systems have been intensely studied and greatly developed in Computer Applications to
Archaeology, since they encouraged the diffused ambition to manage huge and heterogeneous
archaeological data sets. One of the most promising perspectives of these systems was a strong integration of
alphanumeric and photo/graphic data, but as a matter of fact past solutions rarely achieved satisfying
results. New approaches to these goals will be discussed in this paper, focusing on a new Archaeological
Data Management System (DATARCH©) and related tools intended to improve visualization and analysis of
physical and stratigraphic relations by means of syncro-diachronic photography. DATARCH is a modular
system which manages alphanumeric, graphic and photographic data. Its hierarchical structure fits very well
the archaeological research workflow: it is organized in three main areas allowing users to access, edit and
manage operations of three main phases: a) data acquiring (ACQUIRE), b) data analysing (ANALYSE), c)
data sharing and publishing (SHARE). One of the most innovative DATARCH analysis tools is the “Variable
Transparency Image Stacker”: for the various phases of an excavation it allows to build up stacks of
overlapping referenced orthophotographs managed as layers at variable transparency values. The “Variable
Transparency Image Stacker” emphasizes and makes easily visible space relations among objects throughout
the layers/time, assisting effectively data interpretation and comprehension. In the next steps of the research
the implementation of the overlapping and control features, at present limited to orthophotographs, will be
extended to stereophotogrammetric models, aiming to build up a real 4D data management system. Further
studies should improve the integration of different kind of data, making the 4D model an interface to access
alphanumeric archives relative to the excavations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): ):
[Picture/Image Generation].

1. Introduction
Salvatore Settis recently points out various decisive
methodological issues about Cultural Data Management,
one of the most relevant fields of application of ICT in
archaeology: “Dealing with data, or data bases, we run
the risk to believe that data are neutral, but they are not,
and the way they create (or do not create) knowledge
depends on their structure and their presentation… Experts’ cultural choices strongly determine contents and
structures, so they should be declared and highlighted

H.2.8 [Database Applications]; I.3.3

…. Publication of museum and culture information requires that the leading force is knowledge, not technology, technology should serve content, and this way it
will deal with new challenges and new progresses”
[Set02].
Starting from this methodological background this
study proposes archaeological data management protocols, based on the development of efficient, modular,
interoperable, user friendly, support tools.
The essential keywords of the research are: - Different
data sets integration; - Exploiting of photo/graphic in-
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formation; - Interaction and networking; - Modularity; Flexibility; - Vocabularies, graphical libraries, utilities.
The archaeological excavations of the Foce Sele
(Paestum) Hera Sanctuary directed by Dipartimento di
Discipline Storiche E. Lepore of Università degli Studi
di Napoli Federico II have been selected as a suitable
case-study for their peculiar problems of data acquisition, management, storage, analysis. Indeed since the
very first exploration in Thirties, held by Paola Zancani
Montuoso and Umberto Zanotti Bianco, Sanctuary investigations have been carried on in different periods
and applying different methodologies, producing a large
amount of data, very complex to manage [ZZ54].
In the last years a research group directed by prof.
Giovanna Greco has been planning and organizing a
systematic edition of the Sanctuary archaeological data
[GF03].
The project seemed to be a good chance to apply new
technologies and to face the definition of new protocols
of data managing, archiving, sharing.
The first result of the study is the development of a
new archaeological data management system/workflow
protocol (DATARCH), whose main feature is a strong
integration between photo-graphic and alphanumeric
documentation.
2.Data management systems and methodologies in
archaeology
It is well known that archaeological data management
is one of the first and central fields of application of ICT
technologies in archaeology.
G. Lock [Loc03] points out that the introduction of Information technology in archaeological data management was somehow facilitated by the methodological
evolution of excavation documentation in Seventies. In
that period in Great Britain two different documentation
and recording systems were created and diffused: the
Frere Report and the Harris Matrix. Both systems were
based on a formalization of archaeological data that fits
very well computerization, hence they encouraged computer introduction in archaeological data management.
Since then many systems have been developed,
mainly based on a relational database model, but with
different data structures, to support different research
needs.
ArcheoDATA [Arr94], GUARD [Mad01], SYSAND
[PPAM*96], Petradata [CNTV00] are only few of a very
rich variety of realizations, with many similarities and
many differences.
Other remarkable products are ArchED, Stratify
[Her04]and GNET/JNET [Rya01] with a strong innovation in Harris-Matrix automatic generation.
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In Mediterranean Countries and in Italy there is a different methodological background: archaeological informatics are relatively recent and not generally spread.
In these studies recent National authorities initiatives in
standardization and digitization are slowly changing the
historical trend to specific and local solutions.
Among Italian projects noteworthy systems are
ARGO (Pisa University) [AGR86], ODOS (Lecce University) [Sem97], ALADINO (Bologna University and
Regione Emilia Istituto Beni Culturali) [Gue90]; OPEN
ARCHEO (Siena University) [Val00].
It is worthwhile to remember that in South Italy there
is a considerable diffusion of a French system, SYSLAT,
affected in the last years by technological obsolescence
problems [Py97].
G. Semeraro reviews Italian applications and underlines that they aim mainly to fulfil two research needs,
stratigraphy analysis and urban studies, but she points
out that these complex system are still upset by interoperability and standardization problems, far away from a
definitive solution [Sem97].
3.DATARCH: project, methodology, development
strategies
So far it has been not achieved a standardized and
complete solution to store, study and integrate excavation data and photo/graphical information. This study
intends to address these needs and to develop efficient
workflow protocols.
The proposed application has been developed making
the most of MS Visual Studio.Net environment.
Visual Studio is a complete set of tools to develop
Web ASP applications, Web XML services, desktop
and portable solutions. Visual Basic .NET, Visual
C++ .NET, Visual C# .NET and Visual J# are fitted in a
single Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
which allows to share tools and resources to create solutions with mixed languages.
These features support the step-by-step development
procedures proposed, both in the present release and in
the next steps required. The multiple network language
compatibility fits the future expansions of the software.
In this phase we focused on DATARCH, the archaeological part of a modular structure, the DASSACH, Data
Acquiring and Sharing System for Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage.
The system can manage all excavation steps data: alphanumeric, photo/graphic information, and additional
documents.
DATARCH is released as a stand-alone application:
users can install the software on the target machine with
the provided installer.
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Orthophotos of archaeological strata were realized and
overlapped in semitransparent layers to excavation drawings: this allowed a quick, economical, in-situ quality
check for the graphic documentation drawn with traditional techniques.

Figure 1: DATARCH Starting Panel
After an essential and functional Starting Panel, enabling basic operations such as logging in or logging out
and viewing a short help file, user can enter the Main
Form.This interface collects access to the highest level
operations, organized in a semantic and hierarchical
structure. Interface design aims to assemble functions as
much as possible, to get a task with the minimum number of actions.Graphics, icons, colours, directions collaborate to convey meaningful signs in a semantic environment.
DATARCH key-concept is to reproduce the archaeological research workflow, from data acquisition
(ACQUIRE), to data management and analysis
(ANALYSE), to data publication and reporting
(SHARE).
Data input (ACQUIRE) is distributed in several acquisition forms, which use tabs to aggregate information
meaningfully in order to help easy and quick recording.
Analysis area (ANALYSE) gives users different tools
to interrogate data: among them, the Dynamic Query
Tool allows users to create queries by combining all the
features and the records of the data set; tables are listed
in a menu, in which user can select the data set to study.
This strategy’s aim is to provide flexible solutions to
manage and examine data. This way DATARCH provides an analyse procedure, more useful than a set of
pre-defined, but numerically and methodologically limited solutions.
New solutions have been investigated to manage
photo/graphic information, examining methodological
issues raised during 2004 excavations in Foce Sele Hera
Sanctuary. In that period tests and experiments were
performed to study the possibility of a better exploitation
of information collected by means of photographic techniques, by increasing the quality and the scientific value
of acquisition and management processes.
First, guidelines were drawn to integrate orthophotographic and stereophotogrammetric information in Foce
Sele Hera Sanctuary documentation.

Figure 2: The Variable Transparency Image Stacker
This feature has been integrated in the DATARCH, by
developing a tool called “Variable Transparency Image
Stacker”. When DATARCH is installed, it creates an
IMAGES folder in the user hard disk. In the ACQUIRE
panel, a wizard allows user to drag and drop images into
the IMAGES folder, to easily store them. Thus images
are ready to be processed by the “Variable Transparency
Image Stacker”. The Stacker makes it possible to select
the various orthophotos of the different strata, stored in
the IMAGES folder, and to overlap them: a panel allows
to choose images and to control the transparency value
of the different layers chosen.
Hence the “Variable Transparency Image Stacker” has
been included into the DATARCH system, to introduce
the concept of “syncro-diacronic photography” and to
exploit its application advantages in archaeological interpretation: this way it is possible to dynamically reconstruct a stereo-vision of the excavation in order to analyse spatial relationships among archaeological strata.
Further studies will investigate the possibility to link
alphanumeric data to their photo/graphic representation.
It is useful to point out that this tool proposes a methodology to examine excavations based on their photographic representations. The syncro-diacronic photography is integrated in the archaeological data management
system and it supports the whole process of construction
of knowledge.
Thus this phase has been the first step in the process of
developing a virtual reconstruction of archaeological
excavations based on overlapping of strata 3D images.
The stereo-vision of the excavation may lead to a
complete and direct analysis of the archaeological information, based on images and on their interconnection,
blunting the present necessity of symbolic graphical
reconstructions.
Finally, DATARCH is completed with a reporting
area (SHARE), which allows users to produce Standard
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Italian Ministry forms, and catalogues related to Hera
Sanctuary archaeological data edition. DATARCH can
be further extended with extra customized reports.

tranparency level of each layer. This feature is a first
step of the realization of a tridimensional virtual
excavation reconstruction.

4. Main benefits, further developments and perspectives

- Reports. The prototype includes reports corresponding to Italian ministry formats, but the modular development strategy allows the integration of additional reports following this, to fulfil other needs, such as publications, papers, multimedia, etc.

Beyond this phase achievements, this research can be
considered the methodological background of additional
studied dedicated to enhancements of archaeological
data management systems.
More studies will be dedicated to project broadening
from a chronological, geographic, disciplinary point of
view.
After a preliminary step dedicated to an analysis of the
methodological context, the operative phase of this study
led to define, propose and test a new protocol to manage
and check workflow quality in archaeology.

- On field tests: the prototype has been tested by actual users. This step allowed fixing bugs and re-orienting
in itinere the development process on the basis of the
feedback. The prototype application to the Hera Sanctuary data already achieved remarkable results in normalizing, standardizing, checking, speeding up, empowering
archaeological data analysis.
5.Conclusions

In the preliminary review we observed the features of
existing management systems: they fit very well specific
research unit needs, but on the other side they produce
not standard data and not interoperable information.
Often these systems do not integrate alphanumeric and
photo/graphic documentation.

Beyond the present results, this research points up
several methodological issues.

Hence the first focus of this experimentation was the
normalization of archaeological vocabularies used.

In the next steps networking and Internet features of
the software will be improved. Peer to peer and hubbased structures will be particularly investigated as they
can enrich archaeological data exchange [Can05].

In this field further studies will cover archaeological
onthologies and semantic web, but so far this field of
investigation has been only drafted.
These normalization needs have been mainly addressed with the development of a new archaeological
management system prototype, called DATARCH (Archaeological Data Manager).
DATARCH main benefits are:
- It is developed using MS Visual Studio.Net: This
feature makes it possible to make the most of a powerful
and flexible environment, also for the next steps of the
project, primarily dedicated to improve networking.
- Data structure and interface fit archaeological workflow; ACQUIRE, ANALYSE and SHARE panels guide
users to the related operations: Beta testers learned very
quickly to use the program.
- Dynamic Queries: data analysis is very flexible and
queries are possible on the whole data base features,
without predetermined interrogations.
- “Variable Transparency Image Stacker” and syncrodiachronic photography. This tool allows to visualize
and analize excavation data in a new, completely visual
way.
- Analysis of archaeological stratigraphies is
supported by a stacker of images, which allows to
overlap orthophotos of different strata, and to control

Considerations on vocabulary normalization, on metadata, on onthologies in archaeological data structures
will be further investigated as they are relevant to a better information exploiting.

Translation and multilingual features will be investigated as well. Anyhow it is to underline that while interface translation and software localization have not important methodological aspects, it may be difficult or
complex to manage archives contents language.
“Variable Transparency Image Stacker” and syncrodiachronic photography will be empowered to make the
most of this anaysis tool by overlapping tridimensional
models instead of bidimensional pictures.
The better and dynamic integration of alphanumeric
data and the “Variable Transparency Image Stacker”
seem to be very promising for the hypothesis of a virtual
3D excavation reconstruction.
Further efforts will be dedicated to the integration and
standardization of bibliographic information and to the
Harris Matrix generation.
Moreover the need of accurate and complete chromatic data acquisition led to the study of new hardware
tools, such as Pantone Color Cue. These data will be
integrated in archaeological material forms; different
colour codes (Munsell, Pantone, etc.) will be managed
by comparison tables.
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DATARCH is meant to be a module of a wider data
structure, DASSACH, on Cultural Heritage Data: Interdisciplinary networks will support such developments.
Bearing in mind S. Settis words about technology neutrality and on cultural data archives, it is clear that each
time analysis deals with data structures it conveys methodological issues.
As a result, protocols proposed support not only operation but mostly data interpretation.
It is necessary to be aware of methodological aspects
of data management processes, to avoid technological
determinism that in the past often affected a technological development technology-driven instead of culturedriven.
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Abstract
One of the most relevant problems in the imaging of cultural heritage is the faithful rendition of
colours (if any). Control on the spectral sensitivity of the chemical sensor (i.e. the film) is not possible;
firmware governing first phase processing of images acquired by digital still cameras allows, instead,
to control to some extent colours and hues due to non-standard (i.e. not consistent with CIE criteria)
lighting.
The problem of chromatic deviation is particularly serious during on site, open-air shooting sessions, as in archaeological excavations, where the use of appropriate standard lighting is excluded
and the natural light (the only available) is often more or less affected by various chromatic intonations.
A relative aid to manage the question is offered by digital still cameras with the so called white balance (WB), a feature pretending to adjust colour temperature in order to match the chromatic sensitivity of the sensor to the actual light source spectrum.
The paper reports a simple, affordable and reliable way to test how much you can trust the white
balancing of your still camera.
Furthermore, a comparison with a “reference” shot of an appropriate subject (containing a grey
scale and the basic colours) indicates that a well known SW (a standard de facto) can be the simple
but effective solution to the correct (i.e. rather faithful) rendition of colours and hues in various chromatic intonations of light during a shooting session.
Categories and subject descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.4 [Graphics Utilities]; I.4.1 [Digitization and Image Capture]

1. Introduction
It is well known that the correct reproduction of the
colours is one of the most difficult problems in scientific
photography, despite the type of camera and the light
sensor used (chemical or digital).
Even if the shooting is performed in controlled light,
corresponding precisely to the indications of CIE protocols, the final result is affected/impaired by a certain
numbers of factors that can be only partially controlled:

1. in the case of traditional (chemical) film, the
spectral sensitivity and the chemical processing itself
2. in the case of digital still camera, the type of sensor,
its spectral sensitivity and (last but not least) the way the
information on the light on single pixel is post-processed
in the camera itself (i.e. type of file produced, rate of
compression, quality and “oddities” of the firmware
implemented in each camera)
3. final printing quality
4. chromatic “quality” of the light used to examine the
image produced!
An absolutely faithful correspondence to the colours
of the “original” is, therefore, not only a quite impossi-
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ble task in the every day life of a scholar, but the whole
affair could appear as non sense if the main purpose is
the production of an image having a reasonably good
chromatic fidelity to the original object of the cultural
heritage, avoiding only appreciable chromatic “distortions”.
Chemical sensor (film)
In this case, the way to get a good chromatic correction consists of:
a.

measurement of the light colour by means of a
colorimeter, indicating the amount of deviation
from the standard the film was calibrated for
b. accurate application of the appropriate filter,
chosen from a quite large and expensive set (e.g.
Kodak’s filters for technical and scientific
applications)
The purpose is to make the spectrum of existing light
to conform to the spectral sensitivities of the films, at
present available in only two basic types: for daylight
and tungsten (incandescent) artificial light (“special”
films are not considered, e.g. UV or IR).
Digital solid-state sensor
Digital still cameras, that have almost completely superseded the traditional ones, among other useful features, (pretend to) offer the adjustment for colour temperature, called white balance (WB): it is intended to
match the sensor to a particular light source. Some cameras have the WB options in their menu systems, others
on a dial. For most situations it is preferable to leave the
WB on AUTO and let the camera determine the proper
setting. In certain situations (when lighting is of a well
known and fixed type) better results (in terms of colour
fidelity and response stability) can be obtained by manually selecting the WB to suit specific light source: e.g.
tungsten, daylight, fluorescent or one of the other light
settings available on that camera.
2. Simple and affordable tests
In the philosophy of digital cameras (ready use and
quick response and process of images) a test, very easy
to be performed, is proposed for testing the real ability
of the camera in terms of white balance (WB).
Ideally, the WB option should enable the camera to
offer a correct chromatic reproduction of a subject despite the various light conditions and spectral sensitivity
of the specific photographic sensor used. The reality is
rather different and the WB option (as all the automatic
features) only works if the deviation from “standard”
light conditions
x remains limited
x is of a “certain” type.
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The first step is verifying the reliability of our camera
in terms of correct colour reproduction in light conditions affected by a controlled chromatic deviation.
3. Practical procedure
In order to obtain a precise picture of the WB option
performance, the following procedure was realized:
1. in condition of lighting possibly similar to day light
(better in real day light), a first shot is performed of a
suitable “standard” subject (i.e. a standard 18%
reflective grey card plus basic colours – both additive
and subtractive- and grey scales)
2. a series of pictures of the same subject is then taken
(with the same lighting) with filters of the colours
Cyan, Magenta and Yellow, at increasing density (5 –
10 – 20 – 30 – 40 – 50)
3. application of a bluish 80B filter simulates the rather
cold intonation of the light early in the morning
4. a Yellow-Green filter (YG) simulates the intonation
affecting the light under the foliage in a forestry
5. the images obtained are easily compared with the
initial unfiltered one, assumed as a reference.
To allow a certain comparison, this procedure was applied to two different digital cameras:
a. Nikon reflex digital camera D200
b. Nikon reflex digital camera D70
producing two different series of images of the same
subject in identical lighting conditions.
In each series, a comparison was carried on in order to
get a visual evaluation of efficiency of white balancing
of each camera (but the procedure is valid for all cameras).
It is worthwhile remembering that the human eye has
rather poor ability to appreciate absolute “quality” of
colours but is highly reliable when it compares two images of the same subject placed side by side and identically lightened.
If the result is an appreciable (to the human eye) correspondence of colours of the picture in conditions of
non standard lighting, a visual evaluation can be completely adequate, avoiding, therefore, the quite cumbersome procedure of recurring to a precise quantification
of chromatic deviations in the colour space.
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4.Results
Both the cameras performed rather similarly: in presence of the definite light intonation due to filtering, WB
seems to have an overall rather poor effect. Images produced by D200 are clearly “coloured” even at the lowest
filter density; a little better is the performance of D70 for
the yellow filtering only: its WB is able to compensate
rather nicely up to a density of yellow 40. On the other
hand, the images produced by D70 are nicely processed
and corrected except those ones filtered in yellow and
magenta at density 50: after the usual SW processing the
chromatic deviation is only reduced but still evident.
Blue colouring of B80 filter was very well corrected
for both the cameras, with a perfect correspondence to
the reference shot.
Yellow-green light colour appears to be quite difficult
for the SW to correct: an evident, rather intense, intonation remains on the image, for both the cameras.

5. Conclusions
White balancing of the cameras tested was not able to
correct the precise hue introduced by the various filters:
even in the case of the lowest density (value=5), the
image appears affected by a light but appreciable chromatic intonation, with the exception of yellow (up to
density 40) for the Nikon D70
The automatic colour control of PhotoShop CS2 allowed to obtain an image very well corrected, really near
to the reference (as human eye can judge).
If a not too severe colour control but a good overall
chromatic correspondence is required (i.e. correction of
most evident/disturbing colour deviations), the proposed
procedure and the subsequent comparisons indicate that
the automatic colour control in PhotoShop CS2 is certainly a practical, quick and effective tool, not depending
on the behaviour of the particular camera used.

6. Cautions
The proposed practical procedure is intended as a way
to obtain images with a satisfying chromatic rendition,
avoiding cumbersome and expensive measuring and
filtering.

Limits exist in the rather different behaviours of the
various digital still cameras, due to both the specific
spectral sensitivity of each sensor and to the performance of the firmware implemented in each camera.
Including (always) a chromatic and grey scale in your
real images offers a simple and easy comparison with a
reference shot to confirm immediately the reliability of
the final image, obtained e.g. after a processing (both
optical and via software).

7. Labels on images
Labels on the images should be read as follows:
 D200 REF: reference shot for Nikon D200
 D70 REF : reference image for Nikon D70
 CXX:
Cyan filtering density XX
 MXX:
Magenta filtering density XX
 YXX:
Yellow filtering density XX
 80B:
blue filtering 80B
 YG:
yellow-green filtering
 CORR: denotes the image “corrected” by SW

.
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Abstract
In this work we present the results of innovative methods in the anthropological analysis of a preincaic mummy.
This mummy is seriously damaged and dismembered in six fragments. Moreover, due to the mummiﬁed soft tissues
which cover the bones of the real mummy, researchers are prevented from performing traditional morphometric
analysis. Therefore CT acquisition and 3D surface reconstruction of the rare bones provide a unique and extensive
data-set to enhance the results of scientiﬁc studies. Landmarks identiﬁcation and detailed measurements have been
carried out on the virtual skeleton of the whole mummy, whose original position had been previously identiﬁed. In
order to perform repeatability and comparison of measures, especially on the limbs, a detailed orientation procedure has been applied. Moreover the integration of Virtual Reality and CAD (Computer Aided Design) tools lead
to the computation of additional geometric features on selected single bones. Several considerations are provided
by the computation of detailed indexes on the sections, distances and curvatures of the limbs. Furthermore the
virtual skull has been analysed following a computer based approach for the evaluation of artiﬁcial cranial deformation. Silhouettes extraction, multivariate analysis and 3D visualization allow estimating the place of origin in
accordance with previous scientiﬁc and recognised works on the classiﬁcation of induced deformations. These are
the results of a complex work that aims at a project based approach exploiting new computer based technologies
in the analysis of ancient human remains. A modular and integrative approach shows how a multidisciplinary
team, made of engineers and anthropologists, can really enhance the knowledge on the mummy and present it in
a sustainable way.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications, J.2 [Physical Sciences and Engineering]: Archaeology

1. Introduction
The growing interest in the digitalization of ancient remains
has opened the way to new approaches in the analysis and
dissemination of Cultural Heritage [Bar00] and [Add00]. Together with 3D reconstructions and replicas of archaeological and anthropological ﬁnds there is now a big challenge
in the rational use of digital data sets for restoration, conservation and general fruition. Several tools, methods and
skills need to be shared among different scientiﬁc areas and
results should highlight the innovations and the discoveries
they bring to light. One of the most interesting research areas in this ﬁeld is the study of mummies. Several considerations arise when applying Virtual Reality to this impor-

tant historical, cultural and scientiﬁc heritage [TSHJi92] and
[GRHR06]. Since they are usually very fragile, direct manipulation interventions would further damage the remains
of the mummy and cause the loss of small fragments of
soft mummiﬁed tissue. This means that transportation and
restoration are very dangerous for the good conservation of
mummies. Moreover, much information is encapsulated under the surface of the mummiﬁed tissues or of the bandage.
Volumetric exploration of the mummy from inside is a real
challenge for researchers who need to build up complete reports on such remains [CMF∗ 03] and [RHB02].
In the next sections a South America mummy is investigated by a multidisciplinary team in the framework of a collaboration between the Second Faculty of Engineering and
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Conservation of Cultural Heritage Faculty of the University
of Bologna. Materials, tools and methods are described, together with the description of the results achieved.
2. Materials
The mummy under investigation was sent from the Civic
Museums of Reggio Emilia to the Department of Histories and methods for the Conservation of Cultural Heritage
(DISMEC) for research purpose and restoration interventions [LLO∗ 03] .
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bers. Radiographic and tomographic investigations showed
radiopaque areas which are related to a natural mummiﬁcation process inside the skull due to the dry climatic conditions of the Peruvian coasts. A further radiopaque perimeter
on the right parietal bone of the skull is related to a calciﬁed
tumefaction of soft tissue probably due to a stroke. Furthermore, spectrographic analysis have been performed in order
to identify the speciﬁc material of metal parts clearly highlighted in the mouth of the mummy by tomographic investigations. These are principally copper fragments, but also
silver, iron, chrome and lead have been revealed. The above
considerations lead to suppose that the mummy is a sacriﬁcial victim.
3. Methods

Figure 1: The dismembered mummy.
The mummy comes from the Necropolis of Ancòn, in the
south-central coast of Peru and was shipped Italy in 1893.
Due to the lack of equipment it is not possible to exactly
date the mummy. Anyway remains from Ancòn area are usually dated between Late Intermediate (900-1440 AC) and
Late Horizon Period (1476-1532 AC) of the ancient Peruvian history. Moreover the kind of spinning of a small fragment of cloth found on the neck of the mummy conﬁrms
the place of origin and chronologically sets it between the
X and XI century AD. Besides, the original tightly ﬂexed
position of Figure 1, typical of the Andean mummies, had
been reproduced by means of temporary strings, and both
internal and external structures had been seriously damaged.
After removing the strings the mummy showed six dismembered parts and looked in really bad conditions. Only the
left upper limb could be considered in the proper anatomical
position, while all the other limbs were separated from the
body of the mummy. Six different main fragments are currently available: the part of the bust with the head and the
left upper limb, the right upper limb, the part of the rachis,
the pelvis (reduced to bony tissue), and the two lower limbs.
It is also possible to remark the loss of small fragments of
soft mummiﬁed tissue due to the fragility of the remains.
First anthropological analysis revealed a female subject who
died approximately at the age of 14-15 years. She was 144150 cm high and her head was intentionally and tightly deformed as it would usually happen whitin high society mem-

A multidisciplinary team in the ﬁeld of Virtual Reality applied to Cultural Heritage needs to be built upon
the contamination of many backgrounds. Experts from
the archaeological-anthropological area have a knowledgebased approach and bring their know-how about the past
and present practices in the study of remains and on the lack
of information now observed. Nevertheless further ideas are
expected during the project development process as new potential approaches are foreseen. On the other hand technological skills are required to those who work in the acquisition and the post processing of data. This process can be
very complex and requires the construction of design procedures capable to enhance the results and assess the deﬁnition of a new generation of methods and metrics. Moreover
the process is based on the visualization and interaction of
three dimensional models that must be accessible to users.
Thus the Human Computer Interface component is also a
key factor in the development of this project. Knowledge
about design procedures, CAD modelling and innovative human computer interfaces are brought by the team of engineers who posses a signiﬁcant experience in Virtual Reality
and Simulations for industrial applications.

Figure 2: Project work-ﬂow.
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Figure 2 depicts the work-ﬂow applied to the preincaic
mummy. It is seriously damaged and broken in six separate
parts. Each of these components has been acquired and 3D
models of the single fragments have been obtained from CT
(Computed Tomography) image stacks. Once the data processing is performed three single projects have been developed showing important anthropological results.
The ﬁrst project focused on the visualization and interaction
procedures performed in a semi-immersive Virtual Reality
environment and provided a unique virtual model of the entire mummy in the proper anatomical position of funerary
posture. It is evident that the importance of these archaeological ﬁnds, which bear witness to an ancient bio-cultural civilization, requires precautionary measures. Besides the opportunity to analyse the mummy preserving the conservation
state, it is worth highlighting the power of communication
that the virtual mummy has compared to its single fragments
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Virtual Model of he entire mummy.
In addition to the external surface of the mummy, the
surfaces of both the external and the internal structure of
the rare bones have been meshed. The entire skeleton reconstruction provides a unique and extensive data-set to enhance the results of morphometric studies and to propose
new potential approaches for morphological applications. A
digital-based procedure can seriously limit the inﬂuence of
the subjective factors related to traditional approach, such as
the manual orientation and the application of contact-based
instruments. Moreover, the virtual skeleton allows to start
up totally new researches. Here we investigate the humerus
shape features analysing the speciﬁc sections computed from
the bone surface, the cortical surface and the marrow canal.
Comparing the right and the left humerus according to the
geometric features derived from the sections, several indications on the morfological and on the life of the subject are
reported.
The last project deals with the evaluation of the artiﬁcial cranial deformation observed on the mummy. This kind of practice was common in Pre-Columbian civilizations in South
America. Researches in this ﬁeld refer to the study of the
skull morphology mainly based on the comparison of anthropometric indexes. Mapping these modiﬁcations is a valid

approach for the evaluation of artiﬁcial cranial deformation,
but in the case of the mummy anthropologists are prevented
from measuring the skull at the traditional osteometric landmarks due to the soft tissues that cover the reference points
on the bones. Hence, the skull of the mummy has been
brought to light from the main fragment disassembling it
from the bust and the left hand. Reference landmarks have
been selected and outline proﬁles have been identiﬁed on the
virtual skull, properly oriented, in order to compute anthropometric indexes. Cranial deformations have been evaluated
using the 3D model and comparing with the results of previous scientiﬁc works and a virtual model of the hypotised
instruments used to induce such deformation is provided.
4. Virtual Reconstruction of the Entire Mummy
It is well-known that the introduction of Computer Graphics
and Virtual Reality provided signiﬁcant beneﬁts to the development of advanced tools and support experts in retrieving additional information on mummies in the framework of
Cultural Heritage analysis [HBG04] . This project work aims
at the reconstruction of a virtual model of the entire mummy
in an interactive computer based environment. Therefore visualization and manipulation techniques were applied in a
collaborative approach within a CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment), a semi-immersive equipment based on
three 2.5 x 1.9 m rear projected screens. The CAVE is located at the Virtual Reality lab at the University of Bologna
within the Second Faculty of Engineering [LPDC01].
The data-set coming from the surface reconstruction process
contains a huge amount of data representing the single components of the mummy with different levels of detail and
was segmented at different threshold values. Each fragment
is available as an external surface model, a bone model and a
combined visualization where the soft tissues are presented
at a 50 of transparency superimposed on the bones. In oreder
to virtually assembly the mummy and to validate the digital 3D model anthropologists are provided with stereoscopic
goggles perceiving the depth models of fragments in a 1:1 or
larger scale (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Exploring the Virtual Model in the CAVE.
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The wide projection area allows to dispose more models
and to assemble the entire mummy enhancing the visualization aspect. Actually, the nature of the remains did not allow
to locate the exact contact surfaces applying collision detections and the general lay out was determined by visual
comparison. Starting from the bust, the pelvis, followed by
the rachis and the limbs, has been assembled via a desktop
interface until they ﬁt in a unique model (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The Virtual Assembly Process.
Moreover, other archaeological ﬁnds that are classiﬁed according to the same place of origin, dated back to the same
historical period and are comparable in terms of funerary
customs which were used as reference elements. The virtual
model of the whole mummy with all the main fragments located in the proper anatomical position of funerary posture
is shown in Figure 3. As expected, the ﬁnal lay out represents the typical tightly ﬂexed position of mummies coming
from Andean places and with the same date. By exploring
the three-dimensional surface reconstructions the presence
of some typical aspects related to funerary customs that had
been already noted in the previous radiographic assessment
has been more clearly conﬁrmed. Different colours were
used in the visualization of the surfaces to highlight the most
important information available from the model. In this case
it is very easy to identify the calciﬁed tumefaction of soft
tissue on the right parietal bone of the skull and the metal
artefact put in the mouth of the mummy.
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bones, like the physiological length of femur (LF) [TG52].
In this speciﬁc case, for female subject, the stature was calculated by the following equation:
Stature (cm) = 2.47 x LF (cm) + 54.10 +/- 3.72
LF = 36.08
Stature (cm) = 2.47 x 36.08 + 54.10 +/- 3.72
Stature (cm) = 143.22 +/- 3.72.
Further osteometric measures on the virtual models are
based on the same points and on the same measurement criteria reported by Martin and Saller [MS59]. This procedure
allows to apply methods which are comparable to those developed in previous works to classify real remains.
In addition to the traditional osteometric investigation, a
new approach is presented. In particular the right and left
humerus have been disassembled from the rest of the skeleton to be oriented in a reference system and characterised
by means of not only morphometric but also morphological features. In accordance with the indications presented in
the traditional approach, three landmarks have been identiﬁed on the humerus to locate it in the XY plane in the space
of reference. A fourth point is needed to locate the X axes.
Once both the humerus are referred to the same space we
followed the approach proposed by Rhodes et al. [RK05],
computing a stack of sections proﬁles and section areas of
the humerus. Each step between two following sections measures 5 percent out of the humerus length, taken between 20
percent and 80 percent of the total length (Figure 6). Thus
thirteen sections are provided. Comparing the computed areas of total and cortical sections we observe that the left
humerus measures larger sections. This is due to a thicker
cortical section and a smaller marrow canal. More proﬁles
are computed creating the curves that interpolate homologue
centroinds of each section, such as the cortical surface and
the marrow canal. Comparing these curves we observed that
it is possible to extract useful indications on the morphology
of the bone.

5. Innovative Morphometric and Morphological
Approach
The aim of this work is to provide a set of detailed and innovative morphometric measurements of the mummy by properly generating and manipulating the 3D models of its components. In addition to the external surface, the surfaces of
the rare bones have been meshed with a volume rendering
software (Amira 3.1.1) and the entire skeleton reconstruction has been carried out. Landmarks have been located and
measurements have been taken by means of Rhinoceros, a
NURBS modelling software.
By measuring the length of the femur it was possible to assess the stature of the female individual before death. Trotter
and Gleser created a chart of equations to estimate the living
stature of unknown individuals based on the surviving long

Figure 6: Virtual sections of the right and left humerus.
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Observing the section taken at the 50 percent of the total length it is easy to perceive the difference between the
right and the left side both in the morphology and in the
extension of the cortical area. Biomechanical effects of a
scarce use of deltoid muscle is also visible in the slight deviation of the axes. Concerning the skull, besides the large
and thick tumefaction on right parietal side, morphometric
measures reveal that it is comparable to the members coming from the necropolis of Ancòn. This assessment is based
on the detailed study in the Peruvian skulls reported by Pardini [Par75] and it is the motivation for the last project.
6. Evaluation of Artiﬁcial Cranial Deformation
Pre-Columbian civilizations in South America used to induce artiﬁcial cranial deformations on young members of
the communities. Researchers have studied modiﬁcations to
skull morphology mainly by means of comparison of anthropometric indexes which are not applicable on mummies.
This is true unless a virtual model of the skull is available.
Therefore, once the surface mesh of the skull owning to
the mummy under investigation has been generated, we followed the procedure depicted in the following work-ﬂow.

classiﬁcation has been made in previous works about this
subject and refers to geographical and ethnic characterizations. Many considerations arise when the anthropologist
need to establish if a deformation has been induced on a
skull and retrieve such information from it. The surface
should be analysed in its morphological features, taking
into account that stripes and tablet induce continuous and
not discrete modiﬁcations of the shape. As far as Peru is
concerned, Pardini suggests to classify cranial deformations
according to the position of the tablets and the place of
origin as depicted in Figure 7 [Par75]. It is believed that in
the Andean necropolis compressing tablets were positioned
both in the front and in the rear of the head, at different
height inducing particular shapes that Pardini reports as:
1. Type I: inion-obelion;
2. Type II: inion;
3. Type III: lambda;
4. Type IV: inion-lambda.

Figure 7: Artiﬁcial Cranial Deformations according to Pardini.

The main aims of this work are the classiﬁcation of the
artiﬁcial cranial deformation on the single skull and the
three dimensional reconstruction and localization of the
compressing tablets. Intentional cranial deformation is a
very important aspect of the worldwide culture since the
beginning of the history of civilization. Several populations
used to apply this practice for different matters, such as
political, religious or aesthetic. It is easy to understand
why the study of the cranial and facial artiﬁcial shape
modiﬁcations has always been a fundamental area in the
ﬁeld of physical anthropology [RMP06].
There are two techniques to induce deformations on the
bones of the skull. The ﬁrst one used a tight bandage made
of stripes (annular), while the second one used tablets tied
up the head in order to compress it. A much more detailed

Pardini characterised the skulls coming from the necropolis of Ancon, Cuzco and Huache by means of a parameter
table. This table reports the values of angles, distances
and geometric references indexes according to the type of
artiﬁcial cranial deformation and to the place of origin. In
order to assign the skull of the mummy to one of these
groups we need to measure the list of parameters in the table
and compare it with the twelve groups identiﬁed. First of all
the virtual skull has been oriented in a space of reference
via the Frankfort Plane and the Mid-Sagittal Plane. The
Frankfort Plane is the plane passing through three points
of right and left porion and left orbitale. The Mid-Sagittal
Plane is normal to Frankfort Plane and passes through two
points of glabella and midpoint of line between right and
left porion (Figure 8).
On the surface and on the sections of the skull a wide set of
landmarks has been taken and the value of each parameter
has been computed (Figure 9).
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Figure 10: Silhouette comparison.

Figure 8: Frankfort Plane on the top and Mid-Sagittal
Plane on the bottom.

Figure 9: Landmarks.
Figure 11: Visualization of compressing tablets.

To evaluate which is the group the mummy is more similar to, we performed a multivariate analysis. This quantitative method suggests that the mummy probably belongs to
the TYPE III coming from Ancòn. As reported in section
2 the place of origin had been previously identiﬁed as Ancòn. Hence it conﬁrms the place of origin which was already
known and validates the previous hypoteses. Furthermore,
we compared the silhouette of the mummy skull with the
one reported in the classiﬁcation criteria providing a qualitative vision. As depicted in Figure 10 the silhouette extracted
from the skull of the mummy (represented in continous line)
is very similar to the TYPE III since it matches with the
dashed proﬁle.
Finally, three dimensional tablets are built and visualized together with the skull in a virtual environment, where it is
clear how they worked to compress the head (Figure 11).

7. Conclusions
In conclusion we can afﬁrm that the collaborative and multidisciplinary interaction between engineers and anthropologists has been very useful. Technological aspects have been
exploited and several results have been achieved. The Virtual Environment of manipulation avoided to cause irreversible damages to the remains and the digital model of the
whole mummy was validated before the application of further restoration interventions. More information have been
brought to light on the life of the subject. Quantitative measurements that can not be performed on the remains were
conducted directly on the digital 3D models. The comprehension of anthropological results and the dissemination material on the mummy has considerably increased via 3D visualization and a novel approach to measure the anthropo-
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logical feartures has been proposed and validated. Finally a
physical model of the skull of the mummy has been realized by means of Rapid Prototyping System based on FDM
(Fused Deposition Modeling) technology, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: The Virtual Model on the left and the Physical
Model on the right.
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The Application of
Interactive Multimedia Technologies
for
Cultural Heritage Documentation
Maged Farrag
Mega Media Creative Development, Cairo, Egypt

Abstract.
A showcase of various products that were developed using cutting edge multimedia technologies to document cultural heritage
content.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems] , H.5.2 [User
Interfaces] , H.5.4 [Hypertext/Hypermedia]

1. Legacy of Alexandria
The name of Alexandria recalls the legends of Alexander
the Great, Anthony and Cleopatra, and a hall of fame list of
Roman Emperors that includes no less than Julius Caesar,
Hadrian, and Marcus Aurlieus. The beauty of the city was
unrivalled. Planned following a rectangular grid, the city
consisted of colonnaded streets with villas and houses
surrounding the royal quarter with its palace.
This CD brings to you the magnificent archaeological
collection at the Graeco-Roman Museum in Alexandria.
The collection gives you a glimpse of life in Ancient
Alexandria from the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the
Great to the death of Cleopatra. You will be guided
through the galleries of the museum, and explore the
collection in themes related to Kings, queens and
emperors, gods and goddesses, daily life, and the afterlife.
The collection in the museum is linked in this CD to
the monuments of Alexandria providing you with a tour of
the city in the museum.
The CD-ROM is enriched by numerous virtual tours of
the old archaeological sites and 3D reconstruction of the
ancient library. The 3D model of the library was utilized in
coordination with Cyprus Technical Institute to produce a
mock up of the library.
Developed in two languages (Arabic and English) For
the National Center for Documentation of Cultural and
Natural Heritage in collaboration with the Supreme
Council with Antiquities.
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2. The Contributions of the Arab and Islamic
Civilizations to Medical Sciences
The scholars of the Arab and Islamic
civilizations have a long, glorious history abundant with
rich contributions in the different fields of knowledge.
Their medical writings are probably the most notable of
their scientific contributions.
This title documents an impressive selection from the
manuscripts of the National Library and Archives of
Egypt.
The CD-ROM features seven complete manuscripts
that illustrate the contributions of the Arab and Islamic
Civilizations to Medical Sciences. The manuscripts
Shedding a spot light on the works of scholars covering
wide scope of medicine specialties. To list a few, Bodily
Rectification through man’s measures, Galen's Collective
work on eye diseases, treatises and anatomy, Book of
Antidotes, The Prescription of Ibn al-Baytar and The
Collective Abridgement via Questions and Answers
The user could browse through the different pages of
each of the manuscripts at two levels of zoom. Information
highlighting the biography of the author as well as
synopsis of the Manuscript.
It includes as well the bibliographical list of the
Arabic, Persian and Turkish manuscripts in the National
Library of Egypt.
Developed in three Languages (Arabic, English and
French) for the National Center for Documentation of
Cultural and Natural Heritage in collaboration with the
UNESCO and the National Library of Egypt..
.

3. The Architectural Heritage of Down Town Cairo
The purpose of this project is to document Cairo’s
nineteenth and early twentieth century architectural
heritage. Documenting this endangered architectural
heritage in the Downtown area of Cairo as a pilot project,
this project constitutes of a Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) with an easy to browse database that
includes extensive photographic documentation, all
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published material for each inventoried building, in
addition to historic documents, maps and archival material.

4. The 3D Reconstruction and Virtual Tour of Mar
Mina Archaeological Site.

In the wealth of studies about architecture in Cairo,
this is an unprecedented systematic digital approach that
crowns the limited attempts of the dispersed few who have
documented one aspect or another of Cairene nineteenth
and twentieth century architecture. Moreover, it is hoped
that this CD-ROM can be an effective cultural awareness
tool.

Abu Mena is one of the oldest Christian sites in Egypt (4th
to 7th century A.D.). The church, baptistery, basilicas,
public buildings, streets, monasteries, houses and
workshops in this early Christian holy city of Abu Mena
were built over the tomb of the martyr Menas of
Alexandria. The site was placed on the UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
World Heritage List in 1979
This project was developed for the National Center for
Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage in
collaboration with a European fund to document ancient
cities and sites in the Mediterranean countries. To be
published on the World Wide Web, the work conducted
offers its viewers the chance to interact with virtual tours
(360 degrees panoramic images) of the old city ruins and
the new monastery as well as 3D reconstruction of ruined
churches.
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5. The Contributions of the Arab and Islamic
Civilizations to Astronomy
This title documents an amazing selection from the
manuscripts of Al Azhar. The CD-ROM Features rare
manuscripts that highlight the contributions of the Arab
and Islamic Civilizations to Astronomy. It includes as well
special section on the Astrolab and Arabic names for the
sky map and Zodiac that are still used till today.

6. The Campaign of The sound and light Shows of
Egypt.
The legendary shows are playing at world renowned
Pyramids of Giza, Temples of Karnak, Philae and Abu
Simbel; four of the UNESCO World Heritage sites. Their
historical and cultural values are simply beyond
description. Latest lighting, laser and projection
technologies are utilized to visualize mysteries of the
Pharonic civilization. Every year, hundreds of thousands
attend these magnificent spectaculars to relive the legend.
The campaign incorporates breath-taking imagery and a
wealth of cultural heritage; a multilingual (5 languages)
CD-ROM, Web Portal, Magazine Campaign and a
multitude of Touch Screen Information Kiosks.
High quality Digital Video shooting of the shows was
produced. 360 degree interactive panoramic images of the
sites giving the user the chance to indulge into the mystery
of those fabulous monuments. Having the multimedia rich
CD content in five languages; English, Italian, German,
French and Russian, to guarantee the largest audience.
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To ensure maximum exposure 35,000 copies are produced
and distributed free of charge in the first phase of the
campaign and to guarantee it reaches the target audience,
the distribution will be as follows:
-

10,000; Sound and Light Company during
international exhibitions and travel trade
shows.
5,000; sponsors
10,000; with selected magazines and
publications (Egypt Today, Travel Today).
10,000; business and first class guests
of a renowned airliner’s trips to Egypt
(Egyptair).
3,000; Egyptian Ministry of Tourism
and Travel Authority.

A touch screen information kiosk will be placed at the
entrance of the Sound and Light Show of Giza Pyramids,
giving a chance for the guests to interact with its content
while waiting for admission. Yet more exposure was
granted through eight full-page advertisements and four
editorials in a magazine campaign.
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Abstract
MAD is a web-based tool for the management of XML archaeological datasets having the same features of other
well-known web-oriented databases (Oracle, MySql, Postgres) but entirely based on XML and W3C technologies.
XML is a powerful and ﬂexible language, portable, easy to use and to understand, ideal for representing both
structured and unstructured data (e.g. archaeological diaries). The tool is designed as a web application and it is
developed on top of eXist, an Open Source native XML database, written in Java, supporting XPath/XQuery features and dynamic XSLT transformation and presentation of documents and query results. Documents are indexed
and stored in a UNIX-like ﬁle system structure of folders and subfolders: queries can be performed on stored
documents by using common web interfaces. Furthermore the W3C XML-based languages simplify the process of
interface creation for simple or complex queries deﬁnition, record insertion (XPath/XQuery) and update (XUpdate). The application has been tested on a set of archaeological data recorded during the excavation of the site
of Cuma (Naples - Southern Italy) in the Nineties. The original archive was created using an archaeological tool
called Syslat and Hypecard, an application program from Apple Computer produced until 2001. The conversion
of the old archive in XML was a necessary ﬁrst step, since Hypercard is no longer supported by its developers.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Web-based
Services

1. Introduction
Modern archaeological research uses a variety of software
to record, analyze and store data collected during the excavation process. But sometimes binary formats seem to be
insufﬁcient for particular data encoding (i.e. unstructured
data) and to suit one of archaeology’s fundamental needs:
long term data preservation. Very often, indeed, data are
compromised by the proprietary formats in which they are
stored. Archaeologists, on the other hand, require more permanent, ﬂexible and easily editable formats. In general, all
these tasks are better accomplished by storing archaeological data in text-based formats and encoding them by using
international standards.
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a standard language developed by the World Wide Web Consortium, designed to describe data with human-readable markup, with
text enclosed within descriptive tags deﬁning the document
structure [XML]. The combination of plain text and descriptive markups makes XML particularly suitable for archival
purposes. An XML-encoded data ﬁle can be opened and easily read using any text editor. The explicit nature of XML

and the use of standard XML formats provide data with the
permanency and ﬂexibility particularly required by speciﬁc
kinds of data, the so-called document-centric documents,
very common in every archaeological data recording process. Archaeological documentation, indeed, is often composed by sets of unstructured documents, such as excavation
diaries and free text descriptive forms, designed for human
consumption, characterized by irregular structure and where
the order in which elements and data occur is always signiﬁcant [CDN02]. XML is also becoming the standard language
for data exchange over the Internet since one of its outstanding features is the capability of encoding semantic metainformation to be automatically used by advanced computer
tools, like “intelligent” search engines for meaningful data
retrieving [BL98].
In future the implementation of the Semantic Web, a vision of a universal medium for exchanging information put
in a computer-processable meaning, will need new standards
for conceptual models creation (ontologies) and powerful
languages for data encoding and complex relations deﬁnition
(and most of the existing ones are already XML-based, such
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as RDF [RDF] and OWL [OWL]). It will also need software
agents able not only to locate data, but also to “understand”
them. This will allow computers to perform, automatically
and on the ﬂy, the meaningful tasks that today must be executed manually and episodically by computer users [SW].
Querying heterogeneous collections of XML documents requires a combination of database languages and concepts
used in information retrieval. Several XML query languages
have been developed for this purpose: all of them use regular path expressions to query XML data but need particular XML-oriented database-like environments, where collections of XML documents are stored, to be executed.

2. XML and Databases
2.1. Native XML Databases
Among XML databases, many solutions have been developed and at present there are mainly two different ways to
store XML documents in a database: the ﬁrst is to map the
document schema to a database schema and then transfer
data according to that mapping (XML-enabled databases).
The second one is to use a ﬁxed set of structures that can
store any XML document (native XML databases) [ABS99].
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eXist provides the indexing and storage of XML documents in hierarchical collections and a wide set of features for querying distinct parts of documents and collections hierarchies, or even all the documents contained in the
database, by using XQuery and other standard W3C languages. In order to supply a validation mechanism for stored
data, one or more XML Schema or DTD can be also included in the collections and dynamically assigned to documents by using the namespace mechanism. The server offers
quite a number of different interfaces, including XML-RPC,
SOAP, REST-style HTTP or direct access via Cocoon and
the XML:DB API [Mei03]. It also provides a graphical user
interface allowing users to create and manage collections, to
store documents, to create users and to manage permissions.
Some backup/restore functions are also provided (ﬁgure 1).
Through this very useful interface it is possible to organize
huge sets of XML documents, to index them and to make
them available for further operations.

XML-enabled databases are useful when publishing existing data as XML or importing data from an XML document
into an existing database. However, XML-enabled databases
are not a good way to store complete or unstructured XML
documents because they are able to store data and hierarchy
but everything else is discarded: document identity, sibling
order, comments, processing instructions, and so on [ST01].
Native XML databases, on the other hand, store complete
and unstructured documents in their “native” format, without the need for data to be manipulated or extracted from
the document and regardless of any database schema, since
they were created speciﬁcally to overcome the shortcomings
of relational databases when dealing with document-centric
XML. The beneﬁt of a native solution is that information is
always stored and retrieved in an XML format [CRZ03]. Interesting and reliable native XML databases are Tamino, a
commercial software developed by Software AG, Xindice,
born as part of the Open Source Apache XML Project, and
eXist, one of the most complete solutions in this ﬁeld.

2.2. eXist
eXist is the core of our application since it is one of the
most efﬁcient native XML databases available. It is an Open
Source software written in Java and developed by Wolfgang
Meier at the Darmstadt University of Technology. It can easily be integrated into applications dealing with XML and be
deployed in a number of ways, either running in a standalone server process, inside a servlet engine, or directly embedded into applications [EXI].

Figure 1: The eXist Graphical User Interface.

3. The Application
3.1. The Development Process
A native XML database is assumed to work with XML documents in exactly the same way as relational databases do
with data stored in records and tables. But since MAD is
intended to be a web application, the database alone is not
enough to perform complex operations on data and a set of
web interfaces is needed, allowing the user to manage data
in a simple and powerful way.
Web-oriented databases such MySql and Postgres usually
work well with languages like PHP, PERL or JSP that allow the creation of advanced and user-friendly interfaces
combined with CSS, XHTML and JavaScript. For our application we used the standard CSS/XHTML framework for
the creation of elegant and accessible web pages, but the
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XQuery and XUpdate languages were chosen for script implementation because of their natural way of dealing with the
XML data stored in the database. In addition the XSLT language was used for the creation of stylesheets to manipulate
the XML results [XSL] and the Cocoon framework was used
to organize the logic process of data retrieving and content
presentation.
3.2. XQuery and XPath Languages
XQuery is a language very similar to SQL in syntax but
speciﬁcally designed to query XML data: it is built on top of
XPath expressions supporting the same XPath functions and
operators. The strength of the XPath syntax is the capability to deﬁne and select parts of XML documents, to navigate
through them in a ﬁle system-like way and to retrieve nodes
according to given criteria. XPath is a W3C standard, provides a library of over than 100 built-in standard functions
and is a major element in the process of the XSL Transformation operations deﬁned in XSLT stylesheets [XPA]. The
way XPath works is quite simple: let’s assume we have an
XML document like the following:
<US_form usn="1022">
<main_us>
<US>1022</US>
</main_us>
<sector>2</sector>
<coordinates>X2.87</coordinates>
<coordinates>Y5.57</coordinates>
<author>F. Fratta</author>
<date>Lun</date>
<materials>Stones</materials>
<year>1995</year>
</US_form>

we can apply on it an XPath expression like this
/US_form/coordinates

wich selects the coordinates elements children of
US_form elements. The result of this expression would be
the following:
<coordinates>X2.87</coordinates>
<coordinates>Y5.57</coordinates>

The same result would be returned by the expression
//coordinates

which selects all coordinates elements descendants of
the root element. Other interesting examples show how useful a syntax like this can be:
//main_us[US>100]

This expression selects all the main_us elements having
an US descendant with a value greater than 100 and gives,
as can be seen, the possibility to specify basic conditions in
retrieving XML nodes.
XQuery inherits from XPath the syntax for data model description and all the functions provided for the identiﬁcation

of nodes; but its syntax also has the same powerful query
features of the SQL language to write concise and easily understandable queries [XQR]. The basic building block of an
XQuery program or script is the expression, a string of Unicode characters which may be constructed from keywords,
symbols, operands and some optional functions and deﬁnitions. The typical XQuery expression is called FLWOR,
an acronym for the words FOR IN, LET, WHERE, ORDER
BY, RETURN, the ﬁve expressions that form the core syntax of every XQuery. The FOR IN expression is similar to
the typical UNIX/Linux shell script iterator and is used to
recursively select and analize fragments of data deﬁned by
the XPath syntax; the LET expression is used to deﬁne local
variables for future reuse:
let $x := 5 let $y := 6

the RETURN expression returns speciﬁc XML fragments and
the results found according to the given parameters. The
WHERE and ORDER BY clauses work the same way of the
classic SQL instructions for deﬁning conditions and order
results. A short XQuery example follows:
xquery version "1.0";
declare namespace vl="http://www.vastlab.org/kyme.xml";
for $x in //vl:US_form
where main_us/US = "1022"
return <result>{$x}</result>

after the mandatory XQuery declaration, the second row
shows the use of a classic XQuery function used to declare namespaces bound to speciﬁc elements of the XML
documents, as shown in the second row for the element
vl:US_form. The last line exempliﬁes the power of the
RETURN expression and its ability to combine query results
and additional XML elements necessary, for istance, in the
process of content transformation and presentation. Other interesting functions for XQuery are provided by eXist: the
fragment below for instance
return
<user>
{let $user := request:get-sessionattribute("user") return $user}
</user>

shows how it is possible to return elements containing parameters taken from the HTTP Session (the application user
in this case). Thanks to the richness of these kind of functions and expressions XQuery is the most complete way to
query XML data and to get arbitrary formatted results for
following operations.
3.3. XUpdate and eXist’s XQuery Functions
A query system, even if complex and elegant, is not enough
by itself when the ﬁnal goal is the creation of a complete application. Features for data modiﬁcation, deletion and update
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are also needed for a fully functional management framework to be used by ﬁnal users and fortunately the technology for the implementation of such features exist. The preferred way to modify, update and manage documents in our
application is XUpdate, another very useful W3C-compliant
XML-oriented language, together with a set of eXist’s builtin functions [Mei06]. XUpdate, like XQuery, is a language
based on XPath, usually used to modify XML content by
simply declaring what changes should be made in an XML
structure [XUP]. The following code
<xupdate:modifications version="1.0" xmlns:
xupdate="http://www.xmldb.org/xupdate">
<xupdate:update select="/US_form[@usn=
’1022’]/author">M. Torelli</xupdate:update>
</xupdate:modifications>

is used, for instance, to modify the author of the XML document identiﬁed by the usn attribute 1022. Other powerful
features are directly provided by eXist as XQuery functions:
they can be used to create documents from scratch and to
delete, move and rename existing documents and collections
stored in the database. In this simple example
xquery version "1.0";
declare namespace
xdb="http://exist-db.org/xquery/xmldb";
declare namespace
util="http://exist-db.org/xquery/util";
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oriented and XML documents do not contain any information on style. Content also needs to be presented in different ways according to its nature: for istance the presentation
in a browser of a query result is completely different from
the presentation of the details of a document. Also presenting data in HTML format is different from showing them
as an XML tree structure. For this reason different XSL
stylesheets need to be dynamically applied to XML fragments and documents returned by queries, in order to format the content according to user and application requests.
In MAD this process is entirely driven by a pipeline, a set
of logic components able to read and understand HTTP Requests and to perform operations accordingly. For the construction of our pipeline we used some of the functions
provided by the Cocoon framework, an advanced, ﬂexible
and easy to conﬁgure Java-based engine for data processing,
based on XML technology and using simple XML conﬁguation ﬁles to work [COC]. The pipeline mechanism is based
on 4 main elements:
• a matcher that attempts to match an URI with a speciﬁed
pattern for dispatching the request to a speciﬁc processing
pipeline;
• a generator used to create an XML fragment from an input source (mainly an XQuery result);
• a transformer used to map an input XML structure into
another XML structure;
• a serializer used to render an input XML structure into
some other format (not necessarily XML).

xdb:register-database("org.exist.xmldb.
DatabaseImpl", true()),
let $root := xdb:collection("xmldb:
exist:///db", "admin", ""),
$out := xdb:createcollection($root, "CIDOC")
for $rec in /rdf:RDF/* return
xdb:store($out, concat(util:
md5($rec/@rdf:about), ".xml"),
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=
"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#">
{$rec}
</rdf:RDF>
)

a new collection called CIDOC is created by using the eXist’s xdb:create-collection function and a set of
RDF documents is stored there by using the for in iterator and the xdb:store function. This way an improved
XQuery can be used in order to work perfectly with the
database.
3.4. Content Presentation: The Cocoon Pipeline
One of the most common problems of an XML content
based web application is the separation of content, style
and management functions, since XML syntax is content-

Figure 2: The Cocoon Pipeline Mechanism.
All these elements correspond to Java modules that phisically perform each operation. The way to use them is deﬁned
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in an XML ﬁle called sitemap.xmap to which every request is sent in order to be processed. By using the instructions contained in this XML ﬁle, an HTTP Request like the
following:

page-width="21cm"
margin-top="1cm"
margin-bottom="2cm"
margin-left="2.5cm"
margin-right="2.5cm">
<fo:region-before extent="3cm"/>
<fo:region-body margin-top="1cm"/>
<fo:region-after extent="1.5cm"/>
</fo:simple-page-master>

http://www.vast-lab.org/exist/
advanced_search.xml

will be dispatched to the following XML fragment of the
sitemap.xmap and then processed:
<map:match pattern="advanced_search.xml">
<map:generate src="advanced_search.xq"
type="xquery"/>
<map:transform type="xslt" src="
StyleSheets/advanced_search.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="html"/>
</map:match>

The matcher corresponding to the request contains all
the instructions to generate XML fragments by querying the XML database with the expressions of the
kyme_advanced_search.xq XQuery ﬁle and transforming them by using the advanced_search.xsl
stylesheet. Finally the serializer tells the application which
format to use for the ﬁnal presentation. In this way it is possible to serialize the content in whatever format is needed,
for instance PDF, RDF or XML, with a little change of instructions and an XSL Transformation (XSLT) or XSL Formatting Object (XSL-FO) stylesheet. The pipeline matcher
for a PDF document creation looks like this:
<map:match pattern="US_*.pdf">
<map:generate src="kyme_index.xq"
type="xquery"/>
<map:transform src="context://exist
/style/xsl/page2fo.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="fo2pdf"/>
</map:match>

As shown, the result generated by the kyme_index.xq
XQuery is transformed with the XSL-FO page2fo.xsl
stylesheet. XSL-FO is an XML-based markup language describing the formatting features of XML data for output to
screen, paper or other media. Its vocabulary is able to specify structural information such as page length, margins, fonts
and so on. A little fragment of this stylesheet shows how
simple it can be to prepare a formatted page starting from
XML
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL
/Transform" xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.
org/1999/XSL/Format">
<xsl:template match="/">
<fo:root xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.org
/1999/XSL/Format">
<fo:layout-master-set>
<fo:simple-page-master mastername="page"
page-height="29.7cm"

<fo:page-sequence-master mastername="all">
<fo:repeatable-page-masteralternatives>
<fo:conditional-page-masterreference master-reference="page" pageposition="first"/>
</fo:repeatable-page-masteralternatives>
</fo:page-sequence-master>
</fo:layout-master-set>
<fo:page-sequence masterreference="all">
<fo:static-content flow-name="xslregion-after">
<fo:block text-align="center"
font-size="10pt"
font-family="serif"
line-height="14pt">page <fo:pagenumber/>
</fo:block>
</fo:static-content>
<fo:flow flow-name="xsl-regionbody">
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</fo:flow>
</fo:page-sequence>
</fo:root>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="title">
<fo:block font-size="18pt" spacebefore.optimum="24pt" text-align="center">
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</fo:block>
</xsl:template>

The ﬁrst xsl:template block, matching the root element of the XML fragment, sets all the information to create
a structured page, while the second xsl:template block,
matching the title of a document or fragment, sets the font
size and the text alignment of the title element.
4. Testing the Tool
In order to test the application we used a set of data recorded
in the Nineties during the archaeological excavation of
Cuma, an ancient greek city near Naples (Southern Italy).
Stratigraphical Unit data and other related information were
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originally recorded using Syslat, a system developed on top
of a famous application program from Apple Computer: HyperCard. Syslat was in concept a sort of multimedia database
application for storing information, creating easy to modify
ﬁles in quite a ﬂexible way also thanks to HyperTalk, a powerful and easy to use programming language for manipulating data and user interfaces. Unfortunately HyperCard was
ﬁnally withdrawn from the market in March 2004, although
it had not been updated for many years at that time [DN02].
An XML conversion seemed to be necessary to save and preserve data “entrapped” in the old archive.
The ﬁrst task required in order to get data from Syslat,
was the design of a brand new XML Schema describing the
old Syslat database organization with an XML structure. In
order to encode data in a standard format, the XML Schema
has been designed to be fully CIDOC-CRM compliant in
order to make data ready to be used in a Semantic Web
scenario. The CIDOC-CRM is an International ISO Standard (ISO 21127:2006 under publication as of 06/06/06) developed by an interdisciplinary working group of the International Committee for Documentation of the International
Council of Museums (CIDOC/ICOM) under the scientiﬁc
lead of ICS-FORTH [CRM]. The CIDOC-CRM standard
ontology was also choosen for its capability to describe concept and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation in a logical and detailed way. The extraction operation
and the XML encoding of the archaeological data were made
using a set of HyperTalk scripts, with which it was possible
to map the old data to the new XML structure described in
the XML Schema. The procedure was able to extract and encode data without loss of details and a set of about 3000 archaeological forms was converted to the new textual format,
imported into eXist and organized into collections. Then all
the necessary sets of scripts, stylesheets and web interfaces
were created in a semi-automated way, starting from the data
deﬁnitions given by the XML Schema, by using an advanced
schema-driven generation process.
Since data are now stored in eXist, a powerful set of operations can be performed from the web interface of MAD:
data can be accessed from useful indexes created by advanced XQuery scripts and simple or complex queries can be
submitted by specifying one ore more search criteria linked
together with boolean expressions. The user can also query
the entire database by using one or more keywords, through a
“fast search” ﬁeld present in every page (ﬁgure 3). New documents creation and update of existing ones is also provided
with a combination of HTML forms and XQuery scripts able
to put data coming from the HTTP Request in the choosen
XML format and writing or updating them into the database
(xdb and XUpdate functions, see ﬁgure 4).
One of the most important features of MAD is the ability to transform on the ﬂy the original XML content into
whatever format is needed by simply writing the corresponding stylesheets and dynamically applying them to the desired

Figure 3: Indexes and Query Interfaces.

Figure 4: New Record Creation and Record Update Form.

data through the pipeline mechanism. It is possible, for instance, to serialize data in the PDF format or export data and
their semantic relations in an RDF CIDOC-based document,
created using also a particular stylesheet for “mapping” data
to CIDOC-CRM on demand (ﬁgure 5).
5. The CIDOC-CRM Implementation
Since CIDOC-CRM is becoming the new standard model to
document Cultural Heritage data, the creation of tools ready
to manage CIDOC-CRM compliant archives will be one of
the most important goals of the coming years.
MAD has been conceived to be the most powerful application of this kind because the way it works is already
CIDOC-CRM oriented and all its features have been designed to work perfectly with this model. Every institution
having documentation in a CIDOC-CRM compliant format
will be able to use MAD in order to manage a CIDOC-CRM
based documentation archive. Interfaces and queries will be
created accordingly in a simple and rapid way. The web ori-
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ented nature of the application will also make possible the
implementation of systems for data sharing on the web and
information retrieval over distributed archives [HN00].
Thus MAD may be considered the natural complement
of CIDOC-CRM: the latter establishes data structure, MAD
will provide a powerful and user-friendly way to implement
it. In our opinion, the availability of a CIDOC-CRM compliant effective data management system may substantially
push its acceptance by heritage professionals and practitioners.

among PIN (University of Florence - Prato, Italy) and CISA
(University of Naples “L’Orientale” - Naples, Italy) which
supplied the Cuma archaeological excavation datasets. I
would like to thank Franco Niccolucci for the ideas and the
many helpful suggestions I received from him throughout all
the development process and Andrea D’Andrea, whose perfect knowledge of the archaeological datasets used for creating the test version of this application made many of the
improvements done to increase performances and usability
possible.
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Abstract
We present the latest results of a pluridisciplinary work already in progress at Ecole Centrale Paris involving
3D digitization, simulation, rapid prototyping of several museum artifacts. This work is led in the framework
of a general collaboration between three academic labs, The Musée National des Arts Asiatiques Guimet, the
Centre des Monuments Nationaux, the Louvre museum, and the rapid prototyping center CREATE. The main
purpose is to virtually represent the museum objects in high quality rendering, to simulate the visual appearance
of their materials based on optical and physical characteristics and to replicate them. The complete process used
throughout all the phases of the projects only involves optical devices that ensure no physical contact with the
museum artifacts.
This article describes the complete chain of engineering resources and the main models we used for accomplishing
our objective. From 3D capture without contact to plaster replica, the complete process will be described and
illustrated with images and objects during the conference. Some sequences extracted from the didactic and
scientific movies produced will also be presented.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction
Our approach aim to establish the bases for cultural heritage
engineering methods and models from 3d digitization to
simulation and replication by rapid prototyping. In this context, we focus particularly on simulating optical behaviour of
materials constituting the objects. Our ongoing study concerns a polychrome medieval statue: the recumbent statue
of Philippe de France (circa 1222 - 1232 AC) in the SaintDenis Basilica (royal necropolis in the north of Paris). Previously studied was the modelisation of metals and alloys
using the OCRE method (Optical Constants for Rendering
Evaluation), developed by Patrick Callet and describing the
materials optical behaviour [Cal05]. Plasma physics and
spectroscopic ellipsometry were used for that pertinent modelling and the characteristics data extraction from measurements [CZM02]. For metals and alloys we naturally used

their complex indices of refraction, either computed or carefully measured, but, in any case always validated by measurements. These previous important results are very useful
for the rendering of the golden parts of the statue that consist
in an alloy more or less enriched in gold. The metallurgical
composition of the gold leaves recovering the visible rests
will greatly help in the formulation of the visual appearance
for virtual restoration or historical reconstitution.
We now focus on modelling and representing the painting
materials (pigments and binders) using spectrophotometry,
and extrinsic physical parameters such as the paint film
thickness, the concentration of each species of pigments,
their mean diameter or the granulometry distribution functions,... Intrinsic parameters, characterizing the nature more
than the structure of all the compounds such as complex indices of refraction of all involved materials are used throughout the study. As an extension of the Kubelka and Munk the-
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ory, a four-fluxes approach of the multiple scattering of light
is used for the simulation. At each step of the study we compare our computed results of simulation with measurements
made on handcrafted samples in laboratory or in situ, i.e. on
the statue itself. With the knowledge about painted stones
during the middle-age, we studied the pigments and binders
which were probably used by the artist. Finally we replicated
the statue to 1/3rd of its original dimensions.

Figure 1: The recumbent statue of Philippe Dagobert in
Saint-Denis Basilica (13th century AC).

2. A work on painting materials
Our collaboration with the "Centre des Monuments Nationaux" helps us to elaborate a new project: a polychrome
medieval statue, the recumbent statue of Philippe Dagobert
de France (13th century AC) in the Saint-Denis Basilica. The
CMN being in charge of organizing and managing the public visits in more than one hundred French monuments, is
deeply involved in the realisation of the study. The research
results are meant to be shown, permanently near the Philippe
de France tomb, in order to sensibilized a large public to the
scientific research contribution, and for a better understanding of historical heritage.

Figure 2: Philippe Dagobert - (left) Stained glass window
drawing, (right) Drawing of the tomb with its recess.

2.1. Historical context
This recumbent statue has been chosen for its remaining
polychrome traces (fig 1) and also because it was representative of the fine middle XIIIth century funeral sculpture. At that time, Louis IX, not yet known as king " Saint
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Louis", was setting up the Saint Denis Royal necropolis
and the "Children of France" necropolis in the Royaumont
Cistercian abbey at Asnières sur Oise [EB75]. It concerns
the Philippe-Dagobert’s tomb, a young Saint-Louis’s brother
born in 1222, who was designated to be "clericus", i.e. to
have an ecclesiastic career, died in 1232 and buried in Royaumont (North of Paris); His tomb has been raised in the
abbey-church chancel between October 1235 (consecration
date of this church) and middle XIIIth . He is not represented
as a child here but as an idealised young man, laying down,
opened eyes, joined hands; his head lay on two cushions
each of them being held by two angels; his feet are resting
upon a lying lion holding in its paws a leg of deer. With the
French revolution this tomb encountered several dramatic
events [BJV96]. It has been transferred in Saint-Denis in
1791, then damaged in 1793-94 and deserted till 1796 when,
it has been preserved in the Musée des monuments français.
In 1816 it returns to Saint-Denis, where it has been installed
in the crypt; then the famous architect Viollet-le-Duc, between 1860 and 1867, inspired by the original pieces, rebuilt
entirely the sarcophagus and installed it in the north transept.
Concerning the paintings, Baron de Guilhermy published
his observations in 1848 [dG48] : "From the restitution of
these tombs in Saint-Denis, the whole sculpture has been
restored, and the old paintings disappeared under a new covering which after only thirty years were already eroded". It
refers to painted work ordered by the architect François Debré in 1820. Luckily, half a century ago, the savant Millin
could study and draw the Philippe-Dagobert tomb in Royaumont as it was in 1790, just before it was transferred to SaintDenis [Mil91]. Millin most likely describes the remnants
of medieval paintings namely blue for the surcoat sprinkled
with golden squares and lozenges. This pattern is confirmed
by a drawing made in 1694 for Roger de Gaignières, which
represents a missing stained glass window in the Royaumont abbey-church with the young prince up and wearing
the same clothes than his recumbent statue (left figure 2).
As for the tomb, Gaignieres made it drawn and painted with
great precision. In the right part of figure 2 is exhibited a
reproduction of the original coloured drawing conserved in
the Bodleain Oxford Library. This research could allow to
show once again how colour was present at medieval epoch
[Ami00], studying this time the visual appearance of a rich
prince funeral monument.
2.2. Data capture
As for previous projects the 3D digitization has been performed in situ (in Saint-Denis Basilica) after public hours,
without contact using an optical system based on structured
light projector and a camera (fig 3) from Breukmann company. A regular light and shadow grid is projected on the
object and the distortion of the boundaries between light
and shadows on the surface is recorded by the camera and
analysed, in order to extract a cloud of 3D points with a good
accuracy. This gave us about 120 clouds of 3D points used
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Figure 3: (left) 3D digitization using structured natural
white light. (right) 3D colorless model displayed with Catia (Dassault System software).

for reconstructing the surface with RapidForm commercial
software (Inus Technology). The final 3D shape of the tomb
(recumbent statue on the sarcophagus) in full resolution represents about 7,5 Million triangles (fig 3). Also in situ,
we captured spectral information on the remaining traces of
paint thanks to a spectrophotometer with optical fiber useful for further analyses and material characterization. The
portable spectrophotometer (USB 2000 series from Ocean
Optics company) consists in a set of optical fibers guiding a
normalized light source (a halogen lamp for CIED65 illuminant) surrounding the backscattered light guiding fiber. The
later is connected to a spectrometer where a 1024 photodiodes array transforms the received light in a signal that the
software can sample. We then obtain the diffuse reflectance
spectrum of the paint according to visible wavelengths domain (from 380nm to 780nm). As we need to compare and
validate permanently our choices and models, we also used
pigments and binder samples prepared in the laboratory. We
made our spectral measurements on these samples also (fig.
4).

Figure 5: 3D model cut up not completely decomposed in
color parts.

one. The angels’ bodies are blue painted and their wings are
golden. At his feet lies a golden lion. During the Middle Age
and more particularly during the thirteenth century, we already know (thanks to scientific study [Ami00] and litterature [Esc04] what pigments are the most commonly used
and also how the paints were applied on the sculpture. First,
the artists start with two or three layers of ceruse, made out
of water and white lead. This step enables to waterproof the
stone but also enables the painters to rectify the surface defects of the stone by coating. Then they apply several layers
of paint, consisting of pigments embedded in a binder like
egg (tempera technique), animal protein, linseed oil or gumresin. The most frequently encountered pigments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

White : White Lead, White Chalk, Lime
Black : Wood Smoke, Black Vine
Blue : Azurite, Lapis-Lazuli, Indigo
Red : Vermilion, Minium, Red Ochre
Yellow : Yellow Ochre, Massicot
Green : Green Clay, Malachite, Verdigris

Which of them were used in the specific case of Philippe
Dagobert’s recombent statue? The recorded diffuse reflectance spectra, obtained by the only possible analysis involving a non destructive method allow us to compare to the
results of a necessary chemical analysis for validation.
2.4. The Kubelka-Munk model extended to Four-fluxes
theory

Figure 4: Spectral data acquisition and analysis.

2.3. Preparing the data
First we need to specify which part of the global reconstructed shape would be associated to each kind of different
materials (meaning pigments and binder or/and gilts here)
(fig. 5). As visible on the picture (fig. 1) there are still some
traces of paint and gilding on the stone at the contrary of
the other graves gathered in the basilica. The robe is blue
with red sleeves, he has yellow hair, and he is wearing black
breeches. His head rests on a red cushion on top of a green

Other works are related to spectral representation of colours
( [SFD00], [RP97], [DCWP02], [GMN94]), and pigmented
material representations in computer graphics [HM92],
[BWL04], using the Kubelka-Munk theory. Our first concern
here was, to use an extended Kubelka-Munk to four fluxes
approach to better fit a modelisation of paintings and to realize our calculations based on 81 wavelengths sampled from
380nm to 780nm in the visible spectra, as tools to apply on
our case study. Our second concern is in our entire process
to constantly go back and forth between our theoretical models and our measurements on real materials. And above all,
helped with our collaborations to apply these concepts in an
archeological, and historical approach. The Kubelka-Munk
model is almost well suited for the description of pigmented
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materials. These are described as a scattering medium, laying on a scattering background. The system is illuminated by
a diffuse orthotropic incident light. It can be demonstrated
( [VT01]), that an incident orthotropic light flux on such a
film of thickness h can be considered equivalent to a collimated directionnal and normal incident flux on a paint film
of thickness 2h. The model gives the reflected and the transmitted fluxes from an incident light, normal to the layers
across a paint film of thickness h laid on a substrate. The
plain Kubelka-Munk theory ( [KM31]) is a 2-flux theory involving two directional fluxes, one going downward L+ and
the other upward L− . The layer of paint is a macroscopic
scattering and an absorbing medium so we consider two coefficients: S and K the scattering and absorption ones. The
substrate has a reflectance factor Rg . Thus, we account for
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expressions of absorption coefficient K and scattering coefficient S. The results of the measurements leads to :
• h: the layer thickness,
• Rg : the background reflectance,
• R∞ : the reflectance for an infinite thickness (totally
opaque layer)
• R: the layer reflectance (what we need)
We successively calculate: R0 , the surface reflectance:
R0 =

R∞ (Rg − R)
Rg − R∞ (1 − Rg R∞ + Rg R)

(5)

S, K the scattering and absorption coefficients:
S=

2.303 R∞
R∞ (1 − R0 R∞ )
log
R∞ − R0
h 1 − R2∞

(6)

K=

R∞ (1 − R0 R∞ )
2.303 1 − R∞
log
R∞ − R0
2h 1 + R∞

(7)

For the four-fluxes model we add the specification of all the
terms k, si , s j from the optical coefficients. We shall for this,
study a reference sample with a thickness of hr deposited on
a specular substrate.
We set :
 

K
K K
a = 1+ ,
b=
+2
S
S S
Figure 6: Four-Fluxes theory: The radiances, directional
(l + ,l − ) and diffuse (L+ ,L− ), together with the boundary
conditions.
the normal and directional lighting on the outer layer. So
the 2-fluxes model is improved with 2 additional fluxes of
light l − and l + normal to the interfaces. Including the two
previous diffuse fluxes, one downward L+ and the other upward L− (as described in [VT01]). The figure 6 shows the
scheme of this model. The incident light is then decomposed
in a remaining directional reflected light and of an additional
scattered light due to volume and surface scattering from the
substrate. Two specular components are then added to the
classical Kubelka-Munk model. We operate a local radiative
balance and write four equations, where k , is the absorption
coefficient for directional light, and respectively s+ , the forward scattering coefficient, and s− , the backward scattering
coefficient.
dl + = −(k + s+ + s− )l + dz

(1)

− dl − = −(k + s+ + s− )l − dz

(2)

dL+ = s+ l + dz + s− l − dz − (K + S)L+ dz + SL− dz

(3)

− dL− = s− l + dz + s+ l − dz − (K + S)L− dz + SL+ dz (4)
Setting l + and l − equal to zero and solving the above system
of equations, leads to the plain 2-fluxes Kubelka and Munk

x = bhS,

A = asinh(x) + bcosh(x)

and also deduce the following parameters
sinh(x)
b
ρ2 =
,
ρ1 = a − b,
A
A
We obtain from the previous relationships:

1  ∗  h
Rr 2
Rr 2hr
Tr = e−µh =
=
Rr,0
Rr,0
τ=

Then:
p=

R∞ (1 − τTr ) − Rb
ρ1 (1 − τTr ) − ρ2
q = ρ 1 p − R∞

Next, inverting p and q equations leads to the scattering coefficients:


si = p(µ− aS) + qS
s j = pS − q(µ+ aS)
where µ = 1h ln T1r
Finally we can deduce the absorption coefficient for very
weak thickness:
k = µ− (si + s j )
These results were specially accurate for gilts: gold leaf polished above a colored paint film. The very small holes observed inside the gold leaf and produced by the polishing
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process enrich the reflected spectrum with the diffuse component of the underlying paint even when the metallic leaf is
thick enough to be theoretically completely opaque.
2.5. Recorded diffuse reflectance spectra and paintings
We analyzed some paint samples made in laboratory and
worked on the appearance of the paints depending on the
thickness of each deposited film. We also measured the
thickness of each sample. First, we notice the change in reflectance as the thickness increases.
Figure 8: Comparison of the in situ measured diffuse reflectance spectra with the corresponding spectra of the
handcrafted samples.

Figure 7: Reflectance spectra of the blue pigments, azurite
and lapis-lazuli.

The thicker the layer the lower the reflectance. This means
that the shade is darker as the thickness is increased, thus
masking more and more the white substrate. For several
pigments (green clay, malachite, black vine, vermilion, and
lemon ochre), the reflectances of two and three layers tend
to be quite similar, so we will consider that the diffuse reflection spectra for the three layers sample gives the R∞ to
determine the coefficients K and S of these pigments. Spectral measurements help in differentiating a lapis-lazuli from
an azurite film (fig. 7). The first one has two peaks, one in the
blue wavelengths near 455nm and the other in the red and the
near IR wavelengths region ( 780nm). Only one peak appears
for the azurite pigments. Lapis-lazuli and its subtle reddish
component is known as natural ultra-marine blue, very efficient for reflecting infra-red radiations (ideal paint used for
the shutters in the mediterranean countries).
We can also notice that the two pigments have different
maxima in the blue region of the visible spectrum. One exhibits a relatively narrow peak while an other has a more flat
and extended peak tending to cover the green shades region.
Sometimes, a small amount of malachite in natural azurite
can explain the reflectance curve aspect and also the greenish color observed on the sample. Now that we have the reflectance spectra of the pure pigments, we want to compare
them to the ones we measured at the basilica on the recumbent statue. We have identified some of the pigments used
on the statue.

It seems that the pigment used by the painter was identify as green clay, according to the reflectance curves. We
have done this kind of comparison for every in situ spectrum. The blue areas seem to have been painted with azurite.
The spectrum of the red cushion approaches the spectrum
of the minium. We can notice that the spectra taken at the
basilica have a less amplitude between the maximum and
the minimum of their reflectance curves than those of the
samples. This phenomenon expresses the fact that the colors
of the sculpture are now very de-saturated. There are several
reasons for that. First, the colors are old and dirty. Then, the
deposited dust on the sculpture increases the whitening with
the surface scattering of all incident light.
More studies are necessary to exactly determine the composition of each paint used to achieve this sculpture. More
samples of different pigments will be elaborated. Therefore
we could virtually create mixtures of pigments and compare
them to the spectra measured in the basilica, according to the
robust color matching methods.
2.6. Spectral simulations
With a correct characterisation of all materials, the surface
state (ondulation, roughness), the lighting conditions and
standard colorimetric observer (CIE 1964 10◦ ), we can compute the restored visual aspect of the museum artifacts. For
metals such as gilts the images are obtained by a parallelized ray-tracing algorithm using 81 wavelengths bands of
5 nm width. The 3D coordinates of the points are hierarchically distributed inside hundreds of bounding boxes, made
to speed up ray-surface intersections determination. We use
the complex indices of refraction which characterise the intrinsic properties of the materials. Optical constants are then,
real part η(λ) and the imaginary part η(λ)κ(λ) of the complex index of refraction of the metals and alloys (eq. 8). This
can be measured on samples by spectroscopic ellipsometry
an optical method based on Fresnel formulas and the analysis of the amount of reflected and polarized light at large
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Figure 9: (left) Philippe-Dagobert’s surcoat rendered in
lapis-lazuli blue pigment by the radiosity software Candelux.
(right) Philippe-Dagobert’s sleeves - vermilion pigment rendered with Candelux, gilded lion (spectral ray-tracing).

incidence on a smooth surface. We use throughout the calculations the Max Born’s notation for the complex index of
refraction, ie:
η(λ) = η(λ) [1 + iκ(λ)]

(8)

The whole theory of reflection of light by a metallic
surface is available in optics books such as Born and
Wolf’s [BW80]. For the rendering of paints we use a spectral radiosity algorithm Candelux to test the appearance of
pure pigments as studied on samples in laboratory: for instance lapis-lazuli for the surcoat (fig. 9), or vermillon for
the sleeves.
3. Conclusions
We went one step ahead in our knowlege and know-how for
cultural heritage engineering and physical models for materials in optical simulation. Till now we worked with normalized lightings such as CIE D65 illuminants. We need and
shall pursue these studies in improving our knowledge on
natural lighting by stained glass windows and all other anthropogenic lightings used in the medieval era.
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Abstract
The Asinou Church, devoted to the Virgin Mary, is a wonderful 11th c. Byzantine Church built up in Troodos
Mountain on the island of Cyprus. This Church has been recognised as a World Heritage Monument by UNESCO.
A joint effort between the Laboratory of Photogrammetry of NTUA and HTI had as main goal the geometric
documentation of this monument, using a combination of modern digital techniques for data acquisition and
methodologies for data processing. Digital surveying and photogrammetric instrumentation, as well as a laser
scanner were employed, in order to collect the necessary data for producing digital colour orthophotographs for
the four exterior facades and six interior crossections of the church.
The methodology is brieﬂy described and assessed for its adaptability to the special requirements of this monument. The results of the data processing are presented and evaluated for their usefulness. Moreover a 3D visualisation of the church is attempted based on the accurate measurements performed. The paper concludes with an
appraisal of the products in view of their inclusion in a Monument Information System, which could include all
monuments of the particular area of Cyprus.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.10 [Vision and Scene Understanding]: Representations, data structures and transforms, H.2.8 [Databases Applications]: Spatial databases and GIS

1. Introduction
Monuments are undeniable documents of world history.
Their thorough study is an obligation of our era to mankind’s
past and future. Respect towards cultural heritage has its
roots already in the era of the Renaissance. Over the recent
decades, international bodies and agencies have passed resolutions concerning the obligation for protection, conservation and restoration of monuments. The Athens Convention
(1931), the Hague Agreement (1954), the Chart of Venice
(1964) and the Granada Agreement (1985) are only but a few
of these resolutions in which the need for geometric documentation of the monuments is also stressed, as part of their
protection, study and conservation.
The geometric documentation of a monument may be deﬁned as the action of acquiring, processing, presenting and
recording the necessary data for the determination of the
position and the actual existing form, shape and size of a
monument in the three dimensional space at a particular

given moment in time [UNE72]. The geometric documentation records the present of the monuments, as this has been
shaped in the course of time and is the necessary background
for the studies of their past, as well as the plans for their
future. Geometric documentation should be considered as
an integral part of a greater action, the General Documentation of the Cultural Heritage. This comprises, among others, the historical documentation, the architectural documentation, the bibliographic documentation etc. The Geometric
Recording of a monument involves a series of measurements
and -in general- metric data acquisition for the determination of the shape, the size and the position of the object in
the three dimensional space. Processing of these data results
to a series of documents, i.e. products, at large scales, which
fully document the geometric -and other- properties of the
monument. Usually such products include two dimensional
projections of parts of the object on horizontal or vertical
planes, suitably selected for this purpose.
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Technological advances in recent years have spectacularly
multiplied the variety of sources for collecting metric information at such large scales. In order to fully exploit these
data special techniques should be developed. Moreover, the
advancements in computer industry have enabled the three
dimensional visualizations of the monuments in a virtual
world. The compilation of 3D models of historical monuments is considerably facilitated by the use of dense point
clouds, which are created by the use of terrestrial laser scanners. Their combined use with photogrammetric procedures,
such as the production of orthophotos, allows the realistic 3D
representation of complex monuments such as sculptures. In
this context virtual reality tours have been created for simple
or more complex monuments. This ability has greatly contributed to the thorough study of the monuments, as well as
to the creation of virtual visits.
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the transverse arches where strengthened with additions at a
later date. The apse of the church was also reinforced with
additions at a later date (Figure 2). A narthex, with two
semi-circular apses and calotte and a drumless dome, and
apsidal north and south ends, was added at the west end at
about the end of pitched roof with ﬂat tiles, which appear in
the model of the church in the donor composition, and therefore is original. The structure was built in the 12th century by
the Greeks, who also built the nearby ancient city of Asinou.

2. The Asinou Church
2.1. Historical issues
The famous Byzantine painted church of Panagia Phorbiotissa of Asinou lies about ﬁve kilometers to the south of the
village of Nikitari in the pine-clad of the Troodos range of
mountains, at an altitude of approximately 450m (Figure 1).
The church is dedicated to the Virgin Mary and is considered to be one of the most important Byzantine churches in
Cyprus. The main church is the only surviving part of the
Phorves monastery from which the name Panagia Phorviotissa originates. The church is dated from the early 12th century AD and the murals inside range from the 12th century
through the 17th century [HM02] . The church is recognised
as a World Heritage Monument by UNESCO, as it is home
to perhaps the ﬁnest examples of Byzantine Mural paintings
of the island.

Figure 2: North-western view of the Church.

It appears that the church suffered great damage at the end
of the 13th, or beginning of the 14th century as the result of
an earthquake. The apse was then rebuilt and the apse semidome and nave were redecorated. The narthex was redecorated in 1332/3. Thus the frescoes surviving in the church of
Asinou today vary in date.
Fortunately, two-thirds of the original decoration of the
church of 1100’s survive today. Through these murals we
are able to determine that the church was probably originally constructed as a family chapel for Nicephoros Magistros (who later died here in 1115 AD). One inscription
found in the south-west recess records that the church of
the holy mother of God was painted through the donation
and great desire of Nicephoros Magistros the Strong, when
Alexios Comnenos was Emperor in the year 6614, indiction

Figure 1: Location of the church of Asinou on the map of
Cyprus.

The church is a rectangular vaulted, humble-looking
building with arched recesses in the side walls and transverse arches supporting the vault. It is built with local volcanic irregular stones originally covered with plaster in such
a way as to imitate marble revetment. The church is covered
with a steep-pitched roof and ﬂat tiles. The original pies with

Figure 3: Mural including the oldest inscription of the
church.
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14 (Figure 3). This probably means that the church was constructed some time between the year 1099 and 1105.
Another inscription mentions that the founder was also
nick-named ”the Strong”, an appellation most probably
given to him by the people for his power and severeness as
a judge, or taxation ofﬁcer. Neither of the inscriptions mentions a Monastery, or the appellation ”Phorbiotissa”.

visualizations, supported by technological advancements,
have added a signiﬁcant means of representation of the complex monuments. The combination of available data has enabled the construction of highly detailed 3D models, which
could convey the accuracy of the original data. Rendering
techniques supported by increasing computing power have
signiﬁcantly contributed to the aesthetic appearance of these
visualizations. The next step is to enable the performance of
accurate measurements on these 3D visualizations.

2.2. Speciﬁcations
For the proper geometric recording of the Asinou Church it
was decided to work towards the production of the minimum
necessary 2D and 3D products, which would contain the geometry of the monument, both inside and outside. Hence the
ﬁnal drawings include:
• a horizontal section of the building at a height of approx.
1m, which would, of course, include all necessary details
above and below this section,
• the four outside elevations,
• a longitudinal vertical crossection ”looking” at both sides
• two N-S crossesctions, again ”looking” at both sides.
In order to do justice to the wonderful murals inside the
church, but also to the unique outside structure, it was decided to produce colour orthophotography for the above
drawings, instead of the more traditional and, in any case,
quite abstract line drawings. 1:50 was chosen as the scale of
the drawings, since it is the most commonly used scale for
geometric documentations. This scale requires an accuracy
of 15mm for all points and details recorded on the monument, a task which is not that easy. In addition to the above,
it was decided to attempt a 3D representation of the Church,
in order to convey to the observer part of the majestic impression that the visitor gets, when looking at the monument
itself.
3. Geometric Documentation
3.1. Methodology
The Geometric Recording of Monuments at large scale, i.e.
larger than 1:100, presents several difﬁculties and peculiarities, which call for special attention by the users. The need
for large scale images, the presence of extremely large height
differences compared to the relatively small taking distances
and the multitude of details usually present on the surface
of the monuments combined with the high accuracy requirements are the main sources of these difﬁculties for the production of the conventional line drawings. The production of
orthophotographs presents even more special problems, as it
usually is a case of a highly demanding true orthophoto. Special techniques have been developed to address these problems in the best possible way [DL01], [MPK02], [Wie02].
Recording of monuments often demands the production
of special products, quite different from those of conventional photogrammetric applications. Among others the 3D

In the present case a combination of all available technological advances was used for the optimum result. The irreplaceable conventional surveying measurements support the
photogrammetric mapping, which provides the detail and the
point clouds from the terrestrial laser scanning cater for the
detailed three-dimensional information.

3.2. Data acquisition
Instrumentation of the latest technology has been used for
the data acquisition phase. A reﬂectorless total station Topcon GPT-3003, with 10cc and ±3mm ±2ppm accuracy, a
Canon EOS 1D Mark II 8.2 Mpixel digital camera with a
pre-calibrated 28-80mm f/3.5-5.6 zoom lens, with a pixel
size of 8µm and CMOS sensor size of 3504 x 2336 pixels
and a Leica Geosystems HDS-2500 terrestrial laser scanner
were the basic instrumentation used.
The contemporary idea of multisource data exploitation
[GI05] has been applied in this case, hence the ﬁeldwork
included -among others- geodetic network and control point
measurements, image acquisition and laser scanning. A careful planning of the ﬁeldwork ensures the successful processing at a later stage, minimizing the need to re-visit the site
for additional measurements.
Special care has been given to the initial image scale, or
equivalently, to the resulting GSD, in order to cover the requirements of the 1:50 scale. Monoscopic or stereoscopic
photography has been planned, according to the properties
of the various parts of the object. In total 700 ground control
points and 1,500 detail points were measured on the object,
from ten traverse stations in and around the church. Moreover 116 photogrammetric images were taken, of which 68
for mono and 48 for stereo compilation (Figure 4). Laser
scanninig was applied at a later stage, after an initial processing. This enabled the coverage enhancement of areas where
there were gaps or omissions from the initial photogrammetric processing. Such areas included the domes of the three
apses, the interior of the Holly and other such complicated
parts of the object. In addition general scans were also performed, mainly to cover the outside surfaces of the church;
in Figure 4 the blue round signs in the internal side of the
church symbolize the scanners set-ups directed towards the
ceiling.
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Figure 4: Plan view of the church, showing scanner set ups (in blue) and camera locations for stereopairs (in red) or monoscopic images (in green).

3.3. Data processing
Data processing included the individual preprocessing of the
various data separately, and later the necessary integration.
The geodetic network adjustment ensured the required accuracy in the ﬁnal products. For the photogrammetric processing, every elevation (Figure 5) should be processed in
a separate reference system, which -if desired- may be reversed at a later stage, in order to obtain the ﬁnal products in
a common system.

collection was carried out manually on the DPW at an interval of 10cm on the object. In addition all necessary break
lines and object edges were also collected, in order to assist
the orthophoto production. A GSD of 5cm was chosen for
the ﬁnal orthophotos.
The cloud points from the terrestrial laser scanner were
processed within the Leica Geosystems Cyclone software,
which provides the possibility of either cloud-to-cloud registration with common points or common features, or the
direct reference of a cloud to the desired co-ordinate system.
Both possibilities were used and the resulting registrations
carried an error of 6mm. The ﬁnal point cloud (Figure 6)
was also exported to dxf format for further exploitation.

Figure 5: Horizontal plan of the church showing the positions of the vertical cross sections.

For the monoscopic processing, i.e. the digital rectiﬁcation the ARCHIS software by SISCAM was used and for the
stereocompilations the digital photogrammetric workstation
SSK of Z/I Imaging was employed. DTM, or better, DSM

Figure 6: Registered point clouds.
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4. Products

4.2. The three-dimensional model

4.1. Orthophotomosaics

The creation of a 3D model of the church included ﬁrst the
processing of all dxf ﬁles which contain the point clouds,
both from the laser scans and the stereo-compilation, for the
production of a polygon or triangular network. Geomagic
Studio v7 software was chosen for this procedure. The software enables noise removal, as well as data reduction without loss of necessary information. With suitable processing
the point cloud was converted to a polygonal mesh, from
which the three-dimensional surface model was produced
(Figure 9).

All partial orthophotos belonging to a particular elevation,
no matter whether they were produced by rectiﬁcation or orthophotography procedure, were combined to a unique orthophotomosaic within the AutoCAD environment. For this
purpose the measured ground control points were employed.
For the radiometric correction and uniﬁcation of the colours
the Adobe PhotoShop image processing software was chosen.
On the resulting orthophotomosaic the inevitable gaps and
faults have been located, in order to be completed. (Figures
7, 8, 11, 12)

Figure 9: South-western view of the Church’s 3D model
produced by the Geomagic software.

Figure 7: Ortho-mosaic of the eastern facade.

Figure 8: The N-S cross section ”looking” to the west.

The next step included the production of a 3D textural
model of the church. For this purpose the MODO v2.0.1
software was used, which contains a larger variety of more
user-friendly tools for texture mapping than the Geomagic
software. The orthophotos which had been produced photogrametrically were adjusted to all surfaces of the church
instead of using simple images. Thus, an accurate adjustment of raster information on the 3D solid model and high
quality results were achieved. Figure 10 shows a view of the
internal side of the church with orthophotos as an overlay on
the surfaces.

Figure 10: North-eastern view of the textured 3D model of
the Church.
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Figure 11: Ortho-mosaic of the outer northern facade of the Church.

Figure 12: The longitudinal vertical cross section ”looking” to the north.

5. Monument Information System
A Monument Information System (MIS) is required for an
integrated documentation of the Byzantine church of Asinou, in addition to the detailed geometric recording. Historic, archaeological, architectural and other information
will be integrated in this system together with the above
mentioned geometric information, in text, images, vector
and raster format, 3D animations, videos.
The establishment of such a MIS is on-going project, and
is part of the proposal for establishing an Information Sys-

tem for all Byzantine Churches in the jurisdiction of the
Holly Metropolis of Morfu, where there are eight of the
13 churches that exist in Cyprus which are characterized by
UNESCO as ”World Heritage Monuments”. New techniques
are been used regarding Informatics, Graphics, Virtual Reality, and Multimedia. The MIS which will be developed
will provide for data collection, storage, analysis, processing, management, virtual representation and animation by
use of multimedia technology. The user will be able to make
a virtual tour of the whole area of the Metropolis, which will
be based on the framework of high resolution satellite im-
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ages and other necessary data. During this tour the churchesmonuments will be georeferenced. The system will also provide services for an individual tour by using multimedia and
a virtual guide.

geometric recording. In Proc. of the International Workshop on ’Recording, Modeling and Visualization of Cultural Heritage’, Ascona, Switzerland, 2005 http:www.
ascona2005.ethz.ch..

The beneﬁciaries of this project include students, teachers, scientists, researchers, parents, visitors, and any others
interested to have an electronic access and would enjoy an
e-tour [Tem06].

[MPK02] M AVROMATI D., P ETSA E., K ARRAS G.:
Theoretical and practical aspects of archaeological orthoimaging. In Proc. ISPRS Commission V Symposium
’Close-range imaging, long-range vision’. International
Archives of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Corfu,
Greece, (2002), vol. XXXIV-5, pp. 413–418.

6. Conclusions
A combined use of photogrammetric methods and laser
scanning techniques was applied for the geometric documentation of the Asinou church. The extraction of accurate and detailed DSM of the surfaces of the monument is
necessary both for the production of two-dimensional orthomosaics, and for the creation of 3D model. The combined
use of those two techniques allowed:
• the completion of the missing parts of the DSM, where the
stereoscopic image acquisition was difﬁcult or impossible
• the creation of a three-dimensional textural model which
has good geometric accuracy.
In agreement with the Episcope of Morfu, it was decided that a documentation model will be developed for the
Church of Asinou, which will be used for the other churchesmonuments of Cyprus, as well. For this purpose the produced geometric recording should be completed with more
detailed 2D plans at larger scales, e.g. 1:10 or 1:5; videos
with detailed three-dimensional textural models of the surrounding area and the inside of the church should be created
and a MIS accessible through the Internet should be in operation.
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Abstract
To meet the requirements for rapid, accurate and effective recording and documentation of archaeological excavation
sites a prototype system is under development. This paper presents the first results from an easy-to-use system that
utilizes photogrammetric and computer science methods, as well as tools for on-site recording, modeling and
visualization of an archaeological excavation. The software-component is the main focus of our research. Its aim is
multifold, such as to provide a three-dimensional reconstruction of the excavation site in a very accurate way, rapid
and almost real-time recording and documentation, multiple outputs for various uses and finally to achieve all these
tasks requiring minimal knowledge of Digital Photogrammetry and CAD systems, through a sophisticated and userfriendly interface, easy to be used by people, such as archaeologists that are not experts in Photogrammetry or in
Information Science. Finally, in the near future it is planned to evaluate and demonstrate under real circumstances
the functionality and the effectiveness of the system, so as to be performed the necessary improvements.

1. Introduction
The nature of an archaeological excavation is destructive
and therefore recording is a procedure that must be
performed at every stage. Not only the different layers of
stratigraphy but also all the containing features, such as
walls, post-holes, graves, pits, ditches, must be carefully
recorded, in terms of size, depth, shape etc. and
photographed. Additionally, at various phases an accurate
excavation plan must be created, in order to show the
location of features and contexts, as well as the spatial
interrelation (topology) of the findings for the subsequent
archaeological study. All these records will form “the basis
of which all interpretations of the site will be made”
[RB91]. The aforementioned procedures are not only timeconsuming dramatically postpone the excavation time, but
also costly, because of the large amount of data to be
recorded. Furthermore, they do not provide the level of
absolute accuracy that the archaeologists need for their
future research.
In the last years, digital photogrammetry became a major
tool in archaeology. Specialists in this area recognize the
advantage of fast and accurate mapping, Moreover they use
photogrammetric techniques in order to record and
document the findings of an excavation [GP96]. Digital
photogrammetry offers to archaeologists all the powerful
tools for fast and accurate recording and mapping of the
archaeological sites [HE97]. The new low-cost digital

cameras, providing high-resolution images, in combination
with the portable Digital Photogrammetric Stations (DPS),
constitute powerful tools for the whole mapping process in
the period of one day [BLR97], [Miy96]. This is very
important since the archaeological image interpretation is
performed in the same day.
Unfortunately, DPS are high-end hardware & software
devices, mostly in use for aerial Photogrammetry and
normally do not tackle correctly the problems of closerange imaging. Additionally they refer to specialized
personnel and characterized by high hardware and software
cost. In contrast, in a lot of cases, the needs of architects
and archaeologists are much more primary and simpler
than these of a cartographer [GP02], [PK95]. However they
can always take advantage of some of the value added
modules of a Digital Photogrammetric Station such as the
3D viewing and measuring subsystems.
To meet the requirements for rapid, accurate and effective
recording and documentation of archaeological excavation
sites a prototype system (which is already under
development) is proposed.
The software-component of such system is the main focus
of this research. Its aim is multifold, such as to provide a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the excavation site in a
very accurate way, rapid and almost real-time recording
and documentation, multiple outputs for various uses and
finally to achieve all these tasks requiring minimal
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knowledge of Digital Photogrammetry and CAD systems,
through a sophisticated and user-friendly interface, easy to
be used by people, such as archaeologists that are not
experts in Photogrammetry or in Information Science.
Finally, in the near future it is planned to evaluate and
demonstrate under real circumstances the functionality and
the effectiveness of the system, in order to perform the
necessary improvements.

navigate through the different tasks and perform them with
a low degree of experience.

This paper presents the specifications and the requirements
of the proposed system that utilizes photogrammetric and
computer science methods, as well as tools for on-site
recording, modeling and visualization of an archaeological
excavation. Both research groups will join forces and
former experiences presented in [DG00], [MGT*04],
[PST98], [PST*99] to propose low-cost solutions to
improve current methods, tools and techniques.

The proposed system will be developed up to a preindustrial level and will consist of a low-end hardware
component, a developed software component and a usermanual. The system consists of the following components.

2. General principles of system design
The proposed prototype system will allow the rapid and
accurate recording and documentation of archaeological
excavations. As it is already mentioned, it’s aim is to
provide mapping and documentation of the site, using
overlapping digital images free of distortions and a userfriendly 3D viewer, providing a realistic view of the
archaeological findings, with accurate measuring
capabilities, and allowing a simple and interactive access to
the recorded data. Moreover, it will provide in-situ preprocessing of the data and distribution of the processing
tasks to remote users.
The aims of the system are:

Additionally, the proposed system must be able to run on
desktop and laptop computers. Therefore, it must not use
high resources from the hosted computer.
3. System Design

3.1. Hardware Component
The hardware-component will be low-end and off-the-shelf
aiming at minimizing the start-up cost of the whole system.
It is planned that the minimum required hardware will
consist of a Personal Computer (or a Notebook) with
Ethernet and Internet capabilities, enhanced by special 3Dgraphics card with (if possible) active polarization or
interlaced capabilities. Networking and Internet
connections will enable the user to distribute the recording
and documentation tasks to remote group-members while
active polarization ability will enable the user to see and
measure in three dimensions using polarization glasses.
Alternative, if the graphics card cannot provide
stereoscopic abilities, a stereoscopic view with Blue/Red
glasses will be used.
For the recording phase, additional hardware will consist of
a (low-end) digital CCD camera. Current technology
provides for such a low-cost hardware, which although is
very reasonable in price, suffers by often severe distortions
either due to electronics or due to the lenses.



To provide a three-dimensional reconstruction of the
excavation site in a very accurate (1-2 cm) way.



To provide a rapid and almost real-time recording and
documentation.

3.2. Software Component



To provide multiple output for various uses. Such
outcomes can be 3D vector graphics, Orthophoto
mosaics, 3D digital surface models, real-image
rendered 3D objects, visualization of 3D objects,
interactive 3D models linked with documentation
databases and Geographic Information System input,
etc.

The software-component will include all the procedures
that are needed in order to achieve the aim of the project, in
modules, under a common interface. One of the main
targets of the project is to keep the included basic
photogrammetric tools as much “hidden” from the user as
possible (using automatic or semi-automatic procedures).
(Figure 1)



To achieve all these tasks requiring minimal
knowledge of Digital Photogrammetry and CAD
systems, through a sophisticated and user-friendly
interface.

The modules are:
i. Calibration and interior orientation of the camera.
Standard calibration techniques for the compensation of the
distortions induced by the low-cost digital cameras will be
included.

The challenge in this research is to develop automatic or
semi-automatic photogrammetric techniques, which could
provide the required accuracy with the minimum
intervention from the part of the user, compensating thus to
the degree of the required knowledge, as well as
safeguarding for mistakes. Besides automation and
robustness issues, the proposed software will be equipped
by user-friendly interface, in order to be easy for the user to

ii. External orientation. This is one of the procedures that
usually cannot be fully automated and the help of the final
user will be needed. The user must indicate the control
points to the system in order to solve the external
orientation of the images. This module has already been
developed. Further implementation will include the fully
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automatization of the procedure with the use of pre-defined
control points.
iii. Triangulation. Excavation sites usually give very high
textured images. This means that triangulation, which will
produce a very dense (every 5-10 cm) network of points of
the excavation surface, is a procedure that can be easily
automated. A new and effective algorithm (low CPU cost)
will be embedded in the system for the search of conjugate
points on the epipolar images. The new technique differs
from the typical approach in a way that can lead fast and
easy to the correct x-parallax value of the epipolar images
for the desirable ground point. Moreover, manual addition
of points will be possible by the user in case of poor
textured images. This module has also been developed and
is now under accuracy testing.
iv. DTM/Grid creation. The above network of points will
be used in order to produce a grid of points for the
excavation surface by creating a TIN based on Delaunay
Triangulation. This module is not implemented yet.
v. Orthophoto/mosaic generation. The system will give
the ability to produce an image or a mosaic of images
(Orthophoto) of the excavation site free of rotation and
anaglyph errors. With the creation of orthophotos,
archaeologists have an accurate (as a map) and complete
(as a photograph) background without the need to do any
surveying of the sites, other than taking overlapping digital
photographs. This background will be used for making the
archaeological interpretation in vector format as a layer on
top of the Orthophoto. This interpretation will be inserted
in CAD programs as a vector file. The sub-component of
the Orthophoto generation is already developed.
vi. Basic measurement functions. User will be able to see
a pair of images in stereo (using polarization or blue/red
glasses) and measure some basic attributes of objects like
distance and area. This module will be developed in the
final stage of the project, when the final GUI of the
software will be known. The major sub-components of the
module (e.g. Stereo viewing, 3D measurement functions,
etc) are already developed.
vii. Mono-plotting ability. In addition to basic
measurement functions, the system will also include a
mono-plotting module. That is with the orthophoto as a
background, the archaeologist will be able to extract 3D
metric information (distances, angles, areas and volumes)
as well as 3D vector mappings of the sites, without using
stereoscopy. In fact, the planimetric coordinates (x, y) will
be picked from the cursor movement, whereas the altimetry
(z) will be on-the-fly interpolated by the “underneath”
DSM. For drawing purposes, the user will have the ability
to measure and draw 3D objects of the excavation site in a
CAD environment. For the moment, the implementation of
this module is being developed for the Autodesk AutoCAD
environment. Further implementation will include other
CAD environments (like Bentley Microstation).
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Figure 1: Basic flow chart of recording procedure
4. Data handling
Parallel to above procedures and modules, the system will
include a complete part for the management and the
exploitation of the data accumulated during documentation
work on the field. These data can have very different nature
(textual, graphical, photographical…). For the storage of
the knowledge, databases will be created, with which it will
be possible to interact thanks to the creation of an
Information System (IS).
We purpose our IS in the form of interactive 3D models
(resulting from the three dimensional reconstructions of the
excavation site achieved before), which elements will be
linked with the records of the databases. Likewise,
interactive 2D plans could be generated (in SVG for
instance) from maps and drawings done by the
archaeologists on the field. These interactive plans could
also be an access interface to the information of the
database.
This will allow a best spreading and communication of the
information about the archaeological site [KS99], as well as
a beneficial valorization. This would also be a help for the
analysis and the understanding of the site (in permitting
quickly to synthesize and to confront very different types of
documents) [MGP05].
The system we propose will not be a pure Geographical
Information System (GIS), since we will integrate very
diverse types of data, but the information search will
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be done in a localized way via the 3D models and the 2D
plans of the site. The 3D and 2D representations serve as
access interfaces to the data. For the archaeologists
working on the site, they will also serve as interfaces for
the modification and the updating of the recorded
information [MGP06].
Moreover, we propose to develop a system that will work
over the Internet (so that we will be independent of any
commercial software), in a simple and clear way, both for
the consultation and for the modification of information.
The technical computer platform will be based on free
software. Clients will use traditional browsers like Internet
Explorer, Mozilla Firefox or Netscape. The main interface
will be accessible through a PHP web server like EasyPHP.
Web pages of the site could be coded in PHP and
JavaScript, with the use of CSS style sheets. Connection to
the database could be done thanks to a PHP script
language. Queries on the database will be written in SQL
language. The database system could be MySQL.
Textual data will be described in XML and automatically
recorded in the MySQL database. 3D models will be
described in VRML or X3D, widespread languages
currently for the visualization of 3D scenes on the Web.
And 2D plans will be created in SVG, so that we will work
in coherent and standardized formats.
The following schema (Figure 2) illustrates the computer
behavior of the platform that will be developed.

Phase

Time Table
(months)
06 12 18 24

1

2
3

4
5
6

Project Work
Acquisition of the
necessary hardware
Development of the
necessary interfaces
Development of low
level software for
major hardware
functionalities
Testing of hardware
component
Development of major
software components
Testing of the software
components under
simulated and real
situation
Development of user
interface
Evaluation and
improvement of the
system
Development of user
manual

Table 1: Major phases are of the proposed research
6. Conclusions
The proposed research concerns the development of a
prototype system for the rapid and accurate recording to
improve archaeological excavation and documentation by
merging experiences from both research groups.
The hardware component will use digital images free of
distortions and a user friendly 3D navigator.
The software component will include automatic or semiautomatic procedures of photogrammetric tools and rethink
a prototype system to make it available for non specialists.
For the data handling, we project to use interactive 3D
models linked with the records of the databases in an
Information System. 3D and 2D representations will serve
as access interface to the data and the system will be
available to users via browsers.
Acknowledgments

Figure 2: Schema of the computer behavior of the coming
web Information System
5. Evaluation phase
The major phases are of the proposed research are given in
Table 1. The whole system is going to be evaluated and
tested under real circumstances to perform the necessary
improvements. The testing material will also provide the
data for how-to-do-it user manual, which will be developed
at the last phase.
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Abstract
In order to protect cultural heritage sites in
the landscape from damage and destruction,
authorities need to maintain a record (database) of the known sites in the areas for which
they are responsible. The better the record,
the easier and cheaper it is to minimise conflict between planning and the construction
of new roads or any other development. Cultural heritage sites can comprise burial
mounds, old settlements, old roads and
numerous other features. A good and wellorganized cultural heritage database can therefore facilitate sustainable cultural heritage
management. The use of GIS and satellite

remote sensing tools can assist such task.
High-resolution satellites facilitate the development of methods for observing even the
smallest features and thus promote a systematic utilization of satellite data in the mapping and monitoring of cultural heritage
sites. This pilot project addresses these issues
by initiating the development of a basis for a
sustainable, up-to-date and cost-effective
decision-support methodology which relies
upon satellite remote-sensing for mapping
and monitoring cultural heritage sites and
then the use of GIS for cultural heritage sites
registration

1. Introduction

2. Satellite Remote Sensing

The availability of cloud free images for operational
projects is very important and depends on the geographical position and the prevailing weather conditions for the
area of interest [KS90]. Countries such as Greece and
Cyprus are characterised by good weather conditions
and the availability of cloud free images. As shown by
[HCR00] the high availability of cloud free images of
Cyprus increases the potential of using satellite remote
sensing techniques for any application in the Cyprus
area. Indeed, satellite remote sensing can be also used as
a supporting tool in conjunction with GIS and ground
measurements (for example, geophysical, GPS measurements) for the monitoring and registration of cultural
heritage sites [HTI05].

The basics and the pre-processing steps of satellite remote sensing are briefly presented below.

This paper provides an overview of the methodology
adopted for monitoring cultural heritage sites and then
using of GIS for cultural heritage sites registration.
Results from the preliminary investigations have been
also presented.

2.1 Introduction
The recent advances in remote sensing recording systems and image processing techniques, together with the
development of high accuracy Global Positioning Systems makes the remote sensing technology as a valuable
tool for the retrieval of archaeological information and
the management of monuments and sites.
As shown by several other investigators, archaeological research uses satellite remote sensing for assisting
the users for:x
x

identifying environmental parameters related
with the location of the archaeological sites
identifying the topography of archaeological
monuments
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x

Assessing the spectral signatures of archaeological sites with the ultimate goal of developing predictive archaeological models. In this
way, satellite remote sensing constitutes a
method of archaeological information retrieval, without the use of excavation or intensive
survey procedures [SMG*98] and [Sar00] .

Landsat Thematic Mapper and SPOT satellite images
are widely used for deriving information about the
earth’s land. Especially Landsat TM and ETM image
data are widely used for several applications in Cyprus
(see Figure 1) due to the fact that almost a single image
covers the whole island [HCR00]. High resolution imagery from satellites such as IKONOS and QuickBird has
been available for several years, and has proved its usefulness in the mapping and surveillance of remote areas.
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For the Landsat and SPOT image data of the Cyprus
area, twenty well-defined features in the images such as
road intersections, corners of large buildings, airport
runways, bends in rivers and corners of dams were chosen as ground control points.
Radiometric correction: The use of multi-temporal
scenes acquired at different dates or the use of satellite
imagery acquired from different satellite sensor for
example from Quickbird, IKONOS and Landsat ETM+
7, radiometric correction must be applied so as to obtain
the same comparable units [Mat01].
Calibration in units of radiance or reflectance is an
important processing step before atmospheric correction
can be applied. Satellite images were converted from
digital numbers to units of radiance using standard calibration values. Then the next step was to convert the atsatellite radiance values into at-satellite reflectance using
the solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere, sunearth distance correction and solar zenith angle.
Radiation from the earth's surface undergoes significant interaction with the atmosphere before it reaches the
satellite sensor. The aim of atmospheric correction is to
recover, as far as possible, the reflectance at the ground
surface. In this study, the darkest pixel atmospheric correction was applied to every image [HCR03].
3. Geographical Information Systems (GIS)

Figure 1: Landsat-5 TM satellite image of Cyprus
acquired on 3/6/1985 (partial scene). Distribution of
some cultural sites is shown for Paphos and Limassol
District areas.

2.2 Pre-processing of satellite images
The images that will be used in this project must be
pre-processed prior to the use with the GIS data.
Generally the main categories of pre-processing of
image data are geometric and radiometric corrections,
which are, performed prior to main analysis. Radiometric corrections are distinguished between those effects
which are scene-related such as atmospheric, topographic and view angle effects, sensor calibration, illumination and target characteristics and those which are sensor
related such as sensor calibration and de-striping
[Mat01].
Geometric correction: Remotely sensed images are
not maps. The transformation of a remotely sensed image so that it has the scale and projection properties of a
map is called geometric correction. Geometric correction
was carried out using standard techniques with ground
control points and a first order polynomial fit [Mat01].

In this project, the participants highlight the need to
develop GIS cultural resources, with capabilities of
processing and modelling digital images, for the whole
island for any further application in which the cultural
site is a part of their project. Indeed, this system will
reduce the high cost of surface surveying and archaeological site registration and assessment during or prior
the course of large scale construction works (for example highway construction, expansion of rural estates,
construction of waste dump areas etc). Several other
authors in the literature demonstrate the importance of
using GIS in conjunction with the use of satellite remote
sensing for monitoring cultural heritage sites [Gue99,
JC95]. For example, the Laboratory of GeophysicalSatellite Remote Sensing & Archaeo-environment of the
Institute for Mediterranean Studies/F.O.R.T.H. launches
a WEB site that used to host the results of a project that
works with the development of a GIS for the management of archaeological monuments and the mapping of
archaeological sites of Lasithi region in Crete (Greece)
[Sar00].
Indeed, the partners in this project suggest the following database of the system with the results to be hosted
also in a Web-GIS site:x

digitised geological,
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x
x
x
x
x

topographic and land-use maps, any available
thematic mapping information
road network
satellite imagery (Landsat, SPOT, Quickbird,
Ikonos)
accurate location of sites (achieved by a systematic GPS survey) and their visible extent
and DEM products (for example, see Figure 2)
accompanied by a dynamic data base regarding the archaeological information of each site,
including photographic material and bibliography

The advantage of GIS lies in their ability of updating
their geographical information index in a continuous and
interactive mode, processing and storing large volume of
diverse origin data and creating thematic maps based on
specific inquiries. The above can be used in archaeological research for modeling the diachronic settlement patterns of a region, locating and outlining the limits of
high probability archaeological candidate sites, studying
the communication or defensive networks, specifying
cost surface regions used for the exploitation of natural
resources, etc. The construction of digital thematic maps
that present various cultural and environmental information, could be extremely useful in solving problems
resulted by the environmental and development plans,
suggesting specific solutions for the protection, preservation and management of ancient monuments.
By using the Landsat TM image of Cyprus shown in
Figure 1 and the GIS overlay shown in Figure 2, the
thematic map shown in Figure 3 has been produced. The
continuous insertion of information will create a complete system of monitoring cultural sites/monuments around
the whole island of Cyprus.

.

Figure 2: GIS map of Cyprus including some features
from its current database.

Figure 3: Overlay of GIS location-information on a
Landsat-5 TM satellite image of Cyprus acquired on 3-61985: Registration of the selected cultural sites based on
the information provided by the developed database

4. Pilot Studies
The following areas of interests have been registered
using the methodology presented in the previous sections
using Quickbird high-resolution satellite images:x
x
x

House of Theseous in Paphos (see Figure 4)
Aphrodite Temple at Kouklia in Paphos (see
Figure 5)
Kourion Theatre in Limassol (see Figure 6 a
and b)
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Figure 4: Use of GIS in conjunction with satellite
image acquired on 23/12/2003 for the ‘House of Theseous in Paphos’
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Figure 7b: Use of GIS in conjunction with satellite image for the Kourio Theatre (cultural site in
Limassol)
5. Conclusions and Future Work

Figure 5: Here is a sample figure Use of GIS in conjunction with satellite image acquired on 23/12/2003 for
the Aphrodite Temple at Kouklia in Paphos

Figure 6a: Use of GIS in conjunction with satellite image for the Kourio Theatre (cultural site in
Limassol)

This paper shows the methodology adopted as well the
beneficial use of satellite remote sensing and GIS tools
for the registration and managing of cultural sites in the
Cyprus Island, as a part of the project themes that have
been already agreed by the partners. The high availability of cloud-free images increases the potential for using
satellite remote sensing technologies for monitoring and
up-dating all the information required to build and enrich
our GIS library. Further actions of the project are shown
below:x
Extend and enrich our GIS library with more
data regarding information related with the topology, history, land-use changes etc of the
cultural sites around the whole Island of Cyprus.
x
Obtain spectral signatures using ground spectro-radiometers so as to assist our future satellite image acquisitions in the monitoring and
up-dating the information nearby the cultural
sites.
x
Employ GPS ground campaign for obtaining
more accurate locational details of the cultural
sites.
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Abstract
Nowadays there is a growing potential for applications enabling Cultural Heritage (CH) organizations to create
and annotate digital content. However, available solutions do not always provide a coherent set of comprehensive
and accurate techniques to organize large volumes of digital cultural content, and manage related annotations.
SCCM (Systema Cultural Content Management) is an integrated software environment that seeks to address these
needs. SCCM provides features such as advanced content management capabilities, extensive media format support,
watermark techniques and a cooperative annotation environment.
SCCM relies on a Web-Based n-tier architecture that implements standards related to its area of application, such
as CIDOC. It offers comprehensive Content and Collection Management Capabilities, using XML - Metadata
description techniques. SCCM provides rich media information storage, annotation between different cultural assets
and a set of task-based interfaces for extensive search, indexing, content documentation and retrieval functionalities.
Currently, SCCM has been successfully used for multiple complex Museum Projects supporting vast online
collection catalogues with large volumes of cultural content. By providing advanced features to CH organizations,
SCCM offers new capabilities for organizing and publishing scientific information related to CH artifacts to
Museums, Researchers and Cultural Communities.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): +,QIRUPDWLRQ6\VWHPV$SSOLFDWLRQV


1. Introduction

x

1RZDGD\V WKHUH LV D JURZLQJ SRWHQWLDO IRU DSSOLFDWLRQV
HQDEOLQJ &XOWXUDO +HULWDJH RUJDQL]DWLRQV WR FUHDWH DQG
DQQRWDWH GLJLWDO FRQWHQW +RZHYHU DYDLODEOH VROXWLRQV GR
QRW DOZD\V SURYLGH D FRKHUHQW VHW RI FRPSUHKHQVLYH DQG
DFFXUDWH WHFKQLTXHV WR RUJDQL]H ODUJH YROXPHV RI GLJLWDO
FXOWXUDO FRQWHQW DQG PDQDJH UHODWHG VFLHQWLILF DQQRWDWLRQV
RQVSHFLILF&+DUWHIDFWV6&&0 6\VWHPD&XOWXUDO&RQWHQW
0DQDJHPHQW  LV DQ LQWHJUDWHG VRIWZDUH HQYLURQPHQW WKDW
VHHNV WR DGGUHVV WKHVH QHHGV 6&&0 LV D ZHEEDVHG
SODWIRUP DLPLQJ WR VXSSRUW WKH GLJLWLVDWLRQ HOHFWURQLF
UHFRUG VWRUDJH VFLHQWLILF DQQRWDWLRQ DQG PDQDJHPHQW RI
GLJLWL]HGFXOWXUDOKHULWDJHDUWHIDFWV
7KH DLP RI 6&&0 LV WR VXSSRUW GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG
FRRSHUDWLYH HOHFWURQLF GRFXPHQWDWLRQ URXWLQHV LQ RUGHU WR
SURPRWH LQQRYDWLYH ZD\V RI H[SORLWLQJ &XOWXUDO +HULWDJH
&ROOHFWLRQV 6&&0 KDV EHHQ VXFFHVVIXOO\ XVHG LQ ODUJH
PXVHXP SURMHFWV SURYLGLQJ WR WKH HQGXVHUV LQQRYDWLYH
DQQRWDWLRQ PHWKRGV LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI D FROODERUDWLYH
HQYLURQPHQW 6&&0 RIIHUV PDQ\ DGYDQFHG IHDWXUHV WR
&XOWXUDO +HULWDJH LQVWLWXWLRQV VSUHDGLQJ RYHU GLYHUVH
UHTXLUHPHQWVVXFKDV
x
WKH XQLIRUP DFFHVV WR LQIRUPDWLRQ UHWULHYDO DQG
DQQRWDWLRQSURFHVVHVDQGURXWLQHV
x
PHFKDQLVPVWKDW HQDEOHLQVWLWXWLRQVWRFUHDWHFRKHUHQW
VHUYLFHVIURPGLVSDUDWHSURMHFWV

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x


PHFKDQLVPVIRUWUDFNLQJWKHDXWKHQWLFLW\DQGLQWHJULW\
RIGLJLWDOHQWLWLHV
HIIHFWLYHDQGHDVLO\PDQDJHDEOHDXWKRUL]DWLRQVHFXULW\
DQGWUDFNLQJV\VWHPV
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI RUJDQLVDWLRQZLGH PHFKDQLVPV IRU
PDQDJLQJLQWHOOHFWXDOSURSHUW\ULJKWV
RSWLPL]DWLRQRIFRVWHIIRUWDQGUHVRXUFHVE\SURYLGLQJ
D FHQWUDOL]HG RUJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUH WR PRQLWRU WKH
GLJLWLVDWLRQDQGDQQRWDWLRQSURFHVVHVDQGURXWLQHV
HOHFWURQLF GRFXPHQWDWLRQ VHUYLFHV IRU WKH  GLJLWLVDWLRQ
SURFHVV
LQWHJUDWLRQRIDVVHWEURZVLQJDQGTXHU\LQJWRROV
PRQLWRULQJWKHW\SHVRIHQWLWLHVDQRUJDQL]DWLRQKROGV
KRZXVHUVGLVFRYHUDQGVHOHFWHQWLWLHVDQGZKDWW\SHV
RU VSHFLILF HQWLWLHV DWWUDFW WKH PRVW DWWHQWLRQ IURP WKH
XVHUV
PXOWLOLQJXDOVXSSRUWIRUWKHDQQRWDWLRQSURFHVV
ZHESXEOLVKLQJRIFXOWXUDOFRQWHQW

6XSSRUWIRUWKHGLJLWLVDWLRQDQGGRFXPHQWDWLRQRIFXOWXUDO
ILOHV DQG FROOHFWLRQV LV DFKLHYHG WKURXJK DQ RSHQ
DUFKLWHFWXUH ZHEEDVHG HQYLURQPHQW 7KH HQYLURQPHQW LV
XVHUIULHQGO\ DQG ZLGHO\ FRPSOLDQW ZLWK HVWDEOLVKHG
LQWHUQDWLRQDO VWDQGDUGV DQG SUDFWLFHV LQ WKH ILHOG &XOWXUDO
+HULWDJHLQIRUPDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\DSSOLFDWLRQV,QDQXWVKHOO
6&&0VXSSRUWVWKHIROORZLQJIHDWXUHV
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x
x

0DQDJHPHQWRI'LJLWDO&XOWXUDO&RQWHQW
&RPSDWLELOLW\ ZLWK LQWHUQDWLRQDO VWDQGDUG PRGHOV RI
LPDJHDXGLRDQGYLGHRGLJLWLVDWLRQ
x
&RRSHUDWLYH HQYLURQPHQW DQG VHUYLFHV IRU HOHFWURQLF
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ
x
&RPSDWLELOLW\ ZLWK 0HWDGDWD 6XSSRUW DQG WKH
LQWHUQDWLRQDOVWDQGDUGRIGRFXPHQWDWLRQ&,'2&&50
x
&RPSDWLELOLW\ ZLWK ROGHU GDWDEDVH SODWIRUPV DQG
GRFXPHQWDWLRQV\VWHPV
x
([SDQGDELOLW\ SRWHQWLDO LQ RUGHU WR HQVXUH IXWXUH
FRPSDWLELOLW\ ZLWK QHZ DQG HPHUJLQJ WHFKQRORJLHV LQ
WKH DUHD RI GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI FXOWXUDO
FRQWHQW
$OO RYHUWKHZRUOGWKHUH DUH HPHUJLQJ RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRU
DSSOLFDWLRQV WKDW VHHN WR HQDEOH &XOWXUDO +HULWDJH &+ 
RUJDQL]DWLRQVWRFUHDWHDQGDQQRWDWHGLJLWDOFXOWXUDOFRQWHQW
>.%' @6&&0LVGHVLJQHGIURPWKHJURXQGXSLQRUGHU
WRSURYLGHWKHQHFHVVDU\IOH[LELOLW\LQGHDOLQJZLWKFRPPRQ
FKDOOHQJHVVXFKDV
L $GDSWLQJWRWKHGLIIHUHQWGHJUHHVRIFRPSOH[LW\LQWKH
FRQWH[W RI GLIIHUHQW GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG DQQRWDWLRQ
SURMHFWV
LL $GDSWLQJ WR WKH GLIIHUHQW GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG DQQRWDWLRQ
VNLOOV DQG H[SHULHQFH RI FXUDWRUV DQG PXVHXP
SHUVRQQHO FXVWRPLVDWLRQIHDWXUHV 
LLL $GDSWLQJWRWKHGHYHORSLQJDQGHPHUJLQJLQWHUQDWLRQDO
VWDQGDUGV DQG SURYLGLQJ H[WHQGHG FRPSDWLELOLW\ DQG
FROODERUDWLRQ ZLWK RWKHU DSSOLFDWLRQV RI FXOWXUDO
LQWHUHVW
0RUHVSHFLILFDOO\6&&0SURYLGHV
x
FRPELQDWLRQDO DFFHVV IURP RWKHU SODWIRUPV LQ WKH
GLJLWDOPDWHULDO PLJUDWLRQ 
x
LQWHUFRQQHFWLRQ RI GLJLWDO PDWHULDO ZLWK RWKHU
FROOHFWLRQV LQWHJUDWLRQ 
x
LQWHURSHUDELOLW\ RI WKH V\VWHP ZLWK RWKHU V\VWHPV
DLPLQJWRDGGUHVVVLPLODUQHHGV LQWHURSHUDELOLW\ 
x
LQWHOOHFWXDO ULJKWV SURWHFWLRQ IRU UHJLVWHUHG GLJLWDO
PDWHULDOE\XVLQJZDWHUPDUNLQJWHFKQLTXHV

6&&0 UHFRUGV HOHPHQWV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH &,'2&&50
VWDQGDUG 7KHVH LQFOXGH DW OHDVW WKH IROORZLQJ ILHOGV RI
LQIRUPDWLRQIRUHDFKFXOWXUDOPDWHULDO
x
%DVLFHOHPHQWVRILGHQWLILFDWLRQ
x
&ODVVLILFDWLRQ
x
3K\VLFDOIRUP
x
0DWHULDOFRQVWLWXWLRQ
x
*HRJUDSKLFORFDOL]DWLRQ
x
0DQXIDFWXUH
x
,QIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJFRUUHODWLRQZLWKRWKHUREMHFWV
x
$FTXLVLWLRQ
x
7LPH6SDQ,QIRUPDWLRQ
x
7D[RQRPLF'LVFRXUVH
x
8VDJHLQIRUPDWLRQ
x
0HDVXUHPHQW,QIRUPDWLRQ VL]HZHLJKWYROXPHHWF 
2. System Overview
2.1. SCCM Fundamental Subsystems
7KH 6&&0 $SSOLFDWLRQ /RJLF LV EDVHG RQ IRXU
VXEV\VWHPV WKDW FROODERUDWH DQG LQWHUDFW ZLWK HDFK RWKHU
7KHVHDUHWKHIROORZLQJ

x
x
x
x

'LJLWDO&RQWHQW'RFXPHQWDWLRQ6XEV\VWHP
0XOWLOLQJXDO6FLHQWLILF'RFXPHQWDWLRQ6XEV\VWHP
8VHUVDQG8VHU*URXSV6XEV\VWHP
&RPPXQLFDWLRQ 4XHU\ DQG 0XOWLPHGLD 'DWDEDVH
6XEV\VWHP

2.1.1. Digital Content Documentation Subsystem. 7KH
'LJLWDO &RQWHQW 'RFXPHQWDWLRQ 6XEV\VWHP KDQGOHV DOO
GLJLWDO FRQWHQW GLJLWLVHG 0XVHXP PDWHULDO  UHODWHG GDWD
7KURXJKWKLVVXEV\VWHPWKHGDWDWKDW UHODWHV H[FOXVLYHO\WR
GLJLWDO FRQWHQW LV PDQDJHG ,W DOVR HQDEOHV WKH XVHU WR
WUDQVIRUP DQG VDYH WKH GLJLWDO PDWHULDO LQ ORZHU TXDOLW\
IRUPDWVLQRUGHUWRXVHLWIRUWKHZHERUIRURWKHUSXUSRVHV
)RU H[DPSOH LI WKH GLJLWDO FRQWHQW LV DQ LPDJH LQ 7,))
7DJJHG ,PDJH )LOH  IRUPDW WKH XVHU FDQ FRQYHUW LW WR D
IRUPDW WKDW FDQ EH XVHG IRU WKH ZHE VXFK DV -3(* -RLQW
3KRWRJUDSKLF ([SHUWV *URXS  7KH ILOH ZLOO EH VWRUHG LQ D
VHWORFDWLRQ
'LJLWDOZDWHUPDUNLQJWHFKQLTXHVDUHDSSOLHGDWWKLVSRLQW
LQ RUGHU WR HQVXUH WKDW PHGLD FRQWHQW FDQ EH GLVWULEXWHG
RQOLQHZLWKDFRS\ULJKWQRWLFH'LJLWDOFRQWHQWLVDUFKLYHGLQ
YDULRXV ILOH W\SHV DQG UHVROXWLRQV DQG FDQ EH H[SRUWHG WR
WKH ZHE ZDWHUPDUNHG DOORZLQJ WKH XVHU WR VKDUH WKH
V\VWHP¶VLQIRUPDWLRQ LQDVDIH PDQQHU7KHGLJLWDOFRQWHQW
KDQGOHG LQ WKLV PDQQHU FDQ EH LQ LPDJH DXGLR YLGHR DQG
YDULRXVWKUHHGLPHQVLRQDOIRUPDWV>+.. @
7KHXVHULVDEOHWRVWRUHLQIRUPDWLRQUHODWLQJWR
x
7KH SURFHGXUHV UHJDUGLQJ WKH GLJLWLVDWLRQ RI WKH
PXVHXPLWHP LHQDPHRI WKH SHUVRQUHVSRQVLEOH IRU
WKHGLJLWLVDWLRQWLPHRIWKHSURFHVVWRROVXVHGHWF 
x
7KHWHFKQLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJWKHGLJLWDOFRQWHQW
LH GDWD UHJDUGLQJ WKH UHVROXWLRQ WKH VL]H WKH FRORU
VSDFHHWFIRULPDJHV 
x
7KH LQIRUPDWLRQ UHJDUGLQJ WKH VWRUDJH RI WKH GLJLWDO
FRQWHQWILOHVDQGWKHDYDLODEOHTXDOLWLHVLQH[WHUQDOKDUG
GLVNV'9'VRULQWKHV\VWHP

3DUW RI WKH GDWD LV H[WUDFWHG DQG VWRUHG DXWRPDWLFDOO\
7HFKQLFDO ,QIRUPDWLRQ  ZKLOH DQRWKHU SDUW FDQ KDYH
SUHGHILQHG YDOXHV SURYLGHG E\ WKH V\VWHP DGPLQLVWUDWRU
7KH XVHU FDQ DOVR LQVHUW LQIRUPDWLRQ WR D ODUJH QXPEHU RI
LWHPV E\ D VLQJOH URXWLQH ERWK DFURVV PXOWLSOH GDWD ILHOGV
DQG DFURVV PXOWLSOH LWHPV HYHQ LI WKH\ EHORQJ WR GLIIHUHQW
FROOHFWLRQV 
7KH GDWD LV VWRUHG LQ YDULRXV IRUPDWV 'XEOLQ &RUH
VWDQGDUGLVXVHGIRUWKH PHWDGDWDUHJDUGLQJWKHGLJLWLVDWLRQ
SURFHGXUHV 7KH V\VWHP DOVR XVHV DQG VWRUHV PHWDGDWD LQ
03(*IRUPDWIRUYLGHRDQGDXGLRDQG',*IRULPDJHV
2.1.2. Multilingual Scientific Annotation Subsystem.7KH
0XOWLOLQJXDO 6FLHQWLILF $QQRWDWLRQ 6XEV\VWHP PDQDJHV DOO
WKHVFLHQWLILFGDWDWKDWUHODWHVWRD0XVHXPLWHP7KHXVHULV
DEOH WR DGG QHZ LQIRUPDWLRQ HGLW WKH H[LVWLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ
DQG FDWHJRUL]H LW DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH 0XVHXP¶V QHHGV 7KH
XVHU FDQ DOVR DVVRFLDWH VFLHQWLILF DQQRWDWLRQ ZLWK H[LVWLQJ
GLJLWDO FRQWHQW DQG PDQDJH WUDQVODWLRQV RI WKH GDWD LQ DW
OHDVWWKUHHODQJXDJHV
9RFDEXODULHVDQG ǿ6ȅ,62FRPSOLDQW WKHVDXUL
FDQ DOVR EH PDQDJHG 7KHVDXUL DUH YRFDEXODULHV JHQHUDOO\
DUUDQJHGKLHUDUFKLFDOO\E\WKHPHVDQGWRSLFV,QDFFRUGDQFH
WRLQWHUQDWLRQDOVWDQGDUGVWKHVDXULSURYLGHYDULRXVOHYHOVRI
KLHUDUFK\DPRQJWKHOLVWHGWHUPVLQRUGHUWRDOORZDXVHUWR
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EH DEOH WR VSHFLI\ D SDUWLFXODU QHHGHG WHUP >,62@
>,62@ 8VHUV DUH DEOH WR DGG QHZ WHUPV XVLQJ WKH
6&&0 LQWHUIDFH OLQN WHUPV LQ YDULRXV DVSHFWV DQG VHDUFK
WKHWKHVDXULE\VHPDQWLFDOO\RUWKRJRQDOWRSLFDOVHDUFKNH\V
7KHVXEV\VWHPSURYLGHVWKHDELOLW\WRSURGXFHUHSRUWVRI
DQ\ NLQG UHJDUGLQJ WKH VWRUHG GDWD WR VHDUFK H[KDXVWLYHO\
WKHGDWDEDVHE\XVLQJDQ\GDWDWHUPWKDWLVSURYLGHGDVZHOO
DVWRVHDUFKFRPELQDWLRQVRIWHUPV
7KH VDPH VXEV\VWHP SURYLGHV WKH DELOLW\ WR LPSRUW DQG
H[SRUW DSSURSULDWHO\ DQQRWDWHG PHWDGDWD IURP DQG WR RWKHU
DSSOLFDWLRQV ,Q SDUWLFXODU PHWDGDWD FDQ EH H[SRUWHG LQ
;0/ ILOHV WKDW DUH &,'2&&50 VWDQGDUG FRPSOLDQW LQ
RUGHUWREHXVHGE\H[WHUQDOV\VWHPVDQGRUJDQL]DWLRQV7KH
XVHUFDQFKRRVHZKLFKLWHPVRUFROOHFWLRQVRILWHPVZLOOEH
H[SRUWHG ,Q WKDW PDQQHU WKH 6&&0 V\VWHP DOORZV WKH
VKDULQJ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ ZLWK WKLUG SDUWLHV ZLWKRXW
FRPSURPLVLQJV\VWHPVHFXULW\
2.1.3. Users and User Groups Subsystem.7KH8VHUVDQG
8VHU *URXS 6XEV\VWHP KDQGOHV DOO WKH 6&&0 XVHU UHODWHG
GDWD DQG SURYLGHV YDULRXV OHYHOV RI VHFXULW\ 8VHU JURXSV
DUH SURYLGHG ZLWK DFFHVV OHYHOV RI VHFXULW\ DQG D V\VWHP
DGPLQLVWUDWRUFDQJUDQWRUGHQ\ULJKWVWRVSHFLILFXVHUVDQG
XVHU JURXSV 8VHU VWDWLVWLFV DUH NHSW LQ RUGHU WR WUDFN WKH
DFWLYLW\ RI LQGLYLGXDO XVHUV DQG DOVR KHOS WKH SURFHVV RI
SRVVLEOHVHFXULW\WKUHDWVLQWKHV\VWHP
6\VWHP $GPLQLVWUDWRU KDV DFFHVV ULJKWV WR HYHU\ IHDWXUH
DQG FDSDELOLW\ RI 6&&0 DQG FDQ PDQDJH XVHUV DQG XVHU
JURXSV E\ DGGLQJ QHZ XVHUV VXVSHQG XVHU DFFRXQWV
DVVLJQLQJXVHUVWRXVHUJURXSVDQGDVVLJQLQJIHDWXUHVRIWKH
V\VWHP WR XVHU JURXSV 8VHUV DUH JLYHQ D XQLTXH XVHUQDPH
DQGSDVVZRUG3DVVZRUGFDQEHUHVHWE\LWVRZQHURUE\WKH
6\VWHP$GPLQLVWUDWRU

2.1.4 Communication, Query and Multimedia Database
Subsystem. 7KLV VXEV\VWHP PDQDJHV DOO WKH PXOWLPHGLD
GDWDEDVH UHODWHG TXHULHV RI 6&&0 ,W KDQGOHV DOO WKH GDWD
TXHULHV IURP WKH RWKHU WKUHH VXEV\VWHPV DV ZHOO DV WKH
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKHP WKH GDWDEDVH DQG RWKHU
UHVRXUFHV ,W DOVR WDFNOHV PHWDGDWD DQG SK\VLFDO ILOHV
PXOWLPHGLDVWRUDJH %DFNXSFDSDELOLWLHVDUHDOVRSURYLGHG
WKURXJKWKLVVXEV\VWHP
7KURXJK WKH &RPPXQLFDWLRQ 4XHU\ DQG 0XOWLPHGLD
'DWDEDVH 6XEV\VWHP RQH FDQ HDVLO\ VZLWFK WR D GLIIHUHQW
GDWDEDVHV\VWHPZLWKPLQLPXPHIIRUW
2.2. System Requirements

6&&0LVDZHEEDVHGDSSOLFDWLRQDQGLWVLQVWDOODWLRQFDQ
HDVLO\ EH DGDSWHG WR GLIIHUHQW LQWUDQHWV ,W FDQ EH LQVWDOOHG
DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH QHHGV DQG WKH LQIUDVWUXFWXUH RI HDFK
RUJDQL]DWLRQ SURYLGLQJ LQ WKLV ZD\ IOH[LELOLW\ DQG
H[WHQVLELOLW\WRIXWXUHQHHGV
6&&0 VHUYHU RSHUDWHV ZLWK WKH IROORZLQJ VHUYHU
UHTXLUHPHQWV
x
:HE VHUYHU IRU DFFHSWLQJ +773 +\SHUWH[W 7UDQVIHU
3URWRFRO  UHTXHVWV IURP FOLHQWV WKDW VXSSRUWV 3+3
+\SHUWH[W 3UHSURFHVVRU  FRQILJXUHG DSSURSULDWHO\ LQ
RUGHUWRKDQGOHDOO6&&0IHDWXUHV
x
'DWDEDVH VHUYHU IRU KDQGOLQJ GDWDEDVH VWRUDJH DQG
TXHULHV
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7KHFOLHQWUHTXLUHPHQWVDUHLQWUDQHWDFFHVVWRWKHVHUYHUV
DQG D VWDQGDUG ZHEEURZVHU WKDW VXSSRUWV FRRNLHV DQG
-DYDVFULSW
6&&0 VHUYHU DQG FOLHQW FDQ RSHUDWH LQ DOPRVW HYHU\
2SHUDWLQJ 6\VWHP DQG WKXV JXDUDQWHHV LQWHURSHUDELOLW\ LQ
PRVW LQWUDQHWV 0RUHRYHU LW FDQ EH HDVLO\ DGDSWHG LQ
KDUGZDUH DQG VRIWZDUH HQYLURQPHQWV XSGDWHV DQG WKH
PDLQWHQDQFHFRVWLVPLQLPDO

2.3. Archiving Content and Cooperative Annotation

7KH XVH RI 6&&0 SURYLGHV D FRRSHUDWLYH DQQRWDWLRQ
HQYLURQPHQW RI 0XVHXP LWHPV DQG &XOWXUDO +HULWDJH
PDWHULDO7KHUHLVDFOHDUGLVWLQFWLRQEHWZHHQDQQRWDWLRQRI
GLJLWDO FRQWHQW WKHVDXUL DQGVFLHQWLILFDQQRWDWLRQUHJDUGLQJ
YDULRXVDVSHFWV RI PXOWLOLQJXDO PXVHRORJLFDODQG KLVWRULFDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ <HW ERWK W\SHV RI GDWD FDQ EH FRPELQHG DQG
SURYLGHVROLGLQIRUPDWLRQ
,Q WKH 6&&0 DSSOLFDWLRQ DQQRWDWLRQV DUH QRWHV
FRPPHQWVDQGGDWDDGGHGWRDFXOWXUDOFRQWHQWGRFXPHQWWR
H[SODLQ DQG LQWHUSUHW LW %XW LQ RUGHU WR VHUYH DV EXLOGLQJ
EORFNV LQ D IRUPDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH LWHP¶V DWWULEXWHV
WKHDQQRWDWLRQKDVWRFRQVLVWRIPRUHWKDQXQVWUXFWXUHGDQG
XQFRQWUROOHGWH[WZKLFKFRPPHQWVRQGRFXPHQWDWLRQ
0XOWLXVHUHQYLURQPHQWDOORZVWKHFROODERUDWLRQEHWZHHQ
XVHUV RI GLIIHUHQW VFLHQWLILF EDFNJURXQG ,Q WKLV ZD\
VFLHQWLVWV RI YDULRXV GLVFLSOLQHV ZKLFK KDYH LQWHUHVW LQ WKLV
LWHPFDQSURYLGHLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWLW7KLVHQVXUHVWKDWWKH
GLIIHUHQWDVSHFWV RIVFLHQWLILFLQWHUHVWUHODWLQJWRVRPHLWHP
DUHZHOOUHSUHVHQWHGDQGGRFXPHQWHG'DWDFDQEHHQULFKHG
E\ WKH GHVLJQDWHG XVHUV ZKR FDUU\ WKLV UHVSRQVLELOLW\ DQG
FKDQJHV FDQ EH WUDFNHG LQ RUGHU WR HQVXUH WKDW WKH
LQIRUPDWLRQVWRUHGLVYDOLG
0RUHRYHU 6&&0 SURYLGHV IXQFWLRQDOLWLHV QHFHVVDU\ IRU
VFLHQWLILF UHVHDUFK VHDUFK DQG SRUW FDSDELOLWLHV  ZLWKRXW
FRPSURPLVLQJWKHVHFXULW\RIWKHLQIRUPDWLRQ
7KXV 6&&0 DOVR SURYLGHV D VROLG IUDPHZRUN IRU FR
RSHUDWLYH DUFKLYLQJ GLIIHUHQW GDWD LQ YDULRXV IRUPDWV WKDW
FRPSO\ ZLWK LQWHUQDWLRQDO VWDQGDUGV JXDUDQWHHLQJ WKDW WKH
FRQWHQW FDQ EH VDIHO\ WUDQVIHUUHG LQ H[WHUQDO V\VWHPV DQG
DSSOLFDWLRQV
2.4. Standards Compatibility

6&&0 SURYLGHV &,'2&&50 >'RH@ FRPSOLDQW
PHWDGDWD RXWSXW LQ RUGHU WR DOORZ H[WHUQDO KHWHURJHQHRXV
DSSOLFDWLRQV WR XVH LWV FRQWHQW 7KH &,'2& &RQFHSWXDO
5HIHUHQFH 0RGHO &50  VXSSOLHV D IRUPDO VWUXFWXUH DQG
GHILQLWLRQVIRUGHSLFWLQJWKHLPSOLFLWDQGH[SOLFLW FRQFHSWV
UHODWLRQVKLSV DQG KLHUDUFKLHV XVHG LQ FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH
DQQRWDWLRQ
7KH DLP RI WKH &,'2&&50 LV WR HQDEOH ZLGH
LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJH DQG LQWHJUDWLRQ RI KHWHURJHQHRXV
VRXUFHV ,W SURYLGHV D FRPPRQ DQG H[WHQVLEOH VHPDQWLF
IUDPHZRUN LQ ZKLFK LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW DQ\ PXVHXP LWHP
FDQ EH PDSSHG WR ,WV XVH LQWHQGV WR SURPRWH D VKDUHG
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIFXOWXUDOKHULWDJHLQIRUPDWLRQDQGWRVHUYH
DVDJXLGHIRUJRRGSUDFWLFHRIFRQFHSWXDOPRGHOOLQJ
7KH&,'2&&50KDVEHHQDFFHSWHGDVZRUNLQJGUDIWE\
,627&6&:*LQ6HSWHPEHUDQGLVFXUUHQWO\LQ
WKHILQDOVWDJHRIWKH,62SURFHVVDV,6235)
7KH XVH RI &,'2&&50 LQ 6&&0 SURYLGHV
FRPSDWLELOLW\ LQ WKH DUHD RI LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJH ZLWK
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RWKHULQVWLWXWHVDQGRUJDQLVDWLRQVDQGDOVRDIUDPHZRUNIRU
LQIRUPDWLRQVKDULQJZLWKH[WHUQDOV\VWHPVDQGDSSOLFDWLRQV
,QRUGHUWRH[WHQGWKHLQIRUPDWLRQUDQJHWKDWLVGHVFULEHG
E\ &,'2&&50 IUDPHZRUN VHYHUDO H[WHQVLRQV RI LW ZHUH
XVHG WKDW FRPSO\ ZLWK GLIIHUHQW VWDQGDUGV 7KRVH DUH
GHVFULEHGLQWKHIROORZLQJWDEOH

$QQRWDWLRQGDWD&DWHJRU\
6WDQGDUG XVHG DV DQ
H[WHQVLRQ
WR
WKH
&,'2&&50
'LJLWLVDWLRQSURFHVVHV
'XEOLQ&RUH
0DQDJHPHQWSURFHGXUHV
63(&7580
'LJLWLVDWLRQGRFXPHQWDWLRQ 03(*
RI$XGLRDQG9LGHRILOHV
'LJLWLVDWLRQ GRFXPHQWDWLRQ ',*
RI,PDJH)LOHV
Table 1: &,'2&&50H[WHQVLRQVXVHG
3. System Architecture and Functionalities

6&&0DSSOLFDWLRQVXSSRUWVIXQFWLRQDOLWLHVVXFKDV
x
6WDQGDUGL]DWLRQ RI 6FLHQWLILF $QQRWDWLRQ DFFRUGLQJ WR
WKH&,'2&&50DQG;0/0HWDGDWD
x
0HWDGDWD 0DQDJHPHQW 0DQDJHPHQW RI FXOWXUDO
FRQWHQW PHWDGDWD UHJLVWUDWLRQ GHOHWLRQ XSGDWH  ,Q
DGGLWLRQWKHPDVVLPSRUWRIPHWDGDWDIURPDQH[LVWLQJ
GDWDEDVH DV ZHOO DV WKH H[SRUWLQJ RI PHWDGDWD LQ WKH
H;WHQVLEOH 0DUNXS /DQJXDJH ;0/  DUH VXSSRUWHG
>*UD@
x
$QQRWDWLRQ YLD ZHE 6&&0 LV D PXOWLOHYHO QHWZRUN
DSSOLFDWLRQ WKDW DOORZV DFFHVV WR WKH GRFXPHQWDWLRQ
RSHUDWLRQV SHUIRUPHG E\ UHPRWH XVHUV YLD SXEOLF
,QWHUQHW 7KH PHFKDQLVP LV GHVLJQHG LQ RUGHU WR
SURYLGH PD[LPXP VDIHW\ GXULQJ WKH GDWD WUDQVIHU
SURFHVVHV
x
,QWHUFRQQHFWLRQ ZLWK RWKHU DSSOLFDWLRQV 7KH PXOWL
OHYHORSHQ DUFKLWHFWXUHDV ZHOO DVWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
DSSURDFK RI WKH 6&&0 QHWZRUN IHDWXUHV HQVXUH D
JURZLQJ SRWHQWLDO FRQFHUQLQJ WKH LQWHUFRQQHFWLRQ DQG
LQWHURSHUDELOLW\EHWZHHQ6&&0DQGRWKHUDSSOLFDWLRQV
x
0DQDJHPHQW RI 8VHUV DQG XVHUJURXSV 7KH XVHUV
VKRXOGEHDXWKHQWLFDWHGLQRUGHUWRKDYHDFFHVVWRWKH
UHTXLUHG VHUYLFHV 7KH DFFHVV WR LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG
IXQFWLRQDOLWLHVGHSHQGVRQWKHXVHUJURXSLQZKLFKWKH
XVHUEHORQJV
x
0DQDJHPHQW RI ODUJH &XOWXUDO &ROOHFWLRQV 7KH XVHUV
FDQ FUHDWH QHZ FROOHFWLRQV LPSRUW DQQRWDWLRQV
UHJDUGLQJWKHPDQGPRGLI\WKHPDVWKH\ZLVK
7KH 6&&0 SODWIRUP LV EDVHG LQ D WLHU DUFKLWHFWXUH
ZKLFK SODFHV DW GLIIHUHQW FRQFHSWXDO OHYHOV WKH XVHU
LQWHUIDFH DQG SUHVHQWDWLRQ SURSHUWLHV 3UHVHQWDWLRQ /D\HU 
WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ PDQDJHPHQW ZLWKLQ WKH V\VWHP 'DWD
$FFHVV /D\HU  DQG WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ SURFHVVLQJ UXOHV
$SSOLFDWLRQ/RJLF 7KHWKUHHOHYHOVRIV\VWHPDUFKLWHFWXUH
RIIHUWKHSRVVLELOLW\WRUHXVHWKHVRIWZDUHPRGXOHVLQRWKHU
SDUWVRIWKHV\VWHP,WDOORZVWKHV\VWHPGHYHORSHUWRHDVLO\
DGMXVW YDULRXV DVSHFWV RI WKH V\VWHP 7KH IROORZLQJ ILJXUH
GHSLFWVWKHWRWDO6&&0DUFKLWHFWXUH

Figure 1: 6&&06\VWHP$UFKLWHFWXUH
3.1. Presentation Layer – User Interface

7KH SUHVHQWDWLRQ OD\HU HQDEOHV XVHUV WR PDQDJH DQG
SUHYLHZWKHFXOWXUDOFRQWHQW7KHIXQFWLRQDOLWLHVRIWKHXVHU
LQWHUIDFHVDUHSURYLGHGE\PHDQVRIDVHWRIG\QDPLFZHE
SDJHV ZKLFK SUHVHQW WKH PDWHULDO WKDW KDV DOUHDG\ EHHQ
VWRUHG ,QWHUIDFHV DUH XVHU IULHQGO\ DQG SHUVRQDOL]HG
DFFRUGLQJ WR XVHU QHHGV 7KH V\VWHP LV HDV\ WR XVH
FRPSOLHV ZLWK HVWDEOLVKHG VRIWZDUH HUJRQRPLF VWDQGDUGV
DQG SURYLGHV IDVW DFFHVV WR LQGLYLGXDO LQIRUPDWLRQ YLD D
0DLQ 0HQX 0HVVDJHV RI GLUHFW KHOS DUH DYDLODEOH LQ DOO
SRLQWV
3.2. Application Logic

$SSOLFDWLRQ ORJLF OD\HU SURYLGHV DOO WKH HVVHQWLDO
RSHUDWLRQV UHJDUGLQJ WKH VWRUDJH UHWULHYDO XSGDWLQJ DQG
PDLQWHQDQFHRILQIRUPDWLRQDVZHOODVWKHPHFKDQLVPVWKDW
HQVXUH WKH GDWD LQWHJULW\ ,Q DGGLWLRQ WKH IROORZLQJ
RSHUDWLRQVDUHLPSOHPHQWHGDWWKLVOHYHO
x
0HFKDQLVP IRU LPSRUWLQJ DQG XSGDWLQJ GDWD ZKLFK
LQFOXGHWKHDXWRPDWLFFUHDWLRQDQGXSGDWHRIPHWDGDWD
x
0HFKDQLVP RI GDWD UHWULHYDO ZKLFK SURFHVVHV WKH
LQWHUSHOODWLRQVRIWKHXVHULQWH[W IXOOWH[WVHDUFK DQG
LQWHUSHOODWLRQVRI64/TXHULHVEDVHGRQWKHSURGXFHG
PHWDGDWD
3.3. Data Access Layer

7KHGDWDDFFHVVOD\HUFRQVLVWVRQWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWKDV
EHHQ FROOHFWHG E\ WKH DIRUHPHQWLRQHG 6&&0 OD\HUV 7KH
GDWDPRGHOOLQJLVEDVHGRQDVWUXFWXUHGGRFXPHQWVDSSURDFK
;0/  ZKLFK LV D 6WDWH RI WKH $UW PRGHO RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
H[FKDQJH DQG PDLQWHQDQFH ,W FRQVLVWV RI WZR GLVFUHWH
UHODWLRQDO GDWDEDVHV RQH IRU WKH GLJLWL]HG FXOWXUDO FRQWHQW
DQGGRFXPHQWDWLRQVDQGWKHRWKHUIRUWKHPHGLDXVHG
3.4. Web Publishing Techniques

6&&0SURYLGHVFDSDELOLWLHVIRUPHWDGDWDH[SRUWLQ;0/
IRUPDW DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH &,'2&&50 FRQFHSWXDO PRGHO
+RZHYHU LW DOVR VXSSRUWV WKH FUHDWLRQ RI ILOHV LQ YDULRXV
IRUPDWV VXLWDEOHIRUWKHZRUOG ZLGHZHE &RQVHTXHQWO\LW
EHFRPHVHDV\WRH[SRUWILOHVZKLFKFDQEHLQWHUOLQNHGZLWK
H[WHUQDODSSOLFDWLRQVDIWHUZDUGVIRUXVHLQYDULRXVLQWHUQHW
DSSOLFDWLRQV LQWHJUDWLRQ ZLWK ZHE SRUWDOV ZHE VLWHV RU
RWKHUUHSRVLWRULHV
7KH DXWKHQWLFDWHG 6&&0 XVHU FDQ VHHN DQG VHOHFW WKH
FXOWXUDOPDWHULDOVKHKHZLVKHVWRSXEOLVKDQGH[SRUWLWYLD
DXVHUIULHQGO\WRROER[PHQX$VFRQFHUQVWKHPDQDJHPHQW
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RIFROOHFWLRQVWKHXVHUFDQJURXSWKHPDWHULDOWKDWZLVKHVWR
H[SRUWDQGVWRUHKHUKLVFKRLFHVIRUWKHIXWXUH
4. Case Studies
4.1. The Averoff Museum of Neohellenic Art case study

7KH$YHURII0XVHXPRI1HRKHOOHQLF$UWKDVRSHUDWHGLQ
0HWVRYR GLVWULFW RI ,RDQQLQD VLQFH $XJXVW  ,WV
SHUPDQHQWH[KLELWLRQFRPSULVHVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHZRUNVE\WKH
PDMRU*UHHNSDLQWHUVSULQWPDNHUVDQGVFXOSWRUVRIWKHWK
DQG WK FHQWXU\ VXFK DV *\]LV /\WUDV 9RODQDNLV
,DNRYLGHV 3DUWKHQLV 0DOHDV *DODQLV +DGMLN\ULDNRV
*KLNDV 0RUDOLV 7HWVLV DQG PDQ\ RWKHUV 7KH PXVHXP¶V
&ROOHFWLRQ LV UHJDUGHG DV RQH RI WKH PRVW FRPSOHWH DQG
LPSRUWDQWRIWKLVSHULRG
8S XQWLO UHFHQWO\ WKH $YHURII 0XVHXP RI 1HRKHOOHQLF
$UW GLG QRW PDNH XVH RI DQ\ VWDQGDUG DSSOLFDWLRQ IRU WKH
DQQRWDWLRQ SURFHGXUHV RI LWV YDVW DUW FROOHFWLRQ 7KH
DQQRWDWLRQGDWDWKDWZDVFROOHFWHGWKURXJKWKH\HDUVZDVLQ
VSUHDGVKHHWV KDUG FRSLHV DQG DQ RXWGDWHG DSSOLFDWLRQ WKDW
GLGQRWSURYLGHFDSDELOLWLHVRIGDWDVKDULQJDQGPXOWLPHGLD
VXSSRUW7KHGDWDZDVDOVRQRWFRKHUHQWLQPDQ\ZD\VXQWLO
6&&0 ZDV LQVWDOOHG DQG RSHUDWHG LQ WKH 0XVHXP¶V
SUHPLVHV
6&&0 SURYLGHG WKH 0XVHXP ZLWK DQ DSSOLFDWLRQ WKDW
VXSSRUWV WKH VFLHQWLILF DQQRWDWLRQ SURFHGXUHV DQG GLJLWDO
PDWHULDO PDQDJHPHQW ,W DOVR VHUYHV DV DV DQ H[SRUW GDWD
WRRO WKDW DOORZV LWV XVHUV WR ³IHHG´ H[WHUQDO DSSOLFDWLRQV
ZLWK ;0/ ILOHV LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK WKH &,'2&&50
VWDQGDUG IRUPDW ,Q WKDW ZD\ LW EHFDPH IHDVLEOH IRU WKH
0XVHXPWRKDYHDFRKHUHQWDQQRWDWLRQWRROIRULWVVFLHQWLILF
DQG PXOWLPHGLD PDQDJHPHQW ZRUN DQG WR VKDUH VHOHFWHG
GDWDZLWKRWKHURUJDQLVDWLRQV
7KH 6&&0 LQVWDOODWLRQ DW WKH $YHURII 0XVHXP ZDV
FDUHIXOO\GHVLJQHGLQRUGHUWRPHHWLWVVSHFLILFQHHGVJLYHQ
WKH IDFW WKDW HYHU\ LWHP RI WKH PXVHXP SDLQWLQJ RU
VFXOSWXUH  UHTXLUHG DERXW  GLIIHUHQW GDWD ILHOGV 7KHVH
ILHOGVFRYHUDOPRVWHYHU\DVSHFWRILWVKLVWRU\FRQVWUXFWLRQ
SK\VLFDO VWDWH ZKHUHDERXWV HWF 7KH GDWD ILHOGV ZHUH
FDWHJRUL]HGDFFRUGLQJWRWKH&,'2&&50VWDQGDUGIRUPDW
LQ RUGHU WR SURGXFH WKH ;0/ IHHGV IRU H[WHUQDO
DSSOLFDWLRQV
$ &,'2&&50 FRPSOLDQW 'DWD 7\SH 'RFXPHQW ZDV
SURGXFHG DQG XVHG IRU WKLV SXUSRVH 7KH REMHFWLYH ZDV WR
HQVXUH WKDW WKH DQQRWDWLRQ GDWD IRU DOO 0XVHXP LWHPV
FRPSOLHV ZLWK D IRUPDO VWUXFWXUH WKDW GHVFULEHV WKHLU
LPSOLFLW DQG H[SOLFLW FRQFHSWV DQG LQWHUUHODWLRQVKLSV 7KH
QXPEHURIWKHGDWDILHOGVDVZHOODVWKHVHPDQWLFDUHDVWKH\
FRYHU PDGH WKH SURGXFWLRQ RI WKH 'DWD 7\SH 'RFXPHQW D
FRPSOH[ SURFHGXUH WKDW LQYROYHG D GHWDLOHG DQQRWDWLRQ IRU
HYHU\GDWDILHOGDVZHOODVWKHUHODWLRQVKLSVEHWZHHQWKHP


Figure 2:6&&0LQVWDOODWLRQIRU$YHURII0XVHXP
6FUHHQVKRW

1RZDGD\VWKH$YHURII0XVHXP XVHV6&&0DV D PXOWL
XVH DSSOLFDWLRQ 6&&0 SURYLGHV WKH LQWHUIDFHV IRU
PDQDJLQJ ODUJH YROXPHV RI VFLHQWLILF GDWD LQ WKUHH
ODQJXDJHVDVZHOODVPXOWLPHGLDGDWD5HVHDUFKHUVDUHDEOH
WR VHDUFK WKURXJK WKH PDVV RI LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG SURGXFH
UHSRUWV IRU YDULRXV XVHV ,Q DGGLWLRQ WKH $YHURII 0XVHXP
FDQ QRZ VKDUH LWV GDWD LQ DFFRUGDQFH WR WKH &,'2&&50
VWDQGDUG DQG XVH LW LQ LWV RZQ PXOWLOLQJXDO ZHEVLWH
ZLWKRXW DQ\ ULVN RI WKH LQWHUQDO GDWD EHLQJ DOWHUHG E\ DQ
LQWUXGHU



Figure 3:6&&0LQVWDOODWLRQIRU$YHURII0XVHXP
6FUHHQVKRW



Figure 4: 6&&0LQVWDOODWLRQIRU$YHURII0XVHXP
6FUHHQVKRW
4.2. The Hellenic Centre for Theatrical Research –
Theatre Museum Case Study

7KH7KHDWUH0XVHXPZDVIRXQGHGLQE\WKH³*UHHN
3OD\ZULJKWV¶ 6RFLHW\´ XQGHU WKH 3UHVLGHQF\ RI WKH DXWKRU
7KHRGRURV6\QDGLQRV<DQQLV6LGHULVWKHJUHDWKLVWRULDQRI
WKH *UHHN 7KHDWUH ZDV WKH ILUVW 'LUHFWRU RI WKH 0XVHXP
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GHGLFDWLQJKLVOLIHDQGZRUNWRWKHPHWLFXORXVJDWKHULQJDQG
RUJDQL]LQJ RI D ULFK VHOHFWLRQ RI WKHDWULFDO H[KLELWLRQV DQG
DUFKLYHV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH ZKROH DQG LQWHUHVWLQJ KLVWRU\ RI
WKH +HOOHQLF 7KHDWUH ,Q D IHZ \HDUV WKH 7KHDWUH 0XVHXP
VXFFHHGHG LQ EHFRPLQJ DQG EHLQJ UHFRJQL]HG DV D YHU\
G\QDPLF DQG SURIRXQG ³+HOOHQLF &HQWUH RI 7KHDWULFDO
5HVHDUFK´SRVVHVVLQJDPRQXPHQWDODQGXQLTXHDUFKLYHRI
PDQXVFULSWVDQGERRNV GDWLQJWRWKHWKFHQWXU\ WKHDWUH
SURJUDPV VLQFH   SKRWRJUDSKV QHJDWLYHV VOLGHV
SRVWHUV QHZVSDSHU DUWLFOHV LQWHUYLHZV RU WKHDWUH FULWLTXHV
ILOPV¶ DUFKLYHV DXGLRYLVXDO PDWHULDO DURXQG  YLGHRV
RIZLQWHU DQGVXPPHUWKHDWULFDO SHUIRUPDQFHV RI*UHHNRU
IRUHLJQ SOD\V VLQFH  WDSHG H[FOXVLYHO\ DQG XQGHU WKH
DEVROXWH UHVSRQVLELOLW\ RI WKH 0XVHXP  GLVNV DQG
DXGLRWDSHV RI VRPH RI WKH PRVW IDPRXV UDGLR WKHDWULFDO
SLHFHVRSHUDVWKHDWUHRUILOPPXVLFHWF
,QWKHSDVWWKH7KHDWUH0XVHXPXVHGDQRXWGDWHGFXVWRP
DSSOLFDWLRQWKDWGLGQRWVXSSRUWD *UDSKLFDO8VHU ,QWHUIDFH
WR VHUYH LWV QHHGV (YHU\ DVSHFW UHODWHG WR WKH PDMRULW\ RI
WKHDWULFDO SHUIRUPDQFHV WKDW WRRN SODFH LQ *UHHFH VLQFH
ZDVGRFXPHQWHGLQWKDWDSSOLFDWLRQ7KH0XVHXPDOVR
XVHGKDUGFRSLHVLQRUGHUWRGRFXPHQWSRVWHUVPDQXVFULSWV
SKRWRJUDSKVDQGRWKHUPDWHULDO$VDUHVXOWLWZDVGLIILFXOW
LIQRWLPSRVVLEOHWRPDNHSURSHUUHVHDUFKWKURXJKWKLVW\SH
RI PDWHULDO 7KH JURZLQJ QHHGV RI WKH 0XVHXP PDGH WKLV
FXVWRPDSSOLFDWLRQREVROHWHDQGDQHHGRIDQHZDSSOLFDWLRQ
DURXVH 7KH 7KHDWUH 0XVHXP QHHGHG WR GRFXPHQW
SHUIRUPDQFHVDVZHOODVPXOWLPHGLDFRQWHQWDQGWRDUFKLYH
GLJLWLVHG PDWHULDO LQ D PRUH VRSKLVWLFDWHG PDQQHU 7KHUH
ZDV DOVR D QHHG IRU SURGXFLQJ &,'2&&50 FRPSOLDQW
H[SRUW ILOHV LQ RUGHU WR EH DEOH WR LQWHURSHUDWH ZLWK RWKHU
RUJDQLVDWLRQV
7KH6&&0LQVWDOODWLRQIRUWKH7KHDWUH0XVHXPUHTXLUHG
D ODUJH HIIRUW LQ GDWD WUDQVLWLRQ 'DWD FROOHFWHG VLQFH 
WKURXJKWKHROGDSSOLFDWLRQKDGWREHWUDQVIHUUHGLQ6&&0
7KH FXVWRP DSSOLFDWLRQ XVHG GDWD VWUXFWXUHV WKDW ZHUH
VSHFLILFDOO\GHVLJQHGWRPHHW7KHDWUH0XVHXP¶VROGQHHGV
7KHYROXPHDQG WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKHVWRUHGGDWDDVZHOO
DVWKHQHFHVVLW\WRDGGIXUWKHUGHVFULSWLYHILHOGVLQRUGHUWR
HQULFK WKH FRQWHQW PDGH WKH GDWD WUDQVLWLRQ DQ HODERUDWLYH
SURFHVV
7KH VROXWLRQ IRU WKLV GDWD WUDQVLWLRQ SURFHVV ZDV
UHGHVLJQLQJ WKH 7KHDWUH 0XVHXP GDWDEDVH DQG XVLQJ ZHE
VHUYLFHV DV D PHDQV IRU GDWD WUDQVLWLRQ LQ RUGHU WR HQVXUH
WKH LQWHJULW\ RI WKH GDWD ,QWHUIDFHV IRU WKH DQQRWDWLRQ RI
WKHDWULFDO PDWHULDO ZHUH SURYLGHG DV ZHOO DV PXOWLPHGLD
PDQDJHPHQW FRQVROHV LQ RUGHU WR VXSSRUW GLJLWLVDWLRQ
SURFHGXUHV RI WKH WKHDWULFDO PDWHULDO 0RUHRYHU
&,'2&&50 FRPSOLDQW H[SRUW ILOHV FDQ EH SURGXFHG LQ
RUGHU WR VHUYH 0XVHXP¶V QHHGV RI FRRSHUDWLRQ ZLWK RWKHU
RUJDQL]DWLRQV
5. Conclusions

7KH JURZLQJ LPSRUWDQFHDQGUROH RIFXOWXUDOLQVWLWXWLRQV
LQ WKH LQWHUQHW HFRQRP\ PXVW EH IRVWHUHG E\ WKH ULVH RI D
QHZJHQHUDWLRQRIVRIWZDUHV\VWHPV7KHVHKDYHWRWDNHLQWR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ WKH VWURQJO\ FRRSHUDWLYH PHWKRGRORJLHV XVHG
E\ FXOWXUDO LQVWLWXWLRQV QRZDGD\V IRU WKHLU GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG
DQQRWDWLRQSURMHFWVDVZHOODVWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVRIXVDELOLW\
XVHUDFFHSWDQFHDQGXVHUIULHQGOLQHVVZKLFKFDQHQVXUHWKH
IULFWLRQOHVV XVH RI VXFK V\VWHPV LQ ODUJH GLJLWLVDWLRQ DQG
DQQRWDWLRQ SURMHFWV :KHQ WKHVH UHTXLUHPHQWV DUH PHW

FXOWXUDO FROOHFWLRQV SUHVHQW D ULFKHU G\QDPLF DQG PRUH
HQMR\DEOH H[SHULHQFH WRWKHSXEOLF ZKLOHSURYLGLQJDOO WKH
QHFHVVDU\SRZHUDQGH[SUHVVLYHQHVVWRYDULRXVFXUDWRUVDQG
VFLHQWLVWV DOO RYHU WKH ZRUOG 6&&0 IXOILOV WKHVH JHQHUDO
REMHFWLYHV SUHVHQWLQJ D FRPSUHKHQVLYH VROXWLRQ IRU WKH
RUJDQL]DWLRQ RI FXOWXUDO GLJLWDO FRQWHQW DQG WKXV IRU WKH
ZLGHUGLVVHPLQDWLRQRI&XOWXUDO+HULWDJH
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On the Integration of 3D Models
into Digital Cultural Heritage Libraries
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A digital 3D artifact with attached Dublin Core metadata in XML format, rendered in OpenSG.

Abstract
This paper discusses the integration of 3D data in the traditional CH workflow, which is a complex issue with many
different aspects. First, the notion "3D data" must be defined appropriately, since 3D may range from raw datasets
of individual artifacts to complete virtual worlds including storytelling and animations. Second, a suitable 3D
format must be identified among the various, and very different, possible options. Third, the chosen format needs
to be supported by all tools and technologies used in the CH tool chain: all the way from the field excavation over
presentation in museum exhibitions, over secondary exploitation and database access, to the sustainable longtime archival of digitized artifacts. An integrated solution to this complex problem will be possible only through
the tight combination of two basic technologies: 3D scenegraphs and XML.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques I.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems I.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia

1. Introduction
Man-made 3D objects do not exist in isolation. They have a
meaning, in particular they have a historic meaning. Historic
artifacts are usually involved in a whole number of semantic
relations and contexts. Real artifacts are three-dimensional,
solid, physical objects, and often very old. Culture on the
other hand is an abstract concept. It constitutes itself in
the semantics of the physical objects: Who has made them,
where do they come from, what were they used for, etc.

Small physical differences can lead to great semantic differences when, e.g., the classification of an amphora is based
on the shape of its handles, or when the fact that the arm of
a statue was created by a different artist is derived just from
the chisel marks. Archeology has to understand ancient cultures only from the remaining physical evidence. Any further loss of information must be prevented. So accurate
documentation of physical artifacts and the faithful recording of all (collected and derived) semantic information are
of prime importance for all archeological activities.
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Photographs and drawings are the traditional means of
archeological documentation. Photos are indespensible for
their perspective precision, drawings because they allow the
author to interpret and emphasize what was found. Drawings, together with paintings and with physical replicae, are
also the main devices to hypothesize about the historic past.
Information technology brings huge benefits to archeology. It helps to organize the traditional workflow more efficiently, but it opens also radically new and innovative perspectives. One great option is advanced knowledge management using digital libraries (DLs): All the tiny information
fragments, which are so typical for CH, can now be interconnected and related to other pieces, forming versatile semantic knowledge networks that can be queried, filtered, visualized, and presented in various different ways.
Another great progress is marked by new types of digital artifacts, from digital photography to 3D laser scanning.
Digital replicae have great advantages: They are easy to
transport, they consume no archive space, require no maintenance, do not have to be cleaned; they can be studied for
any duration, by many people at the same time; and finally,
at least in principle, they will never fade away.
2. Motivation
This paper focuses on the technical pre-requisites for the integration of digital 3D models into Digital Cultural Heritage
Libraries (DCHLs). The challenge is to connect the threedimensional digital artifacts (“3D-models”) seamlessly with
the various other pieces of information. Furthermore we aim
at a DL integration of 3D not just as a proof-of-concept, but
on an infrastructure level by providing a reasonably general,
broadly applicable software framework.
We argue that it is not sufficient to treat 3D-models as
anonymous ’BLOB’s (Binary Large OBjects), which is the
conventional way to deal with them. A major step forward,
and the only satisfactory solution, is to store semantic information within the 3D-model, both exploiting and respecting
its inherent three-dimensional structure. Only if a markup of
parts and regions in a 3D model is possible, then these parts
and regions can also be referenced. A reference, in the sense
of a hypertext link, needs an URL and an anchor as the link
target. Our goal is that a part of a 3D model can be retrieved
using a common web search query such as
http://www.epoch-net.org/DL/search?q=venus+milo#head

This query might retrieve the complete 3D model of the
Venus De Milo, show an overview, and then, smoothly flying, zoom in to its head, which is disceetly highlighted. This
requires that the 3D viewer on the client side understands the
semantic information. The viewer architecture is therefore a
vital part of the infrastructure, its extension the main technical contribution of our paper (see section 5). But first we
will shortly explain which kinds of semantic information a
3D model will typically have to accomodate.

2.1. Classical Metadata: Dublin Core (DC)
Different levels of semantic information exist. Commonly
perceived as the most basic are the classical metadata. They
are very similar in every public library in the world: author,
title, year of creation, a unique ID, e.g., the ISBN number
for books, and a few more. Many different metadata schemes
have evolved over the centuries in the various countries. One
of the major attempts for standardization is the “Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative” (DCMI), or short Dublin Core (DC),
which defined in 1995 a list of 15 core fields for all bibliographic records. It was subsequently refined [Mil96, dub04].
2.2. Semantic Networks: CIDOC CRM
DC is quite useful, but has severe limitations. Most annoying is the lack of expressiveness w.r.t. relations. This leads
to unacceptably “flat” knowledge: A field author is fine for
a book record, but how can the knowledge be expressed that
certain authors are relatives, in order to find all books from
one family? One author may have been a student of another,
a book was written during a certain period at a certain location. More complex, and much more important, are relations in CH. This is illustrated by the famous CIDOC/CRM
example, the network of relations of the 1945 Yalta conference [Doe05]. It involves three allied statesemen, the famous
photograph of them, the jointly agreed document, a geographic location, a negotiation period, and the signing date.
The Conceptual Reference Model CIDOC-CRM, or just
CRM, is the standard for representing such relational semantic networks in Cultural Heritage. It was released in
2000 as working draft by the “International Committee for
Documentation of the International Council of Museums”
(ICOM-CIDOC). The CRM specification 4.2 [CDG∗ 05]
provides 84 classes for entities such as actor (person), place,
event, time-span, and man-made object, with a sub-class information object that is further differentiated into image and
text document etc. It also defines 141 relations, among others
participated in, performed, at some time within, took place at,
is referred to by, and has created.
2.3. Processing History (PH) Documentation
Digital raw data typically undergo many processing steps
before being published or archived: Images are whitebalanced, cropped, sharpened or smoothed. Heavy image
processing is done without any special notice by every digital photo camera, and by the driver of every digital flat bed
scanner. When taking data from an archive it is vital to know
how they have been recorded and processed, in order to
judge their fitness for a specific purpose: A photo-montage
can not be taken as evidence for a historical fact, judging
colors without knowing the white balance is pure guessing.
Accurate recording of the processing history (PH) is even
more important for 3D objects than for images because the
spectrum of 3D editing operations is much wider.
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3. The ambiguous notion of ’a 3D model’
The focus of this paper is the integration of 3D models with
DCHLs. The term “3D-model” is in fact used for a number
of different things. Most of the following entities can have
meta-information attached, such as DC, CRM or PH.
• range map: single raw scan, basically a photo with depth
information. One z-value per pixel: 2 12 D, heightfield.
• scanned artifact: dense triangle mesh. Several range
maps merged and edited: fill holes, remove noise, etc
• synthetic reconstruction: constructed by an interactive
3D drawing or CAD program, usually very clean model
• 3D scene: many objects, often structured hierarchically:
city→ house→ floor→ room→ table→ cup→ spoon
• animation: deforming shapes, solid objects moving along
a path, particles, articulated skeletons
• interactive experience: anything from the limited interactivity of VRML to high-end computer games
The digital counterpart of a historic artifact from a museum exhibition would be the scanned artifact: an amphora,
a sword, a sherd. Two complications arise: First, the scanned
artifact is not the natural “atomic unit” as in conventional
archeology. It is already the product of a process (range map
merging). Second, a range map, and thus the scanned artifact, contains typically a number of objects that are captured in the same “depth photo”. So digital acquisition already starts with compound objects. Consequently it requires means to distinguish parts of a model. This requires a
markup facility on a sub-object level (rightmost in Fig. 1).
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convert between representations without loss of information.
Furthermore each representation comes with its own set of
diagnostic routines and editing operations.
Removal of statistical noise makes sense for discretely
sampled surfaces (point clouds, triangles). Continuous surfaces (parametric patches) provide excellent diagnostic tools
for high-quality fairing and optimisation, while primitives
are very handy to roughly discriminate object parts: A door
may be just an anonymous hole in the wall, but it can easily
be distinguished with a door frame made of three boxes.
This heterogeinity has important, wide-ranging consequences for 3D markup. First, it is not clear what to denote.
A notion that is intuitively simple and unambiguous, such as
the cheeks of the Venus De Milo, can become quite complex
on the technical level: Triangles are transient objects, and
they provide only a very fragile reference (again see Fig.
1). But the surface representation can also not be neglected:
Delicate structures such as ridges, creases, corners etc. are
surface features that are very important for the semantics of
a shape. We formulate this as the following open problem.
Problem 1: Generic, stable, and detailed 3D markup.
A method to reference a portion of a digital 3D artifact, irrespective of the particular shape representation
used, in such a way that also detailed surface features
can be discriminated. The markup should survive
simple editing operations (cutting, affine transformations). In case of more complex shape operations there
should be a well-defined way to update the reference
accordingly, e.g., with a re-computed surface feature.

Multi-object markup, on the other hand, makes sense as
well: For grouping similar objects together (columns of a
Greek temple), and also to denote whole ensembles of objects; from the arrangement of burial objects to the hypothetical formation of the troups of an ancient battle.

The drawback of the requested generic markup is, of
course, that it can not exploit the specifics of a particular
shape representation (“the largest triangle”, “vertices contained in a box”) but only intrinsic surface properties (“the
point of maximal curvature”).

3.1. The great variety of 3D surface representations

3.2. The variety of 3D editing and processing methods

Computer graphics provides many different ways to represent one and the same three-dimensional object. This is a
fundamental difference to other multimedia formats such as
sound, images or video: All bitmap formats describe the
same thing, a regular grid of rectangular pixels; and every
video format boils down to a stream of images. The difference lies only in the encoding (lossy/non-lossy, etc.).

It can not always be avoided that a shape is edited that carries
a markup. Example: A complex 3D artifact is assembled using parts from different sources (photogrammetry, scanning
campains, manual repair). Much later somebody discovers
an important shape detail, cuts it out from the larger shape
(by manual segmentation), and sends it electronically to an
expert. It is of course vital that the expert can trace back the
provenance of the different parts of the shape.

There is no conceptual “master representation” to which
all 3D formats are just an approximation. A short taxonomy reads: point clouds, range maps, triangle meshes, multiresolution surfaces, b-reps, parametric curves and patches
(B-splines, NURBS), implicit surfaces (blobs, radial basis
functions), volumetric models (voxels, tetrahedral meshes),
and CSG of geometric primitives (box, cone, sphere etc). All
have their strengths and weaknesses, and also their preferred
application domains; furthermore, there is usually no way to

It is true that there are probably also huge numbers of
real artifacts in museums and archives with dubious provenance and processing history. But it is not acceptable that
the annoying loss of information that was inevitable with the
procedures of the past should still continue with the digital
workflows of today. Managing huge amounts of administrative information has become feasible, the challenge is now
merely to set the appropriate standards.
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Figure 1: Creating a scanned artifact. Left: Original input data. 3 from 20 noisy range maps are shown un-textured. Right:
Simplified versions of the range maps, textured and un-textured. A rectangular region is marked in different triangulations.
Rightmost: Several range maps are integrated and smoothed. The gravestone is manually segmented for a semantic markup.

If a shape is edited that carries a markup, then the shape
reference must be updated. How can this be done if the referencing method (solution to Problem 1) is not known beforehand? Well, every referencing method can be evaluated
to obtain a list of geometric primitives. The editing procedure has to keep track of the geometric primitves affected. Then these primitves can be converted back to a reference (of the same type). Example: Some part of a triangle
mesh of a temple is marked “ionic column” using a bounding box. In order to cut out the capital of the column, the
triangles inside the box are determined. After the cut, a new
bounding box is generated around these triangles to update
the reference to restore the “ionic column” markup.

tremely difficult: It requires that all tools in the chain maintain and add to the processing history; and this will fail with
the weakest link in the chain. Issues such as outdated software versions and incoherent tool chains (operating systems,
private solutions, use of scripting languages) are practical
problems. More subtle problems have been reported by Pratt
in the context of CAD model exchange [Pra04].

But how can the fact be recorded that the column capital
was cut out from the model of a temple?

It is surprisingly difficult to find a 3D file format that is suitable for Cultural Heritage, due to the many demands to meet.

Problem 2: Provenance and processing history record.
First, a standard for describing the sources of digital
3D data. Second, a standard way of recording how
the source data have been processed, and how they
were combined to obtain the resulting 3D dataset.
Ideally the processing history is complete, i.e., it has
the re-play property. This means that it permits to
re-generate the result, also with varied parameters.

• Extensibility to cope with the variety of shape representations, to be open for new shape representations and editing
methods that will be developed especially for CH

The enormous complexity of Problem 2 may be not apparent. First, it has to cope with two levels of heterogeneity,
namely the various shape representations and the various operations on these representations. Shape editing operations
are not canonical: Every 3D software has its own great mesh
editing functions, its NURBS intersection routines, and its
own CSG implementation. Second, with interactive editing
it is barely feasible, and hardly useful, to store each single manual processing step. Third, to actually re-play is ex-

• Well supported and broadly accepted since the best format is useless if it is neglected by the user community

This does not mean that Problem 2 is unsolvable. It means
only that our infrastructure needs to be particularly flexible
w.r.t. future solution(s) to this problem.
4. The notorious issue of the right 3D file format

• Digital preservation and long time archival to avoid
that the 3D digital artifacts degrade within a few years,
whereas the real artifacts have survived centuries
• Size-efficient encoding is indispensable since faithfully
recorded 3D datasets contain huge amounts of data

• Open standard that is adaptable to CH requirements
A file can become useless in several ways: by physical
degradation from an unreadable storage medium, or by format degradation when an obscure, undocumented binary
format was used, or an outdated format version that no software can decipher any more. Finally semantic degradation
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occurs when data can be read and decoded, but the provenance and processing history is unclear because no metadata
are available. A 3D scene may contain many objects from
different sources, so that decent metadata are in fact required
for each and every object in the scene.
To some extent, well-supportedness and extensibility are
contradictive requirements. Commercial standards such as
DXF and 3DS are broadly used, but can not be extended.
IGES and STEP are open but extremely complex industrial
exchange standards, difficult to adapt to the needs of CH and
to extend. For similar reasons most other 3D formats can be
ruled out. But the example of VRML shows possibly a way
out of this dilemma.
4.1. XML based formats: X3D
Today the standard solution for extensible data formats is
XML. Its greatest practical advantage is that it makes writing parsers obsolete, which is tedious and error-prone. A
single parser, the XML parser, is sufficient to support all
XML based data formats. The structural integrity of a file
can even be tested automatically when a document type definition (DTD) is available.
The history of the VRML standard from 1997 [VRM97]
shows its usefulness. Originating from SGI’s Inventor format, but designed as extensible (via the infamous PROTO),
the success of VRML was impeded by the very complex
parser it requires. This problem was solved using XML. Yet
the result, X3D [X3D03], still carries many legacy concepts.
The main problem is the ambitious intention to create a
general language for the description of “virtual worlds”. As
a consequence, X3D describes many data that are today part
of the application. It specifies the navigation (walk/fly/orbit),
the event system with triggers and interpolators, and the data
flow model (ROUTE). The interaction facilities are rather
limited, of course, compared to high-end computer games
(Doom, Halflife). Even things like the outdoor background
in a 3D computer game are so complex that they are generated by the application. The simple VRML backdrop (color
gradient, texture) is insufficient, X3D’s generalisation, the
background stack, nails viewers down to a particular background implementation, a very limiting policy as well.
4.2. XML based formats: Collada
Collada is specifically designed as a content exchange format for “digital assets”. It is promoted by the Khronos industry consortium as open, royalty-free, XML based standard [Bar06]. Initiated in 2004 by Sony Inc. as exchange
format for 3D computer games content, it has quickly gained
support from major 3D modelers. Import/export plugins exist for Maya, 3DStudio Max, Softimage, Blender, the primary digital content creation (DCC) tools in this sector.
Google Earth uses Collada for augmenting the 2D map with
3D models of buildings created, e.g., using Google Sketchup.
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<COLLADA>
< library_nodes >
<node i d = " Pantheon " >
< i n s t a n c e _ g e o m e t r y u r l = " Pantheon_XY5 . o b j . gz " / >
< / node>
< / library_nodes >
<scene>
< v i s u a l _ s c e n e>
<node>
< t r a n s l a t e > 1.0 2.0 3.0 < / t r a n s l a t e >
< r o t a t e > 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 90 < / r o t a t e >
<i n s t a n c e _ n o d e u r l = " #Pantheon " / >
<extra>
< t e c h n i q u e p r o f i l e = " Epoch " >
< l i n k r e l = " schema .DC" / >
<meta name= "DC. c r e a t o r " c o n t e n t = " Smith " / >
<meta name= "DC. s u b j e c t " c o n t e n t = " Temple " / >
< / technique >
</ extra>
< / node>
< / v i s u a l _ s c e n e>
< / scene>
< / COLLADA>

Figure 2: Collada example. Note the attached DC metadata.

A Collada file has two main parts, the library and the
scene (see Fig. 2). The library defines the entities (geometry, materials, lights, etc) for the scene, where they may be
used once or multiple times (“multiple instancing”).
Almost every major Collada node type, also the scene itself, can have an <extra> element attached. It contains one
or more <technique> subtrees, which is the Collada mechanism to cope with different software capabilities: Maya, for
instance, can store an object as Collada standard mesh, and
attach to it Maya specific information using <technique profile=“Maya”>. The Collada specification demands that also
“unknown” <technique> content has to be preserved, i.e., all
attachments must survive import and subsequent export by
any Collada compliant software.
4.2.1. Separation of structure from content
Although Collada provides the most common shape representations, it provides certainly not the most efficient encoding for, e.g., huge triangle meshes: The specification says
that a Collada file may not contain binary data. However,
a reference to binary data stored outside the Collada file is
allowed (external data), such as the “Pantheon_XY5.obj.gz”
in Fig. 2. Note that this reference is a URL. So it may also
point to a remote resource, i.e., a web link or even a database
query, as was requested in section 2. This is also the key to
using more advanced XML technology (discussed in sec. 6).
The decision was taken to store geometric data exclusively as external data, in binary form. This works well since
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it reflects a clear separation between structure and content.
The Collada file contains only the scene hierarchy and transformations, and is typically small. This makes it particularly
easy and efficient to create Collada files on-the-fly, e.g., as
response to the aforementioned remote database query.
Note that the digital preservation requirement (section 4)
demands that only well documented binary file formats may
be used for CH in order to avoid semantic degradation.
The only problem remaining is to how make Collada support an integral part of the 3D infrastructure of CH.

Figure 3: Collada <node> mapped to OpenSG sub-scene.

5. From Collada to OpenSG, and back again

reduced compatibility to other formats: When exporting to a
low-level 3D format, a loss of information is inevitable.

OpenSG is the scene graph system used in the Epoch network of excellence [Epo04]. As part of the 3D infrastructure
OpenSG permits to rapidly create 3D applications, e.g., for
museum presentations. It is also of avail to quickly add interactive 3D to C++ applications that were previously non3D. Some of these can be quite demanding with respect to
flexible markup and advanced metadata: There are, for instance, management tools for complete archeological sites
(e.g., ArchEd, StratiGraph). They would greatly benefit from
a striking 3D visualization of the complex three-dimensional
structures of an excavation site, and of the various relations
between the numerous collected archeological items.
Export, exchange and import of rich CH visualizations
requires that 3D objects can be provided with markup and
metadata. It should also be possible to edit these attached
data, and to send the modifications back. Consequently, it
must be possible to store attachments within a Collada file.
Then one technical option to extend an application is
1. to include an arbitrary XML parser. When loading a Collada file the parser converts it to a so-called DOM-tree,
the in-memory representation of an XML file;
2. to create a 3D scene graph from the DOM tree,
3. and to keep both structures in sync: all editing operations
on the 3D scene graph are propagated to the DOM tree,
4. since a DOM tree can easily be exported to an XML file.
The great drawback of this straightforward approach is
that the editing operations are application dependent. Thus,
the laborious and intricate step 3. has to be implemented
anew for each application that is to be extended with 3D.
Is there a more generic way to establish a robust tie between the scene graph engine and CH specific attachments?
5.1. Solution: XML in the scene graph
Our solution is a tighter integration of OpenSG and Collada.
This is a delicate decision: A loader usually just parses a file
and produces scene graph nodes. Our proposal, however, is
to actually preserve certain fragments of the file, and to write
these fragments verbatim into the scene graph. Of course,
this strategy trades greater flexibility with one format against

We have found a way, however, to reduce this effect. Instead of implementing just ’yet another’ Collada loader, we
provide a general, clean, and also concise interface (API)
that facilitates adding support for any XML based file format. So our module is intended to be used by authors of
XML file importers. However, we focus on Collada to illustrate the concepts that might be useful also in other settings.
5.2. Mapping a Collada file to an OpenSG scene
For the reasons described before our Collada importer is deliberately limited. We concentrated on the scene graph aspect and did not include things like animation, shaders or
physics, which are also part of the Collada specification 1.4.
Neither does it support geometry, since that comes from external sources, from OBJ, 3DS, WRL and, with our addition,
also from Collada files. Note that this way also future custom
shape representations, which come with their own optimized
loader modules, can be accomodated.
The transformation of a Collada scene graph to OpenSG
presents some challenges: Some of the Collada elements can
not be directly mapped to a corresponding OpenSG object.
5.2.1. Transformations
The <node> element forms the basis of the Collada scene
graph. It can have child nodes of many different types. All
children that are transformations are accumulated, in the order in which they occur. The resulting transformation affects
equally all other, non-tranformation child nodes.
We map one <node> to ≥ 2 nodes of the OpenSG scene
graph: One Transform node carries the accumulated matrix,
and the non-transformation nodes are children (all siblings),
see Fig. 3. It would not help to recreate the chain of transformations since OpenSG knows only one type of transformation (a matrix). The XML text could be conserved, but this
runs into trouble when the transformation is changed. As a
consequence, the matrix assembly information is lost.
This shows why the exact import/export property, stating
that import followed by export must reproduce all valid files
identically, is unfortunately not a realistic requirement.
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NodePtr t o r u s
= OSGfilerefManager : : t h e ( ) . l o a d F i l e ( " t o r u s . o b j " ) ;
/ / c r e a t e XML a n n o t a t i o n s
TiXmlElement e l _ e x t r a
( " extra " ) ;
TiXmlElement e l _ t e c h n i q u e ( " t e c h n i q u e " ) ;
TiXmlElement e l _ c r e a t o r
( " dc : c r e a t o r " ) ;
TiXmlText
text_name
( " John Doe " ) ;
e l _ t e c h n i q u e . S e t A t t r i b u t e ( " p r o f i l e " , " epoch : meta " ) ;

Figure 4: The use of xml-code and fileref attachments.

el_extra
. InsertEndChild ( el_technique ) ;
el_technique . InsertEndChild ( el_creator ) ;
el_creator
. I n s e r t E n d C h i l d ( text_name ) ;
/ / a t t a c h XML a n n o t a t i o n s t o t h e t o r u s
OSGxmlManager : : t h e ( ) . setXMLtree ( t o r u s , e l _ e x t r a ) ;

5.2.2. Geometry
Most of the geometry specified in Collada could be directly
mapped to OpenSG. The data organization is similar since
in both cases state-of-the art realtime rendering is the goal.
For a decent support of Collada only advanced things like
morphing, animations, shaders might require extensions.
For our external content strategy, however, two Collada
elements are sufficient: The <library_node> references the
external resource with its URL attribute, and it defines a local
name. This name can be referenced in the scene by any number of <instance_node> elements using a relative URL (Fig.
2). Unlike an XML file, which is a tree, the OpenSG scene
graph is a DAG (directed acyclic graph). So sub-scenes can
have multiple parents, which comes in handy when a <library_node> references a Collada file. Note that it is vital
for nodes resulting from external sources to remember the
URL (the file name); otherwise subsequent export will fail.
5.2.3. Attached <extra> and <technique> elements
The <extra> element, which is so useful for CH, can be attached to almost any other Collada element. This is a problem for element types that have no matching OpenSG entity;
it is unclear where to store the attached data then. Sometimes
dummy nodes can be inserted, like for a <library_node> or
for a <visual_scene>, but this strategy does not work in all
cases, and it complicates the scene structure.
An <extra> can have children of type <technique> but also
<asset>. This is the place for asset-management information
like <title>, <contributor>, and <keywords>. Although useful
in principle this may lead to another complication: CH requires to use much more sophisticated metadata schemes
anyways. This makes the <asset> information redundant,
and even potentially contradictive.
5.3. The AttachmentContainer facility of OpenSG
A great feature of OpenSG is that arbitrary user data can
be attached to almost anything. All major FieldContainer

Figure 5: Creating a torus with attached metadata in C++.

classes such as Node, NodeCore, Image, Material, Camera,
etc., are derived from AttachmentContainer. Whereas the set
of fields is fixed and the same for all class instances, each
individual instance can carry any number of attachments.
Each attachment has a certain type and a unique name
under which it can be retrieved using the findAttachment
method. This is very useful. For example can all OpenSG
objects be named, simply by attaching a character string, a
string attachment, under the name “name”. New attachment
types can be defined easily by instantiating a template.
This mechanism can now be used to store additional XML
data directly with each object in the scene. For the greatest
compatibility, and to be independent of any particular XML
library, the XML code is attached as character string. We
have defined the custom attachments
• “xml-code” to store XML data of any kind, and
• “fileref”
to identify external geometry.
The attachments can be manipulated using the functions
getXMLcode/setXMLcode and getFileRef/setFileRef.
5.4. The XML manager class
XML in a character string is difficult to access. Greater convience offers the XML manager with getXMLtree/setXMLtree. This way XML attachments can be accessed as TiXmlElement tree using TinyXML. This is a minimalistic XML
“library”, in fact just a few cpp files. It offers a very straightforward API to set up and manipulate an XML element tree,
as illustrated in Fig. 5. The string attachments are converted
to the DOM-like tree structure only on demand. This solution combines maximal robustness with the greatest ease of
use: The XML manipulation in the scene graph is completely
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TiXmlElement∗ getXMLtree( AttachmentContainerPtr container );
void setXMLtree( AttachmentContainerPtr container,
const TiXmlElement& xmlCodeElem );
void clearPath ();
void addToPath( const string& pathElem,
const string& attrib1 ="" , const string& val1="" );

convert textual XML annotation to a tinyXML element subtree
set/overwrite the textual XML annotation in the container object
by an TinyXML subtree converted back to a character string
clear the XML access path
append one element to the XML access path,
optionally require one attribute to have a particular value

Figure 6: The most important functions of the XML manager.

decoupled from whatever XML library may be used in some
import/export module.

can open a wealth of new possibilities because many of them
are directly applicable to 3D in Cultural Heritage.

We found that applications often repeatedly need to access
the same elements in the XML attachments of 3D objects.
The attachments often have a very similar structure, and the
code for traversals is repetitive and tedious to write due to the
security queries. The XML manager therefore allows to predefine a path through the XML tree, by node and attribute
matching, to provide an easy and robust direct access to a
specific element in deeply nested XML attachments. – The
API of the XML manager is shown in Fig. 6.

XInclude: Transparent inclusion of remotely stored subscenes. In case an object is unreachable a locally stored
low-res approximation is automatically used.
XPointer / XPath: Flexible referencing of sub-parts of a
3D object. Very general framework for references, e.g.,
for spatial indexing, for indexing nodes and sub-scenes.
Transparent access to objects stored in the file system, in
a database, or on a web server.
XSLT: Personalized rendering, context-dependent views,
can deal with different versions of objects, can be used
to provide information in different languages
XLink: Multi-directional links between several documents,
e.g., to relate artifact and interpretation in a bi-directional
way. Stored externally, so works also for read-only
archives. Link on link, to refer to the fact that a link exists.
Web Services: All sorts of operations on XML: filter, process, create views. Actions to perform can be encoded in a
URL. Can generate XML scenes dynamically, as response
to a web query. Billing, cookies, user rights management.
XML Encryption To protect intellectual property rights:
Signing of documents, certificates of authenticity.

5.5. The Fileref manager class
It is vital to keep track of all filenames and URLs for two
purposes: For a subsequent scene export, and not to import any resources multiple times. This applies also to “node
cores” (e.g., geometry) imported through several levels of
indirection: A Collada scene might import a Collada “object” scene that imports an OBJ file importing a material
file (MTL) loading a jpeg-texture. Even if the texture (e.g., a
logo) is used many times it must be loaded only once.
The fileref manager takes care of all file related activities.
For the above reasons the existing importers (OBJ etc.) were
also reorganized to use it. This has the added value of a transparent access to remote resources since URLs are resolved.
Files are loaded asynchronously to prevent the application
from blocking. A placeholder (a sphere) is temporarily inserted into the scene graph until the loader thread terminates.
Every scene graph node can be exported. The exporter
works in either of two modes: It exports references, stopping
at nodes with a fileref attachment, i.e., that were imported,
or it exports everything, descending down to the leaves of
the scene (sub-)graph. In the latter mode (“Save as”) the external binary files are simply copied, which implies that they
may contain only relative references to other files.

7. Conclusions and future work
Historic 3D assets will cease to be an exotic special case.
However, much remains to be done. This paper has only
attempted to lay out the foundations, which will hopefully
prove to be sound.
We are looking forward to applying and testing this technology together with real users in practical CH applications.
To have XML support is fine, but much more important is
to define how it is used: What are the best solutions for the
problems of 3D markup and processing history, which metadata scheme is really useful, and which XML technology
should be applied for which purpose.

6. W3C standards in the light of 3D
Information technology in Cultural Heritage speaks XML.
A seamless and efficient adoption of XML is therefore the
strategic key to making digital 3D artifacts an integral part
of CH libraries and databases. The homepage of the W3C
lists more than two dozen XML related technologies. They
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Abstract
Databases in Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in general often give extensive information about limited ﬁelds,
but are isolated and thus fail to exploit synergies that could be found by linking their data to related research
areas. Integrating data from a wide range of related ﬁelds into a unique network is therefore a very promising task
from which all involved parties could proﬁt.
The EU Project BRICKS aims at building a digital library that provides both the necessary infrastructure and a
concrete instance of such a network. BRICKS is a peer-to-peer network without central administration. The peerto-peer structure means that every member organisation is responsible just for their own network node and need
not give away their data, while making them available to the whole network. Since the software is free and runs
on inexpensive servers, the only cost for the institution is that of setting up and maintaining the network node. To
minimize the cost of the setup, BRICKS allows institutions to import metadata in any form they might have via an
OAI PMH interface, thus avoiding the costly conversion to a common format.
The software package provides services like content, metadata and collection management, query processing etc.
All these services are available via a web service interface, which allows building complex applications on top of
them. We present an application to classify archaeological ﬁnds as an example.
Joining BRICKS gives institutions increased visibility of their data and the potential to organize research projects
with experts in adjacent ﬁelds. For individuals, BRICKS provides means to search the whole network with a single
query, thus joining data from different institutions; to organize results relevant to a certain project in folder-like
structures and to share comments and opinions on individual data items via annotations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H3.7Digital Libraries

1. Introduction
Many Cultural Heritage institutions make (part of) their digitized data publicly available, e.g. via web servers. However,
in most cases, these data are available only in isolation and
synergies from linking them to other material are lost. Digital Libraries (DLs) are a way to overcome this problem.
However, there are two fundamental problems with most existing DLs:
• Centralized architecture: most existing solution rely on a
central server for tasks like user management, indexing,
search etc. Even if the content itself is stored in a decentralized way, the central server requires extra maintenance
work (and thus extra costs), and it compromises the robustness of the system because it constitutes a single point
of failure.
• Restricted data model: to be able to search and render material from diverse sources, most existing systems require

that the metadata / content be mapped to a single schema
(or a restricted set of schemas). Such a mapping inevitably
either causes the loss of a signiﬁcant part of the original
data (if the mapping constitutes the "least common denominator" between the original schemas), or it requires
a substantial amount of work (if the mapping attempts
to incorporate most of the information from the source
schemas).
BRICKS [BRI] is a EU project to build a DL network in
Cultural Heritage that avoids these two problems. It is based
on a decentralized peer-to-peer architecture, which means
that each member institution runs a node in the network
(BRICKS node or BNode, for short) and is only responsible for this node. The system maintains a decentralized index which enables searching the whole network. Since there
is no central component, there are no costs for a BRICKS
member except for the set-up and maintenance of their own
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BNode. Also, if any of the nodes crash, only the part of the
data stored there is lost – the functionality of the rest of the
network is not affected. This is a big advantage over a crash
of the central server in a centralized system.

no setup; the Desktop is for expert users or administrators
and offers extra functionality that could not be implemented
in the Workspace because of the limitations of web applications.

A fundamental decision in BRICKS is to be open to a
wide variety of content and metadata models. Thus, existing
content and metadata can be imported into BRICKS without losing information and with minimal effort. The idea of
BRICKS is not to replace existing content management systems or databases, or to add yet another system to maintain,
but to and add extra functionality to existing data.

The Workspace and the Desktop also demonstrate how to
build applications on top of the infrastructure. Other applications built in the framework of the project include a tool to
create online exhibitions, an application to manage submissions for the "Museum of the Year" award of the European
Musuem Forum, and an application to help untrained users
classify archaeological ﬁnds (described in sec. 4). These applications illustrate that the infrastructure is not only useful
per se, but can also serve as building blocks to accomplish
complex tasks. Moreover, using BRICKS components not
only provides a library of useful services, but also gives you
automatically access to all the data in the network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
outlines the architecture of the system, section 3 describes
its most important components. Section 4 presents a sample
application built on top of the BRICKS infrastructure that
demonstrates how BRICKS can be used to fulﬁll to complex
tasks, and in section 5 we give conclusions and outlook.

3. Main components of the BRICKS infrastructure
2. Architecture
The BRICKS architecture consists of two layers: a generalpurpose infrastructure that provides functionalities like content and metadata management and search via web service
interfaces, and a set of applications that are built upon the infrastructure and use its components as building blocks. The
infrastructure itself is also layered and consists of
• the peer-to-peer layer which handles the communication
between the nodes (via the internet)
• a set of core components which must be present on every
node, like index, user management, authentication service
• a set of components which provide services for end-users
like content and metadata management, collection and annotation services, and the search engine.
End users and applications will mostly use the functionality topmost layer. They will not need to bother about the
communication between the peers - all this is handled by the
layers below and transparent to them. The user will not see
any difference between content that is on his own node and
content on remote nodes.
All components in the topmost layer provide web service interfaces and are therefore platform- and languageindependent. This facilitates integrating them into existing
systems and building new applications on top of them. The
components are implemented in Java and tested under Linux
and Windows to facilitate the integration of the software with
an institution’s existing IT infrastructure.
BRICKS offers two GUIs to access the services of the infrastructure: the BRICKS Workspace, a web application that
can run in any web browser, and the BRICKS Desktop, which
is based on Eclipse and requires to install the Desktop application on the client computer. The Workspace is targeted
mainly at end users and has the advantage that it can be run
on any computer with an internet connection and requires

The description of components is limited to those that are
central either for the setup of a network node or for end
users. These are the components that manage content, metadata, collections, and annotations, the search engine, and the
importer. Other components include user management and
access control, digital rights management, service composition, and a component to map between different metadata
schemas.

3.1. Content Management
The BRICKS Content Management system is based on the
Java Content Repository [JCR] speciﬁcation. Essentially, it
provides a web service interface to the Apache Jackrabbit
system. JCR provides a meta-model, i.e. it does not restrict
the content model, but allows to load and use arbitrary models that can be mapped to a tree structure (similarly to the
way DOM allows to interact with XML documents). The
BRICKS Content Manager comes with an utility that maps
XML Schema Deﬁnitions (XSD) to a content model, which
makes it easy to import custom content models. Alternatively, a set of pre-conﬁgured content models for many common cases is also available as part of the BRICKS distribution.
There are two ways to manage content in BRICKS: institutions that already have a content management system in
place can import content "by reference" i.e. they just supply an identiﬁer by which the content item can be accessed,
e.g. by specifying a URL. When a user wants to see the content, the Content Manager will use this reference to get the
content from the external system and display it to the user.
This has the advantage that there is no need to keep BRICKS
and the external system synchronized (as long as the identiﬁers don’t change). The alternative is to copy the content
into BRICKS. We assume that this will be used mainly by
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institutions which don’t have a content management system
in place.
3.2. Metadata Management
Metadata are data which describe the content (e.g. catalog data). In BRICKS, we focus on descriptive metadata,
i.e. metadata that can be used to ﬁnd content items which
matches a description (e.g. pictures of roman silver coins
minted during the reign of Emperor Hadrian).
The BRICKS Metadata Manager is based on RDF/OWL
[RDF, OWL] and built on top of the Jena system. It can
manage any metadata schema which can be expressed as
an OWL-DL ontology, which is the case for virtually all
metadata schemas in use in Cultural Heritage. The Metadata Manager allows to load an ontology (metadata schema),
and to create, edit, view, and delete metadata about content
items. It does not provide functionality to modify ontologies,
since we assume that this feature is seldom needed, and there
are of free tools available for this task (e.g. Protégé [Pro]).
The internal representation of the Metadata in the Metadata Manager is an RDF graph. However, since the graph can
be confusing for end users, we added a presentation layer
which organizes all information pertaining to one content
item and adhering to a certain metadata schema into a metadata record (which means that if a content item is described
in more than one schema, there are several records for it).
This is shown in ﬁg. 1.
Although we support arbitrary metadata descriptions, an
unqualiﬁed Dublin Core [DC] description is mandatory for
every content item. This restriction comes from the use of
OAI PMH in the importer (see 3.6). Also, since the DC
schema is very simple and all ﬁelds in it are optional, we
think that providing these metadata does not require substantial effort as it can be automated in most cases. But it provides a basic level of interoperability exploited by the search
engine.

Figure 1: Two-layered metadata model

Fig. 2 shows the relation between Physical and Logical Collections.

Figure 2: Physical and Logical Collections

3.3. Collections
Collections are hierarchal structures to organise the content
of BRICKS. They can be nested to an arbitrary level and resemble Windows folders or Unix directories. We distinguish
between two types of collections:
• Physical Collections describe where the content resides.
Each content item is in exactly one Physical Collection.
This allows to use Physical Collections to restrict the
search space. Also, Physical Collections can include only
content from one BNode.
• Logical Collections contain only references to content
items. Each content item can be in an arbitrary number
of Logical Collections, and they can include information
from different BNodes. This allows end users to aggregate information relevant for a certain topic from diverse
sources.

3.4. Search
For end users, the search engine is probably the most important component of the entire system. It allows to ﬁnd content
which satisﬁes certain conditions. The whole BRICKS network can be searched with a single query. BRICKS provides
two kinds of search:
• Simple Search is keyword-based, i.e. you can enter a number of keywords (e.g. "roman coins Hadrian"), and the
search engine will deliver all items that have these keywords in their metadata. This very similar to common
search engines like Google, except that the search is based
on metadata and can therefore also give meaningful results for non-textual content like images. If an item is described with several metadata schemas, simple search will
use all of them.
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• Advanced Search is more like a database query in that
you can specify which ﬁeld of the metadata should match
and that you can also exploit the ordering of numeric or
date values (e.g. "creation_date>2004-01-01" to
search for documents that were created in or after 2004).
You can combine conditions with logical AND / OR and
you can also use ﬁelds from different metadata schemas.
This allows very ﬁne-grained searches, but it requires
some knowledge of logic and the metadata schemas involved. To search the whole DL, use the properties of DC
(because every item is described in DC). However, if you
can restrict your search to data of one or several institutions, and you know which metadata schemas these institutions use, you can use these schemas in a query (and
probably obtain more precise results).
To speed up the process, you can limit your search to a
set of (Physical and / or Logical) Collections. This is useful especially if you know which institution owns relevant
material.

3.5. Annotations
Annotations allow users with sufﬁcient access rights to comment on content items or other user’s comments. The comment can refer to the whole document or to a part of it (e.g. a
section of an image showing a person). The author of the annotation can specify a visibility for his annotations: private
annotations are visible only to the author (or a system adminstrator), shared annotations are visible for a group of users,
and public annotations are visible for everybody. Shared annotations provide an excellent means to exchange information in research projects; e.g. a researcher could upload a
document and ask his colleagues to comment on it.

4. A Sample Application: Finds Identiﬁer
One of the sample applications built to demonstrate the usefulness of the BRICKS infrastructure is the "ﬁnds identﬁer",
an application to help untrained persons to identify archaeoligical objects they found. Speciﬁcally, for the prototype
of this application we limit ourselves on coins. The user is
guided through the classiﬁcation process by a wizard-like
set of dialogs, where his answers determine the questions he
is asked next. Also, the information provided by the user is
used to limit possible alternatives in lists (e.g. when the user
has speciﬁed the material of the coins as silver and given
the approximate diameter, in the list of denominations only
matching coins will be shown).
When the user has entered all the information he can give,
a search will be started and all coins matching the descriptions will be retrieved. If the results exceed a certain number, say 20, they will be organized in a tree structure. The
user can now browse the results and select the coin that most
closely resembles his ﬁnd. This application makes use of the
distributed search, content and metadata management - all
information about coins in the network can be used to help
with the classiﬁcation task.
5. Conclusions and outlook
BRICKS has left the prototype stage and can be used to publish, interlink, and search data from many ﬁelds. The effort
to set up and maintain nodes is very small, and there are no
other costs. The decentralized structure and the active sustainability policy make us hope that this network will remain
after the end of the project funding. However, this will also
depend on attracting a "critical mass" of members. Already
more than 70 Cultural Heritage institutions have joined the
project, and we hope to increase this number substantially
during the next year.

3.6. Importer
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Abstract
The Mycenaean tholos tombs are impressive graves located in several areas of southern Greece. Their components
are: the dromos, the doorway, and the main chamber, composed of adjoining parts of conical surfaces, which form
a dome. A complete geometric recording and documentation of such a construction pre-assumes the creation
of an accurate textured 3D model and 2D plans in vector and raster format. The size of the construction, its
complexity and the variety of the necessary products need the combined use of ﬁeld surveying, photogrammetric
and terrestrial laser scanning methods. Laser scanning is the optimum solution for the production of the 3D
model and the collection of a detailed DSM. Photogrammetric procedures are necessary for the compilation
of the plans: rectiﬁcation for the side walls of dromos, stereorestitution for feature extraction of section lines,
and orthophotos for the raster representation of chamber’s stones. The compilation of speciﬁc in-house written
software is necessary as well as the application of innovative procedures and mainly the production of complete
and accurate section orthoimages of the chamber.
This paper describes the application of the above mentioned procedures for the Tomb (Treasury) of Atreus, which
is the largest and most impressive of the tholos tombs at Mycenae. The results of the data processing, such as the
3D models of the monument and the 2D plans in raster and vector format are presented.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.10 [Vision and Scene Understanding]: Representations, data structures and transforms, J.2 [Physical Sciences and Engineering]: Archaeology

1. Introduction
The need for documentation of the most important and characteristic monuments of international cultural heritage has
been analyzed by UNESCO and in the resolutions of international congresses and meetings. The damages that monuments suffer through time and their condition require conservation and restoration. Geometric recording is the ﬁrst fundamental stage in order to achieve the above.
The details, accuracy and type of products of geometric recording depend on the monument’s signiﬁcance, its
size, complexity, construction materials, type of intervention, available budget and several other factors. The available
techniques and the types of products that can be produced
have been enlarged due to the development of digital photogrammetric techniques, digital cameras and automation in
data processing, the integration of GPS measurements, laser

scanning and other non-contact recording methods, and software for modeling and visualization.
Besides the traditional 2D vector plans, and regardless of
the shape and the other characteristics of the monument,
it is possible to produce high resolution raster products
(ortho-images or developments) and 3D representations,
textured models, animations etc [GI05], [TKP01]. Consequently, technical speciﬁcations for the works and products
of geometric recording are necessary, and may vary for each
monument according to the particular needs.
In this paper the methods used and the results of a detailed
geometric recording of one of the most signiﬁcant worldwide archaeological monument are presented: the Mycenaean Tholos Tomb (or Treasury) of Atreus. The Mycenaean
tholos tombs are impressive ancient graves constructed by
large blocks of ashlar conglomerate, earlier than 1200 BC.
Their components are: the dromos (a long straight forward
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corridor with ﬂat side walls), the doorway, and the main
chamber. The chamber has a circular shape of a base diameter of a few meters, and is composed of adjoining parts of
conical surfaces, which form a dome.
For the geometric recording and modeling of such a complicated and large object, which consists of ﬂat and curved
surfaces, and with a demand for 2D and 3D products in vector and raster format of mathematical and textured models
according to the technical speciﬁcations, there is a requirement for combined use of surveying, photogrammetric and
laser scanning techniques.
2. Tomb of Atreus
2.1. Historic Information
UNESCO has characterized the archaeological site of Mycenae as a monument of international cultural heritage of great
signiﬁcance. It includes several pieces of signiﬁcant architecture and sculpture. The Mycenean civilization was developed in the mainland of Greece during the Late Copper era.
Architecture in the Mycenean civilization is characterized
by the construction of cyclopean fortress works and of tholos tombs, which consist of the graves of the kings. Their
shape represents the shape of the primitive house of man,
suggesting the concept that the dead continue to live within
their graves after their death.
In total nine tholos tombs have been excavated in the
area of Mycenae. They are distinguished in three groups,
according to their type. The ﬁrst group has its start approximately close to the year 1520 BC and it includes the grave of
Aigisthos. The second group is more sophisticated than the
ﬁrst group and chronologically it belongs to the 14th century
BC. In this group the grave of the Lions belongs. The third
group (13th-12th century BC) contains the most advanced
monuments of that type, the grave of Clytemnestra, the grave
of the Genii and the Treasury (grave) of Atreus. [Vas95].

Figure 1: Aerial photography, by helicopter, of the area of
the Treasury of Atreus.

The facade, of a height of 10.50m, had a door in the middle; the width of the door is 2.70m at the base and 2.40m at
the top, and its height is 5.40m (Figure 2). The facade was
decorated with half columns, of red and green stone, placed
on a low square base. Above the door there was a relieving triangular opening hidden by a cover layer of multicolor
marble (today this is lost except for some broken pieces), between the two half columns, smaller and shorter than those
at the lower level. Parts of these columns are today exhibited
at the National Archaeological Museum of Athens and at the
British Museum [Mar54].

2.2. Object Description
The most magniﬁcent and at the same time the best preserved Mycenean tholos tomb is the Treasury of Atreus, also
known as the grave of Agamemnon. It consists of a royal
construction with imposing dimensions, perfect technique
and rich decoration. It was build southwest from the Citadel
at a distance of approximately 100 meters, on the slope of
an inhabited (in those days) hill (Figure 1). According to
studies, the construction of the tomb is dated approximately
in the mid 13th century BC.
Its dromos, with the vertical sidewalls parallel to each
other has a length of 36m and a 6m width, and is ﬂoored
with clay plaster. The walls have normal pseudo-isodromus
layers of square stones and its entrance is blocked by a low
and thin vertical wall of similar construction.

Figure 2: Photo of the dromos and of the facade of the tomb
as they are today.
The main chamber of the tomb has a diameter of approximately 14m at its base, height of 13.50 m and consists of
33 ring stones of ashlar conglomerate. The stones are piled
up in layers so that they create rings, as they become higher
in descending size, so that the successive layers will be decreasing continuously (Figure 3). The top is blocked by a
large spherical stone. In some of the stones of the tholos
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there are holes, some of them contain copper nails. It appears that there was some copper decoration on the grave
wall.

• Pre-marked control points and characteristic detail points
(at the very high parts of the tholos where access was not
possible) for the photogrammetric procedures
• Special targets for laser scanning and
• Points along the pre-deﬁned sections of the tholos tomb.
Two vertical sections in planes perpendicular to each other
and three horizontal sections of the internal of the grave
at the levels where the slope of tholos changes were measured.
3.1. Image capturing

Figure 3: View of the inner side of the tomb.
In the northern side of the chamber there is a smaller door
which leads to a square side room approximately 6x6x6m.
Today there are shown only its naked, in rough walls as they
were carved the rock. The inner wall of this room had a cover
layer of plaster with a sculptured decoration.
The dome projected above the surface of the hillside and
was covered with a mound of earth covered by clay and supported by a poros wall (Figure 4) [Iak03].

Stereoscopical images of the main chamber-tholos were
taken using Canon EOS 1D Mark II digital camera (format
28.7x19.1mm, resolution 8.2 Mpixel) from a distance of approximately 12m, with a focal length of 35mm. The image
scale is of the order of 1:350. Fourteen stereoscopic models,
with overlap of approximately 80% were created. The images arrangement was consisted of two strips: one up to the
height of 6m (7 models) and one from the level of 5m up to
the 10m from the ground (6 models). One more model was
derived from the photography of the dome, with the image
axis vertical and directed at the zenith point.
The facade was photographed with the same digital camera with a focal length of 35mm, from a distance of 10m.
The image scale is of the order of 1:280 and a stereo-pair
was derived with an overlap of 70%.
The corridor was photographed monoscopically using
Hasselblad C50 semi-metric analogue camera with a focal
length of 50mm, from a distance of 6m. The photo scale is
1:120. For each side of the corridor 12 photos were taken.
Using the same camera and lens 4 monoscopic photos were
taken in both sides of the doorway from a distance of 5m, at
a scale of 1:100. Due to the small opening of the door, the
photo axes had large ϕ angles.
3.2. Laser scanning

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the shape of the
Grave of Atreus in the antiquity [Wac49].

3. Data acquisition
The data used were surveying measurements, metric images
of the monument and laser scanning point clouds.
Field work included the establishment of the network of
12 points, with two points of known coordinates in the national reference system. Also included were the measurement of:

Terrestrial laser scanner HDS-2500 of Leica Geosystems
was used; it operates with the pulse method and the angular deviation is made by turning mirrors. Each scanning is
restricted through a FOV of 40◦ x40◦ . The scanner has a positioning accuracy of ± 6mm at a distance of 50m.
Fifteen scans were made, with point density of 1cm. Two
of the scans referred to the external of the chamber, that is
the dromos and the facade. The other 13 scans were made
with the scanner placed at the periphery on the internal of
the tholos, in an arrangement of two zones along the height
of the object. Every two successive scans of each zone had an
overlap of approximately 20%, while the two zones had an
overlap of approximately 35%. At each one of these overlaps
3÷5 targets were placed, which besides their scanning with a
point density of 1mm, were measured also by ﬁeld surveying
at a uniﬁed coordinate system.
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4. Data processing
At the beginning of the project a separate processing of
each kind of data was made: point coordinates extraction at
the national reference system from the ﬁeld measurements,
mono- and stereo-scopic image processing, registration and
merging of point clouds of the laser scanning. Then a combined use of the data was applied for the extraction of the
best 2D and 3D products.
4.1. Photogrammetric processing
Photogrammetric processing involved the application of various techniques which according to the case gave the best results technically and cost wise, for the geometric recording
of the grave. Along the whole length of the dromos sides,
at the facade and the sides of the doorway, photogrammetric
rectiﬁcation was applied using ARCHIS software. In total
28 photos were used and 98 presighed control points were
needed. Thus, 2D raster products were produced from which
through digitization the vector format plans of the monument can be derived. In parallel the shape and the location
of all ﬂat surfaces were deﬁned so that they will be used for
the creation of the 3D surface model.
For the curved surfaces of the tholos, stereoscopic
processing was performed using Digital Photogrammetric
Workstation SSK of Z/I Imaging. The requirement for a 2D
raster products creation determined the production of orthorectiﬁed images at the pre-deﬁned levels of vertical and horizontal sections. Consequently, the ﬁrst stage was the Digital
Surface Model (DSM) extraction, and the second the production of the orthophotos.
The parameters of the internal orientation of the digital
camera were accurately determined at the Laboratory at a
special 3D test ﬁeld, e.g. c=4,132±3 pixel, xo=9±10 pixel,
yo=30±2 pixel. Then a photo-triangulation bundle adjustment was made, using BINGO software, for the simultaneous calculation of the parameters of the external orientation
of all the images, which were taken inside the chamber. Yet,
these values cannot be used for the restitution of the speciﬁc stereo-pairs at DPW due to the circular shape which
the image acquisition points of all images create. In order to
have stereoscopic observation and creation of stereo-model
there is a need to rotate the coordinates of the control points
of each pair into a system of which the X axis will create a
small angle with the direction of the pair base. So the restitutions of each stereo-pair are made in a different local system.
Under these circumstances it is not possible to produce
ortho-rectiﬁed images at the DPW, at the pre-deﬁned section levels from all the required stereo-pairs. The procedure
selected, instead, is:
• Orientation of each one of the 14 stereo-pairs at the
DPW, using appropriately rotated coordinates of the control points.
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• DSM extraction from each stereo-pair, at the DPW, at the
local coordinate system where the control points are rotated. The uniformity and the highly curved surfaces of
the object did not allow the correct operation of the matching algorithms for the automatic extraction of the DSM.
So, a manual extraction procedure was followed. A grid of
a cell size of 15x15cm on the object was selected, which
was proved to be sufﬁcient. In total, more than 58,000
points were digitized from the 14 models.
• Rotation of each one of the DSMs from the local system
into a uniﬁed coordinate system (the national reference
system); merging of all the DSMs
• Ortho-rectiﬁed image production using an in-house written software package, described below.

4.2. Special ortho-rectiﬁcation software
A software package was written, at MatLab programming
environment, for the production of ortho-images in closerange applications regardless of the initial image acquisition
direction and of the projection plane. This software consists
of:
• Photogrammetric resection program. Using as data the coordinates of the control points, at any reference system,
their image coordinates and the internal orientation of an
image, the parameters of the external orientation are calculated; use of the DLT for the calculation of the initial
values.
• Ortho-rectiﬁcation program, using the XZ plane of the external orientation system as the projection plane. The algorithm of the program includes:
– determination of the area of the object where the orthoimage will be produced
– creation of triangular network, with Delaunay method,
using all the points of the DSM, and surface creation.
The algorithm connects with lines the three closest toeach-other points according to their X, Y coordinates
– rejection of triangles with sides longer than 1m
– calculation of the triangles where the centers of the
grid cells of the ﬁnal ortho-image belong. A speciﬁc
procedure is followed so that the calculation work load
will be minimized: the dimensions of a search window
for possible triangles are calculated and only within
this window the control is made whether the center of
the cell lies inside of a triangle or not
– in the case when the center of a cell belongs to more
than one triangles, a control of the Z values of the
nodes of each triangle and the selection of the most
close triangle to the projection plane is made
– calculation of the elevation of each center cell with an
interpolation from the elevations of the triangle nodes
in which it belongs
– from that point on the typical procedure for orthoimage production is followed.
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This software was used for all the images of the inside of
the chamber and for all the projection planes of the vertical
and horizontal sections, that were planned to be created.
The size of the groundel was determined to be 3 mm. 140
ortho-images were derived, including 28 ortho-images for
each one of the 5 projection planes (one is horizontal).
Ortho-images of excellent quality were produced without
any distortions even from images whose central axis made a
small angle with the projection plane. The method developed
was proved to give the best results in comparison with other
techniques, such as the coloring of the DSM points through
the information included in the initial images and then their
projection on the desired plane [GMD05]; this method requires very dense DSM in order to achieve high quality in
ortho-image production.

Figure 5: Registered point clouds of the doorway and the
main chamber.

4.3. Laser scanner data processing
The registration, merging and georeferencing of the point
clouds were made using Cyclone software. This software
provides the means for registration either by using targets
which have been scanned (target constraint) or by using
common characteristic points between the clouds (cloud
constraint) or with a combination of the two techniques. In
this application all three possibilities were used, and various
combinations were made for georeferencing, either individually for each point cloud or for the ﬁnal merged uniﬁed
cloud. It should be mentioned that the space coordinates (in
the national reference system) of all targets had been calculated by ﬁeld surveying.

• Ortho-mosaics (Figure 6 and 7) and vector plans (Figure
8) of four vertical sections through the center of the chamber. For the ortho-images production by the described inhouse written software, either the DSM from photogrammetric models or the georeferenced point cloud from laser
scanning was used
• An ortho-mosaic of the horizontal section of the chamber
with an upward direction.
• The ortho-image of the facade of the grave.

The application of alternative procedures was made in
order to investigate the achieved accuracies. The statistical
data from the adjustments prove that in all cases the alignment rms error varied between 2÷5mm, so it was absolutely satisfactory. An accuracy control of the georeferenced
point clouds followed by measuring selected check points of
known coordinates. As expected, the best registration was
derived by using a target constraint and the most accurate
georeferencing by using all control points in the merged uniﬁed point cloud. Yet, also all the other solutions gave almost
similar results; their differences in rms of each axis were less
than 3mm. So, fewer targets and ﬁeld measurements can be
used without accuracy loss in the results.
5. Products
5.1. 2D plans
For a complete representation of the Tholos Tomb in 2D
plans, the following drawings were produced:
• A horizontal section at ground level, derived from the ﬁeld
surveying measurements
• A horizontal ’aerial view’ plan, using aerial photos taken
by helicopter with close-range analogue metric camera,
and ﬁeld surveying

Figure 6: Eastern facade of the internal of the chamber.
Of special interest is the effort to create a development
plan, in raster format, of the internal surface of the main
chamber. From DSM it can be seen that the surface is adjustable in elevation zones from parts of right truncated
cones. Through appropriate controls, six (6) zones were deﬁned and the parameters of the relevant cones were deﬁned,
so that the deviations of the points of the DSM from the
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Figure 7: Section along the axis of dromos, in raster format.

Figure 8: Section along the axis of dromos, in vector format.

mathematic surfaces will not be in excess of 2.4cm (rmse
= 1.5cm).
The production of developments was made by a software
especially written for this purpose, in MatLab environment.
It consists of two parts. In the ﬁrst part the adjustment of a
right cone in a 3D point cloud is made; the cone parameters
are determined [AJ91] and the parts of the cloud where the
adjustment will be made are selected automatically. In the
second part the raster development of the best cone is created from the existing images, whose internal and external
orientation is known:
• the cones which outline the part of the object that is shown
in each image are deﬁned
• the developed conical coordinates which outline the
boundaries of the development are calculated; thus the
centers of the grid cells on the development are calculated
• for the center of each grid cell the developed coordinates
and the coordinates on the conical surface are calculated;
then the elevation value through an interpolation on the
DSM points and the image coordinates are calculated,
from where the information about the color is recorded.

This software was applied for all images of the inside of
the chamber, with a groundel size of 5mm. The result, after appropriate georeference, merging and rotation of the
six conical developments is shown in Figure 9.
5.2. Creation of 3D models
The initial approach for the production of the 3D model of
the tholos tomb was made by Cyclone software. This particular software has limited tools for the creation and editing of
solid model; it can adjust to the point cloud only for planes,
spheres, cylinders and cones. The analysis of the surface of
the chamber into conical surface parts allowed the use of the
software. Thus the uniﬁed point cloud derived from the laser
scanning, at ﬁrst stage was cleared from the points which
did not relate to the surface of the chamber, but were mainly
points which lie in the gaps of the surface between the series
of stones. Then it was divided into rings, and each one of
those was adjusted to a cone, according to the results from
the developments processing. The products are given in Figures 10 and 11.
It is obvious that by this method only a general approach
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Figure 9: Developments of conical surfaces of the inside of the chamber.

Figure 10: 3D model of the chamber using conical surface.

of a 3D model can be made. All distortions, which were
a result of the construction, and all the damages that the surface of the monument has suffered, disappear.

Figure 11: Simultaneous representation of the point cloud
and of the 3D model of the conical surfaces.

The model processing followed, with the ﬁlling of the
holes, removing of spikes, and ﬁnally the diminishing of the
number of triangles by 50%. The ﬁnal form of the model is
given in Figure 12, with the possibility to produce sections
with any plane in space Figure 13.

For a better representation of the 3D model and a more
detailed editing of both the points and the surfaces, the modeling was carried out using Raindrop Geomagic software.
The production process involves: in polygon mode the creation of triangles, waterproof solid model and deﬁnition of
boundaries, and in shape mode curvature detection, creation
of contours, patches, grids and ﬁtting of NURBS surfaces.

Texture can be applied on this 3D model by covering its
surfaces with the ortho-mosaics which have been produced
photogrammetrically.

The total number of the points of the cloud was approximately 9.8 millions. For their better and faster processing,
without any noticeable loss of information, the procedure of
uniﬁed rejection of points from the object was followed. It
was proved that 5.5 million points were enough for the needs
of the project. The conversion of the points into a polygon
network (wrapping) gave approximately 1.8 million triangles

Another process that can be accomplished on the 3D
model is the production of the NURB surfaces for a structural analysis of the monument, through the use of 3D ﬁniteelement analysis. For the production of the NURBS model:
the polygon model should be divided automatically or manually into patches and a grid has to be constructed (for each
patch a grid of 20x20 nodes was deﬁned) on which the
NURB surface can be adjusted Figure 14.
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historical monuments. All these are non-contact techniques
so they are not affected by the topography of the area or by
the construction material of the object.
For a complete use of the capabilities of these methods in
such demanding close-range applications, the development
of special software adjusted to the technical speciﬁcations
of the particular project is needed. The available commercial software is not planned to cover the demands of the speciﬁc cases such as special ortho-rectiﬁcation using multiple
image coverange or the creation of developments and other
cartographic projections or combined uses of photogrammetry and laser scanning.

Figure 12: 3D views of the chambers’ model, produced using Geomagic software.
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Abstract
Enhancement of cultural heritage has become one of the most important tasks in built heritage conservation
since the Declaration of Amsterdam. This declaration promoted a change in the approach to built heritage conservation and forced to consider the use-value, paying special attention to develop methods and tools to communicate, sensitize and educate users in the values of historical sites. Enhancement of cultural heritage by increasing the accessibility of the available information becomes a great opportunity to promote an historical site
as a tourist area. According to this new approach, cultural heritage gives up being a “load” to become a “resource”, and ensure its sustainability from economical, social and cultural points of view. One of the main challenges to achieve this goal consists of translating to the citizenship, in an attractive and effective way, the information about the cultural heritage of the site. The diffusion strategy and all methods, products, systems and
tools used for this task will be the key in order to reach this objective. It is necessary a real will to promote it,
giving priority to the diffusion strategies, and incorporating the new technologies. Information technologies offer the opportunity to make accessible this information in an attractive way, making it suitable for permanent
and temporary users. The utilization of virtual and augmented reality technologies for the dissemination of the
cultural heritage opens a great number of possibilities to the representation of great volume of information in a
simple and direct way. These technologies allow the dynamical visualization and the interaction with the surrounding, as well as add contextual information to the environment, so that it should enhance the experience of
the user with the system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Three-dimensional
displays, I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality, J.5 [Computer Applications]: Architecture

1. Introduction
Enhancement of cultural heritage has become one of the
most important tasks in built heritage conservation since
the Declaration of Amsterdam [Ams75], in which, for the
first time, protection of historical sites was related with
its inhabitants. This declaration promoted a change in the
approach to built heritage conservation and forced to
consider the use-value as well as the traditionally recognised values of cultural heritage (historical, artistic,
documental …). Considering this use-value means directly to pay attention to users as the main stakeholders
in built heritage conservation: first, because if there are
not users, heritage is abandoned with no maintenance;
second, because if users don’t care about his heritage, its

degradation can be accelerated; third, because if users
operate in its heritage in a wrong way, they can damage
it too. On the other side, users can be the best insurance
for a good conservation of built heritage, if they know its
importance and if they feel that its protection is a part of
cultural identity.
All methods to communicate, sensitize and educate users in the values of historical sites are included in the
enhancement strategies of cultural heritage. Enhancement strategies are often directed to two different kinds
of users:
x Permanent users: inhabitants or workers of the tourist

places or historical sites.
x Temporary users: visitors, tourists.
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The aim of these strategies is to make available for the
users all the existing information about the historical site
and in the same time to allow them to select information
they are interested in. Information technologies offer the
opportunity to make accessible this information in an
attractive way, making it suitable for permanent and
temporary users. For this reason, enhancement strategies
incorporate very quickly all technological advances in
this field.
In this paper we analyse the use of information technologies in general and augmented reality technologies
in particular as a mean for enhancement of cultural heritage resources in order to make it sustainable. The main
advantages provided by augmented reality technologies
as a tool for the dissemination and promotion of cultural
heritage are presented as well in this paper. At the end
we describe a device based on augmented reality technologies, called Augmented Reality Tourist Telescope,
which allows visualization and recreation of tourist singular environments. The description focuses on the selection of the appropriate technology for each of the modules of the Tourist Telescope.
2. Information Technologies for the Enhancement of
the Cultural Heritage
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technologies are beginning to be considered as one of the
main tools to visualize, imagine and understand relevant
aspects of the elements of tourist interest that cannot be
perceived usually through the senses or using traditional
techniques.
3. Augmented Reality Benefits
In the museums and other cultural heritage exhibitions
we can notice the growing demand in the use of new
technologies for the development of heritage interpretation tools. Within these new technologies one of the most
promising one appears to be the augmented reality.
Augmented reality is a novel technology, presented as a
variation of the virtual reality, the main difference between them is that the augmented reality allows the user
to see the real world augmented with computer generated
information [AB01]. Augmented reality makes these
applications to be visualized in-situ in contrast to the
virtual reality applications which drive the user into a
purely digital environment. The augmentation consists of
adding any digital information (3D models, images, labels, etc.) to the real elements in the environment. Digital
information is presented in the context of the user position and point of view. Ideally the user perceives that real
and virtual information coexist in the same place.

Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop methods,
products, systems and tools that allow to approach the
cultural heritage to the citizen and the visitors with the
purpose of knowing it, to understand it and, thus, to value
it. In the last years, multiple tools have been developed in
this sense; many of them based on the information technologies, with a great acceptance according to user’s
opinion. Several initiatives are carried out from different
institutions and companies with the aim to promote the
tourism of a city, region or country [Rou00]. These initiatives range from advertisements in press and television, to small initiatives of reduced groups that on a
smaller scale look for the promotion and dissemination
of the tourism.

The application of augmented reality technologies in
the area of cultural heritage is very extensive; they provide a very innovative mean for the dissemination, promotion, education, sensitization, and even preservation of
the cultural sites or objects [Arc06]. Dissemination of the
cultural heritage is one of the areas in which these technologies are very widespread. Augmented reality technologies provide the way to easily access to the general
public to the big amount of technical information available about historical sites. The visualization from inaccessible points of view is also allowed by the augmented
reality technologies. The historical phases in the evolution of a building or monument can be also visualized by
the use of these technologies without performing any
intervention in the real environment. Missing or damaged
objects or even historical avatars can be combined with
the existing elements in an augmented reality application.
Other applications such as augmented reality games are
really interesting for the dissemination of the cultural
heritage, because of the possibility to access to the information about these sites in an interactive and amazing
way. Another application usually well appreciated by the
visitors in historical sites consists of using these technologies for guiding people through previously defined
paths and oriented to the user preferences.

The use of the information technologies in order to
bring the patrimony near the society is becoming more
and more usual [GP04]. Multimedia contents, interactive
elements, audio-guides, etc. all of them are nowadays
elements that have been incorporated, in a natural way,
into the world of tourism. Virtual and augmented reality

The promotion and dissemination of the cultural heritage are very much related each other; similar applications to the previously described can be used as a channel
for the promotion of an historical site. Although very
close related to both promotion and dissemination, sensitization adds the importance to use different means or

The evolution towards the knowledge society will drive
an increase of the cultural tourism, which demands
global information about the places visited by the tourist;
heritage, leisure and culture, hotels and restaurants, city
services, etc. Enhancement of cultural heritage by increasing the accessibility of the available information
becomes a great opportunity to promote an historical site
as a tourist area. According to this new approach, the
cultural heritage gives up being a “load” to become a
“resource”, and ensure its sustainability from economical, social and cultural points of view [Ceb01].
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channels to different audience, while promotion and
dissemination is pretty much oriented to the general public. For this purpose, augmented reality can be used with
the aim of showing the necessity of taking care about the
cultural heritage, as a tool to facilitate the comprehension
of a project and the necessity of an intervention, and
sensitization of people especially affected by necessary
interventions.
Cultural heritage makes use of these technologies for
deep research and studies in order to preserve existing
heritage by means of digital replicas [Ena06]. With the
same purpose, the digital information can be used to
access to sites which require restricted access due to their
conditions. Education using augmented reality is one of
the main areas of application of these technologies. Innovative learning tools for special collectives such as educative games or augmented books for students, simulation tools for professionals or tools for disabled people
based on augmented reality have in general a very good
acceptance.
The main benefits provided by the augmented reality
technologies in the cultural heritage environments are
listed below:
x Dynamic, attractive and interactive visualization of the

information, supported by the use of multimedia contents (images, videos, animations, 3D models, etc.).
x The representation of great volume of information

resulting from historical studies in a way to be accessible and comprehensive to the general public.
x The digital information is provided in the context of

the user position and point of view and integrated with
the real information captured by the senses.
x Extend the potential users or visitors to collectives who

traditionally are not very interested in the cultural heritage (children, teenagers, etc.)
x Facilitate the guidance and support about the places

and elements of interest during the visit.
x Provide high degree of realism, since this technology

shows digital information added to the real information
perceived.

telescope consist of an augmented reality video-through
system, through which the user explore it’s surrounding,
which is completed with digital information.
The development consists of a hardware device, a software platform and an application that demonstrates the
value of the system for that purpose. Digital information
is used to complete the perception provided by a traditional panoramic telescope. To complete the above mentioned information consists of adding multimedia contents to the perception obtained by means of a traditional
telescope. These multimedia contents provide additional
information improving the perception and allowing the
recreation of the environment.
One of the main added values of the presented development is based on the possibility of obtaining contextual information according to the user’s point of view and
in-situ integrated with the real environment. Thus, the
user receives information about the objects on which
he/she has showed his/her interest every time. This functionality is achieved by means of the augmented reality
technologies. The provided information will help the user
to know, understand and even to value the place he/she is
looking at.
The system described above consists of two well differentiated parts. On the one hand the physical device
and on the other one the application developed for this
device. The description of the device is focused on the
selection of the most suitable elements for each of the
components of the device. Regarding the application, the
most significant contents for this kind of application are
presented.
4.1 Device
One of the main tasks carried out for the implementation
of the augmented reality tourist telescope device consists
on the evaluation and selection of the most appropriate
elements for each of the components of the device. The
physical device consists of four basic modules each of
them with well defined functionalities. These components correspond with the elements of an augmented
reality system (see Figure 1).

x Allow the visualization from points of view which are

inaccessible, too distant or difficult to access.
x Make possible the representation of the evolution of

status, use and activity of an historical site.
x Eliminate physical or social barriers, as the language,

which traditionally finds visitors in a foreign country.
4. The Augmented Reality Tourist Telescope
In this section we want to present the results in the development of a Tourist Telescope based on augmented
reality technologies, as a system to allow the visualization and the recreation of tourist singular environments
of the cultural heritage. The augmented reality tourist

Figure 1: Augmented Reality System
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Each of these elements has the responsibility of the
tasks to it assigned. The following are the modules of the
system:
x Image capture module
x Visualization module
x Tracking module
x Interaction module

These modules are integrated in a compact way inside
the same external structure of the traditional panoramic
viewers, see Figure 2. This structure is the responsible
for providing the strength, water-proof and antivandalism properties to the system.
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analogue output instead of digital one. In order to use as
an input for the software, it is necessary to convert into
digital video. For this purpose a video capture card has to
be added to the system.
There is also the option of using surveillance video
cameras; the cameras used for that purpose provide digital video output (Firewire IEEE 1394), optical zoom and
high resolution. Unfortunately, the dimensions of these
cameras are generally too big and they are much more
expensive than the other alternatives.
With the requirements of dimensions and weight imposed by the external structure, digital video output, high
resolution (800x600 SVGA) and USB 2.0 high speed
connection, the selected camera is the VRmC-4pro from
VRmagic.
Visualization module

Figure 2: Modules of the telescope.
Image capture module
The image capture module is in charge of taking the
images of the real environment, the ones that are going to
be completed with the digital information. This component is one of the core elements of a video-through augmented reality system. The quality of the image is one of
the key requirements for the success of such kind of systems, so as the selection of the camera is crucial for that
purpose.
The first approach consists of selecting a webcam as
image capture element. This kind of devices is connected
to the PC through the standard USB port, is cheap and
widespread, and is very easy to configure. Nevertheless,
the quality of the image provided is too low (up to
640x480 VGA), no functionalities apart from providing
the captured image, no optical zoom and low level of
interaction from the PC.
Another alternative is the so called “block camera”,
they are compact cameras, high resolution and include
optical zoom which is controlled as well as the other
parameters from the PC through the VISCA protocol.
The main drawback of these cameras is that they provide

The visualization module is the responsible for showing the information to the user. The information to be
presented corresponds with the composition of the real
image captured by the camera and the virtual scene generated by the system. The solution represents a totally
immersive device, when the user observes the environment through the tourist telescope. However the design
of the device represents a good solution to swap between
the augmented visualization and the real one and vice
versa. The selection of the visualization device was done
once evaluated the specifications and integration capabilities of each of the detected alternatives. The main
requirements for the visualization module concern with
the limited size of the device and the high resolution
desired.
Three main alternatives have been detected and evaluated to be used as visualization device. Virtual reality
binoculars are the most suitable alternative according to
the purpose of the solution, however the size and above
all the high prices of such devices makes this alternative
unsuitable.
Virtual reality/augmented reality HMD is the alternative which presents the most extensive variety of devices,
this makes easy to find a device with the expected requirements. Augmented reality HMDs are more expensive but integrate the camera(s) into the same device, this
is not an added value in our case because the shape of the
external structure makes necessary a distance between
the camera and the visualization device. Moreover, both,
virtual and augmented reality HMD solutions provide
stereoscopic visualization, however ergonomically the
design of such devices does not fit with the requirements,
so as the devices are too big and must be adapted.
The third and most suitable alternative consists of using one of the new visualization solutions based on reduced size and high resolution displays. These devices
are called microdisplays or near-eye solutions. There
exist several technologies used for the development of
such visualization devices; AMLCD (Active Matrix
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LCD), the main features of this technology are: small
size, low power, high resolution and low cost. This type
of technology has been used widely for the development
of visors of small digital image devices as video cameras,
photo cameras, mobile phones, etc. LCOS (Liquid Cristal
on Silicon) this technology represents a hybrid between
the LCD and DLP technologies. This technology has
been mainly used for projectors though it is not the only
one example of use. The main properties of this technology are: high resolution, low power and reduced time of
components life, apart from its small size. OLED (Organic Light-Emitting Diode) the main attribute of this
technology is the capability to emit light, opposite to the
other technologies based on the modulation of light emitted by an external light source. This technology is very
innovative and appears as natural substitute for the visualization devices based on LCD technologies. This technology has the following advantages, more brightness
and contrast, high frame rate, lighter, lower power consumption and it is cheaper to produce.
Due to these characteristics and the innovation of the
technology we chose this technology for the visualization
module. The selected device is the Liteye LE-400 from
Liteye. The device represents a solution of immersive
visualization provided by a small size and high resolution
visor.
Tracking module
The tracking module is in charge of determining the
position and orientation corresponding to the user position and point of view. This information is necessary in
order to place the digital information relative to the real
environment captured by the camera. Positioning is one
of the most critical tasks of an augmented reality system.
An ideal tracking system is that whose position sensor or
positioning module provides a perfect and instantaneous
measurement in six degrees of freedom (6 DOF), three
for the position and three for the orientation. Of course,
the ideal tracking system does not exist and the challenge
consists of finding the solution that better fits every real
environment.

the selection of mechanical tracking is a very suitable
solution. The tracking module of the telescope consists of
two encoders which determine the orientation of the
device in two of the axis (pitch and yaw). The market of
the industrial encoders is really wide. The main properties of the selected device are the robustness required for
the specific environment, as well as the availability to
connect the device directly to the PC by the RS232 serial
port.
Interaction module
The interaction module allows the user-device communication. This module is the one that mainly differentiates the described telescope from the systems that display movies or pre-recorded multimedia contents. In this
case, the system allows the user to personalize the information to be displayed on the device by means of the
user interaction.
The alternatives analyzed for this module looks for interaction elements and metaphors that turn out to be intuitive for the user. Elements such as joystick, mice,
buttons or even trackballs are commonly widespread as
interaction devices in order to communicate with a PC.
The use of a tactile screen opens up the possibility to
interact with the system without any additional device;
however the selection of the microdisplay as the visualization element makes this alternative unavailable. The
inclusion of traditional interaction devices such as buttons or mouse will be considered in a future next version
of the telescope.
For this version we introduced a basic concept of interaction based on the orientation of the telescope. The
user will show his/her interest in an element in the scene
by orienting the telescope to the selected element. The
application will define interaction elements which will be
displayed on the screen as selectable icons. The point of
the view of the user will determine the selected icon and
so the sequence of the story without any additional interaction devices.

There exist several technologies for positioning, in our
case, the telescope will be placed in a fixed and known
position, so only the orientation of the device is necessary in order to determine the 6 DOF. For this reason, the
positioning systems that better fits our environment are
those based on inertial and mechanical technologies.
Both alternatives provide unintrusive, small size and not
too expensive systems.
Inertial tracking systems are quite precise and very appropriate for head movement tracking. However, the
main drawbacks of this technology are related with the
drift, the initial calibration and the sensitivity to the environment. The mechanical positioning systems are the
ideal solution for the development of devices where very
precise movements are required. For high accuracy positioning and free movement around one or several shafts,

Figure 3: Pictures from the mechanical assembly
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We decided to use as external structure of the device
the same structure of the traditional panoramic visualization devices. This kind of devices are very appropriate
for our case because of the robustness, anti-vandalism,
resistance to adverse weather conditions and break-down
adequate to put inside the selected devices for each module. Apart form its reasonable price.
4.2 Application
Augmented reality applications are based on a software
platform that supports the connection and integration of
each of the modules through a common interface. The
platform works in two different modes, runtime mode,
when the user interacts with the application using the
telescope, and authoring mode when the application author implements the application. Figure 4 shows the main
components of the augmented reality platform.
The three main elements of the software platform are:
the graphical engine, the logical engine and the components. Graphical engine manages all related with the
creation and visualization of the augmented scene; it
represents the way that the logic of the application is
presented to the user. Logical engine is responsible for
the management and integration of all the components in
the application. It is also in charge of the execution of the
application providing feedback for the graphical engine
to visualize the results. Components are the core elements of an application. There are different levels of
abstraction in the components hierarchy, from the low
level components which provide the basic functionalities
of an augmented reality system, to the medium and high
level ones, both application oriented but the first ones
correspond with basic and simple components, and the
high level ones related to complex functionalities built
upon a composition of simple components.

Figure 4: Augmented Reality Platform
Authoring tool is the resource developed for the creation and edition of augmented reality applications for the
telescope. The development of the application consists of
the selection of the appropriated components and contents to be visualized to the user according to the point of
view and actions performed. It has been defined two
different edition modes; on-line edition and off-line edition. The on-line edition takes place in-situ and uses the
camera and the tracking device included in the telescope
to capture the real image to be augmented. The off-line
edition makes use of a pre-recorded panorama of the
scene; this panorama simulates the image capture of the
real camera.
Multimedia contents are the main components of an
augmented reality application. The most significant contents to be included in the applications are:
x Multimedia elements: Almost all kind of multimedia

information can be part of an augmented reality application. As a response to a user action or as a result of a
internally programmed task any of this content can be
shown on the display integrated with the real image
captured by the camera. Different formats of multimedia information can be displayed: 2D and 3D images or
photographs, text elements, videos, animations, etc.
x Graphical 3D elements: As a special kind of multi-

media elements, the graphical 3D models are the main
resource of an augmented reality application. Any 2D
multimedia element can become 3D when they are
placed in the 3D position. These elements are really
useful to locate elements in the real scene, complement
the real video with missing information or show routes
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or not visible elements in the images captured by the
camera.
x Interaction elements: These elements allow the user

to interact with the application. Interaction elements
are generally displayed as 2D or 3D images or buttons.
As a result of the interaction, additional information is
shown as any of the previous mentioned types.

preservation of the cultural heritage. Many are the benefits provided by this technology and the acceptance by
the audience is very good in general.
As an example of the use of augmented reality technologies for the enhancement of the cultural heritage, we
have developed an augmented reality tourist telescope
for the recreation of singular tourist environments. The
device looks like the traditional panoramic viewers but
includes inside all the devices required to build an augmented reality system. These devices are a high resolution digital camera, two mechanical encoders as the basic
for the tracking and interaction modules and a compact,
very small size and high resolution display. Two applications have been developed in order to validate the telescope.
Acknowledgements

Figure 5: Application example
Definitively, what the device allows the user is to visualize an interactive multimedia application. The multimedia contents complement the real information captured by the camera and the interaction elements allow
the user to personalize the story shown in the device.
Figure 5 shows an application example.

The work described in this paper is based on a project
partially funded by the Basque Country Government
inside the program of support of the Basque Government
to the local enterprises. The project is called BIT and it is
a result of the collaboration between two Basque companies Repair Systems and MIESA and the Technological
Centre LABEIN-Tecnalia. We also want to thank two
institutions in the area of heritage and tourism management, which participate in this project providing the information and the knowledge to demonstrate the availability of this system in two real environments. Bilbao
Turismo in Bilbao (Spain) and Oficina del Historiador de
La Habana in La Habana (Cuba).

5. Conclusions
Enhancement of cultural heritage has become one of the
most important tasks in built heritage conservation.
Nowadays the kind of tourism that society demands is
quite different from the traditional one. The evolution
towards the knowledge society increases the demand of a
cultural tourism. This tourism demands information that
helps the visitor to understand and know more about the
visited places. This kind of information generally exists
in a format accessible to experts and professionals but
not for the general public. Enhancement of cultural heritage by increasing the accessibility of the available information becomes a great opportunity to promote historical sites. New technologies provide the possibility to
bring near the tourist all this information. This is the first
step for the citizen to understand the cultural heritage, to
value it and even to interest in it. At the end making the
heritage is sustainable from economical, social and cultural point of view.
Augmented reality is a novel technology that better fits
for the enhancement of the cultural heritage. This technology represents an innovative way of presenting digital
information combined with the real environment. Augmented reality is a very appropriate technology for the
dissemination, promotion, education, sensitization and
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Abstract
The European Library (www.theeuropeanlibrary.org) is a multilingual portal offering integrated access to
the tens of millions of resources (books, magazines, journals...) of 18 national libraries in Europe. It offers
free searching and delivers both digital and non-digital objects. It provides a vast virtual collection of materials from all disciplines. The European Library is currently being expanded with the holdings of the national
libraries of the 10 EU New Member States. From September 2006 onwards the remaining EU and EFTA national libraries will be connected to TheEuropeanLibrary.org, bringing the total number of participating national libraries to ±35 by the end of 2008.
In the beginning of 2006 the EC expressed support for The European Library to evolve into a much bigger
European Digital Library (EDL), including access to the digital collections of other major cultural heritage
institutions, such as museums and archives. The EDL is planned to include the holdings of all European national libraries and a minimum of 2M digital works by the end of 2008. By 2010 the EDL needs to have expanded to include collections of archives, museums and other libraries, with a minimum of 6M digital works.
The European Library aims to remain a major player in the European cultural heritage field and is already
strengthening its cooperation with other relevant key initiatives, such as MACS, DELOS, MICHAEL,
BRICKS and MINERVA.
K.4.3 Organizational Impacts: Computer-supported collaborative work
K.6.1 Project and People Management: Strategic information systems planning, Systems development

1.

Introduction

To date there are 45 official national libraries in Europe.
These libraries have been collaborating since 1987,
when the Conference of European National Librarians
[CENL] was founded. CENL aims to increase and reinforce the role of national libraries in Europe, in particular in respect of their responsibilities for maintaining the
national cultural heritage and ensuring the accessibility
of knowledge in that field.
Members of CENL are the national libraries of the
member states of the Council of Europe and Vatican
City. The Conference currently consists of 45 members
from 43 European countries (Italy and Russia have two
member libraries each).

2.

The European Library

The European Library [TEL] was launched on 17th
March 2005. It provides multilingual resource discovery
facilities for researchers and informed citizens. It offers
integrated access to the tens of millions of resources
(books, magazines, journals... - both digital and nondigital) of 18 national libraries of Europe. It offers free
searching and delivers digital objects - some free, some
priced. Besides this, it also gives practical information
about the participating libraries.
The 18 participants in The European Library are the
CENL members of Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Portugal, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Switzerland and the UK, along with ICCU (the
national central cataloguing institute from Rome, Italy).
TheEuropeanLibrary.org has added value
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A. For the users, because


Of the phenomenal depth and quality of trusted
deep web resources held in the national libraries.



It gives easy access to native resources held in
other countries.



It enables types of collection-level searching
which would otherwise be impossible.



It is a major contribution to research both in making resources widely available and by making
possible new connections through exploitation of
a huge virtual library collection.

B. For the participating national libraries, because


It provides an international showcase for their
collections, products and services.



It gives them an increased exposure on the world
stage with combined political mass providing
greater marketing and negotiation power.



It gives libraries a feedback loop on what users
are expecting on a European scale.



The European Library is a mechanism to extend
collaboration (Paragraphs 3 and 6).

C. For the content, because


It provides feedback on user demands which can
prioritise institutional and national digitisation
activities.



The European Library provides a cooperative
framework for continuous development, sharing
and innovation in metadata, interoperability and
other technical standards.

The European Library is targeted at informed citizens
world-wide - both professional and non-professional who want a powerful and simple way of finding library
materials. Moreover, it attracts researchers as there is a
vast virtual collection of materials from all disciplines. It
offers anyone with an interest a simple route to access
European cultural resources.
Hence, the vision of The European Library is
Provision of equal access to promote world-wide understanding of the richness and diversity of European learning and culture.
and its mission is
The European Library exists to open up the universe of
knowledge, information and cultures of all Europe's
national libraries.
3.

lating and facilitating institutions and organisations from
the 10 New Member States (NMS) of the European Union to apply for future EU funding in the field of cultural
heritage, learning and ICT.
In addition there is a more practical goal to The European Library: Modular Extensions for Mediating Online
Resources: preparing the ten NMS national libraries to
become participants of The European Library. The national library of Slovenia is already a participant, so it
will only benefit directly from the first objective.
TEL-ME-MOR addresses the cultural, educational,
industrial and public sectors. It aims to bring together the
various professional networks, the authorities which are
responsible for the institutions and their services to the
research sector and the research, scholarly & IT communities. In particular, the project targets the following
audiences:


Libraries, museums, archives



Educational institutions (schools, universities,
etc.)



Researchers



Government agencies and policy makers



Local authorities

The activities of the TEL-ME-MOR project are organised into five main areas. They deal with
1.

The analysis of research requirements in the
NMS

2.

The development of the multilingual capacity of
the network

3.

Awareness building and electronic information
space for research partnerships.

4.

Management, coordination and evaluation activities of the project.

The fifth area deals with developing the network for
access to national resources. In other words: the collections from the NMS national libraries are made ready to
be included in TheEuropeanLibrary.org In addition this
area aims to raise the profile of this knowledge network
in the NMS.
Besides the added values mentioned in Paragraph 2,
the benefits of this project to the growth of The European Library are:


The creation of new quality and trusted resources
for end-users. Currently there are around 175 collections available in The European Library portal. The TEL-ME-MOR partners will contribute
an extra 52 collections by the beginning of 2007.



The extension of the existing network and collaborative framework in the field of technology,

TEL-ME-MOR – expanding the network

Started in February 2005, the 1.4M€ TEL-ME-MOR
project [TELMEMOR] is a two-year project funded by
the European Union (EU) with the overall goal of stimu-
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open standards and the development & sharing of
knowledge.


4.

The extended profile and increased political mass
of The European Library. This might serve as an
example for cooperation with and between other
European cultural institutions, such as archives
and museums (see Paragraph 6)
Towards a European Digital Library - A European vision comes to life

In December 2004 Google announced its plans to digitise and publish online 15 million volumes from four
prestigious US libraries (Stanford, Michigan, Harvard
and New York) and from the Oxford University Library
in the UK by the year 2015. This bold initiative sparked
a wave of (panic?) activities across Europe.
In an article in the French newspaper Le Monde the
President of the French national library, Jean-Noël Jeanneney, expressed his concern that Google's initiative
could create a bias towards the English language and
Anglo-American culture. He stressed the cultural diversity and multilingualism as basic values of the European
culture. His comments were widely picked up in the
media, who immediately presented it as a 'cultural war
with Google'. In the weeks after the article, Jeanneney
weakened his statements, but remained the key figure in
awakening decision makers and mobilising funds for the
digitisation of European cultural heritage.
Making the holdings of Europe's libraries and archives
available online will not be a trivial task. Firstly, there is
a wide range of different materials available - books,
film fragments, photographs, manuscripts, sheet music,
speeches, sounds, etc. Secondly, what materials to select
from around 2.5 billion books and bound periodicals in
Europe's libraries and millions of hours of film and video
in its audiovisual archives?
Things began to speed up when the French call for
safeguarding the European cultural heritage got critical
backing from the leaders of five countries, supporting
French President Jacques Chirac in asking for coordination and funding from the European Union to create a
'European Digital Library'. This initiative found the support of a broad coalition of national libraries from Germany, Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Spain, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia, Sweden and the UK.
The European Union recognised the vital importance
to digitise, preserve, and make Europe's written and
audiovisual heritage available on the internet and usable
for European citizens, innovators, artists and entrepreneurs for their studies, work or leisure, for now and for
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future generations. The first concrete action was the
launch of an online consultation on 30 September 2005.
All interested individuals and organisations were invited
to give their views on a number of key issues concerning
the creation of a European Digital Library. The consultation closed on 20 January 2006 and received 225 replies.
In general, the initiative was welcomed and seen as an
opportunity to make Europe's cultural heritage more
accessible and usable.
Regarding the technology of a proposed European
Digital Library, it was clear from the beginning that any
kind of central database would be impossible to achieve,
but - similar to The European Library portal - integrated
multilingual access to the digitised materials of Europe's
cultural institutions (libraries, archives, museums) would
be more realistic. The contents of the European Digital
Library would thus grow at the same speed as the underlying digital collections in the participating institutions.
It was also stressed from the start that the European
Digital Library should not be constructed from scratch,
but build on existing initiatives. In fact, the results of the
online consultation indicated that The European Library
would be a very good starting point, because it not only
offers a working technological platform based on common standards, but also provides a firm cooperative
organisational framework in which European national
libraries already collaborate and have experimented with
improving the online accessibility of their digital assets.
As for the remaining two ingredients for a successful
European Digital Library: the digitisation of many more
resources and the challenge of multilingual search &
retrieval still require more attention, research and commitment in the years ahead.
On 27 February 2006 the European Commission decided to set up a 20 member High Level Expert Group
on Digital Libraries to advise the Commission on how to
best address the organisational, legal and technical challenges at a European level and to contribute to a shared
strategic vision for the European Digital Library. A few
days later the EU announced its next steps for this flagship project, already called 'one of the greatest digital
construction projects ever undertaken'. The decision to
co-fund the creation of a Europe-wide network of digitisation centres and to address the issues of copyright
protection was welcomed by CENL with great enthusiasm.
The proposed timeline of the EU is as follows:


2006 - Full EU-wide collaboration between national libraries in the framework of The European
Library and the CENL.



2008 - Multilingual access to digital collections
of national libraries through The European Library portal. The collections must be searchable
and usable. A minimum of 2 million digital
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works (books, pictures, sound files etc.) should
be accessible through the European Digital Library.


5.

2010 - The European Digital Library needs to
have expanded to include collections of a number
of archives, museums and other libraries, and
possibly publishers. A minimum of 6 million
digital works should be accessible through the
European Digital Library. In practice, this number can be much higher, if cultural institutions of
different types and at different levels (national,
regional, local) participate.
The role of CENL and The European Library

As a response to this, CENL had to re-think the position
of The European Library within the bigger framework of
the European Digital Library. At the time of writing this
is very much an ongoing process, but for now The European Library sees itself as the means of providing access. This 'access' is for the long term. It is based on
creating, maintaining and conforming to standards in
metadata, collection and service descriptions, data harvesting and access protocols. By creating a network
across the 45 CENL member libraries there is a practical
implementation of standards at an international level.
The European Library can also help the priority in digitisation from analysis of user statistics and it can operate
as a model organisational structure for cooperation with
other cultural heritage institutions, universities, publishers and information providers on a European as well as
on a global level.
Starting from the current 18 Full Participants, the first
set of measures of The European Library for the years to
come are:


By the end of 2006 the remaining NMS libraries
should join as a result of the TEL-ME-MOR project.



From September '06 onwards work will start to
bring another 9 libraries in the EU and EFTA on
board by the end of 2007 [EDLPROJECT].



Continue to work to persuade non-EU libraries to
become participants, such as Turkey, Russia and
Ukraine, further strengthening and widening the
political mass of CENL.

From the point of view of digital content, CENL has
started a second set of actions early 2006. In the present
European Library portal there are some rich seams of
digitised materials, such as maps, music scores, manuscripts and posters. However, there is an emphasis on
catalogues, rather than digital resources. Given the fact
that currently only 5-10% of the metadata is enriched by
digital objects, there is a desperate need for more (digital) content on The European Library.

Because of this, CENL has set an overall goal for the
coming years to digitise more content more quickly and
to make sure that access is as complete as possible. This
includes investigating what means are already or could
become available within and across the libraries to make
more efficient use of existing content-rich collections
and investigating ways to facilitate the creation of virtual
content-rich collections across (and within) the libraries
(especially via promoting common metadata and access
standards).
6.

Strengthening the cooperation

As a third series of measures to define and reinforce
their position in the scope of the European Digital Library, CENL and The European Library have started
working together with a number of relevant key initiatives in the cultural heritage field.
6.1 MACS – Multilingual Access to Subjects
To investigate the challenge of multilingual search &
retrieval, The European Library is looking at the MACS
project [MACS]. This CENL initiative aims to provide
multilingual subject access to library catalogues. It enables users to simultaneously search the catalogues of
the project’s partner libraries in the language of their
choice (English, French, German). This multilingual
search is made possible thanks to the equivalence links
created between the three indexing languages used in
these libraries: SWD (for German), RAMEAU (for
French) and LCSH (for English). Headings from the
three lists are analysed to determine whether they are
exact or partial matches, of a simple or complex nature.
The end result is neither a translation nor a new thesaurus but a mapping of existing and widely used indexing
languages.
6.2 DELOS – Network of Excellence on Digital Libraries
The DELOS network [DELOS] intends to conduct a
joint program of activities aimed at integrating and coordinating the ongoing research activities of the major
European teams working in Digital Library-related areas
with the goal of developing the next generation Digital
Library technologies.
The cooperation between DELOS and The European
Library focuses primarily on the integration of DELOSprovided functionality into the existing The European
Library portal and ensures that duplication of activity
does not take place. DELOS has also benchmarked version 1.1 of The European Library software against its
own benchmark standards.
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c) encouraging cultural cooperation for the construction of an interoperable cultural capital. BRICKS
currently has 50 member organisations, also outside Europe.

6.3 MICHAEL – Multilingual Inventory of Cultural
Heritage in Europe
France, Italy and the UK are working together on, a
ground-breaking project that aims to provide simple and
quick access to the digital collections of museums, libraries and archives from different European countries.
The project [MICHAEL] began in June 2004, with the
focus on implementing an innovative multilingual open
source platform that will be equipped with a search engine. The Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Malta, the Netherlands and Poland have also
indicated interest. By 2007 the MICHAEL portal should
be available in at least 12 European languages and will
be capable of retrieving digital collections that are dispersed across Europe.
The European Library has approached MICHAEL to
start talks aimed at ways of building on each others
knowledge using the expertise within the networks and
finding ways of jointly presenting content to the user.

7.

Conclusion

This short overview shows that there have been many
separate beginnings. The big challenge in the years
ahead will be to unite the efforts that have started and
provide easy and efficient access to the spectrum of collections, not only to European citizens, but also to the
rest of the world. It is very unlikely that any of the parties mentioned here can and will have the resources and
commitment to do all the work on its own. In the end it
will come down to getting the various contributors to
cooperate. The organisation that can best manage this
collaborative effort is likely have the ace up its sleeve.
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Problems and achievements in the application of multimedia:
cultural heritage and museum presentations in Hungary
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Abstract
Ideas regarding the preservation and visitor-friendly presentation of cultural heritage crop up continuously. These
are partly aimed at the reinterpretation of previous, outdated in situ presentations and exhibitions, and partly
induce new and progressive developments. In compliance with the Venice Charta, in the decades following WW II,
Hungary followed a conservative approach with regard to the preservation of cultural heritage, which approach,
although theoretically acceptable, was less successful from the visitors’ point of view. However, the last 10-15
years have experienced tremendous changes, although not all of these were unanimously successful attempts. In
view of the past decades and the statistical data on the number of visitors, the majority of cultural heritage sites
are in need of development, and the require the application of novel methods.
Multimedia-based displays appeared in Hungary simultaneously with their application abroad, yet their content
and validity were not always conceptually acceptable. In this presentation we will give an overview of attempts
in Hungary – both failed and successful ones –, as well as the concepts and applicability of current projects. As
visitor feedback demonstrates, multimedia applications have the potential to complement or freshen up – even as
pilot studies – previous exhibitions very successfully. Nevertheless, the targeted and multifaceted application of IT
methods, in harmony with the content of the presentation, is the way forward.

Introduction
At ¿rst, applied forms of museum presentations in Hungary
were extremely simple, one may even say, simplistic. Only
basic applications were utilised, that is, traditional museum
exhibits of various sorts were illustrated using simple
projections as a form of audiovisual presentation.
As a result, multimedia never gained a major emphasis.
This would not have been possible at the beginning (some
10–12 years ago) anyway, since it was not only new ideas
that had to be propagated, but technical problems also arose.
Commercial hardware manufactured for the wider public did
not prove to be sophisticated enough for professional use on
an everyday basis. Actually, choosing the most appropriate
product in this ¿eld poses a serious challenge even today.
Consequently, the dated equipment with low speed but high
maintenance costs hinders IT development in permanent or
temporary exhibits in many museums. Most of them have
proven useless even in the short run.
This brief review will be illustrated by examples of
multimedia applications used in heritage management and
museum presentations. By analysing the problems and
questions that arose in connection with these examples, one

may improve the chances of consciously choosing the most
suitable types of multimedia presentation. One of the pioneering
projects in presenting cultural heritage in a multi-faceted
way was carried out at the Százhalombatta Archaeological
Park. To begin with, the excavations of a Hallstatt Period (7th
century BC) burial mound were an archaeological sensation
in themselves. Many archaeological artefacts were retrieved,
and moreover, the timber-structured burial chamber was
also extremely well preserved, in a state most suitable for
conservation. In 1997 the reconstructed burial mound could
be opened to the public. Its modern architecture incorporated
characteristic elements of the original, old structure, offering
visitors another glimpse on Iron Age culture. Although the
burial mound did not have an internal space to begin with, the
modern construction was designed for the in situ presentation
of the burial. This ¿rst hand information was supported by a
didactic multimedia show, the effect of which was enhanced
by the newly formed internal space. Burial rites of this period
were presented in a ca. 10 minute ¿lm, then local varieties
characteristic of Százhalombatta were illustrated for the visitor
(the archaeological scenario was written up by E. Jerem and
I. Poroszlai, the technical realisation was the work of A. Veres
and Gy. Szemadám).
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The ¿lm was accompanied by a narrated, didactical light
show, highlighting relevant, in situ parts of the chamber
explained by the narrator (Fig. 1). Both the architectural
reconstruction of the mound and the successful presentation
resulted in a heritage management project that may be
considered modern even after a decade. The secret of
Százhalombatta is that instead of offering only a single
option, the multimedia show is an inseparable part of the
feature. Without it the structure would not be possible to
understand or interpret in the absence of a “real” tourist
guide. The viability of this application is demonstrated by
the unanimously positive opinion voiced by professionals
and, more importantly, the visitors as well, including
children. All this directs attention to the fact that it is not
suf¿cient to conserve and protect excavated archaeological
monuments. Presentations aimed at both the emotions and
the intellect must be spectacular and professionally accurate
at the same time, by using modern techniques in the relevant
explanation.
Museum applications: problems and results
Experience has shown that the once fashionable and thus
widespread touch screen technique has become a neglected
accessory of several exhibitions. In fact, using this technique
is a privilege of the educated few who are also willing
to use it. It is usually not an integral part of the message
the exhibition wishes to convey, thus its role remains
complementary. Unfortunately, this solution cannot be an
organic part of any exhibit, since it becomes practically
inaccessible during group visits.
This is a conceptual and organisational question of major
concern that should be addressed even in the early stages of

planning an exhibition. It is of utmost importance to decide
whether multimedia solutions can form an organic part of
the visual concept or will they remain a mere accessory with
only an optional use. Since there is an increasing demand
for visitor-friendly and easily perceivable presentations,
explanations must be built increasingly on the use of
audiovisual aids. Meanwhile, it would be erroneous to
suggest that smaller databases and search options used
in museum presentations would satisfy the professional
demands of specialists. The entire structure and operational
algorhythms of professional databases are completely
different from those required by an exhibition display, built
on the browsing needs of the visitor.
One of the most persistently pursued and updated aims
is the creation of audio-guide systems. The latest line
of equipment may be activated by either menus or local
signals, depending on the visitor’s position within the visited
space. This method has proven very useful and convenient,
since in ideal cases it perfectly coordinates the intellectual
capacity of the visitor and the information relevant to a
certain location. A good example of this system in Hungary
is the recently opened permanent exhibition of the Veszprém
Museum (Fig.2). The system of information/communication
in this exhibit is strati¿ed in the following way:
The general view of the exhibit, a uniform overview of
main pathways and exhibition cases.
1. The printed introduction of each thematic unit with any
relevant written information.
2. Thematic units of special importance, de¿ned in the basic
concept, were illustrated with animated pictures on the
monitor. Additional audio links provide commentaries
and original soundtracks.
3. The audio-guide operates throughout the entire exhibit.

Figure 1: Inside the Hallstatt Period burial mound including the screen, an integral part of multimedia presentation in the
Százhalombatta Archaeological Park.
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A similarly modern solution was pursued in 2005, during
the unfortunately short, temporary exhibit of the Budapest
History Museum. This show presented the museum’s
activities during the last 15 years with a special emphasis on
rescue excavations. Video screens were placed throughout
the exhibit, sometimes even at eye level and above the
showcases. The loud and clear audio commentaries were an
absolute success. Fortunately, the memory of this short-lived
experience has been immortalized in a catalogue, published
in both Hungarian and English (Zsidi 2005).
The Hungarian National Museum has also selectively
applied multimedia techniques in its permanent exhibit
entitled “On the border between East and West”. Although
their use of this medium is predominantly illustrative in
character, the multi-lingual audio-guide facilitates orientation
for the increasing number of foreign visitors immensely.
One of the main values of this exhibit is the presentation
of real-life reconstructions that helps the prevalence of
the archaeological material (Vasáros, Zsolt and Rezi Kató,
Gábor [eds.] s.a.).
Archaeological parks,
presentation sites and visitor centres
In the case of previously opened archaeological parks
and presentation sites, multimedia techniques serve the
updating and modernising of earlier exhibitions. They
also have a potential of creating auxiliary programs even
more spectacular. One of the most impressive examples
of exploiting this potential is the so-called “chronoscope”
installed on location in the exhibit that presents virtual
images of reconstructed Roman Period streets and buildings
amongst the ruins of what was the provincial capital of
Roman Pannonia, Aquincum (Zsidi 2006) (Fig.3).
Finally, I would like to brieÀy introduce three projects, still
in the planning process, in which multimedia applications have
attained a prominent role. One of these is the visitor centre to
be built in the aforementioned Százhalombatta Archaeological
Park. The ¿nal design is to be executed and the location of this
centre has been decided on as well. According to the concept,
both subterranean exhibition areas and the projection room
and the adjacent educational centre near the reception hall
would be fully equipped with up-to-date IT facilities.
The Szeleta Museum and Archaeological Park, to
be built near the city of Miskolc, is also in the planning
phase. However, IT applications also form an organic part

Figure 2: All purpose use of multimedia equipment in the
permanent exhibition of the Bakony Museum, Veszprém.
of the design concept (Jerem et al. 2002 and 2004). The
Palaeolithic period is very dif¿cult to present to the wider
public. Even fellow archaeologists involved in the study of
later periods have a hard time appreciating this early phase
of human history. In addition, during the 2.5 million years
of development that is to be presented here, unusually great
and signi¿cant changes took place. Modern IT technology
and virtual reality (VR) in particular solve these problems.
Archaeological reconstructions can thus be turned into
an animated, life-like visual experience whose popular
presentation could be attempted previously only with the
help of traditional art (paintings and graphics).
The formation of caves, accumulation and transformation
of their depositional layers, as well as the oscillation of the
cooling and warming periods along with a north to south
shift of climatic belts have taken millennia. These formative
processes of the natural environment can be presented in
accelerated forms using computerized simulations. Visuality
is instrumental in the clear explanation and concomitant
rapid perception at the interactive terminals whose software
offers a glimpse of scienti¿c research methods to the visitor.
The program also provides a puzzle-like interface that shows
how reconstructions can be made from various remains.
For example, the appearance of extinct animals can be recreated from bones, ancient vegetation can be reconstructed
using pollen evidence, and prehistoric human activity can
also be simulated using the evidence of archaeological
phenomena. Archaeological excavation inevitably destroys
the original contexts in which artefacts are found. Using IT

Figure 3: Virtual reconstruction of the Aquincum Civil Town (detail).
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and Sopron-Krautacker during the 1970–1980s, an idea
emerged that the recovered archaeological assemblages
should be presented to the public on location, independently
of the museum exhibit. In accordance with international
practice, it seemed that this aim would be best realised by
preserving the most valuable ¿nds of special signi¿cance
in situ. In 1973, the presentation of the then recently
excavated Burial Mound (tumulus) 131 was initiated by
Erzsébet Patek, who also realised the project. Naturally,
limitations at the time resulted in solutions that could be
called only modest by modern standards. The challenge
was the following: a professionally correct presentation
had to please both experts and the average visitor; it had to
be physically “sustainable” and also serve as an attractive
sightseeing feature for mainstream tourism. Since the timber
structure of the burial chamber within the mound survived
only partially, and its in situ preservation was impossible,
the depth and shape of the grave pit itself were considered
as the starting point in the reconstruction. Covering and
guarding the reconstructed burial chamber that contained
copies of archaeological artefacts, including pottery and
metal objects, as well as human ashes placed back in their
original positions also turned out to be a major security
task. Finally, a concrete slab was designed that could be

solutions relationships within such contexts can be virtually
reconstructed. Moreover, visitors can carry out virtual
excavations thereby gaining familiarity with the work of
archaeologists.
Tourism presents a further area of application for virtual
reality. Some potential visitors do not want to visit the
cultural heritage sites themselves or are hindered by lack
of time or dif¿culties of transportation. Comprehensive
multimedia shows and interactive VR tools offered by the
visitor centre give a tour of the site, without ever having to
leave the museum building. This solution offers a tremendous
possibility to the elderly or handicapped, providing access
to caves and far-off archaeological sites located away from
public roads. Other, more agile visitors, on the other hand,
may even be encouraged by virtual tours to actually visit
such less accessible sites. Therefore, visual elements and
verbal information should be incorporated in virtual tours
that make the actual visit to archaeological sites a major
experience, even if the site is not particularly spectacular in
its present state of survival (Fig. 4).
These ideas were also kept in mind during the planning
of the Sopron Visitor Centre and observation tower. Among
the antecedents of this project it needs to be mentioned
that even at the time of the excavations at Sopron-Várhely

A footpath leads from the museum to the Szeleta Cave,
which is the other possibility of the real tour
open for visitors

SZELETA CAVE

REAL TOUR 2
1 km

The Archaeological Park
constructed beside the museum
would serve as a place to meet
the past through reconstructions
and interactive devices
RECONSTUCTION

REAL TO
UR 1

ACTIVITIES
VIRTUAL TOUR

Multimedia applications and 3D modelling
Figure 4: IT applications (virtual tour and educational ¿lms) in the planning of the Szeleta Museum and Archaeological
Park project.
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opened using a special winch-and-chain system and locked
when out of use. Unfortunately, this construction has
proven unsuccessful from a number of aspects. Although
it was extremely awkward to open during visits, it was
nevertheless robbed several times. After a time reparations
made no sense, and the project was abandoned.
Research in the north-western quarters of Sopron
was carried out in part parallel with the aforementioned
Várhely project, at a location where a section of the socalled Jereván housing complex was planned. The site
of Krautacker Baulk contained the remains of a Bronze
and Iron Age settlement and cemetery. Excavations were
carried out until 1988, and since artefactual assemblages
of unusual signi¿cance were recovered here, we intended
to preserve at least part of the site in situ. The ¿rst such
attempt was supported by the professional argument that
a La Tène Period kiln, excavated in 1981 (Feature 199),
counted as a ¿nd of an outstanding signi¿cance. This socalled updraft kiln was found and preserved in a rather
good condition and contained pots whose style made the
dating of the feature possible. Even today, this ¿nd counts
as the oldest and one of the most beautiful monuments
of Celtic pottery industry in the Carpathian Basin.
Since its signi¿cance as an industrial monument was
recognised already at the time of excavation, professional
conservation work was carried out immediately. When
the presentation of this ¿nd was planned on location, we
hoped to show not only the well-preserved kiln, but also
wished to offer additional information on Celtic pottery
making, presented in billboards and showcases that would
have surrounded the archaeological feature. Pressures of
reality, however, forced an early end to the excavation. In
the absence of theoretical support and ¿nancial backing
the in situ reconstruction of the Iron Age village, or at
least one of its main features in what was planned as the
Sopron Archaeological Park had to be given up. Finally,
houses, workshops, kilns, grain storage facilities excavated
at Sopron could be presented in the Százhalombatta
Archaeological Park in a reconstructed environment as
part of Iron Age farmsteads (Jerem et al. 2001).
When the new archaeological exhibition was built in
Sopron in 1999, it became clear that the presentation of
world famous archaeological sites would be necessary for
the wider public as well. By then, the circumstances had
changed, and the requirements of modern tourism justi¿ed
the planning of a visitor centre where full advantage is taken
of multimedia applications. The elaboration of this concept
and stages of its planning have already been discussed in
two studies (Jerem – Vasáros 2005; Jerem et al. 2006). At
this point, it is worth emphasising that this would be the ¿rst
archaeological information centre and observation tower in
Hungary, which would use IT applications exclusively in
presenting the attractions of the narrower and broader natural
environment and associated cultural heritage. Billboards
exhibited on the ground Àoor of the multifunctional building
would help with the orientation of visitors and offer basic
information. A coffee shop combined with a bookstore
selling cards and maps as well would serve as a rest area. By

entering the exhibition area on the way to the observation
tower located on the upper level a time journey would begin.
Visitors would be guided from prehistory to the present,
and a compass would be designed that directs attention
to archaeological sites, museums and tourist attractions
in the area. Cutting-edge technology thus would offer an
opportunity to compare real and virtual images in time
and space. Meanwhile, correspondences could be sought
between the external panorama visible from the around
the observation tower (forti¿ed Iron Age hill-forts of the
Sopron Hills, Lake FertĘ) and the information presented in
the exhibition in the form of projected images, photographs,
drawings etc. (Fig. 5).
Presenting the landscape and its cultural heritage
simultaneously is of utmost importance in this case, since
the average visitor would not even know the name of the
mountain range along the route. Without an explanation,
visitors would have no idea that this hilly landscape was
once part of a hill-fort system, the habitation area and burial
ground of prehistoric people who occupied the area for
centuries.
Planning a visitor centre and an observation tower
here are considered as a serious challenge in this case.
A successful design would set an international standard,
opening new perspectives in dealing with archaeological
heritage. Wood and glass were chosen as preferred
construction materials for the visitor centre. This decision
has been inspired by both the surrounding forests and
Sopron’s highly respected tradition of wood manufacturing.
Therefore, wood would de¿ne the basic character of both
the façade and the inner spaces. Glass, on the other hand,
would offer the best view at every level and would attract
the attention of those who have not yet entered real sites or
other archaeological complexes.

Figure 5: Virtual design of the Sopron Visitors’ Centre
aimed at presenting a “time journey” from Prehistory to
the present, using entirely cutting-edge virtual technology.
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Project Presentations

Practical experiences in 3D scanning of fossilized remains of
the Kikinda Mammoth
V. Jevremovic and P. Dakic
Center for Digital Archaeology, University of Belgrade, Serbia

Abstract
3D scanning of fossilized mammoth remains is the first attempt of this kind and magnitude in the Southeast Europe. A part of
the Kikinda Mammoth project envisaged as the backbone for the development of culture tourism in the region, scanning of
individual bones is still a work in progress. More than 40 bones are already scanned ranging in size from 20 to 140
centimeters. This paper explains experiences and problems that our team encountered having to deal with a field new to us.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Range data,
I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Digitizing and scanning

1. Introduction
Ten years ago, in clay outcrop of the Toza Markovic
factory in Kikinda, northern Serbia, at the depth of 21
meters, almost complete skeleton of a prehistoric
Mammuthus trogontherii, has been discovered. Very well
preserved (cc. 90% of overall bone mass) the Kikinda
Mammoth [Figure 1] represents a unique find of this kind
in Europe.

(except for the scull which is mounted with tusks) in a
small room on the factory grounds. [Figure 1]
In 2006, almost forgotten mammoth skeleton has become a
focus of five institutions and organizations aimed at using
their expertise potential in order to protect, but also to
revitalize and incorporate it through adequate presentation,
into everyday life of Kikinda. These partners are: the
Municipality of Kikinda, National Museum of Kikinda,
Regional Chamber of Commerce in Kikinda, Nature
History Museum in Belgrade and the Center for Digital
Archaeology of the Faculty of Philosophy in Belgrade
Their partnership is aimed at defining the complex project
of The Kikinda Mammoth as the backbone for the
development of culture tourism in the region, based on the
contemporary world practices and focused at the
affirmation of this important find and the town of Kikinda.
The Kikinda mammoth project has been approved for
realization within the Programme for socio-economical
development of the Northern Banat region by the European
Agency for Reconstruction and is funded by the EU
through the EAR and co-financed by the Municipality of
Kikinda.
2. Related work

Figure 1: The Kikinda Mammoth in its present state
Found in situ, this 64 years old female, suffering from
spondylosis and rheumatism, probably got stuck in marshy
mud and became an easy prey for hyenas and other
predators. Analyses done at the time of discovery showed
that, when alive, the animal was cc. 4.7 m tall, 7 m long
(including 3.5 m long tusks), had 7 tons of weight and
probably lived some 600 000 years ago. Since then, the
mammoth remains have been conserved, missing and
broken bones partially reconstructed and housed on shelves

3D scanning is becoming increasingly popular, especially
for sciences that need to work with artifacts that are fragile,
not easily accessible or extremely valuable. Archaeology
[MGL*04] [BRM*02] , Paleontology [Wil03] [BGW*02]
[JBL*04] [LRP00], Palaeoanthropology [Maf01] have all
been more than interested in developments in the field of
3D scanning applications, new forms of digital
documentation and its safekeeping. Recently, 3D laser
scanners have been used for digitalization of large fossil
skeletal elements [Wil03] [JBL*04], the study of dinosaur
locomotion [BGW*02] and for 3D modeling of macrofossil
material from a mosasaur [LRP00].
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3. Project Aims
Production segment of the Kikinda Mammoth project
comprises the creation of: interactive presentation in 3D
stereo technique, guide for interdisciplinary exploration of
the find in the form of a CD and brochure, internet
presentation and finally, production of a life-size, mounted
replica of the skeleton. All of these will be based on 3D
laser scanned models of the fossilized mammoth bones.
3D scanning as a new form of scientific documentation is
logical evolutionary step from photography which
conserves two-dimensional image of an object. 3D
scanning substitutes photographs with a full threedimensional representation of an object, where one of the
most important feature is volume data itself. Such data
provides basis for further scientific analyses, possibly using
a single computer, where objects can now be easily
analyzed, manipulated and shared over vast distances. For
purposes of safekeeping, 3D scanned object has
incomparably larger amount of useful data than a regular
photograph or a series of photographs. With digital
documentation in a form of scanned 3D objects, it is now
possible to do manipulation of digital data only, instead of
handling real objects or artefacts. Of course, real object is
still priceless, however, large number of researchers, by
handle digital instead of original objects, can now
disseminate knowledge and research results more easily.

1. Firstly, every bone is digitally preserved and available
for further analyses.
2. Secondly, the ability arises to articulate the skeleton
virtually, even experiment with different position of bones,
bone angles, pressure areas of the skeleton, mounting
scaffold, etc.
3. Thirdly, data can be shared with colleagues around the
world without limits, and used in teaching and educational
purposes.
After 3D scanning is finished, aim of the project is to
produce a replica of each bone using rapid prototyping
technologies, or so-called 3D printing. Using 3D printing
enables us to indistinctly modify the bones which will
allow easy placement on or even over mounting scaffold,
without the need to drill or damage the replica bones.
Important aspects are also weight difference and durability.
Hollow casting in polymer material will make replica bones
much lighter than the originals and much less susceptible to
physical damage. 3D printing will finally enable us to
present the whole articulated skeleton of the Kikinda
Mammoth to a wide audience.
4. Methodology
One of the project challenges was also to test the 3D
scanning process itself, being used in “real-life” situation
with limited amount of available resources. It came as a
solution to the problem of presenting the mammoth remains
since mounting the originals and placing them in a space of
appropriate size and climatic conditions proved to be
impossible with the funds available. Producing moulds
from the original bones was also out of the question
because of their delicate nature and the absence of
digitalized data for further utilization. The Center for
Digital Archaeology therefore pulled up the resources,
knowledge and will and embarked on this pioneering task
in this part of the world.

Figure 2: Scanned vertebra bone before merging

Two technicians were assigned to carry out the scanning,
none of which had previous experience with 3D scanning
process except in the few weeks of the preparatory phase
before the actual work. They were also familiarized with
the material at hand while documenting all of the bones and
photographing them. Total number of bones was 55,
including the mounted scull as one. Large bones (see
below) include femurs, tibiae, humeri and ulnae (fibulae
and radii are not preserved), while the scull and pelvis still
remain unscanned. With the courtesy of Archaeoware LLC
we were able to use their prototype model of 3D laser
scanner and software tools.

Exceptionally important aspects of the project is that the
first reconstruction of the complete mammoth skeleton will
be done virtually, inside a computer. This could prove to be
a new approach in handling fossils, as it is much easier to
manipulate and experiment with 3D objects in a virtual
environment than with original finds. If finds are first 3D
scanned and then virtually reconstructed, three important
results are achieved:

Algorithm for extracting 3D profiles from scans was
updated three times during the preparation and scanning
process. We started with classical Gaussian fitting
algorithm and then moved to time-space algorithm [CL95].
Time-space promised much better results and was
introduced as we had many problems with “lip-artifacts”
[Figure 3] that appear as a side-effects of imperfections in
laser line peak. Lip-artifacts cause significant time-delays
as the technician doing sweep registering must look for and
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delete all them “manually” before registering the sweep.
Time-space algorithm, when first implemented, showed
that the approach of treating time dimension in scanning
process brings better results in the scanned surface.
Unfortunately, time-space algorithm failed in providing
suggested reduction of lip-artifacts, and proved to be
misleading in providing mathematically accurate solution
for interpretation of laser line mean value. After realizing
this a new, modified time-space algorithm was constructed
that used time and space, but changed the principles of the
original approach. This new algorithm proved to be better
and more accurate, solving lip-artifacts successfully, thus
speeding-up the registration process and providing much
better surface details overall.

Figure 4: Registered scan sweeps (vertebra)
5. Experiences
5.1. Scanning setting

Figure 3: “Lip-artifacts” at the ends of a sweep
Two computers were used, one desktop machine with Intel
Celeron™ 3 GHz processor, ATI X800™ Graphics card
and 2 GB of RAM memory, and a laptop with Intel
Pentium M™ processor, ATI Mobility Radeon 9700™
graphic card and 512 MB of RAM memory. Desktop
computer was used as the “scanning computer” for
acquiring data and producing point clouds and the laptop as
the “registering computer” for registering i.e. aligning
together different scanner sweeps. Both technicians were
quickly familiarized with the entire scanning process so
they could swap places at the computers if for no other
reason then to interrupt monotony. Polygon based approach
was chosen for registering [BM02] sweeps [Figure 4] due
to the impossibility of placing reference markers that would
be gentle enough not to damage the bones or to leave
residue (glue for example) but sturdy enough to remain on
a bone during the scanning process and many repositioning
by hand in the near dark. Additionally, small size,
irregularity of bones and relatively limited sweep radius
meant that proportionally many reference markers would
be needed which would either seriously compromise
scanned surfaces or take up too much time to fill in later.
Finally, it was decided that there was no need to photo
texture final models since the conservation method left
them all in artificial brown color [Figure 1].

Before the scanning process of the mammoth remains could
start, a few requirements needed to be met. Firstly, a
suitable room with enough working space for equipment
and above all controllable light conditions due to the nature
of scanner’s data capturing method – darker environment
yields better contrast between the laser line and its
surrounding and thus better results. The problem was
solved with thick curtain over the windows and a lamp with
a dimmer. A heavy, large table was chosen as the working
surface for the scanner and object being scanned in order to
ascertain enough space and minimum vibrations or
accidental nudges. It also showed important to have a
number of different “gadgets”, objects of different size and
shape that could be used for positioning scanned bone at
the most appropriate angle to the scanner. Our arsenal
consisted of: clamps, lifting platform, heavy ashtrays,
notebooks, Swiss army knife, computer CD unit, modeling
clay etc., to name a few. Finally, the two computers needed
to be networked to enable exchange of data.
5.2. Scanning process
Already the first week of scanning showed the importance
of experience of the scanning technicians. Literally every
day brought new improvement to the process, whether
time, effort or quality wise. Following are our experiences
drawn from the scanning procedure, after more than 40
bones scanned and countless trial-and-error steps, which
were shown in practice to be the best for the material at
hand.
On average, a single rib bone [Figure 8] of moderate
complexity (number of negative surfaces, sharp edges and
holes) took 2 to 3 hours and a vertebra [Figure 2,4] 3 to 4
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hours to scan fully. 30-40 sweeps were required for each
object. Each sweep took 4-6 minutes and included
positioning the object, scanner run, generating point cloud
and final valorization. The overall time also includes
sweeps for “filling-up gaps” i.e. completing the entire
reachable (visible to the scanner) surface of the object.
Compromise between the desired level of detail on the one
hand and manageability and size of acquired data on the
other was reached with the interpolation step of 0.04 cm
and maximum edge length of polygon created of 0.2-0.3
cm, depending on the visibility of scanned area (hard to
reach areas with scarce obtained data needed edge lengths
of 0.3 cm in order to produce more polygons i.e. more
completed surfaces). However, these settings were not
reached without a price, since at first we started with the
interpolation step of 0.02 cm and suffered computer crashes
or extremely long times (of even 20-30 hours) in the final
stages of registering sweeps and merging models.
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“by hand” for larger gaps that were left in unreachable
holes on the bones (in most cases hardly or completely
unreachable to the naked eye). It is hard to give an estimate
of time needed for individual bone in this stage considering
the work methodology and nature - parallel work on 5
machines and 2 technicians, one for merging and the other
one for gap treatment, and unattended computer work on
the merging process - but it amounted to 3 working weeks.
6. Common problems
6.1. Gaps

Well trained team of two technicians was able work
completely synchronously, where every point cloud is
transferred from “scanning computer” to “registering
computer” sweep-by-sweep via network, meaning that 5
minutes after the last sweep has been done the entire object
is provisionally registered and ready for final, lowconvergence aligning process. Synchronous work also
provide another advantage where “registering technician”
was able to guide the “scanning technician” by pinpointing
missing and problematic areas thus reducing the overall
number of sweeps taken i.e. time needed.
Large bones, of course, needed more sweeps, up to 70 or a
whole working day of 8-10 hours to complete, and some
physical strength to position the bone correctly (largest
ones are over 30 kg in weight), but also proved more
straight-forward to scan. This is due to larger size and
uniformity of their surfaces so that minimum amount of
overlapping areas and “filling-up gaps” sweeps was
needed. At this stage individually scanned bones organized
in separate projects were taking up space of around 1 GB or
more.
Final registration process, with the parameters: subsampling step = 1/1 (every polygon is considered for
comparison) and convergence < 0.000001 cm (allowed
discrepancy between different sweeps) needed more
processor time and no human intervention except for
setting up the parameters beforehand and saving the result
afterwards. This stage was therefore done on both the
computers during the night i.e. in non-working hours and it
took from 2 to 8 hours per bone depending on the
complexity of the bone (i.e. number of sweeps i.e. overall
number of polygons) and the quality of sweeps. [Figure 4]
Lack of the third computer resulted in having to leave the
merging process of all scanned bones for the end of the
scanning campaign and return to the offices in Belgrade
where five computers could be used simultaneously for
merging, managed by one technician only. The final step in
producing what is known as “watertight” 3D models of
individual bones consisted of automated filling-up of
smaller gaps, and some additional filling-up i.e. modeling

Figure 6: Gap due to not accessible surface (vertebra)
Gaps where a big problem in scanning mammoth bones.
Most of the bones have extremely “unpleasant” angles,
holes and negative surfaces that are just not
accessible/visible. After a few bones scanned it was
possible to determine best approach in filling up these gaps.
Happy coincidence was that most of the bones could be
divided into groups: vertebrae, ribs and long bones thus
mastering one bone from a group gives us a methodology
for scanning the rest of the group. This practically means
that every first bone from one group is most difficult to
scan, and as we go to each new bone from the group each
scanner position is already tested and it’s easy to anticipate
the results. This is specially important for filling up the
difficult negative surfaces and holes, as you have to
experiment with a lot of angles and get as much data from
the sweeps as possible. Doing this a couple of times in a
row with similar bones, brings better results and allows the
team to better plan the whole process.
6.2. Unnecessary overlapping sweeps
Having no previous experience with large amount of
objects needed to be scanned, we started off with a sort of
“orthogonal reasoning” (often present in technical
photography, where bones were placed with their larger
surfaces or planes of symmetry at the near-right angle to
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the laser line) and after all of those have been scanned we
would additionally scan edges, holes and omitted gaps.
Edges between two surfaces were most problematic here
since they were invisible to the camera lens from this
viewing angle and yet extremely important for an accurate
and fast final registering process. When finally registered,
these models showed many overlapping areas on most of
the larger surfaces of the bone with the number of overlaps
sometimes even larger than 15.
The new strategy was opposite, a sort of “isometric
reasoning” where the whole bone was scanned, with full
scanner passes, from the least number of predefined or
speculated positions possible, with the emphasis on edges.
After all of those sweeps had been registered provisionally
this gave us a sort of a “skeleton” to which remaining
sweeps or “detail sweeps” could easily register (aligned).
New detailed sweeps never required the whole scanner
pass, but instead we would focus only on gaps or
problematic parts that were missing. Having less sweeps to
perform, there was enough time left to focus on the
smallest details and still not increase the overall number of
sweeps or time per bone.

6.4. Laser speckle
Laser speckle problem [BR91][Goo84] is a common in all
laser 3D scanning of not perfectly diffuse surfaces.
Mammoth bones where only partially reflective and there
was no rule to this, but every bone was different. Laser
speckle brings artifacts and distorted surfaces onto the 3D
model, using any previously mentioned algorithm, even in
a case of modified time-space. Bone surface looks jittered
and there are small ripples that appear on completely flat
surfaces in nature. These abnormalities look different on
different sweeps and it is hard to tell the best angle for
scanning of such reflective surfaces. There is no real
solution to this, unless you interfere with the physical bone
surface and cover it with diffusing powder. Instead, we
simply made couple of overlapping scans from different
angles, left the best one, and deleted the rest. This of course
results in more time spent on such scans and thus slowed
scanning of such bones, resulting in further delays
especially when surface produces a lot of laser speckle.

6.3. Color difference and laser glow
Color differences and laser glow of bones’ sections present
significant problem especially if shutter speed of the
camera CCD is adjusted to record darker colors. With such
setting, laser line crossing part of the surface that is brighter
(spots, stains, damaged areas,), glows on the camera CCD
[Figure 7]. This results in error [DHH94] when generating
the true 3D surface on that spot, and the whole scan must
be repeated. It is lesser problem to scan brighter surface
that have darker areas, as the laser will not glow, but
instead will just not show, resulting in a valid scan. At the
end you must somehow scan these darker areas, but at least
you made lots of valid scans before addressing this
problem.

Figure 8: Scanned and merged rib bone
6.5. Vibrations

Figure 7: Laser line glow

Moving of the scanner head unavoidably produces
vibrations which are transmitted to the working surface it is
placed on (table in our case). If the object being scanned is
placed on the same surface there exists a possibility that
these vibrations might affect the object and make it move
or slip slightly, which will result in invalid sweeps. This is
especially true when scanning hard to reach areas with the
object in an odd position. Nearly every bone we scanned
had at least one of the sweeps repeated due to this problem.
There is no real solution to it except to try and minimize the
transmission of vibrations by placing a damping material
underneath the scanner (a piece of cloth or rubber for
example) or to securely fix the scanned object (which can
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prove to be less possible than perceived). Valorization of
sweeps by technicians remained the only reliable solution.
7. Building a virtual skeleton
Brining all the bones together proved to be more than just a
simple task. The whole skeleton is made out of 55
preserved bones where each scanned bone has minimum 1
million polygons, bringing the whole skeleton model, in
case of fully detailed bone models, to more than 100
million polygons. This number is still too high even for the
best graphics cards on the market, and we had to do
reduction in details in order to work with the full skeleton.
When resolution of 3D model of a bone is reduced, details
that are previously visible disappear and thus it is not
possible to do full analyses on the whole skeleton. Still, in
this moment in time, lowering details of 3D models is
necessary for successful competition of the project, as the
primary aim is not immediate analysis of the whole
skeleton. Reductions of this kind could be done either
during the merging stage, where merging process is run
twice, or later in some of the 3D optimization software.
Merging operation is taking more time then standard 3D
optimization, but is bringing significantly better results, so
the real question is what will the reduced model be used
for. Our impression was that manipulating the full
resolution models would be a better solution than reducing
the quality, but this request would require specialized
software package that would be used in these kind of
projects. Extensive Level Of Details (LOD) options
together with additional tools, archiving options and other
scientifically build features would allow new forms of
digital documentation and further science developments in
this field.
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8. Conclusion
Presented results show that many small factors determine
the quality and time-consumption of the scanning process,
directly affecting the price and planning, especially in
larger projects that have strict deadlines or limited budget
available. Shown here are all the major problems a
scanning team encounters when first starting a 3D scanning
project. Results of the project are scanned mammoth bones,
virtually reconstructed skeleton and a full-size replica,
where this paper is here to show that if you want to finish
the work started, knowledge of the scanning process and
experience are often more important than a good will,
enthusiasm or budget itself.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes two projects by the HafenCity University Hamburg, in which two historical buildings were recorded by digital architectural photogrammetry and 3D terrestrial laser scanning and each reconstructed as a CAD building model. In one project each procedure was used separately and compared
for the 3D recording and modelling of the church in Raduhn (in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany), while in the second project the West Tower ensemble of Duderstadt (in Lower Saxony, Germany)
was reconstructed by combination of both procedures. For both projects the digital SLR camera Fujifilm
FinePix S2 pro and the terrestrial laser scanner Mensi GS100 were used. The church Raduhn was modelled
both from 51 images using PhotoModeler, and from the 3D point cloud of the laser scanner using 3Dipsos.
In this project the accuracy, the level of detail and the amount of work expended for both generated models
were compared to each other. The West Tower ensemble, consisting of tower, museum and surrounding
buildings, was modelled from 58 digital images and a 3D point cloud using PHIDIAS for visualisation applications, which were used for presentation at the 500 year anniversary of the West Tower in the year
2006. The necessary work procedures from data acquisition to visualisation are described for both projects
including the obtained accuracy (1-2 cm) and the amount of work expended.

1.

Introduction

For 3D recording of objects like buildings terrestrial laser
scanning today increasingly represents a genuine alternative or supplementary measuring method to tachymetry or
to digital architectural photogrammetry. However different
laser scanners are available on the market as camera or
panorama view scanners depending upon requirements
regarding accuracy, range, resolution and scanning speed.
The processing of tachometric or photogrammetric data for
the generation of 3D building models is today a proven
method. The photogrammetric acquisition and 3D modelling of historical buildings e.g. with the software PICTRAN were published in [KAL04]. A software solution for
the combined processing of laser scanning and image data
with the program PHIDIAS of PHOCAD, Aachen is presented in [BS05a]. Practical experiences using PHIDIAS
with laser scanning data of a RIEGL LMS Z420i combined
with a calibrated Nikon D100 digital camera are described
in [NDSR05]. A comparison between 3D laser scanning
and stereo photogrammetry from a practical point of view
was performed by [Lin05] with the conclusion that the

combination of both techniques offer efficient options to
generate the most suitable product. [IDST05] presented the
combination of laser scanner data of the Cyrax 2500 and
simple photogrammetric procedures for surface reconstruction of monuments.
In this paper two projects were carried out by the
HafenCity University Hamburg, in which two historical
buildings (Fig. 1 and 2) were recorded by digital architectural photogrammetry and 3D terrestrial laser scanning and
each reconstructed as a CAD building model. In one project each procedure was used separately and compared for
the 3D recording and modelling of the church in Raduhn
(in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany), while in
the second project the West Tower ensemble of Duderstadt
(in Lower Saxony, Germany) was reconstructed by combination of both procedures. The necessary work procedures
from data acquisition to visualisation are described for both
projects including the obtained accuracy and the amount of
work expended. The virtual objects are presented and
appropriate conclusions are drawn from the combination
and comparison of both procedures.
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2. The recorded objects - church in Raduhn and West
Tower ensemble in Duderstadt
The church (Fig. 1) is located in the small village Raduhn
in the district Parchim (Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania).
The village was mentioned for the first time in a marriagecertificate from November 23rd in 1264, however no further
documents exist concerning the building of the church. In
the years 1857 to 1859 the "old church" was completely
modified in the new gothic style under Grand Duke Friedrich Franz II, which is today indicated in numerous
pointed arches of the windows and doors. The melange of
original rock faces and clay bricks is a time witness to this
serious structural rebuilding. At the north and east front
arches and bricked up windows are present in the brickwork as further signs of a formerly extended church. The
building covers a ground plan of approx. 7 x 8 meters and
has a roof ridge height of approximately 15 meters. The
tower at the west side has a height of 24 meters. Today a
large meadow surrounds the church, delineated by a one
meter low dry stone wall.

The West Tower (in German: Westerturm) is the landmark of the city Duderstadt (district Goettingen) in the
south-easternmost part of Lower Saxony. The West Tower
(approx. 35m x 8m x 52m, see Fig. 2) is the only completely preserved tower of the medieval city attachment,
which was already mentioned for the first time in documents on October 16th in 1343 as Niedertor. After a fire in
spring 1424 the West Tower was destroyed, but it was
rebuilt in stone after a short time period. The roof structure
was completed in 1505, which made the tower into the
landmark of the city due to its regular twisting. Due to
serious damage to the timber construction of the roof a
fundamental remediation of the tower was accomplished in
the year 2002. In the course of this remediation the city
wall in the old Bachmann' house was also opened and the
structure of the old house front was replaced by a glass
construction. The restored West Tower ensemble was
solemnly inaugurated on August 12th in 2004 and made
accessible to the public.
3. Systems for object recording
The recording of the two buildings was performed with a
commercial digital SLR camera Fujifilm FinePix S2 pro
and the terrestrial laser scanning system Mensi GS100. The
S2 possesses a CCD chip with a sensor of 23.3 mm x 15.6
mm, which offer a maximum interpolated resolution of
4256 x of 2848 pixels, which yields a file size of approx.
35 MB per image in TIFF. At this resolution 28 photos can
be stored on one Compact Flash Card with 1 GB storage
capacity. The camera was used with Nikkor lenses with
focal lengths of 14 mm and 28 mm.

Figure 1: Church in Raduhn (Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany).

Figure 3: Terrestrial 3D laser scanning system Mensi
GS100 at HafenCity University Hamburg

Figure 2: Front (left) and back view (right) of the West
Tower in Duderstadt (Lower Saxony, Germany).

The 3D laser scanning system GS100 is manufactured
by Mensi S.A., France and consists of a laser scanner,
accessories (Fig. 3) and appropriate software for data acquisition and post processing. The technical specifications
of the system are summarized in [Men04]. The optimal
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scanning range is between 2 - 100m. The panoramic view
scanner (field of view 360° horizontal, 60° vertically)
offers an uninterrupted panoramic capture of a scene of 2m
x 2m x 2m up to 200m x 200m x 60m indoors or outdoors.
The resolution of the scanner is 0.002gon (in horizontal/vertical direction). The laser point has a size of 3mm at
50m distance, whereby the standard deviation of a single
distance measurement is 6mm. The distance measurements
are performed by pulsed time-of-flight laser ranging using
a green laser (532nm, laser class II or III). The system is
able to measure up to 5000 points per second. Investigations into the accuracy behaviour of the terrestrial laser
scanning system Mensi GS100 are described in [KSM05].
Fig. 3 shows the 3D laser scanning system Mensi
GS100 (weight 13.5 kg) with accessories, consisting of a
rugged flight case and a notebook for controlling the unit
during data acquisition. The usage of an efficient power
generator is recommended for field work, when mains
power cannot be obtained.
4. Photogrammetric object recording and laser scanning
The object survey was performed via the following work
procedures: signalling of control points for the photogrammetric image acquisition and for laser scanning,
measurement of a geodetic 3D network including control
point determination using a Leica tacheometer, and laser
scanning and photogrammetric image acquisition. The
recording of the church Raduhn was conducted within one
day at 21st of April 2004, while the West Tower ensemble
was captured in February 2005 on three days.
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work height of 28m (Fig. 4) was used for the signalling of
control points and for additional photographs with the
camera. For the registration and geo-referencing of the
laser scanning point clouds of the West Tower nine green
Mensi targets and six spheres were placed at the tower wall
and on each tacheometer station, while the spheres for the
scans of the church were just fixed on the eight tacheometer stations, which were well distributed around the church.
Due to the building arrangement of the West tower ensemble and the integration of the internal area of the tower and
the museum the geodetic 3D network consisted of four subnetworks with altogether 12 stations, from which all control points for photogrammetry and laser scanning were
measured. In an adjustment with the software PANDA
(GeoTec, Laatzen) the 3D network and all control points
were determined with a standard deviation of better than
1.5 mm (West Tower) and 3mm (church Raduhn). The
outside and internal areas of the West Tower ensemble
were recorded with 137 images in total (with maximum
resolution, resulting in 5 GB graphic data), but only 58
images were used for the camera calibration and the following data processing. On the other hand the church
Raduhn was recorded with 60 images (resolution 3040 x
2016 pixel) using the camera with a Nikkor 14mm lens at
eye-level, but here 51 images were used for later evaluation.

Figure 5: Terrestrial 3D laser scanning system Mensi
GS100 in use: church Raduhn (left) and West Tower (right)

Figure 4: Mobile turning ladder at the West Tower in
Duderstadt for signalling of control points and for image
recording
As photogrammetric control points 45 signals (size Ø
25 mm) for the church Raduhn and 49 signals (size Ø 50
mm) for the West tower were used. The signals were well
distributed and attached to the object. Due to the height of
the West Tower a mobile turning ladder with a maximum

Both objects were scanned with the laser scanner
GS100 (Fig. 5) from five (church Raduhn) and ten scanner
stations (West Tower) at a grid spacing of 20 mm and 93
mm over 10 m distance, respectively. Object details such as
windows or tower figures were scanned with a higher
resolution of 5 mm / 10 m. The controlling of the scanner
was performed with the software PointScape, whereby the
selection of the scan ranges was conducted by video framing of the internal video camera. Each visible target and
sphere (which was attached to the tower wall and on the
tachymetry stations) was scanned separately on each scanner station for the later registration and geo-referencing of
the scans. These were automatically recognized as control
points by the software. With the scanning of the West
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Tower spire it turned out that the black slate roof hardly
reflected the green laser light, so that this part of the building had to be reconstructed later by photogrammetric
methods. For the church 12 million points were scanned,
which corresponds to a data volume of approx. 230 MB,
while for the West Tower ensemble 13,5 million points
(250 MB) were scanned.
5. Data processing
5.1. Registration and geo-referencing of scans
For manual registration and geo-referencing of the scans
the software RealWorks Survey V4.2 from Mensi was
used. All scanner stations were registered using three to
seven targets and spheres in each scan, whereby the precision for the registration of the point clouds was between 4
mm (minimum) and 8 mm (maximum value) for both
projects. The geo-referencing of the registered point cloud
of the West Tower was achieved by 23 control points (6
spheres on geodetic net stations, 9 targets and 8 spheres at
the tower wall) with a RMS of 8.8mm of the control points,
which was sufficient for the following object reconstruction. The geo-referencing of the point cloud of the church
was performed with a RMS of 5.2mm using 3Dipsos.

Figure 7: Entire point cloud of West Tower ensemble

Figure 8: Photogrammetric point measurements
5.2. Image orientation and camera calibration

Figure 6: Entire point cloud of church Raduhn represented
with RGB values of the point cloud
Subsequently each entire point cloud (Fig. 6 and 7) was
cleaned up, i.e. all redundant points, which did not belong
to the object, were deleted. For the object reconstruction
the parts/areas in the point cloud, which were required for
data processing, were segmented and exported as an ASCII
file, in order to be able to be processed in PHIDIAS.

Before the actual 3D point measurements for object reconstruction could be carried out image orientation and camera
calibration were performed. Therefore, 51 selected digital
images of the church Raduhn were triangulated and oriented in a multiple image block by image point measurements with the software PhotoModeler (EOS Inc.). In the
second project, the orientation of 58 selected digital images
of the West Tower ensemble and the related camera calibration were determined by image point measurements
with the program PHIDIAS (PHOCAD). Fig. 8 clearly
shows the measurement of a control point (right) in a rotated representation. For both multiple image blocks a
stable connection of the images and a reliable point determination are ensured by the fact, that 19 (for the church)
and 12 points (for the tower) on average were measured per
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image and that each object point was measured, on average, in 8 and 6 images, respectively. All image orientation
parameters were determined simultaneously with the camera calibration parameters in both software packages by a
bundle block adjustment. Systematic errors, like the high
lens distortion, were compensated in the camera calibration
for the further evaluation. All image points could be measured with an image measuring precision of sxy = 3.0 micron
(church) and 4.8 micron (West Tower) respectively, which
corresponds to a precision of better than a half and/or one
pixel. The standard deviations for the coordinates of object
points were about 2 mm in both projects for the signalised
points and better than 1 cm for all natural points. These
results confirm the high precision potential of digital SLR
cameras for applications in architectural photogrammetry,
which could be also achieved in other projects [KAL05].
5.3. Object reconstruction by different procedures
In order to be able to compare the potential of the photogrammetric and the laser scanning data for the 3D evaluation and the object reconstruction of the church, oriented
images in PhotoModeler and segmented point clouds in
3Dipsos were evaluated separately.

Figure 9: Reconstruction of a window by photogrammetric
3D point measurements (left, centre) and a window detail
(right) in comparison, generated from photogrammetric
data (bottom) and from laser scanning data (top)
In PhotoModeler the necessary object points were
measured in at least three images with a standard deviation
of better than 10 mm, whereby identical objects, as e.g.
windows or stucco volumes were measured only once in
detail and were inserted later in CAD as CAD copy in a
measured insert point. For the generation of the 3D volume
model the points were imported via a DXF file into AutoCAD. For constructive working with AutoCAD the different main elements, like facades, windows, stanchions,
tower, main and side entrance were modelled in separate
files. Smaller objects and details, e.g. roofs, pattern of the
ornament and crosses, were directly designed in the respective files of the associated elements. The individually mod-
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elled objects were built up afterwards to an entire volume
model. Fig. 9 presents a window, which was generated
from digital images. Furthermore, a 3D window detail,
which was generated from photogrammetric data (bottom
right) and from laser scanning data (top right) is shown in
Figure 9.
Due to the geometrical structure of the building the
modelling of the point clouds was made predominantly in
3Dipsos by best-fit-functions, i.e. most geometry elements
were produced over an approximation of a plane. E.g., in
the segmented point cloud of a facade an adjusted plane
was computed without basic conditions. These geometrical
elements were pruned afterwards with other planes. In such
a way, the facades, the roof elements, stanchions and gables could be generated. For the embrasure of the windows,
adjusted planes right-angled to a further plane, and for the
vaults of the windows, adjusted cylinders, were calculated.
The ornaments were modelled with the geometrical element torus. For the production of the 3D volume models
the modelled data were transferred via a DXF file to AutoCAD.

Figure 10: 3D volume model of church Raduhn in comparison: photogrammetry (left) vs. laser scanning (right)
Fig. 10 shows the church Raduhn as two comparable
rendered 3D volume models, where one was generated
from digital photogrammetric images (left) and the other
from laser scanner data (right). For both models some
distances were controlled by geodetic determined distances. For this quality control an accuracy of up to 20 mm
could be achieved, whereby the differences between photogrammetry and laser scanning were also in the same
range. However, it must be stated, that the point identification and the generalizations for object reconstruction have
an influence on the accuracy of the compared distances. A
detailed description of the comparative reconstruction of
the church Raduhn using both procedures is summarized in
[Hof05].
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5.4. Object reconstruction by combination of both
procedures
The object reconstruction of the West Tower ensemble was
accomplished with the photogrammetric system PHIDIAS,
which is an MDL-application for the CAD system MicroStation. The measured data from PHIDIAS can be displayed directly in MicroStation and further processed by
the combination of these programs. The point clouds,
which were imported in ASCII format, are converted into
an internal binary format, in order to accelerate further
processing of these data and to reduce the file size.

truded into a 3D volume body on the actual wall thickness,
which was determined by hand measurements with a
strength of up to 1,55 m. A detailed description of the
reconstruction of the West Tower is summarized in
[BS05b].

Figure 12: Generation of the top of the West Tower: photogrammetric image, wire frame, rendered model in AutoCAD and visualisation in Highlight pro
5.5. Visualisation
For the visualization of the West Tower ensemble the
surrounding topography (roads, ways, paving stone transitions, traffic signs, lanterns, trash cans and watercourse)
and the adjacent buildings (generalized) were recorded by
tacheometry with Leica TCRP 1105+. This recording was
supplemented by detailed hand measurements (sketches) of
some objects such as lanterns and traffic signs.

Figure 11: Representation of the point cloud in combination with image data (top) and monoplotting of stones
using information of an image and laser scanning (bottom)
3D point determination by monoplotting in PHIDIAS is
possible by the combination of photogrammetric and laser
scanning data. Therefore, the point cloud and the pertinent
image are displayed on screen at the same time (see Fig.
11). In a first step a mapping plane must be specified,
whereby it must be defined that the axis of the coordinate
system is right-angled on the building facade, in order to
simplify a later mapping of each single stone. The necessary depth information is received from the point cloud
after the definition of a plane. For the mapping of the single
stones the point cloud was hidden and the drawing of each
single stone was executed in 3D as a "closed polygon". The
single stones were drawn over the actual edges of the building as well as over the windows and passages, in order to
determine the accurate corners and edges in the CAD program by pruning according to the reconstruction of all
building facades. Afterwards, all single stones were ex-

Figure 13: Rendered perspective scenes of West Tower
ensemble Duderstadt generated by AutoCAD
The visualization of both objects was realised with different programs: AutoCAD, AECViz of TORNADO Technologies Inc., Canada, 3D Studio VIZ and Highlight pro. In
AutoCAD the 3D volume model was rendered to obtain a
quality control of the modelled data (Fig. 13) and to provide perspective view in BMP format. An interactive animation was created for each data set with AECViz (Fig.
14), i.e. the entire DWG file (church: 12 MB, West Tower:
132 MB) was converted into 3 and 5 MB large executable
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programs (EXE file), respectively, which can be viewed
from all perspectives and which also can be used for an
interactive walk or fly through. In Highlight pro a video
sequence was created for both projects with a length of 53
(church) and 161 seconds (West Tower) at a resolution of
640 x 480 pixels as a coded MPEG file (30 and 57 MB,
respectively) (see Fig. 15), while a virtual walk through
was generated additionally with 3D Studio as a film sequence of the West Tower (3:31 min, AVI, 727 MB). Some
visualizations of the West Tower ensemble are available
for the public at a computer terminal in the tower cafe.
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by focussing on laser scanning of important object parts, by
using more experienced personnel for CAD modelling and
by omitting details.

Figure 14: Interactive virtual model of West Tower ensemble Duderstadt generated by AECViz
6. Time and cost aspects
The work load for the entire processing of project West
Tower ensemble Duderstadt amounted to 623 working
hours. In total, theoretical costs of approx. € 35,000 for the
project were induced using appropriate current hourly
wages for measuring assistant, technician and engineer. In
Fig. 16 the proportional work expended of the individual
work procedures are represented. It is evident that 52% of
the entire work time was spent with CAD modelling and
visualization. In the time for visualization only the work
with AutoCAD and AECViz is included, since the video
sequences were generated later.
In the project church Raduhn the following working
hours were needed: laser scanning 161h (object recording 6
h, 3Dipsos 91h, AutoCAD 63h) and photogrammetry 251h
(object recording 2h, PhotoModeler 144h, AutoCAD
105h). Thus, the following costs of the project result without the necessary 3D geodetic net measurements and control point determination: € 7,000 (laser scanning) and €
10,000 (photogrammetry). The higher costs of photogrammetry are to be justified by the much higher degree of
achieved detail. Potential for optimisation for such projects
could be possible by reducing of the number of used control points and their geodetic control point determination,

Figure 15: Perspective scene of the virtual model of
church Raduhn (top) and of West Tower ensemble Duderstadt (bottom) generated by Highlight pro V3

Figure 16: Expenditure of human labour for project West
Tower ensemble Duderstadt in percent
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7. Conclusions and outlook

8. References

The church Raduhn and the West Tower ensemble Duderstadt were successfully reconstructed by digital architectural photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning as
virtual 3D volume models. The assigned technologies
(instruments and software) offer a detailed and accurate
reconstruction of the objects with an accuracy of 1-2 cm.
The combined evaluation of photogrammetric and laser
scanning data with PHIDIAS proved very efficient, since a
direct connection for the CAD modelling was available. In
project church Raduhn a more detailed model could be
created by photogrammetric evaluation of the images compared to the model derived from point clouds, but the work
expended was clearly higher with the photogrammetric
procedure. With a higher resolution of laser scanning a
detailed model could be generated, however at expense of a
higher expenditure of human labour for the data acquisition
and for the evaluation of the point clouds. For applications
in architecture (e.g. building acquisition) it is appropriate
and viable to use the laser scanner for stone-fair mapping
or for the modelling of object details, such as sculptures
and ornamentations, in combination with photogrammetry
if such objects can be scanned with a very high point density. One can easily model these object details in CAD
using simple cuttings (Fig. 17). Nevertheless, manual point
measurements and CAD modelling still remain a substantial cost factor for such detailed 3D models in future. In
addition the combined object recording and evaluation sets
high capital outlays for the laser scanning system (approx.
€ 120,000). On the other hand a photogrammetry system
(camera and PC incl. software) with approx. € 7000 represents a low-cost system.
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Figure 17: Modelling of ornaments by laser scanning
data: cutting of the point cloud (left), CAD line derived
from the laser scanning data (centre), extrusion of the CAD
line (right).
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Applications in the field of cultural heritage using “off-theshelf” 3d laser scanning technology in novel ways.
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Abstract
Pioneered in the manufacturing sector in the late 20th century, 3d laser scanners have become commonplace on the
production line. As the possibilities for use within the heritage sector became obvious, there has been much research in the
area of hardware and software of this type for heritage applications. For example[LPC*00]. Our group, based within a
museum has been using a range of commercially available hardware and software, within the field for ten years. The data
processing and visualisation must be undertaken on standard office-based PCs, as this is what is most widely available within
the museums and heritage sectors. We report our findings on the types of laser scanner and accompanying software available,
the ethical and practical issues surrounding 3d documentation of heritage, and the vast range of applications available to the
guardian of a heritage object once 3d data has been obtained. We present each of these applications through discussion of
applied projects we have recently completed. Examples include; the documentation of an Anglo-Saxon Cross; the replication
of a bust of Caligula in marble to aid colour reconstruction; the replication of an Asian bronze figure in modern materials for
the conservation of a large sculpture of Buddha; the replication in plaster of a marble 18th century portrait bust; and the
production of a bronze fairy’s head for the restoration of a sculpture of Peter Pan.
A.O. Literature---Conference proceedings - P
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
Laser scanning was pioneered in the automotive,
aeronautical and military industries in the late 1980s, and
soon became highly important in the field of reverse
engineering. For example [MWBV96], [Cho97]. The idea
that laser scanning could be a useful tool in the
documentation of heritage artefacts emerged a few years
later [BRTL88], [Lar94], and [Lar95]. The widespread use
of laser scanning in the documentation of cultural heritage
began in the last 10-12 years, [TBBC*99]. Many projects
have been undertaken, including several large high profile
surveys.
For
example
[BRMM*02],
[LPC*00],
[STHM*03], [BPEG*02], [F00]. Often such surveys are
carried out as “one-off” programmes of documentation by
university departments or interested parties and pursue the
development of novel hardware, software and
methodologies. For example [LPC*00]. Such work is
obviously fundamental to the research, progression, and
development of laser scanning, both within the
documentation of cultural artefacts and in its broader
applications. However, these projects by their nature are
concerned primarily with the research and development of
hardware, software and the management and processing of
large data sets. Moreover, these projects often identify high
profile works of art to use in their survey. Such work does
not take place routinely in the field of heritage. There are
some institutions worldwide that have a programme of
documentation using 3d scanning or other methods of 3d
documentation, either using bespoke systems, for example
[RGG*02], off-the-shelf equipment, or a mixture of both. In
addition, museums, institutions and public interest groups
do commission the laser scanning of certain works from
commercial companies, universities, or, as in our case,
other museums. The works recorded in this way are often

“singled out” because they are of special interest,
inaccessible or in a location that threatens their survival in
their current condition. However, despite these examples
laser scanning (and recording in three dimensions in
general) is still rare in the vast array of the documentation
underway in the field of cultural heritage. There are a
variety of ways in which cultural heritage can be
documented in three dimensions, examples include;
photogrammetry, systems that employ structured light,
holography, and CT scanning. These applications, and their
merits are all well documented and on this occasion fall
outside the scope of this paper. However, in the author’s
view, often the best results are obtained when a
combination of the most suitable techniques is applied to a
project, [BPEG*02].
2. Laser scanning of cultural artefacts
Our group has been exploiting triangulation-based laser
scanning systems in the field of cultural heritage for 10
years. We are based within a national museum, but in the
main, our work is funded by external bodies. Our current
funding aims to provide us with the means to be a selfsustaining specialist team within the museum, using
contract work to pay for our people-costs, equipment and
research. We use only commercially available hardware
(3D Scanners ModelMaker X 35mm, 70mm and 140mm
sensor heads mounted on a seven-axis Faro Gold arm;
Minolta V1-900; Mensi S25 LR - all triangulation laser
scanning systems), and software (ModelMakerv7 {3D
Scanners
UK};
Scanworks
{Mensi-Trimble},
Rapidform2006 {InusTechnologies Inc.}, Polyworks
V9.1.7 {InnovMetric Software}, 3D Studio Max 6), and our
computer power is limited to several good workstations.
There is a bewildering array of software and hardware
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commercially available, and heritage institutions need time
to understand their own requirements and then to identify
examples of best practice before purchasing equipment. As
a specialist unit we have had the time to identify equipment
most suitable to our needs by testing a variety of hardware
and software, and by examining work undertaken by others,
[BVM03], [BHMS02]. It is essential that we have the
capability to record objects ranging from a few centimetres
to several meters in size, and to be able to document submillimetre features on the surface. To meet this need we
currently use three different laser scanning systems. There
is no one way to use a laser scanning system on a given
object to obtain a data set. Once that data set has been
obtained there are a number of ways in which that data can
be processed, and importantly, the individual working on
the task has to make numerous crucial decisions. In
response we have developed, and maintain, methods of best
practice in scanning, post processing, metadata, and data
storage, based on our experience and the equipment
available to us. It is clear, that although every institution
that has undertaken 3d documentation using laser scanning
should be adhering to the same methods of working and
certainly metadata creation, this is currently not the case.
There are bodies who are now examining this problem in
more detail. For example, The Metric Survey Team,
English Heritage and “The big data project”. At the current
time we do not have the facilities, nor is there the demand
for us to undertake a documentation project of an entire
museum collection. The projects that we have worked on
are those where the availability of a 3d digital data set of an
object can significantly enhance the understanding of an
object and its condition [EF03]; serve to widen access to
the object; and where a digital reconstruction [FLDS03] or
a replica [F00], is in the object’s, the public’s, or the
guardian of that object's, interest.
3. Accuracy and resolution
Accuracy and resolution are terms which do not appear to
have uniform meaning in the field of 3d documentation. In
our view, the definitions of accuracy as the closeness of the
agreement between the result of a measurement and the true
value of the point in space, and of resolution as, “the
smallest difference between indications that can be
meaningfully distinguished”, are the most descriptive and
workable [BG03]. The other term without a common
meaning is uncertainty, which we recently deduced was
interchangeable with “precision” by some, “characterizes
the dispersion of the values that could be reasonably
attributed to the measurand” [BG03]. It is certainly our
experience that the accuracies and resolutions quoted by the
manufacturers of scanning equipment are those collated
under ideal conditions, and are in the main unattainable.
This needs to be kept in mind when institutions commission
work, as often they will give the work to the supplier
quoting the best accuracy and resolution – which in theory
are substantiated by the manufacturer of the equipment,
rather than with the supplier who gives them a realistic idea
of the overall resolution. Moreover, a guardian of cultural
heritage often won’t know if the data they commissioned is
of a certain accuracy and resolution, as they will have no
methods to interrogate that data. Guidelines for the
commissioning of work are being developed (for example)

by The Metric Survey Team, English Heritage, The
National Physics Laboratory and I3Mainz and are urgently
required so that the beginnings of a uniform approach to the
3d documentation of cultural heritage across the field take
shape.
4. Computing power
As we are providing data sets and digital-products to the
heritage sector, in most cases the computer power available
to the end user of the data is very ordinary. However,
although the final use of a data set may require it not to be
at the highest resolution available, it is essential to record as
much, and as accurate data of an object that we can at the
time of scanning. The reasons for this are manifold. 3d laser
scanning is an expensive and time consuming process,
compared to most forms of documentation used in the field
of cultural heritage. Access to the object is often a one-off
allowance made by the guardians of the object. It can also
be the case that the object is threatened by a harsh climate
or change, vandalism, or even theft. The chance to
document an object in 3d can be viewed as a “one-off”
opportunity. Moreover, computing power is always on the
increase, and even though one cannot produce future-proof
digital records, this may extend their useful lifetime by
some considerable degree.
5. Practical considerations of laser scanning cultural
objects
Museum objects, public sculpture and other cultural objects
should be moved as little as possible, due to the inherent
risk associated with any movement. It is for this reason that
in the main, we go to an object or site to carry out 3d
recording using laser scanners. This means that there has to
be a way of physically getting the equipment, people and
power supply to the object in question. Problems associated
with access often include; getting security clearance to a
site (this is usually straightforward for us, due to our status
as a UK National Museum); having to negotiate awkward
and delicate areas, often of cultural significance, to get to
the object; and the problems associated with working at
height. In addition, cultural heritage objects are often on
view to the public, and this has to be taken into
consideration when documentation is being planned. If the
object needs to be obscured during scanning, for example
by scaffold, or sheeting to minimise light, the impact to the
visitor must be taken into consideration, especially if the
object is of national or international acclaim. In such cases,
the work needs to be undertaken when the gallery is closed
(overnight) or in full public view. It is our experience that
the second option, is an excellent opportunity to widen
public interest in 3d documentation, but that time has to be
allowed for to interact with the public - ignoring them is not
an option. In addition, the safety of the public and the
workers is paramount, and so keeping the public a safe
distance away for the scanning area is essential. It is our
experience that when one is scanning “on-site” there may
be unforeseen problems, or problems that one cannot do
anything about. These have included adverse weather
conditions, generator failure and extreme scaffold
movement. It is important that despite any problems the
data capture is completed in one phase, in as short a time as
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possible, and to be absolutely certain, that one can get all
the information in the allotted time window, and that no
information has been missed. Going back at a later date
may mean that something major has changed, such as for
example, the appearance of a wall, or a sculpture’s
condition having deteriorated significantly.
6. Data storage
Digitizing objects means by definition that large amounts of
data is generated. This data is a highly important archive of
an object, and can also be very valuable. Unlicensed and
possibly low quality replicas could be made from the data,
potentially in large quantities. Or the object can be misused
in visual art. This may seem trivial to some, but can be a
serious issue if the work is either of political or religious
significance. So we are in the situation where we have large
data sets (small projects several GB, larger projects 50 GB)
and ever more data to look after. In addition, we have the
responsibility to guard against data obsolescence and media
deterioration. We keep all data backed up on CD or DVD
both in our studios under museum standard security and
off-site in another museum building in a fire proof-safe. We
have a cataloguing system so that we know what data is
where for easy retrieval. We provide clients with the raw
data in ASCII format if required, as this is regarded in the
field as the most robust format. However, we feel that a lot
of associated data is lost when converting a raw scanner
format file to ASCII and for this reason we have chosen to
keep the original file formats of the scanners and to take
steps against data obsolescence such as monitoring
developments in file format changes, and being prepared to
upgrade data as formats go out of use. Media deterioration
is well documented [SLZB*04] and we keep the data media
in a climate controlled atmosphere, as well as observing the
more obvious rules of protecting CDs/DVDs [B04].
Copyright is another interesting area to consider.
Technically, once someone has created a digital data set,
under current copyright law, that person holds the copyright
to that data provided the object is already out of copyright.
Interestingly, some heritage institutions and museums do
not know this and assume that they will automatically retain
any copyright over the data. This is not the case and
copyright issues need to be sorted out before 3d
documentation begins. All suppliers we use for rapid
manufacturing are bound by tight data agreements before
we pass any data on to them. In theory, when
commissioned to undertake a piece of scanning
documentation, we would be entitled to hand the data over
to the client and let them look after it. However, we are
aware that we have the skills and know-how to look after
the data and as a museum see this as a crucial part of our
role. There are several projects around the world which aim
to collect 3d data and to make it accessible to the wider
scanning, art archiving community, and we are in the
process of adding some of our data to one of these. The 3d
data we hold on our museum’s publicly owned collection,
should be available is as many forms and to as wider
audience as possible, with the necessary safeguards to avoid
miss-use. This is currently achieved by not making the
dataset available, when displaying the data on web-sites or
on kiosks. One way to safeguard data is to watermark the
data; certainly this is essential if the data-set is to be made
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available to a wide audience to avoid miss-use. However
for routine security, the watermarking of data is beyond the
budget of many heritage institutions, and watermarking
technology will almost certainly move at a faster pace than
the lifetime demanded of the data in the heritage field.
7. Why do guardians of cultural heritage consider
having a 3d digital record of an object?
Laser scanning can provide a highly accurate surface model
of an object. Under good conditions typical resolutions of
0.2 mm and accuracies of 0.1 mm can be achieved with
commercially available equipment. This surface record can
supply extra information to that which is provided by 2d
photography. Some details of a surface show up better in
the data than in photographs or to the naked eye, especially
when the surface is viewed in a bespoke lit environment,
without surface colour texture [EF03]. Whatever method of
documentation is chosen, it is of the utmost importance that
there is no contact at all with the object at any time during
data capture, and that no potentially harmful radiation is
applied to the object. Laser scanning is non-contact and the
laser power is very low and completely harmless to the
artefact. In conjunction with other methods such as
photogrammetry, digital visualisation, and photography,
laser scanning can give the most complete record of an
object that is currently available. Moreover, once the data
has been obtained, and post-processed there is a vast range
of applications available for the data. Such applications
include documentation and monitoring, study, research and
access, restoration of museum objects, restoration of public
sculpture and the built environment, virtual reconstruction,
education, and revenue generation. Some of these uses are
detailed in the case studies below.
7.1 Documentation and monitoring - the documentation
of an Anglo-Saxon cross
In the churchyard of St. Peter’s Church, Prestbury,
(Cheshire, UK) stands an important Anglo-Saxon Cross,
thought to mark the arrival of Christianity in the North
West of England (figure 1). The sandstone cross measures
940 mm by 400 mm by 240 mm, and the surface is
weathered and some green moss obscures the upper east
face. The original location of the cross is unknown;
however it was found in the internal fabric of the church in
1841. The cross consists of three fragments cemented
together. The lower two section belong together but the top
fragment has a different interlace pattern and appears to be
from another cross. Crosses such as these are
predominantly found in the North of England and were
erected throughout the 8th, 9th and 10th centuries. Prestbury
Parochial Church Council are examining how best to
preserve the cross. Prior to any work being undertaken
English Heritage, recommended that the object be
accurately recorded. Taking a mould of the object was not
an option in this case due to the friable nature of the
sandstone surface. A Minolta VI 900 laser scanning system
was used for data capture. Sensor-object separation was
maintained at approximately 1000 mm. The calibration of
the system was checked using a 100 mm calibration board,
prior to scanning and again on completion of data capture.
A tent was erected over the scanning area to reduce the
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ambient light levels. We collected 121 frames in 6 hours.
The individual frames were registered and merged into a
coherent model. The average shell-shell deviation for this
process was 0.3 mm. Large areas of overlapping data were
deleted prior to merging, with the best data being chosen
wherever possible.

pigments to determine their exact composition and then
reconstruct a possible colour scheme on a replica object in
the same material as the original. Their intention was to
display the original and a painted replica side by side. Due
to the fragile pigmented surface of the bust, traditional
moulding techniques could not be used.

Figure 3: The original bust of Caligula (right) and the
marble replica before colour reconstruction (left).
Figure 1: Scanning an Anglo-Saxon Cross using a Minolta
VI-900.
Post-processing entailed cleaning polygons and filling
small holes manually. The raw data, the post-processed
files (figure 2) and all accompanying metadata associated
with the project was archived, and provided to the church
council with access to an open source viewer - in this case,
IIMView v9.0 (InnovMetric Software).

Figure 4: CNC machining a new block of Carrara marble
and a screenshot of the data (insert).

Figure 2: A screenshot of the digital record of the AngloSaxon Cross.
7.2 Study, research and access - a replica to help in the
research and understanding of a bust of Caligula
The collections of the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
(Copenhagen, Denmark) include a marble bust of the
Emperor Caligula, thought to have been carved between 39
and 41 AD (figure 3 right). Originally such sculptures were
painted and this piece has traces of the original polychromy
remaining. Examples of Roman marble sculptures retaining
their original polychromy are exceedingly rare. The
curators and conservators in Denmark wished to study the

Data capture took place in our studios using a ModelMaker
H laser scanning system. The sensor has a 40mm stripe
width and was mounted on a 6-axes Faro silver arm.
Sensor-object separation was maintained at 100mm
throughout. Once scanning was complete, the data was
meshed and post-processed (small holes filled and the mesh
cleaned). The final model comprised 2.3 million polygons.
The raw data is stored in ModelMaker file formats and as
ASCII files. From our scan data, a full-scale replica in
Carrara marble was produced using 5-axis CNC (computer
numerically controlled) machining (figure 4). The replica
required twelve hours of hand finishing by our sculpture
conservators. Colour reconstruction on the marble replica
was undertaken by Doerner Institute, and Glyptotek,
Munich. The reconstructed replica and the original were
displayed side by side in Munich, Rome and Copenhagen
during 2004 and 2005 as a part of the exhibition,
“ClassiColor”, examining colour in Greek and Roman
classical sculpture.
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7.3 Restoration of museum objects - the replication of
missing fragments of a figure of Buddha
A 17 cm tall bearded Asian bronze figure (figure 5) stands
on one corner of the base of a large bronze sculpture of
Buddha on display at World Museum Liverpool. On the
opposite corner a figure is missing. Based on other
elements on the statue and holes for fixings, it was deduced
that this figure would have been a mirror image of the
existing bearded figure on the opposite corner.
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sculpture required extensive conservation to restore it to its
former glory. Amongst other damage, vandals had removed
the head of one of the fairies at Peter Pan’s feet. As the
sculpture is sited outdoors there was no question of not
sealing the hole caused by the removal of the fairy’s head,
as water would cause structural corrosion (figure 6 left).

Figure 6: The fairy’s head had been removed (left), and the
replica in-situ (right).

Figure 5: Asian bronze figure (left) and nylon replica
(right).
Prior to going on display, the sculpture underwent
conservation treatment in the metals conservation
department at the National Conservation Centre. The metals
conservator had ascertained that the missing piece was not
required structurally, but after discussion with the curator it
was agreed that the replacement of the missing figure
would enhance the legibility of the sculpture on display. It
is a premise of conservation that from two metres away a
repair/restoration cannot be identified, but that at closer
than half a metre, the restored element should be
identifiable. In addition, in later years it should be totally
clear what is original and what it not. For these reasons we
were approached to scan the existing figure, mirror it to
create the missing element, and then to produce the figure
in a modern synthetic material easily distinguishable from
bronze, but patinated to look sympathetic. The figure was
scanned at the conservation studios in Liverpool in low
light using a ModelMaker X scanner with a 35mm sensor
head mounted on a seven-axis Faro gold arm. Three
scanning stations were required and the resulting file
contained 6 million polygons. The file was given to a
commercial selective laser sintering (SLS) supplier, who
produced the nylon model with a build layer of 0.1 mm.
The replica (SLS) model required some sharpening of detail
with a scalpel. The replica was coloured with alkyd paints
to a bronze tone (figure 5 right). The replica was fitted onto
the pedestal of the statue of Buddha and went on display in
the World Cultures Gallery in World Museum Liverpool in
2004.
7.4 Restoration of public sculpture - the production of a
bronze fairy’s head
The large bronze statue of Peter Pan by Sir George
Frampton has stood in Liverpool’s Sefton Park since 1928,
and is a much loved piece of public art. In 2001 the

In addition, as this piece is a work of public art it was
decided to restore the sculpture, replace all missing parts,
and obviously to do this as faithfully as possible. Although
the original plaster moulds used to cast the Peter Pan
statues by the artist in the 1920s still exist, they are too
significant and delicate to be used to cast another head. The
mould for the fairy’s head was recorded using a
ModelMaker H laser scanning system mounted on a sixaxis Faro silver arm. The resulting model was scaled up in
x, y and z by 3% to compensate for the shrinkage of the
molten bronze metal. A replica head was produced using
stereo lithography; in effect resulting in a resin master. This
master was supplied to a foundry that created a mould and
then cast a new fairy’s head into bronze. The newly cast
head was reattached using stainless steel pins and polyester
resin coloured to match the bronze. The sculpture was
recently re-sited in the park for the public to enjoy.
7.5 Revenue generation - the replication of an 18th
century portrait bust
Figure 7 shows a plaster replica of a fine 18th-century
marble portrait bust created from a laser scan dataset. A
private collector, with connection to the subject of the bust,
had approached the museum and requested a copy. The
museum deemed that traditional replication techniques such
as moulding and casting were out of the question for this
piece. An agreement was reached between the museum and
collector and a small number of plaster replicas were
commissioned. This process generated income for the
museum. The original bust was scanned on-site using a
ModelMaker X scanner head with a 35mm stripe width
mounted on a seven axis Faro gold arm. The post-processed
digital file contained 7.5 million polygons. A logo and the
date “2005” were inserted under the right shoulder of the
digital bust to easily identify the plaster copies. The
completed model was cut into three sections using
geometric shapes. This was necessary as the SLS tank used
by our supplier was too small to manufacture the bust in
one build. The pieces were built in nylon using a build step
of 0.1mm. These pieces were then fitted together and the
joins sealed. A three-sectioned cast of this SLS master was
taken in silicone rubber to provide the mould which was
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supported by a fibreglass jacket. A small number of busts
were then cast in plaster and hand-finished for both the
museum and the private collector.

[BPEG*02] Beraldin, J.-A., Picard, M., El-Hakim, S.,
Godin, G., Valzano, V., Bandiera, A., Latouche, D.:
Proceedings of VSMM 2002 Gyeongju, Korea, NRC 44959,
(Sept 2002), 3-14.
[BRMM*02] Beraldini, F., Rushmeier, H., Martin, L.,
Mittelman, J., Taubin, G.: IEEE Computer Graphics and
Applications, 22 (2002), 59-67.
[BRTL88] Boulanger, P., Rioux, M., Taylor, J.,
Livingstone, F.: 12th international symposium on the
conservation and restoration of cultural property, Tokyo
national research institute of cultural properties, (1988),
131-147.
[BVM03] Boehler, W., Bordas Vincent, M., Marbs, A.:
XIXth CIPA Symposium, Antalya, Turkey, (Sept 2003).
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Figure 7: Plaster replica of a fine 18th-century marble
portrait bust created from a laser scan dataset.

[Cho97] Chow, J.: Int J Adv Manuf Technol., 13 (Oct 1997)
723-728.

8. Conclusions
In conclusion, 3d documentation in not routinely used in
the field of cultural heritage by institutions and museums.
The advantages of having a 3d digital data record of an
object such as that which laser scanning can provide is
often in the interest of the object, the public and the
guardian of the object. To date most 3d surveys have been
undertaken using bespoke hardware and software. The
hardware and software available commercially can be used
to record objects in 3d with good accuracy and resolution.
We have demonstrated various ways in which we have
exploited the data obtained by laser scanning in the field of
cultural heritage.
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Abstract
We present ARCHIE, a research project which aims to discover how handheld guides can be used as powerful
instruments to enhance the visitor’s learning experience. Although mobile devices are becoming a common aid
to support a museum visit, they often lead to an individualized experience. However, most people do not visit a
museum alone, and recent research has pointed out that social interaction is a prerequisite for an intensiﬁed and
improved learning process. To accommodate the shortcomings in many of the current solutions, we are designing
a platform that enables us to create a socially-aware handheld guide that stimulates interaction between group
members. They can communicate with each other either directly (by voice) or indirectly (by collaborative games)
by means of their mobile guides.
Besides the aforementioned communication possibilities, handheld guides can also provide a way to present personalized content. By using a personal proﬁle, it is possible to adapt the interface and tailor the information to the
needs and interests of every visitor.
The combination of personalized content and interfaces, communication channels between visitors in the same
group and support for localization might lead to an innovative mobile guide that integrates with the museum
as well as with other visitors. Our platform enables social, and, in many cases, playful interactions with other
visitors in the same group. At the same time the context-awareness (proximity and personalization) increases the
involvement of the visitor with the content presented in the museum.

1. Introduction
In this paper we describe ARCHIE, an interdisciplinary
research project of the Expertise Centre for Digital Media (Hasselt University) and the Gallo-Roman Museum
(Province of Limburg). This museum is located in Tongeren,
Belgium’s oldest city, and tells the story of the region from
prehistory up to and including the Merovingian period. The
museum’s visitor approach focusing on temporary exhibitions, exploring fascinating themes and a professionally-run
educational programme has proved very successful. Annual
visitor numbers rocketed from 20.000 to 150.000 in just ten
years. The restrictions of the existing museum building and

new trends in museum presentation explain the extensive expansion project of the museum. The new museum is due to
open its doors in 2008.

As part of this expansion, the Gallo-Roman museum has
rephrased its mission and aims. The main objective became
to create an optimal learning experience for different visitor groups. The museum wants to provide information in the
future exhibition in such a way, that any person can make
his visit a personally meaningful one. Furthermore, the museum wants to develop a tool to encourage and steer social
learning. Families are a good example of a group where so-
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cial learning takes place: a mix of different age groups with
different interests can share their interests and opinions.
The current trend to introduce PDA-based mobile guides
to enrich the visiting experience of a museum [PT03, Fis05,
Exp05], has led us to investigate how such guides can support the social processes that are fundamental for learning
in a museum. The challenge in the ARCHIE project is the
combination of a personalized mobile guide that is still part
of a group of cooperating guides. While information can be
tailored to the needs and interests of individuals in a group,
there has to be a way for these individuals to interact with
each other and exchange knowledge and interpretations during the visit.
The development of our ARCHIE Mobile Guide System
is done by an interdisciplinary team. The team consists out
of people with different backgrounds: historians, educationalists, computer scientists and graphic designers. The content of what is presented on the mobile guide is deﬁned with
great care and in close collaboration with the museum team.
In this paper we give an overview of the Mobile Guide
System that supports the key missions of the museum such as
social learning and personalization. Section 2 delves deeper
into the context in which we developed the mobile guide:
section 2.1 identiﬁes the expectations of the (potential) museum visitors, section 2.2 shows the importance of social interaction and section 2.3 concludes with our objectives. The
objectives are translated into a concrete mobile guide in section 3, where we focus on group communication (section
3.1), personalization (section 3.2) and location-awareness
(section 3.3). We conclude the paper with a framework
overview in section 4 that shows how the different parts are
integrated in one complete system and make some conclusions.
2. Deﬁning the context
2.1. Know your visitors
In order to accomplish the realization of the new objective,
the Gallo-Roman Museum needed to get better acquainted
with its public. For this reason the museum conducted an
extensive investigation among visitors and potential visitors,
to ﬁnd out what prompted them to visit the museum, what
their interests are, and in which way they would want to learn
about the museum collection [PGR05].
Concerning visit expectations, 61% of the (potential) visitors indicate they want to learn something, look at/admire
objects (53%) and experience something, relax (33%). Questions about visit behaviour reveal they also prefer a social
museum visit: 56 % wants to talk to family or friends about
what there is to see. These results correlate with recent studies about visit motivations; Falk and Dierking argue in their
leading reference work Learning from museums [FD00] that
“dozens of studies document that the primary reason most

people attend museums, whether for themselves or for their
children, is in order to learn”. The second most cited motivation is entertainment: most visitors mention they go to
museums in their free time to have fun and/or to see new
interesting things in a relaxing and aesthetically pleasing
environment. Museum-going is also commonly viewed as
a social event. Visiting a museum is widely perceived as a
’day out’ for the whole family, a special social experience,
a chance for family members or friends to enjoy themselves
separately and together.
2.2. The importance of social interaction
Starting from a social-constructivist approach, Falk and
Dierking came to emphasize the role of the social group
in the way visitors construct meaning in their contextual
model of learning. In this model, three overlapping contexts contribute to and inﬂuence the consequent learning and
meaning-making: the personal context (visitor proﬁle and
learning style), the physical context (museum environment)
and the socio-cultural context (social interaction).
Following this model, social interaction does not only promote, but is a prerequisite for intellectual, social, personal
and cultural development [Mor02]. Recent studies with children also recognize the important role of social interaction: “the potential of the learning environment and its objects largely depends on the social atmosphere generated
and the support young children receive through positive, reciprocal interactions. [. . . ] The successful learning setting
functions as a community of learners, where all individuals are respected, their learning is supported, and opportunities for collaboration are provided.” [PW02] However, the
social aspect of a museum visit is often neglected, especially when using new media. Audio-tours for example generate the unintended side effect that it is a quite individual,
isolated experience: it can put individual visitors in a bubble, making it difﬁcult for them to keep track of companions or family members, let alone chat about what they have
seen [Ang06]. In spite of the many opportunities and beneﬁts a PDA-tour can offer, recent research on the visitors’ use
of the ﬁrst PDA-tours in museums does share the same conclusion [VH05]: “the PDA makes it difﬁcult for visitors to
talk and engage in discussion.” Main reason is that the hardware and content of the current solutions are designed and
structured for retrieval by one person rather than by multiple
persons.
2.3. Objectives
One of the main objectives of the project is to deal with the
(possible) negative side effects and therefore to encourage
and stimulate interaction between visitors and the museum
by use of the PDA. This can be done by providing opportunities to communicate with each other directly (using Voiceover-IP) and indirectly (by collaborative games) (see 3.1).
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The inquiry of the museum also reveals that visitors have
different preferences concerning the way they want to learn
in a museum. Some visitors have a strong need for handson and minds-on activities and want to ’experience’ the museum (38%), while other prefer a rather reﬂective discovery
and space for abstract conceptualization (27%). There are
also differences in visit behaviour, preferred profundity and
nature of information, favourite type of media, object display
and interior design. Not to mention different levels of knowledge, ages, types of groups, and personal interests. While
traditional mobile museum guides often offer a uniform tour
and presentation, the ARCHIE project wants to discover the
opportunities and beneﬁts of a personalized approach while
exploiting the social relationships between the visitors.
3. The ARCHIE Mobile Guide System
The ARCHIE Mobile Guide System provides a basis to develop customized mobile guides, that can differ in presentation (visualization), structure, behaviour and style but still
communicate the same content to the visitors. This is accomplished by a uniﬁed framework that can load an arbitrary interface shell. Independent of the interface shell, the
framework also offers other components such as a personto-person communication component and localization component, two services that enable a more immersive visitor
experience when using a PDA to visit a museum.
3.1. Group-Based Communication
Our Mobile Guide System provides different types of communication through the mobile device. A server application
keeps track of the different groups of visitors. During the
visit, the system allows visitors to communicate with other
visitors in the same group in two different ways:
• a direct communication style that is voice-based and uses
Voice-over-IP (VOIP). This allows a visitor to address the
other members of the same group directly and to talk with
each other regardless their locations. An audio forwarder
on the server handles the communication trafﬁc. First user
tests pointed out that there is a little noise on the communication channel when nobody is talking; such noise
should be ﬁltered out. A short delay on the messages is
not experienced as annoying.
• an indirect communication style that allows people to exchange other types of data related with the interface shell.
This style of communication does not require the visitor to
address the other visitors of the same group directly, rather
it is used by collaborative games to share game (shell) related data. The synchronization between different clients
involved in a collaborative game depends on the game and
should be taken care of by the shell developer.
Because the wireless network is deployed in the complete
museum, visitors can communicate with each other no matter their location in the museum. The combination of both
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types of communication opens up several possibilities to implement collaborative applications such as games that need
to be played in group (e.g. by families, schools, ...).

3.2. Personalization and visualization
In section 2 we mentioned the importance of a personalized
approach to enhance the visitor’s museum experience. The
most visible part of the personalization component embedded in our Mobile Guide System are the different interface
shells that can be loaded. Figure 1 shows two possible interface shells: 1(a) shows the interface shell that is more
suitable for kids and 1(b) is an interface shell that is typically used for adult visitors. The multimedia tour for kids is
an animation movie with their buddy Orf who guides them
through the virtual world of the Neanderthal man. By clicking on the animated skull, an edugame can be started. Adults
receive a more formal presentation using realistic images
and accompanying short texts. By clicking on the picture
more information can be retrieved. These two different presentations (or visualizations) of the same content, explaining
the Neanderthal skeleton, are deployed on top of the same
Mobile Guide System. Since an interface shell is used to support a rather large group of users, further personalization is
required to increase the personal involvement and interaction
with the museum.
In order to create a more personalized museum visit, a
user proﬁle has to be composed. This can be done in advance or dynamically during the museum visit. Entering a
user proﬁle may not require much effort and time from the
visitor and therefore should be limited. When no proﬁle is
entered, a default proﬁle is provided. At each moment, the
user proﬁle can be (manually) changed by the user. Notice
the creation of a user proﬁle does not necessary exclude any
information for the visitor, it can also be used to highlight
information or change the presentation of the information
according to the user interests and preferences. If identical
information is available in different media types, one can
prefer e.g. an animation to a documentary movie.
Based on the user’s interactions with the device, the proﬁle can be automatically adapted. Similar adaptations are
also investigated in the PEACH project [KBGB∗ 05]. The
way the visitor uses the digital content gives us a clue about
his preferences: stopping an explanation prematurely may
indicate a lack of interest, whereas asking for more, or bookmarking it, suggests a genuine interest. We use a weighted
algorithm to adapt the user proﬁle: the user proﬁle will
evolve slowly and does not change constantly, in order to
avoid confusion. According to the action the user takes, the
weights assigned to the different parts of the user proﬁle will
be changed. The following non-exhaustive list shows actions
that can change the weights, they are listed in order of importance (actions at the top will have a greater inﬂuence than
the actions at the bottom):
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Interface shells for children and adults.

• Explicit questions about appreciation of what is currently
on screen;
• Bookmarking a current screen for later retrieval;
• Information retrieval actions (the user shows more interests in items he clicks on for more information);
• Time spent at a certain position (the user might want to
learn more about the displayed objects at that position).
Notice the time spent at a certain location can have very different reasons, so only when a certain threshold is reached
will this action be taken into account (e.g. a minimum
amount of time spent at a location while the user is actively
retrieving more information about an artefact in the vicinity).
We are currently experimenting with this kind of automatic
adaptation of user proﬁles in order to avoid forcing the visitor to go through a extensive questionnaire before starting
a visit. Preliminary tests have shown that this approach is
feasible.

3.3. Localization
Part of making the environment more immersive is done by
adding an indoor localization system. In most traditional settings, an electronic mobile guide requires the user to manually input the location by entering a number or scanning a
tag. Other rudimentary localization systems use IR-based localization techniques (e.g. Portable Cicero [CP03]). A more
advanced technology makes use of object recognition based
on an artefact’s photograph taken by the visitor [BBZB05].

Current networking technologies allow us to use the wireless network to give an estimate of the location of the user or
the proximity of the user to an artefact [BCLN05]. We use
this as an interaction modality: the user can interact with the
system by just moving around and changing her/his location.
Additional reasons why we currently use a WiFi-based localization technique are: the infrastructure will be available in
the museum, it provides a cheap way to support localization
and it offers us the required granularity.
Although there are several commercial solutions for indoor location detection available, we started with creating
a customized location detection system based on the signal
strengths of the various wireless access points in the vicinity of the user. Implementing a usable WiFi-based localization system turned out to be a challenging task: there are
still several ongoing research projects that try to accomplish
this [HFL∗ 04, YA05, CCC∗ 06]. The ﬁrst drawback of using WiFi signals is that they tend to be quite erratic. Simply calculating the distance to the access point based upon
the strength of its received signals will give back anomalous results. Consequently, trilateration of those results will
not produce any accurate locations. We introduced a learning
phase where we collect ﬁngerprints (a set of signal strengths
per access point per location) in the areas we need the localization algorithm to be more reliable. From this data we
can derive the probable signal strength on a whole set of locations. Afterwards we can use the set of measured signal
strengths per access point and search for the closest match
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with the recorded signal strength of each access point to determine the location. In order to cut down on the processing
cost, only the best signals are used, since they tend to be the
most reliable. With this approach we ﬁnd the location with
the highest probability.
While this approach gives good results in estimating the
location of the visitor in a static environment, in museum
settings with clusters of moving visitors the precision in locating visitors decreases. Though this may seem to result in
a system that is less usable, in an exploratory environment
such as a museum this could lead to a more enjoyable user
experience. Careful design of the application and its user interface can turn the lack of granularity into an asset that motivates the visitor to explore its environment, looking around
for information. Observations and interviews with children
who were exploring a museum by means of a PDA even indicated that they really liked to search for an artefact.
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museum. If the shell also uses the communication service,
it is possible to start a conversation with another visitor, all
triggered by the event of the visitor approaching an artefact.
We are currently developing this framework and deﬁning
its interface. Only the three core services presented in this
paper are currently used by the shells we developed, but one
can imagine other core services being included. Their functionality is still subject to changes and evolves according
to the requirements of the interface shells we are building
on top of the framework. However, the architecture of the
framework is created to be extensible and allows us to include other core services without changing the architecture.
Also creating new interface shells does not require a new
software structure since there is no hard binding between the
interface shells and the core services because of the event bus
interface.
5. Conclusions

4. Framework Overview
The different core components presented in section 3 are integrated in one framework. The shell developer can make
use of this framework to create a new shell that uses personalization, localization and communication. Figure 2 gives
an overview of the framework and shows the core services
that are available through the framework interface. The core
services are in fact proxies that communicate with a central server that keeps a database with visitor proﬁles, visitor
groups, artefact locations etc. This is completely transparent
for the shell developer.
Figure 2 shows the framework interface is structured as an
event bus: a user interface shell can subscribe to events originating from one of the services, and process these events
according to the shell. The event bus can also include direct
user interaction events (e.g. tapping on the screen), so both
direct and indirect interaction with the interface shell can be
easily supported. This approach results in a ﬂexible mobile
guide system rather than one particular mobile guide: various shells that behave differently can be deployed on top of
this framework. By using the communication service a shell
will be able to engage in a collaborative game.
One example that we developed using the localization service are the ’artefact notiﬁcation messages’. These type of
messages will notify the visitor when she/he approaches a
particular artefact. This is accomplished as follows: the shell
developer registers for events from the localization service
and events from the personalization service. The personalization service can be queried for artefacts that are of high
interest to the visitor according to its proﬁle. The proximity of the visitor with regard to these artefacts is available
through the localization service. An interface shell can use
this data to emphasize information in the user interface. Figure 1(a) shows the skull in the presentation is highlighted:
this is caused by the visitor approaching a skull object in the

Starting from the new objective of the museum to create
an optimal learning experience for different visitor groups,
and the project objective to discover the opportunities and
beneﬁts of a personalized approach while exploiting the social relationships of the visitors, we created a framework
to build customized mobile guides that meet these desires.
In contrast to many existing systems that work similar to a
portable information kiosk, the ARCHIE Mobile Guide System stimulates interaction among visitors while offering a
personalized interface and enhancing the immersive feeling
of the visitor in the museum environment. Three core services were developed and integrated into one uniﬁed system
to accommodate this: a group communication facility, automatic personalization and localization detection. An event
based framework integrates these core services, so different
interface shells may use these services and can co-exist. Collaborative applications can be built using these services and
the framework.
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Abstract
During archaeological excavations, one of the most time consuming stages is the treatment of the great number of
pottery fragments found on the site. A very complex treatment is the matching of every potsherd with the pottery
model it belongs to. This step is based on archaeologists knowledge and usage-based nomenclatures.
Studied ceramics are revolution shapes so we ﬁrst obtain a 2D proﬁle and then we segment every pottery model
in characteristic elements by detecting 2D geometric attributes and according to the characteristics deﬁned by
the archaeologists. A label is then associated with each characteristic element of models and potsherds so as to
ease and speed up the process of matching. In our approach, we have organized the complete objects database
in a different way than the archaeologists’ classical style so as to facilitate the treatment of the potsherds. In
order to perform a matching between a potsherd and a model, the pottery models present into the classiﬁcation
are analysed and picked so as to provide a ﬁrst level of matching: a symbolic matching. Thus, one can achieve
matching using ﬁrst the symbolic description and in a second way the exact geometry of the objects.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications

1. Introduction
During archaeological excavations, a small number of entire potteries and a great quantity of potsherds are found.
The archaeologists have to label every sherd, represent them
by a two-dimensional drawing and take different measures
(height, diameter, thickness, etc.). Then, they have to classify each sherd in order to ﬁnd the shape it comes from, consulting voluminous paper catalogs which reference the identiﬁed shape models. This research stage is not documented
because it is only performed from the gained knowledge of
archaeologists, thanks to their ﬁeld experience. This is why
it takes at least one to six hours to match a fragment.
As digitalization techniques become affordable, new computerised solutions can help the archaeologists to solve the
fragment matching problem. Different approaches have been
presented for achieving geometrical matching between fragments and database shape models in [MG05, SMK98]. The
major problem is the time needed to perform this matching
over a big database, because all the objects must be tested.

This is due to the fact that pottery databases are organized
according to the archaeologists usage i.e. the objects are in
classes that depend on the objects usage.
In the framework of a project named SIAMA (Système d’Imagerie et d’Analyse du Mobilier Archéologique)
[SMM∗ 05], we study well standardized ceramics, called
"sigillées" potteries. These objects were mass-produced by
molding or turning and are assimilated to revolution shapes.
They were produced in different French sites during the
ﬁrst centuries of our era, and were sold all over the Roman
world. We focused on a subgroup issued from the site of
"La Graufesenque" in the south of France near the town of
Millau. These potteries have been produced in a relatively
standardized manner, in ovens that contained over 40,000
pieces [BJ86,Mar96]. So, retrieving shape models from "sigillées" fragments is very useful for sites dating.
We dispose of a manifold classiﬁcation of these vessels
already done by archaeologists [Dra95, D0́4, Kno19]. And a
precise description of all these vessels has been carried out.
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This description is driven by the study of the pottery proﬁles,
see Figure 1. A proﬁle is segmented into the three principal
pottery feature i.e. the base, the wall and the rim. Each principal feature being itself segmented into parts representing
curves.

in section 3, we will present and detail our approach, followed by our experiments in section 4. Finally, we will conclude and give future ways of research in section 5.
2. State of the Art
Many projects have already tried to make easier the work of
archaeologists by providing computerized solutions to some
of their faced problems.
In order to manage the great amount of potsherds, some
researchers are interested in the estimation of the main
characteristics of these rotational shapes, namely the axis
of rotation and the 2D proﬁle. Different approaches have
been used: an algebraic model of the surface [WOC03], the
spheres of curvatures [CM02], a Hough-inspired transformation [YM97, KS03], a multi-step optimization technique
using notably M-estimators, circle and line ﬁtting [Hal99,
HF97]. Also, two approaches try to imitate the archaeologists’ work by taking advantage of the potteries concentric
circular rills [KSM05], or by using a semi-automatic system
using genetic algorithms to treat rim-fragments [MTL03].

Figure 1: The relevant description of the Dragendorff
27b(done by archaeologists).

In order to speed up the matching stage, we propose to
build a new database structure based on the descriptions
and the geometrical characteristics of the potteries instead
of their usage. One can then realize high level shape-based
searches on the database using the descriptions of the potteries. This method consists in removing the classes of objects that cannot correspond to the searched fragment, before achieving geometrical matching between a sherd and
the shape models.
We take advantage of studying shapes of revolution to
present a segmentation algorithm that works in 2D. We segment the object’s proﬁles into parts that are labeled. This
segmentation must be as conform as possible to the archaeologists’ description. Then, we transpose this segmentation
in 3D to the object’s meshes. The new database structure is
then inferred from the segmentation of the shape models.
Once that the database is available, the matching process
between a complete vessel or a fragment and database objects is divided in two stages:
A high-level search based on a description of some part’s
characteristics of the searched object. It eliminates the
vessels that cannot correspond to the queried object.
A geometrical search based on the proﬁles. It ﬁnds the
shape models that present the best probabilities of matching with the searched object.
In the following part, we are going to present some background methods which tried to solve similar problems. Then

Once that the proﬁle and the axis of rotation are computed, the fragments are stored into a database. They are
used even for reconstruction of potteries (by associating two
fragments at a time and aligning their curves [KS04], or
by using a Bayesian approach to reconstitute the entire object [WC04a, WC04b]), or for studying the standardization
of hand-made potteries [Sim02] and the uniformity of wheel
produced potteries [MSKS04].
Sablatnig et al. represent their proﬁles database as a graph
[KSC01], where each proﬁle is segmented into the three
principal pottery features (base, wall and rim). They carry
out matchings between proﬁles by applying a similarity
measure in this graph.
The 3D Knowledge Project is the only one that permits
to search the vessels database by sketching a 2D proﬁle
[RLB∗ 01]. But their stored proﬁle curves are excessively
simpliﬁed: they only use the external proﬁles and the curves
do not contain a lot of points (less than 15 per proﬁle while
our proﬁles contain about 2300 points). This makes their
data less realistic. Thereafter, they also segment the proﬁles
into base, wall and rim.
We have previously presented an algorithm that realizes
matchings between fragments and model shapes [MG05].
This approach was based on both the use of Implicit Surfaces
to obtain a distance metric and Genetic Algorithms in order
to ﬁnd the best possible position relatively to the previous
distance measure. We faced a speed problem while browsing the whole database in a dummy manner. The issue is
that the database of digitalized objects must not be managed
like the archaeologists equivalent one and we have to organize the data in a different manner. Taking advantage from
the available high-level description of our potteries we have
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Figure 2: The 22 objects Database.

considered a database where objects have to be segmented
in parts that can be easily classiﬁed.
3. Contributions
We dispose of a database that contains twenty-two 3D objects that represents eleven vessels in different scales and
from different period (i.e. with signiﬁcant differences), see
Figure 2. These objects have been digitized with a Minolta
VI-910 laser scanner in the museum of Millau in south of
France.
Each object is represented as a 3D mesh (Figure 3), a 2D
inner and outer double-proﬁle (Figure 4) and a textual description of the proﬁle made by an archaeologist (Figure 1).
Preliminary remarks:
• First remark: a classiﬁcation made by archaeologists always contains pottery descriptions, measures and ratios
for complete objects and for fragments. These informations are sometimes stored in digitalized objects databases
but never used in a matching process.
This is the basic idea of our work: using these descriptions to achieve efﬁcient matchings. We then focused on
the way to automatically obtain these descriptions. We
need to segment these shapes into meaningful parts that
we classify.
• Second remark: most of the matching operations that have
to be done in an excavation site are matchings between
fragments and complete objects rather then matchings between two complete objects or two fragments.
This is why detecting a part as a rim or a base on a fragment and identifying it allow us to discard all the database
objects that are not composed the same parts.
This could be considered as partial matching, i.e. matching between a complete object and a piece of an object.
This research domain is very poorly documented even for
non revolution objects. Funkhouser et al. have presented
an approach to enable weighted comparisons between two
objects and giving a bigger weight to the searched part of
an object in [FKS∗ 04]. Suzuki et al. divide every shape

Figure 3: The Dragendorff 33 3D mesh.

into a huge number of parts based on the angles of the
normal vectors, then similarity comparisons are carried
out between a part and all parts of the database objects
[MS05]
• Last remark: 3D vessels are considered to be shapes of
revolution: objects that are completely deﬁned by a proﬁle and an axis of revolution. This means that shape segmentation can be done on the proﬁle and reported directly
to the 3D object. This avoids us the use of a 3D segmentation method like watersheds [MW99, PRF02], especially knowing the drawbacks of such methods (oversegmentation, noise sensitivity and need of dynamic tolerance when dealing with large data sets).
We segment proﬁles by studying their curvature plots.
And once that the proﬁle is segmented, we ﬁnd the endpoints of the parts on the 3D mesh, and we segment the
3D object according to horizontal planes passing through
these points. We use the inner and outer double proﬁle in
order to decrease noise inﬂuence.
3.1. Segmentation
One of the important characteristics of a curve is the
curvature. The curvature is very useful for analysis and
classiﬁcation of vessel shapes. In 3D space the curvature of
curves is nonnegative by deﬁnition. However, we can obtain
signed curvatures κ (u) for planar curves using:
κ (u) =

ẍ(u)ẏ(u) − ÿ(u)ẋ(u)

[(ẋ(u))2 + (ẏ(u))2 ]3/2

where, dots denote derivatives with respect to the given
parameter u.
We ﬁrst tried to use this curvature to segment the proﬁle,
see Figure 5. But, our curves were too noisy. Thus, we used
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Figure 4: The Ritterling 5 2D double proﬁle.

Figure 6: A relevant proﬁle segmentation of a Dragendorff
22.

3.2. Labeling
Once that a proﬁle has been segmented into parts we can
group them into the three principal features, namely the base,
the wall and the rim. This allow us to take advantage of the
description conventions of the "sigillées" potteries, see Figure 7, then, we label each part with its corresponding name.
There are two steps in the labeling algorithm:
1. Describing each part detected at the segmentation stage,
i.e. a curve description like the ones of Figure 1.
2. Merging parts (curves) together to form the base, the wall
and the rim. Matching each of the principal features with
those provided in the description conventions and labeling it with the corresponding name.

Figure 5: An over-segmented proﬁle of a Dragendorff 35.

For now, the automatic analysis of the segmentation in
order to generate the corresponding labeling is not fully implemented. So, we still have to do it manually.
3.3. From 2D to 3D

a B-spline curve to smooth the proﬁle curvature as shown
in [Far96]. Then, we segment the proﬁle by detecting the
inﬂection points and the extrema of the curvature.

We obtain the 3D segmentation of the potteries into their
principal features using the labeled segmentation previously
computed. All the potteries are placed in the same pose, their
bases are parallel to the y = 0 horizontal plane just as if they
were put on a table.

The user is lastly allowed to accept the segmentation as it
is; to stick again some parts in case of over-segmentation; to
re-segment under-segmented parts; or, to completely deﬁne
a manual segmentation if the automatic one does not meet
his needs. See Figure 6 for an example of a relevant segmentation result for an archaeologist.

From the base part, we compute two planes. One plane
that passes by the two end points of the outer proﬁle curve
and is parallel to the (y = 0) plane. And an other one that
passes by the two end points of the internal proﬁle curve.
All the triangles that are below the lower plane are grouped
to form the object’s base. This separates the base from the
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Figure 7: Some possible rims for the "sigillées" potteries.

algorithm as for the complete objects (a high-level search,
followed by a geometrical one).
4. Experiments
The approach presented in section 3 was implemented in a
tool named SemanticArchaeo using Java/Java3d.
We ﬁrst have segmented the available potteries in 2D and
in 3D. We have labeled the segmentations (with a manual
veriﬁcation since it’s not fully operational). Then, we have
generated a database that contains all the segmentations with
the associated labels for each object. This database should
be available at the http://semanticarchaeo.online.fr, that is a
PHP website associated with a mySql database. So one can
browse the database and try to ﬁnd matching objects based
on their descriptions.
Figure 8: A Dragendorff 27 mesh segmentation.

rest of the vessel and creates in the same time a transition
part that belongs to the two parts.
We repeat this algorithm for the wall part to obtain the
segmentation into wall and rim, as shown in Figure 8.
3.4. Matching
For retrieving a complete pottery in the database, we segment its proﬁle to achieve a ﬁrst high-level search form its
labels. The selected objects are then used in a geometrical
search step using the tool presented in [MG05].
For retrieving the location of a fragment relatively to the
database model shapes, we ﬁrst extract the proﬁle curve using a technique from the section 2. Then we apply the same

This database is extensible: new potteries have to be segmented and labeled with SemanticArchaeo before they are
added to the database.
5. Conclusion
We have proposed in this paper a symbolic approach of pottery classiﬁcation by taking advantage of the ceramic descriptions established by archaeologists. Taking advantage
of shapes of revolution, we presented a 2D segmentation
algorithm that works on the potteries proﬁles. Processing
these segmentations with a part-labeling method, we have
obtained two levels of potteries descriptions: a simple curve
segmentation based on the curvature changes, and a decomposition into the three principal pottery features (base, wall
and rim) with a description conform to the archaeologists
one. These data are then used to build a database of archaeological vessels that can be queried from our two steps matching algorithm: a high-level search using SemanticArchaeo
and a geometrical search using CLAPS.
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The interactivity on the segmentation of the proﬁle is a
powerful characteristic because it allows the user to avoid
possible errors due to noise or smoothing.
We have presented an easy way of segmenting the pottery’s three dimensional mesh using the two dimensional
segmentation. This allows us to achieve fragment matchings
directly in 3D by comparing a sherd to the three principal
pottery features using a shape descriptor.
Soon, we will have to improve the robustness and the
quality of our segmentation process, especially our labeling
algorithm. And as an outlook for further research, we plan to
develop a complete pottery classiﬁcation system by adding
methods of proﬁle extraction like those from section2. Then,
we will have to test this system on data issued from an excavation site.
We also plan to build a greater database (currently containing twenty-two objects) with objects that are not only
"sigillées" potteries in order to test the efﬁciency of our segmentation pipeline(to recognise and classify such objects).
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Abstract
In this paper we present an original integration of technologies. The main objectives of the general project for the
UNESCO site of Cerveteri are: solutions that integrate survey techniques and organize data in the GIS - called
Sistema Informativo Territoriale Archeologico Ceretano (SITAC) - dedicated to this case study; accessibility and
fruition of a complex archaeological area within a continous intervention process; offer the general public, researchers, and managers an important cognitive base that integrates multimedia and geographic scientific data
through remote or on-site interaction with the SITAC. The proposed system is based on the integration of data
communication and LBS devices connected in the wireless network with multimedia and multimodal characteristics in the archaeological area. This innovative and powerful solution - called MA(geo)RIS Multimedia Annotation
of Geo-Referenced Information Sources - will allow collaborative construction and fruition of annotations made
by users on georeferenced information by combining three web-enabled applications: a plug-in annotating multimedia content (MadCow), an environment for multimodal interaction (Chambre), and the WebGIS application
(MapServer). The resulting system is unique in its offering a wealth of possibilities for interacting with geographically based material especially where there is a high quantity of resources in a complex site.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Hypertext navigation and maps Artificial, Augmented, and virtual realities J.0 [Computer Applications]: General, field
sciences J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Archaeology J.4 [Social and Behavioural Sciences]: H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Distributed systems

1. Introduction
The combined GIS and WebGIS application, called Sistema
Informativo Territoriale Archeologico Ceretano (SITAC)
[CMR06], was developed within an integrated project for
the UNESCO site in Cerveteri - the Etruscan Necropolis "La
Banditaccia" in proximity to the ancient Caere city developed between the 9th and 2nd centuries BC, 40 km from
Rome (Italy). The SITAC GIS initiative was created in conformance with the Management Plan approved by UNESCO
and it responds to knowledge, planning and management
needs, while the general valorization project aims to preserve cultural heritage and promote tourist fruition of the
archaeological, natural, and landscape resources of this site.
Since May 2006 a light-weight electrical train circuit is the

backbone of accessibility of a large area that contains thousands of tombs and several kms of Etruscan roads. The main
objectives of the new project for innovative technologies in
the valorisation of the site are: provide a solution that integrates problems relating to the survey; accessibility and
fruition of a complex archaeological area in an evolutionary
vision of the valorisation procedures; offer the general public, scholars, and managers an important cognitive base that
integrates multimedia and geographic scientific data through
remote or on-site interaction with the SITAC. The main strategy is to converge data, analysis, and applications into a single computerized geographic system connected to a series
of mobile devices that offers users an assisted visit as well
as multimedia and multimodal interaction. The system is installed on a centralized web server and includes applications
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that provide the various user profiles (tourists, experts, historians, archaeologists) a series of services in remote mode
(on-line) as well as direct (on-site): new possibilities for
surveys, representations, and research in collaborative mode
and for guided fruition of the site tourists.

Figure 4: Vertical iconometric views.

Figure 1: Architecture overview.

Figure 5: The tourist pen based LBS application running on
a tablet pc device.

Figure 2: MapServer architecture.

tourists - providing them with interactive and multimedia solutions: mobile devices such as on-site guides, personal tour
planning and recording, web services and virtual tours; 4) researchers and students that can use the innovative annotation
WebGIS environment, for collaborative and for e-learning
purposes. The proposed system is based on the integration
of data communication and LBS solutions with multimedia
and multimodal characteristics in the archaeological area of
"La Banditaccia". A wireless network infrastructure (wi-fi)
- that covers the plateau of the necropolis - it will be possi-

Figure 3: 3D models.

2. The project framework
The workgroup acquired the guidelines and actions proposed
in the UNESCO Management Plan for the site and the proposed strategy is centred on the construction of an IT environment with multiple input-output possibilities. We consider four typologies of users: 1) expert users surveying and
making annotations for technical purposes: historical analysis, cataloguing, excavation, conservation and restoration
plans, risk evaluation; 2) tourist agencies and promoters; 3)

Figure 6: The MUST user interface.
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ble to further develop the functionality of a series of mobile
data acquisition systems and the referencing of geographic
and multimedia information collected in the SITAC and published with the WebGIS. The portable instruments in wireless communication with the central server (Figure 1) are
diversified in relation to the tourist and technical-scientific
users: from the multilingual audio-guide system onboard the
electric train, to the palms with GPS, from Tablet-PCs with
GIS functions, to Quick Survey Kit equipment. The centralized system enables the web publication of useful tourist and
technical-scientific information through a web site with public sections and sections reserved for registered users. The
portable systems will be equipped with GPS receivers for
automatic position recognition and therefore the proximity
to archaeological structures. They will be able to present
multimedia material (text, video, audio, images) relative to
the actual position of the user. Through portable equipment
(Tablet-PCs and Palms) tourists will be able to create personal textual notes, enter sensations and comments, or store
photographs and brief audiovisuals associated with the location of the shot. Technical-scientific users can take advantage
of more advanced functions of interaction with the SITAC,
of interactivity and communication via web, and auxiliary
application functions for the various types of surveys in the
field. Furthermore, a client-server GIS application is useful to support site surveying, surveillance and security management in terms of risk and vulnerability. The role of the
wireless network is to deliver the data exchanged between
client applications and servers. The set of server is divided
in three main category: MAP, MadCow and HTTP servers.
A MAP server create maps for the internet using GIS data
from shapefiles, tabfiles, or SDE. Also can utilize data from
any database. Can run as CGI or through scripting languages
such as Perl, Python, Tk/Tcl, Guile and even Java. In particular, a cartographic view is produced from the overlay
of vector and raster layers with symbol legend and scale
and orientation indicators. The MAP server publishes the
Web version of this material, thus allowing interaction with
its visualisation, as well as queries to a database, containing the data and metadata associated with the cartographic
layers. Links to multimedia objects can be added as well.
Any object is associated with its coordinates with respect
to a projection and a geographic reference system. Figure 2
shows the typical structure of a Map server application. The
MadCow server [BCL∗ 05] handle all the multimedia annotation aspects. MadCow is a client server application exploiting HTTP to transfer information between a standard Web
browser and an annotation server. The server uses a database
to store webnotes, which are created by following a typical pattern of interaction: while browsing documents, users
identify portions for which they want to create an annotation
and open a plugin window in which to specify the annotation
content. The user can associate the portion with a new link to
a different URL, thus creating an active zone, or with some
interactively defined complex content, thus defining a webnote. One or more HTTP server is used for access the WWW.

MAP and MadCow servers can be alternatively located in a
remote address and accessed trough the HTTP server.
2.1. The SITAC WebGIS application
The SITAC basically integrates iconometric and topographic
elements, organized into layers of objects and dataset, for
layouts that can be used by archaeologists in direct surveys, but its integration with a web server and an interactive
WebGIS application makes it a special multimedia content
management system with a geographic attitude. The SITAC
shared through the web is a collaborative platform accessible to all participants involved in the different activities concerning the site. Their work on data and documentation can
gradually increase the multimedia offer to the tourists and
the promoters. This is the ideal progression in order to foster
the convergence of various fields of expertise and the implementation of a collaborative web-based platform using GIS
and DBMS [BCL∗ 05]. Several thematic layers concerning
the Necropolis Area were collected in GIS environment including: topographic and dGPS survey, 3D models (see Figure 3), photo-interpretation of aerial views based on their
historical overlay mapping, vertical photogrammetry views
(Figure 4), other multimedia documentation (short digital
and real movies, audio commentaries and storytelling, video
documentation of cultural events). Additional pictures document the interior of the relevant monuments with the aim
to build the multimedia georeferenced archive at the basis
of the remote visiting web services. In particular the data
relationship inside the GIS application between the planimetric and vertical thematic, organized in different views
with an innovative technique, allowed for extremely dynamic navigation of SITAC information and for quick organization of useful and understandable visualization output
(map/prospect). A synthesis of the SITAC dedicated to the
archaeological sites in the Cerveteri has been published on
Internet through the implementation of an open-source Map
Server. The development of the Map Server within a larger
web application foresees both the public side of the website,
as a promotional tool for cultural heritage, and intranet side
with accounting for technical activities. In addition to the geographic visualisation, this system will further develop the
information storing, modification and updating functions in
remote mode through portable equipment used directly on
the archaeological areas.
2.2. The multimedia annotation system
An innovative and powerful solution - called MA(geo)RIS
Multimedia Annotation of Geo-Referenced Information
Sources - will allow collaborative construction and fruition
of annotations made by users on georeferenced information by combining three web-enabled applications: a plug-in
annotating multimedia content (MadCow), an environment
for multimodal interaction (Chambre) [BFL∗ 06], and the
WebGIS application (MapServer). The resulting system is
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unique in its offering a wealth of possibilities for interacting
with geographically based material especially where there is
a high quantity of resources in a complex site. Interaction
with the system occur in different modality and through different devices. We identify two main client application class:
Desktop and Location Based System (LBS) applications.
Desktop and LBS applications allow the user to operate in a
georeferenced environment of multimedia sources with different kind of polices for user interaction. LBS applications
use a GPS receiver in order to understand the exact location
of the user, while Desktop applications are user location independent. Users of the system are: tourists, tour operator,
site maintainers, security agent, students, researchers, teachers, cultural heritage institutions. For example a tourist can
interact with the SIT through Desktop application on site (in
a multimedia laboratory) or from a generic internet access
point by opening the main web page of the SIT. After a login,
the tourist user can access to GIS information (obtained from
the MAP server) and annotate it (using the MadCow toolbar)
in order to create a virtual georeferenced tour of the archaeological site. When the tourist arrive at the archaeological
site he can choice between a tablet pc and a pocket pc (devices for tourist LBS applications) in order to be guided by
the "virtual path" planned before (see Figure 5). The tourist’s
detected location is used for automatically guide through the
archaeological site, and for obtain multimedia related contents (retrieved by the HTTP server). By annotating the "virtual path" directly on site, one can record text, audio, photos, and locate this media in the georeferenced environment
(via MadCow server capability of handle multimedia annotation). When the visit of the archaeological site is finished,
the tourist can access the georeferenced annoted path, either
via a multimedia support (CD or DVD) either via an internet access point trough the SIT web portal. In a more complex scenario a site maintainers can edit the georeferenced
environment either via Desktop either via LBS applications
by a dedicated client for the MAP server. Finally the MUltilingual Simultaneous Transmission (MUST) subsystem is
a combination of hardware and software used for a simultaneous radio transmission of audio tracks. This system is
located on board of an electrical train. We have developed
this technology in order to guide groups of tourist coming
from different nations. The MUST system can operate in two
different modalities: manual and LBS. In the MUST’s LBS
modality the train’s location is used to detect the proximity
to a particular Point Of Interest (POI). If a POI is considered
near the train position (see Figure 6) an audio commentary is
transmitted to the user’s headphones. Each headphone is carried with a small radio receiver and can be configured for receive a particular radio channel. Different channels are used
for different languages. In the MUST’s manual modality the
selection of the POI is not automatic. In order to help and
improve the activities relating to investigation, excavation,
monitoring and planning, the operators were given a field
survey kit: a set of instruments and procedures for georeferencing, quick surveying and positioning of archaeological
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findings or other phenomenon. It contains a digital camera, a
GPS and tablet-pc that interact with the central information
system. The goal is to gradually create an intelligent map of
the site, its intelligence deriving from two factors: the mapping valorises the expertise that collaborated on the site and
it was also implemented in a highly interactive network system.
3. Related works
While, to the best of our knowledge there is a lack of specific literature on georeferenced annotation, there are several studies on the individual components of the technologies
involved. Annotation systems are becoming widespread, as
the interest for enriching available content, both for personal
and collaborative use, is increasing. Apart from generic annotation facilities for proprietary format documents, professional users are interested in annotating specific types of
content. As an example, AnnoteImage allows the creation
and publishing of personal atlases about annotated medical
images. In I2Cnet, a dedicated server provides medical annotated images. Video documents can be annotated in dedicated browsers, such as Vannotea or VideoAnnEx. However, these tools are generally not integrated into existing
browsers, so that interaction with them disrupts usual navigation over the web. Moreover, they usually deal with a
single type of document and do not support the wealth of
formats involved in modern web pages. Architectures for
multimodal interaction are also becoming available, usually
devoted to specific applications, for example in the field of
performing arts [SHK03] [IBM] [KM95]. In these cases interaction capabilities are restricted to specific mappings between multimodal input and effects on the rendered material, while Chambre open architecture allows the definition of
flexible patterns of interaction, adaptable to different conditions of usage. The field of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has recently witnessed a growth in the number of
web applications, both commercial and open source [PT03].
Among the commercial ones, the most important represent
web-based versions of stand-alone applications, usually running on powerful workstations. For example, ArcIMS derives from ArcInfo, MapGuide from Autocad and MapXtreme from MapInfo. In the field of open source solutions,
MapServer represents to date the most complete, stable and
easy-to-use suite offering a development environment for the
construction of Internet applications able to deal with spatial data [Mit05]. The MapServer project is managed by the
University of Minnesota which also participates in the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [OGC03] by setting specifications and recommendations to support interoperable solutions that "geo-enable" the Web, wireless and location-based
services. Current developments are focused on the production of front-end for the publication and personalization of
HTML pages, starting from .map files. Among these, FIST
offers an environment of editing on-line, enabling also nonexpert users to exploit features of remote mapping. How-
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ever, these environments require that the user possesses writing rights on the original GIS content, or on some private
server, while our solution enables the collaborative construction of geo-referenced resources starting from publicly available data offered by existing GISs. See also the recent successful experiences of tourist fruition schemes around excavating areas, where the attraction is not only the archaelogical resources but also the technical activity itself, made of
intelligent solutions and methodical jobs.

4. Conclusions
We assumed that the different phases, from surveying to
tourist exploitation, had to be coordinated and parallel: interventions gradually increase the fruition possibilities of the
site and meanwhile the surveying activities employing the
networked equipment produce documentation and support
the site knowledge. By collecting georeferenced documentation it’s possible to offer, on demand, a multimedia description of the localized resources. Fruition of these contents can occur both on-site, through the local wireless infrastructure using the mobile devices, and also through Internet. In order to recognize real-time positions and resources
in the area, these devices have to be equipped with Location Based System and connected to web applications oriented to high interactive use. The spatial and geographical
dimensions of the information sources on the Web are usually overlooked. The Ma(geo)ris framework strengthens the
relation between the information available on the Web and
its geographical dimensions, thus allowing interaction between users and georeferenced information published with
WebGIS. The annotation system, the WebGIS application,
the multimedia and multimodal approach to objects represent the innovative perspective of the presented project. Benefits can be obtained for different activities: remote learning, collaborative enrichment of available resources about
cultural heritage, enriched experience while visiting some
artistic or archaeological site. Moreover different multimedia sources, whether georeferenced or not, can be connected
among them and interacted with exploiting multimodal interfaces, thus supporting also users suffering from sensorialmotor impairments. The question of local expertise is both
strategic and transversal to the entire project so e-learning
modules are foreseen in the general architecture of the web
services. In the field of archaeology GIS has become indispensable because it enables a territorial approach on a variable scale of an environment with complex georeferenced
documentation. Now it is only a question of benefiting from
the recent growth of geographic culture and interactivity in
order to draw new experts and tourists to locations where
there is much to discover. The WebGIS has to be conceived
as a collaborative platform for research and dissemination
producing benefits for the technical and scientific community as well as for the network of cultural promoters and
tour operators. Finally, this process can grant the rapid en-

richment of the content base that has to be offered to the
public fruition of local resources.
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Abstract
The paper presents the guidelines of the CENOBIUM project and the ﬁrst results on the capitals of the cloister of
Monreale (Sicily). The CENOBIUM project aims at demonstrating the strength of the integration of modern representation and analysis technologies in the context of the knowledge, documentation and fruition of 3D cultural
heritage. The wonderful capitals of the cloister of Monreale are the case study of our project. In fact, most of the
capitals represent episodes of the Holy Bible and they can be completely appreciated, studied and documented
merely by integrating 2D and 3D technologies. The paper describes the different acquisition and documentation
modalities adopted in the project: high resolution digital imaging, short range 3D laser scanning for the capitals,
long range 3D laser scanning for the cloister, panoramic views, integration of the geometry of the capitals with
the high resolution color images. Moreover, it outlines the main components of the system which will allow the
user to virtually move inside the cloister, to choose a particular capital, and to analyze and study the 2D, 3D and
text information related to it. By means of innovative technological solutions, all the information, at the highest
level of detail and resolution, will be available locally, on a kiosk installation, and on the web.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques, Digital Imaging, 3D Scanning

1. Introduction
The project CENOBIUM (Cultural Electronic Network Online: Binding up Interoperably Usable Multimedia) faces the
necessity to improve scientiﬁc and educational communication on the one hand and public information systems on the
other hand, integrating new investigation instruments, not
systematically connected until now . It will provide a webbased, openly accessible work environment, which includes
3D models created by scanning, CAD-representations, digitized historical photographs and digital photography of the
highest professional quality. The technical work will be devoted to the integration and extension of available technologies (database, image-viewers, 3D-viewers, content management, etc.) now dispersed and not-interoperative. The project

points to the introduction of multimedia investigation of artworks as a regular research-instrument in the service of its
different user groups. The speciﬁc case study considered for
the assessment of our approach is a selected group of important capital-cycles in medieval cloisters of the Mediterranean
region, starting with the cloister of Monreale. With the beginning of the 12th century a new type of sculpted capital
evolved within the currents of Romanesque art which was to
play a decisive role in changing and determining the future
appearance of interior religious space and its cloisters.
The art-historical material is highly adequate for multidimensional representation, given the 3-dimensionality of
the capitals and their spatial connection with the surrounding architecture - aspects that can not be explored adequately relying exclusively on 2-dimensional photography.
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The cloister of the Cathedral of Monreale in Sicily demonstrates particularly well the diversity and the range of opportunities a Romanesque sculptor had in expressing his art.
The monastic complex was commissioned by King William
II and executed between 1174 and 1189. It unites various
artistic currents of Romanesque monumental sculpture into
an architecturally homogeneous setting. Each of the cloister galleries consists of 26 twin colonnettes, whereby the
corner piers join the columns and capitals into groups of
four. The southern and western galleries merge by creating
a small square courtyard with a fountain in the center and
ﬁve additional twin colonnettes with capitals. Researchers
identiﬁed various contemporaneous workshops composed of
artists from various Mediterranean countries, such as mainland Italy, France and Spain, who worked on the spoliated
marble shafts and capitals. In this respect the high-quality
execution of the cloister capitals of Monreale unites, with its
rich formal and iconographic repertoire, the main currents of
artistic production of the second half of the 12th century.
In this paper we present the very ﬁrst steps of this project,
started on 2006. The initial work has been focused on the
acquisition and processing of 3D and 2D data, i.e. the raw
basic data that will be used to populate an interactive system which should integrate all the information in a easily
accessible way. After a very brief overview of related work
in Section 2, we describe our data acquisition experience in
Section 3. The overall structure of the system which will
integrate all the data is sketched in Section 4. Finally, we
present our conclusions and the future work in Section 5.

Automatic 3D reconstruction technologies have evolved signiﬁcantly in the last decade. An overview of 3D scanning systems is presented in [CS00]. Unfortunately, most
3D scanning systems do not produce a ﬁnal, complete 3D
model but a large collection of raw data (range maps) which
have to be post-processed. The post-processing pipeline
is presented in the excellent overview paper by Bernardini and Rushmeier [BR02]. Many signiﬁcant projects concerning 3D scanning and Cultural Heritage have been presented in the last few years [LPC∗ 00, BRM∗ 02, FGM∗ 02,
PGV∗ 01, STH∗ 03, BBC∗ 04, BCF∗ 04, BCC∗ 05]. Some of
these projects considered also the issues arising when the
aim is to sample not just shape but also the reﬂectance
properties of the surfaces [BRM∗ 02, STH∗ 03, LKG∗ 03] and
the mapping of this information on the geometry [CCS02,
FDG∗ 05].
The high resolution meshes produced with 3D scanning are
in general very hard to render with interactive frame rates,
due to their excessive complexity. This originated an intense
research on simpliﬁcation and multiresolution management
of huge surface meshes [GH97, Hop99, CMRS03] and interactive visualization, where both mesh-based [CGG∗ 04] and
point-based solutions [BWK02] have been investigated.
3. Data acquisition and processing
The comprehensive acquisition campaign we performed in
Monreale was the starting step for the creation of a large
database of high quality 2D and 3D data. In the next subsections we describe the acquisition setup and the technology
used for the different types of data. The speciﬁc high-quality
devices used for the photographic campaign and the acquisition setup are presented in Subsection 3.1. Then, the technologies adopted to scan (with a triangulation laser scanner)
a selection of the most important capitals of the cloister are
presented in Subsection 3.2. The approach adopted for mapping the photographic detail on the capitals’ 3D models and
to obtain a very realistic digital visualization is described
in Subsection 3.3. Finally, the entire cloister has also been
digitized with a time-of-ﬂight scanner and with panoramic
imaging technology, as brieﬂy described in Subsection 3.4.
3.1. High resolution digital imaging

Figure 1: The Monreale cloister.

2. Related work
Many previous works concern the use of 3D technology either to reconstruct digital 3D models of Cultural Heritage
masterpieces or to present those models through digital media. An exhaustive description of those works goes well beyond the brief overview that we can draw in this section. We
prefer to cite here only some seminal papers on the technologies proposed for 3D scanning and interactive visualization.

A Sinar P3 digital camera was purchased by the Photo Library of the Kunsthistorisches Institut, providing for the integration of the digital backs Sinarback 54 H and Sinarback
eMotion 22, both of them with a resolution of 22 million
pixel (sensor resolution 5440 × 4080 pixel), as well as various Sinaron lenses. This is a very expensive but also very
high quality device, which can produce impressive results
if used by a professional photographer. The high-resolution
digital images are created in a two-step process. First, a digital image is produced with a colour management tool by
Gretagmacbeth, following the intent to save as much information as possible with the one-, four- or sixteen-shot
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Figure 2: An example of the set of photos acquired for sampling the color of each capital.

(taken at different exposure levels). This master copy is
used for producing further copies and for long-term preservation. Its size ranges from approximately 130 up to 520
Megabytes (TIFF format uncompressed, 16-bit colour depth
and 300dpi). A working image copy is created from this
master. This copy is digitally enhanced to allow improved
quality on a low-dynamic range output device (screen or
printing device). Its size is approximately 65 Megabytes
(TIFF format uncompressed, 8-bit-per-channel colour depth,
4000 × 4000 pixels - approximately 33 cm on a 300 dpi
printout). A set of 8 photos, documenting a capital, is shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 3: The acquisition setup adopted to scan the capitals.
3.2. Scanning the capitals
High quality 3D models of the capitals have been produced
by using a Konica Minolta VI 910 Laser Scanner (a device
based on optical triangulation), which permits to acquire accurately geometry of an object with a sampling density of
around 10 samples/sq.mm. and a sampling error lower than
0.05 mm. Since the scanner works at a distance between 50
and 100 cm from the objects, it was necessary to put it on a
scaffolding, as shown in Figure 3.
It is well known that scanning any 3D object requires the
acquisition of many shots of the artefact, taken from different viewpoints, to gather geometry information on all of its
shape. Therefore, to perform a complete acquisition usually
we have to sample many range maps; the number of range
maps requested depends on the surface extent of the object
and on its shape complexity. A number from 120 to 200 single scans (each scan samples around 0.3 Million points) was
needed to cover the entire surface of each capital. In the ﬁrst
scanning campaign (February 2006), which lasted for an entire week on site, we were able to scan 20 out of the more
than 100 capitals of the cloister. To sample this initial subset we shot nearly 4000 range maps. Each set of range maps
has to be processed to convert it into a single, complete and

non-redundant 3D representation. As usual, the processing
phases are:
• range maps alignment;
• range maps merging (or fusion), to build a single, non redundant mesh out of the many, partially overlapping range
maps;
• mesh editing, to improve (if possible) the quality of the
reconstructed mesh;
• mesh simpliﬁcation and conversion into a multiresolution
representation;
• color mapping (see next Subsection).
In order to obtain detailed 3D models, we used the ISTICNR tools, which give the possibility to deal with large number of range maps and to produce the ﬁnal model with the
lowest possible human intervention. A complete overview
of these tools is presented in [CCG∗ 03].
Twenty highly detailed 3D models of the most artistically
interesting capitals of the cloister have been reconstructed.
The screenshots of two models are shown in Figure 4 and
5. The number of triangles of each model ranges from 4.1
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3.3. Integrating color on 3D geometry
As already mentioned in the previous subsection, color mapping is an important step in the scanning pipeline. As a result
of our acquisition campaign in Monreale we had high quality
2D and 3D information: the objective was to integrate them
in a unique model, preserving the detail of both color and
geometry.
In order to produced a detailed colored model starting from
the set of photos provide, two phases are necessary:

Figure 4: The “Sh10” capital: ornamental leaves .

• each photo has to be “aligned” to the model: the extrinsic
(position in the space) and intrinsic (focal length and lens
distortion) parameters of the camera which took the photo
have been estimated with an appropriate tool [FDG∗ 05];
• due to the highly detailed geometry, we chose to represent
color following a per-vertex approach: for each vertex, the
color assigned is computed as a weighted sum of the contributions of every photo which framed that vertex.

Figure 5: The “Sh20” capital: Samson.

to 6 millions, depending on the shape complexity and size
of each capital. We show in Figure 6 that even when a limited degree of mesh simpliﬁcation has been performed, the
detail of the geometry are preserved and the capitals can be
represented in a very realistic way.

Figure 7: The model of “Sh37” capital with color information.
Following this approach, we produced a set of very detailed colored models: an example is shown in Figure 7. The
union of 2D and 3D information can lead to a new way to
archive and remotely represent Cultural Heritage objects.
3.4. Digitizing the cloister in 3D and as a panoramic
image

Figure 6: A wireframe rendering of a small section of the
“Sh23” capital (section height 5 cm.).

The complete cloister has been also the focus of other digital acquisition actions. We planned to produce a 3D model
of the entire cloister together with high-resolution panoramic
images. The goal of these acquisition is ﬁrst for the sake of
providing a digital documentation and improved knowledge,
but also to have digital models which could be used as a visual index to access the single capitals.
The panoramic images have been created by processing a set
of digital photos (medium resolution, acquired with a consumer digital reﬂex camera) with the Stitcher tool by RealViz inc.
The 3D model of the entire cloister has been produced with
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Figure 8: Examples of time-of-ﬂight scannings.

a Leica Geosystems HDS 2500 time-of-ﬂight scanner. Timeof-ﬂight devices give the possibility to scan large areas in a
short time, with an error in acquisition of less than 1 cm. We
show an example of the results of several scans depicting a
portion of the cloister in Figure 8.

4. Exploring the capitals of the cloister of Monreale

Figure 9: Visualization of a capital using Virtual Inspector.

With the ﬁrst phase of the CENOBIUM project we have
just scratched the work we planned. Just 20% of the capitals
have been acquired (even though they are the most signiﬁcant, from an artistic point of view).
The main goal of the project is to make these data available
to both experts and public. This will be implemented by using the ISTI-CNR V IRTUAL I NSPECTOR tool (see Figure

9). V IRTUAL I NSPECTOR provides a framework which allows the easy inspection and virtual manipulation of a complex and highly detailed 3D model. The system allows also
to add to the 3D surface a number of hot spots which could
be used to link multimedia information to selected points of
the surface (see the small red circles with an inscribed i in
Figure 9); by instantiating hot spots we can tell the story of
the artifact or encode annotations on the mesh. The system
inter-operates with a standard web browser, which supports
the visualization of the MM content spatially indexed by the
3D mesh. Virtual Inspector has been recently extended to
work also on the net, by adopting a remote rendering approach, and has been already used for a number of projects
(e.g. [BBC∗ 04, BCF∗ 04]).
The ﬁnal goal of the CENOBIUM project is also to contribute to the evolution of the V IRTUAL I NSPECTOR system,
since we plan to transform it from a static system (i.e. all the
links should be deﬁned statically) into a dynamic and cooperative system, where users will be allowed to add hot spots
and the corresponding MM descriptions via an easy to use
interface, following the “Wiki approach”. The details of this
will be the subject of our future work.

5. Conclusions and future work
We have presented the overall goals of the CENOBIUM
project and the results produced in the ﬁrst phase of the
project, devoted to the acquisition of the digital models (2D
and 3D) of the selected case study: the cloister of Monreale.
Therefore, the work so far has been mostly technical: acquiring 2D/3D data and setting up the HTML and interactive
framework needed to show them both locally (a kiosk installed in the Kunsthistorisches Institut) and on internet: the
focus of the second phase, i.e. our future work, will focus
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on some extension of the Virtual Inspector tool, to make it a
cooperative instrument, and the production of all the multimedia content needed to enrich the visual digital representations of the sculptures of the cloister.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen substantial efforts to produce tools which address individual sub-areas of the process of
building an interactive virtual experience of a Cultural Heritage (CH) site and its artefacts. Research in shape
representation and modelling has developed techniques for image based modelling, multi-resolution modelling,
level of detail manipulation, and optimisation of rendering techniques. All of these must fit together efficiently
and seamlessly in order to allow non-IT professionals to focus on the content creation of the experience rather
than on the technology. In this paper, we report on some real issues which arise with the integration of modelling,
interactive graphics, knowledge representation and language technologies and discuss some alternative strategies
for addressing the issues.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.2 [Graphics Systems]: I.3.6 [Methodology and
Techniques]: Standards I.3.8 [Applications]: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical User Interfaces, Natural Language
J.2 [Archeology]:

1. Introduction
The application of Information Technology to Cultural Heritage (CH) poses many unique challenges. Visualisation,
whether as a tool for documentation, interpretation or presentation of CH information, is an area particularly challenging as it aims to incorporate an extremely diverse and
extended set of knowledge and data definitions from this
discipline. Where other disciplines may use Visualisation
without thought to the explicit or implicit logic or semantic behind a visualisation or how it will be perceived, CH
benefits strongly from a more variable approach to the structures and techniques used during production. Moreover, CH
requries levels of accountability in accuracy and providence
of its visualisations that other disciplines may ignore. Virtual
environments are commonly used for presentation of CH information, such as archaeological sites, historical cities or
reconstructed artefacts. The production of these virtual environments may rely on data of many different types and
source, such as from original site photography or sampling,
previous documentation, or articially produced data, using
modelling software or handmodelled according to the needs

of the visualisation. It is intended that all these techniques
interoperate efficiently and transparently in order to allow
non-IT professionals to focus on the content creation of a
CH experience rather than on the technology used; as it
stands, most CH visitor experiences rely on handcrafted content [GCP04, CSA04, LB04], which usually require experienced graphic professionals to build and tune the interactive
virtual environment for their target audience. Where visualisation for other disciplines don’t necessarily require semantic data to be embedded into the modelling structures
used during visualisation, this type of data has tremendous
influence in bringing the full potential of visualisation to CH.
Therein lies a great challenge to visualisation for CH. Where
many CH projects are able to produce data and structures
modelling their particular visualisation needs, it is the integration of projects that gives the greatest potential for visualisation in CH. It is in the interest of the discipline at large
to recognise some of the fundamental issues concerning the
integration of structures and techniques that allow the reuse
and re-examination in the future, and give greater control
over their selection and use in future projects. An example of
such a project might be the virtual reconstruction and visu-
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alisation of the Royal Pavilion in Brighton. Built as a palace
for the Prince of Wales between 1787-1821, the Royal Pavilion is a building with varying amounts of detail in its construction, both of its interior and exterior. There are a great
many different techniques that could be used to construct a
geometric structure of this nature, however, such a building
would benefit strongly from many different types of model
structuring and rendering techniques, both for real time rendering and pre-rendered visualisation. As a man-made structure, it contains many simple architectural premises upon
which many of the details are applied, some in great number. Where no single modelling techniques would be ideal, a
hybrid approach is suggested. Such an approach might make
use of the best techniques for modelling particular features,
for example,
1. The core geometries of the building using architectural
plans, the minarets using the Geometric Modelling Language [GML],
2. unique objects such as the Dragon in the Music Room to
be modelled by hand using modelling software such as
Blender [BLE],
3. Photogrammetry based scanning of architectural features
[VvG06].
Whilst each of these techniques produce geometry to be integrated into a CH scene, different considerations can be taken
for each technique for rendering, both for pre-rendered visualisation, where the emphasis is upon realism and optimum
quality, to real-time rendering, where interactive speeds are
required and specialist techniques can make good use of semantic scene data for optimisation. Each representation of

will have its’ own qualities such as accuracy, its’ own digital and technical considerations. It is not the intention of this
paper to dictate the best way to integrate multiple types of
representation within a CH scene, but to raise awareness of
the need to take steps to make this type of integration possible.
2. Technology Integration Framework
For present purposes we assume that a significant part of
the virtual heritage content is typified by considering digital
representations of architectural sites (towns and cities composed of buildings and houses with a distinctive historical
style) along with digital representations of historical objects,
including those discovered by archaeologists on excavations.
Other digital representations, such as virtual avatars, flora
and fauna could be used to add realism to the scene and portray more effectively the historical context of a place, building or object. In addition, semantic technologies allow the
addition of interactivity to the environment with users interrogating the system through the use of tailored intuitive
natural language interactions. The engineering processes to
build such an application are roughly as follows (see figure
2):

Figure 2: Framework for the creation of a virtual CH environment
1. The raw data is digitally captured and processed,
2. The virtual environment is assembled
3. The user interfaces, dynamic behaviours and interactivity
are added and the experience scripted; and,
4. The user navigates, views and interrogates the environment

Figure 1: Illustration of hybrid model of Brighton Royal
Pavillion
CH, whether from original source or artificially produced,

These activities are normally iterated with prototyping and
usability studies. The efficient integration of the technologies used is essential for effective operations. To better understand integration issues, we selected a number of tools
and used them to capture one of the sections of the Brighton
Pavilion to assemble an interactive visualisation.
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2.1. Capturing semantic data for 3D CH objects
In order to enhance CH environments, semantic information
needs to be linked in, for example, on the style, material
and history of its construction. This can be encoded using
standardised ontologies so that meaningful relationships between graphical components and other data can be captured.
Most CH archives have been constructed using proprietary
formats, which impede interoperability without standardized
concepts and structures. The International Council of Museums Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC-CRM) [CC] is
a new ontology standard developed for documenting artefacts within the museum and gallery domain. CIDOC-CRM
structures can be implemented over traditional database systems, with application concepts specified precisely, using a,
domain-specific vocabulary thesaurus. By standardising on
conceptual structure with embedded semantics, such knowledge bases allow inference and automated reasoning, enabling intelligent interaction in an experience.
3. Assembling the virtual environment and adding
interactivity
Once the digital content has been created, it needs to be integrated with the scene description, the dynamic behaviour of
the objects and the user interaction via input devices. CH interactive environments have normally been handcrafted using device-independent graphics libraries (e.g. OpenGL) or
scene graph based libraries (e.g. OpenSG, OpenScenegraph,
Performer or Inventor). Although this affords a great degree
of freedom, it requires experienced graphic professionals as
developers. As a consequence museum curators or other CH
professionals who may not have this experience, are unable
to participate fully and the development focus can be diverted from creativity to technology. In the absence of tools
focused on the CH application domain we suggest the open
source scenegraph system OpenSG [Opec] to handcraft the
experience, which requires translation of the graphic content
to meshes, since application specific data types are unavailable. The first stage of integration is to translate the content
from the original applications to a format that could be integrated by OpenSG. Almost all digital content creation applications rely on proprietary data formats that either cannot be
reused by other applications at all or can only be reused by
hand crafting modifications to the files, which can both be
inefficient, inaccurate, time consuming and difficult to document changes. Although, most packages offer translators
to other formats, there is still a lack of common standards
for exchanging data, such as generalised scene topology, individual models and behavioural mechanisms, as well as offering flexibility for custom components. As an example, we
found applications using incompatible versions of VRML,
even though X3D supplanted it some years ago. This meant
that everything tends to be reduced to the lowest common
denominator. This data exchange problem has a direct impact on those applications that use data formats that store
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environmental and application specific data, such as information about the scene or the objects. The lack of integration becomes more evident as we try to take advantage of
the capabilities of individual applications. The potential of
GML, for example, is based on the way it encodes the geometric information. However, there is no standard way to
integrate this format in an interactive experience along with
objects in other formats particularly where those objects are
conjoined geometrically, as interfaces are not defined to their
common properties. The complexity of the integration of
content and/or functionality when assembling an interactive
environment is, in our opinion, due to the nature of the area
(in particular the unique or rare opportunities to digitize fragile objects or environments) and partly related to the software development cycle that most projects follow. Hence,
different technologies, such as data capture or image based
modelling techniques, are designed and developed with the
intention to be self contained applications. Only rarely are
they designed to interface with other types of applications,
such as applications to assemble and visualise virtual environments. In addition the opportunities to digitse CH data
or artefacts are severely limited (if not "one-off") and data,
once captured is expected to be preserved and re-used.
4. Visualisation of the 3D virtual CH environment
Once the CH interactive application has been assembled
users can explore it, interacting with objects including buildings, artefacts and avatars. The user could explore the model
and click on features of interest to obtain more information (see figure 1). The number of large meshes produced
in assembling the multiple sources, proved to be an obstacle when rendering the complete scene. This highlighted the
need to use application specific representations to allow efficient rendering with encoded information within the 3D
object, both to identify the most efficient mechanism and
to link to other domain specific information. Whilst a virtual environment can be created by integrating 3D objects
from low-level capture methods to assemble the scene, low
level interoperability is not a sufficient for realtime applications. Many of the content creation applications, especially research tools, rely on custom modelling, using particular techniques, geometry or pieces of a scenegraph. Whilst
these can be packaged in serial representations the real benefits are only felt when the interactive manipulations of the
environment can be accomplished using the special purpose data structures. There are thus two types of integration and standardisation required - serialised data exchange
and runtime object manipulation. The need for standards for
these two areas has been recognised for about 30 years (e.g.
CGM and CGI - [AB88, AD90]). The previous section highlighted the need for common guidelines and recommendations on the use and/or adaptation of general purpose standards for serialised data exchange for both geometric and
other knowledge about objects. Application Specific Profiles (ASPs) would allow a standard for categorising specific
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objects assembled into a CH virtual environment (e.g. museum objects, buildings in a city, avatars). The ASP approach
could be applied to runtime object exchange protocols and
protocols for interfacing with other functionalities, such as
natural language technologies. Some of the standards that
might address these needs are considered below.
4.1. General purpose standards for serialised CH data
exchange
Serialised data exchange are a linear traversal of internal data
structures and raw data encoded in computer-readable, and
sometimes human-readable, form. Standards enable integration by allowing successful reuse of data and sub-systems.
By standardising data exchange formats for 3D objects, data
files from unspecified sources can be interpreted to build
data structures for use applications for which the original
data was not envisaged. This ability is fundamental for CH
data where conservation of data well beyond the lifetime
of current systems is essential. Currently, X3D (succeeding
the earlier VRML) and COLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity) are two popular standards for encoding 3D
objects into common formats for sharing between applications. COLLADA is increasingly used in 3D content creation whilst X3D has particular legacy value and familiarity
in the field. Both formats can encode a scene using an XML
syntax. Some of their main differences are:
• X3D (Web3D Consortium 2006) is an ISO standard, while
COLLADA was originally established by Sony and then
adopted by other main players in the gaming industry.
These will have an effect on which applications will take
advantage of these formats as they are being directly supported by the tool vendors.
• COLLADA is designed as an interchange format, while
X3D is designed as a content deployment format, targeting web type applications.
These types of standard allow the transfer of text based files
over http and other non-binary protocols and thus allowing
easier transfer of data across networks, although there are
potential versioning issues and extra processing to serialise
and deserialise data structures. Also, at runtime, real time
modelling and rendering techniques may require different
data structures than those implied by simply reflecting the
structure of the serialised data.
4.2. Application Specific Profiles (ASPs) for the CH
application domain
Often efficient modelling and rendering of domain specific
3D objects have to be closely coupled. As an example,
in [MVcSL05] new techniques for recording and presenting coins were developed. These techniques would be ripe
for integration into a CH experience, but use specially developed modelling and rendering techniques which would
not be a native part of a scenegraph such as OpenSG. An

agreed set of ASPs would allow developers to go beyond
the generalised standardisation and use application specific
constructs. ASPs for the CH domain could consist of two
parts: firstly, an abstract data layer including original source
data, a unique Digital Object Identifier (DOI), and other
metadata. This data corresponds to the abstract functionality of a "class" of object. A second, implementation layer
would map or bind the abstract into common implementation environments such as OpenSG. The underlying implementation would allow custom algorithms for development of new techniques and experimentation whihc implemented the specification as defined. The domain knowledge
embedded in ASPs can be used to optimise both at runtime
and in the assembly of the virtual environment. These optimisations could include precognition of possible scenarios
for user interaction, optimisation for rendering, behaviour
of avatars, and other types of intelligent content delivery.
ASPs also allow the specification of fallback mechanisms for
system behaviour, whether due to system specifications or
user requirements, such as accessibility requirements. Optimisations for particular object types could be developed and
agreed to produce ASPs based on project experience and, as
a natural extension, a centralised registration body for both
object representation and implementation mechanisms could
be developed. The organisation of these profiles will enable
the standardisation of digital representation of objects in CH,
which in turn will lead to the standardisation in development
of content creation tools, facilitating greatly the production
pipeline of CH experiences based on properly curated digital objects. In addition, format standards, such as X3D and
COLLADA will facilitate the flow of data between the development tools, supporting the Application Profiles, although
custom data will be required to be preserved under format
conversions as part of the ASP. A further consideration may
be whether to extend standards such as COLLADA to explicitly include this information, or simply use the standard
user defined data fields with restrictions.
4.3. Protocols for runtime object exchange
In order to take advantage of optimisation and other modelling and rendering mechanisms at runtime, internal data
structures can be traded between processes or between a process and a runtime library using data structures common to
both. Examples include any Windows-based C++ application using DLLs and using a standard data currency. The requirement for this is the use of a standard library of objects
and access between them, such as C++/ Windows DLLs, and
an API such as OpenSG as a trade mechanism. This will
provide the advantage of very fast memory transfer of objects, meaning that runtime modelling could be farmed to
specific algorithms in externally developed software modules. However, the disadvantages would be that developers
will be forced to conform to an interface API and that the exchange must take place within the same system environment,
as well as it would not be possible to save data exchange ex-
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plicitly for future reference. Figure 3 shows the use of 3rd
party modelling processes communicating with runtime objects. In this case, the 3rd party processes will require the use
of a standard API as a data currency to quickly trade data
with the main User Agent or viewer at runtime. This will allow the encapsulation of algorithms within the separate process to be used for runtime modelling, such as pieces of the
scenegraph itself. Both serialised and runtime objects have

2.

3.

4.
Figure 3: Runtime object exchange
their place within a common framework that is both flexible
and data driven, in combination with Application Profiles.
Use of custom components is dictated by the interface definitions made publicly available. So where individual specialists may develop unique techniques for modelling and
storing different types of data, their research would not be
locked into their own application framework, but instead allowed different pieces to be developed concurrently, whether
the aspect be 3D geometric representation, rendering techniques, or other types of content.
5. Conclusions
The paper presents several issues with our current development cycles of interactive experiences, not only for the CH
application area, but for many others. Although, some of
these issues are commonly being experienced by developers, a thorough analysis is presented in order to draw useful
conclusions and recommendations from them.
1. In the CH domain, access will be limited so the opportunity to create digital representations may occur rarely
(due to the unwillingness of curators to make fragile objects available for digitisation) or unique (for example
due to the destruction of a unique archaeological site
during excavation). Since the access to create new digital representations is precious it is inevitable that data

5.
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from old digitisations will need to be used where available and fully integrated into the experiences even where
the potential quality of a new digitisation would be vastly
preferable. This, inevitability of future reuse, applies as
much to new digitisations undertaken now as to those that
were done a long time ago. The implication is that new
digitisations should be established such that the provenance of the digitisation process accompanies the digital
artefact so that the tools, accuracy and subsequent manipulations of the data describing the digital artefact are not
lost with time.
At the level of creating and assembling the virtual environment it is essential that the systems are capable of
integrating several data formats. These will arise for a
variety of reasons that are independent of the CH field
- for example because different representations are most
appropriate for different geometric data types and require
specific manipulation techniques. However there are also
compelling reasons for the inevitability of this requirement arising specifically in the context of CH.
At the level of visualising virtual environment, current
tools are not taking advantage of rendering and modelling
optimisation techniques as there is not a common framework for serialised and runtime data exchange.
There are two different types of requirement for additional data commonly stored in fields reserved for application data in file formats. The first applies to allow individual digital artefacts to cohabit a virtual space but be
compatible to some degree. The second is required to allow the integration or linkage of non graphical metadata
with the representation of the visible aspects of objects.
Many of the operations of assembling disparate sources
of data turn out to be non-commutative and or irreversible. Thus the association with particular elements
of metadata may be maintained as an object is translated from form to another for inclusion in the integrated
scenes. However subsequent alterations whether in the
unified environment or via additional editing of the original digital artefact will need to be propagated through the
manipulations that were applied to the original artefact.

The situation might be improved through adoption of standards and protocols based on widely available technologies,
both for serialised data exchange and runtime object exchange. Furthermore, the adoption of Application Profiles
for the CH domain could provide a common framework for
embedding metadata to individual or groups of objects via
common linkage techniques - e.g. url’s or Digital Object
Identifiers (DOI’s).
6. Further Work
In order to overcome some of the integration problems described in the paper, further research work will be conducted
on the analysis and design of a common method of registering common Application Profiles, for open source implementation documentation, and simplified extension as well
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as maintenance as new techniques are developed. For example, the development of unique OpenSG modules to allow
the representation of artefacts as best developed by experts
in the field. In addition, where 3D standards exist for storing specific types of data, their usage will involve a detailed
analysis of the best mechanism for adoption in order to allow the many types of representation to be referenced for
use within a single environment. This includes the provenance of data, trace-ability and application-specific identifiers to account for data, ensure its reliability and track its
progress through original source to storage, analysis and presentation. The design of complementary set of interfaces for
the transfer of data at runtime will be based on a common
set of functionality, to allow interoperability of virtual environment components, such as Natural Language Interfaces.
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Abstract
The objective of the proposed application is the development of an interactive system for the presentation and
simulation of Ancient Greek Technology works with the use of advanced virtual reality and computer vision technologies. The system consists of the haptic interaction module, gesture recognition algorithms, software agents
simulating ancient Greek technology mechanisms and the scenario-authoring tool. The components of the system
are integrated together through the APEIRO core simulation support unit. Extended evaluation of the system has
been performed with visitors of the Science Center and Technology Museum of Thessaloniki.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.1 [Information interfaces and presentation]: Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities, I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications D.2.6 [Software Engineering]:
Interactive environments

1. Introduction
A recent trend of museums and exhibitions of Ancient Greek
Technology is the use of advanced multimedia and virtual
reality technologies for improving the educational potential
of their exhibitions [Ili02, Mal78, Mal79].
In [LS03] the authors utilize augmented reality technology to present an archaeological site. They use a scaled
model of the roman "Heindentor" with virtual overlays that
provide the visitor with additional information about the exhibit. An attempt to visually enhance archaeological walkthroughs through the use of various visualization techniques
is presented in [GPC03]. A collaborative virtual environment system to navigate to a virtual historical city is presented in [BP01]. Authors of [SDP00] present a variety of
specialized hardware used in order to create interactive virtual spaces for museums or other cultural exhibitions. These
include interfaces for navigation in large scale virtual spaces
in museums utilizing new techniques in order to virtually
enlarge and augment the exhibit surface.
The aforementioned examples show that museum exhibitions tend to be more and more interactive. Following this
direction, the Thessaloniki Science Centre and Technology
Museum (http://www.tmth.edu.gr/), has created representa-

tions of ancient Greek technology in the form of smalllength video films in a PC, so that the visitor can comprehend exactly the operation of specific exhibits and observe
their use in their initial operation environment. In a virtual
representation enriched with narration, the visitor is provided with a very pleasant educational environment, where
he/she can potentially achieve familiarization with the exhibit and in this manner obtain educational benefits.
Even if the acceptance of these applications by the museum visitors is considered to be high, there is a clear need
for more realistic presentations that should be able to offer
to the user the capability of interacting with the simulation,
achieving in this way enhanced educational / pedagogical
benefits.
Furthermore, from the technological point of view, interactivity is recently focused on haptic interfaces used in a
large variety of applications. Such applications include blind
and visually impaired users accessing information presented
in 3D [TNF∗ 04], engineers performing assembly planing
[NFT03] and students learning geometry [NFTS04] via the
use of virtual reality environments (VEs).
The proposed paper presents the evolution of the application presented in [NTMS] as well as results of the evaluation
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procedure. The application aims to contribute to the development of a new perception of the modern era needs, by
making reference to the technology evolution, demonstrating Ancient Greek Technology works, presenting their evolution in time and linking this evolution with corresponding
individual and social needs. The objective of the proposed
application is the development of new techniques for the
simulation of Ancient Greek Technology works, with the use
of advanced virtual reality technologies and user-simulation
interaction. The main goal is to enhance the realistic simulation and demonstration of these technology works and
to present the educational/pedagogical use and the continuously development of each technology work.
In order to achieve these objectives haptic interaction
mechanisms and a gesture recognition system were implemented in a virtual environment platform. The user is allowed to interact with ancient technology mechanisms in the
virtual environment either by constructing or using them via
the proposed haptic interface or by selecting options using
the gesture recognition system. In order to provide real time
haptic feedback to the user a novel collision detection algorithm is used, based on superquadrics, for detecting collision
between the hand and scene objects.
The paper is organized as follows. The interaction system
is presented in Section 2. The authoring tool is presented
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the novel haptic rendering scheme while Section 5 presents the evaluation scenarios
and Section 6 analyzes the evaluation procedure. Finally the
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2.1. APEIRO core simulation unit
The APEIRO core simulation unit supports data input and
output, controls the simulation agents and opens and saves
scenario files. This unit does not implement the connection
to the peripheral devices but receives the input data through
the Haptic Interaction System. Thus, changing the virtual
reality hardware components used in the application does
not affect the core simulation support unit. The core simulation support unit controls the data flow between the software
components and is actually used to integrate all the components that constitute the APEIRO platform. [NTMS]
2.2. Intelligent agents
Another important part of the proposed application are the
mechanism simulation agents The agents are used in order
to enable the usage of the ancient technological works in a
more realistic way. There are five types of agents created in
order to support the scenarios: the ’Move agent’, the ’Rotate
agent’, the ’Scale agent’, the ’Trigger agent’ and the ’Snap
agent’. [NTMS]
The first three agents apply constrains to the movement of
the objects while the trigger agent enables or disables specific actions and the snap agent enables assembling components in order to construct a mechanism. Each of the agents
gets a transformation matrix as input (which includes positioning rotation and scaling information), a speed vector, an
angular speed and the maximum and minimum allowed values.
2.3. Haptic interaction system (HIS)

2. Interaction System
The main components of the interaction system are:
• The APEIRO core simulation support unit, which is the
main unit of the application and integrates all other units.
• Adjustable software agents simulating ancient Greek
technology mechanisms. Intelligent software agents that
adapt the simulation response on the input from haptic interaction and gesture recognition modules.
• A haptic interaction system which includes subsystems
for handling user-simulation interaction via the use of virtual reality devices (wireless trackers, force feedback haptic virtual reality devices, etc.).
• Gesture recognition algorithms based on depth information for natural user interaction with the virtual environment. For the development of this particular application
an innovative 3-D camera was used to acquire the information corresponding to hand gestures.
• A multimedia database supporting the efficient storage
of the educational / entertainment scenarios.
• Educational / entertainment scenarios for the simulation and demonstration of ancient Greek technologies.

The haptic interaction system (HIS) of APEIRO is responsible for the communication with the motion trackers and
the haptic devices. It enables connection of the APEIRO
core unit with the CyberGlove, CyberGrasp and CyberTouch
devices and the wireless Motionstar tracker. The system is
responsible for receiving, preprocessing and sending to the
core unit the data from the devices. HIS is also responsible to
perform the collision detection between the hand and the objects in the Virtual Environment, calculating the force feedback and sending the appropriate data back to the devices.
The collision detection algorithm that is used in APEIRO
must be very fast in order to respond in real-time and with
high accuracy. In order to achieve this, a novel approach is
followed in the proposed system, where the virtual hand is
modelled using superquadrics [SB90]. Collision detection
is performed in real-time, based on the analytical implicit
formula of the superquadric, as will be shown in the sequel. [NTMS]
2.4. Gesture recognition
A system for the real-time recognition of hand gestures from
3D data was developed. The system is robust against orien-
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tation of the user body, background and illumination. Several 3D image analysis algorithms were developed: segmentation of the body from the background, segmentation of the
arm from the body, segmentation of the hand from the arm,
measurement of 3D position, volume and orientation of the
hand. The sequence of 3D measurements was subsequently
used as input to a tracking system capable of mapping these
measurements to application specific actions. [NTMS]
The segmentation of the subject’s arms is achieved by
means of a hierarchical un-supervised clustering procedure
[MAS02]. This is based on the observation that the various
parts of the body, such as the arms, torso and head, form
compact 3D clusters in space. Classification algorithms are
prone to rigid transformations of the input pattern. In our
case all input patterns are transformed to a canonical frame.
Availability of 3D information leads to efficient estimation
of the orientation of the hand, making the second approach
more appropriate.
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the next step in the scenario depending on the actions of the
user.
4. Haptic rendering
In the context of the presented framework a novel haptic
rendering scheme was developed that is integrated with the
superquadric-based collision detector of [NTMS]. Its main
aspects are presented in the following.
Consider that point P is detected to lie inside a superquadric as illustrated in Figure 1.

Finally, a multimedia content dataset exists for each scenario, which includes one or more of the following: video,
images, sound and description of the scenarios.
3. Authoring Tool
In order to support the extensibility of the proposed system
an authoring tool was created that provides a user friendly
environment to the expert user in order to manipulate all the
necessary data in order to create an educational scenario
This is a very powerful and extensible authoring tool for
the creation of ancient Greek technology presentation scenarios to be simulated by the application. The tool provides:
a) functionalities for the composition of 3D simulations, b)
capability of connecting with the interactivity support applications (using either VR devices or gesture recognition), c)
capability of parameterizing the intelligent software agents
that simulate the functionality of parts (or the whole) of Ancient Greek mechanisms, d) capability of composing, processing and storing scenarios, e) integration of various scenarios and the possibility to save in a new scenario and f)
capability of modifying haptic parameters of the objects.
The authoring tool allows the user to create and modify
educational scenarios that can be imported in the APEIRO
platform. The expected complexity of the scenario files, lead
to the adoption of X3D standard as the scenario format, in
order to be able to create more realistic applications. Information that cannot be supported directly from the X3D format is stored as a meta tag of the X3D scenario file. The
tool allows the user to select virtual reality agents, associate
them with objects in the scene, insert and modify their parameters and provide constrains to them. Each scenario may
contain one or more steps. The objects may have different
characteristics and associations in each step according to the
scenario needs. The author can control the flow of a scenario
using simple arithmetic rules (i.e. <, >, =) in order to trigger

Figure 1: Force feedback evaluation
P
represent the distance of point P from the
Let also SSQ
superquadric, which corresponds to point PSQ on the superquadric surface, i.e. PSQ is the projection of P onto the
superquadric. The amplitude of the force fed onto the haptic
devices is obtained using a simple spring model as illustrated
in Figure 1. In particular:
P
F = k · SSQ

where k is the stiffness of the spring. The rest length of
the spring is set to zero so that it tends to bring point P onto
the superquadric surface.
The direction of the force feedback is evaluated in most
state-of-the-art approaches using the triangulated mesh of
the objects. In particular, it is set to be perpendicular to the
triangle, for which collision has detected. This approach is
not only computationally intensive, but also results in nonrealistic non-continuous forces at the surface element boundaries. In the present framework the already obtained superquadric approximation is used in order to rapidly evaluate the force direction. More precisely, the direction of the
force feedback is set to be perpendicular to the superquadric
surface at point PSQ . In particular if:
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is the parametric definition of the superquadric, the normal vector is defined at point r (η, ω) as the cross product of
the tangent vectors along the coordinate curves.
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Figure 3: The ancient village.

where
s (η, ω) = −a1 a2 a3 ε1 ε2 sinε1 −1 η· cos2ε1 −1 η · sinε2 −1 ω· cosε2 −1 ω

If several points lie inside the superquadric, the force fed
to the haptic device is the average force of all penetrating
points. Thus, the force feedback is obtained using the following equation.
F=

k
N

N

n (η , ω )

i i
P
∑ SSQ
n (ηi , ωi )
i

i=1

The CyberGrasp provides feedback only along the perpendicular direction to the user’s fingers as illustrated in Figure 2.
Thus, if n f is the perpendicular direction to a finger, the
effective force, Fe f f , fed onto the haptic device is:
Fe f f = F, n f · n f

Figure 2: Force feedback for the CyberGrasp

5. Scenarios
5.1. Integration scenario: "The Ancient village".
The Ancient village shown in Figure 3 allows the user to
select the desired scenario. The user can select the scenario
by clicking on a sign with the mouse or by touching the sign
with his/her index finger.

Figure 4: Archimedes screw pump.

5.2. Pumps
Two pumps are simulated using the application the
Archimedes screw pump and the Ktisivios pump.
Archimedes screw pump: The Archimedes screw pump is
shown in Figure 4.
The user can either assembly or use the pump. In this scenario the user has to grasp the handle of the pump and rotate
it along the axis in order to pump water from the river. The
level of the water in the pump depends on the angular speed
of the handle. When the speed exceeds an upper limit water
flows of the pump. The assembly scenario is a very simple
scenario where the users can grasp the inner part of the pump
and place it inside the outer cylinder in order to complete the
task. This is used as a first step to get the user acquired with
the application.
Ktisivios pump: The Ktisivios pump is shown in Figure 5.
The assembly scenario is a simple scenario where the user
has to put the inner parts of the pump inside the main body
of the pump and then add the handle on the top.
5.3. Cranes
Single pulley crane: The single pulley crane is shown in Figure 6. The user has to pull a rock in order to construct a wall,
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Figure 6: Single pulley crane.
Figure 5: Ktisivios pump.

using the single pulley crane. To achieve this the user must
grasp the handle that lies on the floor next to the crane and
rotate it. In the right bottom corner the user can see a detail
of the mechanism.
Double pulley crane: The double pulley crane is shown in
Figure 7. The user has to pull a rock in order to construct a
column, using the double pulley crane. The functionality of
this scenario is similar to the single pulley crane. In the right
bottom corner the user can see a detail of the mechanism.
5.4. War machines
Catapult: The catapult is shown in Figure 8. The user must
grasp and pull the handle on the right side of the catapult
in order to wind up the catapult mechanism. Then the user
can throw a rock to destroy the wall by pulling the security
trigger.
Crossbow: The crossbow is shown in Figure 9. The user
must wind up the crossbow mechanism and the throw an arrow by pulling the security trigger.
5.5. Other Ancient works
Sphere of Aiolos: The sphere of Aiolos is shown in Figure 10. The user can either construct or use the mechanism.
The assembly scenario is a very simple one. The user must
put the sphere on the top of the mechanism. The use scenario the user lights a fire on the under the mechanism and
the sphere starts rotating.
Odometer: The Odometer is shown in Figure 11. The user
can either construct or use the odometer. The side of the
odometer is transparent so that the user can view how it
works. Moreover on the right bottom a secondary view exists
so that the user can see measurement changes.

Figure 7: Double pulley crane.

6. System Evaluation
The evaluation was designed in order to help the qualitative
/ quantitative estimation of:
• The overall usability of the proposed technologies to nonspecialized individuals.
• The extensibility and expansibility of the use of the proposed technologies into other application fields.
• The acceptance of the tools, the user-friendliness and the
points where improvement is needed.
• The easy understanding of hardware.
• The added value produced by the introduction of new interaction techniques in the educational/entertainment procedure of Ancient Technologies simulation.
• The acceptance of the demonstration of the novel interaction technologies by the users.
• The educational value of the applications.
The system has been evaluated in tests with visitors of the
Science Center and Technology Museum of Thessaloniki, in
Greece (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Users practicing the scenarios

The test procedure consisted of two phases: In the first
phase, the users where introduced to the system and they
were asked to use it. During this phase, the users were asked
questions that focused on usability issues and on their interest in participating to each test. The questionnaire used
contained also questions to the test observers, e.g. if the user
performed the task correctly, how long did it take him/her to
perform the task, etc. The second phase was carried out immediately after the tests, using an after tests questionnaire.
Specifically, the users where questioned after finishing all
the tests about general issues such as: (a) the benefits and
limitations that they foresee on this technology, (b) the usability of the system in a museum environment, (c) other
tests and applications or technologies that they would like to
experiment with the APEIRO application, if any, etc.

produce awareness to the major part of the young population
of the country. Specifically, the analysis of the basic characteristics of Ancient Greek Technologies are presented using
virtual reality environments, so that they can become easy
perceptible even in those that are not familiar with the technology. In this way, the platform contributes substantially
in the general effort to promote the knowledge on Ancient
Technologies. This research work is expected to contribute
significantly in the general effort of sensitization and briefing of the public, regarding the Ancient Greek Population.

The system evaluation results have shown that users consider it very innovative and satisfactory in terms of providing
a presentation environment in a real museum. The percentage of the satisfied students was reported to be more than
90%.
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ZKR DUH IDPLOLDU ZLWK DOO NLQG RI UHOHYDQW VWDWHRIWKHDUW
WHFKQRORJ\MRLQWO\KDYHWRZRUNWRJHWKHUZLWKSHUVRQVZKR
DUHDEOHWRIRUPXODWHWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVIURPWKHXVHUVSRLQW
RI YLHZ 7KH UHTXLUHPHQW VSHFLILFDWLRQ WDVN LV IDU IURP
EHLQJWULYLDO2YHUHVWLPDWLRQDVZHOODVXQGHUHVWLPDWLRQRI
WKH SRWHQWLDO RI SDUWLFXODUO\ QHZ WHFKQRORJLHV KDV WR EH
DYRLGHGWKHVDPHKROGVIRUWKHWUHQGWRPLVVWDWHWKHQHHGHG
TXDOLW\ RI WKH UHVXOWV WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI GLIIHUHQW
WHFKQRORJLHV KDV WR EH GHVLJQHG LQ DQ DSSURSULDWH ZD\
ILQDQFLDODQGKXPDQUHVRXUFHIDFWRUVKDYHWREHREVHUYHG
DQGVRIRUWK
,QWKLVFRQWH[WWKHSDSHUSDUWLFXODUO\GLVFXVVHVWKHXVHRI
K\EULG UHFRUGLQJ WHFKQLTXHV IRU WKH GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI
FXOWXUDOKHULWDJHREMHFWV&UHGLWLVJLYHQWRWKHSURJUHVVRI
WHFKQRORJ\DVZHOODVWRWKHVHOHFWLRQRIIHDVLEOHPHDVXULQJ
HTXLSPHQW GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV RI VSHFLILF
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ WDVNV 6SHFLDO DWWHQWLRQ LV JLYHQ WR WKH XVH
RI KLJK UHVROXWLRQ LPDJHV SDUWLFXODUO\ LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI
GLJLWDO VWHUHR PRGHOV ZLWKLQ SKRWRJUDPPHWULF SURFHVVLQJ
SURFHGXUHV 7KLV WHFKQRORJ\ LQ PDQ\ FDVHV LV D FRVW
HIIHFWLYH DOWHUQDWLYH DV FRPSDUHG WR FRPSOHWH ' PRGHO
JHQHUDWLRQRIFRPSOH[VKDSHGREMHFWV
%HVW SUDFWLFH FDVH VWXGLHV DUH GHDOLQJ ZLWK VHYHUDO
ORFDWLRQV LQ *HUPDQ\ OLNH WKH FLW\ RI 7ULHU ZLWK LWV 3RUWD
1LJUD D URPDQ FLW\ JDWH DQG WKH FLW\ RI .DVVHO ZLWK LWV
+HUNXOHV PRQXPHQW 7KH GHVFULEHG PHWKRGV FRYHU WKH
ZLGH ILHOG RI PDQ\ WHFKQLTXHV ZKLFK DUH QRZDGD\V
DYDLODEOHOLNH'ODVHUVFDQQLQJKLJKUHVROXWLRQWH[WXUHG
OLJKW VFDQQLQJ XVH RI WRWDO VWDWLRQV DSSOLFDWLRQ RI GLJLWDO
DQG DQDO\WLFDO SKRWRJUDPPHWULF PHWKRGV DQG KLJK
UHVROXWLRQGLJLWDOVXUIDFHLPDJHSURFHVVLQJDOORIWKHPLQ
FRPELQDWLRQ ZLWK WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO PDQXDO LQVSHFWLRQ DQG
HYDOXDWLRQPHWKRGVRIWKHREMHFWVWKHPVHOYHV
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*XHUQLHUR
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KLJK FRSSHU VWDWXH RI WKH DQWLTXH KHUR +HUNXOHV UHSRVLQJ
RQ D S\UDPLG RQ WRS RI WKH RFWDJRQ VKDSHG FDVWOH 7KH
EDVDOWWXII ZKLFK ZDV XVHG DV EXLOGLQJ PDWHULDO ZDV
GHVFHQGHG IURP UHJLRQDO TXDUULHV DQG KDV VXIIHUHG IURP
ZHDWKHUFRQGLWLRQVWKURXJKRXWWKH\HDUV2ZLQJWRWKLVD
EDVLF UHPHGLDWLRQ ZDV GHFLGHG E\ WKH UHVSRQVLEOH
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQGHSDUWPHQW

7HFKQRORJLHV
7KH FDWFKZRUGV VXUURXQGLQJ WKH WHUP RI PHWURORJ\ DW
WKHSUHVHUYDWLRQRIKLVWRULFDOPRQXPHQWVFDQEHGHVFULEHG
E\PDQXDOLQVSHFWLRQWDFKHRPHWU\'ODVHUVFDQQLQJDQG
VWHUHRSKRWRJUDPPHWU\:LWKUHJDUGWRWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVRI
DQH[SHUWIRUWKHSUHVHUYDWLRQRIPRQXPHQWVEXWEHLQJQRW
IDPLOLDU ZLWK WKH ILHOG RI PHWURORJ\ WKH PRVW FRPPRQ
GHPDQGV DUH DLPLQJ DW D VLPSOLILFDWLRQ RI WKH PHDVXULQJ
WHFKQLTXHV 7KH PLOOLRQV RI ' ODVHU VFDQQHU SRLQWV RI D
UHFRUGHG REMHFW DUH RIWHQ GHVFULEHG E\ DQ RYHUFKDUJH RI
LQIRUPDWLRQ 7KHUHE\ LW KDV WR EH SDLG DWWHQWLRQ WKDW WKH
GHVLUHG VLPSOLILFDWLRQ RI GDWD FDSWXULQJ DQG SURFHHGLQJ
GRHVQRWOHDGWRDORVVRIFULWLFDOREMHFWLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDQ
DSSDUHQW XVHOHVVQHVV RI WKH GDWD DV ZHOO DV WKH DSSOLHG
PHWURORJ\
1HYHUWKHOHVV DW WKH YLHZ RI VWHUHR SKRWRJUDPPHWULF
SURFHHGLQJDVLPSOLILHGVWUDWHJ\RIGDWDDVFHUWDLQPHQWDQG
SURFHHGLQJ LV WKLQNDEOH DQG RIWHQ GHPDQGHG IURP WKH
RSHUDWRU¶V YLHZ +HOSIXO LQ WKH WDVN RI UHFRUGLQJ VWHUHR
PRGHOV E\ QRQH[SHUWV FRXOG EH WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI DQ
REMHFW RULHQWHG REVHUYDWLRQ DQG FDSWXULQJ LQVWUXFWLRQ

)LJXUH9LHZRIWKH+HUNXOHVPRQXPHQW
7R ILQG VXLWDEOH PHDQV RI GRFXPHQWDWLRQ IRU WKH
GLIIHUHQW SDUWV RI WKH EXLOGLQJ DQ H[HPSODULO\ D[LV RI WKH
PRQXPHQWZDVSLFNHGRXWWRJHWDIRUPDWLYHLPSUHVVLRQRI
SURFHHGLQJ LQ YLHZ RI WKH ZKROH +HUNXOHV 7KHVH
LQYHVWLJDWLRQV DUH EXLOGLQJ WKH EDVH IRU H[WHQVLYH DQDO\VLV
RI WKH PRQXPHQW DQG WKH FDOO IRU SURSRVDOV IRU WKH
PRQXPHQW¶V UHVWRUDWLRQ 7KH LPDLQ] WKH ,QVWLWXWH IRU
6SDWLDO ,QIRUPDWLRQ DQG 6XUYH\LQJ 7HFKQRORJ\ RI WKH
8QLYHUVLW\ RI $SSOLHG 6FLHQFHV DW 0DLQ] LV FDUU\LQJ RXW
WKH WDVN RI WKH PHWURORJLFDO GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH
LQVWDQFLQJVDPSOH
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,QLWLDOVLWXDWLRQ
7KHLPDLQ]KDVZRUNHGVHYHUDOGD\VRQVLWHDQGDODUJH
EDQGZLGWKRIPHDVXULQJWHFKQLTXHVKDYHEHHQXVHG7RJHW
D VROLG GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH EXLOGLQJ LQ JHRPHWULFDO DQG
LPDJH EDVHG ZD\V DQDORJXH DQG GLJLWDO FORVHUDQJH
SKRWRJUDPPHWU\WDFKHRPHWHUPHDVXUHPHQWVDVZHOODV'
ODVHUVFDQQLQJKDYHEHHQDSSOLHG

GHPDQGHG IRU D SUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH HYDOXDWHG GDWD LQ '
DQG DV D PDWWHU RI IDFW D ORVVOHVV UHGXFWLRQ RI WKH GDWD¶V
WKLUGGLPHQVLRQKDGWREHGRQH
6WHUHRSKRWRJUDPPHWU\

*HRGHWLFREVHUYDWLRQV
:KHQHYHU JHRPHWULFDO FRQWH[WV QHHGV WR EH H[SODLQHG
JHRGHWLF QHWZRUNV DUH EXLOGLQJ D VROLG JURXQGZRUN RI DQ
DGMXVWHG FRRUGLQDWH V\VWHP (YHQ LI KLJK SUHFLVLRQ LV QRW
WKHSRLQWRIYLHZLQFDVHRIWKHSURMHFWVSXUSRVHLWLVVWLOO
RILPSRUWDQFH WKDW DOO PHDVXUHPHQWV DQG REVHUYDWLRQV FDQ
WDNH SODFH LQ WKH VDPH HQYLURQPHQW 7R DFKLHYH WKLV DLP
GLUHFWLRQ REVHUYDWLRQV DQG GLVWDQFH PHDVXUHPHQWV WR
VLJQDOLVHG DQ QDWXUDO PDUNHG SRLQWV ZHUH GRQH E\
WDFKHRPHWHUV :LWK UHJDUG WR WKH FOLHQWV FODLP DQG WKH
IROORZLQJ HYDOXDWLRQ RI WKH DFKLHYHG SUHFLVLRQ WKRVH
PHDVXUHPHQWVZHUHGRQHZLWKRYHUGHWHUPLQDWLRQZKHUHDW
OHDVW HDFK SRLQW ZDV FRQVWLWXWHG E\ WKUHH UD\V 2Q WKH
ZKROHDSUHFLVLRQRIPP VLJPD  ZDVUHDFKHGIRU
DOOGDWXPSRLQWV

)LJXUH3KRWRJUDPPHWULFZRUNDWWKHPRQXPHQW
,Q FDVH RI WKH +HUNXOHV PRQXPHQW RQ KDQG WKH PRVW
FRPPRQSURFHHGLQJRIFORVHUDQJHVWHUHRSKRWRJUDPPHWU\
KDV EHHQ WKH GLJLWDOLVDWLRQ RI MRLQWV IRU ZKLFK PHWULF
DQDORJXH PHGLXP IRUPDW LPDJHV KDYH EHHQ EXLOGLQJ WKH
GDWD EDVLV IRU WKH VWHUHRVFRS\ (VSHFLDOO\ ZLWK UHJDUGV WR
WKH PRQXPHQW¶V GRPHV WKH FDSWXUHG VWHUHR PRGHOV ZHUH
XWLOLVHG LQ DQDO\WLF SORWWHUV DQG DIWHU WKH VWHS RI
GLJLWDOLVDWLRQ WKH KLJK UHVROXWLRQ LPDJHV ZHUH LQWHUSUHWHG
LQGLJLWDOVWHUHRWRROVWRR'XHWRJRRGDFFHVVLELOLW\RIWKH
ZDOO DUHDV DQG WKH IORRU VSDFH RWKHU PHDVXULQJ DQG
GRFXPHQWDWLRQWHFKQLTXHVJRWLQWRDFWLRQ2QWKRVHSDUWVLW
ZDV ZRUNHG FRQYHQWLRQDOO\ E\ PDQXDO LQVSHFWLRQ DQG
HYDOXDWLRQDWWKHREMHFWVVXUIDFH
2QO\ QDWXUDO DQG QRW VLJQDOLVHG SRLQWV ZHUH XVHG DV
SKRWRJUDPPHWULFFRQWUROSRLQWV7KH\ZHUHFRRUGLQDWHGE\
WDFKHRPHWHUPHDVXUHPHQWVWRR

)LJXUH*HRGHWLFREVHUYDWLRQVDWWKHPRQXPHQW
6LJQDOLVLQJ IRU WKHGLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV PHQWLRQHG EHIRUH
LVWKHDULVLQJGDWDDQGWKHFRQVHTXHQWLDOZRUNIORZ:KHUH
SUHVHOHFWHG VLQJOH SRLQWV DUH DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WRWDO VWDWLRQ
PHDVXUHPHQWV FORVHUDQJH SKRWRJUDPPHWU\ DQG ' ODVHU
VFDQQLQJ FRPH XS ZLWK ORWV PRUH RI LQIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH
UHFRUGHG REMHFW %HVLGHV D ORW RI ' SRLQWV WH[WXUH DQG
LQWHQVLW\ YDOXHV DUH GHVFULELQJ WKH UHFRUGHG REMHFW PRUH
OLNHO\
7KLVDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQKDVWREHFDUYHGRXWDQGFDQ
EH RULHQWDWHG WR WKH FXVWRPHUV TXHVWLRQV ,Q FDVH RI WKH
+HUNXOHVSURMHFWWKHIRUPXODWHGUHTXLUHPHQWE\WKHFOLHQW
KDV EHHQ WKH JHRPHWULF GRFXPHQWDWLRQ 2WKHU LPSRUWDQW
WDVNVKDYHEHHQWKHPDSSLQJRIGHIHFWVWKHGHWHUPLQDWLRQ
RI PDVV IRU UHPHGLDWLRQ SXUSRVHV DQG WKH SUHVHQWDWLRQ RI
WKHSRVVLELOLWLHVIRUYLVXDOLVDWLRQRIWKHFROOHFWHGSRLQWGDWD
DQG WKH LPDJHV 6WLOO WKH SURMHFW¶V ZRUNLQJ HQYLURQPHQW

)LJXUH&ROODJHRID'&$'PRGHODQGWKHDVVRFLDWHG
'MRLQWJUDSKLFV
7KH PDSV RI WKH FXUYHG GRPHV RI WKH PRQXPHQW  DUH
SUHVHQWHG LQ ' 7R DFKLHYH D ORVVOHVV JUDSKLFDO
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ D F\OLQGULFDOO\ SURMHFWLRQ WR WKH SODQH ZDV
GRQH DQG DV D UHVXOW WKH GLVSOD\HG MRLQWV DSSHDU ZLWK
HIIHFWLYH OHQJWK 7KH SODQV DUH XVHG IRU PDSSLQJ WKH
GHIHFWV RI WKH EXLOGLQJ¶V PDWHULDO E\ H[SHUWV DQG DUH WKH

)%RRFKV*+HLQ]8+X[KDJHQ+0OOHU'LJLWDO'RFXPHQWDWLRQRI&+2EMHFWVXVLQJK\EULGUHFRUGLQJWHFKQLTXHV

EDVH IRU OHQJWK HYDOXDWLRQ RI MRLQWV ZKLFK ZDV DQ
LPSRUWDQWWDVNLQWKHFRXUVHRIUHVWRUDWLRQ
$QRWKHU DVSHFW KDV EHHQ WKH SKRWRJUDSKLF
GRFXPHQWDWLRQRIVRPHLQWHUHVWLQJSDUWVRIWKHPRQXPHQW
7KHLPDJHVZHUHPDGHLQYLHZRIVWHUHRSKRWRJUDPPHWULF
PHDQV DQG VKDOO VHUYH IRU HYDOXDWLRQ SXUSRVHV RQ WKH SDUW
RI KLVWRULDQV DQG DUFKLWHFWV :LWK WKH KHOS RI WKH PLGGOH
IRUPDW LPDJHV DQG D VXLWDEOH VWHUHRVFRSHV WKRVH JDLQIXO
REVHUYDWLRQVFDQEHGRQHLQDFRPPRQDQGHDV\ZD\
'ODVHUVFDQQLQJ
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SURMHFWVPDLQJRDO1HYHU WKH OHVV WKH FUHDWHG PRGHOV DUH
LQWHQGHG WR EH DSSOLHG DW SXEOLF H[KLELWLRQV DQG
SUHVHQWDWLRQVGXHWRWKHSURMHFWVSXEOLFDJHQGD
+\EULGVROXWLRQV
:LWKWKHDGYDQWDJHVRIERWKWKHVWHUHRSKRWRJUDPPHWU\
DQG ' ODVHU VFDQQLQJ WKH FRPELQDWLRQ LV VXSSRVDEOH DQG
VXUHO\ SURGXFWLYH 7KH DUUDQJHPHQW RI KLJK UHVROXWLRQ
LPDJHVDQGGLJLWDOHOHYDWLRQ PRGHOV ZDV SHUIRUPHG LQ WKH
FRXUVH RI WKH SURMHFW DQG ZDV FRPPHQWHG IHDVLEOH IRU
HYDOXDWLRQDQGSXEOLFUHODWLRQ

$QRWKHU SDUW RI WKH SURMHFW¶V ZRUN LV IRFXVVHG RQ '
ODVHUVFDQQLQJ7KLVWHFKQLTXHZDVEURXJKWLQWRWKHSURMHFW
WR VKRZ WKH SRVVLEOH DELOLWLHV DQG LW ZDV DSSOLHG WR D IHZ
JURWWRV DQG IDFDGHV 7KH FOLHQWV TXHVWLRQV DURXQG WKLV
PHDVXULQJWHFKQLTXHKDYHEHHQRIVDPHQDWXUHDVLQFDVHRI
WKH DSSOLHG VWHUHR SKRWRJUDPPHWU\ ± ILQGLQJ DQ DGRSWHG
ZD\ RI JHQHUDWLQJ ' SORWV RI WKH EXLOGLQJ¶V MRLQWV IRU
HYDOXDWLRQSXUSRVHV
7KH GLJLWDOLVDWLRQ RI VRPH LQWHUHVWLQJ SDUWV RI WKH
PRQXPHQW ZDV GRQH 7KLV ZDV PDGH SRVVLEOH E\ WUHDWLQJ
WKHSRLQWFORXGGDWDZKLFKZDVLQFOXGLQJLQWHQVLW\YDOXHV
LQXVXDO&$'V\VWHPV7KHGLJLWDOLVDWLRQGHSHQGVRQPDQ\
REMHFW DQG REVHUYDWLRQ SDUDPHWHUV DQG WKH HYDOXDWLRQ LV
PDLQO\ UHOLHG RQ LQWHQVLW\ YDOXHV ZKLFK DUH UHVXOWLQJ RI
VXUIDFH FRORXU DQG VWUXFWXUH ,Q FDVH RI WKH PRQXPHQW¶V
IDFDGHVWKHDYDLODEOHWKLUGGLPHQVLRQRI WKH ODVHU VFDQQHU
SRLQWVHFOLSVHGE\LQFUHDVLQJWKHPRGHO¶VGHQVLW\$SURSHU
UHVXOW FRXOG RQO\ EH DFKLHYHG E\ HYDOXDWLQJ WKH LQWHQVLW\
YDOXHVRIWKHMRLQWV$VWKHFDVHDULVHVWKHHIIHFWRIRXWOLHUV
DQG QRLVH RI PHDVXUHPHQWV VWLOO LV DQ LPSRUWDQW LVVXH
ZKLFKKDVWREHUHYLHZHGDQGHVWLPDWHGFRUUHFWO\

)LJXUH,PDJHWH[WXUHG'IDFDGHPRGHO
1HYHUWKHOHVV WKH FUHDWLRQ RI K\EULG GDWD VHWV GRHV QRW
SURYLGH D VHDPOHVV ZRUNIORZ 6WLOO QRLV\ DQG RXWO\LQJ
PHDVXUHPHQWV RFFXU PRUHRYHU JHRPHWULF DQG UDGLRPHWULF
LPSURYHPHQWV KDYH WR EH GRQH ZKLFK UHTXLUHV WKH XVH RI
VHYHUDO VRIWZDUH WRROV 7KLV DJJUDYDWLRQ FRPSOLFDWHV WKH
GDWDKDQGOLQJDQGEXLOGVDJUHDWEDUULHUIRUQRQH[SHUWV7R
DFKLHYH WKLV WKH FKRLFH ZDV WR SUHVHQW WKH UHVXOWV LQ
FRPPRQYLHZHUVDQGGDWDIRUPDWVOLNH';)DQG950/
7KH3RUWD1LJUD7ULHU

)LJXUH%DVLF'VXUIDFHPRGHORIDJURWWR
,QDGGLWLRQVXUIDFHPRGHOOLQJRIWKHODVHUVFDQQHUGDWD
ZDV GRQH DQG WKH SRVVLELOLWLHV RI UHJLVWUDWLRQ DQG SRLQW
FORXG WUHDWPHQW ZLWK UHJDUG WR RXWOLHUV DQG QRLVH ZHUH
VKRZQWRWKHFOLHQW7KHPRGHOOHGFORVHGVXUIDFHVFDQVHUYH
IRU PDVV DQG LQVSHFWLRQ SXUSRVHV EXW GR QRW DFKLHYH WKH

)LJXUH2YHUYLHZRIWKH3RUWD1LJUD:RUOG+HULWDJH
6LWHDW7ULHU*HUPDQ\
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$QRWKHUPRWLYDWLRQRIGHWDLOHGDQDO\VLVFDQEHIRXQGDW
WKH 3RUWD 1LJUD DW 7ULHU*HUPDQ\ ZKHUH VWULFWO\ GHILQHG
SDUWLDOO\ FRPPHUFLDO DLPV RI FLYLO ZRUNV GR QRW VWDQG LQ
IRUHJURXQG,QIDFWWKHDOORFDWLRQRIGLJLWDOGDWDIRUWKHXVH
RI KLVWRULDQV DQG DUFKLWHFWV IRU PHDQV RI FRQVWUXFWLRQ
UHVHDUFK LV WDNLQJ SODFH DQG LW ZDV IRXQG RXW WKDW D
GHWHUPLQHGREMHFWGRFXPHQWDWLRQFDQRQO\EHDFKLHYHGE\
XVLQJVHYHUDOK\EULGXVHGPHDVXULQJWHFKQLTXHV

7KHPHDVXUHPHQW¶VUHVXOWVDUHLQWHQGHGWREHSUHVHQWHG
ZLWKWKHKHOSRIVXLWDEOHDQGHDV\WRXVHVRIWZDUHWRROVIRU
IXUWKHU SURFHVVLQJ E\ H[SHUWV 7KHUHIRUH WKH GLDORJ
EHWZHHQ WKH LQYROYHG IDFXOWLHV DQG WKH VXUYH\LQJ
GHSDUWPHQWDVDGDWDSURYLGHULVSOD\LQJDQLPSRUWDQWUROH
ZLWKLQ WKH SURMHFW VLQFH WKH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI WKH
FRQVWUXFWLRQ SKDVHV DQG WKH PDSSLQJ RI PRUWDU DQG MRLQW
GHIHFWV FDQ RQO\ EH GRQH E\ FROOHDJXHV RI RWKHU
SURIHVVLRQV$VDUHVXOWVXLWDEOHVRIWZDUHWRROVLQYLHZRI
WKH QHHGV RI WKH LQYROYHG GHSDUWPHQWV PHQWLRQHG EHIRUH
DUH VSHFLILHG DQG GHYHORSHG DW ZKLFK D GHILQHG ZRUNIORZ
SDUWLFXODUO\ZLWKUHJDUGWRWKH3RUWD1LJUDLVLQWHQGLQJWKH
REMHFW¶VVWXGLHV
&RQFOXVLRQV

)LJXUH+\EULGGDWDPRGHORISDUWVRIWKH3RUWD1LJUD±
'ODVHUVFDQQLQJFRPELQHGZLWKKLJKUHVROXWLRQLPDJHV
7KH5RPDQFLW\JDWHKDVREWDLQHGDQHQRUPRXVYDULHW\
RI FRQVWUXFWLRQ SKDVHV IURP LWV VXUHO\ LQGXFLQJ KLVWRU\
ZKHUH D ORW RI FRQYHUVLRQV WRRN SODFH )URP WKH RULJLQDO
XVH DV D URPDQ FLW\ JDWH WR WKH WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ WR D
PHGLDHYDO FKXUFK RYHU WR WKH 1DSROHRQLF GHSULYDWLRQ RI
EXLOGLQJPDWHULDOVWRWKHSRLQWRIWRGD\¶V PRQXPHQWDORW
RI VXUYH\V FDQ EH GRQH $FFRUGLQJO\ D ODUJH VSHFWUXP RI
PHDVXULQJ WHFKQLTXHV ZHUH XVHG VR WKDW JHRGHWLF
PHDVXUHPHQWV ' ODVHU VFDQQLQJ GLJLWDO VWHUHR
SKRWRJUDPPHWU\ VWUXFWXUHG OLJKW EDVHG VFDQQLQJ DQG
PDQXDOLQVSHFWLRQVRQVLWHZHUHH[HFXWHG

7KH PDLQFRQFHUQRIWKHSDSHU ZDV WR GHVFULEH KRZ WR
FRPELQH GLIIHUHQW PHDVXULQJ WHFKQLTXHV LQ RUGHU WR
JXDUDQWHH PD[LPXP HIILFLHQF\ LQ WKH DSSURSULDWH SURFHVV
RI FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH REMHFW UHFRUGLQJ 7KH UHFRUGLQJ WDVNV
ZHUH SHUIRUPHG E\ XVLQJ FXUUHQWO\ DYDLODEOH VWDWHRIWKH
DUW WHFKQRORJ\ ZKLOH REVHUYLQJ FDUHIXOO\ WKH VSHFLILF
SURSHUWLHV RI DOO PHWKRGV LQ XVH 7HFKQRORJ\ PD\ DQG
PRVWSUREDEO\ZLOOFKDQJHLQIXWXUHLQWKHVDPH ZD\DVLW
GLGLQWKHSDVW,QWKHVDPHZD\LWFDQEHH[SHFWHGWKDWWKH
WDVNV RI DSSURSULDWH PHWKRG VHOHFWLRQ ZLOO SHUVLVW LQ WKH
IRUHVHHDEOHIXWXUHDVZHOO
5HIHUHQFHV
>%%+@ %g+/(5 : %25'$6 9,&(17 0 +(,1= *
0$5%6 $ 0h//(5 + +LJK 4XDOLW\ 6FDQQLQJ DQG
0RGHOLQJRI0RQXPHQWVDQG$UWLIDFWV3URFHHGLQJVRI
WKH ),* :RUNLQJ :HHN  0D\   $WKHQV
*UHHFH3XEOLVKHGE\),*
>%%<@ %g+/(5 : %25'$6 9,&(17 0 <8/( 3
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>+(,@ +(,1= * &RPELQDWLRQ RI 3KRWRJUDPPHWU\ DQG
HDV\WRXVHQRQPHWULFPHWKRGVIRUWKHGRFXPHQWDWLRQ
RI DUFKDHRORJLFDO H[FDYDWLRQV ,6356 &RPPLVVLRQ 9
6\PSRVLXP &ORVH5DQJH ,PDJLQJ /RQJ5DQJH
9LVLRQ&RUIX*UHHFH
>0$5@ 0$5%6 $ ([SHULHQFHV ZLWK ODVHU VFDQQLQJ DW
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Abstract
While 3-dimensional visualisation methods are now employed in a wide range of humanities contexts to assist in
the research, communication and preservation of cultural heritage, it is increasingly recognized that, to ensure
that such work is intellectually and technically rigorous, and for its potential to be realised, there is a need both
to establish standards responsive to the particular properties of 3D visualisation, and to identify those that it
should share with other methods. Numerous articles, documents, including the AHDS Guides to Good Practice
for CAD (2003) and for Virtual Reality (2003) and initiatives, including the Virtual Archaeology Special Interest
Group (VASIG) and the Cultural Virtual Reality Organisation (CVRO) have underlined the importance of ensuring
that 3D visualisation methods are applied with scholarly rigour, and that the outcomes of visualisation-inclusive
research should accurately convey to users the status of the knowledge that they represent. There remains, however,
a signiﬁcant gap between theory and practice. Last February, therefore, as part of an AHRC-funded project, King’s
Visualisation Lab, King’s College London, convened a Symposium, jointly sponsored by the AHRC ICT Methods
Network and the EU FP6 Network of Excellence, EPOCH, during which over 50 international delegates debated
approaches to the issue of “transparency”. A smaller expert group then debated a discussion document on which
the ﬁrst draft of The London Charter for the use of 3-dimensional visualisation in the research and communication
of cultural heritage was subsequently based. “Cultural heritage” domains here encompass museums, art galleries,
heritage sites, interpretative centres, cultural heritage research institutes, arts and humanities subjects within
higher education institutions, the broader educational sector, and tourism. It is hoped that the Charter, currently in
its ﬁrst draft and being discussed by an international panel of experts, may be adopted as an EU and international
benchmark. The Charter aims to deﬁne the fundamental objectives and principles of the use of 3D visualisation
methods in relation to intellectual integrity, reliability, transparency, documentation, standards, sustainability and
access. It does not aim to prescribe speciﬁc aims or methods, but rather to establish those broad principles for the
use, in research and communication of cultural heritage, of 3D visualisation upon which the intellectual integrity
of such methods and outcomes depend. The Charter attempts to establish principles that are sufﬁciently focussed
to have an impact, but sufﬁciently abstract to remain current as methods and technologies evolve. Therefore, up-todate guideline documents with speciﬁc recommendations about, e.g. technologies, standards, and methodologies,
will be needed at subject community level.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.7 [Standards]:

1. Introduction
The London Charter for the use of 3-dimensional visualisation in the research and communication of cultural heritage
seeks to establish what is required for 3D visualisation to be,
and to be seen to be, as intellectually rigorous and robust as
any other research method.
The initiative has to be seen in the context of what has

become a constant burning issue in 3D visualisation applications to cultural heritage: “transparency”.
Transparency is crucial if such applications are to mature
as a research method and acquire widespread acceptance
within subject communities. In particular, it must be possible for those communities to evaluate the choice of a given
visualisation method, and how it has been applied in a particular case without having to rely exclusively on the “author-
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ity claims” of the author. This applies not only to Cultural
Heritage, but to all those disciplines where 3D visualisation
rightfully belongs as a methodology.
2. The Historical Background
An essay published some years ago [FNRB02] summarized
some of the most important open questions concerning VR
applications in the archaeological domain. In particular, it
dealt with the most challenging one, the credibility and validity of reconstruction models of objects, monuments, sites
or landscapes partially or totally modiﬁed or destroyed, and
virtually reconstructed based on archaeological interpretation. The essay originated from the debate developed during
a symposium taking place at the end of 2000, and summarized a number of issues already represented in publications
within the scientiﬁc community.
This discussion had started reasonably early among scholars. One of the ﬁrst to analyze critically the risks of computer visualisation was Nick Ryan, who published two papers [Rya96] and [RR96] some ten year ago, in which he
pointed out that computer reconstructions need to take into
account alternative possibilities and the varying reliability
of the components of a 3D model. The publication [BFS00]
of Virtual Reality in Archaeology (2000) following the Virtual Reality Festival at CAA98 was more a celebration of
results than a critical appraisal of them, although some authors as Juan Antonio Barcelò, in [Bar00], offer interesting
reﬂections. By then an awareness of the necessity of critically analyzing the impact of computer reconstructions was
rapidly spreading in the scientiﬁc community (e.g. [Nic99],
[GG00]). It was not just a matter of academic debate, because it also involved people active in operations, such as
Maria Roussou, then director of the heritage department at
FHW and in charge of many reconstructions of Greek cities
in Asia Minor. Maria organized and chaired in those years
several symposia (like Medi@terra, 1999, and VAST2001)
where such issues were debated. Her most recent work
[RD03] takes into account visualisation issues pertaining to
heritage reconstructions, suggesting that hyperrealism is not
always the best solution.
In the above cited paper by Frisher, Niccolucci, Ryan
and Barcelò [FNRB02] it was suggested that the interpretive/reconstructive process of model creation consists of
three steps, as in the philological analysis of a text: verify
sources; analyze their reliability; and interpret/integrate data
with the missing parts. The ﬁnal result must show the traces
of this philological work, using signs, perhaps still to be deﬁned in 3D modelling, to denote elements corresponding to
interpolations, additions and conjectures.
Nowadays, determining the credibility of a 3D reconstruction and conveying it to the user has deﬁnitely become a scientiﬁc question and many scholars are aware of its importance. However, there is still much work to do to deﬁne how
this can be achieved.

Credibility is important not only for the academy. For
example, in the Technical Description of the activities of
EPOCH, the EU-funded project on Intelligent Heritage, it
is stated:
Validity: there has been some concern in the heritage community about the validation of computer
reconstructions [. . . ] Reliability can people rely
on what is shown by visual explanations of heritage? How can they distinguish between scientifically valid communication and fantastic, videogame display? [. . . ] important issues as validation
and scientiﬁc annotation of reconstruction models.” This is perhaps the ﬁrst time that such questions are being considered in a EU-funded, technological project. Similar principles are stated
in the German project that reconstructed Troy
“TroiaVR”, created by the University of Tübingen and by ART+COM [JKS03]. Authors deﬁne the methodology of virtual reconstructions as
“based on the same theoretical and methodological principles as an interpretation of archaeological texts”. They state that the “inherent limits of
archaeology become much more apparent in a visualisation than in a text”. Their solution: “To emphasize the difference between actually excavated
remains and free reconstructions, all reconstructions not based on almost complete ground plans
can be switched on and off [. . . ] plans and images shown on the interface screen [. . . ] allow for
comparison between excavated remains and reconstructions.
Although some methods have been proposed to quantify
uncertainty [NH06], or at least to communicate it in a meaningful way, and visual metaphors are available (see for instance [ZCG05] on techniques for the visualisation of uncertainty), guidelines for documenting how such uncertainty
arises and how the modeller devises solutions to overcome
it and arrive at a cohesive proposal for a complete model,
are still missing. This was recently discussed at a workshop at VAST2005 and during a subsequent symposium at
King’s College, London, hosted by King’s Visualisation Lab
(KVL), King’s College, University of London.
In July 2005, KVL commenced a project called “Making Space” to investigate “a methodology for tracking
and documenting the cognitive process in 3-dimensional
visualisation-based research,” funded under the ICT Strategy
Projects scheme of the Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK), and led by Richard Beacham and Hugh Denard.
In the course of this project, Drew Baker proposed the term
“Paradata” to denote the intellectual capital generated during
research, and highlighted that a great deal of the information
essential for the understanding and evaluation of 3D visualisation methods and outcomes is currently being lost.
The project subsequently convened a Symposium and Ex-
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pert Seminar at the British Academy, London and the Centre
for Computing in the Humanities, King’s College London,
from 23-5 February 2006, jointly sponsored by the AHRC
ICT Methods Network and EPOCH. During the two-day
symposium, 50 delegates debated approaches to the issue of
transparency, and on the third day, a smaller group of experts
chaired by Franco Niccolucci, debated which issues and concerns should be addressed in the ﬁrst draft London Charter,
which was subsequently drawn up and circulated by Hugh
Denard..
The Charter initiative builds on the initiatives of several
groupings, such as the CAA Virtual Archaeology Special Interest Group (VASIG), which ﬁrst met in Sweden 2001; and
the Cultural Virtual Reality Organisation (CVRO), launched
at VAST in November 2000 with the above-mentioned paper [FNRB02]. Although now inactive, CVRO was important for having established principles which have deeply inﬂuenced important projects on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean, including EPOCH. In addition, the recommendations
of the AHDS Guides for “Creating and Using Virtual Reality” [FR03] and for CAD [EFHR03], both of which appeared in 2003, have been drawn upon in the Charter initiative, which aims both to establish principles applicable
across a number of domains, and to foster the development
of subject-speciﬁc implementation guidelines. This initiative
is now offered for the attention of the scientiﬁc community.
3. The Scope of the London Charter
The London Charter is not discipline speciﬁc; it aims to
serve the whole range of Arts, Humanities and Cultural Heritage disciplines using 3D visualisation for research and dissemination.
The Draft adopts the format and style of the ICOMOS
ENAME Charter to provide a ready-to-hand language, but
also to facilitate ease of recognition within cultural heritage
contexts.
The Charter adopts a wide deﬁnition of the term “cultural
heritage”,
encompassing all domains of human activity that
are concerned with the understanding and communication of the material and intellectual culture. Such domains include, but are not limited to,
museums, art galleries, heritage sites, interpretative centres, cultural heritage research institutes,
arts and humanities subjects within higher education institutions, the broader educational sector,
and tourism.
It is hoped that the Charter will acquire sufﬁcient standing to
be adopted as an EU and international benchmark and guideline.
The Charter initiative does not aim to propose radical
new proposals, but rather to consolidate major principles
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that have been published by numerous authors, but not yet
fully taken up by the community. This is why the idea of a
“Charter”, rather than another article, seems appropriate, and
why it is important that it should emerge out of, and evolve
through, discussions within its target communities.
The term “Charter” is usually reserved for documents
enouncing principles of very wide generality, as the wellknown Venice Charter on conservation and restoration and
the Florence Charter on historic gardens and landscape
[CHA]; or to documents less well-known than the above,
and not yet adopted as Charters by international institutions
as ICOMOS, but nonetheless of comparable relevance and
importance to the Ename Charter on interpretation [ENA].
The London Charter by contrast, which concerns a research
and communication method, may as yet appear rather limited and circumscribed, and is presently perceived as having
less impact on cultural heritage than the ones quoted above.
However, it is our opinion that what we presently propose
as methodological principles will acquire an increasingly
greater importance in a future in which digital communication and visualisation technologies will pervade every aspect
of culture.
Next, the most important aspects of the London Charter
will be summarized and commented upon.
The current full text of the Charter, which is undergoing a
review process reﬁning its content and formulation, is available as a leaﬂet on request, and may be downloaded from
the Charter web site [LC]. Comments and contributions are
welcome.
4. Principles of the Charter
More fundamental issues underlie what is frequently the presenting problem of transparency; tackling these at the level
of principles, as opposed to on a purely pragmatic level, requires us to think through disciplinary contexts, and how we
formulate and assess the aims, methods and sources of 3D
visualisation-inclusive research and communication operations. Consequently, these form the subject of the ﬁrst three
principles in the ﬁrst draft of the Charter.
4.1. Subject Communities (i.e. disciplinary contexts)
While the London Charter aspires to be “valid across all domains in which 3D visualisation can be applied to cultural
heritage”, nevertheless, different subject areas differ very
greatly in their understandings of what research is, and therefore what research methods such as 3D visualisation ought
to achieve. This imposes strict limits upon the level of detail a cross-subject document can entertain. The draft consequently recommends that, while “subject areas should [. . . ]
adopt and build upon the principles established by this Charter,” (Principle 1) they should also “develop more detailed
principles, standards, recommendations and guidelines to
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ensure that use of 3D visualisation coheres with the aims,
objectives and methods of their domain.” (Section 1.1)
4.2. Ensure Cohesion between Aims and Methods
The draft recognises that “3D visualisation methods and outcomes can be used to address a wide range of research and
communication aims” (Principle 2). It appeared also necessary to establish that it is only one method among many; that
“it should not be assumed that 3D visualisation is the most
appropriate method of addressing all research or communication aims.” (Section 2.1) This is to ensure that, in serious
contexts, it is not used simply because it is available or to
impress; the draft therefore proposes that “3D visualisation
should not normally be used when other methods would be
more appropriate or effective.”
Another exigency consisted in ensuring that the full range
of 3D visualisation options should be considered: that no
single approach (photo-realism or real-time navigation, for
instance) should be considered a “default” expectation, but
rather that each visualisation technique “should be carefully
evaluated to identify which is the most likely to address each
given aim.” (Section 2.3)
4.3. The nature and integrity of Research Sources
This arose, in particular, out of a presentation at the London
Symposium by Daniel Pletinckx, in which he demonstrated
how important and complex is the task of rigorously assessing the research sources we use, in particular of paying attention to the kinds of aesthetic and ideological factors that
may condition our visual sources.
The draft proposes a deﬁnition of “sources” as “all information, digital and non-digital, considered during, or directly inﬂuencing, the creation of the 3D visualisation outcomes.” (Section 3.1) and recommends that “in order to ensure the intellectual integrity of 3D visualisation methods
and outcomes, relevant sources should be identiﬁed and evaluated in a structured way.”
4.4. Transparency Requirements
The draft recommends that “sufﬁcient information should be
provided to allow 3D visualisation methods and outcomes to
be understood and evaluated appropriately in relation to the
contexts in which they are used and disseminated.” (Principle 4)
This section on “transparency requirements” goes on to
propose that “it should be made clear what kind and status
of information the 3D visualisation represents. The nature
and degree of factual uncertainty of an hypothetical reconstruction, for instance, should be communicated.” (Section
4.1)
It also recognises that “the type and quantity of transparency information will vary depending on the aims and

type of 3D visualisation method and outcome being used,
as well as the type and level of knowledge, understanding
and expectations of its anticipated users. Transparency information requirements may therefore differ from project to
project, or at different phases within a project.” (Section 4.2)
The transparency requirements of 3D visualisation
projects may differ from those of other projects because
of “the high occurrence of dependency relations within 3D
models” which means that, if the process and its outcomes
are to be evaluated by those outside the project, “it may be
necessary to disseminate documentation of the interpretative
decisions made in the course of a 3D visualisation process.”
(Section 4.5)
A dependency relationship is deﬁned as a dependent relationship between the properties of elements within 3D
models, such that a change in one property will necessitate change in the dependent properties. (For instance, a
change in the height of a door will necessitate a corresponding change in the height of the doorframe.)
A further point that came out of the Symposium was that
“the level of documentation required regarding 3D visualisation when used as a research method will vary depending
on how widely and well that method is understood within
the relevant communities; novel methods will require more
explanation.” (Section 4.6)
4.5. Documentation
“The process and outcomes of 3D visualisation creation
should be sufﬁciently documented to enable the creation of
accurate transparency records, potential reuse of the research
conducted and its outcomes in new contexts, enhanced resource discovery and accessibility, and to promote understanding beyond the original subject community.” (Principle
5)
Indeed, while the provision of adequate documentation
about research sources, methods and interpretative decisions
is at the core of solving the “transparency” problem, it is
also, in practice, among the most intractable challenges.
Whereas conventional research and dissemination methods operate, by deﬁnition, within an economy of established
and understood approaches which have typically evolved
through long histories of explicit methodological and theoretical debate, 3d visualisation methods and outcomes lack
such a history, or economy, and must more explicitly discuss the rationale for their methods. An additional layer of
complexity arises in that 3d visualisation methods are often used in interdisciplinary contexts which, again, by definition, lack a common episteme or set of conventions that
generally characterise subject communities.
The draft therefore notes that the frequently interdisciplinary nature of 3d visualisation requires additional consideration in which systematic documentation can play a valuable role “by articulating the relevant unspoken assumptions
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and different lexica of the different subject communities engaged in the common visualisation process.”
4.6. Standards
Work on standards needs still to be done and although we
acknowledge their importance this is still a less developed
part of the Charter. Relations with existing standards need
to be fully explored when declining the charter in individual
domains. For instance, when developing Charter implementation guides for Cultural Heritage domains, it will be necessary to explore how the goals of the Charter may beneﬁt
from the adoption of documentation standards as CIDOCCRM [CRM].
It is likely that it will be necessary to develop appropriate
ontologies at subject area level. This task will be facilitated
as we improve our understanding of what we are doing when
we use 3D visualisation methods and outcomes, and how we
are doing it. Consequently, the current draft simply proposes
that: “appropriate standards and ontologies should be identiﬁed, at subject community level, systematically to document
3D visualisation methods and outcomes to be documented,
to enable optimum inter- and intra-subject and domain interoperability and comparability.” (Section 6)
4.7. Sustainability
The draft notes that “3D visualisation outcomes pertaining
to cultural heritage [. . . ] constitute, in themselves, a growing part of our intellectual, social, economic and cultural
heritage” and that “if this heritage is not to be squandered,
strategies to ensure its long-term sustainability should be
planned and implemented.” It also points out that “a partial,
2-dimensional record of a 3D visualisation output should be
preferred to an absence of record.” (Section 7)
In the next draft of the Charter it has been proposed to lay
more emphasis on digital preservation, with the understanding that preservation of digital content is included in many
specialized research agendas; research in this ﬁeld will determine optimal strategies for preserving 3D digital content
as well.
In other words, the importance of adopting preservation
strategies for 3D content is acknowledged, by monitoring
the results obtained from elsewhere, and without committing
now to any one in particular.
4.8. Access
During the London Symposium, David Robey, Director of
the AHRC’s ICT Programme, underlined the importance of
continuing to make the case for technologically expensive
work in the Arts and Humanities — to explain its value,
and value for money — and also to consider that work
in cultural heritage (broadly deﬁned) is, for the most part,
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publicly funded, and many 3D visualisation outputs have a
high re-purposability, as it is incumbent upon us to consider
whether our work might have a value beyond our own immediate uses. Hence, draft Principle 8 states that “consideration
should be given to the ways in which the outcomes of 3D visualisation work could contribute to the wider study, understanding, interpretation and management of cultural heritage
assets.”
3D visualisation clearly has important roles to play in “enhancing access to cultural heritage [that is] not otherwise accessible for health and safety, disability, economic, political,
or environmental reasons, or because the object of the visualisation is lost, endangered, dispersed, or has been restored
or reconstructed.” (Section 8.2)
The draft recognises that “3D visualisation permits types
and degrees of access not otherwise possible, including
the study of change over time, magniﬁcation, modiﬁcation, virtual object manipulation, multi-layered embedded
data and information, instantaneous global distribution,
with consequent expanded curatorial possibilities”, (Section
8.3) but it is worth noting that there may also be potential economic beneﬁts to both the research/education and
tourism/interpretation sectors from increased communication and collaboration with each other.

5. Charter Implementation
The Charter is designed to establish principles that are sufﬁciently focussed that they have an impact, but sufﬁciently
abstract that they remain current as methods and technologies evolve.
While the Charter operates on the level of principles,
therefore, more speciﬁc recommendations (e.g. about technologies, standards and methods), while they are needed, belong to a different kind of document: Charter Implementation Guides.
The importance of subject perspective is enshrined as a
principle in the Charter (Section 1.1):
Specialist subject communities will need to develop more detailed principles, standards, recommendations and guidelines to ensure that use of 3d
visualisation coheres with the aims, objectives and
methods of their domain.
Implementation guides might help, for example, to develop consensus around visual conventions and technical approaches for different methods.
We hope that the Charter initiative will provide the impetus for a series of guides, to be developed within different
subject areas, as well as a series of case-studies designed to
test the implementation of “Charter compliancy”.
The case-study process has already begun. At the Expert
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Seminar, it was proposed to conduct a number of case studies to see what kind of paradata should be recorded in 3D
visualisation projects, and how.
It has been suggested that, in order to do this, we may
ﬁrst need systematically to observe, how we reﬂect upon,
choose, and communicate (‘traditional’) research methods.
This would help us to build up a proﬁle of what kinds
of methodological and processual information it is considered necessary to document for other research methods, and
to base our recommendations on comparability with established academic standards. In addition to beneﬁting from
their example, it could enable us to make persuasive arguments to ‘traditional’ scholars about the validity of 3D visualisation methods in terms that they would more readily
understand.
A number of researchers has volunteered to develop case
studies; additional ones would be of course welcome.
6. Future work
It is envisaged that as the London Charter is revised in response to consultation within the various subject communities for which it has direct relevance, it will both stimulate
debate on key issues and, in its various versions, may progressively come to act as a de facto standard.
As 3D Visualisation refers to a widely-used method,
rather than a domain, there is at present no single organisation that can coordinate structured consultation and redrafting among key stakeholders. The Charter process will
therefore be Chaired by Franco Niccolucci (VAST Lab PIN
and EPOCH) and Richard Beacham (KVL), while Dr. Anna
Bentkowska-Kafel and Julie Tolmie, Research Fellow and
Network Development Ofﬁcer (respectively) for the JISC
3D Visualisation in the Arts and Humanities Network (3D
VISA) will act as “Secretariat” under the direction of Hugh
Denard.
A website, www.londoncharter.org has been launched,
carrying the current draft, the history of the initiative, and
an explanation of the consultation process, and a list of consultation events. Other recommendations are welcome.
In particular, we need to identify how to set in motion a
high-proﬁle consultation exercise among the Charter’s target
communities. Without doubt, EPOCH and other such organisations will have a pivotal role here.
As far as the Cultural Heritage domain is concerned, involvement of ICOMOS is paramount. On this regard, contacts with the ICIP (ICOMOS scientiﬁc Committee for Interpretation and Presentation) have already been established. It
is likely that the London Charter declination relevant for CH
will be presented as a set of technical guidelines aiding the
implementation of the principles of the Ename Charter that
pertain to 3D visualisation techniques. However, such a lowproﬁle starting point may eventually grow into a major contribution as the visualisation technology is acknowledged by

heritage scholars and professionals for the importance that it
is increasingly gaining in culture as in many other ﬁelds of
human life.
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Abstract
Over the last few decades, Cultural Heritage documentation has been characterized by the massive use of digital
media. Recently, the use of three-dimensional scanner technologies has provided us with the opportunity to obtain
an unambiguous body of information characterizing the three-dimensional shapes of the artefacts. These vast
repositories are now structured in databases, for easy access. Such databases contain not only the artefacts, but
also relevant information such as restoration reports, data regarding quantitative analysis, chemical formulae,
etc. It follows that storing such information is not enough. Rather, it should be indexed in order to be searched
and retrieved easily and rapidly. In addition, the data should be preserved as technologies evolve over time, in
order to ensure long-term preservation and access. This paper presents a framework for indexing and retrieval of
2D and 3D Cultural Heritage data. In our approach, novel archiving and indexing techniques, developed by the
National Research Council of Canada, are employed. We present the results as applied to the EROS (European
Research Open System) Database of the C2RMF. This database consists of an impressive collection of scientific
and technical data about paintings and artefacts found in all the museums of France. Our results indicate that our
content-based approaches are able to accurately index and retrieve diverse images and 3D objects, based on the
artefacts as well as their fragments. That is, using for example a fragment of a picture, we are able to retrieve the
correct image even in conditions where lighting, orientation and the surroundings of the reference are different.
The content-based retrieval system is also able to retrieve different views of the same object, e.g. of a Chalcidian
amphora. In addition, our approach is able to find groups of similar images or objects, such as white figurines
from the same period or 3D scans of an Anadyomene Venus.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.1 [Information storage and retrieval]: Indexing
methods

1. Introduction
Cultural Heritage applications are now characterized by their
massive utilisation of digital media [LAC∗ 04]. This has been
employed to document sites, artefacts and restorations. Up to
recently, such documentation was mostly based on pictures,
reports and physical and chemical analysis. In recent years
it has been realized that to describe a work of art only with
pictures is not enough: an unambiguous body of information
† R. Pillay2

characterizing the three-dimensional shape of the artefacts
is also needed, for example, to evaluate the deterioration of
the shape over time. That is why 3D scanning has become a
common practice in Cultural Heritage [LDP02, LFJ∗ 05].
With the improvement of these acquisition techniques [GBT∗ 02] and technology, the amount of information, both in terms of required storage space and number
of items has become enormous. For that reason, it has become necessary to structure this large amount of information in databases. To structure data is not enough, we need
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to index them in order to search and retrieve easily and
rapidly [FP02].
Text-based indexing has been making tremendous
progress over the last few years and we refer the reader to the
literature for a review on the subject [AML∗ 05,PPLA05]. In
the present paper, we would like to concentrate on contentbased indexing and retrieval of images and 3D models. Our
motivation is twofold. Firstly, as many of our examples
will show, words are not enough to formulate many queries
which, if formulated in terms of pictures and 3D models,
are self-evident. Secondly, even if an adequate text-based description is available e.g. historical information, images and
models constitute a valuable complement. In addition, if no
textual information is available, content-based indexing can
rapidly be created since, as opposed to its textual counterpart
that need human intervention and judgement, the creation of
the indexes is entirely automatic.
Our paper is organized as followed. After some general
considerations on images, an algorithm for content-based indexing and retrieval is presented. We will then address the
issue of content-based indexing and retrieval to 3D artefacts
based on three-dimensional shape. Such algorithms are applied to the EROS Database [ALPP05, ALPP06, PPLA05]
of the C2RMF (Centre of Research and Restoration of the
France Museums). Some particularly interesting and relevant results are later discussed. The combination of all the
above constitute an integrated approach to Cultural Heritage
documentation.
2. General Considerations on Images
Images and models are of the outmost importance in virtual
collections. They are (and will remain in the foreseeable future) the easiest, fastest and most economical mean for creating virtual collections. Furthermore, most three-dimensional
models are covered with textures. The texture constitutes an
important visual descriptor for the model under consideration and convey essential historical, artistic and archaeological information.
Images are difficult to describe [TS06]. They convey
a large amount of complex and ambiguous information.
The ambiguity is due to the fact that an image is a twodimensional projection of the three-dimensional world and
due the fact that the illumination of this world is arbitrary
and cannot be controlled. Because of this ambiguity and
complexity, it is difficult to segment images and to understand them. For the above-mentioned reasons, we propose a
statistical approach in which the overall composition of the
image is described in an abstract manner.
2.1. Indexing and Retrieval of Images
We now depict the algorithms developed by the National Research Council of Canada. The colour distribution of each
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image is described in terms of hue and saturation. This
colour space (HSV ) imitates many characteristics of the human visual system: the hue corresponds to our intuition of
colour (for example red, green or blue), while saturation corresponds to the colour strength (for example light red or deep
red).
Next, a set of points is sampled from the image. A quasirandom sequence generates the points. In the present implementation, the Sobol sequence has been selected. Each
point of this sequence becomes the centre of a structuring
element. For each centre position, the pixels inside the corresponding structuring element are extracted and the associated hue and saturation images are calculated. The statistical
distribution of the colours within the window is characterized by a bi-dimensional histogram. The first dimension of
this histogram [FTT05] corresponds to the hue or the saturation quantified on a discrete and finite number of channels.
The second dimension corresponds to the relative proportion
of each channel within the window. This two-dimensional
histogram is computed and accumulated for each point of
the sequence, i.e. the current histogram is the sum of the histograms at the current and at the previous position. From this
process, a compact descriptor or index is obtained.
This index provides an abstract description of the composition of the image i.e. of the local distribution of colours
throughout the image. This is very important. This index
does not represent a global description of the image nor
is it based on a particular segmentation scheme. Instead,
it characterizes the statistics of colour distribution within a
small region that is moved randomly over the image. Consequently, there are no formal relations in between the different regions, which means that the different components
of a scene can be combined in various ways while still being
identified as the same scene. That is why that algorithm is robust against occlusion, composition, partial view and viewpoint. Nevertheless, this approach provides a good level of
discrimination.
As we know, an image is worth a thousand words, which
means that it is difficult to describe an image based solely
on words. For that reason, our retrieval approach is based on
the so-called “query by example” or “query by prototype”
paradigm. To this end, we created a search engine that can
handle such queries. In order to initiate a query, the user provides an image or prototype to the search engine. This prototype is described or indexed and the later is compared with
a metric to a database of pre-calculated indexes, which correspond to the images of the virtual collection. The search
engine finds the most similar images with respect to the prototype and displays them to the user. The user then acts as
an expert: he chooses the most meaningful image from the
results provided by a search engine and reiterates the query
process from the chosen image. The process is repeated until
convergence is achieved.
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2.2. Indexing and Retrieval of 3D Objects
The indexation of three-dimensional artefacts differs fundamentally from the indexation of images [IJL∗ 05, TV04]. If
the three-dimensional information has been acquired accurately at a sufficiently high resolution, the three-dimensional
geometry constitutes an unambiguous body of information
in the sense that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the virtualized geometry and the physical geometry
of the artefacts. As explained in the previous section, the situation is entirely different for images. Shape also constitutes
a language of its own right. In addition to verbal language,
humanity has developed a common shape language. This is
particularly evident in fields like art and architecture. For
that reason, the “query by prototype” approach is a powerful
paradigm for the retrieval of similar artefacts. As far as the
overall structural design is involved, the three-dimensional
artefacts retrieval system is very similar to its image counterpart: the artefacts of the collection are indexed offline and
a database of indexes is created. In order to interrogate this
database, the query is initiated with a prototype artefacts.
From the proto-artefacts, an index is calculated and compared with the help of a metric to the indexes of the collection in order to retrieve the most similar objects in terms of
three-dimensional shape. As stated before, the user can act as
an expert in order to reiterate the process until convergence.
Consequently, the main differentiation between the two
systems (image versus 3D) is the index. We now describe our
algorithm for three-dimensional artefacts description. We assume that each artefacts has been modelled with a mesh.
This is a non-restrictive representation for virtualized artefacts since most acquisition systems generate such a representation. In the present case, a triangular mesh representation is assumed. If the mesh is not triangular, the mesh is
tessellated accordingly. Our objective is to define an index
that describes an artefacts from a three-dimensional shape
point of view and that is translation, scale and rotation invariant. The later invariants are essential because the artefact
can have an arbitrary location and pose into space.
The algorithm can be described as follows. The centre of
mass of the artefact is calculated and the coordinates of its
vertexes are normalized relatively to the position of its centre of mass. Then the tensor of inertia of the artefact is calculated. This tensor is a 3 x 3 matrix. In order to take into account the tessellation in the computation of these quantities,
we do not use the vertexes per se but the centres of mass of
the corresponding triangles; the so-called tri-centres. In all
subsequent calculations, the coordinates of each tri-centre
are weighted with the area of their corresponding triangle.
The later is being normalized by the total area of the artefact,
i.e. with the sum of the area of all triangles. In this way, the
calculation can be made robust against tessellation, which
means that the index is not dependent on the method by
which the artefact was virtualized: a sine qua non condition
for real world applications. In order to achieve rotation in-

variance, the Eigen vectors of the tensor of inertia are calculated. Once normalized, the unit vectors define a unique reference frame, which is independent on the pose and the scale
of the corresponding artefact: the so-called Eigen frame. The
unit vectors are identified by their corresponding Eigen values. The descriptor is based on the concept of a cord. A cord
is a vector that originates from the centre of mass of the
artefact and that terminates on a given tri-centre. The coordinates of the cords are calculated in the Eigen reference frame
in cosine coordinates. The cosine coordinates consist of two
cosine directions and a spherical radius. The cosine directions are defined in relation with the two unit vectors associated with the smallest Eigen values i.e. the direction along
witch the artefact presents the maximum spatial extension.
In other words, the cosine directions are the angles between
the cords and the unit vectors. The radius of the cords are
normalized relatively to the median distance in between the
tri-centres and the centre of mass in order to be scale invariant. It should be noticed that the normalization is not performed relatively to the maximum distance in between the
tri-centres and the centre of mass in order to achieve robustness against outliers or extraordinary tri-centres. From that
point of view, the median is more efficient that the average.
The cords are also weighted in terms of the area of the corresponding triangles; the later being normalized in terms of
the total area of the artefact. The statistical distribution of the
cords is described in terms of three histograms. The first histogram described the distribution of the cosine directions associated to the unit vector associated with the smallest Eigen
value, the second one describe the distribution of the cosine
directions associated with the unit vector associated with the
second smallest Eigen value ant the third one describe the
distribution of the normalized spherical radius as defined in
the previous paragraph. The three histograms together constitutes the shape index of the corresponding artefact.
2.3. Application to the EROS Database
The C2RMF is a pioneer in applying new technologies in
the field of Cultural Heritage. The activities of the C2RMF
in the field of High Resolution imaging for Cultural Heritage
started in 1989 with the high quality digitization of large size
transparencies (photos and X-ray plates) via the ThomsonBroadcast flatbed scanner developed for the NARCISSE European project. Then we proceeded with the acquisition of
direct digital imaging, by panoramic views of objects, by direct 3D acquisition of the surface of paintings and objects,
by 3D reconstruction from panoramic views and by multispectral imaging from ultraviolet to infrared allowing us to
reconstruct the colour for any illuminant.
All these techniques give us an enormous amount of data
and information to organize and to exploit. This information
is focused on scientific and technical data.
The EROS system is organized in several parts: the storage back-end, the relational database, the image server, the
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Figure 2: Chalcidian amphora - Louvre Museum, Paris, inv.
E795. This amphora was made during the Archaic Greek
Period (620-480 B.C.) and was found in the South of Italy
Figure 1: EROS database organization.

middle-ware and the web server. The data are stored on
15TB HP RAID 5 hard disk racks managed by a file server
and consist of:
• meta-data related to 65,000 works of art, 200,000 high
resolution images, 10,000 reports, 170,000 analysis, analytical reports, restoration reports, 6,600 conservation
surveys, the chemical, structural, isotopic and molecular quantitative and qualitative analytical results and published papers;
• high definition digital images (some of them are gigapixel
images);
• feature vectors for 2D and 3D image content recognition
for automatic classification and image category retrieval
(for different engines).
The EROS system is an Open Source project available under the GNU Public License (GPL). It is based on powerful
and industry-leading free software.
In the following examples we compare the results obtained using the meta-data with the ones using “query by
content”.

Figure 3: PORTRAIT OF AN OLD MAN WITH A YOUNG
BOY - GHIRLANDAIO Domenico (1449-1494), Louvre Museum, Paris, inv. RF266

For example the detail showed in the left side of Figure 3
was compared to the contents in the database. Similar images made at various periods of time under different experimental conditions are retrieved first as well as the overview
of the painting.
Style recognition.

Finding 2D images from 3D models.
A snapshot of the 3D model of a Chalcidian amphora is
used to query the database (Figure 2).
Our content-based recognition algorithm allows us to retrieve in the first screen the 36 2D images (from a panoramic
view) of the same vase and then similar Greek vases. As
3D acquisition techniques are improving, more and more 3D
models will be produced in place of high quality 2D images.
As this algorithm is able to compare 3D models with 2D images, our existing image database will continues to be useful.
Finding the overview using a detail.
Lost pictures and slides are sometimes registered with
wrong reference number. In this case content-based recognition can help us to retrieve the overview of the work of art.

Figure 4: SITTER SEEN FROM THE FRONT - SEURAT
Georges-Pierre (1859-1891), Louvre Museum, Paris, inv.
RF1947-13
When the meta-data related to the image content are not
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indexed, our algorithm is very useful in retrieving similar
paintings having the same pictorial style. For example images characteristic of the “pointillism” style, which is the
painting technique of, for example, Georges-Pierre Seurat,
can be automatically retrieved using a detail of one of his
paintings (Figure 4).
The first results are images representing part of the same
painting and then images of paintings having the same pictorial style.
Figurine classification by type.

Figure 5: ANADYOMENE VENUS - PRISCUS, France,
Moulins, Anne de Beaujeu Museum, inv. 5.3.20

5.500 Gallo-Roman figurines produced in workshops
in France between 40-300 a.C. are stored in the EROS
database. 500 3D models and several thousand images were
compared. In Figure 5 a 2D image of a mould of “Venus”,
characteristic of the “Anadyomene” type, is used as a reference. Content-based recognition applied to flat images (Figure 5) gives results of groupings of similar object moulds
and then figurines issued from these moulds. This example
is typical of situations in which one wants to retrieve a certain group of pictures that are very similar but that do not
necessarily correspond to the same artefact. In the following examples a 3D model of a statue (Figure 6) of a “Prudish Venus” and after a 3D model of a mould (Figure 7) of
an “Anadyomene Venus” are used. We obtain an impressive
level of coherence in the results.
The system was able to retrieve very similar Venuses irrespective of their orientation in space. Shape is a powerful
retrieval paradigm for 3D models in Cultural Heritage.
Content-based recognition can be used for semi-automatic
classification of ceramic production presenting similar artefact and can be used also to link signed moulds to figurines
for attributing the production of an antique workshop.
Robustness of the algorithm.
A test of robustness in detecting images both before and
after restoration was made using a shroud.
It appears that the content-based recognition algorithm is
able to retrieve images corresponding to the same object in

Figure 6: PRUDISH VENUS - France, Moulins, Anne de
Beaujeu Museum, inv. 5.7.6

Figure 7: ANADYOMENE VENUS - France, Moulins, Anne
de Beaujeu Museum, inv. 5.3.33

Figure 8: Shroud - Louvre Museum, Paris, inv. AF6482.
Made around 200-299 A.D. in Egypt

different states of conservation (Figure 8). It means that in
addition to the pictorial information, for example the painting, there is a significant amount of information that is related to the deteriorated textile. It is relatively easy for a human being to make an abstraction of the deterioration information and to solely concentrate on the pictorial one. For
a content-based retrieval system, it is extremely difficult to
handle such a situation. This is because the system does
not know a priori which information is original and which
is related to the deterioration. Nevertheless, we managed to
retrieve many views (partial and complete) of the work of
art. This demonstrates that the algorithm is maintaining a
good balance between colour information, which here corresponds to the pictorial information, and textural information,
which corresponds to the deterioration.
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3. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented novel indexing algorithms
developed by the National Research Council of Canada for
2D and 3D digital data for Cultural Heritage. In particular,
we have applied the proposed approaches to the heterogeneous EROS Database of the C2RMF.
Our results have shown the efficiency of our algorithms.
In many situations, content-based retrieval has proved itself
to be, not only a complement to text-based retrieval, but as
a sine qua non condition for efficient retrieval. The retrieval
of the “pointillist” paintings from a detail as start point is a
spectacular example of such a situation. In any case, the synergy between text-based and content-based searching should
be exploited to the maximum.
At the moment, around 150,000 images have been indexed at low resolution (1,000x1,000 pixels), 14,000 at high
resolution (up to 12,000x8,000) and around 300 3D models (from 30,000 to 3,000,000 vertices). The feature vectors
at low resolution have been calculated on a high-end laptop
while the indexes for the high-resolution paintings have been
calculated in Paris on the C2RMF server (this operation took
about 5 hours on both machines). The fact that 150,000 images can be indexed on a laptop and that the query, on the
same laptop, takes between 1 to 3 seconds, shows that the
algorithms are well optimized.
All the indexes were calculated offline. An evaluation of
the system has shown that paintings and artefacts should
be indexed automatically as soon as they are store in the
database. This would ensure that a content-based index is
attached to each item as soon as it becomes available in the
database. We are currently working on a grid-computer architecture in order to be able to index a massive amount of
ultra-high resolution 2D and 3D. By distributing the load of
many nodes, it will be possible to increase substantially the
performance of the system. This task will be facilitated by
the fact that the approach is well-suited for parallelization.
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Abstract
We present a long-term project on the development of the mathematical basis, software tools, technology, and creation of the
research and development facilities for desktop or personal fabrication using compact, cheap, and environmental friendly
fabrication devices including so-called “3D printers”. The test application area for the development is traditional Japanese
lacquer ware craft called “shikki”, which includes hand-making wooden parts, assembly, and covering using natural lacquers.
This craft is considered living cultural heritage in need of preservation and support. Our project includes modeling existing
artifacts and Web presentation of them, automation of the wooden parts and items fabrication, and design and experimental
manufacturing of new types of lacquer ware.

1.

Introduction

One of the important characteristics of the object in digital
preservation is its shape, especially for tree-dimensional
physical artifacts such as table ware, pottery, sculpture, and
architecture. Traditional crafts preserve the shapes by passing
them through the generations of masters in the process of
permanent reproduction of the craft items.
In general, the historical heritage of traditional crafts such as
pottery, embroidery or lacquer ware has specific features from
the digital preservation point of view. First of all, any craft is a
living tradition, not a fixed set of inherited items. It includes
masters with their knowledge of the essential craft technology,
which is often not presented in written form. This gives
opportunity to preserve the technology or even enhance it
using computers. On the other hand, it brings up psychological
and economical problems, when computer-based technology is
considered as not support, but a rival to traditional crafts. The
necessity of computer-based preservation is validated by
decreasing number of masters, fading technologies, and crafts
loosing economical grounds.
In this paper, we describe practical experience in using
computers to model, presenting on the Web, and fabrication of
traditional Japanese lacquer ware called “shikki” as well as
design and experimental manufacturing of new types of
lacquer ware.
2.

Project overview

Parts of a shikki item are produced manually using thin pieces
of wood, and then they are assembled, painted in different
colours, and covered by the natural lacquer called “urushi”.
There are many different types of shikki items: boxes, small
drawers, stands, bowls, sake cups and pots, spoons, chopsticks,
notebooks, and even ball pens and pencils. These items are

quite different in their topology, geometry, and texture. All
mentioned above problems of traditional crafts stand for shikki.
Moreover, cheap plastic production makes additional
economical pressure on this craft industry, thus making the
necessity of the craft preservation even more actual.
The purposes of our project are reflected in the following
directions of research and development activity:
x
Modeling shapes and making parametric families of
models of representative shikki items. A parametric
family of models will allow us to generate samples of a
specific model with different size, width/height ratio, and
so on, without repetition of the entire modeling process.
x
Producing 3D virtual lacquer ware objects and presenting
them on the Web.
x
Documenting traditional materials and technology. This
documentation can also be presented in multimedia
format including video, graphics, and virtual models.
x
Development of interactive design tools for modeling
new items. This is a radical step of developing special
computer-aided design (CAD) tools for modeling shapes
and material properties of lacquer ware.
x
Applying existing rapid prototyping machines to produce
3D physical objects from computer models.
x
Adaptation or design of new personal fabrication tools for
desktop manufacturing of lacquer ware.
x
Creation of an Internet-based community and ecommerce activity using interactive computer-aided
design, virtual objects presentation, and fabrication of
selected or designed items by user request.
3.

Lacquer ware modeling and Web presentation

The function representation (FRep) was selected as the
primary geometric model in our project [PAS*95, PA04]. In
FRep, a 3D object is represented by a continuous function of
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point coordinates as F(x,y,z) t 0. A point belongs to the object
if the function is non-negative at the point. The function is
zero on the entire surface (called usually an implicit surface)
of the object and is negative at any point outside the object.
The function can be easily parameterized to support modeling
of a parametric family of objects. The HyperFun language
[ACF*99, CAP*05] was introduced for teaching and practical
use of FRep modeling. The open and simple textual format of
HyperFun, its clearly defined mathematical basis, its support
of constructive, parameterized and multidimensional models,
its support by free and open source modeling and visualization
software, and its ease of use make it a good candidate as a tool
for the digital preservation of cultural heritage objects.
Additional discussion on the shape representation for cultural
heritage preservation can be found in [VPP*04].
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people to remotely appreciate the beauty of shapes and
textures. This is important from cultural and commercial
points of view.
Selection of the VRML format for the Web presentation of
3D virtual objects seemed to be quite natural recently.
However, VRML has well-known drawbacks such as huge
data files and long downloading time. Other and more compact
Web3D formats should be considered in future. The average
size of a VRML file is 100-500 Kb. However, the size of the
full sake set file is 4.5 Mb. On the other hand, HyperFun
models for all lacquer ware items do not exceed 5 Kb. In this
sense, we can conclude that HyperFun provides a high level of
compression and should be considered as a lightweight
network protocol. The radical solution would be to transfer
small HyperFun models to the user’s computer and provide a
specialized browser able to unfold a polygonal or other
representation suitable for interactive visualization.
4. Lacquer ware design and digital fabrication
Digital fabrication means creation of physical objects using
special equipment under computer control. It includes two
major classes of technologies: rapid prototyping and personal
fabrication.

Figure 2: Spoon models fabricated by a rapid prototyping
KIRA Solid Center machine using the paper laminating
process.
Figure 1: Japanese lacquer ware spoons (top) and a spoon
modeled in HyperFun (bottom)
Modeling shapes of typical lacquer ware items and
presentation of them as virtual objects on the Web was
implemented as follows. First, several 3D computer models of
traditional Japanese lacquer ware items were created in
HyperFun (see an example in Fig. 1). Then, polygonal
approximation of object surfaces was made using the
HyperFun Polygonizer software and the generated mesh was
exported to the VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language)
format. We scanned colour textures directly from lacquer ware
objects with planar surfaces and from photographs. The
obtained polygonal models have been textured using
traditional tools like 3D Studio Max. Finally, the Web site
[VS] was created with the models of textured lacquer ware box,
tray, cup, stand, sake pot, and a full sake set. A HyperFun
model is available for each object at the Web site. Each image
at the Web site is hyperlinked to the corresponding VRML
model, which can be downloaded and visualized using any
VRML viewer such as CosmoPlayer. The purpose of the
created Virtual Shikki presentation on the Web is to allow

Rapid prototyping was the first generation of these
technologies based on heavy, expensive industrial machines
often using toxic materials. The prototypes fabricated by these
machines can be used mainly for visual inspection purposes,
not for practical use. For example, in Fig. 2 spoon models are
shown, which have been fabricated using a paper laminating
KIRA Solid Center rapid prototyping machine.

Figure 3:
(Japan)..

Desktop “3D plotter” Modela by Roland DG
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Personal fabrication is an alternative emerging technology
based on compact desktop 3D plotters and 3D printers. These
are low cost machines, which are simple in operation, do not
use toxic materials, and suitable for home use. For example, a
desktop milling machine or a 3D plotter Modela (Roland DG,
Japan) is shown in Fig.3. The spoon model shown in Fig. 1
and produced of wood using a Modela machine is shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 6: New spoon designs fabricated of wood using a
Modela machine.

Figure 4: A spoon model fabricated using a Modela machine.

Figure 7: New bonbonniere design.
In addition to modeling and fabrication of traditional
lacquer ware items in the project, we are trying to expand the
variety of designed objects. New designs of spoons and
bonbonnieres were proposed (Figs. 5 and 7) and experimental
fabrication technique was tested (Figs. 6 and 8). An important
part of the fabrication process is tooling, i.e., the technique for
holding the piece during the fabrication. It can be seen in Fig.
8 that the top and the bottom of the bonbonniere lid were
fabricated using wax for holding the piece.

Figure 5: New “organic” spoon design.
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5. Conclusion
We presented a long-term project currently funded by the
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS). The main
objective of the project is development of personal fabrication
technology and its application in traditional crafts such as
Japanese lacquer ware design and production. Our experience
shows that inexpensive desktop fabrication equipment with
appropriate software can give ground for the preservation and
support of existing craftsmen techniques as well as for new
approaches to design and fabrication.
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Figure 8: A fabricated wooden bonbonniere lid with tooling
for a Modela machine
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Abstract
The promotion of the architectural heritage of Attica and the islands of Argosaronikos and Kythera is the
subject of a joint research program undertaken by the Simulation Laboratory and the laboratory of
Morphologia” (Morphology) of the School of Architecture at the National Technical University of Athens. The
Archives of the Morphology Lab which consists of sketches, scaled ink drawings, images and text, comprises
many surveyed neoclassical buildings, byzantine and ancient monuments as well as entire traditional
settlements. All this material accumulated during the past 50 years is being constantly enriched with new
architectural surveys - the outcome of student assignments, projects and research within the School. For its
most part the material is original and has not yet been published. The research project aims to produce a
database, which will be easily available and accessible through the World Wide Web. To do so, all the
archival material is to be digitized. Sketches, drawings and photographs will be scanned and selected
buildings will be represented with 3D models. The idea is on one hand to present the archival material itself,
enhance and organize it into an efficient database, while on the other hand to make this database as attractive
and educative as possible using dynamic ways of communication, such as animations, real time walkthroughs
and interactive presentations. A basic concept in all cases will be the integration of the monument into its
context thus a part of the research will explore possible ways of reconstructing the surrounding buildings and
environment.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Architecture

1.

Introduction

This paper presents details and the methodology of a
research project that aims to promote buildings
representative of the architectural character of Attica and
the islands of Argosaronikos and Kythera. This research
project is undertaken by the Simulation Laboratory and the
“Morphologia” (Morphology) Laboratory (the scientific
field studying architectural forms and styles) of the school
of architecture at the National Technical University of
Athens.
The Archives of the laboratory of Morphology
comprise many surveyed neoclassical buildings, byzantine
and ancient monuments as well as entire traditional
settlements. These surveys consist of sketches, scaled ink
drawings, images and text, and they are being constantly
enriched with new architectural surveys, thus forming a
massive Archive which has material dated back to 1947.
Due to its nature the material is original and has for the
most part not been published. Yet, parts of it are
occasionally being used by individuals or other bodies for
scientific or research purposes.

On the cultural level, the archive is extremely valuable
since architectural elements and other information can be
found on existing buildings, as well as on buildings that no
longer exist, have collapsed, have been demolished, or have
suffered major transformations and have been significantly
altered. The archival material is exceptional for it
constitutes a documented and visual registration of an
important part of the cultural heritage of the area and could
therefore be used for the presentation and evaluation of the
architectural character of the Attica region. However, the
material is also in danger. Because of its present paperbased form in 1991 a small part of it was destroyed by fire
and since then the need to be preserved is eminent. This can
be partly achieved by its digitization, documentation and
communication to the broad public.
2.

Aims of the research program

The research project aims to the protection of an important
part of the architectural heritage of the Attica region that
has been recorded and forms part of the Archives of the
National Technical University of Athens (NTUA).
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The primary outcome will be a database, easily
available and accessible through the World Wide Web. To
do so, all the archival material is to be digitized. Sketches,
drawings and photographs will be scanned and selected
buildings will be modeled.

Fig 1: An example with sketches of a neoclassical building
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concern for this particular database has been the creation of
a sophisticated system that integrates multimedia and as
many interactive features as possible and goes beyond a
catalogue-like approach. The idea is on one hand to present
the archival material itself, enhance and organize it into an
efficient database, while, on the other hand, make this
database as attractive and educative as possible using
dynamic ways of communication and dissemination of
information, such as animations, real time walkthroughs
and interactive presentations.
A basic concept in all cases will be the integration of
solitary buildings into their context considered in a broad
sense as not only the physical but also the historical, social
and cultural framework in which the building has been
created and has existed or still exists. Thus a part of the
research will explore possible ways of reconstructing the
surrounding buildings and environment. Past theories
concern with the study of the building as a single unit.
However, nowadays the placement of the building in its
context is more important for more complex factors
concerning a holistic approach to cultural heritage.
Therefore, information about the sitescape is considered
imperative to be included in this project, as well as the
promotion of the results.
3. Methodology
The above can be achieved by adopting a methodology that
comprises three distinct phases:
ņ First Phase: Digitization and editing of the original
material
ņ Second Phase: Development of the database
ņ Third Phase: Promotion of the material
3.1. First phase: Digitization and editing of the original
material
An important and time consuming part of the first phase
deals with the selection of the material to be digitized and
then its organization on the basis of specific criteria such as
typological, morphological, chronological, geographical or
qualitative characteristics of the building.

Fig 2: An example of an ink- scaled drawings
Databases are commonly used to handle data and allow
users to easily find what they seek. As far as the sector of
cultural and architectural heritage is concerned their
importance is no doubt of a great value and in recent years
several relevant projects have been undertaken. Yet a main

Another part regards scanning. The original format of
the ink drawings is 50 x 70 cm thus the plans, sections and
elevations in scale 1/50, 1/100 and the details of the
building in scale 1/20, 1/10, 1/5, scanned as grayscale
images with a resolution of 200 dpi result in files with
approximately 3900x5500 pixels and 20,000 kb image size.
The sketches and photographs are scanned in actual format
with a resolution of 200 dpi. (Usually 35x50cm for the
sketches, 9x13cm or 10x15cm for the photographs that
result in 3,000 kb image size). In any case the scanned
images are initially saved as tiff files. These high resolution
original scans are meant to serve as digital copies for the
protection and the reproduction of the original material. For
the purposes of the internet database the original scans are
then saved as jpg (or gif) files with three different
resolutions described as low, medium and high. The
process of the conversion of the tiff files into jpgs and the
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creation of three different resolutions is facilitated by the
creation of the appropriate “actions” and using the
file/automate/batch command in photoshop.

1. Names and References: Name of the building –if
known-, Unique reference number, Date of compilation
of the data, Recording team (students and supervisor).

The modeling of selected case studies constitutes the
third part of the first phase.
Conventional plane
representations (plans and sections) capture much of the
information of the building and may be sufficient for
recording and documenting. Yet coloured rendered views
taken from a complete 3D CAD model are particularly
valuable since they offer to the broad public a better
understanding of the building. In addition to that, a 3D
CAD model can be even more exploited for the production
of animations, QuickTime VR panoramas and real time
walkthroughs inside or around the building that furthermore
favor its perception .

2. Location: Administrative Location, Address (name of
street, number in the street, quarter - neighborhood,
town, Cartographic Reference, GPS coordinates,
Cadastral Reference
3. Functional type: Building type defined by function, date
– to which the specific function is assigned. Original
and current use
4. Dating - date of construction
5. Physical condition of the building at the time of the
compilation of data and currently.
6. Main materials and structural techniques, Covering
materials, Main morphological elements, doors and
windows, staircases, railings and balconies.
7. Persons and Organizations Associated with the History
of the Building: Architect(s), original proprietors,
commissioner, institutions accommodated or associated
with the building over a period of time.
8. Possible legislative protection of the building
As far as the archival material itself is concerned the
following information is included:
ņ Number and type of drawings (plans, sections,
elevations, perspective and/or axonometric views,
details), scaled ink drawings and sketches.
ņ Existence or not of other visual material (photographs,
maps, iconographical sources)
ņ Existence of text and / or any bibliographical references
ņ Evaluation of the thoroughness of the assignment.

Fig 3: An example of three dimensional models created.
Nowadays most of the still standing neoclassical
buildings in Attica constitute solitary examples scattered
around the region. In other words it is usually difficult to
visualize what the site would have looked like as an
ensemble. There are rather few neighborhoods left that
retain the architectural character and the scale of the past.
Thus a primary concern has been to make the 3d computer
models of those buildings that stand adjascent or relatively
close one to another and then produce rendered views and
walkthroughs of a whole complex so that the “sense” of a
neoclassical street or the fronts of a neoclassical square can
be reconstructed and perceived.
3.2. Second phase: Development of the database
The second phase deals with the production of the database
core, certain fields of which regard the building while
others refer to the archival material itself.
Based on the recommendations of UNESCO and the
Council of Europe as summarized in the Core Data Index to
Historic Buildings and Monuments of the Architectural
Heritage the following headings are included in the
database.

3.3. Third Phase: Promotion of the material
The third phase deals with the presentation and
management of the archival material and the promotion of
the historical buildings using the potential of the world
wide web in combination with an attractive way of hypertextual and visual communication. The aim is to produce an
innovative interface that will have the following as its main
components:
ņ 2D drawings (plans, elevations, sections, and details)
ņ 3D views, Quick Time VR panoramas, animations and
real time interior walkthroughs and exterior walkarounds
ņ Interpretative text analyzing the building, its type,
principles, form, style and history. Bibliographical
references.
ņ Links with Google Earth locating each building at the
GPS coordinates on the aerial photograph. (Thus
increased possibility to access the site also through the
site of Google earth).
ņ Glossary of key terms with links to hotspots that refer
to the details of the 2D drawings and the 3D
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representations
highlighting
the
morphological elements and typologies.

respective

The user of the database can select one or more
buildings and then access the respective record(s) and view
a detailed and analytical presentation. The search is
possible in the followings ways:
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ņ Selection from a list of all the buildings included in the
database
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ņ Selection on the basis of specific criteria (name of the
building, location, building type, date). One can check
one or more among different fields and then get a list of
those buildings that respond to the specific criteria.
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ņ Selection of a neighborhood. In this way one can search
those buildings that form part of a complex (whole
street, square, quarter), find more specific information
on the complex and then if he wishes proceed to the
individual records.
Each record consists of different pages entitled
Introduction, Location, Use, Drawings, 3d Model,
Photographs and each of the pages includes the relative
information with either textual or graphical material.
4. Conclusions
This research project aims to the presentation and
protection of an important archive of buildings that
constitute the architectural heritage of the region of Attica
and the islands of Argosaronikos and Kythera, which is
dates back to 1947. The archive will be digitized and
presented through the World Wide Web through a database
that will be categorized by using several layers of
information, as well as the missing information of the
context (sitescape) that each building was situated in.
The primary benefits of the project can be categorized
into five distinct areas as follows:
ņ Presentation of an exceptional archival material through
the World Wide Web.
ņ Contribution to the broader cultural and social task of
educating people to become conscious of the
importance and values of their historic and traditional
environment.
ņ Possibility to use this material for scientific purposes
(e.g. historical research, documentation, visualization of
the major changes and the evolution of the urban
fabric).
ņ Contribution to the promotion of the architectural
heritage of the Attica region for tourist purposes.
ņ Preservation, management of the data and systematic
organization of an important architectural archive in
Greece.
Finally, a documentation of the proposed type can be
indispensable, for the purposes of identification, protection,
interpretation and the preservation of this historical archive.
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&ORVHUDQJH/DVHU6FDQQLQJ$SSOLHGWR$UFKDHRORJLFDO
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$EVWUDFW
,QWKLVSDSHUZHSUHVHQWDQH[SHULPHQWDOVWXG\RIFHUDPLFSRWWHU\UHFRQVWUXFWLRQIURPVKHUGVXVLQJFORVH
UDQJHODVHUVFDQQLQJ7KHPDLQREMHFWLYHRIWKLVVWXG\ZDVWKHJHRPHWULFDQDO\VLVDQGWKH'UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIWKHSRW¶VPRUSKRORJ\DLPLQJWRFRQWULEXWHWRWKHXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHFRQVWUXFWLYHFHUDPLFSURFHVV7KH
IUDJPHQWVEHORQJWRDVPDOO;9,WKFHQWXU\FHUDPLFSRWIRXQGLQDQDUFKDHRORJLFDOH[FDYDWLRQDWWKH&RQYHQW
RI6DQWR$QWyQLRGH)HUUHLULPLQ/DPHJR3RUWXJDO7KHH[LVWLQJIUDJPHQWVUHFRQVWLWXWHDSSUR[LPDWHO\RI
WKH HQWLUH SRW DORQJ ZLWK D SLHFH RI RQH RI WKH KDQGOHV DQG WZR GHFRUDWLYH PHGDOOLRQV 7KH FRQWLJXRXV
IUDJPHQWV ZHUH JOXHG WRJHWKHU E\ WKH DUFKDHRORJ\ WHDP UHPDLQLQJ DW WKH HQG RI WKLV SURFHVV ILYH ORRVH
SLHFHV
$OO VKHUGV ZHUH VFDQQHG ZLWK D .RQLFD0LQROWD 9LYLG L ' QRQFRQWDFW GLJLWL]HU 6RPH PDWKHPDWLFDO
FRPSXWDWLRQV ZHUH QHFHVVDU\ IRU WKH ILQDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH UHFRQVWLWXWHG IUDJPHQWV ZHUH JHRPHWULFDOO\
DQDO\VHG LQ RUGHU WR GHWHUPLQDWH WKH D[LV DQG UHYROXWLRQ SURILOH 7KH SRVLWLRQ HVWLPDWLRQ RI WKH ILYH ORRVH
IUDJPHQWVZDVDFFRPSOLVKHGWKURXJKJHRPHWULFDQDO\VLVRIWKHGHFRUDWLYHSDWWHUQVDQGDOORZHGXVWRSURSRVH
DK\SRWKHWLFDO'PRGHORIWKHHQWLUHSRW

&DWHJRULHVDQG6XEMHFW'HVFULSWRUV DFFRUGLQJWR$&0&&6 ,>&RPSXWHU*UDSKLFV@,3LFWXUH,PDJH
JHQHUDWLRQ  'LJLWL]LQJ DQG VFDQQLQJ , 7KUHHGLPHQVLRQDO JUDSKLFV DQG UHDOLVP ± 9LUWXDO UHDOLW\ ,
$SSOLFDWLRQV


,QWURGXFWLRQ
/DVHU VFDQQHU WHFKQRORJ\ LV LQFUHDVLQJO\ EHLQJ DSSOLHGWR
FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH $PRQJ RWKHU DGYDQWDJHV WKH DFFXUDF\
DQGWKHHQRUPRXV DPRXQW RI FROOHFWHG GDWD FRQWULEXWHVWR
WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI ILHOGV OLNH UHJLVWU\ DQG KHULWDJH
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ FRQVHUYDWLRQ DUFKDHRORJ\ FXOWXUDO
WRXULVPDPRQJRWKHUV

7KLVPRQDVWHU\ZDVEXLOWDWWKHHQGRIPHGLHYDODJHDQG
ZDV FRPSOHWHO\ UHIRUPHG LQ WKH ILUVW KDOI RI WKH ;9,WK
FHQWXU\

7KLV SURMHFW ZDV WKRXJKW DQG FDUULHG RXW LQ WKH
SHUVSHFWLYH RI ³EULGJLQJ WKH JDSV EHWZHHQ FRQVHUYDWLRQ
H[SHUWV DQG KHULWDJH UHFRUGHUV VR DV WR UDLVH WKH OHYHO RI
FRQVHUYDWLRQ SUDFWLFHV´ >/*@ MRLQLQJ WRJHWKHU ERWK
DFWRUVSURYLGHUVDQGXVHUVWKURXJKFROODERUDWLYHZRUN
 *HRJUDSKLFDODQGKLVWRULFDOFRQWH[W
,Q  LQDQDUFKDHRORJLFDOH[FDYDWLRQSURPRWHGE\WKH
3RUWXJXHVH$UFKLWHFWXUDO+HULWDJH,QVWLWXWH ,33$5 DWWKH
0RQDVWHU\ RI 6DQWR $QWyQLR GH )HUUHLULP LQ /DPHJR D
VLJQLILFDQW DPRXQW RI VKHUGVEHORQJLQJ WR D YHU\ ILQH DQG
H[TXLVLWH FHUDPLF SRW ZHUH IRXQG LQ WKH PLGGOH RI URXJK
FHUDPLFIUDJPHQWV

)LJXUH±0DSRIWKHQRUWKHUQUHJLRQRI3RUWXJDOZLWK
ORFDWLRQRI0RQDVWHU\RI6DQWR$QWyQLRGH)HUUHLULP UHG
VSRW 

 2EMHFWGHVFULSWLRQ

UHPDLQLQJ ILYH ORRVH VKHUGV WKUHH VLQJOH SLHFHV RQH
PHGLXP VL]H IUDJPHQW DQG D SDUW RI D KDQGOH 2XU VWXG\
EHJDQZLWKWKHVHVL[HOHPHQWV

$WWKHHQGRIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDODQDO\VLVSURFHVVDOPRVWDOO
WKH VKHUGV ZHUH JOXHG LQ RQH ELJ UHFRQVWUXFWHG IUDJPHQW
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7KLV SRW LV FODVVLILHG LQ WKH JURXS RI QRQYLWULILHG ILQH
UHGGLVKFHUDPLFDQGKDVDKHLJKWRIFPDQGDPD[LPXP
GLDPHWHURIFPDWWKHULP$SDUWIURPWKHPDLQERG\
GHFRUDWHG ZLWK YHJHWDEOH RUQDPHQWV PDGH WKURXJK VPDOO
LQFLVLRQVWKHSRWKDVWZRPHGDOOLRQVUHSUHVHQWLQJWKHEXVW
RIDNQLJKWZLWKORQJKDLUDQGPRXVWDFKHEXLOWE\PRXOG
WHFKQLTXHV DQG RQH KDQGOH DOWKRXJK DUFKDHRORJLVWV
VXSSRVH WKDW WKH RULJLQDO SRW KDG D VHFRQG KDQGOH LQ D
V\PPHWULFDOSRVLWLRQ>/DU@
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D[HV WKH FHQWUHV RI WKH PHGDOOLRQV DQG WKH D[HV RI WKH
KDQGOHV>/DU@
6RPH RI WKH LQLWLDO FRQVLGHUDWLRQV FRXOG EH FKHFNHG
WKURXJK YLVXDO LQVSHFWLRQ EXW RWKHUV QHHGHG D PRUH
WKRURXJK DQDO\VLV WKH JHRPHWULF V\PPHWU\ WKH
FRQVWUXFWLYHSURFHVVRIWKHSRW¶VPDLQERG\WKHWKLFNQHVV
RIWKHFOD\LQUHVSHFWWRWKHGHHSQHVVRIWKHLQFLVLRQVDQG
WKH SRVVLEOH SRVLWLRQ RI WKH ORRVH IUDJPHQWV 7KLV VWXG\
DLPVWRDQVZHUWKHVHTXHVWLRQVRUDWOHDVWWRFRQWULEXWHWR
VWUHQJWKHQ WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ SURYLGLQJ
DFFXUDWHGDWD
'DWDFROOHFWLRQDQGSURFHVVLQJ


)LJXUH  ± &HUDPLF SRWIUDJPHQWVDIWHU DUFKDHRORJLFDO
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
&RQVWUXFWLYHWHFKQLTXHV
7KHLQLWLDODQDO\VLVRIWKHFHUDPLFSRWFRQVWUXFWLYHSURFHVV
VKRZV DW OHDVW WZR GLIIHUHQW WHFKQLTXHV ,Q RQH KDQG WKH
PRXOGLQJSURFHVVHVXVHGLQWKHPHGDOOLRQVDQGDOVRLQWKH
ZUHDWKV LQWKHWRSDQGERWWRPRIWKHH[LVWLQJKDQGOH OHG
DUFKDHRORJLVWV WR FRQVLGHU D VHPLLQGXVWULDO IDEULFDWLRQ
SURFHVV ,Q DQRWKHU KDQG WKH PDLQ ERG\ LQGLFDWHV WKH
SUREDEOHXVHRIDSRWWHU¶VZKHHODORQJZLWKWKHGHFRUDWLYH
KDQGGUDZLQJVVKRZLQJDKDQGLFUDIWSURFHVV

7KHQHHGIRUKLJKOHYHORIGHWDLODQGDFFXUDF\ZDVRQHRI
WKH PDLQ FULWHULD LQ WKH FKRLFH RI WKH WHFKQRORJ\ WR XVH
DORQJZLWKDOLPLWHGDPRXQWRIWLPHWKDWZHKDGWRVXUYH\
WKLV DUFKDHRORJLFDO DUWLIDFW $OO VKHUGV RI WKH FHUDPLF SRW
ZHUH VFDQQHG ZLWK D .RQLFD0LQROWD 9LYLG L ' QRQ
FRQWDFW GLJLWL]HU ZLWK DQ DFFXUDF\ RI PP DQG D
SUHFLVLRQ RI PP 7KH IUDJPHQWV ZHUH SODFHG RQ D
EODFN YHOYHW FORWK QRUPDOO\ XVHG WR SKRWRJUDSK
DUFKDHRORJLFDODUWLIDFWVZKLFKWXUQHGRXWWREHDQH[FHOOHQW
FKRLFH EHFDXVH QR SRLQWV IURP WKH VXSSRUWLQJ SODWIRUP
ZHUHFDSWXUHE\WKHODVHUVFDQQHUSURYLGLQJLQWKLVZD\D
FOHDU VFDQ 6RPH DFU\OLF VXSSRUWV ZHUH DOVR XVHG WR SODFH
WKHIUDJPHQWVLQIDYRXUDEOHSRVLWLRQVLQRUGHUWRFDSWXUHLWV
HQWLUHVKDSH


)LJXUH  /DVHU 6FDQQHU 6\VWHP .RQLFD0LQROWD 9LYLG
L'QRQFRQWDFWGLJLWL]HU


)LJXUH±3KRWRJUDSKRIWKHSRW¶VPHGDOOLRQ
6FRSHRIWKHZRUN
7KHPDLQREMHFWLYHRIWKLVVWXG\ZDVWRKHOSDUFKDHRORJLVWV
ZLWKWKHPRUSKRORJLFDODQDO\VLVRIWKLVRGGFHUDPLFDUWLIDFW
DLPLQJ WR XQGHUVWDQG LWV FRQVWUXFWLYH SURFHVV WR SURYLGH
DFFXUDWHGLPHQVLRQLQJDQGWRUHFRQVWUXFWDK\SRWKHWLFDO'
PRGHOVXSSRUWHGE\WKHH[LVWLQJIUDJPHQWV
,Q WHUPV RI PRUSKRORJ\ WKH LQLWLDO K\SRWKHVLV ZDV WKDW
WKLVSRWKDGDELV\PPHWULFDOFRQVWUXFWLRQGHILQHGE\WZR

3RLQWFORXGDFTXLVLWLRQDVZHOODVDOOWKHWDVNVPHQWLRQHG
LQ WKLV SDSHU ZHUH GRQH XVLQJ 5DSLG)RUP  ,1186
7HFK ZLWKWKHEXLOWLQLQWHUIDFHIRU9LYLGGLJLWL]HUV
6FDQV RI LQWHULRUDQG H[WHULRU VLGHV RI WKH IUDJPHQWV ZHUH
FDSWXUHGVHSDUDWHO\FUHDWLQJWZRGLIIHUHQWSRLQWFORXGVIRU
HDFK IUDJPHQW 7KH ELJJHVW VKHUG QHHGHG IRXU H[WUDVFDQV
WRFRPSOHWHWKHVXUYH\
7KHILUVWVWHSLQGDWDSURFHVVZDVWRFUHDWHDPHVKIURP
HDFK SRLQW FORXG VHW WKLV RSHUDWLRQ LQFOXGHG WULDQJXODWLRQ
RI WKH SRLQW FORXGV DQG QRLVH UHPRYDO $IWHU WKH VHYHUDO
PHVKHV IURP HDFK VKHUG ZHUH UHJLVWHUHG LQ RQH VLQJOH
FRRUGLQDWHV\VWHP7KLVDOLJQPHQWZDVGRQHLQWZRVWDJHV
URXJK DQG ILQH DOLJQPHQW 7KH ILUVW RQH LV D VHPLPDQXDO
SURFHVV ZKHUH FRPPRQ SRLQWV IURP RYHUODSSLQJ DUHDV RQ
HDFKPHVKDUHPDQXDOO\VHOHFWHGSURYLGLQJURXJKURWDWLRQ
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DQGWUDQVODWLRQYDOXHV7KHILQHDOLJQPHQWWRROSURYLGHVDQ
DXWRPDWLF DOLJQPHQW EDVHG RQ WKH ,WHUDWLYH &ORVHVW 3RLQW
,&3 DOJRULWKP>+&09@7KLVDOLJQPHQWFDQEHUHILQHG
E\ FKDQJLQJ WKH QXPEHUV RI LWHUDWLRQV RU WKH WDUJHW
DOLJQPHQW HUURU 7KH DYHUDJH GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH
DOLJQPHQWV ZDV PP DQG WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ
PP


)LJXUH±3RLQWFORXGIURPWKHELJJHVWIUDJPHQW
1H[WVWHSZDVPHUJLQJWKHDOLJQHGVFDQVLQWRRQHVLQJOH
PRGHO5DSLG)RUPSURYLGHVWZRNLQGVRIPHUJHWRROVRQH
EDVHGRQWKHVXUIDFH]LSSHULQJ>7/@DQGWKHRWKHURQWKH
YROXPHWULFDSSURDFK>*93@2QFHWKHVXUIDFH]LSSHULQJ
RSHUDWHVGLUHFWO\RQWULDQJOHPHVKHVLWDVDEHWWHUEHKDYLRXU
RQ UHODWLYHO\ VPRRWK VXUIDFH WKDQ LQ UHJLRQV RI KLJK
FXUYDWXUH WKXV LQ RXU FDVH ZH XVHG WKH YROXPHWULF
DSSURDFK ZKLFK ZDV PRUH DSSURSULDWH IRU RXU ZRUN
VKRZLQJEHWWHUSHUIRUPDQFHZLWKUHVSHFWWRQRLVHUHGXFWLRQ
DQGKROHILOOLQJ


)LQDOO\ DOO WKH SRLQW FORXGV ZHUH PHVKHG DOLJQHG DQG
PHUJHGLQWRVHSDUDWHGPRGHOVIRUHDFKIUDJPHQW


)LJXUH  ± 5HVXOWLQJ PHVKHV IURP VFDQQLQJ ZLWK D IODW
PLUURU
*HRPHWULFDODQDO\VLV
,Q WKLV VHFWLRQ ZH GHVFULEH WKH PHWKRGRORJ\ XVHG WR
DQDO\VH WKH JHRPHWULF FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH ELJJHVW
IUDJPHQW7KHLQLWLDOK\SRWKHVLVZDVWKDWWKHFHUDPLFSRWWR
ZKLFKWKLVIUDJPHQWEHORQJVZDVLQVFULEHGLQDUHYROXWLRQ
VROLG7KHFRUUHVSRQGHQWUHYROXWLRQD[LVDQGWKHJHQHUDWUL[
SURILOH ZHUH GHILQHG WKURXJK D VHTXHQFH RI RSHUDWLRQV
GHVFULEHGEHOORZ
5HYROXWLRQD[LVHVWLPDWLRQ
7KHSURSRVHGPHWKRGLVEDVHGRQWKHJHRPHWULFSURSHUWLHV
RI D UHYROXWLRQ VROLG ZKLFK GHILQHV WKDW DQ\ KRUL]RQWDO
VHFWLRQLVDFLUFOHZLWKFHQWUHFRQWDLQHGLQWKHURWDWLRQD[LV
7KH ULP¶V ZHOO GHILQHG PRUSKRORJ\ RI SRWWHU\ ELJJHVW
VKHUG DOORZHG WKH HVWLPDWLRQ RI D KRUL]RQWDO SODQ RI WKH
REMHFW ,Q WKLV FDVH ZH KDYH GHILQHG D FLUFOH SDVVLQJ
WKURXJKRQHRIWKHIOXWHV
0DNLQJ WKH SODQ WKDW FRQWDLQV WKLV FLUFOH RXU KRUL]RQWDO
UHIHUHQFH ZH KDYH VOLFHG WKH IUDJPHQW LQ VHYHUDO SDUWV
REWDLQLQJ KRUL]RQWDO VHFWLRQV WKDW WKHRUHWLFDOO\ VKRXOG
GHVFULEHFRQFHQWULFFLUFOHVGHILQLQJRXUURWDWLRQD[LV


)LJXUH±'PHVKIURPWKHPDMRUIUDJPHQW
7KH DOLJQPHQW VWDJH SUHVHQWHG VRPH SUREOHPV SDUW RI
WKH VFDQQHG IUDJPHQWV KDG D YHU\ VPDOO RYHUODSSLQJ DUHD
EHWZHHQLQWHULRU DQGH[WHULRU IDFHVLQWKH ZRUVW FDVHMXVW
WKH WKLFNQHVV RI WKH HGJH 7R VROYH WKLV SUREOHP D IODW
PLUURU ZDV XVHG LQ RUGHU WR FROOHFW LQ D VLQJOH VFDQ ERWK
LQWHULRU DQG H[WHULRU IDFHV 6RPH RSDTXH WDUJHWV ZHUH
SODFHG LQ WKH PLUURU DQG VFDQQHG DW WKH VDPH WLPH DV WKH
IUDJPHQWV SURYLGLQJ WKH FRRUGLQDWHV IRU WKH VXEVHTXHQW
V\PPHWU\WUDQVIRUPDWLRQRIWKHSRLQWFORXGV


)LJXUH±+RUL]RQWDOVHFWLRQV
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7KHVHFWLRQV REWDLQHG IURP WKH PRGHO ZHUH LPSRUWHG WR
0DWODE 7KH0DWK:RUNV,QF86$ LQRUGHUWRFDOFXODWH
WKHLUEHVWILWFLUFOH'XHWRWKHIDFWWKDWWKHH[WHULRUVHFWLRQV
RIWKHPRGHOUHIOHFWHGDOOWKHLUUHJXODULWLHVRIGHFRUDWLRQV
ZHGHFLGHWRXVHRQO\WKHLQWHULRUVHFWLRQVRIWKHIUDJPHQW
7KH VHFWLRQV WKDW LQWHUFHSW WKH PHGDOOLRQ DQG KDQGOH
UHJLRQV DOVR UHYHDOHG D GHIRUPDWLRQ WR WKH LQWHULRU RI WKH
SRW VRPH FRQVLGHUDWLRQV RQ WKLV VXEMHFW DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ
WKHFRQFOXVLRQVDWWKHHQGRIWKLVDUWLFOH 7KHSDUWVZKHUH
WKLVNLQGRIGHIRUPDWLRQZDVLGHQWLILHGZHUHH[FOXGHGIURP
WKHGDWDVHWWRDYRLGHUURQHRXVUHVXOWVLQWKHDYHUDJHFHQWUH
FDOFXODWLRQ
%HFDXVH WKH REWDLQHG VHFWLRQV ZHUH QRW FRPSOHWHO\
LQVFULEHG LQ FLUFOHV ZH KDYH FDOFXODWHG WKH EHVW ILW FLUFOH
IRUHDFKVHFWLRQGDWDXVLQJ/HDVW6TXDUHV0HWKRG /60 
WKH RUGLQDU\ YHUVLRQ RQFH LW ZDV QRW JLYHQ DQ\ ZHLJKW WR
GDWDREVHUYDWLRQV>$EG@7KHURWDWLRQD[LVSHUSHQGLFXODU
WRWKHSUHYLRXVO\GHILQHGKRUL]RQWDOSODQZDVGHILQHGIURP
WKHDYHUDJHFHQWUHRIDOOWKHFLUFOHV


)LJXUH±'PRGHOUDGLDOVHFWLRQV OHIW DQGRYHUOD\
RIVHFWLRQV ULJKW 
6\PPHWU\SODQV
7R FRUURERUDWH WKH DUFKDHRORJLVW¶V K\SRWKHVLV RI D EL
V\PPHWULFDO VFKHPH IURP WKH KDQGOHV DQG PHGDOOLRQV
SRVLWLRQLQJ WZR YHUWLFDO SODQV ZHUH GHILQHG RQH WKURXJK
WKH FHQWUH RI WKH PHGDOOLRQ DQG WKH RWKHU WKURXJK WKH
YHUWLFDOD[LVRIWKHKDQGOH7KHLQWHUVHFWLRQDQJOHRIWKHVH
SODQVZDV
9LUWXDO5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ
7KHGHILQLWLRQRIWKHSURILOHDQGURWDWLRQD[LVSURYLGHGWKH
EDVLFHOHPHQWVWRUHEXLOGWKHYLUWXDOFHUDPLFSRW


)LJXUH±$[RQRPHWULFUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIDOOWKHFHQWUHV
RI WKH DGMXVWHG FLUFOHV DQG WKH FDOFXODWHG URWDWLRQ D[LV
OHIW  FHQWUHV DQG URWDWLRQD[LV KRUL]RQWDO SURMHFWLRQ WRS
ULJKW  GLVWDQFH IURP FHQWUHV WR WKH URWDWLRQ D[LV DQG WKH
UHVSHFWLYHPHDQGLVWDQFH PP  ERWWRPULJKW 
3URILOH
7KH JHQHUDWUL[ SURILOH ZDV GHILQHG IURP YHUWLFDO UDGLDO
VHFWLRQVRIWKHPRGHOFDOFXODWHGIURPWKHLQWHUVHFWLRQRID
YHUWLFDO SODQ FRQWDLQLQJ WKH SUHYLRXVO\ GHILQHG UHYROXWLRQ
D[LVDQGWKHPRGHO
$QDO\VLQJ WKH RYHUOD\ RI DOO WKH VHFWLRQV VRPH
LUUHJXODULWLHV ZHUH LGHQWLILHG DQG H[FOXGHG RUQDPHQWDO
IHDWXUHVLQWKHRXWVLGHRIWKHSRWDQGLQVLGHGHIRUPDWLRQV
$IWHUUHPRYLQJ SDWFKHV DQG UHGXQGDQW GDWD D VLPSOLILHG
SURILOHZDVPDQXDOO\HVWLPDWHG


)LJXUH5HYROXWLRQVROLG
1H[W VWDJH LQ YLUWXDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SURFHVV ZDV WKH
SODFHPHQW RI WKH ORRVH IUDJPHQWV 7KH IUDJPHQW WKDW
FRQWDLQV WKH VHFRQG PHGDOOLRQ ZDV SODFHG LQ WKH
V\PPHWULFDO SRVLWLRQ RI WKH ILUVW RQH XVLQJ WKH SUHYLRXVO\
GHILQHGV\PPHWU\SODQ
7KH SRVLWLRQ HVWLPDWLRQ RI WKHWKUHHVPDOOHVW IUDJPHQWV
ZDVQRWVRHDV\%HFDXVHWKH\GRQRWSUHVHQWDQ\VLQJXODU
IHDWXUH WKDW FRXOG DOORZ D GLUHFW LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ D QHZ
PHWKRGRORJ\ ZDV GHYHORSHG EDVHG RQ GHFRUDWLRQ SDWWHUQ
WKDWXVHWKHVDPHV\PPHWU\SODQVFHQWUHGRQWKHPHGDOOLRQ
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DQGKDQGOHSRVLWLRQ7KHILUVWVWHSZDVWRGUDZWKHH[LVWLQJ
SDWWHUQRQWKHPDMRUIUDJPHQW


)LJXUH  ± +\SRWKHWLFDO YLUWXDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PRGHO
ZLWKRYHUOD\RIH[LVWLQJIUDJPHQWV
&RQFOXVLRQV

)LJXUH'HFRUDWLYHHOHPHQWVUHVWLWXWLRQ
8VLQJWKHV\PPHWU\SODQVGHILQHGE\WKHPHGDOOLRQDQG
KDQGOH WKLV SDWWHUQ ZDV UHSURGXFHG WR WKH LQH[LVWHQW DUHDV
RIWKHPRGHO7KLVGUDZLQJZDVWKHNH\WRILQGWKHSRVVLEOH
SODFHVRIHDFKVPDOOIUDJPHQW)URPWKHYLVXDODQDO\VLVRI
WKHGHFRUDWLYHSDWWHUQZHZHUHDEOHWRILQGWKHXQLTXHSODFH
IRU HDFK IUDJPHQW LQ WKLV ZD\ WKH\ ZHUH SODFHG LQ WKHLU
RULJLQDOSRVLWLRQV


)LJXUH  ± )UDJPHQWV SODFHPHQW DQG GHFRUDWLYH
SDWWHUQUHVWLWXWLRQ
7KH ODVW VWHS ZDV WKH SODFHPHQW RI D SUREDEOH VHFRQG
KDQGOH DFFRUGLQJ WR DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ LQ D
V\PPHWULF SRVLWLRQ WR WKH ILUVW RQH 7KLV FRQFOXGHG WKH
YLUWXDOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQSURFHVVDQGSURYLGHGDK\EULGPRGHO
PHUJLQJ H[LVWLQJ IUDJPHQWV ZLWK WKH JHRPHWULF VKDSH
FRQVWUXFWLRQ

7KHH[WUHPHTXDOLW\RIWKLVFHUDPLFSRWLQDPRUSKRORJLF
DQG GHFRUDWLYH SRLQW RI YLHZ OHG WR DQ XQDQVZHUHG
TXHVWLRQ IRU ZKDW SXUSRVH ZDV WKLV VPDOO FHUDPLF SRW
PDGH"
6RPHRIWKHUHVXOWVRIWKLVVWXG\DUHYHU\LQWULJXLQJWKH
WKLFNQHVV RI WKH SRW¶V ZDOOV PP  UHYHDOV DQ H[WUHPH
SHUIHFWLRQLQWKHPDQXIDFWXULQJSURFHVVDQGLIZHWKLQNRQ
WKH KDQGPDGH GHFRUDWLYH LQFLVLRQV PP GHHS  RQH FDQ
FRQFOXGHWKDWWKLVSLHFHRIDUWZDVPDGHE\DYHU\VNLOOHG
FUDIWVPDQ$QRWKHUDVSHFWLVWKHJHRPHWULFUHJXODULW\RIDOO
WKHVHFWLRQVERWKKRUL]RQWDODQGUDGLDO LQWKHILUVWRQHVWKH
ELJJHVWYDOXHRIFHQWUHGLVSHUVLRQLVOHVVWKDQPP 
7KH NQRZOHGJH DFTXLUHG LQ WKLV ZRUN DORQJ ZLWK WKH
DUFKDHRORJLVWV FRQWULEXWLRQ DQG FROODERUDWLRQ LQ DOO WKH
SKDVHV RI WKLV VWXG\ DOORZV XV WR SURSRVH D VWHSE\VWHS
FRQVWUXFWLYH SURFHVV 7KH ILUVW RSHUDWLRQ ZDV WKH
FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH PDLQ ERG\ SUREDEO\ LQ D SRWWHU¶V
ZKHHODOWKRXJKVRPHTXHVWLRQVDULVHZKHQZHWKLQNRQWKH
SHUIHFWLRQ RI VRPH JHRPHWULF IHDWXUHV $IWHU WKH PRXOGHG
HOHPHQWV PHGDOOLRQDQGZUHDWKV ZHUHSODFHGLQWKHPDLQ
ERG\ DORQJ ZLWK WKH KDQGOHV WKHUH LV DOVR WKH SRVVLELOLW\
WKDW WKH ULP FRXOG KDYH EHHQ PDGH E\ PRXOG WHFKQLTXHV
DJDLQ EHFDXVH RI LWV JHRPHWULF SHUIHFWLRQ  7KH DOPRVW
SHUIHFW V\PPHWU\ YHULILHG LQ WKLV VWXG\ EHWZHHQ WKH WZR
PRXOGHG HOHPHQWV LV DQRWKHU LQWULJXLQJ LVVXH ZHUH WKH\
SODFHG ZLWK DQ\ VSHFLDO WRRO WKDW FRXOG JXDUDQWHH WKLV
JHRPHWULFFRQGLWLRQ"2QHRIWKHFRQWULEXWLRQVRIWKLVZRUN
WR WKH XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH FRQVWUXFWLYH SURFHVV ZDV WKH
GHWHFWLRQ RI WZR VPDOO GHSUHVVLRQV RQ WKH LQVLGH RI WKH
SRW¶V PDMRU IUDJPHQW GXH WR WKH SUHVVXUH PDGH WR DWWDFK
WKH PRXOGHG HOHPHQWV )URP KHUH ZH FDQGHGXFHWKDW WKH
FOD\ZDVVWLOOIUHVKE\WKHWLPHRIPRXOGVSODFHPHQW$IWHU
WKHGHFRUDWLRQZDVHQJUDYHGZLWKDVKDUSWRROE\KDVZH
VDLG EHIRUH D YHU\ VNLOOHG FUDIWVPDQ 7KH ILQLVKLQJ ZDV D
WKLQOD\HURIZDWHUHGFOD\VOLJKWO\GDUNHUWKDQWKHRULJLQDO
FOD\
7KHLQFUHGLEOHDPRXQWRIHIIRUWDQGWHFKQLFDOFRPSOH[LW\
WR DFFRPSOLVK WKLVVPDOOSLHFH RI SRWWHU\ LV PRUH FORVHWR
MHZHOOHU\ WKDQ WR FHUDPLF SURGXFWLRQ -XVW DIWHU ZH
FRQFOXGHGWKLVVWXG\ WZR LGHQWLFDO PHGDOOLRQV ZHUH IRXQG
LQ WZR GLIIHUHQW PRQDVWHULHV LQ WKH QRUWK RI 3RUWXJDO
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Abstract
The cultural marketing in digital or non digital forms constitues a fundamental element of the management of cultural
agencies and its main aim is to improve the communication between the cultural institutions and the public and also making
access to the knowledge. When heritage is viewed in marketing terms it is presented as a “product” and the visitor to a
museum or to the ancient monument becomes a “customer”. The commodification of the heritage products automatically
implies their exchange/economic values in order to be competive in the market world. But what are the interpretive tools of
that process and who controls them? Who sets the agenda? What are the theoretical and practical implications? What is the
legislative and the administrative framework in which the cultural marketing is expressed or what should it be? What are the
ethical implications of the e-marketing of the heritage products?
Based on the definitions derived from sociolgy, anthropology and archaeology theories and our personal experience we will
first attempt to explore and define the relations between the cultural “exchange products”, the e-marketing process and the
public by evaluating the pros and cons of that kind of access to knowledge, setting in that way the theoretical background.
We will then focus on discussing the necessity of professional and ethical guidelines expressed in a legislative and
administrative network which will control and confirm scientifically the quality of the provided knowledge. We will use two
case studies from Greece, that of ARF (Archaeological Receipts Fund) and that of the Hellenic Culture Organization S.A. (emuseum shop) and through their promotion mechanisms, whether traditional or modern, we will discuss the practical
implications of their activity.

1. Introduction
The cultural marketing in digital forms might offer new
opportunities for supporting improvements on the
communication between the cultural institutions and the
public, making access to the knowledge. This paper
particularly seeks to highlight the role of the cultural
marketing process in the context of theoretical and
practical background of heritage interpretation.
2. Related social-anthropological theories
In order to explore and define the relations between the
cultural “exchange products”, the e-marketing process and
the public through the valuing ancient things, it is usefull to
have in mind some social-anthropological theories.
2.1 Rubbish Theory: The Creation and Destruction of
Value.
According to Thompson’s theory there are three
categories of value into which any material may be placed:
transient things are those of which the value is decreasing
over time; durable things are those of which the value is

increasing over time; things with no value are rubbish
[Tho79].
2.2 The Political Economy of the Sign
According to Jean Baudrillard there are four
contemporary ‘codes of values’ which occupy spaces in the
different socio-economic realms of production and
consumption. Use value and economic exchange value
represent values operative in the realm of production and
also the realm of traditional political economy, where
‘objects are primarily a function of needs and take on their
meaning in the economic relation man to his environment’
[Bau 81].
Also, sign exchange value and symbolic exchange value,
represent values operative in the realm of what he calls ‘the
political economy of the sign’ representing ‘the value of
social prestation of rivarly’ which he distinguishes from
that of economic competition [Bau 81].
Two conversions from one value to another, according to
Baudrillard, represent the processes of political economy –
the conversion from use value to exchange value and back
which is the equivalent of the ‘commodity phase’ in an
object’s life cycle [App86]. A further conversion represent
the promotion of material to the symbolic realm.
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2.3 Distinction
Last, what Pierre Bourdieu suggests is that ‘the sacred
sphere of culture implies an affirmation of those who can
be satisfied with the …distinguished pleasures forever
closed to the profane; that is why art and cultural
consumption are predisposed … to fulfil a social function
of legitimating social differences [Bou84].
Based on the above theories it is getting clear that notions
of value are central to the consideration of the purpose of
creating, maintaining and promoting a set aside as
‘heritage’ and its ‘products’. Differences in understanding
the purpose of heritage result in differing schemes of value,
each of which draws upon a founding principle of heritage
management, derives from a source discipline outside
archaeology and offers a particular value scheme resulting
in specific types of value; a financial value may be placed
on a heritage object, as measured by its market value, if
any, its replacement cost or how much people are prepared
to pay to maintain it or aquire it.
3. Cultural Marketing in the “digital market”
In our attempt to explore the practical implications of
cultural marketing we will focus on discussing the
necessity of professional and ethical guidelines expressed
in a legislative and administrative network.
The use of cultural marketing in the digital world and in
the internet, provide the ability of promoting effectively the
cultural goods, and developing Cultural Markets in local
and in world level. These markets, working in an
independent base, will establish the new «Digital
Economy», which will support, strengthen and promote the
cultural action , at the same time with the governmentǯs
financial support.
Of course, for more effective results we need a suitable
regulating and legislative frame. This will prohibit the
transformation of the projection and promotion of cultural
goods in a profitable enterprise of sale, which support the
system of an illicit and uncontrolled competition.
It becomes, therefore, explicit that in the "digital world",
each government must have an intervention, through the
configuration of regulating frame, which will represent the
public interest for the protection of the cultural heritage.
4. Cultural Marketing “in action”
We will use two case studies from Greece, that of
Archaeological Receipts Fund (ARF) and that of the
Hellenic Culture Organization S.A. (e-museum shop) and
through their promotion mechanisms, whether traditional
or modern, we will try to shed light to the legislative and
administrative guidelines of their activity.
The Archaeological Receipts Fund (ARF) is a Public
Corporate Body under the Ministry of Culture in Greece. It
is the main body responsible for allocating the income
deriving from various forms of exploitation of the Greek
cultural heritage, which it makes available for the
projection, protection and promotion of the archeological
sites and monuments of Greece, and in general, to support
the work of the archeological service.
It is based in Athens, and has facilities (offices,
laboratories, storerooms) in various other cities. The
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personnel of the ARF are engaged both in supporting the
aims of the organization, and in covering the needs of the
services of the Ministry of Culture, especially those in the
provinces. The ARF strives continually to upgrade its role,
by modernizing its operations, extending the area of its
productive activities, and developing the range of services
it provides.
The administration and personnel of the ARF play an
active part in this endeavour and make a decisive
contribution to the new institutional framework.
Today, ARF is the most important institution through
which the Greek cultural heritage promoted, while at the
same time are economised also the essential resources that
will help the viability of the Ministry of Culture. It is,
moreover, known that in Greece the government owned
sums that are given for the culture are particularly small
and do not cover the needs. This situation strengthens more
the importance of ARF, which, through its activities
ensured moreover financial sums for the culture with
parallel distribution and promotion of cultural goods in the
public.
The strategy of marketing in this particular institution
includes the publication and the distribution of specialised
archaeological studies and periodicals and publications of
wider archaeological interest, the production and
distribution of visual aids of an archaeological character,
the creation and running of laboratories to produce casts
and authentic copies of items in museums, the production
and distribution of authentic copies and applications of
archaeological motifs produced by the ARF (casts, wallpaintings, Byzantine icons, jewellery, etc.) and items
produced by third parties for sale on consignment. Also, it
includes the organisation of displays and shops in museums
and archaeological sites in Greece for the distribution of
items produced by the ARF,
the organisation of
exhibitions of an archaeological character, with copies of
ancient works of art, in cooperation with the Ministry of
Culture and other bodies, the collection of duties and the
legal safeguarding of the copyrights of the ARF, the
inspection of private companies and individuals who make
and sell copies of ancient objects and finally, the
administration and economic management of regular
contracts.
In this point, it will be necessary to emphasize that the
process of promotion and marketing should be consistent
with the rules of the Public Interest and they must protect
the cultural heritage from the cheap commercialisation and
economic exploitation. For this reason, it would be
necessary the existence of regulating legislative frame
which would prohibit the industrialisation and protect the
basic and fundamental meaning of culture.
The context for all the activities of ARF is determined by
the renewed, being in force, Archaeological Law
(N3028/2002), which is presented very strict in topics and
subjects that are related to the protection of cultural
heritage. The activity of ARF that is related with the multiproduction and distribution of authentic copies and
applications of archaeological motifs, presents a particular
interest, because it still exists the opinion that a work of art,
when it is copied and multiplied, loses his uniqueness and
does not belong more in the High Art.
The regulating frame in this case is also determined by
ARF which characteristically says «…. . Our fundamental
objective constitutes the, as possible, exact copy of the
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original museum exhibit, whether this is a big statue of
classical antiquity or a small bead of necklace. Thus, we
choose the objects in our collections, taking into
consideration the aesthetic effect on the contemporary art,
in connection with the state of maintenance of the original
masterpieces in the museums. The entire process of reproduction is overseen in all stages by the archaeologists of
ARF, and have been made by specialised craftsmen and
artists…. »
The second case-study is the Hellenic Culture
Organization S.A. The company was founded by the 1997
"Institutions, Measures and Actions for Cultural
Development" law of the Hellenic State, which was
enriched by relevant amendments in 2000.
The aim of the company is to promote the cultural
heritage and resources of the country, as well as to organize
and
endorse
the
Cultural
Olympiada.
To achieve these aims, the company started being active
placing emphasis on two key areas:
a.The field of organizing complete programs of cultural
activities, as part of the Cultural Olympiada.
b.The field of the promotion and endorsement of the
Hellenic Heritage and the cultural potential of the country,
emphasizing on digital applications and taking advantage
of the opportunities offered by the Information Society in
the frame of rules of conduct and the currents of the New
Economy.
More specifically, the activities of the Company include
the following:
- The production, publication and distribution of books,
journals and other printed literature, audio-visual material,
photographs, games or related items associated with the
promotion of our cultural heritage, of contemporary Greek
culture and the Cultural Olympiada, as well as the
organisation of conferences and other similar events.
- The administration of the rights of the Greek state over
the various features of our cultural heritage, in sofar as
these are, individually or in thematic areas, made the
responsibility of the Company by decision of the Ministry
of Culture, with the approval of the Central Archaeological
Council,
where
necessary.
- The preparation of feasibility studies and the
commissioning of studies associated with the Cultural
Olympiada.
- The planning and implementation of programmes and
activities concerning the Cultural Olympiada
- The promotion of the Cultural Olympiada in Greece and
abroad.
- The drawing up of contracts with the state or with any
other natural or legal person, in public or private law,
concerning the Cultural Olympiada.
In his well designed web page, Hellenic Culture
Organization presents the activities and at the same time,
through the e - museum shop gives anybody the
opportunity to buy authentic copies from museum exhibits .
The e-museum shop is the the ninth and the largest branch
among HCO’s museums shops. There, you simply select
the products you desire and the EMS (Electronic Museum
Shop) will deliver them to you.
The legislative frame, as it is expressed in various forms,
when is harmonised with the Public Interest, has the ability
of preventing the uncontrolled and illicit competition which
is unfortunately encouraged by the free market. It has also
the possibility of rescuing the prestige of the identity of

cultural goods, which are, nowadays, trading into the
environment of the World Web.
5. Conclusion
The cultural marketing constitutes one of the basic
operations of administration and cultural management. The
basic aim of a complete marketing strategy, which includes
market research, publicity, promotion and projection of the
«competitive advantage» of specific cultural goods and
cultural services, is to gain the disposal of the consumers
precious "free time", which for them is translated in
personal and economic cost.
However, what is totally required is, on one hand, a
specialised personnel with scientific knowledge making
use of accurate interpretive tools and methodology and, on
the other, an organised legislative and administrative
frame of regulating rules which will protect the cultural
heritage and the maintenance of cultural identity.
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Abstract
This work is part of the research project developed to build an information system that can improve the
level of protection and raise the value of historical sites: consequently it has to be used and shared outside
the closed perimeter in which it was built.
The e-historical site aims to draw attention to the relationship between the evolution of data typologies to
be collected and the web sharing methods to the maximum number of users.
There are three topics of research carried out from the research group through the studies on different
kinds of historical centres (from the famous Genoa’s one executed some years ago, to the three smaller
studies in Cantù conducted over the past three years and today still in progress) attempting to improve the
3D data published and shared in particular urban contexts.
The issues this study aims to address are as follows. Which types of 3D models can be implemented in
order to minimize costs and maximize benefits? Which type of E-3D sharing levels can bridge GIS
technology and Virtual Reality through the web?
Different solutions may include a base level such as VRML model generated by GIS (ArcGIS ) system to
the more suitable .skp 3D model to be shared between the web and local station by professionals in the
more common software such us CAD, SketchUp, 3D Studio,… ). Publishing 3D geodata built in a GIS on
the web on Google Earth allows users to independently download and implement 3D data according to the
scope of their own project. Alternatively, full E-3DGIS systems are most often realized and are usable by
external users at the state of the art; they offer opportunities but also problems that need to be studied.

1. E-sharing geo-info inside the risk map: an opportunity
to improve cultural heritage protection policies and
historical sites in residential areas
Collection and organized management of the knowledge
acquired is essential to arriving at correct policies of
integrated conservation of the cultural heritage as a situation
in constant change. GIS, viewed in an open and updated form,
can become a support to the processes of city planning of
‘historical sites’.
Georeferencing, as a collection of space-time data, is
developing thanks to the contribution of archeometric
disciplines. The co-relationship between 2D-3D historical and
current cartographies can contribute to augmenting the
knowledge of the history of small sites – ostensibly
anonymous and without ancient characteristics - , interpreted
in the state of art through the material traces of the changes
taking place over centuries, like in the case study here
described. It can contribute to guiding contemporary
transformation, supporting sustainable development and a
programmed maintenance policy – with the active
participated protection of the resident community - and
transparent sharing of geo-information in public institutions
and the scientific community extended to professionals.
The starting point of this research1 is evolution of the
cataloguing concept2, which is addressed to the drafting
1 The Lab group of research involved in this work is composed by
young researcher, PhD students in Geodesy and Geomatic (Prandi F.,

project of Risk Map3, conducted at a regional scale by the
Region of Lombardy, starting with technical specifications of
georeferencing cultural heritage with GIS technology.
It opens up many considerations and is closely related with
parallel studies on complex themes of scheduled maintenance,
conservation and identification of suitable methods of
analysis and intervention policies, developed on an
architectonic scale but strictly related to the context scale.
Today “a new role for environmental context4 in the Risk
Map is taking shape, which can emphasize the risks, but also
point out the opportunities for use and development that
cultural heritage offers, constitutive factor of territorial
identities.”

Fassi F.) on 3D Laser Scanner modelling and 3DGIS specifications,
Uggeri G. on sharing 3Dmodel on the Web, Alessandro Rampin
developing WEBGIS interface, Achille C. (junior researcher ) for
developing GIS 3D on Historical site, Oreni D. PhD on Historical
Site Protecting
2
www.iccd.beniculturali.it;
www.regionibeniculturali.it/leggi/altro/dwd/cat_bbcc.doc;
3
AA.VV., 1987. La carta del rischio del patrimonio culturale.
Ministero BB.CC.AA., Ufficio Centrale per i beni archeologici,
artistici e storici – Istituto Centrale per il Restauro, ICR – Bonifica P;
Brumana R., Monti C., 2004. La Carta del Rischio del patrimonio
culturale in Lombardia. Guida per la georeferenziazione dei beni
storico-architettonici. Guerini e Associati, Milano
4
CulturAlp project, approved within UE community Interreg III B
program (one of the leader project is Lombardy Region), is finalized
to the valorization of historical alpine centers
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Research into georeferencing methods for localization and
value enhancement of cultural heritage in Italy has increased
over the years, conducted in well-known historical centres as
well as in ‘minor centres,’ as part of the risk map of cultural
heritage. The interest in their conservation focuses on
attention to the territorial scale of the historical-documentaryenvironmental stratified values and has several goals - artistic
heritage protection and rediscovery of identity and collective
cultural roots, in the conviction that the building heritage is
not only an economic and social resource, but can become an
opportunity to improve the quality of ‘urban living’. The key
purpose of georeferencing is the creation of geographic
visualization of territorial distribution, with a view to creating
a map of architectural heritage.
Moving from the mentioned specification guide towards an
advanced concept of georeferencing through the use of
historical maps and historical 3D views in a GIS, in the
specific case of historical sites, the issue remains: how can the
three-dimensional perspective involve, in a GIS, the historic
3D view map in reading and protecting the state of the art of a
complex system of objects? How can the Topographic DBase
be improved to support 3D views from bottom to top at a
human scale?
2. From geodbase -- >>> to the WEB GIS
e-Historical site (the Cantù sites)
Using the experience of a WEB GIS prototype realized for the
historical centre of Genoa five years ago5, the starting point is
the e-sharing Dbase documentation of historical data - state of
the art, state of decay, and municipality data - georeferenced
on each building. To share useful information, the first
requirement is the inquiring level and WEB GIS agile access.
The first topic has been to make available GIS data through
the web (e-historical site of Cantù) to use the work done by
the municipality and public administration (PA) in all
documentation phases, in all the informative data processing
and in construction of the GIS (Fig.1).

Figure 1: E-Historical site of Cantu’.
HOME page, HELP Menù (Zooming, Info,…), Legend
description of the thematic raster map published.
The SHEMA GUIDE of the possible functions structured on
different levels of access: from the easier built on raster
thematic map with sensitive area for local and global info

5

Brumana R., Savi C., Fregonese L., Achille C., 2001. Mapping on
the internet and world wide centres: a web GIS on line prototype for
the historical centre of Genoa, Int. Arch. ICC2001, Beijing, China

about the GeoDbase, to the complex ones on the published
shp file to support advanced query. Functions available:

info-consulting

geographic thematic map consulting

consulting historical georeferenced cadastral map

sql query by remote server querying

downloading (hierarchical access PWD)

3D advanced information sharing
Obviously, the consulting level, like a reference glossary, is
only the first step and we must continue.
The second issue is how to improve the knowledge, and
consequently, the protection of minor historical sites
distributed on the territory – many of which are considered
anonymous and have been destroyed by transformation and
re-use processes, eliminating all historical evidence - to raise
the consciousness of the local community and professionals.
As part of the “guide of georeferencing cultural heritage for
map of risk”, the research has carried out some creases
aspects connected to the spread diffusion of data to be
georeferenced in case of historical sites in generation of flat
GeoDBASE and in rising requirement analyses management.
The research looks for joining GIS with historical maps
relating Archaeometric database collection. The result is the
Web-GIS thematic map of the historic evolution and the
levels of transformation of the historical centre, read on the
historic cadastral map georeferenced to the technical map
(Fig. 2). From SQL Querying GEODBASE on the E-web
(Fig.1) Æ to the Downloading service of Ancient Cadastral
Maps to the professionals and community, easy info related
to the ancient and actual maps are shared to citizen till to
professionals through downloading services (Fig.3a).
The third issue. Structural 2D georeferenced data collection
and material-technological construction in a GIS are not
enough in the project phases. The perspective must be
changed from the flat planimetric geo-relation perspective to
the 3Dview, to have a look at the elevation elements and the
façades. Perhaps it is the case of archaeometric research
about the chrono-typological analysis of the building volume
and of its elements (such as window dimensions, accesses,
shape of the arc) and finish analysis (stratigraphic, physical
perception colorimetric analysis of the plaster). Interpretation
of such data requires a shared 3Dview, orthogonal view along
the frontal plane, and along different directions of the ancient
roads and staircases, in order to be used by the professional in
the project, implementing own data on a single building but
using the 3D geo-data collected all over the historical context
(Fig.3b).
In the same way, implementation of 3D models, to allow the
reconstruction of the historic panoramic view of the
perspectives and the 3D view of the particular landscape cone
to be protected, may be disregarded unless we improve the
level of e-sharing of this data constructed in a GIS
environment, by promoting migration in an agile
environment for the professional.
Inside the third issue, it is developed this problem: which type
of 3D cartographic data is necessary in order to implement
geodata from technical maps at a scale of 1.1000/1:2000, to
3D automatic plano-volumetric representation on the terrain
model to allow mapping of georeferenced images (like
rectified images or 3D orthophotos), to support the decay
condition and finish analysis?.
Reconstruction of the shape of the urban characteristic
element, such as staircases and containment wall of staircases,
will allow 3D visualization supporting the analysis of the
ancient façades.
A interesting new field of application is generation of a 3D
view of the historical site in GIS constructed on the
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topographic database which can be implemented with
photogrammetric-laser scanner survey.
The research wants to begin focus the definition of the 3D
data specific requirement the development of 3D visualizer
allows the navigation and three-dimensional analysis of the
site.

Figure 2: The cadastral ancient map are georeferenced
inside the GIS map of the historical site.
E-sharing Geo-Information function to the resident
community (easy info related to the ancient and actual maps)
and to professionals through downloading services and
GeoDbase querying (first, second, third pictures).
From SQL Querying GEODBASE on the E-web Æ to the
Downloading service of Ancient Cadastral Maps to the
professionals and community (fourth picture)

Figure 3a: Web-GIS of the historic centre of Cantù, the
thematic map of historic evolution and transformation of the
historic centre read on the historic cadastral pre-existence
map.
Here is the legend related to the GIS thematic table.
The polygonal empty hatch colour refers to the period
threshold value of the differing pre-existence in each
cadastral map series of each building.
The coloured punctual symbols indicate the different levels of
conservation and transformation obtained from the point-bypoint reading of the survey campaign in each building,
recorded in the Dbase and co-related to the historical
cadastral series (from 1722 to the other maps):
- analyzing demolition over the different centuries, with
reconstruction on the same historical area on the shape of
the historical map (black triangle);
- new build (magenta triangle);
- structural changes without respect for the original
characteristics (blue triangle);
- changes to surface finish without respect for the original
characteristics (yellow square);
- structural changes with respect for the original
characteristics (green square);
- changes to surface finish with respect for the original
characteristics (blue circle);
- remaining original characteristics (red circle).
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International research on the advanced structures of 3Dcartography specification is making great efforts to supply
the geographic info lacking as automatically as possible, with
the minimum effort of survey and costs, through integrated
steps:
x minimal integration of data survey
x identifying semantic feature classes
x identifying correspondent geographic entities
x improving logical-topological relations
x improving semi-automatic procedures to build 3D objects.
Here is a simplified sample of problems of 3D geographic
information, in technical cartography 1:20006, in order to
support an advanced model extracted from the selected
historical perspective view: the point of view is positioned
from the bottom up, instead of the classical ‘bird flight’. The
problem samples are related to the different symbols to be
represented on the different images and maps (Fig.4).

Figure 3b: The evolution of the centre over the centuries is
analyzed using the historical cadastral maps.
The simultaneous reading of CTC scale 1:2000, of
georeferenced cadastral maps (1722-1856-1874-1898) and of
Dbase surveyed on site was related with transformation level
of the buildings. Here is the staircases ancient system
georeferenced to the technical map.
3. Toward 3d-structured cartographic systems to support
3d view analysis relating past to future
In comparing historical views with current views extracted
from the 3Dmodel, we find the most recurrent problems of
geoinfo-lack in order to support advanced 3Dview obtained
from pre-selected historical views positioned from the
bottom, rather than the classical ‘bird flight’ (Fig.4-5).

Figure 4: An ancient 3D view of the historical walled site of
Cantù, seen from the west (circa 1800) to the east. It is the
View of the Basilica of S. Pauli, constructed in the late 11th
century, which became in 1584 the ‘Head church of the
Cantù’. Relating and comparing the historic and the actual
(lower side), acquired from the historic perspective of the
Borromeo pastoral visit map XVI, the permanence of this
preferential panoramic perspective from west to east of the
Design of the Pieve of Cantù (bottom side) is recognized.

4. Geographic information lack to support 3DGIS data
management
Semantic Feature Classes >>> Geographic Entities
Through Topological Relation
(triangle) -- >Lack of Ground Altimetric Point
At the intersection of different sloping plan
directions, as in case of the complex staircases
branching off from the central point, the ground
points are totally absent and need to be acquired to
define 3D elements necessary to built up a 3D view
with unevenness (Fig.5)
Points have been surveyed with Geodetic GPS
Leica 1200 to build the flight steps beginning from
the altimetric starting and ending point (Fig. 6)
(dotted line arrow) - - > Wall containment
The yellow dotted line arrow indicates the wall
containment (such as the scarp wall or the
escarpment), in this case the staircase wall was
erroneously represented (Fig.5-6) due to the lack of
geographic entities. Data is semi-automatically
managed in the 3DGIS through a triangular,
trapezoid shape. An easy automatic Lisp procedure
was created to generate a 3DPoly from which to
obtain a 3DPolygon beginning from the 2 upper
points of the wall-head (starting and ending points)
and from the ground points (horizontal projection
in case of single point, sloping intersection in case
of double points or of DTM enable. (Fig. 6)
(dotted line square) - - > sloping road surface
(ancient staircases)
3D GIS management begins from the upper edge of
the staircases, or previous slope road, through
3Dpoly, and than transforms them in 3DPolyg with
discontinuous lines (Fig.5-10)
(dotted line circle) - - > front view building
( the case of mapping 3D urban view)
3D GIS management of orthophotos, rectified
images, or simple digital images acquired and
mapped of the 3Dmodel has been implemented in
ArcGIS (Fig.9)
(trapezoid) - - > sloping surface - - > 3D pitch
GIS modelling of historic site pitch. 3D GIS
management of semi-automatic 3D pitch is
obtained from the upper edge of the sloping roof
and from the eaves line (Fig. 5-8-9)
6
The Technical Map of the Municipality of Cantù (1995) is 2D with
few 3D information, polygon auto-consistency, and 3D entities. In
complex areas such as historic sites, the lacking info to generate 3D
views from the bottom and front views requires advanced solutions
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Stato-Regioni”8 for the contents of the GeoDatabase
(Topographic Database Technical and Content specifications,
2004).
Below are the preliminary results of research carried out by
the research group,9 especially regarding façades, roofs, and
wall containments integration (Fig.6-9). The next step will be
the 3D-congruence validation of topological adjacency in a
3Dspace of the staircases along the fronts and wall
containments.

Figure 5: Lacking 3DGeo-info sample.
The skyline is reconstructed within the 3DGIS Map from the
historical perspective.
The 3D model return back ‘flat’ for less information if
zoomed from a lower point of observation.
5. ‘Flat 3d model’ > > > towards advanced 3d model
developed from 3d historical view map
The starting point is represented by the 3D model built on the
transformation thematic map (Figg. 5-6)7. The ‘flat’ attribute
is not a paradox, if we consider the real potential of
information which could be implemented.
This 3D flat model can contribute to some basic analyses, but
it isn’t enough with respect to the opportunities.
The result is not enough respect to the potential of 3dgis
models could develop if better directed to support policies of
safeguarding, sustainable transformation and re-use of
historical sites: one of the future possibilities to support such
complex policies would be to move beyond the ‘flat 3D
model” towards an ‘advanced 3D model’ beginning with the
example of 3D historical view map directly involved in the
knowledge process and in the conservation process to be
shared.
Ongoing international and national research into management
of the environment in more extensive ways (disaster
prevention, risk analysis, VIA, urban policies, simulation,
ecosystem analysis of complex problem) is involved in the
generation of advanced standard 3DGEOdatabase, a sign of
its recognized role.
Development of modern technologies, based on GML3-SVG
standards for 3D geographic database and web publication, is
addressed to ensure interoperability between data, subjects
and exchangeable systems, free access and remote sharing
between different platforms and geodatabase distributed on
line. The actions promoted in international and national
legislative reference points is particularly interesting, such as:
internationally, the ISO TC/211 normative for the
standardization criteria, documents about the use of
XML/GML and the Open GIS Consortium (OGC). In Italy,
these documents supply detailed information of the
resolutions taken by the Technical Committee of “Intesa

7
cfr.
Brumana
R.,
Achille
C.,
E-historical
sites.
Georeferencing as availability of space-time data: historical
cartography towards advanced 3Dview, in e-perimetron, it will be
published in the International web journal on sciences and
technologies affined to history of cartography and maps “ePerimetron” in 2006 (Vol. 1-4), www.maplibrary.gr/e_perimetron
and in Digital approaches to cartographic heritage ISBN 960-799918-5 Int.WS ICA WG on Digital Technologies in Cartographic
Heritage

Key missing 3D information reconstructed in 3DGIS (Fig. 6
and sequences):
- ground points to define the 3D elements of a 3D view with
lot of unevenness were totally absent
Below are some of the points to be surveyed by GPS to build
the flight steps (triangle) beginning from the altimetric
position of starting and ending point of each one, on which
develop the 3D model.
- wall escarpment . The yellow arrow dot line indicates the
wall escarpment erroneously represented due to the previous
absence and managed inside 3DGIS development in order to
represent it semi-automatically in the shaped elevation model
(triangular, trapezoid,…).
- Respect to reality, one of the two existent perron is missing,
the one parallel to the large one along the church.

Figure 6: Sequences of building 3DGIS object. From the flat
3D model to the advanced 3D model implemented in
SketchUp (r.5.0) with technical map data integrated by
absent data as explained (GPS survey, 3D ring poly –
Complex surface). Here it is the case of the reconstruction of
the staircases system with 3DPolygon
8

“Intesa GIS” is an Agreement State-Region-Local Site for the
realization of Geographical Information System, approved by State
Region conferences. Topographic Database Technical and Content
(DGR 18964 08 Oct. 2004 and modifications April 2006)
9
Achille C., Oreni D., Prandi F., 2006, 3D data model for
representing an historical center site, Part IV, 9.IV.1 UDMS 06,
25Th Urban Data Management Symposium, Aalborg, 2006;
Brumana R., Fassi F., Prandi F., 2006, Definition of the 3D content
and geometric level of congruence of numeric cartography,
International Symposium and Exhibition on Geoinformation, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, August 2006
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software (Figure 8, details). The information can be reimported into ArcGIS in the same way.

Definition of a
series of rules for
Data acquisition

The 3D structured geodata is exported from ArcGIS (Esri) to
the SketchUp environment for the modelling phase: the result
is the model in Fig.7 (bottom side). This allows the public
administration to construct interactive plan-volumetric
representations more easily than only in a ArcGIS
environment. It is also more shareable with respect to the
external users beginning from the professionals, to minimize
the costs of building 3D context and maximize the investment
of the public economic resources with maximum of benefit.
Once exported and constructed, the 3D model (.skp format)
can be re-imported into the ArcGIS environment through a
free plug-in made by SketchUp according to Esri ArcGIS. In
the U.S. these two environments are frequently interoperated
to improve the geoinformation conjugated as best as possible
in detailed contextualization views. The re-imported 3D
model based on multipatch technology then becomes 3D
geodata where it is possible to query and map thematic data
(such us the level of conservations and transformations, in
this case a part of the historic site, Fig. 7).
The actual possibility of quick generation of metric images
obtained from photogrammetric processing (rectified images,
orthophoto images obtained from 3D Laser Scanner clouds,
etc.) requires a more integrated sharing solution to this kind
of data10. The next step is texture mapping of these different
kinds of images (including non-metric images) in SketchUp

Figure 7: The3D model implemented from the base technical
map(bottom side): the Geo3D model can be integrated with
the other GIS data, perhaps the historical analysis: it is
constructed in SketchUp, and re-imported into ArcGIS

10

Various Authors, 2004. Geography Markup Language (GML)
3.1.0 OpenGIS® Implementation Specification, OpenGIS®
Consortium http://www.opengis.net/gml/3.1.0
www.intesagis.it and particularly:
Cfr. Intesa GIS-WG01, 2004 ‘Topographic Database Technical and
Content of general interest’
ISO 19125-1 2004, Geographic information/Geomatics
ISO 19107 Geographic information – Spatial Schema
ISO 19118 Geographic information – Encoding
ISO 19136 GI- Geography MarkupLanguage (GML)
Cfr. www.regione.lombardia.it particularly:
“Intesa GIS” Agreement State-Region-Local Site for the realization
of Geographical Information System, approved by State Region
conferences. Topographic Database Technical and Content (DGR
18964 08 October 2004 and modifications 3 April 2006)
Regional Law for the Government of the Territory n. 12/2005 “Legge
per il Governo del Territorio”: the actions for the realization of
Database Topographic to support the Integrated Informative System
of the Lombardy Region are promoted through co-financed economic
measures and DGR n.8/2323, 5 April 2006: criteria to assign
financial resources to the Local Institutions

Figure 8: Texture mapping of the 3D GEOModel inside
SketchUp can be re-imported into ArcGIS
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6. E-sharing 3dgeo-info world wide web on-Google Earth
The model as described can be accessed locally, in ArcGIS.
The problem is that we need more information and need to
improve the following functionalities:
- promote more agile Internet user access of 3D Geodata;
- maximize distribution of the 3DGoedata, as constructed, to
the scientific, professional and resident community to
optimize the costs and benefits of using data;
- allow specialists and professionals to maximize systematic
integration of point and global data, images, Geo-data, et al,
beginning with the model published by the public
administration at different levels (municipality, region,…).
Which e-3Dsharing levels can act as a bridge between GIS
technology and virtual reality through the web?
- one solution may be a base level, such as models generated
by more common software (CAD, SketchUp, rhino, 3D
studio.. ) shared on the web and imported/managed in GIS
systems, while another might be full 3DGIS systems
aligned with standard geometry models for computer
graphics (X3D geospatial technologies, GML3).
This solution appears to be most often realized and is used
by external users at the state of the art; it offers
opportunities but also problems that need to be studied.
Here the proposed schema solutions:
- A base level, such as a VRML model generated by GIS
system, allows navigation through the Web, it cannot be
shared and imported into common environments dedicated
to 3D implementation and contextualization, such us
SketchUp: information such as raster info textures are only
external files; the downloading process is split in two
groups - models and textures. Consequently, the more
compressed the texture, the faster the downloading will be.
However, if we need high resolution, the integration
becomes un-sustainable (VRML technology is not carried
out).
- An agile user level based on other technology systems to be
shared between the web and local stations by professionals
in more common software such us CAD, SketchUp, 3D
Studio,… ). One example is the ability to export the 3Dgeo
model from ArcGIS into SketchUp and then directly on
Google Earth, in order to publish the GEOmodel (Fig.10)
on the web. The model is archived in a Global Dbase that
allows the user community to:
 visualize and navigate on Google Earth the 3Dmodel
implemented in other published maps (satellite orthoimages
at variable resolutions available), integrated with other 3D
simplified models published by P.A.,… (Fig.10, first and
second pictures);
 download locally the 3DGeodata model and other info in
the .skp format (Fig.10, third picture);
 to extract 2D orthogonal façades along different directions,
staircases, ancient roads (Fig. 9, the second one);
 implement the .skp model with other data collected by
professionals to support the project phases (simulation,
contextualization, VIA analysis,…) within commonly used
software dedicated to these functionalities (Fig.10, details
at the bottom side, with the downloaded model). SketchUpGoogle Earth is freeware, while for importing–exporting
into other software, it is possible to export other 3D formats
(.obj interchange standard format for 3D Studio, Maya,
Rhino) by acquiring a low-cost licence for SketchUp;
 to extract low-cost 3Dviews according to the ancient
panoramic views to be protected as part of cultural heritage
protection policies of historical sites, promoted by the
public administration;
 to support planning of colour map of the façades in
historical sites in a modern conservative way through

integration of the information collected about the material
characteristics (mortar of lime, sand, …) with the context
and the historical use of the colour (Fig.9 lower right).

Before

After

Figure 9: E-3Dsharing GEO-info.
Implementing 3d base model coming from technical large
scale map is possible to relate paste to the future with
historical info, ancient map views, state of the art of the
fronts, staircases ancient systems, and so on.
This allows to improve the level
of protection of monuments and context
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Abstract
Creating two dimensional plans of three dimensional non developable objects is one of the fundamental problems
that cartographers and geodesists have to face.
Choosing the best developable geometry (cone, cylinder, plane) to perform the projection in order to minimize
distortions and make the plan comprehensible is another major problem.
In this case study a subterranean tomb was surveyed, using a combination of Photogrammetric and Geodetic
techniques. The very nature of the tomb’s construction, limited space and the undergoing excavation, made surveying the tomb a challenging task.
A three dimensional model of the inside of the tomb was created combining the results of two distinct methods. A
georeferenced 3d point cloud was acquired via a robotized total station, and merged with the photogrammetric
restitution from analytic and digital stereoplotters consisting of outlines and details of building elements in this
case rough non-carved stones. To overcome the limitations of classic TIN creating algorithms, the 3D surface
was divided in four separate parts and then merged in one.
The combined 3D TIN model created was then stored in a 3D R-Tree index.
Specially developed software was required to create the orthophotos. The R-Tree was used to perform line of
sight (LOS) queries to determine the XYZ values.
The modus operandi to create the orthophotos is:
Image space, Space-resection, LOS, DSM xyz interpolation, projected normal to specified developable surface
(cone), plan projection.
On the developed orthophotos the vector data of the photogrammetric restitution was superimposed.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: Architectural Photogrammetry, Non-Photorealistic Visualization, Orthophotos, Non-Developable Surfaces.

1. Introduction
Early Mycenaean Kipseloides Tombs are scattered around
Hellas, but not many have been preserved in a state that
scientists can draw safe conclusions on the techniques used
in building them, or the People buried in them. All of the
tombs found until now were either looted or in a semidestroyed condition. This particular tomb was discovered
by accident when earthworks for the construction of the
ring road of Volos in N.Ionia Hellas were taking place. The
excavator hit the “Keystone” of the tomb, which is the last
stone to be placed when building the construction thus
closing the last opening and supposedly contributing to the

tomb’s structural integrity. According to the archaeologist
in charge of the excavations, Mrs. Vasiliki Adrimi, the
construction of the tomb is placed in 1500 BC. Excavations
to date have unearthed the entrance of the tomb with a
small causeway. The real entrance was blocked by carefully laid rocks, making entering and exiting the tomb only
possible from the relief triangle over the horizontal slab of
rock bridging the top of the entrance. The relief triangle
was large enough for a person to crawl inside. This made
carrying measuring equipment harder than usual. Unlike
the well known tomb of Atreas in Mycenae, this tomb was
not built with well finished carved stones of cyclopean
size. Instead it was built with rough non-carved stones
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which presented a very irregular non uniform surface. This
led us to decide on using classic photogrammetry techniques together with topography methods to document the
monument.
2. Surveying the Tomb. Problem Solving and merging
of techniques
The tomb’s base diameter is at 6.6 m, the floor of the tomb
(laying at 6.1 m below ground) had four grave pits, which
at the time of the surveying were still being excavated.
As shown in figure 1 placing a tripod inside the tomb
was not an easy task due to lack of space. A robotized
Leica Total Station TCRA 1103 Plus was used to automatically measure control points as well as 3D points to form a
georeferenced point cloud. In total about 5968 points where
measured from 3 stations inside the tomb. All pre-marked
control points were measured from at least 2 stations. The
complete network was solved with control points treated as
unknown stations.

Figure 2: Laser on a control point

The control network was referenced to the Hellenic Geodetic Network.
Connecting the inside network of 3 stations to the outside
network was made possible through the 40 cm diameter
hole left by the now absent “Keystone” on the ceiling of
the tomb.
Station network internal accuracy was at a mean of 2mm
RMS XYZ, and control points at 3mm RMS XYZ.

Figure 1: Space restrictions inside the tomb

3. Coordinate Systems/Control Network
20 premarked Control points were placed on the inside of
the tomb. Because the use of a ladder to place control
points on the upper half of the tomb was impossible, control points were established using the Total Station’s laser
pointer to identify the point that was then measured by the
total station and photographed using a HP DX7440 4MP
digital non-metric camera. (Figure 2). 20 non-marked
control points were measured.

An UMK 10/1318 metric camera was used for picture
taking, because of its large format reducing total pictures
needed dramatically. Five stereo models were needed to
completely cover the inside of the tomb, using the UMK’s
large format. Four facing the points of the horizon, one
facing the top. Accordingly and because of the tomb’s
shape, five coordinate systems were created for fotogrammetric restitution, which followed the general orientation
of the stereomodels. Four of these where on vertical planes,
one was horizontal with Z of the model parallel to the
plumb line, for the ceiling of the tomb.
4. Restitution
Pictures taken with the UMK where in B/W, and were
scanned at 2000dpi on a photogrammetric scanner.
Photogrammetric restitution was done in a Galileo Siscam Digicart 40 analytical stereplotter as well as on a
digital photogrammetric workstation Siscam Stereometric
Pro.
Result of the restitution was 3D brake lines of the outlines and details of building elements (rocks). The vector
data was exported to CAD and merged with the measured
point cloud in the global coordinate system
5. Surface construction
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The vector data from the restitution was merged with the
3D point cloud to create a Digital Surface Model (DSM) of
the inside of the tomb. Because of limitations of the Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) algorithm, creating the
DSM in commercial Computer Aided Design (CAD) software, required the surface to be broken down in four subsurfaces for creation and then merged back together. Blunder detection (i.e. identifying erroneous points in the point
cloud) was a painstaking procedure because of the very
nature of the surface making irregularities even harder to
spot and remove. Automatic blunder detection was used
and rejected. Blundered cloud points seemed to be occurring mostly because of humidity on the rocks as well as
texture and dark color as is often the case with reflectorless
laser distance measurement.

(roughly every 60 cm). Least-squares fitting was used for
the horizontal sections to determine the best fit circle. Data
from the vertical as well as the horizontal sections show
that the tomb has an axis of symmetry, even though deformation from earth settlement has occurred in the top part of
the tomb. As such the axis used for subsequent operations,
was the best fit axis that resulted from the bottom 7 levels.
For these levels the center of the fitted circle had an RMS
of 4cm from the mean value that was used. The axis is
considered to be vertical and common for all
cones/cylinders for ease of further calculations. Cone and
cylinder fitting was then done using least squares. What we
found out was that the Kipseloides shape could be approximated with good precision, using four distinct cones.
More would not enhance precision, but instead make the
plan harder to comprehend.

6. Shape Determination - Projection selection

Following table shows the cones data.

Creating the model of the tomb, we were faced with the
problem of deciding how we would make plans of the
restitution and finally the orthophotos. The shape of the
tomb, resembles that of a beehive (Kipseli). This surface
does not necessarily have a deterministic mathematical
representation. One cannot use one single geometry to
approximate the entire surface without considerable error.
Besides that and in order to create plan views and develop
the surface we were bound to using developable shapes like
the cylinder and the cone. For simple section representations, projections on planes running east-to-west and northto-south were created (figure 3). The photorealistic visualizations of the 3D surface are renderings made in AutoCAD.

Cone I

Cone II

Cone III

Cone IV

Apex

106.59

107.35

111.05

133.62

Cone Opening
(c=tan( /2))

0.779381

0.614958

0.342912

0.101034

Highest H

-

103.584

102.584

101.584

Lowest H

103.584

102.584

101.584

-

Where is the cone opening angle (see figure 5). As one
can see the lowest cone (cone IV) is very close to being a
cylinder and in fact our tests showed that a cylinder could
be fitted in the lower part with around the same RMS
figures, but to preserve uniformity we opted for a cone.
7. Projection
The final restitution was projected to the corresponding
cone using simple mathematical functions and then developed on the plane. (figure 7)
The mathematical workflow was the following:
From Xg, Yg, Zg (global) to Xc,Yc,Zc (projected on the
cone) to x, y (plan).

Xc
Yc
Zc

Figure 3: Photorealistic plan of the west (entrance)
According to W.G.Cavanagh and R.R.Laxton, these tombs
were built in layers on circles of reducing radius. The
actual curvature was such that allowed the construction to
remain stable by weight/friction forces between the building elements and not because of the arch like construction.
In investigating the shape we made 16 vertical sections
(roughly every 20 degrees) and 10 horizontal sections

X 0  rc  sin Az g
Y0  rc  cos Az g
 Z 0  c 2  Z g  rg  c
 c2  1

Figure 4: Cone projected Coordinates
Where:
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Z 0  c  Z g  c  rg  c

rc

The end result is shown in figure 8.

c2  1
X g  X0

rg
Az g
c

2

2

 Yg  Y0

2

§ X g  X0 ·
¸
tan 1 ¨
¨ Y Y ¸
0 ¹
© g
tan Z

Figure 5: Geometry of Cone Projection

And X0, Y0, Z0 are the calculated center and apex of the
cone.

U 0  sin T
y U 0  cos T

x

Figure 6: Plan projected coordinates
Where:

T
U0

Az g  sin Z
R
c

Figure 8: Part of the final plan depicting 4 distinct cones
2

R

X c  X 0  Yc  Y0
cos Z

2

8. Orthophoto Creation
The biggest challenge of this project was the creation of
orthophotos for this non-developable surface. With external
orientations of each photo known, the colinearity equation
was used to determine the projective ray for each pixel of
the photo. The projective ray was then intersected with the
surface to determine Xg, Yg, Zg coordinates. The rest of
the procedure is described in the previous step.
9. Determining The Line Of Sight – Surface intersection

Figure 7: Developed cone

The main problem we had to deal with was to develop an
efficient technique in order to determine the z-value of each
line of sight, given the object’s surface as a set of 3D faces.
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As mentioned before Traditional commercial TIN algorithms do not provide such unusual operations. As such,
we developed specialized software based on the wellknown R-tree [Gut84].
R-trees [Gut84, BKSS90, SRF87] are widely used in
multidimensional databases in order to index such kind of
data. R-trees can be considered as a multidimensional
equivalent of the B+-tree usually employed in commercial
DBMS (Data Base Management System) to index typical
data as numbers and texts. More specifically, the R-tree is a
height-balanced tree with the index records in its leaf nodes
containing pointers to the actual data objects. Leaf node
entries are of the form (id, MBR), where id is an identifier
that points to the actual object and MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle) is a n-dimensional (hyper-) rectangle approximation of the actual object. Non-leaf node entries are
of the form (ptr, MBR), where ptr is a pointer to a child
node, and MBR is the minimum bounding rectangle that
covers all entries in the child node. A node in the tree
corresponds to a disk page and contains between m and M
entries (M is the node capacity and m is a tuning parameter
– usually m = M/2). On the other hand, the structure of leaf
node entries used in this paper are slightly different, since
we replaced the pointer by the actual object (e.g.. the three
3d points composing each 3d face).
In order to achieve our objective, we need to define the
Line-of-Sight query (LoS query), having as arguments two
points (Base and Reference point), returning the first object
with respect to the base point lying on the line connecting
the base and the reference point. A Group Line-of-Sight
query (GLoS query) is a generalization of the first query,
using one base and many reference points, returning the
first objects with respect to the base point lying on each
one of the lines connecting the base and the reference
points. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
previous work on how to process a LoS and GLoS queries
using R-trees.
Reference point
Base point B

R
Node’s or
Entry’s MBR

LSMINDIST
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Algorithm LoS_ Search(node N, line_of_sight
LS, struct Visible)
1. IF N Is Leaf
2.
FOR each leaf Entry in leaf node N
3.
Q = Intersection(Entry, LS)
4.
IF Q Exists
5.
IF Q.Dist < Visible.Dist
6.
Visible.Entry = Entry:
Visible.Dist = Q.Dist
7.
END IF
8.
END IF
9.
NEXT
10. ELSE
11.
BranchList = GenLoSBranchList(LS, N)
12.
SortBranchList(BranchList)
13.
FOR Each Entry in BranchList
14.
LoS_DF_Search (Entry.ChildNode,
LS, Visible)
15.
PruneBranchList(BranchList,
Visible.Dist)
16.
NEXT
17. END IF

Figure 10: LoS_Search algorithm.
Nevertheless, in this work we developed several efficient
algorithms for the processing of LoS and GLoS queries.
Particularly LoS_Search algorithm traverses the tree structure accessing tree nodes recursively as also shown in
[RKV95]. The algorithm discards tree nodes according to
the line of sight LS rejecting those who do not intersect it at
all. At leaf level, the algorithm iterates through leaf entries
checking whether an entry intersects LS and if so, the
algorithm calculates the actual Euclidean distance between
the LS base point and the resulted point of intersection (line
3) both returned as items of the Q structure; then, if necessary, the Visible structure is updated (lines 5-7). At nonleaf levels, the algorithm calculates the active branch list
containing the child nodes intersecting LS along with their
minimum distance on the line of sight LSMINST (shown in
2d in Figure 9 – easily extended on the three dimensional
space) and sorts them with the increasing order of their
distance (lines 11-12). When a candidate Visible is selected, the algorithm, backtracking to the upper level,
prunes the nodes in the active branch list: any object intersecting a line of sight LS inside an MBR has greater distance than the respective LSMINDIST between the LS and
the MBR (see also figure 9). Finally, the algorithm returns
the “winner” (e.g. the visible 3d face), along with the coordinates of the point intersecting the line of sight. The
GLoS_Search algorithm exploits several lists in order to
process the query in a single tree traversal; however the
illustration of this algorithm deviates from the scope of this
paper.

Figure 9: LSMINDIST Definition.
10. Conclusions
Current technology gives surveyors, architects and archaeologists alike, the ability to document monuments more
efficiently and with greater detail.
Use of more adequate commercial software to create the
surface would speed things up considerably and facilitate
many operations like blundered points detection, erroneous
restitution etc.
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Automatic DSM mensuration was unusable because of
the great differences in scale and perspective in the stereo
models. The repetitive nature of the tomb’s stone construction, made automatic matching even more problematic.
We are not convinced that using a Laser scanner would
help considerably. It would be of help in creating the DSM
but important brake line information on such a surface is
almost impossible to extract. With stone sizes ranging from
2-3cm to a maximum of 30-40cm, and most outlines of
rocks being irregular the point cloud should be very dense
(at least every 4mm) and even then existing commercial
packages have slim to none chances of automatically identifying outlines. Thus even if it is time consuming, the
recommended method to document the monument was
photogrammetric restitution. Because of space restrictions,
the use of a Laser scanner was also troublesome. The
weight and bulk of commercial laser scanners available,
made using one objectionable.
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Abstract
In this paper we present and examine the involvement of Photogrammetry, Laser Scanning and 3D Reconstruction
in the digital recording of archaeological ﬁndings (i.e. within the parcel of the Nicosia Sewerage Board) in the old
city centre of the Capital of Cyprus, Nicosia.
The archaeological ﬁndings have been found during reconstructions works, while the diggers where trying to open
a big hole on the ground to build the underground parking station. Archaeological excavations have taken place
for a small period of time to the parcel and the results highlight a part of the long history of the city of Nicosia. In
the paper we present the digital recording of the archaeological ﬁndings and give an overview of the introduction
of Photogrammetry and laser scanning for a quick and accurate mapping. The results such as digital drawings and
orthoimages of the entire excavation area had to be completed in short time otherwise the cost of the construction
rises a lot.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling I.4.5 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Reconstruction

1. Introduction
1.1. General
The digital recording, 3D reconstruction and visualization in
the area of culture heritage are issues that were taken considerably into concern by the scientiﬁc community in the
last few years and continue to be discussed in order to establish new methods and techniques. The various scientiﬁc
issues that are involved in these cases are basically Photogrammetry, Computer Graphics and Archaeology, providing at the same time the opportunity for a multidimensional
approach in the area of digital recording and archiving the
different components of cultural heritage [BPH*03, Hak02,
KFK*03].
The paper describes the role of Photogrammetry, 3D reconstruction and visualization within the framework of the
digital recording and 3D reconstruction of archaeological
ﬁndings that have been found during reconstruction works,
at the parcel of Nicosia Sewerage Board at the city centre of
the Capital of Cyprus, Nicosia.
The history of Nicosia begins with its initial occupation
† stratos@geoimaging.com.cy

in the Neolithic period and continues through to the Chalcolithic (6th-3rd M.B. C.), a period also veriﬁed by the ﬁnds
on the Hill of Agios Georgios, PA.SY.DY [Pil00, SCIP04].
In the Bronze Age there seems to have been a shift in the
settlement but the limited evidence from rescue excavations
at the earlier part of the 20th century indicate the presence
of a prosperous settlement.
Traditionally the area of Nicosia was regarded as the site
of one of the kingdoms of Cyprus, Ledroi, in which it was
divided during the Iron Age. Little was known of the history
of the city from this period, the 8th century to the Medieval,
when Nicosia was the capital of the kingdom of the Lusignan
and later of Venetian Cyprus.
The parcel of the Nicosia Sewerage Board is located at
the heart of the old city of Nicosia (Figure 1). At the parcel a
neo-classical building of the 20th century already exists and
nowadays is reconstructed so as to host the new ofﬁces of the
Nicosia Sewerage Board. During the reconstruction works,
at the backyard of the parcel the construction company discovered the archaeological ﬁndings. After that, the responsible Department of Antiquities undertook the archaeological
excavations to examine the entire area at the parcel and ventilate the ﬁndings. One of the major jobs of the project was
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well. Furthermore, the laser, expect X, Y and Z coordinates
is able to capture the reﬂected beam intensity and RGB colors.

Figure 1: The location of the excavation site within the old
city centre of Nicosia

Figure 2: GS200 laser scanner (www.mensi.com)

the documentation of the archaeological ﬁndings in a quick
and accurate way.

Supplementary technical and other features of the Trimble
GS200 laser scanner are illustrated on Table 1.

The paper presents the digital recording of the section of
the referred parcel that archaeological had been found as
well as an introduction of Photogrammetry, Laser Scanning,
3D reconstruction and visualization techniques for the documentation of cultural heritage.

Manufacturer Trimble
Product
GS200
Range
optimized to 200m,
with 350m OverScanTM capability
Resolution
down to 32µrad (3mm at 100m)
Accuracy
down to 1.5mm @ 50m (typical)
Speed
up to 5000 pts/s
Horizontal
360˚
Field of View
Vertical
60˚
Weight
13.6 kg
Size
340mm D x 270mm W x 420mm H
Minimum
3mm @ 100m (32µrad)
Resolution

1.2. Motivation and Aims
The decision for the recording of the archaeological ﬁndings within the parcel of the Nicosia Sewerage Board was
taken by the relevant authorities, i.e. the Department of Antiquities. In order to proceed with the reconstruction of the
building and the surrounding area, a detailed digital recording of all the ﬁndings came to light was necessary due to the
existing legislation and relevant procedures.
The primary aim of the project concerned the photogrammetric mapping of the entire area that archaeological ﬁndings exist. The 3D reconstruction and visualization of the
surrounding area and the accurate representation of the "archaeological excavation" through high resolution digital orthoimages provided the appropriate and substantial information for the documentation of the ﬁndings. Furthermore, it
was necessary to provide a detailed vector map of the ﬁndings for archiving and documentation reasons.

Table 1: GS200 laser scanner speciﬁcations

The Trimble GS200 (Figure 2) laser scanner has an on
board video camera with low resolution characteristics, i.e.
the video camera can capture colour images at a resolution
of 768 x 576 pixels. Such resolution is extremely low for
the production of high accuracy photogrammetric products.
That is why a high resolution camera, the Cannon EOS 300D
SLR (Figure 3, Table 2) was used to overcome the low resolution on board video products captured by the Trimble
GS200 laser scanning system.

2. Instruments
The Trimble GS200 (Figure 2) laser scanner was used for
the laser scanning campaign. The Trimble GS200 scanning
system has a rotating head and two internal high speed rotating mirrors that allow the acquisition of a scene with a
wide ﬁeld of view, i.e. 360˚ H x 60˚ V, reducing the need
for a large number of scanning stations. The accuracy of this
scanning system can reach down to 1.5mm at a distance of
50m with a beam diameter of 3mm at at a distance of 50m as

Canon EOS 300D SLR
Sensor Resolution
Image Size
Lens
Body

6.3 Megapixel
3072 x 2048
50 mm
Cannon

Table 2: Camera system speciﬁcations
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Figure 3: Canon EOS 300D SLR (www.canon.com)

3. Field campaign
The 3D reconstruction of the backside of the parcel where
archaeological ﬁndings had been found was generally based
on a rapid photogrammetric campaign. Once that the archaeological ﬁndings came into the light the Department of Antiquities undertook the excavations to study the interest area
at the parcel and ventilate the ﬁndings.

(a) South part

Image acquisition has been realized using a crab from free
spaces that the access to the excavation area was practicable.
In Figure 4 indicative illustrations from the image acquisition campaign crab are given. Around 30 images have been
obtained but only 4 were selected for further photogrammetric processing.
Laser scanning campaign led to the production of a dense
cloud of point which by the appropriate processing led to
the production of a detailed DTM as shown on Figure 5.
Six 3D scans were enough to cover the whole excavation
and provide the necessary 3D information for the surface
model.The DTM was used to make possible the creation of
the excavation site’s orthoimages.

(b) North part
Figure 4: Image acquisition facilitated by a crab on the
south (a) and north part (b) of the excavation site

4. 3D reconstruction & visualization
4.1. General
The archaeologists are familiar with the documentation of
the excavation and ﬁndings, either by means of traditional
techniques, i.e. the hand surveys, or collaborate with professionals that are using edge-technology and novel techniques
like the ones provided by Photogrammetry or GPS. They
usually document the excavation’s ﬁndings with the appropriate accuracy with the aim to restructure the established
conditions as far as possible hundreds or thousands of years
ago.
On the other hand, the visualization techniques offer the
equipment for the creation of a "true" representation of the
ancient scenes, i.e. how the situation was or is, and consequently the archaeologists may be more comprehensible to
other professionals and to the public. Many different visualization processes exist; from simple hand drawings, to CAD
drawings, GIS systems, 3D representations, animations and
ﬂy/walkthroughs or even stereoscopic representations in virtual reality applications.
The representation of the archaeological or excavation site

Figure 5: High dense DTM of the excavation site

must make available sufﬁcient geometry and effectively detailed textures for the archaeologists to be able to work on
them. On the other hand, it must be "light" enough, so as to
allow for interactive viewing by the users. This initially was
an issue, since the procedurally created geometry had a very
large number of polygons, so it was processed to produce a
lower resolution model which kept the overall appearance.
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The addition of realistic textures hides any visible errors introduced by the simpliﬁcation.
In the following four ﬁgures (Figure 6) indicative orthoimages and CAD drawings from the excavation site are
shown to give the actual situation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper the application of a 3D recording, modelling
and visualization technique with the use of laser scanning
and photogrammetry, for quick mapping and documentation
of archaeological ﬁndings have been presented. A laser scanning model was combined with high resolution images and
photogrammetric measurements to produce an accurate 3D
model of the object in a short period of time.

Orthoimage of the north part of the excavation site

The paper describes a complete photogrammetric framework where the key prohibitive parameter is time. Due to the
fact that the delay in reconstruction works is equivalent to
multiple amount of money, the proposed technique and the
expected results have to be accurately enough and quickly
ready.
During the implementation of the project, the main difﬁculty faced was the processing of the dense point cloud in
the area of the walls’ edges. This is crucial in the orthoimage
production because weak 3D model at the abrupt changes
point to the blurring of the orthoimage at this area during
processing. This problem was faced with manual editing of
the model points at the edges.
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SUHVHQWWRWKHSDVWDQGILQDOO\XSWR+HLDQHUD WK WRWK FHQWXU\ ZKHQ.\RWRZDVWKH FDSLWDORI-DSDQ

 'HYHORSPHQWRI7HFKQLTXHV
 $XWRPDWLFJHQHUDWLRQRI'FLW\PRGHOV
7UDGLWLRQDO PRGHOLQJ PHWKRG RI ' FLW\ PRGHOV XVXDOO\
KDG UHTXLUHG HQRUPRXV DPRXQW RI ZRUNV (VSHFLDOO\
PDQXDOPRGHOLQJZLWK'&$'VRIWZDUHXVHGWREHPRVW
WLPHFRQVXPLQJ DQG UHTXLUHG RSHUDWRUV¶ H[SHUWLVH
7KHUHIRUHLWKDGQRWEHHQDSSOLFDEOHIRUWKHSURGXFWLRQRI
JUHDWDUHDRI 'FLW\PRGHOVLQDVKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH
''LJLWDO0DS
$HULDO 3KRWRJUDSK
/,'$5 'DWD

'&LW\ 0RGHO$XWRPDWLF*HQHUDWLRQ

PDWHULDOGDWDIRUWKHDXWRPDWLFJHQHUDWLRQV\VWHPLQFOXGHV
/,'$5GDWDZLWKHOHYDWLRQDFFXUDF\RIFPDHULDORUWKR
SKRWR LPDJHV DQG ' GLJLWDO PDSV ZLWK SUHFLVLRQ RI
 %HIRUH WKH DXWRPDWLF JHQHUDWLRQ SURFHVV UDZ
/,'$5GDWDLVILOWHUHGE\VRIWZDUHDQGVHSDUDWHGWRWHUUDLQ
GDWD DQG EXLOGLQJ GDWD 7KH WHUUDLQ GDWD LV DXWRPDWLFDOO\
FRPSOHPHQWHG DQG PHVKHG '(0 'LJLWDO (OHYDWLRQ
0RGHO  GDWD LV JHQHUDWHG :LWK WKRVH PDWHULDO GDWD
DFFXUDWH'FLW\ PRGHOV DUH DXWRPDWLFDOO\ JHQHUDWHG ZLWK
QHZO\ GHYHORSHGVRIWZDUH )LJXUH 
7KH V\VWHP FRQVLVWV RI VHYHUDO SURJUDPV LQFOXGLQJ WKDW
IRU ' FLW\ PRGHO DXWRPDWLF JHQHUDWLRQ GDWDEDVH
PDQDJHPHQW PDWHULDO GDWD LQSXW DQG ' &*95 GDWD
RXWSXW 7KURXJK WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI ' DXWRPDWLF
JHQHUDWLRQSURJUDPVDFFXUDWH³JHRPHWU\PRGHO´RIWHUUDLQ
DQG EXLOGLQJV DUH DXWRPDWLFDOO\ JHQHUDWHG 3UHVHQWO\
JHRPHWU\PRGHOVRIPDMRUFLWLHVRI-DSDQDUHDYDLODEOH
RQWKHPDUNHW 0$3&8%(  ZKLFK DUH UHYLVHG DQQXDOO\
EDVHGRQFKDQJHVLQ'GLJLWDOPDSVWKURXJK\HDUVWKDWDUH
DXWRPDWLFDOO\H[WUDFWHG7KH'PRGHOVRIRWKHUFLWLHVDUH
DOVRDYDLODEOHRQSURMHFWEDVLV )LJXUH 

' &LW\0RGHO

)LJXUH $XWRPDWLFJHQHUDWLRQRI'FLW\PRGHO
7KH DXWRPDWLF JHQHUDWLRQ V\VWHP RI ' FLW\ PRGHOV
GHYHORSHGE\WKHDXWKRUVKDVUHDOL]HGVXUSULVLQJUHGXFWLRQ
RI SURGXFWLRQ WLPH IRU PRGHOLQJ ' FLW\ PRGHOV 7KH

)LJXUH 'FLW\PRGHO 0$3&8%( RI&KLED 
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,Q DGGLWLRQ WR JHRPHWU\ PRGHO ' PRGHOV RI ZHOO
NQRZQ EXLOGLQJVREMHFWV FDOOHG ³ODQGPDUN PRGHOV´ DUH
EHLQJ SURGXFHG ZLWK GHWDLOHG JHRPHWU\ DQG WH[WXUH
PDQXDOO\0RUHWKDQODQGPDUNPRGHOVDUHSUHVHQWO\
DYDLODEOH
7KRVH FLW\ PRGHOV DQG ODQGPDUNV DUH XVHG LQ YDULRXV
ILHOGV LQFOXGLQJ FDU QDYLJDWLRQ DV ZHOO DV XUEDQ GHVLJQ
GLVDVWHUSUHYHQWLRQDQGUHDOHVWDWHVDOHVSURPRWLRQ
 95YLHZHU
7KH 95 DSSOLFDWLRQV XVLQJ ZLGH DUHDV RI ' FLW\ PRGHOV
DUHEHFRPLQJ LQGLVSHQVDEOHLQDYDULHW\ RIILHOGV+RZHYHU
95YLHZHUVRIWZDUHIRUSRSXODUXVHVXFKDV950/RIWHQ
KDVGLIILFXOW\LQWHUPVRIGUDZLQJVSHHGZKHQLWLVDSSOLHG
IRU D ZLGH DUHD RI ' FLW\ PRGHO 7R VROYH WKH SUREOHP
WKH DXWKRUV KDYH GHYHORSHG 95 YLHZHU VRIWZDUH WKDW FDQ
HDVLO\ GHDO ZLWK ZLGH DUHDV RI ' FLW\ PRGHOV 7KH
VRIWZDUH LV SUHVHQWO\ DYDLODEOH RQ WKH PDUNHW
8UEDQ9LHZHU70  DQG LV XVHG LQ D YDULHW\ RI ILHOGV
LQFOXGLQJ XUEDQ GHVLJQ UHDO HVWDWH GHYHORSPHQW GLVDVWHU
SUHYHQWLRQWRXULVPDQGQDYLJDWLRQ )LJXUH 
1RW RQO\ 0$3&8%( EXW DOVR WKRVH ' PRGHO GDWD
PDGH E\ XVHUV FDQ EH WUDQVIHUUHG WR WKH YLHZHU WKURXJK
LQWHUPHGLDWHIRUPDWVVXFKDVGV2SHQ)OLJKWDQG2%-

1HZ WHFKQLTXHV KDYH EHHQ GHYHORSHG IRU WKH V\VWHP
LQFOXGLQJ D UHGXFWLRQRIGDWD E OHYHO RI GHWDLO /2' 
DQGVWUHDPLQJDQG F OLQNDJHEHWZHHQ'FLW\PRGHODQG
*,6
7KH WRSRJUDSK\ RI FLWLHV DQG VXUURXQGLQJ DUHDV
LQFOXGLQJPRXQWDLQVDQG ULYHUV LV D GRPLQDQW HOHPHQW RI
ODQGVFDSHV 7KH V\VWHP DOVR FDQ GHDO ZLWK WRSRJUDSKLFDO
'GDWDRIZLGHDUHD7RPDNHWKLVSRVVLEOHDWHFKQLTXHWR
FKDQJHGHQVLW\RIPHVKHG'(0DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH GLVWDQFH
EHWZHHQYLHZSRLQWDQGYLHZHGWRSRJUDSK\ )LJXUH 

)LJXUH &RQQHFWLRQRI'(0PHVKHVZLWKGLIIHUHQW
GHQVLW\
7KH V\VWHP LV QDPHG 8UEDQ9LHZHU70 IRU :HE DQG LV
SUHVHQWO\DYDLODEOHRQWKHPDUNHWDQGYDULRXVDSSOLFDWLRQV
LQFOXGLQJWKRVHIRUWRXULVPVKRSSLQJ GLVDVWHU SUHYHQWLRQ
DQG UHDO HVWDWH VDOHV SURPRWLRQ DUH UHFHQWO\ DSSHDULQJ
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH H[DPSOH RI DQ LQWHUQHW KRPHSDJH IRU
WRXULVP ZKHUH XVHUV RI WKH LQWHUQHW FDQ DFFHVV ZLWK
,QWHUQHW([SORUHU

)LJXUH 8VHULQWHUIDFHRI8UEDQ9LHZHU70
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DPRXQWRIXUEDQLQIRUPDWLRQZLWKLQWHUDFWLYHPDQLSXODWLRQ
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)LJXUH 6\VWHPVWUXFWXUH

³.\RWR 9LUWXDO 7LPH6SDFH´ LV D SDUW RI ³.\RWR $UW
(QWHUWDLQPHQW ,QQRYDWLRQ 5HVHDUFK´ E\ 5LWVXPHLNDQ
8QLYHUVLW\ D VW &HQWXU\ &2( &HQWHU RI ([FHOOHQFH 
SURJUDPIXQGHGE\ 0LQLVWU\RI(GXFDWLRQ&XOWXUH6SRUWV
6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\ RI -DSDQ GXULQJ WKH ILVFDO \HDUV
IURP  WR  ,W DLPV DW UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DQG
YLVXDOL]DWLRQ RI ³'*,6´ RI .\RWR ZKLFK PHDQV WKDW LW
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SURYLGHV'*,6RI.\RWRVWDUWLQJIURPWKHSUHVHQWJRLQJ
EDFNWRWKHSDVWWKURXJKWK FHQWXU\WR+HLDQSHULRG WK
WRWK FHQWXU\ZKHQ.\RWR ZDV WKH FDSLWDO  EDVHG RQ '
FLW\ PRGHO DQG DYDLODEOH KLVWRULFDO GRFXPHQWV DQG
LQIRUPDWLRQ HPSOR\LQJ QHZ YLVXDOL]DWLRQ WHFKQRORJLHV
LQFOXGLQJ 95 DQG :HE'*,6 6LQFH HDUO\ VWDJH RI WKH
UHVHDUFK ³.\RWR 9LUWXDO 7LPH6SDFH´ KDV HPSOR\HG
0$3&8%( RI .\RWR DQG 8UEDQ9LHZHU70 KDV EHHQ
HPSOR\HGDV95YLHZHUIRULW$OO'GDWDDQGLQIRUPDWLRQ
DUHLQVWDOOHGDQGKDQGOHGRQ95DQGWKH\DUHWUDQVIHUUHG
RQWR:HE'*,6LQVXFFHVVLRQ

DQG5LWVXPHLNDQ8QLYHUVLW\,QWKHVXUYH\VWKHVXUYH\HUV
YLVLWHG DOO EXLOGLQJV ZLWKLQ WKH DUHD DQG LGHQWLILHG
PDFKL\DV DV ZHOO DV UHFRUGHG WKH W\SHV FRQGLWLRQV DQG
XVHV RI WKHP 7KH VXUYH\V LGHQWLILHG  XQLWV RI
PDFKL\DV ZLWKLQ WKH DUHD DQG D '*,6 RI PDFKL\D ZDV
EXLOWXS )LJXUH 

7R\RWD)RXQGDWLRQ
 132 
&LW\RI.\RWR
5LWVXPHLNDQ
6XUYH\HGDUHD

)LJXUH 0DFKL\D VXUYH\V
)LJXUH 'FLW\PRGHORI.\RWR
 'PRGHORI.\RWRDWSUHVHQW
7KH ODQGVFDSH RI .\RWR FKDUDFWHULVWLFDOO\ FRQVLVWV RI
QDWXUDO HOHPHQWV VXFK DV WKH PRXQWDLQV VXUURXQGLQJ WKH
FLW\ DQG WKH ULYHUV DV ZHOO DV EXLOW HOHPHQWV LQFOXGLQJ
WUDGLWLRQDO WRZQKRXVH FDOOHG PDFKL\D WHPSOHV VKULQHV
DQG PRGHUQ KHULWDJH EXLOGLQJV 7KHUHIRUH WKH UHVHDUFK
ILUVWO\ DLPHG DW WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI '*,6 RI WKRVH
HOHPHQWVLQRUGHUWREXLOGXS'*,6EDVHGRQLWODWHU
,QDGGLWLRQWRDXWRPDWLFDOO\ JHQHUDWHG ' FLW\ PRGHO RI
.\RWRGHWDLOHG95PRGHOVRIPDMRUVWUHHWVEXLOGLQJVDQG
FXOWXUDOHOHPHQWVKDYHEHHQPDGHVRWKDWZDONWKURXJKLQ
WKRVHVSDFHVFDQEHH[SHULHQFHG
7UDGLWLRQDOWRZQKRXVHPDFKL\D
.\RPDFKL\DV RU PDFKL\DV WUDGLWLRQDO WRZQKRXVHV RI
.\RWR PRVW RI ZKLFK KDG EHHQ EXLOW LQ EHWZHHQ WK
FHQWXU\DQG:RUOG:DU,,KDYHEHHQGHFUHDVLQJUDSLGO\LQ
UHFHQWGHFDGHV+RZHYHUWKH\VWLOODUHGRPLQDQWHOHPHQWV
RIXUEDQODQGVFDSHRI.\RWR )LJXUH 

)LJXUH 0DFKL\DVLQ.\RWR
6LQFHFRPPXQLW\VXUYH\VFRYHULQJWKHFHQWUDODUHD
RI .\RWR ZHUH FRQGXFWHG E\ WKH FLW\ RI .\RWR DQ 132

)LJXUH 'LVWULEXWLRQRIPDFKL\DVLQ.\RWRE\W\SHV
OHIW DQGWKHGHWDLORI*LRQDUHD ULJKW 
&RQVLGHULQJ WKDW WKHUH VWLOO DUH VR PDQ\ PDFKL\DV LQ
.\RWR D PHWKRG IRU DXWRPDWLF JHQHUDWLRQ RIPDFKL\D '
PRGHOVKDVEHHQGHYHORSHG7KDWLVDQ([FHO9%$0DFUR
KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG IRU WKH SXUSRVH ZKLFK UHWULHYHV WKH
FRRUGLQDWHV DQG DWWULEXWH GDWD RI PDFKL\DV IURP *,6
GDWDEDVHDSSOLHVRQHRI PDFKL\DOLEUDU\PRGHOVUHVL]HWKH
PRGHOPDWFKLQJWRWKHZLGWKDQGGHSWKRIWKHEXLOGLQJORW
DQGSODFHWKHPRGHOLQWKH95VSDFH )LJXUH 
6SUHDGVKHHWVDUHLGHDOIRUZULWLQJSDUDPHWULF'PRGHO
,QRXUFDVH([FHOLVXVHGWRZULWH'SDUDPHWULFPRGHOLQ
2%-IRUPDW,QWKLVZD\ZHFDQXVH([FHO9%$WR UHDGV
WKH FRRUGLQDWHV DQG DWWULEXWHV IURP WKH *,6 GDWDEDVH
VXEVWLWXWHSDUDPHWHUVLQWKH'SDUDPHWULFPRGHOZLWKWKH
YDOXHVUHSHDWLQJWKLVIRUWKHZKROHUHFRUGVLQWKHGDWDEDVH
DQGWKXVFUHDWLQJPDFKL\DVH[DFWO\PDWFKLQJ WKH EXLOGLQJ
IRRWSULQWIRUWKHHQWLUHFLW\
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)LJXUH 'LVWULEXWLRQRIZHVWHUQVW\OHKHULWDJH
EXLOGLQJVLQ.\RWR

)LJXUH $XWRPDWLFJHQHUDWLRQRI0DFKL\D95PRGHO
7HPSOHVVKULQHVDQGZHVWHUQVW\OHKHULWDJHEXLOGHLQJV
7KHDXWKRUVKDYHEXLOWXS'*,6RIDSSUR[LPDWHO\
WHPSOHVDQGVKULQHVRI .\RWR EDVHG RQ ³'LJLWDO 0DS
´ E\ *HRJUDSKLFDO 6XUYH\ ,QVWLWXWH *6,  RI -DSDQ
)LJXUH   DV ZHOO DV WKDW RI DSSUR[LPDWHO\ 
ZHVWHUQVW\OH KHULWDJH EXLOGLQJV EDVHG RQ WKH VXUYH\ LQ
E\WKHFLW\RI.\RWR )LJXUH   7KHLU GHWDLOHG 95
PRGHOVRIWKRVHEXLOGLQJVDUHFRQWLQXRXVO\EHLQJPRGHOHG
ZLWK SULRULW\ XVLQJ &*95 VRIWZDUH VXFK DV 0XOWL*HQ
&UHDWRUDQG)RUP=5HQGHU=RQH )LJXUH 

)LJXUH 'HWDLOHG95PRGHOH[DPSOHV OHIW 
DQGSKRWRJUDSKV ULJKW 

)LJXUH 'LVWULEXWLRQRIWHPSOHVDQGVKULQHVLQ.\RWR

'HWDLOHGPRGHOVRIVWUHHWVDQG0LQDPL]DWKHDWHU
7H[WXUHGPRGHOVRIH[LVWLQJEXLOGLQJVKDYHEHHQDGGHGWR
'FLW\PRGHORI.\RWRVWDUWLQJIURPWKRVHORFDWHGDORQJ
PDMRUVWUHHWV
%XLOGLQJ IDoDGH WH[WXUHV DUH PDGH E\ UHFWLILFDWLRQ RI
GLJLWDO SKRWRV RI EXLOGLQJ IDFDGHV ZLWK 3KRWRVKRS 7KHQ
JHRPHWU\ PRGHOV RI 0$3&8%( DUH PDSSHG ZLWK WKH
IDoDGH WH[WXUHV XVLQJ &*95 VRIWZDUH VXFK DV 0XOWL*HQ
&UHDWRU DQG )RUP= 5HQGHU=RQH 7KRVH WH[WXUHG PRGHOV
DUH WUDQVIHUUHG WR 2%- IRUPDW DQG KDQGHG WR
8UEDQ9LHZHU70 ILQDOO\ $W SUHVHQW GHWDLOHG ' PRGHOV
KDYH EHHQ PDGH IRU SDUW RI PDMRU VWUHHWV RI .\RWR
LQFOXGLQJ 6KLMR.DUDVXPDDQG2LNH6WUHHWV
0LQDPL]D WKHDWUH ZDV RULJLQDOO\ FRQVWUXFWHG LQ WK
FHQWXU\ RQ 6KLMR 6WUHHW ZKLFK ZDV FORVH WR WKH SODFH
ZKHUH .DEXNL ZDV ILUVW SHUIRUPHG LQ HDUO\ WK FHQWXU\
$OWKRXJK WKHUH ZHUH VHYHQ PDMRU WKHDWUHV DORQJ 6KLMR
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6WUHHW LQ WK WR WK FHQWXU\ 0LQDPL]D WKHDWUH VROHO\
UHPDLQVRQWKHVWUHHWWRGD\
7KHGHWDLOHG95PRGHORI6KLMR6WUHHWSURYLGHVQRWRQO\
ZDONWKURXJK H[SHULHQFH RI WKH VWUHHW EXW DOVR WKDW RIWKH
HQWUDQFH DQG WKHDWHU VSDFH RI 0LQDPL]D )LJXUH   ,Q
WKH QHDU IXWXUH .DEXNL RU WUDGLWLRQDO GDQFH ZLOO EH
SHUIRUPHG RQWKHVWDJH0RWLRQFDSWXUHWHFKQLTXHLVWREH
DSSOLHGWRWKRVHSHUIRUPDQFHVRQ95
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DQG .LWDNDQQRQQ\DPD  KDYH EHHQ FUHDWHG E\ ODVHU
VFDQQLQJ RI GHWDLOHG PLQLDWXUH DQG GLJLWDO LPDJHV RI WKH
UHDO .DQNRERNR WDNHQ E\ GLJLWDO FDPHUDV GXULQJ WKH
IHVWLYDODVZHOODVE\PDQXDOPRGHOLQJ ILJXUH 

)LJXUH /DVHUVFDQQLQJRIPLQLDWXUH <DPDKRNRDQG
95PRGHOV
 'UHFRQVWUXFWLRQRI.\RWR LQWKHSDVW
,Q WKH UHVHDUFK YDULHWLHV RI ' UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV RI .\RWR
KDYHEHHQDQGDUHEHLQJGRQHVWDUWLQJIURPWKHSUHVHQWWR
WKH SDVW LQFOXGLQJ WLPHV RI VRRQ DIWHU DQG EHIRUH :RUOG
:DU ,, 7DLVKR DQG 0HLML HUDV HDUO\ WK WR ODWH WK
FHQWXU\  (GR DQG 0XURPDFKL HUDV ODWH WK WR WK
FHQWXU\ DQGILQDOO\XSWR+HLDQHUD WK WRWKHHQGRIWK
FHQWXU\ 

)LJXUH 6KLMR6WUHHWDQG0LQDPL]D7KHDWHU
*LRQ)HVWLYDODQG\DPDKRNRIORDWV
*LRQ)HVWLYDOKHOGHYHU\-XO\LQ.\RWRLVRQHRIWKHPRVW
IDPRXV IHVWLYDOV LQ -DSDQ ,W RULJLQDWHG LQ WKH PLG WK
FHQWXU\ HYROYHG WR EH WKH FXUUHQW IRUP E\ WKH PLG WK
FHQWXU\DQGFRQWLQXHVXQWLOWRGD\ 'XULQJWKHIHVWLYDO 
<DPDKRNR IORDWV UHSUHVHQWLQJ GRZQWRZQ QHLJKERUKRRGV
SDUDGH DORQJ WKH VWUHHWV RI GRZQWRZQ .\RWR LQFOXGLQJ
6KLMR 6WUHHW )LJXUH   <DPDKRNR SDUDGH RI *LRQ
)HVWLYDO EHFRPHV D V\PEROLF ODQGVFDSH RI .\RWR GXULQJ
WKHIHVWLYDOSHULRG

/DQGVFDSHFKDQJHVLQWKHWK FHQWXU\
0DFKL\DXVXDOO\HPSOR\VJDEOHURRIFRYHUHGZLWKURRIWLOH
7KH REVHUYDWLRQ RI DHULDO SKRWRJUDSKV PDNHV SRVVLEOH
LGHQWLI\LQJPDFKL\DDVGLIIHUHQWIURPRWKHUW\SHRIKRXVHV
VXFKDVPRGHUQVW\OHKRXVHV
)LYHVHWVRIDHULDOSKRWRJUDSKVWDNHQDIWHU:RUOG:DU,,
DW  \HDUV LQWHUYDOV KDYH EHHQ REVHUYHG 7KRVH DUH
SKRWRJUDSKV E\ 86 PLOLWDU\ IRUFH LQ  *6, LQ 
DQGDQG1DND1LKRQ.RNX&RLQ$QG
LWZDVIRXQGWKDWWKRVHLQRZQHGE\.\RWR8QLYHUVLW\
ZHUHDYDLODEOH )LJXUH 

)LJXUH ,GHQWLILFDWLRQRIPDFKL\DVLQDHULDO
SKRWRJUDSKRI

)LJXUH <DPDKRNRSDUDGHRI*LRQ)HVWLYDO
7KHDXWKRUV KDYH DWWHPSWHG WR PRGHO *LRQ )HVWLYDO IURP
WKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKHUHVHDUFK $W SUHVHQW IRXU 95 PRGHO
RI <DPDKRNR .DQNRERNR )XQHERNR 1DJLQDWDERNR

7KH DHULDO SKRWRV ZHUH VFDQQHG DQG UHFWLILHG WR ILW WR
WKH PDS XVLQJ $UF*,6 JHRUHIHUHQFLQJ IXQFWLRQ $IWHU
WKHVHJHRPHWULFDODGMXVWPHQWV JDEOH URRIV ZHUH WUDFHG WR
PDNHWKHLUSRO\JRQVXVLQJ$UF*,6HGLWRU )LJXUH 
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FDGDVWUDO PDSV RI  DQG ³0DFKL\D 95 *HQHUDWLRQ
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Abstract
The Josefsplatz Experience is an effort to capture the development of a set of historic buildings and contained
artifacts through the course of a few centuries and present the resulting 4D models (3D models over time) to
the interested user. Since not all of the historic data is 3D, innovative methods are used to map the 2D input
data (paintings, sketches) onto reconstructed 3D models. Artifacts (mostly statues) that are still available are
reconstructed as high- quality near-realistic 3D models from photos. All of the reconstructed material as well as a
signiﬁcant amount of associated media (sound, text, movies, aso.) is stored in a large database with both location
and time as primary methods to access all relevant data. A simple user interface on top of this database allows
quick and intuitive navigation through the 4-dimensional reconstruction of a historic site.

1. Overview
The Josefsplatz Experience (ofﬁcial project title ‘Creative
Histories’) has been started in order to create a digital version of a set of historic buildings and their contained artifacts. One of the challenges of the project is the digital recreation of these buildings through a number of historic epochs.
As opposed to the status quo, which can be reconstructed via
standard photogrammetric techniques (see ﬁgure 9), sources
for some of the historic version of the buildings are limited
to single 2D drawings. For this reason a number of novel
techniques had to be employed , in order to obtain viable 3D
models for these buildings.
Based on the reconstruction of the architecture and artifacts, the projects will present a host of additional information, such as videos, texts and audio ﬁles in the form of a
virtual walkthrough. A specialized viewer application is currently being developed, that simpliﬁes the navigation of both
the 3D models and the associated media ﬁles. The second
challenge of this project is the conceptual simpliﬁcation of
this large information space, so that it can be presented to the
user in a comprehensible form that can be easily navigated.
In the following sections we will describe some background and our solution to this challenge.

2. As-Built 3D Reconstruction
In our project the 3D modeling of artifacts like statues is
performed by applying an image-based modeling approach
which reconstructs a virtual copy of the object under investigation using a dense set of photographs. Image-based modeling techniques are chosen due to the availability of low
priced high quality digital consumer camera, a wide range
of object sizes which can be reconstructed as well as the additional beneﬁt of radiometric (texture) information.
Our overall reconstruction pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1. In our case, the input images are captured with a calibrated high quality digital consumer camera with a 11.4
megapixels CMOS sensor. The image acquisition process
consists of taking hand-held photographs with short baselines resulting in high overlap. The process of camera calibration, is a well studied problem in photogrammetry and
determines the internal parameters of a camera. Our method
is based on work described by Heikkilä [Hei00].
The remainder of the reconstruction pipeline works as follows. An automatic orientation procedure to obtain the relative orientation of each image pair is performed. A reliable
calculation of the relative orientation is based on an accurate point of interest (POI) extraction followed by an afﬁne
invariant matching approach. In addition, the reconstruction
of complex objects, like statues require a segmentation pro-
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Another important aspect to fulﬁll 3D reconstruction requirements is a high quality texture of the 3D model, considering the visibility, viewing angle and the base of the projection. All these requirements are incorporated in our automatic texture generation method, which is based on work
proposed by [LPRM02].
Figure 2 shows all intermediate results of our high performance image-based modeling approach demonstrated on
the emperor Kaiser Karl VI located in the Austrian National
Library in Vienna.
3. 3D Reconstruction from Historical Data

Figure 1: Overall reconstruction pipeline. The dark grey
shaded tasks are interactive whereas the light grey shaded
procedures are fully automatic.

For historical data, the image-based modeling technique
mentioned so far is not suitable in terms of the unknown
camera geometry and the insufﬁcient number of overlapping
images. Therefore we propose two different approaches to
obtain 3D models based on historical data: geometric modeling based on historical drawings and texturing an existing
3D model from important historical events. Both approaches
will be explained in more detail in the following subsections.
Geometric Modeling based on Historical Drawings

cess to separate the relevant parts of the scene belonging
to the statue from the background. Essentially, we combine
a graph cut based optimization algorithm with an intuitive
user interface. At ﬁrst a meanshift segmentation algorithm
partitions each image of the sequence into a certain number
of regions. Additionally we provide an intelligent graphical
user interface for easy speciﬁcation of foreground as well
as background regions across all images of the sequence.
Within the graph cut optimization algorithm we deﬁne new
energy terms to increase the robustness and to keep the segmentation of the foreground object coherent across all images of the sequence. Finally, a reﬁned graph cut segmentation and several adjustment operations allow an accurate and
effective foreground extraction. More details can be found
in [SZK06].
This 2D segmentation masks are important to reduce
the outlier rate in the following dense matching procedure and to obtain a meaningful 3D reconstruction. Consequently, we use a high performance 3D reconstruction approach [ZSK06], which generates true 3D models from multiple views with known camera parameters. The complete
pipeline from depth map generation over depth image integration to the ﬁnal 3D model is performed on programmable
graphics processing units (GPUs). A so called plane sweep
approach with optionally employing robust similarity functions is used to generate a set of depth images. The subsequent volumetric fusion step combines these depth maps into
a surface representation of the ﬁnal model. Depending on the
number of input views and the desired resolution of the ﬁnal
model the computing times range from several seconds to a
few minutes.

In general, historical drawings are not based on perspective
projections. Therefore, we calculate a local projection model
by selecting four maker points at the building of interest.
Once we have determined the local projection, we are able
to model the geometry of a building by drawing contours,
which overlay the original image, as shown in Figure 3(b).
The whole reconstruction process is supported by an intelligent user interface, which allows to combine simple contours to more complex primitives. Furthermore, an user assisted texturing step is performed which results in a fully
textured 3D model of the single historical drawing. Our reconstruction pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3(a), whereas
the modeling result is shown in Figure 3(c).
Texturing 3D Models from Historical Events
Texturing 3D models from historical images can be separated in three major steps. The ﬁrst task consists of a preprocessing step to remove the radial lens distortion in the input
image. Our approach is based on the fact that straight lines
have to be straight as proposed by Devernay et. al. [DF01].
The second step includes the estimation of the camera pose,
utilizing 2D-3D point correspondences. Therefore, a human
operator selects 2D points in an image and the corresponding
3D points of an existing 3D model. Given at least six point
correspondences the pose of the camera can be computed
based on a direct linear transformation. Figure 4(a) shows
the obtained camera pose for a historical photo. As soon as
the camera pose is known a ﬁnal texture mapping approach
is performed to obtain a 3D model textured from a historical
event, as shown in Figure 4(b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Illustration of all results achieved with our 3D reconstruction approach and demonstrated on the emperor Kaiser
Karl VI located in Austrian National Library in Vienna. The statue of Emperor Karl VI. is 2.3 meters high and the data-set
consists of 45 images. (a) One original image of the data-set. (b) Obtained camera positions and colored 3D tie points. (c)
Acquired depth map. (d) Reconstructed 3D model.

4. Navigating Creative Histories
In addition to a succession of 3D models of Josefsplatz
through history, the project also provides links to a number
of media ﬁles (text, video, audio) that are associated with the
various artifacts (such as statues, pictures aso.) in and around
Josefsplatz. In order to simplify access to all this data, each
media ﬁle is tied to a location inside the 3D-model by assigning a 3D bounding box to the information item. Whenever this bounding box intersects the viewing frustum of the
current view, an icon for accessing the associated media ﬁle
is presented to the user. Figure 5 shows examples for the
bounding boxes which are normally invisible, and for the
icons that are presented to the user. Clicking on this icon
will play the associated media ﬁle in a separate window (see

ﬁgure 6). Thus these icons are the equivalents of HMTL anchors in the viewer application that mimics a 3D browser.
Although these simple 3D-anchors provide a nice navigation metaphor, the number of available media ﬁles is much
too large to present them to the user all at the same time. In
order to restrict the amount of information, that is presented
to the user, we introduced two additional concepts.

Information Categories
This represents the ﬁrst of the two additional concepts. Each
and every information item is categorized with respect to a
selected number of information categories, which were cho-
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Illustration of the geometric modeling procedure based on historical drawings. (a) Rough workﬂow of the reconstruction pipeline. (b) Intelligent graphical user interface. (c) Acquired reconstruction result from a single historical drawing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Illustration of texturing 3D models from historical images. (a) Obtained camera pose. (b) Textured 3D model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Metadata links associated with the geometry via bounding boxes. (a) The invisible bounding boxes. (b) Metadata
icons presented to the user.

Figure 6: Metadata is presented to the user in overlay windows.

sen to somewhat evenly cover the available historical information for the Josefsplatz buildings and artifacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History
Baroque
Historic Models
Music
Royal Orchestra
Royal Library
Literature
Architecture

The user-interface allows the user to specify his main interest, by selecting one of these categories. The viewer application restricts the displayed anchors to mainly fall within the
speciﬁed category of interest. The browser does not apply
a full ﬁltering, in order to present some important anchors
of all the other categories that have not been speciﬁed. This
somewhat fuzzy selection allows a more ﬂuent navigation
across different information categories.

In order to symbolize these categories for the user, each
of the categories is assigned a separate color. All the anchor
icons for a given category are displayed in the corresponding
color, so that the user can immediately see the category of
information that hides behind the displayed icon (see ﬁgure
6).

The Time-Line
The second concept is the so called time-line. In order to
restrict the presented information in the time dimension, a
scrollable and zoom-able time-line is available as a user
interface-element. The time-line will be both scroll-able, to
enable swift navigation through time, as well as zoom-able,
in order to specify a time-range of anchors that the user is
interested in. Marks on the time-line will correspond to visible anchors, with their color signifying the category of the
information that can be accessed by clicking on the mark.
The color of the timeline represents the selected main infor-
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1500
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Figure 7: Possible design for the timeline with marks for anchors and user elements for zooming and scrolling.

mation category. A possible design for the time-line can be
seen in ﬁgure 7.
Underlying Database
Based on the described concepts, each item in the underlying
database (e.g. media-ﬁles, 3D geometry, aso.) has associated
ﬁelds for its 3D-bounding box, its information category, and
its validity range in time. All the users navigation and selection operations are translated into equivalent queries to
the database: for the category and the time line this is obvious, for the 3D position, the viewing frustum of the current
view is approximated with an enclosing bounding box, and
the query is performed to return all items that intersect this
bounding box.
The result of each query is a number of relevant items,
which are displayed according to their bounding box, i.e. the
ﬁnal geometric selection of the items to present is performed
in the viewer application.
5. Results
As of the time of writing, the user-interface for the ﬁnal user
has not been ﬁnalized, the current UI is targeted at the developer, and although all the restrictions on categories and
time-intervals are available (see ﬁgure 8), they have to be
wrapped into a well-designed layout for the ﬁnal viewer application. This will be completed by the end of september.
The ﬁrst of the movie ﬁles supplied with this paper shows
a camera path along the reconstructed statues in the so called
Prunksaal of the national library of Austria which is inside
one of the buildings around Josefsplatz. The second movie
shows the detail to which each of the statues are reconstructed. This second movie highlights the amount of detail
that is contained in the texture which is automatically applied in the photogrammetric reconstruction process.
6. Conclusion
Within the Creative Histories Project a viable method for
both reconstructing and presenting time-dependent 4D content has been presented. The reconstruction of 3D content
from both multiple 3D images of various artifacts, as well as

single 2D images with adequate user input has been shown.
Simpliﬁcations for easy navigation through the resulting 4D
data have been presented, and although the user-interface has
not been ﬁnalized, a number of concepts for easy access of
additional media ﬁles have been demonstrated.
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Figure 8: The current control window for specifying restrictions. This will be replaced by a user-friendly time-line and a
selection possibility for the main information category.

Figure 9: The Josefsplatz and its central statue, entirely reconstruced photogrammetrically.
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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of the digital recording methods developed and implemented over the last twelve years of
work by the joint expedition of the Institute of Classical Archaeology and the National Preserve of Tauric Chersoneosos at
Chersonesos, in Crimea, Ukraine. Our multi-disciplinary project includes the study and preservation of an 11,000 hectare
agricultural territory, conservation and research within its associated urban center, and excavations of sites within and
outside the city walls. Since our first joint excavation in 1994, our recording methods and techniques have evolved to keep
pace with the rapid development of digital technologies, software and hardware and that of our increasingly international
and multi-faceted project.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.4.m [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

1. Introduction

2. Project Background

This paper presents an overview of the digital
recording methods developed and implemented over the
last twelve years of work during the joint expedition of
the Institute of Classical Archaeology (ICA) and the
National Preserve of Tauric Chersoneosos (NPTC) at
Chersonesos, in Crimea, Ukraine. As the collaborative
project has developed since its first year of excavation
1994, our recording methods have evolved to meet the
changing demands of our increasingly international,
interdisciplinary and multi-scale research, conservation
and site management efforts. Over the last decade, we
have also strived to keep pace with the rapid development
of digital technologies, software and hardware while
trying to adhere to an underlying philosophy that
emphasizes light, practical and efficient, but robust and
sustainable (both short- and long-term) methods.
Since 1998, the recording of all of our excavation,
conservation and management projects have had at their
core a GIS and relational database component. Our
eventual goal is to combine these diverse, multi-scale
datasets and present them as an integrated whole, from
intra-site excavation recording to urban-scale mapping
and site management, to landscape-level study and site
preservation.
We briefly outline below the history of our project and
highlight a number of our major GIS-based projects. We
present a handful of examples of the many lessons we
have learned over the years and emphasize the evolution
of our methods as informed by changing technology.

2.1. Site Background
Chersonesos, located near modern Sevastopol in
Crimea, Ukraine (Figure 1), was settled in the 5th century
BC by Greeks from Herakleia Pontika. Continuously
occupied throughout Greek and Roman antiquity, the site
remained a thriving Byzantine outpost and important
center for Christianity until its abandonment in the 14th
century AD.

Figure 1: Site location map.
Unoccupied since its destruction, the lack of
subsequent building has left the fabric of the Byzantine
city virtually intact. Still standing are large portions of the
regular street plan, residential and public buildings,
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quarters of industrial production (including wine presses,
ceramic workshops and basins for fish-salting), tombs
and ecclesiastical structures small and large. Large
sections of the city’s defensive walls are also extant,
spanning nearly the whole of the city’s history from the
4th century BC (Figure 2).

strategic and heavily defended location since antiquity
and through the Crimean and Second World Wars. Today
Chersonesos is an important tourist destination, an
important military port adjacent to the home of the
Russian and Ukrainian Black Sea fleets, and a destination
for religious pilgrims interested in the birthplace of
Christianity in the Slavic world. Since 1996, it has been
repeatedly included in the World Monuments Watch List
of 100 Most Endangered Monuments of World Cultural
Significance and application for its inclusion on the
UNESCO World Heritage List is in progress.
2.3. Project History

Figure 2: Aerial view of the ancient city.
Outside the city walls, the site encompasses a vast
agricultural hinterland, or chora, which provided the
main economic basis for the city throughout its history.
This rural territory is one of the best-preserved examples
of ancient farmland known today. Of the original area of
over 11,000 hectares of ancient fields, more than 500
hectares remain preserved. Remnants of the grid of roads
that divided the territory into over four hundred roughly
equal land plots are still visible, as are traces of planting
walls for trees and vines, and the remains of over 140
documented Greek and Roman farmhouses and
settlements (Figure 3) [SZM2000], [MC2003].

ICA began collaborating with NPTC in 1994 with the
small-scale excavation of a fortified farmhouse in the
center of the divided chora [CCL*2000]. Since then,
excavations have continued at a multi-phase hill fort at
the edge of the chora [RYN2005] and, since 2001, in an
urban residential quarter in the southern region of the
ancient city.
In addition to excavations and their related
investigations into the lives of the people that inhabited
both the countryside and the city center, we have, since
1998, also been working together to find the best possible
solutions for the preservation and conservation of the site.
Among our main research questions are the interaction of
human settlements with their surrounding natural
landscapes, the way inhabitants of the city related to those
of the surrounding countryside, and the relationship
between the ancient and contemporary landscapes that
comprise the site as a living monument today.
We have also been carrying out a comprehensive
program of site conservation, monuments conservation
and collections care. This includes landscape-level
monitoring and preservation of the larger chora, structural
conservation and management of the complex, open-air
exhibit of the city center. On the objects level, we are
carrying out conservation, digital preservation and
environmental monitoring of the Museum’s collection of
objects, rare books, manuscripts, and original excavation
reports going back to the early 19th century.
2.4. History of Digital Recording

Figure 3: The divided chora.
The site’s well-protected natural harbors and easy
overland routes to the Crimean steppe have made this a

At the core of all of these projects is a commitment to
integrated and practical documentation and information
management of current, past and future work with a
vision of long-term sustainability by the National
Preserve, which is ultimately responsible for the
management of the site and museum collection.
While we rely heavily on digital recording methods,
we remain keenly aware of the need, especially in the
post-Soviet environment of under-funded cultural
heritage institutions, to keep our recording methods
viable and sustainable in terms of both cost and time
considerations. Our collaborative projects, though now
generously funded by outside institutions, primarily the
Packard Humanities Institute, began, as most do, on a
tight budget with limited access to the necessary skills of
professional surveyors, remote sensing specialists, and
information scientists. Much of what we have learned
during these last twelve years was thanks to trial and error
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and constant reassessment of the way we collect, manage,
store and serve our digital data.
The nature of our project (surely not unlike most other
large cultural heritage projects) has expanded steadily
from the outset in both scale and scope. Meanwhile, as
technology, software, operating systems, digital media
and data acquisition systems have developed, we have
experienced drastic changes in the way we record our
work, sometimes as often as every year. This process has
taught us an immense amount and has brought to the fore
what we consider to be potentially dangerous trends in
digital recording for cultural heritage. These include the
reliance on high-cost, high-tech methods without
practical field considerations, the proliferation of digital
data (often replacing completely the paper record) with
little attention to international standards for long-term
preservation, readability and accessibility, and the lack of
general understanding of the science, theory, and
limitations of the technologies being used.
3. Project Descriptions
3.1.Mapping and Monitoring the Ancient Countryside
(Landscape Scale)
ICA and NPTC, in collaboration with the University of
Texas at Austin Center for Space Research, received a
grant from NASA’s Solid Earth and Natural Hazards
program in 1998 to investigate the use of remotely sensed
data for the study and protection of Chersonesos’ rural
territory. The primary goal of the project was to assess a
variety of remotely sensed data types both for improving
our understanding of the ancient topography of the chora
and for assessing and monitoring modern urban
encroachment that is threatening its preservation.
A wide range of imagery was obtained for mapping the
Greek cadastral system, including Soviet historical aerial
photography and CORONA imagery from the 1960s and
1970s, recent high resolution panchromatic imagery from
the IKONOS II, IRS, and SPOT satellites (Figure 4). For
monitoring recent landscape dynamics and for vegetation
analysis, a series of Landsat scenes from the 1980s,
1990s, and 2000 were obtained and used for automated
land-use/land cover mapping and change detection
analysis. [TCC2001]
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Figure 4: Historical aerial photograph showing traces of
ancient cadastral system.
Although ICA had already been amassing a vast
amount of paper and digital archives during its previous
20+ years of work in the rural territory of Metaponto in
southern Italy [CAR2006], the NASA-funded project was
our first experience with large digital datasets and our
first major digital recording project for our work in
Ukraine. The institutional experience of managing over
two decades of digital data for the Metaponto survey
project informed much of the way we set about managing
our digital data at Chersonesos. Having experienced
traumas associated with changing staff and of changing
technology (which included the transfer of data from
Bernouli disks to floppy disks to 8 mm tape to CD to
DVDs and powerful servers), we were somewhat more
prepared not to repeat our mistakes (though many of them
were naturally repeated anyway).
The NASA funding for the remote sensing project is
now complete, but we continue to rely on the results and
the data generated by it in our ongoing projects in the
Chersonesan chora. This year, for example, a team of
landscape architects set out to create a plan for an
archaeological park in one of the best-preserved areas of
the ancient chora. The mapping base from the NASA
project proved incredibly useful for their work, but
reminded us about the importance of producing data
about our data. The experience of making the imagery
and basic GIS data for the chora accessible to new
members of our larger team brought home to us the
importance of documenting our data with useful and
complete metadata and keeping a tight and tidy file
structure.
Likewise, we continue to struggle with the challenges
of making the data accessible (and versions up-to-date)
for a large international team. Large datasets like satellite
imagery and scanned maps quickly add up to many
gigabytes of data that are nearly impossible to transfer
back and forth between specialists, many of whom live in
countries with unreliable or inadequate internet
connections. Further complicating the issue is how to
address the question of who eventually will maintain the
datasets, equally the property of our two institutions. (See
below, section 4.1).
One of the major challenges we have had with all of
our GIS projects at Chersonesos is the lack of good
coordinate data and maps. Due to the military sensitivity
of the area (as a major naval base), precise locations of
features and large scale, good quality topographic maps
are considered a state secret and nearly impossible to
obtain. While we have been waiting for permission from
the local authorities (since 1998) to use GPS, we have
planned all of our mapping projects so that it would
eventually be relatively easy to transform our mapping
base and coordinate system (from arbitrary local to realworld coordinates) without making any of our projects
dependent on either GPS or quality maps. For the
landscape scale GIS of the ancient chora, satellite
imagery has served as our base map, providing us with
spatial accuracies no better than our most accurate
dataset. In terms of keeping pace with changing
technologies, we have transformed our base map twice
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already, and will have to do so again if we get permission
to use GPS. At first, all imagery was geo-referenced to
our best map base, a 1:50,000 scale topographic map. All
of it (plus the results of its analysis) had to be
transformed when the new generation Landsat 7 ETM+
satellite (with improved ephemeris data and a 10-m
panchromatic band) went operational, and again when the
first 1-m resolution imagery became available (in 2000)
from the IKONOS II satellite.
This level of accuracy (+/- 10 to 20 meter) is adequate
for a small scale (1:10,000 or smaller) GIS, but for the
medium scale mapping (1:1000) required for our work in
the ancient city center, and for large scale (1:20)
excavation recording, much higher accuracies are needed.
For mapping the city and our excavations, we therefore
use floating arbitrary coordinate systems, which we will
eventually tie in to a UTM map projection so that we can
navigate seamlessly from chora to city to site to object.

most drastic shift we experienced was the shift to ESRI’s
ArcGIS after one season using a combination of ArcView
3.2, AutoCAD, and ENVI (remote sensing software that
we used for georeferencing maps and imagery). This
shift, though it eventually paid off because of vast
improvements in (among many other things) display
capabilities, georeferencing tools and portability of the
GIS data, was a painful one in terms of the learning curve
and the re-design of the back-end of the GIS.
Likewise, an upgrade in the data collectors used with
our two total stations in 2005 required major changes to
the back-end of the GIS and related database in order to
streamline the process of downloading survey data and
importing it into the GIS. Eventually this was worth the
extra effort, but it was definitely a difficult transition that
required a lot of on-the-fly learning and major changes
mid-stream to the way we worked in the field.

3.2. Mapping and Monitoring the Ancient City (Urban
Scale)
In 2003 we began a GIS project in the ancient city as
part of a conservation recording system developed for
rapid general condition assessment and monitoring of
exposed structures. It also incorporates results of detailed
recording for individual structures (before and after
conservation). This recording system was designed
specifically to assist in the preparation of a conservation
management plan, part of a general management plan
required for nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage
List [CTE2006].
While developing the conservation GIS for the city, we
had in mind the long-standing needs of the Preserve and
other researchers for an up-to-date phase plan of the
ancient city. It was part of our plan from the outset that
the GIS could eventually also be used to link to archival
material already being digitized for a separate project of
library and archive preservation (known as Megarica, and
also funded by the Packard Humanities Institute). This
has the potential to be a powerful tool for research as well
as for site management and conservation planning (Figure
5).
As with the GIS for the chora, the lack of an adequate
mapping base or permissions to use GPS required a great
deal of patience and flexibility in designing the GIS for
the city. What would have taken about a season’s worth
of field work under ideal situations (with a good paper
map and/or GPS plus an aerial photograph), instead has
taken us 4 seasons (with a team varying from 8 to 3
surveyors) to create a complete general plan of all
standing architecture on the site.
A combination of methods was used in creation of a
digital base map. After conducting a total station control
survey and setting a network of permanent and temporary
benchmarks throughout the site, we incorporated a variety
of traditional total station survey, scanned archival plans
(of varying scale and quality), a 1:500 scale map (with all
coordinate/map projection information removed) from
1958, and, finally, in 2005, a color aerial photograph.
In addition to the familiar problems with mapping data
and state secrecy, we were continually faced with the
challenge of keeping pace with changing technology. The

Figure 5: General plan, the ancient city.
3.3. Excavation (Intra-site Scale)
In terms of changing technology, recording methods
for the excavation in the southern region have gone
through radical changes in both the back-end and
interface. As with the recording systems developed for
the chora and city, our excavation data are held within a
GIS and relational database [ERT2006].
The mapping base problem has been less of an issue
for this intra-site scale, as we use a total station to record
our spatial data within an arbitrary local coordinate
system in order to maintain high accuracies required for
such large-scale mapping. Changes in staff structure, as
well as in software, operating systems and equipment
have been especially problematic.
Our basic data collection methods (in terms of the
paper forms filled out in the field) has remained almost
the same throughout, but the database structure has
radically changed almost every year. In the first years, a
stand-alone Access database was designed by a team of
collaborators from the University of Lecce. The system
was originally developed for their excavations in southern
Italy and was exported for use in Chersonesos.
Because of the initial participation with the Italian
team, recording was originally done primarily in Italian,
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followed by a mix of Italian, English and Russian. From
2004, excavations were conducted under a different field
director (from the University of Texas at Austin), and the
inherited database was radically redesigned. This
situation resulted in a large amount of legacy data (in
multiple languages and formats) that had to be integrated
into the new database.
The inheritance of a large amount of legacy data
brought with it a number of problems, including the need
to design the back-end structure in order to handle
multiple context and special finds numbering systems and
file naming conventions. We were tempted to ignore this
legacy data and start from scratch, but this would likely
have resulted in the inability to integrate the two datasets
and the potential loss of information. This process was
relatively time-consuming, but the two datasets can now
fully integrated and can be queried and presented
alongside each other in the final analysis and publication.
The problem of some of the entries being in Italian still
remains, meaning that free text searches will not always
give the expected results (unless one searches in English
and then Italian). A fully multi-lingual database structure
could have been be implemented from the start – but at
the time the overhead needed in terms of design and
translation was considered to be too great. For future
projects, however, we would take this problem into
consideration from the outset.
One of the most important things we learned from the
evolution of the excavation recording system is the
necessity of flexible design and extensibility so that new
recording needs can be addressed as they arise without
total system overhaul mid-stream. All too often, in our
experience, short field seasons with their compressed
time-frames lead to short-term fixes in the field that take
priority over careful design considerations and thorough
data documentation. The documentation then gets left to
the post-excavation period and more often than not does
not get fully completed. While a certain amount of this is
inevitable, it is crucially important to make the time to
document properly the data, its structure and processing
history, especially as digital data proliferate at an
exponential rate.
One other challenge we will be facing in the coming
study seasons and publication phase is the issue of
meeting specialized users’ needs. This is particularly
acute in the case of specialists with their own stand-alone
data sets or with aversions to working in a digital
environment. Several add-on modules to the database are
currently being designed to incorporate specialist datasets
from a wide range of disciplines.
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heritage projects as increasing reliance on digital
recording becomes the norm. Although the cost of storage
devices decreases every year as they become larger and
more efficient, portable hard disks are a relatively
unstable medium for transport to and from the field every
year. While more suitable solutions are still being
investigated, we feel regular backups to more stable
removable media (e.g. DVDs) is crucial.
4.2. Data Integrity
With the exception of photographs, we have attempted
to avoid solely digital data capture wherever possible, to
ensure that the information can be completely
reconstructed even if the digital record becomes obsolete,
inaccessible or corrupted. In terms of the paper record,
we have striven to ensure that the paper documentation is
not just considered a medium to transfer data into the
database (for updates later), but can stand alone as a
complete record of the work undertaken. A full set of all
paper forms, illustrations, plans and sections is
photocopied at the end of each season and stored along
side the digital data. One complete set is left in Ukraine,
while the other travels back to Texas.
The fact that our huge database of site and objects
photography is solely preserved at the moment in digital
form is a serious problem that we hope to address in the
coming year, as funding permits.
4.3. Long-term Support and Maintenance

4. General Considerations

Of major concern to us is the long-term fate of the
primary data [ERT2006]. A number of data-warehouses,
such as the Archaeological Data Service (ADS) in the
UK, have been specifically designed to store and serve
heritage datasets. Their main objective, however, tends to
be the preservation of the primary data, with little or no
consideration of the interface developed for accessing it.
While data preservation is absolutely crucial, some form
of the interface originally intended to view it should be
housed, served and maintained. We view this as
important as a print publication’s cover, figures, index
and typesetting.
Clearly this brings its own problems, as currently
websites are rich with JavaScript, Flash animations and
other server- or client-side programs that bring the
website to life and make navigating and using the content
possible. Storage of data is cheap and reasonably lowmaintenance, however, if the interface has to be
continually updated and re-designed to keep abreast of
the latest changes, it becomes a much less sustainable
solution.

4.1. Storage and Archiving

5. Future Work

The past three years of excavations in the southern
region at Chersonesos alone have produced nearly 180GB
of digital data. This, combined with the chora–wide
remote sensing data, conservation recording data in the
city center, and general project photography, publication
and presentations, we have generated well over a terabyte
of data in the course of our project at Chersonesos. Data
storage is becoming a major problem for all cultural

The next step for these digital projects is publication
and dissemination to the wider public. It is our eventual
plan to publish the full set of primary data, at least for
excavations in the southern region of the city. We will
produce a traditional paper publication as well, but plan
to publish, as a companion to the print publication, a webbased database and GIS that will allow others to query
and search all of our primary data. Our main aim is to
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present the data with an intuitive interface that will permit
users to access the data without prior knowledge of our
recording system. This will not only allow our audience
access to information that would normally be too
cumbersome and costly to reproduce in the print
publication (such as all finds photographs and
stratigraphic documentation), but will also allow reinterpretation of our results and integration with other
datasets from other similar sites.

[CCL*2000] Carter, J. C., Crawford, M. C., Lehman, P.,
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Archaeology104.4 (October 2000), 707 – 742.
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Figure 6: Special find from field to conservation lab.
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FDQ EULGJH WKH JDS EHWZHHQ YLVLWRUV FXOWXUDO VLWHV DQG
LQVWLWXWLRQV ,W FDQ DOORZ DQ DXWRQRPRXV WR WRXU WR FXO
WXUDO VSDFHVWRHYHU\RQHZLWK QR H[FOXVLRQV 7KLVSDSHU
SUHVHQWV D WRRO WKDW XVHV DXJPHQWHG UHDOLW\ LQ D VHH
WKURXJKV\VWHPWKDWZLGHQVWKHKRUL]RQVUHJDUGLQJWRWKH
XVHRIWHFKQRORJ\LQFXOWXUDOVLWHV
 6WDWHRIWKH$UW
7KH XVH RI DXJPHQWHG RU YLUWXDO UHDOLW\ V\VWHPV LQ FXO
WXUDO VLWHVLV QRWD QRYHOW\ ,QWKHODWH¶V DSSHDUHG WKH
ILUVW WHFKQRORJLFDO V\VWHPV WKDW XVLQJ YLUWXDO RU PL[HG
UHDOLW\RIIHUHGLQQRYDWLYHVHUYLFHVWRFXOWXUDOVLWHV¶YLVL
WRUV
:H¶OO EULHIO\ LQWURGXFH VRPH RIWKHVHWHFKQRORJLFDO V\V
WHPVEHIRUHLQWURGXFLQJWKH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJVFHQLF
YLHZHU

7LPH6FRSH 7KLV WRRO XVHV D VHHWKURXJK DS
SURDFK WR SURYLGH FRQWH[WXDO LQIRUPDWLRQ WR (QDPH $U
FKDHRORJLFDOVLWHYLVLWRUV8VLQJWZRPRQLWRUVDQGDVWDWLF
VWUXFWXUH LQWHJUDWHG LQ D NLRVN KRXVH  YLVLWRUV FDQ XQ
GHUVWDQG WKH ODE\ULQWK RIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDO UHPDLQV DQG
VHHKRZWKHRULJLQDOVWUXFWXUHVZHUH

$UFKHRJXLGH 7KLV LV D UHVHDUFK SURMHFW WKDW
VHHNVWREXLOGDV\VWHPWKDWSURYLGHVQHZZD\VRIDFFHVV

,QWHUDFWLYHDQG5HDO7LPH,QWHUDFWLYH,QWHUSUHWDWLRQQHZERXQGDULHVIRUFXOWXUDOKHULWDJH


LQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ DW FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH VLWHV 8VLQJ ,7 LQ
FOXGLQJ DXJPHQWHG UHDOLW\ 'YLVXDOL]DWLRQ PRELOH
FRPSXWLQJ DQG PXOWLPRGDO LQWHUDFWLRQ WKLV UHVHDUFK
JURXS LV GHYHORSLQJ D KHDGPRXQWHG GLVSOD\ WKDW ZLOO
DOORZ YLVLWRUV WR ZDON IUHHO\ WKURXJK WKH FXOWXUDO VLWH
UHFHLYLQJPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQDFFRUGLQJWRWKHLUORFDWLRQ

;& )UDXQKRIHU ,*'  7KLV V\VWHP XVHV D
YLGHR VHHWKURXJK DSSURDFK LW LV LPSOHPHQWHG DW WKH
*UXEH 0HVVHO QHDU 'DUPVWDGW *HUPDQ\ D ODUJH IRVVLO
VWRUDJH 7KH V\VWHP FDQ EH XVHG WR DXJPHQW YLHZV RI
VLWHV ZKHUH WKH LQWHQWLRQ LV WR H[SORUH WKH ODQGVFDSH
DOORZLQJ YLVLWRUV WR DFFHVV DGGLWLRQDO LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW
VRPHRIWKHUHIHUUHGREMHFWVLQWKHODQGVFDSH7KLVZRUN
GRHVQ¶WXVHUHDOWLPHLPDJHEXWSUHUHFRUGHGYLGHRV
7KH PDLQGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ WKHVHV\VWHPVDQGWKH9LU
WXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ UHOLHV RQ VWUXFWXUH¶V FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
DQGGHVLJQDSSURDFK8VLQJWKHVDPHNLQGRIWHFKQRORJ\
UHDOWLPH LPDJH FDSWXUH DQG DXJPHQWHG UHDOLW\  DQG
VLPLODU FRQWHQW H[SORLWDWLRQ DV WKH UHIHUUHG SURMHFWV WKH
9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ LV D VWUXFWXUH WKDW URWDWHV  GH
JUHHV DOORZLQJ XVHU WR IXOO\ H[SORUH WKH VXUURXQGLQJ
ODQGVFDSH%HVLGHVLWLQWHJUDWHVDODUJHVFUHHQWKDWDOORZV
YLVLWRUVWRZLGHO\H[SORUHWKHODQGVFDSH
7KH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ LV WKH UHVXOW RI D WZR\HDU
UHVXOWSURMHFWDQGLWLVQRZXQGHUILQDOVWDJHRILQGXVWUL
DOL]DWLRQ 7KH EHWD YHUVLRQ LV DOUHDG\ LPSOHPHQWHG LQ D
3RUWXJXHVH&DVWOHLQWKHFLW\RI3LQKHOQHDUWKH6SDQLVK
IURQWLHU $W WKH PRPHQW ZH DUH DOUHDG\ SUHSDULQJ QHZ
LQWHUDFWLYHLQWHUIDFHVLQRUGHUWRRIIHUDQHDV\LQWHUDFWLRQ
WR DOO XVHUV QRPDWWHUZKDWWKHLUSK\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFV
DUH±E\WKHHQGRILWZLOOEHODXQFKHGWKHILUVWLQ
FOXVLYH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJXQLW DW WKH VHQVRULDOEOLQG
SDUN FDOOHG 3LD GR 8UVR LQ WKH FHQWUH RI 3RUWXJDO QHDU
%DWDOKD  7KLV SURMHFW LV EHLQJ IXQGHG E\ WKH (XURSHDQ
&RPPLVVLRQ
 7KH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJ&XOWXUDODQG7RXULVW
5HYROXWLRQ
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7KH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ LV D YLVXDOL]DWLRQ GHYLFH WKDW
ZRUNVE\VXSHULPSRVLQJLQUHDOWLPHLPDJHVJHQHUDWHGE\
D FRPSXWHU RQ D UHDO LPDJH FDSWXUHG E\ D OHQV DV LQ D
WHOHVFRSH,WFDQEHXVHGIRUFXOWXUDOHQWHUWDLQLQJHGXFD
WLRQDO RUFRPPHUFLDO SXUSRVHV 7KLVGHYLFHUHSODFHVDQG
DGGV LQQRYDWLYH IXQFWLRQDOLWLHV WR H[LVWLQJ WHOHVFRSHV
FRPPRQO\ ORFDWHG LQ KLVWRULF RU VFHQLF SODFHV ,W DOORZV
DGGLQJ PXOWLPHGLD HOHPHQWVWRWKHUHDO VFHQHU\ E\ FRP
SRVLQJ WKHP LQ WKH LPDJH WKDW LV SUHVHQWHG WR WKH XVHU
7KHPXOWLPHGLDHOHPHQWVFDQEHGHILQHGDQGPDLQWDLQHG
XVLQJDVLPSOH:HESDJHLQWHUIDFH

7KLVSDUWLFXODULQWHUSUHWDWLRQWRRO WDNHV DGYDQWDJHRIWKH
SK\VLFDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI D VWDQGDUG WHOHVFRSH QDPHO\
HDVH RI XVH DQG   URWDWLRQV WR EXLOG DQ LQQRYDWLYH
V\VWHPWKDWFDQEHXVHGE\DQ\RQHDQ\ZKHUH7KHPXO
WLPHGLD LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG YLUWXDO HOHPHQWV WKDW DUH GLV
SOD\HGDUHVHQVLWLYHWRWKHRULHQWDWLRQDQGSRVLWLRQRIWKH
GHYLFH 7KH\ FKDQJH DV WKH XVHU PDQXDOO\ FKDQJHV WKH
RULHQWDWLRQ E\ PRYLQJ WKH GHYLFH $OO WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ
SUHVHQWHGLQWKHGHYLFHLVJHRJUDSKLFDOO\UHIHUHQFHG

7KH SK\VLFDO VWUXFWXUH VXSSRUWLQJ WKH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HH
LQJLVVLPLODUWRDVWDQGDUGVLJKWVHHLQJWHOHVFRSHKRZ
HYHULWLQFOXGHVGLVWLQFWFRPSRQHQWVIRULWVQHZIXQFWLRQ
DOLWLHV7KHPDLQFRPSRQHQWVDUHDV\VWHPWRFDSWXUHWKH
UHDO LPDJH W\SLFDOO\ D YLGHR FDPHUD  D FRPSXWHU WR
SURFHVV WKH UHDO LPDJH DQG VXSHULPSRVH WKH YLUWXDO HOH
PHQWVDQGDVFUHHQWRGLVSOD\WKHFRPSRVHGLPDJH6HQ
VRUV RU LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ WHFKQLTXHV DUH XVHG WR GHWHU
PLQHWKHRULHQWDWLRQ RIWKHGHYLFH7KHXVHUFDQLQWHUDFW
ZLWKWKHGHYLFHZLWKDWRXFKVFUHHQEXWWRQVRUVLPSO\E\
PRYLQJWKHGHYLFH

7KH SRVLWLRQ RI WKH GLIIHUHQW FRPSRQHQWV RI WKH GHYLFH
ZDVGHVLJQHGVXFKWKDWLWFDQEHDVPRVWXVHUIULHQGO\DV
SRVVLEOH 7KH WRXFK VFUHHQ LV LQFRUSRUDWHG LQ D PRELOH
VWUXFWXUH IRU EHWWHU YLHZ DQG HDV\ DFFHVV 7KH KDQGOH LV
SODFHGLQIURQWRIWKHGHYLFHIRUVLPSOHDQGLQWXLWLYHXVHU
JULS,QWKLVKDQGOHWKHUHDUHWZRSUHVVXUHEXWWRQVVLPLODU
WRWKRVHXVHGLQFRPSXWHUPRXVHGHYLFHV%HVLGHVUHVXOW
LQJIURPDORQJLQGXVWULDOGHVLJQSURFHVVWKHVWUXFWXUHLV
UREXVW DQWLYDQGDOLVP DQG ZHDWKHU FRQGLWLRQV UHVLVWDQW 
DQGZDWHUSURRI

)URP WKH XVHU¶V YLHZSRLQW WKH VWHSV WR UXQ WKH V\VWHP
DUH


)LJXUH7KH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJXQLW

•
7KH ILUVW VWHS LV LQLWLDOL]DWLRQ ZKHUH WKH V\VWHP
FROOHFWV DOO WKH FRQWH[WXDO LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP WKH VHUYHU
:KHQDOOWKHLQIRUPDWLRQLVGRZQORDGHGIURPWKHVHUYHU
WKH V\VWHP LV UHDG\ WR XVH DQG VWDUWV WKH 'HPRQVWUDWLRQ
PRGH RSWLRQDO RUWKH$SSOLFDWLRQPRGH
•
:KHQWKHV\VWHPLVLQWKH'HPRQVWUDWLRQPRGHD
YLGHRLVSUHVHQWHG7KHYLGHRFDQLQFOXGHDGYHUWLVHPHQWV
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3RUWXJXHVH FODVVLILHG QDWLRQDO PRQXPHQW ORFDWHG QHDU
FUHGLWV RU RWKHU JHQHULF LQIRUPDWLRQ 'HSHQGLQJ RQ KRZ
*XDUGD LQ QRUWKHUQ 3RUWXJDO DQG ZDV VXEMHFWHG WR FRQ
LW LV VHW RSWLRQDOO\ WKH V\VWHP FDQ EH XVHG E\ SD\LQJ 
VHUYDWLRQZRUNVLQ
WKH V\VWHP VWDUWV WKH $SSOLFDWLRQ PRGH ZKLFK LV ZKHQ
WKH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ DFWXDOO\ ZRUNV ,Q WKLV PRGH
7KH 3RUWXJXHVH ,QVWLWXWH IRU +HULWDJH DQG 3DWULPRQ\
WKH XVHU FDQ LQWHUDFW ZLWK WKH HOHPHQWV LQ VLJKW UHDO RU
,33$5 GHFLGHGWRLPSOHPHQWWKH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJ
YLUWXDO SOD\JDPHVRUXVHDQ\RWKHUIXQFWLRQDOLWLHVSUR
LQ WKLV FDVWOH WR SURPRWH WKH QHW RI PRQXPHQWV LQ WKH
YLGHGE\WKHV\VWHP
VXUURXQGLQJV UHSUHVHQWLQJ DQ DQFLHQW FDVWOH GHIHQVLYH
•
)LQDOO\ZKHQWLPHHQGV DFFRUGLQJWRWKHDPRXQW
OLQHQHDUWKH6SDQLVKIURQWLHUV 
SDLG RU E\ XVHU¶V VHOHFWLRQ  D PHVVDJH RI JRRGE\H LV

GLVSOD\HG DQG WKH V\VWHP UHWXUQV WR WKH 'HPRQVWUDWLRQ
PRGH RSWLRQDO RUWXUQVLQDFWLYH

$W WKH PRPHQW WKH V\VWHP DOORZV WZR NLQGV RI XVHUV
7KH FRPPRQ XVHU ZKR XVHV WKH 9LUWXDO 6LJKW6HHLQJ
DQGWKHDGPLQLVWUDWRUZKRKDVWKHSHUPLVVLRQWRFKDQJH
DGG RU FOHDU YLUWXDO LQIRUPDWLRQ 7KHVH FKDQJHV FDQ EH
GRQH ORFDOO\ RU UHPRWHO\ 7KH DGPLQLVWUDWRU FDQ H[HFXWH
FKDQJHV ZLWKRXW JRLQJ SK\VLFDOO\ WR ZKHUH WKH 9LUWXDO
6LJKW6HHLQJ LV ORFDWHG 7KLV LV GRQH XVLQJ DQ LQWHUQHW
FRQQHFWLRQDQG:HESDJHVIRUFRQILJXUDWLRQRURQVLWH

%\WKHHQGRIWKHV\VWHPZLOOLQFOXGHDQRWKHUW\SH
RIXVHUDOORZLQJEOLQGSHRSOHWRXVHWKHGHYLFHDQGWDNH
DGYDQWDJHRIDFXVWRPL]HGDXGLRLQWHUIDFHWKDWGHVFULEHV
WKH ODQGVFDSH WR WKH XVHU DOORZLQJ WKHP WR H[SHULHQFH
GLIIHUHQWO\

 7KH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJ0DLQ)XQFWLRQDOLWLHV

8VLQJDEDVLFV\VWHPXVHUVFDQLQWHUDFWZLWKWKHIROORZ
LQJIHDWXUHV
• ,GHQWLILFDWLRQRISRLQWVRILQWHUHVW
• 'HWDLOHGFRQWH[WXDOLQIRUPDWLRQ
• 3KRWRJUDSKLF$OEXP
• 0DSZLWKWRXULVWSDWKV
• 6HDUFKRISRLQWVRILQWHUHVW
• /DQJXDJHVHOHFWLRQ

%HVLGHV WKHVH IHDWXUHV WKH V\VWHP FDQ EH LQFRUSRUDWLQJ
RWKHU IXQFWLRQDOLWLHV WDNLQJ DGYDQWDJH RI DXJPHQWHG
UHDOLW\EXWDOVRVWUXFWXUH¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
• 3DWKVWRDQGYLUWXDOIOLJKWVRYHUGHVLJQDWHGSRLQWVRI
LQWHUHVW
• )XQDQGHGXFDWLRQDOJDPHV H[LQWHUDFWLYHTXL]]HV 
• SDQRUDPLFYLGHRV 4XLFN7LPH95V 
• 3RVVLELOLW\ WR SKRWRJUDSK WKH WHUUDLQ SULQW LPDJHV
DQGRUVHQGWKHPWRWKLUGSDUWLHVYLD006HPDLO

 7KH3URWRW\SH
3LQKHO &DVWOH ZDV WKH VLWH WKDW UHFHLYHG WKH ILUVW 9LUWXDO
6LJKW6HHLQJ VFHQLF YLHZHU D SURWRW\SH YHUVLRQ WLOOWKH
SURGXFW LV WHVWHG DQG WKH LQGXVWULDO GHVLJQ SURFHVV FRQ
FOXGHG 7KLV FDVWOH GDWLQJ EDFN WR WKH ;,, FHQWXU\ LV D


)LJXUH7KH9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJLQWHUIDFH
6LQFH6HSWHPEHUYLVLWRUVFDQH[SORUHWKHVXUURXQG
LQJ ODQGVFDSH ZLWK WKH JXLGDQFH RI V\VWHP¶V LQWHUDFWLYH
LQWHUIDFH ZKLFK LQGLFDWHV QHDUE\ SRLQWV RI LQWHUHVW RYHU
WKHODQGVFDSHLQUHDOWLPH,IWKHXVHUZDQWVPRUHLQIRU
PDWLRQ DERXW D SDUWLFXODU UHIHUHQFH KH MXVW KDV WR SUHVV
WKH ODEHO RQ WKH WRXFKVFUHHQ 7KHQ KH¶OO KDYH GHWDLOHG
FRQWHQWV OLNH PDSV SLFWXUHV GHVFULSWLRQV DQG YLGHRV
%HVLGHV WKLV IHDWXUH XVHUV FDQ VHDUFK IRU D SDUWLFXODU
HOHPHQWLQWKHODQGVFDSHXVLQJWKHVHDUFKWRRODQDUURZ
HPHUJHV LQGLFDWLQJ WKH ORFDWLRQ RQ WKH VFUHHQ 2WKHU
IXQFWLRQDOLW\LVWKHODQJXDJHVHOHFWLRQ

7KH QXPEHU RI YLVLWV WR WKH FDVWOH KDV LQFUHDVHG VLJQLIL
FDQWO\GXULQJWKHODVW\HDU$FFRUGLQJWRPRQXPHQWVWDII
SHRSOH JR WR WKH FDVWOH MXVW WR H[SORUH WKH JXLGHG WRXU
9LVLWRU¶VIHHGEDFNKDVEHHQTXLWHHQWKXVLDVWLFFRQWULEXW
LQJWRWKHLPSURYHPHQWRIVRPHHOHPHQWVLQWKHPDFKLQH
7KHSURWRW\SHZLOOEHUHSODFHGE\WKHHQGRI

,33$5 KDV DOUHDG\ VWDUWHG D QHZ SURMHFW LQ D QHDUE\
&DVWOH7UDQFRVRWKDW LVDOVRDSDUWRIWKHDQFLHQWGHIHQ
VLYH EDUULHU ,W ZLOO EH LPSOHPHQWHG WLOO -XQH  7KLV

,QWHUDFWLYHDQG5HDO7LPH,QWHUDFWLYH,QWHUSUHWDWLRQQHZERXQGDULHVIRUFXOWXUDOKHULWDJH


QHZ9LUWXDO6LJKW6HHLQJXQLWZLOOLQFOXGHDQDGGLWLRQDO
IHDWXUH WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI DQ LPSRUWDQW EDWWOH WKDW
RFFXUUHG DERXW KXQGUHG\HDUVDJR7KH LGHDZLOOEH
VLPXODWLQJWURRSVPRYHPHQWVLQUHDOWLPHRYHUWKHODQG
VFDSH$OORZLQJYLVLWRUVWRXQGHUVWDQGEHWWHUWKHZD\WKH
EDWWOH RFFXUUHG DQG WKH KRZ WKH ODQGVFDSH ZDV LQ WKDW
WLPH
 &RQFOXVLRQ
7HFKQRORJ\ KDV DVVXPHG DQ LPSRUWDQW UROH LQ WKH FRP
PXQLFDWLRQSURFHVVZLWKYLVLWRUVWRFXOWXUDOVLWHVEXWDOVR
ZLWK WKHLU LQYROYHPHQW ZLWK FXOWXUH LWVHOI &XOWXUDO VLWHV
KDYH WR EH LQQRYDWLYH LQ RUGHU WR DWWUDFW QHZ VHFWRUV RI
WKHSXEOLFQDPHO\WKRVHXQIRUWXQDWHO\VHWDVLGHE\VRFL
HW\ ,PSOHPHQWLQJLQWHUDFWLYH VHUYLFHV LQ FXOWXUDOVLWHVLV
DVSHFLDOWDVNWKDWFDQQRWEHQHJOHFWHGZHKDYHWRFDUH
IXOO\ DQDO\VH WKH IXVLRQ EHWZHHQ WHFKQRORJ\ DQG WKH
VSDFHLQRUGHUWREULQJWKHULJKWVHUYLFHWRWKHSXEOLF

+RZWRLQYROYHWKHSXEOLFZLWKFXOWXUDOVLWHVKDVDOZD\V
EHHQDGHOLFDWHTXHVWLRQIRUFXUDWRUVLVLWSRVVLEOHWRJLYH
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH VLWH LWVHOI DQG WKH VXUURXQGLQJVWR
HYHU\RQH DFFRUGLQJ WR XVHUV¶ QHHGV" $QG KRZ FDQ WKH\
EHUHQWDEOH"

7KHGHYLFHVGHVFULEHGHDUOLHUFDQDQVZHUWKHVHTXHVWLRQV
UHJDUGLQJWKHFRQWHQWVWKHVHV\VWHPVFDQHQKDQFH
•
/LQNV WR WKH SDVW ,QWHJUDWLQJ WKH PRQXPHQW LQ
LWVROG HQYLURQPHQWFKDQJLQJWKHODQGVFDSHLQUHDOWLPH
WDNLQJXVHRIDXJPHQWHGUHDOLW\ 

•
6WRU\WHOOLQJ 0XOWLPHGLD DSSOLFDWLRQV WHOOLQJ
VWRULHV LQ UHDOWLPH RYHU WKH ODQGVFDSH PDNLQJ XVH RI
YLGHR DQG DXGLR GHYLFHV IRU LQVWDQFH SHUIRUPLQJ WKH
VLPXODWLRQRIDEDWWOHWKDWRFFXUUHGORQJWLPHDJR

•
5HSODFLQJ DEVHQW HOHPHQWV ' JUDSKLFV DOORZ
LQJ WKH LQVHUWLRQ RI ' HOHPHQWV OLNH EXLOGLQJV URDGV
UDLOZD\VRWKHUV

•
*XLGLQJ WKH YLVLWRU WKURXJK WKH ODQGVFDSH
8VLQJ DQ LQWXLWLYH LQWHUIDFH WKDW JXLGHV YLVLWRUV WKURXJK
WKH ODQGVFDSH VKRZLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ DFFRUGLQJ WR XVHU¶V
QHHGV

 5HIHUHQFHV
$$99³$ &XOWXUD GDV5HGHV´5HYLVWDGH&RPXQLFD
omR H /LQJXDJHQV /LVERQ (GLo}HV &RVPRV 0D\


$]XPD5%DLORW<%HKULQJHU5)HLQHU6-XOLHU
6DQG0DF,QW\UH%  5HFHQW$GYDQFHVLQ
$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\,(((&RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV
  SS
$]XPD 5 /HH - -LDQJ % 3DUN - <RX 6 DQG
1HXPDQQ 8   7UDFNLQJ LQ 8QSUHSDUHG (QYL
URQPHQWV IRU$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\6\VWHPV-RXUQDORI
&RPSXWHUV  *UDSKLFV    SS  >@
%HUJHU 02 :UREHO'DXWFRXUW % 3HWLWMHDQ 6
DQG 6LPRQ *   0L[LQJ 6\QWKHWLF DQG 9LGHR
,PDJHV RI DQ 2XWGRRU 8UEDQ (QYLURQPHQW 0DFKLQH
9LVLRQDQG$SSOLFDWLRQV  SS
$]XPD 57   $ 6XUYH\ RI $XJPHQWHG 5HDOLW\
3UHVHQFH7HOHRSHUDWRUV DQG 9LUWXDO (QYLURQPHQWV
  SS
%UDJDQoDGH0LUDQGD-RVp&58=0DULD7HUHVDRUJ
³&UtWLFD GDV /LJDo}HV QD (UD GD 7pFQLFD´ /LVERD
7URSLVPRV
'HEHYHF3(  5HQGHULQJ6\QWKHWLF2EMHFWV,QWR
5HDO 6FHQHV %ULGJLQJ 7UDGLWLRQDO DQG ,PDJH%DVHG
*UDSKLFVZLWK*OREDO,OOXPLQDWLRQDQG+LJK'\QDPLF
5DQJH 3KRWRJUDSK\ 3URFHHGLQJV RI 6,**5$3+¶
1HZ<RUN1<
.XWXODNRV.1DQG9DOOLQR-5  &DOLEUDWLRQ
IUHH$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\,(((7UDQVDFWLRQVRQ9LVX
DOL]DWLRQDQG&RPSXWHU*UDSKLFV  SS
/DXUHO%UHQGD³&RPSXWHUVDV7KHDWUH´$GGLVRQ
:HVOH\
/LYLQJVWRQ0$DQG6WDWH$  0DJQHWLF
7UDFNHU&DOLEUDWLRQIRU,PSURYHG$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\
5HJLVWUDWLRQ3UHVHQFH7HOHRSHUDWRUVDQG9LUWXDO
(QYLURQPHQWV  SS
3DUHQWH$QGUp RUJ ³,PDJHP0iTXLQD±$(UDGDV
7HFQRORJLDVGR9LUWXDO´5LRGH-DQHLUR(GLWRUHV

3LHNDUVNL:7KRPDV%+HSZRUWK'*XQWKHU%
DQG'HPF]XN9  $Q$UFKLWHFWXUHIRU2XW
GRRU:HDUDEOH&RPSXWHUVWRVXSSRUW$XJPHQWHG5H
DOLW\DQG0XOWLPHGLD$SSOLFDWLRQ3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH
UG,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ.QRZOHGJH%DVHG
,QWHOOLJHQW,QIRUPDWLRQ(QJLQHHULQJ6\VWHPV$GH
ODLGH$XVWUDOLD
5RNLWD3  &RPSRVLWLQJ&RPSXWHU*UDSKLFVDQG
5HDO:RUOG9LGHR6HTXHQFHV&RPSXWHU1HWZRUNV
DQG,6'16\VWHPV  SS
5RVHEOXP/  9LUWXDODQG$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\
,(((&RPSXWHU*UDSKLFVDQG$SSOLFDWLRQV
  SS
6WDUQHU76FKLHOH%5KRGHV%-HEDUD72OLYHU
1:HDYHU-DQG3HQWODQG$  $XJPHQWHG
5HDOLWLHV,QWHJUDWLQJ8VHUDQG3K\VLFDO0RGHOV)LUVW
,(((,QWHUQDWLRQDO:RUNVKRSRQ$XJPHQWHG5HDOLW\
,:$5  ´6DQ)UDQFLVFR&$
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%XGDSHVW8QLYHUVLW\RI7HFKQRORJ\DQG(FRQRPLFV)DFXOW\RI$UFKLWHFWXUH+XQJDU\
1DUPHU$UFKLWHFWXUH6WXGLR%XGDSHVW+XQJDU\




$EVWUDFW
The perceptual and theoretical reconstruction of architectural structures resulting from archaeological
excavations goes hand-in-hand with scientific publications and presentations. However, the majority of the issues
and problems lie in the algorithm of the process. The layout of the structure that is to be reconstructed emerges
on the basis of the thorough analysis of archaeological remains. Even during this phase, a number of
considerations and decisions need to be made in order to clarify the coherence of the ground plan. Are we
allowed to create the overall extension of a structure that is problematic even from the point of view of its ground
plan, let alone create its photorealistic reconstruction? These questions are definitely justified. The issues at hand
are both practical and ethical. Further, there are the expectations of those who view the product: visitors demand
high-quality interpretations, and professionals are also curious concerning a possible reconstruction. The
suggestions presented below offer alternative solutions, in line with the concepts based on analysis of the primary
data. In the majority of the cases, these presentation methods enable us to give an account of the validity – or the
doubtful validity – of the reconstruction in question only through the applied graphics. In this presentation I will
give an overview of the above issues through the virtual reconstruction of Roman Age villa complexes, tombs,
Early Middle Age churches, and Egyptian temples.
&DWHJRULHV DQG 6XEMHFW 'HVFULSWRUV DFFRUGLQJ WR $&0 &&6  , >&RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV@ 7KUHH'LPHQVLRQDO
*UDSKLFVDQG5HDOLVP±9LUWXDO5HDOLW\->3K\VLFDO6FLHQFHVDQG(QJLQHHULQJ@$UFKDHRORJ\,>&RPSXWHU
*UDSKLFV@0HWKRGRORJ\DQG7HFKQLTXHV±,QWHUDFWLRQ7HFKQLTXHV,>9LUWXDO+HULWDJH@&RPSXWHU*UDSKLFV
$QLPDWLRQ



,QWURGXFWLRQ

&RQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQ ZLWK YLUWXDO PRGHOOLQJ VWLOO KDV QRW
EHFRPH D JHQHUDOO\ DFFHSWHG DQG JHQHUDOO\ XVHG PHWKRG
DPRQJDUFKDHRORJLVWV>9LW@7KHH[SHUWVRIWKLVILHOGDUH
SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ FRQIHUHQFHV DQG SLRQHHU GHYHORSHUV RI
DSSOLFDWLRQV EXW VWLOO FDQ QRW DOZD\V EH SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ
SURMHFWV RIIHULQJ ORQJ UDQJH UHVXOWV 6RPH FRQVLGHU '
YLVXDOL]DWLRQ DQG PRGHOOLQJ D FXULRVLW\ RU HYHQ D OX[XU\
RWKHUV WKLQN WKHP VXSHUIOXRXV QRW VFLHQWLILF RU VLPSO\
LQFRPSUHKHQVLEOH >%DU@ 1HYHUWKHOHVV WKHUH DUH
UHIUHVKLQJH[DPSOHVVRPHRIZKLFKZLOOEHFLWHGKHUH
,WPXVWEHDGPLWWHGWKDWWKHYLVXDOZRUOGRIUHFHQW\HDUVKDV
UHVXOWHGLQHQRUPRXVGHYHORSPHQWLQDSSOLFDWLRQV>5HG@
EXWWKHDQDFKURQLVWLFDQGLQDFFXUDWHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIPDQ\
KLVWRULFDO ILOPV KDV JHQHUDWHG GLVOLNH DPRQJ VFKRODUV 7KH
DSSOLFDWLRQ RI FRPSXWHUV DQG UHQGHULQJ VRIWZDUH LV RQ D
ZLGH UDQJH  MXVW WKLQN RI WKH GDWDEDVH V\VWHPV GHYHORSHG
IRUDUFKDHRORJLFDOSXUSRVHRUPRGHOOLQJVRIWZDUH>1&@


0HWKRGRORJ\

'XULQJ WKH SURFHVV RI D SURMHFW DQG WKH HYDOXDWLRQ RI
DUFKLWHFWXUDO GDWD LW LV SRVVLEOH WR GHILQH WKH IROORZLQJ

SRLQWV±DQGDOVRWKHOHYHORISURFHVVIURPWKHILHOGZRUN
GRFXPHQWDWLRQWRWKHSKRWRUHDOLVWLFSUHVHQWDWLRQ>%)6@

$ 'LJLWDO GDWDEDVH RI WKH LQ VLWX UHPDLQV WKH VRXUFH FDQ
HLWKHU EH D GLJLWDOL]HG VXUYH\ H[HFXWHG ZLWK WUDGLWLRQDO
PHWKRGV RU D GLJLWDO GDWD UHFRUGLQJ FRQVLVWLQJ RI PDLQO\
JHRGHVLFPHWKRGV8QFHUWDLQW\FDQRQO\EHLQWKHSUHFLVLRQ
RIWKHVXUYH\RUWKHPLVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHGDWD

%3UHSDUDWLRQEHIRUHWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ7KLVLQFOXGHVWKH
GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH ZDOO IRXQGDWLRQV WKH V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ RI
OHYHOOLQJ GDWD DQG WKH SUHVHQWDWLRQ RI PDLQ LQIRUPDWLRQ
7KH OHYHO RI XQFHUWDLQW\ LV ORZ DQG WKH GHFLVLYH IDFWRU LV
WKHDFFXUDF\RIWKHVXUYH\

&7KHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHJURXQGSODQWKHUHQGHULQJRI
WKHJURXQGSODQEDVHGRQVXUYH\GDWDWKHGHILQLWLRQRIWKH
IORRUOHYHOVDQGWKHIDOO,QPDQ\FDVHVDQDORJLHVFDQKHOS
WRFODULI\WKHVSDWLDOVWUXFWXUH±EXWWKDWPD\UHVXOWLQVRPH
LQDFFXUDF\ ,W LV LPSRUWDQW WR QRWH WKDW WKH JURXQG SODQ
VKRXOG QRW EH FRQVLGHUHG DV D WZRGLPHQVLRQDO VXUIDFH ±
WKH IDOOV VXSSRUWLQJ ZDOOV DQG VWHSV FDQ IXQGDPHQWDOO\
LQIOXHQFHWKHWKHRUHWLFDOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
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' 7KH DQDO\VLV RI WKH VSDWLDO RUJDQL]DWLRQ URRIHG
VWUXFWXUHV RSHQHG DUHDV GUDLQDJH URRI VWUXFWXUHV HWF 2Q
WKLVOHYHOWKHREVHUYDWLRQVRIWKHILHOGZRUNFDQEHFUXFLDO
WKHFKDUDFWHUDQGSRVLWLRQRIWKHUXLQVREVHUYDWLRQVRIWKH
IORRUV WKH WKLFNQHVV DQG IRXQGDWLRQV RI WKH ZDOOV DQG WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDO REMHFW LQGLFDWLQJ WKH XVH PXVW EH
FRQVLGHUHG 7KH LQFRPSOHWH GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RU WKH OLPLWHG
RU GHVWUXFWHG VWUXFWXUH ± D ORVW IORRU OHYHO IRU H[DPSOH ±
WKDWLVGHWHFWHGGXULQJWKHILHOGZRUNFDQUDLVHWKHOHYHORI
XQFHUWDLQW\

( $UFKLWHFWXUDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH UHQGHULQJ RI WKH
DUFKLWHFWXUDOFRQFHSWZLWKWKHUHTXLUHGGHWDLOVDFFRUGLQJWR
  SUHYLRXVO\ VHW QHHGV DQG   SRVVLEOH DQDORJLHV 2Q WKLV
OHYHO  LW LV YHU\ LPSRUWDQW WR FRQVLGHU WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO
ILQGV ZKLFK DUH FRQQHFWHG ZLWK WKH DUFKLWHFWXUH VXFK DV
VWDWXHDQGPRXOGLQJIUDJPHQWVVWUXFWXUDOHOHPHQWVIUHVFR
IUDJPHQWVHWF

 6LPSOHD[RQRPHWULFUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHJURXQG
SODQIRUEHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK WKH UHQGHULQJ RI WKRVH SDUWV
ZKLFKFDQEHFRPSOHWHG
 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH ZKROH VWUXFWXUH ZLWKRXW
GHWDLOVDQGLQGLFDWLQJWKHPDWHULDOV
 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK WKH LQGLFDWLRQ RI WKH
PDWHULDOV DQG UHQGHULQJ WKH SDUWV ZKLFK FDQ EH
FRPSOHWHG
 3KRWRUHDOLVWLFUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ


9LVXDOL]DWLRQ

2IWHQDUFKDHRORJLFDOGDWDLVYLVXDOL]HGDWDVSHFLILFWLPHLQ
WKHSDVW7KLVFDQEHFDWHJRUL]HGDVDUHFRQVWUXFWLRQZKLFK
ZKHQ XVLQJ ' PRGHOV DQG FRPSXWHU JUDSKLFV LV FDOOHG D
YLUWXDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KLV PHWKRGRORJ\ FDQ HYHQ EH
H[WHQGHG LQWR WKH IXWXUH IRU LOOXVWUDWLQJ PRGHOV RI
UHVWRUDWLRQRUGHWHULRUDWLRQ>5\D@


&DVHVWXGLHV

6RPH H[DPSOHV ZLOO EH SUHVHQWHG EHORZ ZKLFK PDLQO\
VKRZ WKH GLIIHUHQFHV RI IXOO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV DV SHU
UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WKH WDUJHW JURXS DQG DOVR VKRZ DHVWKHWLF
SRLQWV


&DVHVWXG\±(J\SW(DVWHUQ'HVHUW%LU0LQLK

7KH VLWH RI %LU 0LQLK VLWXDWHG LQ WKH (DVWHUQ 'HVHUW RI
(J\SW VRXWK RI :DGL +DPPDPDW KDV EHHQ XQGHU
H[SORUDWLRQE\WKH+XQJDULDQ0LVVLRQVLQFH>/XI@
7KH ILQGV LQFOXGH UXLQV RI D VHWWOHPHQW ZLWK DQ DGMDFHQW
FHPHWHU\ D YDVW DPRXQW RI URFN GUDZLQJV DQG URFN
LQVFULSWLRQV DUHDV RI PLQLQJ DFWLYLW\ DQG PRUH SRVVLEO\
3DODHROLWKLFDQGRU1HROLWKLFFDPSV7KHGRFXPHQWHGURFN
GUDZLQJV DQG LQVFULSWLRQV FRYHU D UHPDUNDEO\ ORQJ SHULRG
H[WHQGLQJ XS WR UHFHQW WLPHV 7KH UXLQV RI WKH VHWWOHPHQW
DUHVLWXDWHGRQFOLIIVWKDWULVHDERYHWKHFXUUHQWVXUIDFHRI
WKH :DGL 7KH ILHOGZRUN WRRN SODFH LQ WKH (DVWHUQ 'HVHUW
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ZKHUH WKH DUFKLWHFWXUDOJHRGHVLF VXUYH\ RI D ODWH DQWLTXH
JROGPLQLQJ VHWWOHPHQW KDG WR EH H[HFXWHG ZLWK WKH
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI KXQGUHGV RI SKDUDRQLF LQVFULSWLRQV DQG
URFNFDUYLQJV 7KH UHPDLQV RI WKH VHWWOHPHQW FRYHU VRPH
DFUHVRIODQGLQWKHDUHDWKHUXLQVRIDOPRVWEXLOGLQJV
DQGWXPXOLZHUHGHWHFWHG
7KH H[WUHPH FLUFXPVWDQFHV GHPDQGHG YHU\ IDVW
ILHOGZRUNZKHUHDVWKHVFLHQWLILFDQDO\VLVDQGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
RIWKHGDWDFDOOHGIRUVSHFLDOPHWKRGV7KH6XUYH\3URMHFW
DW %LU 0LQLK   LQYROYHV DSSOLFDWLRQV RI
DGYDQFHG GLJLWDO WHFKQRORJLHV IRU D GHWDLOHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDOODQGVFDSHDQDO\VLVDQGFODVVLILFDWLRQ
E\ UHPRWH VHQVLQJ DQG *,6 DV ZHOO DV LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ DQG
SUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHUHVXOWVWKURXJKYLUWXDOUHDOLW\DQGYLVXDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ V\VWHPV 7KH PRVW UHOHYDQW DVSHFW RI WKH
UHVHDUFK LV D PXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\ DSSURDFK VWDUWLQJ ZLWK WKH
DFTXLVLWLRQ RI WKH GDWD GXULQJ WKH ILHOGZRUN DQG WKHQ
FUHDWLQJSUHGLFWLYHFODVVLILHGPDSVDQGGDWDEDVHVLQFOXGLQJ
'PRGHOV>9/%@7KHFRPSLODWLRQRIWKHGDWDVXUYH\HG
DQG WKDW RI WKH OHYHO PRGHOV VHUYHG GLIIHUHQW SXUSRVHV RQ
WKH RQH KDQG WKH\ RIIHUHG LPSUHVVLYH FRPSUHKHQVLEOH
YLVXDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHSDUWLFXODULWLHVRIWKHVHJPHQWHG
VXUIDFH DQG RQ WKH RWKHU KDQG DUUDQJLQJ WKH LQGLYLGXDO
REMHFWV LQ WKLV YLUWXDO VSDFH UHYHDOHG WKHLU VSDWLDO
FRQQHFWLRQV 2Q WKH VFUHHQVKRWV ZH VKRZ WKH DWWHPSWV WR
YLVXDOL]H DQG PRGHO WKH WHUUDLQ XVLQJ WKH VLPSOLILHG
VXUIDFHPRGHO QRWWU\LQJWRFUHDWHDQDWXUDOLVWLFUHQGHULQJ 
7KH ' UHQGHULQJ RI WKH FRQWRXU OLQHV SURYHG WR EH DQ
LQWHUHVWLQJ SUREOHP ± ZH WULHG GLIIHUHQW YDULDWLRQV 7KH
PRGHO EXLOW IURP IODW VXUIDFHV LV VXLWDEOH IRU D YLUWXDO
JURXQG RQ ZKLFK WR LQVHUW WKH EXLOGLQJ DQG VXUIDFH UXLQV
7KH WHUUDLQ PRGHO RI YHUWLFDO VXUIDFHV RIIHUHG D JRRG
RSSRUWXQLW\WRSODFHWKHURFNFDUYLQJDQGLQVFULSWLRQV7KH
VXUIDFH FRYHUHG ZLWK SRO\JRQV JLYHV ERWK D QDWXUDOLVWLF
LPDJH RI WKH WHUUDLQ DQG DQ LPSUHVVLRQ RI WKH RULJLQDO
VXUIDFH





)LJXUH  The terrain model of vertical and horizontal
layers
' PRGHOOLQJ FUHDWHV D KLJKO\ GHWDLOHG DQG YHUVDWLOH
UHFRUGRIWKHVLWHDPXFKEHWWHURQHWKDQZKDWFRXOGKDYH
EHHQ DFKLHYHG SUHYLRXVO\ 7UDGLWLRQDO PHWKRGV JUHDWO\
UHOLHGRQWKHVXUYH\RU¶VVNLOODQGWKHDELOLW\WRFRQYH\WKH
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH VLWH WKURXJK JUDSKLFDO PHWKRGV 7KLV
DUHDQHHGVPRUHFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQWKHPRGHOOLQJSURFHVVRU
WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI QHZ YLVXDOL]DWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV DQG
YLUWXDO PRGHOV ,Q WKH IXWXUH DWWHQWLRQ ZLOO EH SDLG
SULPDULO\ WR UHFUHDWLQJ WKH YLUWXDO ODQGVFDSH LQ ZKLFK WKH
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URFN DUW VLWHV DQG WKH DUFKLWHFWXUDO DQG DUFKDHRORJLFDO
REMHFWV DUH HPEHGGHG 7KH IROORZLQJ VKRUW H[DPSOH
LOOXVWUDWHVWKHODWHVWUHVXOWV


&DVHVWXG\6\ULD4DQDZDW

,W ZDV SRVVLEOH WR UHFRQVWUXFW D SDUW RI WKH 5RPDQ EXULDO
VWUXFWXUHV VXUYH\HG DQG GRFXPHQWHG GXULQJ WKH ILHOGZRUN
ZLWK WKH KHOS RI FRPSXWHUV >2HQ@ )ROORZLQJ WKH
GLJLWDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH GUDZLQJV PDGH LQ WKH FRXUVH RI WKH
ILHOGZRUN ZH ZHUH DEOH WR PRGHO WKH EXLOGLQJV XVLQJ
HGLWHGVLPSOHJHRPHWULFIRUPV:HPDGHVHFWLRQVRIWKHP
DQG ZH FRXOG VHW WKH YLHZ SRUW WR DQ DQJOH IURP ZKLFK
WKHVHEHFDPHHDVLO\FRPSUHKHQVLEOH


DUFKLWHFWXUDO SDUWV IXUQLWXUH  DQG DV IXOO D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIWKHPDVSRVVLEOH



)LJXUH3D view of the forecourts and the pyramid of the
tomb of Djehutymes
7KHPDWHULDOWREHSUHVHQWHGKHUHLVWKHDUFKLWHFWXUDO
DQGDUFKDHRORJLFDOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGYLUWXDOPRGHOOLQJRI
WKH VSDWLDO VWUXFWXUH RI 7KHEDQ WRPE 1R  DQG LWV
VXUURXQGLQJV $SDUW IURP UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH DUFKLWHFWXUDO
XQLWVZHDOVRZLVKHGWRJLYHDQDFFRXQWRIWKHFKURQRORJ\
WKDWLVWRSUHVHQWWKHSHULRGVWKHDUHDLQTXHVWLRQZDVXVHG
WKURXJKWKHFRXUVHRIWKRXVDQGVRI\HDUV







)LJXUHReconstructed portico of the third forecourt


)LJXUH3D view and sections of a Roman tomb structure

 &DVH VWXG\ ± (J\SW7KHEHV:HVW %DQN 7RPE RI
'MHKXW\PHV

,QWKHODVW\HDUVWKH+XQJDULDQ$UFKDHRORJLFDO0LVVLRQ
LQ7KHEHVKDVXQHDUWKHGDKXJHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHFRXUWVDQG
FKDPEHUVRIDQREOH¶VWRPEIURPWKHSHULRGRI5DPHVHV,,
WRJHWKHU ZLWK D KXJH DPRXQW RI DUFKDHRORJLFDO PDWHULDO
>.%% @ , ZLOO VKRZ VRPH RI WKH FRPSXWHU
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV DOUHDG\ SUHVHQWHG DW D QXPEHU RI
FRQIHUHQFHV>9'@7KHVHDUHUHVXOWVRIFRPSOHWHGSURMHFW
SKDVHV &RQVLGHULQJ WKH JHQHUDOO\ W\SLFDO FKDUDFWHU RI WKH
DUFKLWHFWXUH DQG WKH GHWDLOHG LQIRUPDWLRQ DYDLODEOH LW
VHHPHG SUDFWLFDO WR DLP DW DQ DOPRVW SKRWRUHDOLVWLF
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ<HDUVRIUHVHDUFKSURYLGHGH[FHOOHQWJURXQG
IRU D GHWDLOHG XQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKH SDUWLFXODU ILQGV ± VWDWXHV


'LJLWDOSURFHVVLQJVWDUWHGDIWHUWKHVXUYH\LQJDQGWKH
DUFKLWHFWXUDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ KDG EHHQ FRPSOHWHG 7KH
VXUYH\ GUDZLQJV WKH DHULDO DQG VLWH SKRWRJUDSKV WKH ILQG
DVVHPEODJHDQGLWVDQDORJLHVZHUHRXUSRLQWVRIGHSDUWXUH
7KHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHPRGHOZDVGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHVRIWZDUH
ZKLFK ZDV FKRVHQ LQ WKLV FDVH WKLV LV D VXUIDFH PRGHO
FUHDWHG E\ ELWPDSEDVHG VKDGLQJ PDSSHG RQWR D ZLUH
IUDPH7KHPXOWLIXQFWLRQDODSSOLFDWLRQRIWKHFRPSXWHUIRU
WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI DUFKDHRORJLFDO GDWD SURYLGHG QRYHO
UHVXOWVIURPDVFLHQWLILFSHUVSHFWLYHDVZHOO


&DVHVWXG\±(J\SW7KHEHV:HVW%DQN7RPE%

,Q WKH IROORZLQJ H[DPSOH FRPSXWHU PRGHOOLQJ VHUYHG
YDULRXV SXUSRVHV GXULQJ WKH H[FDYDWLRQ LWVHOI 7RPE %
RFFXSLHV D ODUJH DUHD RQ WKH VRXWKHUQ VORSH RI HO.KRNKD
WKDWSDUWO\RYHUOLHVWKHILUVWDQGVHFRQGIRUHFRXUWVRI77
>69@ $ ODWH EXULDO FRPSOH[ ZDV IRXQG LQ WKH IRUHFRXUW
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'HFHPEHUWKLV\HDU%HFDXVHRIWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDOQDWXUH
RI DQ H[KLELWLRQ WKH YLVXDO HOHPHQWV DQG DQLPDWLRQV KDG
JUHDW LPSRUWDQFH $OWKRXJK WKH VXUIDFHV DQG OLJKWV ZH
FKRVH JLYH D QDWXUDOLVWLF LPSUHVVLRQ WKH SHUVSHFWLYHV
DQJOHV DQG FDPHUD PRWLRQ DUH HQWHULQJ D GLIIHUHQW ZRUOG
WKHZRUOGRIPRWLRQSLFWXUHV


RIDQGSDUWO\XQGHUWKHJUHDWWRPEPHQWLRQHGDERYH



)LJXUH  3D reconstruction of the
superposition of Tomb 32 and Tomb B

architectural

$OUHDG\GXULQJWKHH[FDYDWLRQZHPDGHDQXPEHURI
' UHQGHULQJ WR KHOS GHILQH WKH ORFDWLRQ RI FHUWDLQ
XQGHUJURXQG DQG KLJKHU VWUXFWXUHV )ROORZLQJ WKH ILQDO
SKDVHRIWKHH[FDYDWLRQLWEHFDPHFOHDUWKDWWKLVWRPEZLWK
LWV XQLTXH JURXQG SODQ KDV UHPDUNDEO\ KLJK ZDOOV ZKLFK
FDQ EH SUHVHUYHG RQO\ E\ FRQVHUYDWLRQ DQG SDUWLDO
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7R DFKLHYH RXU JRDO ZH PDGH IXUWKHU
PRGHOVSDUWO\IRFXVLQJRQWKHFRQFHSWXDOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRI
WKH VWUXFWXUH DQG SDUWO\ KHOSLQJ WR PDNH GHFLVLRQV
UHJDUGLQJWKHUHEXLOGLQJRQWKHVLWH7KHVFUHHQVKRWVVKRZ
WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW VWUXFWXUDO HOHPHQWV YLD WKH ZRUN
YHUVLRQV DQG WKH ILQDO PRGHOV DQG DOVR VKRZ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWHGSKDVH





)LJXUH  Reconstructed views of the Cologne Dome pencil drawings by the author
7KURXJK WKLV GRXEOH FKDUDFWHU RI WKH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
ZHWULHGWRFRPSHQVDWHIRUWKHODFNRILPDJLQDEOHHOHPHQWV
WKXV EDODQFLQJ FUHDWLYLW\DQG VFLHQWLILF DFFXUDF\ (YHQ WKH
DUFKLWHFWXUDO FRQFHSW RI D SDUWLFXODU SKDVH FDQ EH
SUREOHPDWLFGRZQWRWKHRXWOLQHRIWKHJURXQGSODQVRLWLV
DGYLVDEOH WR EH FDUHIXO ZLWK YHU\ GHWDLOHG PRGHOV 7KH
VFUHHQVKRWVVKRZWKHZRUNYHUVLRQVRIWKLVSURFHVV



)LJXUH3D view of the 7th century phase of the Dome

)LJXUH  Tomb B and its reconstructed architectural
features


&DVHVWXG\±&RORJQH'RPHSURMHFW

:H VWDUWHG WR VXUYH\ WKH PHGLHYDO IRUHUXQQHUV RI WKH
&RORJQH'RPHZLWK'U6HEDVWLDQ5LVWRZPDQ\\HDUVDJR
>5LV@ 8VLQJ WUDGLWLRQDO ' GUDZLQJV PRUH DQG PRUH
LPSUHVVLYH DQG VFLHQWLILFDOO\ DFFXUDWH ' UHQGHULQJV ZHUH
EXLOW LQ HDFK VXEVHTXHQW \HDU :H SUHVHQW KHUH VRPH
VDPSOHV RI WKLV SURFHVV DOVR VKRZLQJ WKH GLIIHUHQW
DSSURDFKHV RI JUDSKLFDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ 7KH IROORZLQJ
VFUHHQVKRWV DUH GHVLJQHG IRU WKH WHPSRUDU\ H[KLELWLRQ
³)UKHV &KULVWHQWXP LP 5KHLQODQG´ LQ %RQQ RSHQLQJ LQ


)LJXUHDetail of the 3D model
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&DVHVWXG\±5RPDQIRUWV&DPSRQD+DXV%UJHO

7KHVHH[DPSOHVVKRZWKHUHVXOWVRIDFRPSUHKHQVLYHVWXG\
RQRI5RPDQDX[LOLDU\IRUWV7KH&DPSRQDPRGHOPDGH
\HDUV DJR JLYHV D JRRG H[DPSOH WKDW RQ WKH WHFKQRORJLFDO
OHYHORIWKHGD\LWZDVSRVVLEOHWRPDNHLPSUHVVLYHPRGHOV


VXUIDFHVDQGWKXVWKHKHLJKWV



)LJXUH3D reconstructions of the proposed restoration
phases of the late Roman building complex


)LJXUH  3D reconstruction of the Roman cavalry fort
Campona/Budapest 1agytptpny
7KH 5RPDQ DUFKLWHFWXUH HVSHFLDOO\ WKH PLOLWDU\
EXLOGLQJV ZLWK WKHLU W\SLILHG FKDUDFWHU DQG YDULDELOLW\ DUH
FRRSHUDWLYH VXEMHFWV RI ' PRGHOOHUV 7KH HDVLO\
FRQVWUXFWHGYLUWXDOPRGHOVFDQVHUYHDVDEHWWHUEDFNJURXQG
IRU WKH VFKRODUV  GLVSXWHV RQ WKH YHUWLFDO GLPHQVLRQV
FRQFHSWXDOL]LQJ WKH DUFKLWHFWXUDO PDVV 7KH H[DPSOH IURP
*HUPDQ\ ± +DXVD %UJHO ± ZHUH EXLOW ZLWK PRGHOOLNH
UHQGHULQJ DVVXPLQJ WKH SDUWLFXODULWLHV RI ODWH 5RPDQ
DUFKLWHFWXUHGXHWRWKHOLPLWHGDYDLODEOHGDWD


7KH UHODWLYHO\ VLPSOH EXW JHQHURXV VSDWLDO
RUJDQL]DWLRQ H[HFXWHG RQ D VORSLQJ WHUUDLQ UDLVHG
LQWHUHVWLQJ TXHVWLRQV DERXW WKH RULJLQDODUFKLWHFWXUDO ZRUN
$IWHU GLJLWDOL]LQJ WKH GDWD RI WKH JURXQG SODQ ZH WULHG WR
EXLOGWKH'PRGHODVFORVHWRWKHSRVVLEOHRULJLQDODVZH
FRXOG EXW LW VWLOO FRXOG QRW VROYH WKH SUREOHP DULVLQJ IURP
WKHPRQRWRQHLPSUHVVLRQRIWKHKXJHEXLOGLQJV2IFRXUVH
VLQFH WKHUH LV QR GDWD DYDLODEOH DERXW WKH XQLTXH
VXSHUVWUXFWXUHV DQG URRIIRUPV ZH FDQ RQO\ UHO\ RQ WKH
JURXQG SODQ DUFKDHRORJLFDO ILQGV DQG WR VRPH H[WHQW RQ
DQDORJLHV 7KH VFUHHQVKRWV UHSUHVHQWHG KHUH DUH VKRZLQJ
ZRUNSKDVHVEHFDXVHLQWKHFRXUVHRIWKHH[FDYDWLRQQHZHU
DQG QHZHU PRQXPHQWDO VWUXFWXUHV DUH EHLQJ REVHUYHG
ZKLFK ZLOO VXUHO\ FKDQJH RXU SLFWXUH RI WKH WK FHQWXU\
3DQQRQLDSURYLQFH



)LJXUH  Reconstruction of the Roman fort Haus
Brgel/Monheim, Germany



 &DVH VWXG\ ± 6]DEDGEDWW\iQ ODWH 5RPDQ
DUFKLWHFWXUDOFRPSOH[

7KH PRGHOOLQJ RI WKH KXJH FRPSOH[ DOVR LGHQWLILHG DV
6HYVRYLOOD ZDV GRQH XQGHU E\ GLIIHUHQW FLUFXPVWDQFHV
'XULQJWKHH[FDYDWLRQWKHPRVWH[WHQVLYHEXLOGLQJFRPSOH[
ZDV XQHDUWKHG ,W LV RXWVWDQGLQJ RQ WKH OHYHO RI LWV
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The Use of 3D Reconstruction Applied to the Study and
Spatial Analysis of Architectural Heritage:
The Palace of the Aljafería in Zaragoza, Spain.
A. Almagro Vidal, M. González
Escuela de Estudios Árabes – CSIC, Granada (Spain)

Abstract
Computer graphics has a solid area of application in the field of cultural heritage if it is approached as an instrument to facilitate debate on the study of architectural heritage that has disappeared or been transformed.
There is no doubt that the possibilities opening up, once the model has been generated, will provide interesting
ways of conducting spatial analysis and its evolution in time, approaching this architecture in a way that is unthinkable using traditional means. Supported by the huge potential offered by the possibilities to change scene
and model parameters, we can focus the use of this technique on comparing different states in time as well as
various reconstruction possibilities.
Based on a rigorous and scientific working method, digital perception through the 3D model, is used as a procedure for study, analysis and establishing hypotheses, helping the avoidance of errors that are difficult or a least
costly to correct later, because it does not affect the building itself.
One of the architectural episodes analysed in this project of 3D reconstruction developed at the Escuela de
Estudios Arabes-CSIC in Granada, is the Palace of the Aljafería in Zaragoza (Spain). The events of History have
deeply transformed what this 11th century palace originally was. Despite this fact, it is still so worthy of being
visited today that this study, apart from the interest of the already developed research, stresses the importance of
facilitating the perception of the palace’s original form through a synthetic image and virtual animation as well
as to discover and understand through the 3D model some cultural features that could have inspired its original
design.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications.

1. Introduction
The graphic field that is nowadays at our disposal using
computer graphics is a tool of undoubted value and
potential for studying, analysing and discovering
Cultural Heritage. For a long time the scientific research
field has been using traditional techniques, whose results
were most of the time only at the disposal of the
scientific community because of the need of some basic
knowledge about the different graphic languages and
codes used to be able to interpret the information
contained, as well as the significance and value of that
information.
At the same time, the increasing interest of nowadays
society about cultural remains, their origin and evolution
throughout time has promoted the development of new
techniques applied to this field, in order to present the
results through didactic multimedia environments and 3D
representations. These means permit the user to
understand the contents in a very intuitive way, and to

deepen, as far as they may decide, a better knowledge of
the monument or site.
In this context, there is no doubt that the influence of
Islamic culture in Spain throughout almost eight centuries of presence in the Iberian Peninsula delivered outstanding architectural episodes. Unfortunately, the events
of History have in most cases transformed or even destroyed what they originally were, so that nowadays it is
rather difficult to understand and interpret the remains
without the help of a qualified expert’s explanation.
Thanks to computer graphics, specially 3D modeling
obtained through different techniques, it is now possible
to easily visualize 3D hypotheses of reconstruction and
to enlarge the field of study according to the different
steps that the modeling process entails. That implies new
possibilities to learn more about different features such
as the quality of the 3D space, the use of light and colour,
and internal spatial relations. The fact that these features
cannot be analysed through flat designs emphasize the
importance of the use of 3D representations so, in this
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case, this technique turns up to be retained as absolutely
essential to understand the concept of Spanish-Muslim
space developed through History.
2. The historical evolution of the Palace
The origins of the Palace of the Aljafería (Fig. 1) can be
traced back up to the 11th century, during the so-called
Taifa petty kingdoms’ period that followed the collapse
of the Great Caliphate of Cordoba. All these little kingdoms tried in some way or another to ensure continuity
to their Arab and Umayyad past by trying to reproduce
the magnificence and the intricate architectural programme of Madinat al-Zahra’, the fabulous royal city of
the Caliphate. Of course, none of them had the power
attained by Abd al-Rahman III and al-Hakam II during
the 10th century, so there therefore followed a period of
highly-elaborated theatricality. They tried, through decoration, and using few resources, to maintain the grandiosity and a kinship with the world of the Caliphate.

Figure 1: Aerial view of the Aljaferia in Zaragoza
The palace of the Aljafería, built by the Banu Hud
family at a certain distance from the city of Caesaraugusta –Zaragoza– was originally a rectangular shaped
construction surrounded by a fortified enclosure with
ultrasemicircular towers (Fig. 2). The geographical position of the palace was probably established by the previous existence of a military tower of the 9th century that
was subsequently included as part of the external walls.
The palace itself occupies the central part of the enclosure as a detached building leaving two empty areas at
the East and the West that could have been used as gardens (this is a hypothesis that has no archaeological confirmation at the moment) being protected by the high
walls of the external enclosure.
The palace inside had a typological plan that followed
a defined North-South composition axe. The building
gathered a series of rooms around a central courtyard
(Fig. 3), and was oriented according to the axe defining

the palace main area in the Northern part of the residence. The throne room was a rectangular-shaped space
with two small bedrooms in both sides. This main room
was preceded by a U-shaped portico with a huge decoration programme of crisscrossing arches that surrounded
in three of its sides a rectangular pool. On the opposite
side of the courtyard, the main room with lateral bedrooms was preceded by a flat portico that was more massive than the North one (Fig. 4). This portico repeats a
similar composition of crisscrossing arches that will be
analysed when we will talk about the space and its study
through the 3D model.
The central space of the residence was the patio, a
constant feature around which the whole of residential
life hinged in Al-Andalus –name given to Spain during
the Islamic period. It was around this point that all the
areas comprising the residence revolved and the zone
relating to the house. The patio was structured with gardened squares. Accordingly, the longitudinal pathways
interplayed with secondary transversal circulations
nearby the two pools in front of the porticos.
Apart from its original function as an Islamic alcazar –
Arab word that means fortified palace – this complex
also contained through the centuries a Christian royal
palace between the 12th and the 15th century; the Inquisition headquarters and a prison, during the 16th and 17th
century, a fortress and military barracks from the 18th to
the 20th century, and, finally, the headquarters of the
Government of Aragon since the 1980s. Just enumerating
the different temporary uses of this building permits to
understand its morphological complexity nowadays, and
the different historical lectures that can be done depending on the existing documentation about the building, the
remains preserved in different museums, the traces still
visible in the on-site structures and the results of the
archaeological excavations [Alm98].
3. The project methodology
In this kind of projects methodology is a key concept.
From the survey phase to the modeling process and final
presentation, it is imperative to maintain a rigorous procedure in order to keep under control the different steps
of this long process. Specially in this case, where decorative programme has an outstanding role, data management and codification was essential in order to keep information easily identifiable.
Another key aspect apart from methodology and directly linked to it, was to understand what was the aim of
the process. In this case the aim was to tackle the reconstruction of the main spaces of the ancient Islamic palace
that lies underneath the actual building.
The first step consisted of gathering all the information
available about the building, specially historical sources,
plans, the results of the archaeological excavations and to
find out if there existed a good survey to be used as a
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base for the work. In principle the best solution would
have been to produce the survey ourselves as this process
entails a constant contact with the building, its structures,
construction solutions and decorative elements on-site
that permits to acquire a better knowledge of the building
itself. But in this case survey was not carried out by the
authors because there already existed CAD-based documentation coming from the team that had been in charge
of the restoration of the complex.
Based on the analysis and the study of all the documentation available the plans of the hypothetical reconstruction were elaborated in 2D following a rigorous and
scientific method, identifying which elements were real
and which were hypothetical. Once this documentation
was ready, the proper 3D modeling process started defining the space through 3D geometry elaborated in AutoCAD. All the decoration has been elaborated through 3D
geometry due to the extreme importance of this aspect in
the overall project.

4. The 3D reconstruction process
As it has been mentioned previously, the aim of this
project was to face the problem of how throughout History, time is a dimension that can be shared meanwhile
the space is not [AA02]. Following this statement, it is
possible to understand how difficult it can be to understand and transmit the complexity of a monument that
can be considered as an alive organism throughout the
time, such as it happens to the palace of the Aljafería.
At this point, 3D modeling comes up to demonstrate
how this tool can be of great help for researchers at a first
stage of study and, in consequence, to the general public
later. It permits to understand the process of creation,
aggregation, transformation or even destruction of architectural heritage according to historical events, as well as
possible cultural values, symbolisms and significance
underlying the materia that have stamped the natural
evolution of the monument or site.
On the one hand, the modeling process helps the researcher to re-build architecture in 3D. This process entails to solve a large amount of geometrical difficulties
that would have probably never been raised up defining
the hypothetical reconstruction only through a plan and
an elevation, as the modeling process entails to fit both
kinds of information in 3D coordinates. During this
matching process it is common that many errors come to
light, showing up details and features which were not
identifiable through flat representations. This point is one
of the first and most important contributions to the research process as it permits to corroborate the accuracy
of the information available.

Figure 2: View of the 3D reconstruction of the whole
fortified palace
The next step was to start studying light effects in the
space and to apply mapping textures to the objects in
order to characterise and analyse the ambience. At this
point starts a backward-forward process between geometry and surface study from AutoCAD to 3Dstudio, and
the contrary, that lasted the rest of the process. This constant checking is key in this kind of projects as it permits
to understand spatial features over geometrical aspects
which are not visible through 2D documentation, such as
light effects, shadows, textures on the different surfaces,
the use of vegetation and water, human presence. That
means to understand how does the space work with all its
intrinsic elements and values.
Once the model is corroborated and accepted, final results are presented through images and video production,
selecting the means depending on what is going to be
explained.

On the other hand, computer graphics has introduced a
revolution in the architectural analysis through the spatial
perception in 3D thanks to the possibility of generating
lighting conditions similar to reality as well as coloured
material textures. It permits to give the 3D model a similar appearance to real conditions. At this point, it is important to outline that the elaboration of this model aims
to a final result that should be far away from photorealistic effects which are not the goal of this reconstruction because what we reconstruct is not reality but an
hypothesis of an ancient state of the building or site.
Therefore, we should always maintain the difference
between reality and virtuality.
Another important issue in the reconstruction of this
palace was the extreme importance of decoration, as it
has been mentioned before, which has made the modeling process quite more complicated from the geometrical
point of view, due to the level of detail of this decoration.
However, the study through a 3D model of the intricate
system of crisscrossing arches has finally provided interesting results when the geometry represented in the porticos has been developed and analysed, specially when
the results have been related to cultural and religious
values and symbolisms.
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Furthermore, this project has gone one further step
forward in the understanding process of this palace, trying to graphically support and demonstrate some hypotheses already pointed out by outstanding experts in
Islamic Architecture, such as Prof. Christian Ewert, that
have been discussed in international congresses since the
1970s [Ewe77]. Due to the lack of computer technology
applied to this field in the past, the hypotheses defended
had never been graphically represented in order to confirm through a 3D reconstruction the transformation that
this palace’s morphology meant in the overall context of
the Islamic residence, specially in Al-Andalus, where a
new way of understanding the space was being generated
since the construction of the royal city of Madinat alZahra’ in Cordoba.
5. The spatial analysis of the ancient Palace
The original construction follows the plan scheme that
would be used in the following centuries in Al-Andalus:
a domestic type of residence to be used for a life of
pleasure, with the enjoyment of the patios and gardens.

dynasties. This is when the response was made, based on
a decoration programme of a very marked baroque-style
with highly theatrical effect, seeking to stage ornamentally what it was unable to bring to actual fruition. Thus
it is that we find in the Aljafería a genuine simulation of
the Great Mosque of Cordoba through numerous decorative devices, specially represented in the porticos, that
might have suggested and archaic trompe l’oeil.
If we take a look to the South portico (Fig. 4) we can
see a series of crisscrossing arches – exactly 7 arches –
overlapped in a certain direction. The reconstruction
model permitted to find out further information about the
composition rules and how they interact to create the
whole portico. For the complete model of the palace, a
first portico was generated following the shape of the real
one so as to consider its real deformations (Fig. 4 & 6).
Meanwhile, a second “ideal” portico was created
according to the composition rules in order to investigate
what was the real purpose behind the system of
overlapped arches represented (Fig. 5 & 7). The result
was that behind the complex ornamentation of that
portico, as well as in the one in the North side, there is
the intention of representing a transition space that does
not exist in the plan of the palace.
However, this ideal space is represented in the
elevation as a walk through a succession of arches in
order to reach the throne room were the sovereign gave
audience to his subjects (Fig. 5). And it is thanks to
computer graphics that this space of transition can be
observed through an ideal 3D reconstruction of the
portico, in order to understand the perceptual
significance of this spatial suggestion represented as a
flat decoration on the portico’s surface (Fig. 6 & 7).

Figure 3: View of the palace from the patio
An outstanding aspect that can be observed in the
Aljafería is that there is a radical change in the building
composition itself that would continue in the next
centuries, which is the reduction of the depth of the
spaces, tradition that came from the palaces in the
Middle East. Thus, the plan of the palace arranges the
main rooms transversally to the composition axe,
therefore emphasising the relationship between the
rooms and the courtyard, and developing consequently
the porticos as a delicate filter space between the inside
and the outside.
Perhaps this change is the consequence of a space constraint, due to the fact that the economy of the kingdom
sovereigns in the 11th century was unable to consistently
produce a sufficiently strong power structure to put
across the continuity of the Caliph’s power under these

The perception of this virtual space allows the observer
to understand the relationship between this idea and the
typology of the most important building in the Islam: the
mosque, understood in most of the cases as a succession
of naves that must be walked through to reach the qibla
and the mihrab.
Another fact related to this overlapped arches is the
symbolism of the exact number of arches represented: 7.
This number is mentioned in the Koran, Sura LXVII, as
the number of skies created by Allah. So this number is
not a coincidence and it would be an explanation to the
question of why to use an odd number in the composition
of a portico when that creates such an interruption of the
viewing axe of the palace.
The same facts can be observed in the North portico,
but in this case it is in the front part where there are only
five arches represented. The other two missing properly
are the side wings of the U-shaped portico. It is our opinion that this analysis confirms the error committed by the
restorers of this portico in the 1970s when they decided
to reproduce the overlapping arches (Fig. 8) also in the
right side of the U instead of one single arch (Fig. 9) as it
was on the opposite side. Perhaps this decision was due
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only to the intention of making the restoration work understandable in order to clearly identify which part was
the original. However, the result creates a misunderstanding of the significance and the symbolism behind the
exact number of arches of the U-shaped portico.

[Alm98] ALMAGRO GORBEA, A.: La imagen de la
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La Aljafería (1998), vol. II, pp. 407-421.

6. Future project development

[Bou04] BOULLOSA GUERRERO, N. Proyectos
multimedia: imagen, sonido y vídeo (2004).

This project has been developed in the framework of
the activity carried out by the Research Group of the
Escuela de Estudios Árabes – CSIC in Granada, Spain
specially focused on the study of Palatine Islamic Architecture in Spain. In the future, the intention of this group
would be, based on the work already carried out, to
tackle the reconstruction of the following periods that
successively transformed this complex in time.
In our opinion, this outstanding building, already included in the World Heritage List because of the mudejar
palace of the 14th century, deserves a better way to
transmit and explain its different historical transformations. It is therefore in our minds to keep on going with
this process and permit the visitors and the society in
general to observe and learn more about its history and
complexity through computer graphic reconstructions
and multimedia interactive presentations.
7. General conclusions
This theme is certainly a challenge and a risk by
supporting the study of a series of hypotheses, some of
which can only be corroborated in very general terms.
However, the tip of an iceberg can be seen in the novelty
of an understanding of the Palatine architecture in AlAndalus, in terms of a computer graphic perceptive
interpretation, because recreating and simulating the
spaces open up new ways of seeing and analysing things,
when digital reconstruction is possible. Therefore this
could be the starting point for possible future researches
into this issue, which is certainly one of great interest,
not only in the scientific community but also in general.
It is an attempt, through computer graphic
documentation, to achieve a better understanding of the
hypothetical architectural reality of the past at a level of
perception so that anyone wishing to do so, can find out
about and better understand the palatine architectural
heritage which has been handed down to us by
Andalusian culture.
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Figure 4: View of the South portico

Figure 5: Ideal front view of the space created by the superposition of porticos
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Figure 6: View of the South portico and the decorative programme there represented

Figure 7: Ideal oblique view of the represented space
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Figure 8: The right side of the U-shaped portico nowadays. Reconstruction work made in the 1970s

Figure 9: The U-shaped portico following the reconstruction hypothesis of the 3D model
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